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DEUTERONOMY:
OR THE

FIFTH BOOK OF MOSES.

INTRODUCTION.

I 1. ITS DESCRIPTION ACCORDING TO ITS POSITION AND TITLES.

Viewed in its position as "the fifth book of Moses," which is its usual name in the

German, Deuteronomy appears as the end, the completion of the Pentateuch.*

Although the Pentateuch is strictly speaking no" Mosaid," still the appearance of Moses,

his life, his works and suflferings, constitute beyond question the personal thread which runs

throush the one five-divided whole from the second book onwards. As the conduct and

fortune of the Israel of the Pentateuch centres originally in its pilgrim fathers, the patriarchs,

80 now for its growth and its wider history as a people, it centres in Moses, For this reason

the Pentateuch was referred to under the brief name, "Moses" (comp. Heb. xi. 23 sq., with

V. 8 sq. ; Isa. Ixiii. 11 ; Ps. ciii. 7 ; Luke xvi. 29-31 ; xxiv. 27). In this point of view. Genesis

is the noblest prologue, which could only have been conceived by one so highly distinguished

by God (Ex. xxxiii. 8-11 ; Num. xii. 7, 8: Deut. xxxiv. 10-12), a person who could not only

summon the heavens and earth to hear the words of his mouth (Deut. xxxii. 1), but through

the work with which he was entrusted has attained a significance more imperishable than

the heavens and earth (Matt. v. 18; Luke xvi. 17). So that Moses in his work not only

for Israel but for humanity, could compare himself with the Mediator of a new-covenant

(Deut. xviii. 15), as indeed he is expressly recognized in his resemblance to him in the

new covenant itself (John i. 17; Matt. xxiv. 35). At all events Genesis closes precisely

as we should have expected such a prologue to close, viz. with the children of Israel in Egypt,

after the burial of Jacob, and after Joseph also was dead, with the most significant glance

into the future (Gen. 1. 24, 25). It completes the narrative down to the point at which the

peculiar act begins, of which Moses was to be the great actor and bearer. The second book

of Moses proceeds at once with the exposition, since it records the calling of Moses, with all

the circumstances necessary to its understanding. If the following narrative, extending into

the fourth book, carries on the development, through the disobedience and obstinacy of the

people increasing to its utmost limit, so in the transition to this point, the revolt of his own

brother and sister against Moses, and the two-fold declaration concerning him personally

(Num. xii. 3, 7, 8) claim special notice, and the catastrophe (Num. xiii.-xiv.) has still a wider

sweep than the exclusion of Israel from the promised land in the way described in Num. xiv.

29. Moses himself (comp. Deut. i. 37) falls under the divine judgment upon Israel (Num.

XX. 12). He is already omitted in Num. xiv. 24, 30, 38. He is told of God indeed that he

* The supposition by some—who include the book of Joshua in the Pentateuch—of a six-fold division haa its truth,

Indeed, viz. the truth of an historical connection between the Thorab and the earlier prophets, but it is entirely arbitrary

to fix the limit at the book of Joshua ; we might even assign the two books of Kings t) the Pentateuch. As to the book

of Joshua, in its present form, its supplementary independence may be shown among other ways by a reference to its

manifold verbal peculisrities, which is of the more importance here, since from its necessary dependence upon the Penta-

teuch, there must be a general and prevailing similarity.
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would make a new nation from liim (v. 12) ; but it was so much the more incumbent upon
him to sanctify God before all Israel, since he had been accepted by God for all Israel. But
as Israel in the interval between the sentence and the completed judgment—Num. xv. 32

is a mere transient emotion of obedience—continues in its obstinacy, this old nature of the

people finally exerts such an influence upon Moses himself, that it obscures in him the faith

iu Jehovah. (It is in the highest degree significant that the act (Num. xx.) occurs in the

same region as that recorded (Num. xiii. 21, 26) ; and to this local connection corresponds

the verbal connection in the address of Moses to the people, and not to the rock as he was

commanded (Num. xx. 8) ; corresponds also the reference to Israels rebellion, which was
so much more criminal, as it called in question the faithfulness of God, as formerly Moses
had fully recognized the faithfulness of God (Num. xiv. 13 sq.) over against the faithlessness

of Israel). With the unbelief of Moses the development first reaches its end ; this is the last

step; now follows (chap, xxvii. 13) the announcement of his death, but the announcement
only, while in the case of Aaron (chap. xx. 24 sq), his death also is immediately recorded.

Thus another kind of departure from the scene, is prepared and in prospect for Moses, than

that which occurs with Aaron. Neither the Pentateuch in its Mosaic character, nor a Moses

in his personality, to which Genesis serves as a prologue, can have its fitting end and com-

pletion in a closing sentence like that in Num. xxxvi. 13. Corresponding to the prologue

of Genesis, there must follow an epilogue, which in fact Deuteronomy is, which completes

as well the Mosaic character of the Pentateuch with respect to its construction, as it is fitted

to the marked peculiar position and personality of Moses.

If Moses is personally the head of Israel, so the law is actually the great thing for Israel.

The " fifth book of Moses " is "the fifth fifth-part of the law," as " Thorah" (6 vdfioi) or "the

five fifth-parts of the law " is the title of the Pentateuch as a whole. But the law, thus the

law of Israel, has as Israel itself also, a significance beyond Israel as a peculiar people. It

is truly "introduced by the way" (Rom. v. 20), or "added thereto" (Gal. ill. 19), still not

against the promise of God (Gal. iii. 21), but the end of the law, i. e. its fulfilment and its

goal, is Christ (Rom. x. 4). According to this explanation of the Apostle to the heathen, at

the same time the great interpreter of the Old Testament, especially as one taught at the

feet of Gamaliel according to the perfect manner of the law of the fathers (Acts xxii. 3), it is

perfectly clear, that Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, the central books of the Pentateuch,

are enclosed by Genesis and Deuteronomy. The striking peculiarities of the last two (comp.

Deut. xxxiii. with Gen. xlix.), show their parallel significance. This parallel significance for

the Thorah lies in this, that as Genesis lays historically the all-embracing foundation, so

Deuteronomy makes intelligible prophetically the all-embracing goal or completion. Israel

is from the very first, like the heavens and earth, a pure creation of God (Gen. xviii. 10-14;

xvii. 10, 17, 19). Its Thorah, in which Israel's historical individuality comes to its expres-

sion, as also fully in the Messiah, has according to Genesis, its foundation in the creation

of the world and man. As therefore in its race-father even, in Abraham (Gen. xii. 3), "all

nations of the earth" come into view, are included in the scope of the promise, thus confirm-

ing from the first the universal aspect and significance of Israel, so also the Pentateuch

can only reach its completion, if it reaches a true completion at all, in a conclusion, like its

beginning. This necessity for " the fifth fifth-part of the law " is the point of view, from

which we can understand the title, Deuteronomy, (AevrepovSfiiov according to the Septuagint,

Deuteronomiura according to the Vulgate), i. e., " the second law." When, among the Jews,

,t was culled "Misch'neh Thorah" (abbreviated into Misch'neh) with reference to Deut. xvii.

18, the verbal expression indeed appears in that passage, as also in Josh. viii. 32, but Deute-

ronomy is not therefore a repetition in the sense of a transcript. That would be a mere

copy (a very significant remembrance 1) which the second two tables of the law were, which

Moses must hew (Ex. xxxiv. 1) written truly by God Himself, as were also the first (Ex. xxxii.

16), but in other respects the work of Moses, while the first were entirely " the work of God."

It is rather a second law, as the command of love (John xiii. 34; 1 John ii. 7, 8; 2 John 5),

is a new command ; as this by Christ, so that by Moses. The law even down to Deuteronomy

is said to be commanded (Num. xxxvi. 13), or given (Lev. xxvi. 46) by Moses, but the pre-
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cise expression is "by the hand of Moses" (ntyo-T3) ; the month was Jehovah's, "These

are the statutes and the judgments and the laws which the Lord made (gave) between Him
and the children of Israel in Mount Sinai by," sq. (Lev. xxvi. 46). "These are the com-

mandments and the judgments which the Lord commanded by," sq. (Num. xxxvi. 13). The

Lord commanded Moses for the children of Israel, Lev. xxvii. 34, comp. Deut. i. 3 ; iv. 5

;

Deuteronomy on the other hand begins at once, chap. i. 1, "These are the words" (whence

its title "EUch Haddebarim" or briefly '' Haddebarim " in the Hebrew Bible) "which

Moses spake to all Israel," etc. ; as also John xiii. 34, "a new commandment give I unto you."

With Deuteronomy the mouth of Moses comes into special prominence in connection with

his hand, and in order to make the distinction from the previous law more clesr and definite,

the object, the purpose which Moses had is also expressly given (Deut. i. 5), namely, " to

declare "—explain " this law," thus : to trace back the given letters to the spirit, and then to

express the spirit in new, diiferent letters. The parallel from John xiii. is striking as to

the whole distinction. The whole method by which Moses in his own person, has originally

opened the way for the prophetic order in Israel comes into view here.* It belongs indeed

generally to Deuteronomy to provide for the time when the death of Moses already announced

(Num. xxvii. 13) should take place, and the people, so greatly needing and desiring a me-

diation, in opposition to the fearful, immediate direct presence of God (Deut. xviii. 16; Ex.

XX. 16; Deut. v. 5, 20 sq.), should be deprived of the Mosaic mediation. The organism of

the post-Mosaic Israel was defined in the most careful way. It is on this account, especially,

that Deuteronomy is a practical hand-book and vade-mecum for the later prophecy f—used

by Christ Himself, immediately after His entrance upon His prophetic office, all three times,

in His temptation (comp. Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10, with Deut. viii. 3; vi. 16, 13). Deuteronomy

breathes throughout the freshness of the word of God, issuing forth ever new, by virtue of

which the prophets could prevent a mere dead tradition of the law, could declare the demands

of the divine will on one hand indeed, according to the necessities of the time, but on the

other with reference to the future of Israel, to the end of the way of God with him. The

necessities of the time to which Deuteronomy has reference, appear both in the new gene-

ration to whom Moses spake (Num. xxvi. 64, 65), and in the early settlement in Canaan (e. g.

Deut. vi. 1). There was no necessity for a new independent law-giving in addition to the

earlier, nor that the law given from God by Moses should be corrected or revised. The nature

of the old people now, as it stands over against Canaan, plainly grown to its utmost and fatal

limit (Num. xiv.) requires a human mediation of the law of God, a full consideration of the

subjective state, at least in the reception and in the retaining of the objective divine will,

a practical exhortation to the people which is peculiar to Deuteronomy throughout, but this

neither makes it as some of the Rabbins hold, a "Sepher tochahoth," book of punishments,

nor a law for the people generally, in distinction from one for the Priests and Levites. The
reference to the future of Israel, to the end of the way of God with him, is taken already iu

* "While the peculiar prophecy presupposes the law as one completed whole, it (Deuteronomy) labors still upon it;

while that yields subjection to it, this moves over it freely and full of power, in order to enlarge, indeed to modify, as

no prophet in Israel ever ventured to do; it takes up and carries oi> indeed chiefly only what li^s before it in the ea-lier

laws, in a germ-like way, or as supposinons, but carries on the same, as if in possession of the same creative strength

which had formed the earlier books, enlarging, enriching, and glorifying them."

—

Schultz. " Moses is lawgiver and
prophet at the same time. As mediator of the Old Covenant, he stands at the very summit of the whole theocratic pro-

phecy. Hence the peculiarity of his prophetic activity, which is, that he not only treats of the law in its subjective applica-

tion, but carries on, develops and completes the law itself. Hence there is in him an interpenetratlon of the l^naX and
prophftic elements, such as is found in no one else. But this mutual interpenetration is so real and inward, that the

prophetic element bPars at least a partially legal coloring, and this legal element in turn wears the shade of pro-

phecy,"

—

Haevernick.

t " If Deuteronomy appears to ns as a circle of discourses, and indeed of ferewell discourses, of the lawgiver about to

separate from his people, the first expectation which such a definition justifies, is, that of a peculiar prominence of the

subjectivity of the spestker, which in this very way distinguishes itself from the strong objective form of the law, which

he has hitherto made known. The book has a prophetic coloring; that which we have already spen coming forward at

the close of Leviticus, in the germ, has here greater compass and more decided significance. Tiie book is the model of

prophetic exposition, and in this character we can easily explain how a later prophecy (Jeremiah and Ezekiel) joins itself

to this model. This character is one of which the author is clearly conscious. Moses himself appears here as a prophet

(Deut. xviii. 15 sq.), and the following order of the prophets may be viewed as the continuation of his work, an institution

having the closest inward connection with him,"

—

Haeternick,
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the more particular prominence of Canaan (chap. i. 8, 21, 36, 38, 39, etc.), for the position

of Canaan amoog the lands of the earth, proclaims geographically the same thing which the

promise as to Israel, in its race or stem-father, utters ; the universal import of the people

of God. But the prophetic character of Deuteronomy, as it is stamped with it by Moses, will

reveal itself much more in the laws, if it is according to its title, " the second law." And

this is actually the case, not barely in the form of expression, which is more rhetorical and

emphatic (chap. iv. 5-8; ii. 25), but throughout in its very nature: whatever avails for every

man not every one in Israel only, but every man, that which is generally availing and

important in the widest extent, the universal ideas of the law, are purposely repeated, and

set in the clearest light. This inward character of the Thorah in its deuteronomic repro-

duction and application (chap. v. 29; x. 16), must be held to be the interpreting word;

meanwhile attention is here called to the citations from Deuteronomy in the New Testament,

e.g. Heb. xii. 29, from Deut. iv. 24; 1 Cor. viii. 4, from Deut. iv. 38, 39; Mark xii. 29 sq.;

Matt. xxii. 37 sq. ; Luke x. 27 sq., from Deut. vi. 4, 5, etc., etc. The renewing of the Cove-

nant, chap- xxviii. 29, 69, in this tendency and character of the '' second law," is the true

culminatino' point of Deuteronomy; for communion with God, upon the ground of the com-

munion of God with men (chap. iv. 7),—is the true religion,—is the universal goal and hope

of humanity. In this, as also already in the first making of the covenant (Lev. xxvi. sq.),

the future of Israel was so far foreseen (Deut. xxviii. sq.), as is scarcely predicted anywhere

by the prophets after Moses (comp. Deut. xxx. 6, with Jer. xxxi. 31 sq. ; xxxii. 37 sq.).

And with this agree perfectly the very significant position of the Mosaic and Messianic

prophetic institutions, over against each other, which is peculiar to Deuteronomy (chap, xviii.

15 18), by which the position is assigned to the succeeding prophetic order in Israel, from

Moses to Christ (Deut. xxxiv. 10 : Num. xii. 6 sq.). In its prophetic form and attitude, Deute-

ronomv has, like Genesis, both with respect to Israel and the law, its universal character;

the closing book of the Pentateuch is like its beginning, and therefore its true completion.

(Compare Lange's passing remarks upon Deuteronomy in the General Introduction to

the Old Testament, p. 34, and the Introduction to Genesis, p. 86-94).

§ 2. DEUTERONOMY VIEWED ACCORDING TO ITS OWN DECLARATIONS.

The delineation of Deuteronomy according to its position and titles has presented it to

us, with respect to Moses, as an epilogue ; with respect to the Thorah of Israel, as the uni-

versal completion of the Pentateuch.

As to its own utterances attention is usually called to ch. xxxi. 9, 24; xvii. 18 sq. ; xxvii.

1 sq.; xxviii. 58, 61; xxix. 19, 20, 26; xxx. 10. But for the understanding of these very

passages, Deuteronomy must first be questioned and heard upon the idea
—

" this law," which

is of deciding weight here.

The expression meets us first in ch. i. 5, With ver. 3 in view, this (Thorah) law which

Mosc'i, ver. 5 begins to declare or explain, cannot be the explanation itself, cannot without

something further constitute Deuteronomy, but must be the Thorah (in the literal sense of

the demonstrative particle), to which Moses calls the attention of his hearers in the words

which follow, which was beyond question in the mind of the writer of these lines since he

had already declared, ver. 3, " that Moses spake unto the children of Israel according unto

all that Jehovah had given him in commandment unto them." After a preparatory intro-

duction (ch. iv. 5 sq., 13 sq., 23 sq.) extending to chap. iv. 43; after the theme had been

resumed ver. 44, in every form (" and this is the Thorah, law, which Moses set before the

children of Israel : these are the testimonies and the statutes and the judgments which Moses

spake unto the children of Israel," etc.), follows now the intended explanation of the earlier

given law (chap. v. sq.).
'•' This law " is thus from the very first the decalogue, as the kernel and

centre of all the remaining revelation from Sinai and in the plains of Moab, connected with

it. The supposition under which alone Deuteronomy is what it is, a repetition of the law, is

in entire accordance with this. But as Moses repeats the law of God in Deuteronomy, so this

deuteronomic repetition of the law is always regarded as a second giving of the law, at least

as a new exhibition of it (chap. iv. 8, 44; xi. 32). "This law" appears therefore correctly
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in Deuteronomy, among the usual titles of the earlier law-giving as " the statutes and the

judgments" (chap. iv. i), 'the commands ' (iv. 2), "his statutes and his commandments"
(iv. 40), " all the commandments and the statutes and the judgments " (chap. v. 31), and the

like (chap. iv. 45; vi. 1, 2, 17). Thus the term "this law," designates originally the earlier

lawgiving connected with the decalogue, in the progressive explanation of the deuteronomic

discourses, the more so the more fully it is regarded in its deuteronomic apprehension, expla-

nation and practical use, unless it appears from the connection that, besides the deuterono-

mic renewal, the original text is especially intended. The titles; "These words which I

command thee this day " (chap. vi. 6 ; xii. 28), and especially " all the words of this law "

since "the words," according to chap. i. 1, form the title of the book—may be viewed as

a standing expression for the deuteronomic Thorah (chap. xvii. 19 ; xxvii. 3, 26 ; xxviii. 58 •

xxix. 28; xxxi. 12, 24; xxxii. 46). Chap. xvii. 19, where the expression: "all the words of
this law," first occurs, appears to furnish the transition to the use of this phrase.

In Deut. xxxi. 9, " this law," which Moses wrote, can hardly be the direction for reading

the law at the feast of tabernacles; but the same as "this law," ver. 11, which should b«
read, which Moses wrote that it might be read, the same as " all the words of this law " for

ver. 12 reveals the objects for which the law was to be read. The words, ver. 9: "And Moses
wrote," very clearly answer to and complete the frequently recurring words :

" And Moses
spake," (comp. chap. xxxi. 1), so that we cannot think here of any other words than the

law discourses before given in Deuteronomy. Leaving out of view the force of the words

:

"all the words of this law," probably a precise formula for the deuteronomic Thorah the
fact of the reading is in favor of so understanding the words : "and Moses wrote," not so much
because the whole Pentateuch is of too great an extent for public reading, as because in this

case of the, in some measure, mere arbitrariness of the choice as to what would be read which
must be left to the wisdom of their spiritual officers, the whole tendency and character of

the deuteronomic law fit it well, and it alone, for the public reading before the people (so

well that Hengstenbeeg allows that the larger parts were chosen from Deuteronomy).
The Jewish traditions in regard to the feast of tabernacles may be left undecided. It was la

the highest degree fitting that the occurrences of Deuteronomy—the second lawgiving

—

should be repeated in a liturgical manner every seven years. But the expression used in

ver. 12 points farther to ver. 24, where Moses, after he "had made an end" (comp. with this

chap. i. 5, where it is said Moses began, etc.) "of writing the words of this law in a book
until they were finished," ver. 25 sq., commanded to put " this book of the law " in the side

of the ark of the Covenant. There is an unquestionable connection between the writiuf of

ver. 24, with that of ver. 9. In this second passage also of chap. xxxi. the deuteronomic law
is intended, viz. the finished book form, and the final safe depositing of all that Moses had
spoken and written from chap. i. down to this point. The now completed book could be
given from the hand, and forever laid away in the fit place, in which truly there is at the

same time a pointing on to that which is beyond Deuteronomy. There is the same distinc-

tion between the giving of the book, ver. 24 sq., and the giving of ver. 9, as between the
complete destination and end of the whole book in the side of the ark, and the special desti-

nation and end of the deuteronomic law, for the public reading before the people every seven
years ; as between the mere command :

" take and put it," and the formal solemn official

command and investiture of the priests and elders of the people—an investiture whose signi-

ficance the event recorded (2 Kings xxii. 8 sq. ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 14 sq.) places in the clearest

light, if we may regard the deuteronomic law as there intended; as between the testimony
of this law-book, which was intimated (chap. iv. 45), but which is expressly introduced

(chap. xxxi. 19, 21), (as on account of this character of the book as a testimony, the song
which follows immediately upon ver. 28 is appended), and the other point of this law as it

is presented in vers. 12 and 13 of chap. xxxi. ; as finally between the direct divine completion
in vers. 14-23 of this closing chapter, and the Mosaic completion in vers. 1-8, which latter,

however, takes up the particular elements or stages in the same succession, thus Moses,
Israel, Joshua.

The conclusion from chap. xxxi. is that, according to its own utterances, Deuteronomy,
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from chap. i. 1 to chap, xxxii. 43, contains not only what was spoken by Moses, but was at

the same time drawn up by I\Ioses in its written form.

The agreement as to the whole spirit and character, the tone and language, with what

precedes, not merely in chap, xxxi., but in chap, xxxii., bears decidedly against fixing any

earlier limit than chap, xxxii. 43. But what is true for the song of Moses does not avail lor

the closing historical narrative. The marked differences from the foregoing portions, which

appear already in chap, xxxii. 44-52,.and still more clearly iu the following chapters, are

decidedly in favor of fixing the termmus ad quern at chap, xxxii. 43. As the Mosaic origia

is expressly attested down to chap, xxxii. 43, so it stands beyond any doubt, that another

hand than that of Moses has had a part in Deuteronomy as it lies before us. Whose hand
has written the xxxiii. and xxxiv. chapters of Deuteronomy, and at the same time put the

finishing stroke to the whole Pentateuch ? If chap. xxxi. 19 includes Joshua with Moses in

the writing of the song, this can scarcely have been from '* the need of learning for the mul-

tiplication of the writing," since equally trusty and finished hands could certainly have been

found among the priests and judges (i. 15; xxix. 9; xxxi. 28). But as the successor of

Moses, Joshua must also have a share in the writing, if not with respect to a sacred litera-

ture of Israel, yet still for the necessary arranging of the records (as Josh. xxiv. 26). With-

out this explanation of chap. xxxi. 19, without this merely incidental hint as to his shai*e in

writing the law,* especially in a man in whom the law was so deeply engraved (comp. Dent,

iv. 2: xiii. 1, with Josh. i. 8), it would not be easy to comprehend how he should have depo-

sited in writiog, in the book of the law of God, the arranged records referred to in Josh,

xxiv. 26. But if the activity of Joshua is generally supplementary, which requires no proof,

nothing lies nearer than the supposition, that he whose name alone occurs in connection

with that of Moses should have added the supplement in question (chap, xxxiii. and xxxiv.)

to Deuteronomy. The two passages, Deut. xxxi 19 and Josh. xxiv. 26, mutually reflect

light upon each other. The passing remark in Deuteronomy makes the narrative in Joshua

intelligible, and this again in turn lends to that a not inconsiderable space for application.

Whether, on the other hand, Josh. xxiv. 26 does not limit the literary, if we may so speak,

participation of Joshua in Deuteronomy, and especially in reference to the whole Pentateuch

namely, to the simple supplement, and in connection with this, to the recorded contempo-

rary relation of the matter, while for other and later hands there is a possibility and proba-

bility of a redaction,! remains an o^jen question. We will listen to the utterances of Deuter-

onomy upon this point also.

Deut. xvii. 18-20, connects itself in many points of view with chap. xxxi. The future

king in Israel must write him " a copy of this law in a book from that which is before the

Priests," which implies a written original. Is not that the one which should be written

(chap. xxxi. 9) ? as that was written (chap. xxxi. 24) '' iu a book ?" If " all the words of this

law " is a standing formula to express the Deuteronomic law, then ver. 19 contains an ex-

press reference to it. In ver. 20 the king is mentioned together with the people, " that his

heart be not lifted up above his brethren." There is a clear reference here to the deutero-

nomic apprehension of the law, for it is peculiarly adapted to the people. Chap. xxxi. 12,

13 is, further, in entire unison with the 19th verse here. The phrase, ver. 12, " that they

may hear," for the law was to be publicly read, is followed immediately, as we read here,

" and that they may learn, and fear, and observe." Comp. also ver. 13 :
" All the days "

with " all the days," chapter xvii. 19. The speaker in chap. xvii. might allude to Deutero-

nomy, since these words must soon come to a close (certainly in the mind of the writer, chap.

xxxi. 24) ; as to the matter of the kingdom the deuteronomic law might be assumed by the

hearers, to be even then completed. The limiting clause, ver. 18 (" from before the priests,

the Levites") may be referred to chap. xxxi. 9, since the priests there, as the sons of Levi,

bear the ark of the covenant ; and to xxxi. 25, 26, since the Levites themselves, as the bear-

* How very closely the sonp; is connected with the law is apparent from the declared significance of the two: it must

be in the mouth of Israel what the book of the law was in the sidu of the ark.

t [MnRPHT uses this aa an Kn^^lish word, and there seems to be a necessity for it in the discussion of these questiona.

The meaning is clear enough ; but it is not synonymous with our words, edition or rc-arrangement.—A. G.]
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ers of the ark, were to put the book of the law in the side of the ark. As the entire levitical

service essentially completes itself before the ark of the Covenant of Jehovah, so the ark

itself, on the other hand, and with it the book of the law deposited in its side, is " before the

levitical Priests." Thus " the copy of this law in a book " may, literally, be taken from

"before them," as chap. xvii. 18 requires. But "'JSy? may denote, not what is yet first to

occur, but rather what is already the case ; ^. c, it may denote that the law from which the

king should make a copy, and which was already in great part " before," or with the priests,

is "from before," that is, from that (exemplar, original) which is in safe keeping with the

priests. They would very naturally be represented at the time as the custodians of the law,

to whom, not only whatever in the moment of its utterance or of its written composition was
already under their hands, but also the deuteronomic discourses of the law, (and hence the

intimation, ver. 19, is to these more than to others, since they were even then flowing into

their hands) must also be given. From this presupposition of chap. xxxi. in chap, xvii., the

instructions given to the priests in chap. xxxi. 10, in reference to the feast of tabernacles

every seven years, may be explained ; the designation of the priests, ver. 9, must be con-

nected with ver. 25 sq., preparing the way for what is there to be narrated; but ver. 25 sq.,

at the very close of Deuteronomy—for this is the closing part and act of the whole—should
simply place in its final form in the ark of the Covenant as its locality, the already for a long

time existing deposit with the priests ; whence it was commanded simply to the Levites,

without any express mention of the priests, that they should " take and put it in the side of

the ark." Comp. xxxiii. 10. The special mentionof the deuteronomic words of the law (chap,

xvii. 19) does not exclude the previously given law from its meaning, which, marked dis-

tinctly by the inscriptions (Lev. xxvi. 46; xxvii. 34; Num. xxxvi. 13) into finished parts,

was already at the beginning of Deuteronomy laid up in the custody of the priests. The ex-

istence of this law is constantly presupposed in Deuteronomy. It is said here expressly since

the occasion offered, that the priests had it already in their custody. And with all these

points of agreement between chap. xxxi. 12, 13, and chap. xvii. 19, the definite design for the

king is still to be distinguished in ver. 19, not only '' it shall be with him," but also " all the

words of this law and these statutes to do them ;" and again ver. 20, " and that he turn not

aside from this commandment to the right hand or to the left," etc. The peculiar additions

which in the precise definite expression point to the earlier law-giving, and arise from the

peculiarities of the royal position, may be explained from the fact that they are designed for

the king. In fact, should the king, as is essentially the case in chap, xvii., be regarded by
himself, it will not correspond perfectly with the understanding of his distinct position from

the people, his position not barely as one above the people, but as one in addition to all the

other officers, dignities and institutions in Israel ("upon the throne of his kingdom," ver.

18), if he has barely in his hands daily the so-to-speak popular edition of the law in Deute-

ronomy. " These statutes," ver. 19, cannot be limited to the obligations and duties spoken

of in vers. 16, 17, which are special peculiar prohibitions, while in ver. 20 the king is bound
universally to the commandment, i. e., to all that God has commanded, generally to that

which is the commandment for Israel. The law of the king in this pair of verses cannot pos-

sibly be the required copy of the law. The immediate connection with what precedes sug-

gests more than this, more even than the deuteronomic law. In vers. 8-13 the priests are

spoken of especially as knowing the law, i. e., those who know and who are the teachers of

the law. It lies in the nature of the case, and the reference to Lev. x. 11, expressly confirms

it, that "all the statutes which Jehovah spake by the hand of Moses" are intended here.

The deuteronomic law is itself an exposition ; it could thus render assistance to the official

int-^rpreters of the law, but it could not supply them with the sacred text. Moreover the

cases introduced, ver. 8, presuppose undoubtedly the knowledge of the legal determinations

concerning them, as they are treated in Ex. xxi.-xxiii. In such connection come at last the

words concerning the king over Israel. In chap, xvi, 18-20, judges and officers, chap. xvii.

8-13, priests and judges, vers. 14-20, the king! a succession in which each embraces some-

thing more than the preceding in its legal relations, so that the king at last must be viewed

as entrusted with all, what is law in Israel. Thus "the copy of the law " which the king
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has to make, must embrace the whole law,—at the moment the words were spoken, the whole

law so far as transcribed it lay in the possession of the priests, the natural depositaries of the

law in the mind of the writer of chap, xvii., the whole law, so far as it stood before him as

one whole, and when the case supposed here should actually occur, and there should be a

kino-, surely it would be understood as containing the earlier given law. Compare what is

said to Joshua (Jos. i. 8) who held provisionally the place of the king, with the literal fulfil-

ment as it is related 2 Kings xi. 12. As it is proper to include the king with the people from

whom he is taken, aud still to view him also in his peculiar characteristics by himself, so the

reference to the earlier law, in connection with the mention of the deuteronomic, corresponds

to this actual practical relation ; and chap, xvii., in the midst of the discourses, which should

complete the whole law, was the proper place for both.

The result from Dent. xvii. is : 1), the supposition of the earlier law as written (in some

sense completed) and extant with the priests; 2) the intimation of the deuteronomic law as

one belonging to the whole; and, 3), the introduction of copies of this, as we must think,

Mosaic whole, which were made by the kings with their own hand, under the direction of

the priests, or indeed were entirely written by the priests themselves. If the first is true with

regard to the deuteronomic law, and at the same time the other related parts of the Penta-

teuch, so the view already attained, as to certain altogether natural, and indeed priestly re-

dactions, is confirmed by the last.

The direction, Deut. xxvii. 1 sq., that Israel should " write " the law, presupposes just as

the " copies " of chap, xvii., the law, as written, or as one which, will be written. Then, to

inscribe " all the words " in the sense of every particular word of the law in question, or even

every word in the sense of every sentence or declaration with a legal sanction, is forbidden in

the nature of the case. If we will not evaporate the expression used into a mere vague gene-

rality, it behooves us to explain " all the words of this law—by all the discourses upon this law "

(Ch. i. 1, 5). " The whole commandment which I command you this day," is indeed nothing

else than the command for the erecting, cementing, and inscription of the stones, in their whole

extent ; in this sense " this day " of ver. 1, and " the day when " of ver. 2, correspond wiih each

other. It may be inferred, even from ver. 10, that in the following formula ofimprecation, as it

appears ver. 11 sq., (and afterward in its fuller exhibition in chap, xxviii 1, in reference to the

blessings, and in ver. 15, in reference to the curses) the deuteronomic manner of the law is the

characteristic feature, as indeed in the summary, ver. 26, the deuteronomic law comes into

clear relief. But that we are here to think of this last, is demanded as well by the parallel pas-

sages, chap. xxxi. 9 sq. (there the public reading, here the recording), and the actual execu-

tion of what this parallel passage required (Josh. viii. 34), as by the fact that the whole Pen-

tateuch was too large, aud the mere curses and blessings, or the simple decalogue too small

for " the great stones " in their indefinite number, while on the contrary the deuteronomic

discourses of the law are of the proper extent, as they also constitute the ground upon which

the renewing of the covenant in Deuteronomy proceeds, chaps. xxvii.-xxx. Here it is the

words of Moses, as in Ex. xxir. 3, 4, 7, 8, " All the words of Jehovah." But in these are

included the historical reminiscences, warnings, etc., as well as the " peculiar precepts." To

suppose the reverse would run counter to the whole practice of Deuteronomy especially, as

indeed it would to the peculiar method of the Pentateuch ; the decalogue itself from the be-

ginning of the first command, embraces the history. According, indeed, to the very nerve

and force of every section of these discourses, the special purpose of the speaker, the peculiar

finished style, the strictly defining word, these must have been written upon the stones. Josh,

viii. 32. Compare with this, vers. 34 and 35, in which the distinction between what was read

and what was written is clearly marked. The result here is the same with that from Deut.

xxxi.

In the remaining passages (chap, xxviii. 58, Gl ; xxix. 19, 20, 26 ; xxx. 10) the declara-

tion of a written publication, and the intimation of a book, is common to all, either prepara-

tory to chap, xxxi., or because the written publication went before the oral report, an Ex.

xxiv. 4, 7 (Deut. xxxi. 22), or because throughout, the writing, although later, was chiefly

regarded, and not so much the speaking. In all cases it is the deuteronomic law which is
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intended, but as the unmistakable reference to Lev. xxvi. shows, not without embracing the

earlier law-giving, in addition to which Moses wrote this, his law, before the children of Is-

rael (Josh. viii. 31, 32 ; comp. chap. i. 7, 8), the whole called "the book of the law of God,"

Josh. xxiv. 26 (comp. Neh. viii. 18; 2 Chron. xvii. 9; xxxiv. 14), in distinction from the
" law of Moses " (Josh. viii. 81, 32 ; xxiii. 6 ; 1 Kings ii. 3 ; 2 Kings xiv. 6 ; xxiii. 25).* The
various declarations as to the written record of the deuteronomic law, may be explained from

the very design of Deuteronomy as the closing part of the Pentateuch. Nothing is more be-

fitting the completion than that it should repeatedly testify, namely, that all these spoken

words have their fixed form for the people through writing. Tlie stronger this is accented,

as to the deuteronomic law, the more certainly it must be understood of the sacred text of the

deuteronomic discourses, and must therefore be held above any doubt, although there is oc-

casionally, in the earlier law-giving, an allusion to a written composition, as Ex. xvii. 14

;

xxiv. 4, 7; xxxiv. 27 ; Num. xxxiii. 2. And if the various passages in Deuteronomy point

to its book form, this includes as a matter of course its particular, well-grounded, comprehen-

sive supposition as to the earlier law-giving, that this also was collected in particular books.f

"And it is altogether probable," says Bleek, " that the division into five books is as old as

the last redaction of the law through which it has its present form and extent." It is to him
" not improbable " that the declarations of Deuteronomy are " intended to apply to our en-

tire Pentateuch," at all events truly to the deuteronomic law-giving. " For when in the

discourses of Moses a law book is spoken of in such a manner, it cannot be a writing first

published after Moses which is intended." " Without doubt," Knobel remarks, " the book

is held by the author of Deuteronomy as a work of Moses, so far as it relates to the time be-

fore the death of Moses. That the law book was present to him as one whole, may be in-

ferred from the description of it, and from the direction that the king himself should take

a copy of the law, that he might constantly read it."

Whatever " assistants " we may assume in connection with Moses " for the external form

and writing, for the explanation of the diversities in style and expression " (Kurtz), he

will ever be regarded as the peculiar author of the whole. With the utterances of Deute-

ronomy which we have considered, we pass beyond the stand-point, e. g., which Hobbes in

his Leviathan occupies, that the Pentateuch is a work about Moses, and in this sense Deutero-

nomy may be regarded " as the fifth book of Moses." J In all cases the peculiar declarations

of Deuteronomy bear witness to its Mosaic origin, and indeed as to what concerns its form as

well as in reference to its contents, that it is thus a Mosaic writing,down to chap, xxxii. 43.

This no way forbids the hypothesis both of the supplement by Joshua, and of later redactions

of the Pentateuch (separations amounting perhaps to independent works, e. g. Josh. xxiv.

26 ; 1 Saml. x. 25, but also, supplements, explanations, applications, and the like) ; the oc-

casion and number of the latter being designated definitely enough in Deuteronomy, " by

the copies for the king." Holding firmly the Mosaic authorship of Deuteronomy and of the

Pentateuch generally, with the hypothesis of later redactions, even in the times of the kings,

as at last in the time of Ezra, we are still perfectly free to oppose the criticism, when it seeks

to ascribe it to another period than the Mosaic. [If a revision by Ezra is conceded, it in no way

* The 8th chap, of Neh. is very instructive upon this distinction between the deuteronomic law, and the law generally.

Ver. 1 may he read indefinitely, if it is not Deuteronomy simply which is meant. Probably the desires of the people termi-

nated at first upon this (according to Deut. xxxi. 11 sq.), which was so natural, although it was not the Sabbath-year. But in

ver. 8 it becomes clear that Ezra brought the whole law before the congregition (ver. 2 sq.), which is confirmed, as well by

the use of the well-known expression as to the earlier law-giving (" b'jad Moseheh "), as from the reference to Lev. xxiii..

and still more expressly from the 18th verse.

f-
" Besides it is incredible that Moses should have ordered to be gathered merely his own discourses upon the law, his

practical appendix to it, and not the law itself, which sprang directly from God, and according to Ex. xvii. 14; xxiv. 4, 7',

Num. xxxiii. 1, was already existing in a written form, as if to place a sanctuary within a sanctuary. Indeed we cannot

well think that he should have takfn care for the written composition of his own discourses on the law, but not for the law

itself, which still in any case claimed the first place in his view." Schultz.

{ " Moses, according to the declarations of Deuteronomy, was busy with the writing of the law, down to the latest

moments of his life, so much as he had at last even to fpeak and to regulate ; when the end was immediately impending,

then first he gave the work out of his hands. From this it appears that it had been an altogether peculiar desire of his

heart to make the work as perfect as possible, and it is at least probable that to the same degree also he would take care

for the perfect elaboration and completeness of the earlier parts."

—

Schultz.
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affects the question of the Mosaic authorship. A very slight revision would account for all the

words and passages which seem to be of a later date than Moses, and upon which the main

art^uments of those who oppose the Mosaic authorship rest. The supposition of such a

revision is, as Prof. Bartlet has well said (Smith's Bib. Die, Am. Ed., Art. Pe7itateuch),

perfectly natural " in view of the lapse of time, and the effects of the exile. The SS. render

the supposition probable, by these notices of Ezra," See Neh. viii. 4; Ezra vii. 6, 10, 11;

viii. 1-5, 18. "Now let Ezra but have done for the Scriptures permanently, and in view of

the permanent necessity, that which he did orally and transiently on this occasion," and we

have all that the supposition requires. The Jewish tradition favors this supposition, and

when we bear in mind that it has been a very prevalent opinion in the Christian Church,

that Ezra was divinely called to this work and directed in it, we may well accept this way

of explaining those words and portions which seem of later date.—A. G.]

1 3. THE MOST IMPORTANT HYPOTHESES OF THE CRITICISM AS TO DEUTERONOMY, WITH
REFERENCE TO THE ENTIRE PENTATEUCH.

1. J. S. Yater (1805). That Deuteronomy to a large extent, existed in writing since

the time of Solomob or David ; the closing portion of the whole about the time of the

Babylonian captivity.

2. W. M. L. De Wette (1806-1852, 7 EdL of his Lehrhuch), in continual change. "It

is most probable, that according to the redaction of the Jehovist, the Elohistic, essential

portions of the five books of Moses, and perhaps Deut. xxxi. 14-22, close the fourth book.

The author of Deuteronomy later interpolates his Mosaic hortatory discourses, the new law-

giving, and the obligations with respect to the law, and places the closing part of the fourth

book at the end. Its origin, in the time of Josiah. The passages iv. 27 ; xxviii. 25, 36, 49,

64 ; xxix. 27 sq. ; xxxii. 5-33, were written in the most unfortunate time of the State, in

the Assyrian period, and with reference to the exile of the Ten tribes."

3. P. V. BoHLEN, Vatke and J. F. L. George (1835) : The Pentateuch is not before

the Babylonian exile, at the earliest Deuteronomy has its origin under Josiah.

4. J. J. Staehelin (1843): The author of the whole of Deuteronomy is also the elabo-

rator of the original Elohim writing, in the four first books, as also in the book of Joshua:

the Pentateuch is the work of this Jehovistic, and at the same time deuteronomistic redaction

in the time of Saul.

5. C. V. Lengerke (1844) : The present Deuteronomy, excepting chap. xxxi. 14-23,

and perhaps also chap, xxxiii., which is from the completer, the Jehovist under Hezekiah,

is from the author of Deuteronomy, who at the same time published the book of Joshua in

its present form, under Josiah.

6. H. EwALD (1864) (3c? Ed. of the History of the People of Israel) : "As also the Southern

Kingdom, after the death of the good King Hezekiah, fell into the greatest danger of law-

lessness and anarchy, it is an attempt of some dependent of this kingdom living abroad, to

commend the old law,-altered and rejuvenated for the times, strengthened and emphasized

by prophetic discourses, with a Mosaic method and coloring indeed, but with the freest use

of his material, -to the king of his day as the only salvation, as he wished him to become the

necessary reformer, under the delineation of Joshua." The main portion of Deut., chaps,

i. —XXX., is an entirely independent writing, and from thence onward the original history lies

at the foundation, as it was given in the work of the " fifth narrator," and runs down to the

death of Joshua, which corresponds to the object of the author of Deuteronomy. The great

Song, chap, xxxii. taken from an otherwise unknown poet, by the author of Deuteronomy,

instead of another song which originally occupied this place, since it appeared more suitable

to him. Formed besides, from many sources, both narrative and legal in their subject, now
entirely lost. (The age very learned, etc.). Perhaps during the second half of the reign of

Manasseh, and written indeed in Egypt, in the seventh century through a peculiar event, it

became for the public a book lying at the source of the reformation of the Kingdom under

King Josiah. Chap, xxxiii., probably written under Josiah, not interpolated by the author
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of Deuteronomy, but written by this true, latest collector and publisher of our present Pen-

tateuch, who connected Deuteronomy with the work of the fifth narrator, before the end of

the 7th century, or still surely before the destruction of Jerusalem.

7. F. Bleek (1860, Introduction) : With the conviction that very important sections

are found in the Pentateuch written by Moses and in his time, Deuteronomy belongs to a

writer, different from the Jehovistic reviser and enlarger of the Elohistic fundamental writ-

ing, and to a still later period. The time of its composition, between Hezekiah and Josiah,

under the idolatrous Manasseh. Its more universal spread first occurs after the law-book

with the Deuteronomic law-giving had been found in the temple under Josiah ; chap, xxxii.

1-43, from a poet under Ahaz or Hezekiah, chap, xxxiii., perhaps by the same, at the time

of Uzziah.

8. A. Knobel (1861) : Into the Elohistic and Jehovistic work, which reaches from Gen.

i. to Num. xxxvi., as the Jehovist has completed it through the supplements to the old fun-

damental writing, from the books of Jasher,* and of the wars, Num. xxi. 14; Josh. x. 13,

(which also lies at the basis of the following books of Judges, Ruth, Samuel, 1st Kings xi.),

the writer of Deuteronomy has inserted between Num. xxxvi. and Deut. xxxi. 14, his discourses,

and with them a number of determinations, and two accounts, which the Jehovist had taken

from the book of Jasher, and attached to Num. xxxvi. We discover his hand also after

Deut. xxxi. 14, down tj Josh. xxiv. Through him the Pentateuch has received its present

form.

From this outline of these hypotheses there is a manifest progress of the criticism, from

that now, as good as abandoned " Fragmentary hypothesis," and the earlier " documentary

hypothesis," to the "supplementary hypothesis."

—

(De Wette, § 157, a.).

It is true likewise that the greater number unite, as Bleek says, in holding

that it is decidedly a false view when Vater, V. Bohlek, Vatke, George, hold that

Deuteronomy is older than the books before it, with their law-giving.

As to the author of Deuteronomy, Staehelix. identifying the Jehovist with the author

of Deuteronomy, occupies a distinct position, similar to that of Ewald, who advocates a

still later peculiar author of the Pentateuch. It may indeed be held as the prevailing view,

" that from the beginning on Deuteronomy was written as a revision and enlargement of the

older historical work in the form which it has received through the Jehovistic elaborator of

the first four books, and that the author of Deuteronomy is at the same time the last reviser

of the entire Pentateuch, through whom the work receives the present compass and connec-

tion, in which we have it." Bleek.

As this criticism agrees in denying that Moses wrote Deuteronomy,* so it has come to an

agreement, that the post-Mosaic composition of the work which they receive in general,

occurs during the period down to Josiah.

§ 4. ANTI-MOSAIC ARGUMENT AND ITS REFUTATION.

1. Generally Knobel asserts :
" that as Christ calls His gospel into life without writing,

so Moses gave his law, upon the whole, through oral communications and direct practical

introduction, and left it to his successors to give it its more finished form, and reduce it to

writing." The comparison with Christ falls to the ground with the essential distinction

between Moses and Christ, upon which rests the distinction between the law given by Moses

and the grace and truth which came by Jesus Christ. " His gospel " is the gospel of His

person, while Moses testifies his faithfulness in all his house, even in thi'^, that he has fixed

and made sure in writing, the law entrusted to him for Israel. Vaihinger (Herzog's

Encycl. XI., p. 302 sq.) calls the assertion, "with reference to Christ," that Moses also wrote

not even a letter, " as exaggerated and groundless as the opposite assertion, that he has him-

self written all the words of the Pentateuch," and recognizes the results of Hengstenberg's
{Auth. I., p. 415 sq.) investigations, that " not only Moses, who was learned in all the wisdom

of the Egyptians (Acts vii. 22), but other Israelites also, could have used with ease (Lev.

* [Of Jurisprudence, or rather of the upright.—A. G.J.
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xix. 28 ; Num. v. 23 ; xi. 26 ; xvii. 17) the art of writing spread even among the Canaanites"

(Josh. XV. 15, 16; Judg. i. 11, 12; a book city!). It is from the first more than probable

that Moses wrote many things which, in the variety of the laws and the rigidness with which

their observance was enjoined and was expected from every Israelite, were indispensably

necessary." " In and by itself it is not improbable that Moses should have written the

whole Pentateuch ; the art of writing among the Arabians had its beginning with the

Koreischites, and indeed in the time just prior to Mohammed, and still the comprehensive

Koran was at once put into a written form."

2. But Vaihixger brings to bear against the Mosaic authorship, as to the historical

portions, and therefore as to the Pentateuch generally, in the form in which it comes to us,

the anonymous character of the greater number of the historical books ;
" and this rule is

certainly so to be carried over and applied to the Pentateuch, and hence we may conclude

that its author must be unknown." By no means, for this " fifth book " has its peculiar fun-

damental significance, connects its fitness as a revelation with the person of Moses, and with

no other. It requires no proof how truly the author of the Pentateuch was known through-

out the Old Testament, since indeed the criticism, even of Vaihinger, allows the author of

Deuteronomy to have issued his work under the name of Moses.

3. Bleek remarks especially, that by the representation in Deuteronomy, these dis-

courses were all held upon one day ; on the contrary, that by their extent and contents, the

brief time before the death of Moses is insufficient for recording them. Should we even not

translate i. 5 that Moses at that time (i. 3) began, etc., so that the date is to be understood sim-

ply of the terminus of the beginning, there is not wanting in the following parts every kind

of pause, which sufficiently obviates the appearance upon which Bleek remarks. Thus iv.

41 sq. ; 44 sq. ; v. 1. If Moies died upon the 1st or 7th of the twelfth month, there was still

time enough, the entire eleventh month, especially if the deuteronomic discourses had been

prepared long beforehand.

[The objection is one of little weight in any case. Bat there were ten days between the

beginning of these discourses and the closing events of the life of Moses. There was time

enough, either on the supposition that the discourses had been prepared beforehand, or on

the supposition that they were spoken out of a heart full with his theme, and then recorded.

A man gifted like Moses, standing in his relation to the people, knowing that he was about

to leave them, and aware what interests hung upon his words, c.)uld easily crowd those dis-

courses and events into a much less space of time.—A. G.]

4. The deviation in language, style, ideas, and the course of thought from those usual

in the Pentateuch, as it appears already. Lev. xxvi. 3-46, is, according to Vaihinger, still

more striking and decided in Deuteronomy. '' Such a ' second law ' could scarcely have been

necessary during the life of Moses;" Moses is not the author "of this second law-giving,

often in opposition to his own." One would think that in such " deviations from the usage

of the Pentateuch, some careful and practised student of the Hebrew language, and of the

various modes of expression of the Israelitish writers to which Vaihinger refers, would

have observed it very early, and the entire Jewish tradition, and the Christian Church with

it, would not have ascribed Deuteronomy to Moses. Vaihinger indeed urges the Jewish

title of the book against its Mosaic composition ! Comp. ^ 1 for the mode in which this title

"second law " agrees precisely and only with a personality like that of Moses, the prophetic

law-giver. Every later writer would have had undoubtedly to authenticate his legitimate

claim to it. The necessity or propriety of this new apprehension and arrangement of the

law, rests certainly only in part upon "the approaching residence in Canaan," more com-

pletely upon the requirements of the new generation to whom Moses, himself a dying man
(Ps. xc. 1), here speaks, from the solemn experiences with that earlier generation dead in

the desert; and still more upon the fact that the earlier law-giving, according to its whole

nature with respect to the universal future of Israel, demanded that—if authentic—a path

should be opened out of the law itself, and also through Moses personally, to the prophetic

institution in Israe', which is done in Deuteronomy. Finally Keil and Schdltz refer cor-

rectly to the remark of Bertueau :
" It appears to me very hazardous to suppose opposi-
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tions in the laws, and from these to infer a different age of the opposing passages, because

whoever made the additions must have known that to which they were added, and either

perceived no contradictions, or would have expunged them from the writing before him."

[Wordsworth says with great force: "The writer of Deuteronomy, whoever he may
be, was a Hebrew writer of great natural endowments and intellectual acquirements, and

being well skilled in the language, he would at least be as much conversant with the writings

of Moses as his critics who live 3,000 years after him. Such a writer, wishing to palm Deu-

teronomy on the nation, would have been especially careful not to excite suspicions of the

fraud by deviations from the facts of history or from the style of these other writings. These

seeming variations in his general statements and the acknowledged difference of style between

it and the other parts, so far from being proofs of spuriousness, are in fact strong evidence

in favor of its Mosaic authorship. '—A G.]

5. ' First of all, the form of the three great popular discourses strikes us just as if we
stood in the midst of the time of the later prophets." That " is scarcely " to be expected

"from Moses;" on the contrary, "the three detailed discourses " are called to mind which
introduce "the gnomic poetry of Solomon about the time of Manasseh, and which impress in

a more agreeable and complete form what was earlier concisely and briefly said." Vaihinger.
What different can we expect from Moses, unless simply a repetition of the earlier law-

giving with a second Sinai, elc; unless that he should give an entirely unfitting and disap-

pointing copy from the original I The text lay before him, what more likely than a sermon

upon the text? Ought Moses to have catechized Israel in a Socratic way, or to have arranged

a pastoral dialogue with the people, or to have celebrated liturgical devotions upon the deca-

logue, or to have opposed a talmudic commentary? The gnomic sentences (chap, i.-ix.)

referred to, especially in their essential dej)endence upon the law, may be explained just as

well, if not from the import of the deuteronomic law for the Israelitish national life, yet still

much better as imitations of a deuteronomic model than as conternporary parallels. This

explanation must be accepted in any case for the later prophetic institution or order (§ 1).

6. Recently the "stammering tongue" of Moses, in relation to the discourses in Deuter..

onomy, has been urged against his being their author. Hengstenberg replying in regard to

Ex. iv. 11, 12, refers to the similar case with Jeremiah, to Demosthenes, and to the occurrences

in the ecstatic state. At the same time he emphasizes the fact, that the hesitation of Moses,

Ex. iv , arose in view of "bold free speech before the overawing presence of Pharaoh," which

is wanting in Deuteronomy, where "he reads merely in the presence of the people, what he

had before drawn iip in writing" (comp. § 2).

7. " The tone of urgent, often-repeated exhortation is," according to Vaihinger, " in

broad contrast with the stern nature of Moses, as we come to know him in the three central

books." The despised " Apologetics," on the other hand, and in favor of its correct conjec-

ture, "that now first in Deuteronomy we come to learn theother side of the nature of Moses,"

refers to Ex. xxxii. 32; xxxiii. 12 sq. ; Num. xii. 3; xiv. 17 sq. ; thus to passages directly

from " the three central books." In regard to this Hengstenberg says :
" In the first four

books the personality of Moses is kept in the background, the method of statement is pre-

dominantly objective. In the last book the revered form of Moses comes forward, and whoever

has any sense for the personality and individuality cannot fail to recognize that he here presents

himself to us as he is. He speaks in entire fitness with his position as a departing father to

his children. The style is earnest, animated, impressive."

8. But it is precisely the language which Vaihinger urges against Moses, to whom
*'the three central books belong;" not only " from an unusual easy and flowing style which

we never observe in the earlier time," but also " from a breadth and smoothness which

remind us strongly of the modes of speech and rhetoric at the time of Ezekiel and Jeremiah,

as any scholar may easily see." But Knobel, who has himself entered with the fullest

detail into the different kinds of style of the various writers in the Pentateuch accepted by

him, asserts of " the fundamental writing," which must be " the oldest law-book of Israel,"

according to him belonging to "the time of Saul," in part at least, what Vaihinger, what

already De Wette, indeed what he himself asserts of Deuteronomy. Thus De Wettb
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remarks : " a broad redundant use of words ;" thus Knobel declares :
" in general he writes

with an affluence of words, and moreover continually repeats himself," etc. And thus pre-

ciselv he remarks upon the original writing: "the statement in these works is rich in repe-

titions wherein the author surpasses all others, often also broad and full ;" "the author has

at command'great fulness of expression." If Knobel allows that the author of Deuteronomy

often coincides with Jeremiah and other writers since the exile, he gives also the ground for

it when he says : ''The patriots sought to prevent the coming ruin by leading the people

back to the law." De Wette, on the other hand, asserts (as he thinks) "too much as to

this relationship." The time of Jeremiah, and especially of Ezekiel, is confessedly the time

of the decline of the Hebrew language. On the contrary Deuteronomy has not only similar

traits of antiquity with the earlier books, but also many peculiarities of language in common

with them (Keil, Introduction, 2, p. 100). There remains thus nothing but the method of

statement, which generally includes great breadth or fulness among theSemitics, but espe-

cially in Deuteronomy from the rhetorical treatment of the subject, as Knobel himself says:

" rhetorical, and therefore affluent in words and full." In reference to the style Vaihingee

•concedes " even in the same man wide variances and diversities according to age, circum-

stances and dispositions." Does he then regard the " breadth and liquidness " of the deuter-

onomic language as the signs of the loquaciousness and prolixity of age ? Moses was one

hundred and twenty years old when he died. Was his natural force not abated (Deut. xxxiv.

7), and is this to be understood intellectually also? So Ewald indeed recognizes "certain

passages," e. g. the impressive close of Deut. xxx., in which " the author attains a thought-

ful conciseness and energy, a severe and easy style."

9. According to Deut. i. 9, the idea of appointing judges originated with Moses, while

in Ex. xviii. Jethro gives the advice." (Vaihinger). It is not the idea, and therefore not

the counsel of Jethro, but what Moses did, which is spoken of here in entire harmony with

Ex. xviii. 25.

10. So also " in Deut. i. 22, the proposition to send the spies came from the people, while

in Num. xiii. God gives the command to do this." (Vaihinger). The assumed contradic-

tion is rather an important completion, and indeed by Moses himself, since there could be

no object to any other writer, why he should run the risk of an apparent contradiction to

Num. xiii. Any other writer would indeed have avoided this with the utmost care, if he

wished to be regarded as Moses. Moses thus explains that the weak faith of the people pre-

ceded their fully developed unbelief, to which God condescended, to prevent perhaps that

very unbelief. For the rest, Deut. i. 22, agrees literally with Num. xiii. 2Q. [
" There is no

real discrepancy between these passages. The plan of sending the spies originated with the

people ; and as in itself a reasonable one, it approved itself to Moses : was submitted to God,

and sanctioned by Him, and carried out under special divine direction. The orator's purpose

in this chapter is to bring before the people, emphatically their own responsibilities and

behaviour. It is therefore important to remind them that the sending of the spies which led

immediately to the murmuring and rebellion, was their own suggestion." Spkak. Com.

This purpose of the orator throws light also upon the apparent diversity as to the appoint-

ment of the Judges, and the omission here of Jethro's counsel.—A. G.]

11. " Moses repeatedly transfers the entire guilt of his exclusion from Canaan to the

people, Deut. i. 37 ; iii. 26 ; iv. 21 ; while in Num. xx. 12, it is the result of his defective

faith, and in Num. xxvii. 14, of his own personal disobedience." (Vaihinger). If there is

a contradiction here, then Deuteronomy contradicts itself, since Deut. xxxii. 51, is similar to

Num. XX. 12: xxvii. 14. The fault was that of Moses; the occasion for it existed in the

people. Thus the people were guilty in the offence of Moses. See further the exposition of

the particular passages.

12. "The phrase, 'on that side of Jordan,' Deut. i. 1, 5, was evidently written by one on

this side of .lordan, and therefore after the death of Moses," etc. (Bleek.) Hengstenberg
remarks forcibly upon this objection against Moses :

" The author, who evidently wishes to

be held a.s Moses, will here at the very entrance be upon his guard, and not upon the very

threshold betray himself in this simple and reckless manner." The term is obviously a
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standing title designating the region eastward of the Jordan, as Bleek himself concedes,

although he asserts incorrectly that it came into use " first after the possession of Canaan by
the Israelites." As this standing designation could have been used by the Canaanites, the
original inhabitants of the land, and through them have been easily adopted by the Patri-

archs, so the Patriarchs must first have correctly received it from the stand-point of faith in

the promise of God, since they would speak as if they were already in Canaan. But Deute-
ronomy places itself precisely upon this ideal and objective stand-point. Moses, Deut. iii.

20, 25 ; xi. 30, uses this phrase in a different sense, in a purely personal relation, and with
good reasons for so doing. (See the Exposition.)

13. " The remark, as Israel did unto the land of his possession which Jehovah gave unto
them, (Deut. ii. 12), presupposes clearly a time when the Israelites, already in possession of

the land, had expelled the people who had dwelt in it before, and thus a time after Moses."

(Bleek). If it was spoken only of Canaan, then the preterite, "as Israel did," must be

understood in some manner as a prophetic, whether used by Moses, or by a later writer

under his name. As the word of God, even as the word of Moses it is an energetic and
stirring expression of encouragement for the people. A later writer would have avoided a

misunderstanding like that of Bleek. If this misunderstanding were the true understand-

ing, then the very point and design of the encouragement would fall to the ground, and the

phrase could only spring from the connection. For how could it encourage Israel to enter

Canaan, that he had already done this? We must then accept the gloss of a later revision,

which is, however, superfluous. There is, moreover, the less ground for supposing that " the

land of his possession " refers exclusively to Canaan, since v. 9, and v. 12 use the words

possess, and possession, in reference to Moab and Esau. Here also, therefore, the east-Jordan

land is intended, which Israel already possessed in the well-known two and a half tribes, as

is expressly declared in the third chap., comp. especially vers. 18, 20, 21. The words " had

given to them," are there explained, as well as " what Israel did," by the phrase " what

Jehovah your God hath done." Vers, 10-12, is moreover, as also 20-23, and iii. 9-11, evi-

dently a Mosaic [post-Mosaic? A. G.j insertion. [There are plausible reasons for supposing

that these passages are glosses ontributed by Ezra, and not iatended to be passed off as a

part of the text. Speak. Com. adopts this view. But the reasons urged that these passages

are parenthetical and interrupt the narrative, that the phrase as Israel did, sq., refers

naturally to the conquest of Canaan as past, that there was no necessity for these antiquarian

details in the case of Moses and his contemporaries, are all negative, and seem to overlook

the orator's purpose in this introductory discourse, both to humble and encourage Israel.

The details are of the utmost moment to those who are about to attempt the conquest of

Canaan ; and it does not seem at all unsuitable, or unlike the manner of Moses to interrupt

his statement of the divine communications to him, and give these historical notices which

bear with such force upon the ven,^ object of his discourse. A. G.]

14. " Moses surely some months before his death would not have spoken of the cofl5n

(bedstead?) of this king, (Deut. iii, 11), as of some relic of antiquity long preserved."

(Bleek). "Were it not otherwise possible indeed, we should have here a very " plastic

"

glosSjOf a revision. But as nothing is said of " antiquity " on the contrary there is simply a

reference to what was well known to his contemporaries, in the same way as xi. 30 ; 2 Sam.

xii, 26 sq. ; Jer. xlix. 2, the matter requires no further thought.

15. The words " unto this day," especially in Deut. iii. 14, imply also, according to

Bleek, a longer time than is reconcilable with the Mosaic authorship If the whole verse

were regarded as a gloss, it would have no importance or weight as against the Mosaic

authorship. But it is here, as with the bedstead or coffin of Og. Here also there is an

element of encouragement for his contemporaries. A gloss could scarcely have had any

other than an archeological motive. But Moses speaks ; listen only, a^k merely ; now the

former kingdom of Og in Bashan is still "Havoth-Jair,"—" The life af Jair."

16. The law of the king, Deut. xvii—1." There is very little probability that Moses

would have given a law in reference to a later time." 2. " The kingdom had no foundation

in the entire original plan of the theocratic State of the Israelites." Hence 3, as " some-
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thing foreign, and against the will of Jehovah," under Samuel, which he would not other-

wise "have so long resisted;" further also, something which the Israelites would have

already attained during the period of the Judges if it had been Mosaic ;
finally, in the " law

of the kingdom," as laid down by Samuel, " there is not the slightest reference to Deute-

ronomy." (Bleek). We have already called attention to the prophetic spirit which pervades

Deuteronomv. The reference to Israel's future is a prevailing one throughout. The first

and nearest thing in this future was the substitute for Moses. The subjective character of

Deuteronomv, not only as to the form of the discourse, but as to its very nature is closely

connected with this. But the substitute for Moses is not fully provided for, or supplied by

the appointment of Joshua. What must enter in the place of Moses when he retires must

be institutions, or offices. But these demand a legal determination, or bounding, if it is no

more than an outline. Hence Deuteronomy is full of these legislative provisions for the

future • otherwise even this negative criticism would never have supposed that it found so

many traces of a later time. Indeed the more closely the Deuteronomic representation con-

fines itself to the condition of things at that time, the more naturally it makes clear its claim

to be a Mosaic composition. But if the nearest future after Moses, leaving entirely out

of view the universal import of the future of Israel, requires legislative provisions, and

hence even the necessity of Deuteronomy as an appendix to the first four books may be

apprehended, then the Deuteronomic law of the King is not only " probable, ' but appears

equally necessary, as the law with respect to the prophets, Deut. xviii. The revelation of

God (Num. xii.), and magisterial authority are united indeed in Mo'^es in their original

potency. As after his departure, the one aspect has its legal continuance in the prophetic

order like Moses, so the other in the order of the kings. This order is thus already founded

personally in Moses, and there is no opposition in this reference to the theocracy of Israel.

Still less is there such an opposition, if the theocracy of Israel has its original foundation in

the patriarchal religion of promise, since, as to Abraham, so also to Israel, Kings were

expressly promised as their descendants. Gen. xvii. 6, 16 ; xxxv. 11, (xlix. 20). This par-

allelism of Deuteronomy with Genesis, has already met us, (? 1). The deuteronomic law

of the king is a new feature or step in this relation. What Genesis lays >he foundation for,

that Deuteronomy places legally as the necessary goal of the development of the people from

Abraham and Israel. The example of surrounding nations who all had kings, especially

of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 31), must have hastened the development. Could that indeed which

was evident to a Balaam, Num. xxiv. 7, 17, have remained concealed from Moses ? And

if we look at the universal future of Israel, the most perfect bloom of the people as in every

relation, so also in what relates to the King Messiah, is connected with the Davidic King-

dom. Gen. xlix. 10. But while the Messianic point of view comes out clearly in the deute-

ronomic order of prophets (chap, xviii.), it remains concealed throughout in the kings

of Deuteronomy, in entire accordance with the Mosaic situation. In Moses himself the

prophetic element overbalanced his royal power; and for the purpose of bringing the people

together, to the point of entrance into Canaan, and the conquest of the land, the existing

political authority, the heads of the tribes, was amply sufficient. The deuteronomic law

of the King, instead of entering in opposition to the Israelitish theocracy, connects itself with

it in the simplest and most natural manner. In chap. xvii. 8-13, it is the priesthood (the

High-Priest), which is spoken of; the reference to the kings follows immediately upon this,

vers. 14 sq.

It is thus in entire agreement with the assumption of the Pentateuch throughout,

according to which the priesthood has no political, but only a religious position. The priests

are spoken of in connection with the judges, as the expounders of the law. The transition

to the kings is formed by the judicial office, chap. xvi. 18 sq., especially by the Judge

(chap. xvii. 9, 12), an entirely natural transition. Comp. Judg. viii. 22, 23. Moreover, this

kingdom was not commanded or recommended in Deuteronomy; but the event of its estab-

lishment is simply foreseen and supposed, vers. 14, 15. And in this event the genuine theo-

cratic commission of such a king, one chosen of God, was alone demanded. And this king

was confessedly in the most emphatic manner placed in connection with the law of God and
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entrusted witk it, ver. 18 sq. There remains only the examinatioa of the deuterouomic law

of the king in the light of 1 Sam. viii. Two opposite facts retarded the transition foreseen

in Deuteronomy as it would naturally take place from the judicial office to the kingly. At the

very beginning the external unity of the people, the dictatorship of Joshua (Joshua performed
what was the duty of a king) and that inward unity under the princes of the tribes still pre-

vailed after his death; and then later the distinction of the tribes and the temp-.rary extraordi-

nary assistance and deliverance by the hand of God. Nevertheless the desire for the king-

dom finds vent in the period of the Judges. The forsaken people itself urges this,as it were,

wild branch to assume this office, Judg. viii. Gideon declines the dominion for himself and
his descendants because the other and most important factor was wanting: " whom the Lord
thy God shall choose." He cannot recognize himself as such, but only as for the time an

extraordinary instrument in the hand of the Lord :
" Jehovah shall rule over you." He had

not as yet chosen any standing representative of his dominion. The narrative of Judg. ix.

justifies the v/ay in which Gideon acted. The distinction between this case, and that of 1

Sam. viii. is manifest. There the elders of Israel are at the very point which was wanting

in Gideon, hence they ask from Samuel: "Now make us a king." And thus verbally they

legitimate their demand from Deut. xvii. Those who utter the wish of the people in Judg.

viii. are wanting in a reference to the law; it is simply "rule over us." The law is truly

apprehended by the elders of Israel, 1 Sam. viii. The real essential references to the deu-

terouomic law of the king are more important even than the verbal. Thus in that they

asked the king from Samuel ; which Samuel, with a correct understanding of it, expresses

:

" See ye him whom Jehovah hath chosen," etc., chap. x. 24 (Deut. xvii. 15). Thus also since

they in their request recognize that in Deuteronomy designated transition from the judge

:

"Now make us a king who may judge us." If the kingdom, 1 Sam. viii., appears "'as

something strange," this would not only be in opposition with Deuteronomy, but with the

first book of Samuel itself. How could Hannah, the mother of Samuel, pray (chap. ii. 10)

"that Jehovah would give strength to his king, and exalt the horn of his anointed?" And
how speaks the man of God (chap. ii. 35) of the "faithful priest?" Should he not walk

before the anointed of the Lord? Samuel's displeasure at the request of the elders (chap.

viii. 6) cannot possibly be with regard to the kingdom ; but at the way in which it was sought,

as if it was to come in the place of his judicial activity in his own life-time, and demanded
therefore as it were his dismissal. And thus it is in fact even literally, ver. 6 :

" And the

thing displeased Samuel, when they said, Give us a king to judge us," as if Samuel had lallen

"with his sons" (ver. 3). Therefore also (chap, xii.) he submits his official conduct to the

testimony of all Israel. But in the answer of God to the prayer of Samuel (ver. 7 seq.) the

kingdom is not in any way viewed " as something occurring in oppo.sition to the will of

Jehovah." Jehovah indeed wills, and expresses His will repeatedly (ver. 9), that Samuel
"should hearken to the voice of the people in all," etc. For the question is not one concern-

ing his own person, but in reference to God, since He "was king over them ;" and as this is

explained through the parallel clause :
" and served other gods " (ver. 8), so the request of

the elders in the passage is illuminated by their words: "like all the nations," over which
Samuel's displeasure, ver. 6, passes in silence, an illumination which throws its rays at the

same time upon Deut. xvii. 14. The deuterouomic law of the king, as it foresaw the natural

development of the kingdom, alludes to it with the additional clause :
" like as all the nations

about me," because although the kingdom would serve the universal future of Israel, it would
also make Israel like all the other nations. That the point of time for this development
had now arrived was recognized by God, 1 Samuel viii. 7, 9, in entire unison with Deut
xvii., and hence the necessary steps were arranged. This was so much more clearly the case

as the heads of families and tribes, "all the elders of Israel," desired the king, ver. 4. The
ingratitude and unbelief which had driven them from the theocracy under which they had
been hitherto, to the way of the nations (heathen), were disclosed to the children of Israel

in chap. x. 18, 19 (comp. viii. 19, 20; xii. 12). But here also where sin abounded, there

grace much more abounded. The Theocracy preserves its visible representation in the king-

dom, as it was promised by God to the fathers with respect to the universal future of Israel.
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We may thus say : The kingdom is opposed to the Theocracy in its previous form, i. e., as it

appeared iu its regular manner through the princes of the tribes, and in its extraordinary

manner through Moses, Joshua, the Judges, and at last Samuel. But we cannot say : The
kingdom was generally opposed to the Theocracy (Comp. Lange, General Introduction to

the Old Testament, p. 18). For it had not existed hitherto without human mediation. It

enters only a more popular, and for its effect upon the world, more enduring, because stand-

ing human mediation. That this also might be untheocratic, even might have opposed the

Theocracy, is shown by the example of Abimelech during the period of the Judges. That

it might not occur at the time of Samuel, God took the development into His own hands

(1 Samuel viii. 19, 20), as was foreseen in Deut. xvii. 15. As to "the manner (prerogatives)

of the kingdom" (I Sam. x. 25), the assertion of Bleek, "that one like this existed already

in the Mosaic law," is simply a misunderstanding of Deut. xvii. The deuteronomic law of

the king contains essentially only duties, obligations, very peculiar prohibitions and com-

mands, ver. 16 seq. But the "manner of the king," which Samuel (chap. viii. 9 seq.) must

declare for the purpose of deterring the people, is that of kings such as other people have,

of a king according to a heathen model, upon which indeed their desires were fixed (comp. ii.

13). Thus there cannot be here a reference to Deuteronomy; there must be rather an oppo-

sition. But when God takes into His own hand the prescribing of the rules, then the " man-
ner of the king'' could only refer back to Deuteronomy for the fundamental obligations of

those who should wear the crown.

17 " Deut. xix. 14 and XX. 5, 6 pre-suppose later relations than the actual without

further limitation.'' Bleek. In the first of these two passages there is no room for "any-
thing further," since it speaks there expressly of thy neighbor's landmark, "which they of

old have set in thine inheritance, which thou shalt inherit in the land which Jehovah thy

God giveth thee (gives thee in idea and purpose) to possess it (because thou shalt possess

it)." The stand-point of Deuteronomy, that Israel, certain of the possession, is viewed as

dwelling in the land of jiromise, is well known (comp. 12 above and Deut. xii. 1). From
this stand-point, which also undoubtedly distinguishes xx. 5, 6, Moses can so much the more
be regarded as speaking, as throughout it is not enemies " in the general, as if it were directly

applicable without some further limitation " (Bleek), which are spoken of, but "thy ene-<

my." Ver, 1 is more closely defined by ver. 15 :
" Thus shalt thou do unto all the cities which

are very far off from thee, which are not of the cities of these nations." Thus not Canaani-

tish enemies, for the Cauaanites (ver. 16 seq.) were expressly excepted.

18. " Thus also the song, Deut. xxxii., both in its reference to the divine providence

(ver. 12), and to the ingratitude of the people (ver. 15 seq.), points to something as already

past" (Bleek). The " value of prophetic prediction " is thus denied (Lange, Introd. p. 7).

Upon this passage, Hengstenberg says: "That the prophets bear these names—seers and
beholders—not without cause, since wrapt in spirit into the future, the energy of the know-
ledge represents itself in this, that what is actually in the future appears to them as present.

Grammar itself has long since recognized this fact, since it speaks of a prophetic preterite.

Faith does not conjecture what may happen ; it sees things which are not as though they

were, e. g. Isa. i. 5-9. Analogies exist in our spiritual lyric poetry, and may be adduced

even from profane poetry. If the form of Deut. xxxii. gives rise to no hesitation or doubt,

neither does the contents. The foreknowledge of Moses rises upon the foundation of xxxi.

27 and the ten commandments, ofwhich none now ventures to deny that Moses is the author.

Thus the continuance of the people in the land which the Lord their God gave them would

depend upon the vigor and bloom of their piety, which they had already so seriously injured

iu their conduct towards Moses, the servant of God."

19. "Deut. xiv. 22-29 differs throughout from Num. xviii. 22-32" (Bleek). Accord-

ing to Vaihinger the change appears already Deut. xii. 6, " where the tithes are to be paid

directly to the priests." But chap. xii. 6, 11 simply says that among the offerings generally

"your tithes" also must be brought to the place of the sanctuary. If it is Levitical tithes,

especially the tithes of the priests, which are spoken of, this is in perfect correspondence with

the fundamental idea of the tithe, since it is Jehovah to whom it is brought (Lev. xxvii. 30
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sq. ; Num. xviii.), from whom—and not so much from the person giving the tithe—the

Levites and priests received the tithes ; the Levitical mediation, however (as also Heb. vii.

5), not being excluded. That "the Levites should themselves collect the tithes" (Vai-
hinger), cannot be shown from Num. xviii. Comp. Lev, xxvii. 30 sq. " Generally Moses
wished to make the tithes as little burdensome as possible to the conscience and freedom of

the people ; he left the giving and computation of the tithes to the conscience, without a

judicial and priestly visitation, however without forbidding the Levites from examining whe-
ther they received what was rightfully their own " (Michaelis, Laws of Moses, IV., § 102).

This author even concedes too much to the view of those who look upon the tithes rather as

the revenue of the priests and Levites, than as the yielding of the people to Jehovah the

proprietor of all its possessions.

There is no ground whatever for the appeal to Judg. xvii. 7, 8 ; xix. 18, which Sohultz
makes with respect to the homelessness of the Levites, that they " must devote a large part

of their time, especially summer time, to the ingathering of the tithes as their means of sub-

sistence." The general nature of the expression Deut. xii. allows us to understand also the

Levitical and Priestly tithes. (Keil). But the special allusion to meals, at the place of the

sanctuary directly after (ver. 7), and the express limitation (ver. 17) to corn, wine and oil,

show clearly that something else than Levitical double tithes was intended, and indeed an
existing custom, an established usage in Israel. If generally the second tithe was here first

instituted, still more, if a previous custom was here given a new form, ver. 17 would not

simply say :
" Thou mayest not within thy gates eat the tithe." This presupposes an eating

of the tithes already existing, and only prescribes that the unlimited free method which had
prevailed should cease in Canaan, thus precisely as vers. 8, 9 are connected with vers. 6, 7,

and are thus explained. It does not appear whether this tenth was to be taken with the Levi-

tical, thus asking from the people altogether the fifth, or after the deduction of the Levitical

tenth was to be taken from the remaining nine parts, or whether after the analogy of the

priestly tenth, a tenth of the tenth, or was merely a larger measure which was freely yielded, on
the occasion of bringing the tithes. As Gen. xxviii. 22, and especially the proportion in Egypt,

Gen. xlvii., give a support for a peculiar second tenth, so the eating from or with the tenth, on
the part of the tithe-bringer, was so natural that it would even by itself have been cultivated

and handed down as a familiar usage. Even the first tithe. Lev. xxvii. 30, is declared as a well-

known matter, without any explanation. The express limitation, ver. 17, to corn, wine, and
oil, shows moreover that this is no mere " alteration." This second tithe is entirely vege-

table, while the first, included (Lev. xxvii, 32), both herds and flocks. That would be a very

peculiar alteration which should erase precisely that which was most irrepealable and of

greatest worth I On the contrary the tithe of the land, (Lev. xxvii. 30, 31), which might be

redeemed by the addition of a fifth to its value, afibrds a point of union for the tithe to be

eaten. The doubling of the verb, Deut. xiv. 22, appears to point formally to a second tithe,

and indeed expressly a vegetable. The tithing, chap, xii., happened with reference to the

meals appointed at the sanctuary. Even 14, 28 treats only of these fruit tithes. From the

first-born of the herds and flocks, which were already also mentioned with the tithe, Deut.

xii. 6. 7, Vaihinger raises a new objection against Moses, since according to Num. xviii.

" all the first-born belonged to the Priests for their support." The flesh of the first-born cer-

tainly (Num. xviii. 18) belongs to the priests, as also the wave breast and the right shoulder

of the sin and trespass offerings. The analogy of these offerings defines the eating of this

flesh as a sacrificial meal, (Num. xviii. 11). It is clear therefore that the eating of the first-

born, Deut. xii. 17, is to be understood only of the eating by the Priests, or still as an eating

with them, and of what belonged to them. The connection involves no difficulty ; he is

speaking of the sacred meals generally, so that whichever may be especially concerned the

individual features of the case remain untouched. All Israel are addressed (comp. i. 1) thus

without any exclusion of the Priests,—they are indeed included by preference, in Deutero-

nomy, with the Levites. It is probably said (ver. 7) expressly to prevent any misunder-

standing, that all Israel should rejoice in these sacred meals, "in all that ye put your hand
unto," i. e., whatever they are at liberty to take, ver. 18. And even the " vows," and " free-
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will offerings " which are mentioned, vers. 6 and 7, with the tithes and first-born, relate

merely to definite individual cases. This plain individualizing, unless we attach no import-

ance to the change from "you" (vers. 6, 11) to "thou" (ver. 13 sq. ; 17 sq.), is especially

marked through the prominence of " the Levites " (vers. 12, 18, 19). There was no occasion

for the mention of the Priests in the sacred feasts, since in reference to these generally, and

especially through the first-born, they were provided for. This view of the Priests is not

opposed by Deut. xiv. 22 sq., for ver. 24 speaks merely of vegetable tithes, in reference to

which alone the term " carry " could be used, and which they were free to turn into money.

But the peculiar treatment after this of the first-born, chap, xv., points so much the more to

something which must be distinguished from the tithe eating. After the very brief state-

ment of chap, xii., the xivth chap, alone names the first-born in connection with the second

tithe (ver. 23), because the " year by year " (comp. xlv. 22 with xv. 20) is common to both.

Still however chap. xiv. speaks merely of the tithes. It must therefore be somewhat differ-

ent with the first-born, chap, xv., than with the tithes : Why else the designedly different

introduction, xv. 19, 20, to the analogous usage with xiv. 22 ? The yearly bringing was com-

mon to both, the difference grows out of their different natures, since the first-born was a

sacrifice, the tithe was not, a difference which was expressly hinted at, in that allowed ex-

change of the tithe for money (chap. xiv. 24 sq.). Thus the distinction avails especially with

regard to chap. xv. partly in reference to what precedes the bringing of the first-born (ver.

19) and partly in what followed, which latter was the enjoyment on the part of the Priests

and their families (ver. 20 sq.) and which, as easily understood, was not brought into any

further prominence. Comp Mai. i. 8, 13, 14. The Jewish tradition, Josephtjs, the Book of

Tobia i.7, recognizes the two tithes, but not two different kinds of first-born. Still we know

from the Talmud that it was a disputed question, variously answered, whether a Priest might

permit an Israelite to eat with him of the first-born, and indeed one marred with some de-

fect. If, then, with reference to Deut. xv. we extend the eating of the first-born beyond the

Priests and their families, we must then hold that a usage here obtains its formal legal ground,

which could very naturally have connected itself with the second tithes and their presentation.

If there is no support for it in antiquity, as for the second tithe, still the first-born appears

from the beginning as a sacrifice with which the sacrificial meal was connected Ex. xiii. 15.

Comp. Deut. xv. 21, for the expression, and for the ceremonial. Num. xviii. At all events

the Priest with the qualified members of his house, held a sacrificial feast, upon the flesh

belonging to him. Nothing forbade him to admit the similarly qualified bringer of the first-

born to participate in the feast. Indeed how naturally would the invitation to do so grow

out of the entire relations and circumstances. In purchases and sales, as at the payment of

dues, the payment of interest by the debtor or the tenant, is it proposed to eat and drink,

this surely is far more natural and comprehensible in tithes, perquisites, and fees. The ofii-

cial receiver in this way introduces, pleasantly, the giver into higher relations. But in all

such things, as here with the feasts upon the tithes and the first-born, which are taken, from

the customs and life of the people, up into the law-giving, or come before the Judge's Seat

for determination, we must perceive clearly the case supposed and the circumstances in which

the people were living, and of which, on the other hand, we are scarcely able to form a full

and perfect view, whether more remote or recent, through mere conjectures, inferences, and

analogies. We might present in this connection all the toilsome labor in the Talmud, and

in the Rabbinical commentaries. There has recently been issued a judicial sentence upon

the impropriety of " wedding gifts." But w^ho can be clear from the sentence itself, as to the

merits of the case, unless he knew the custom from his own surroundings which is presup-

posed in the case? The perfect ease and freedom of the supposition should come into view

as a reason in favor of the Mosaic authorship. That a deuteronomic writer later than Moses

should have arranged or wished to arrange something entirely different from the "original

Mosaic work," that he has moreover according to Bleek's own apprehension retained never-

theless, Num. xviii., in his revision of the Pentateuch, is hardly to be received. In any case

the fundamental destination of the Israelitish theocracy was grasped and fixed with the first-

born. Looking away now from the strange character of the meal, if the previous levitical
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tithes, and the first-born belonging to the Priests must be eaten yearly, at the same time, at

the sanctuary, what kind of a participation "in the voluntary act of kindness," would there

be "in this way," while the Levite " without possession," should like " any other needy one,"

or beggar, be literally supplied with food. " The distressed condition as to his support, of the

Levite" (Vaihinger), whom the author of Deuteronomy keeps vividly before his mind, is

connected with the sad, mournful tone which is peculiar to the fifth book of Moses, as it is

to the gospel of John, and has its ground in the foresight, based upon the forty years bitter

experience that the disobedience and apostacy would continue to their final and fatal issue.

[There is no real discrepancy between the legislation in the earlier books and in Deute-
ronomy with respect to tithes. The apparent difierence may be explained either upon the

theory stated in the Speak. Com. that the deuteronomic legislation refers in all cases to the

second and additional tithes taken on the increase of the field only, and for the celebration

of the sacred meals, at the sanctuary on each first and second yeai*, and on the third year at

home ; or upon the theory that Deuteronomy, according to its popular character, recognizes

customs which had long existed among the people, and gives them a formal legal basis and
regulation. In any case there is nothing in these differences, admitting that they cannot be

fully explained, to justify the assumption of a later date and another author than Moses.

Even Davidson concedes, after dwelling upon these differences at great length, that " it is

possible to conceive of Moses as making these modifications." Then, too, upon the supposi-

tion of another author than Moses, and of glaring inconsistencies in the statements, the dif-

ficulty meets us which is insuperable, how could such an author expect his work to be re-

ceived as Mosaic while he allows such discrepancies to remain between his own teaching and
that of the earlier books. A credulity which accepts this need not be staggered at anything

else.—A. G.].

20. "According to Ex. xxix. 27, 28 ; Lev. vii. 28-34, the breast and the right shoulder

of all the thank-offerings belonged to the Priest, while in Deut. xviii. 3, he is assigned only

the shoulder, the two cheeks, and the maw of the animal, an alteration for which there was
no occasion in the law-giver Moses." (Vaihinger). Since Deut. xviii. 1, 2, formally refers

to Num. xviii., an " alteration " could only properly be spoken of, when one is substituted

in the place of the other. But as there is nothing of this in the passage, we may as well,

indeed much better,suppose an enlargement or completion, an additional designation of parts

in Deut. xviii. 3, and also in the fourth verse. Such an enlargement indeed was to be

expected, since the slaughter of animals beyond the precincts of the sanctuary, allowed in

the altered relations in Canaan (Deut. xii. 15, comp. Lev. xvii. 3sq.), seemed to be an
infringement upon the revenues of the priests, which these killings performed in the method
of the sacrifices represent. The compensation consisted in three parts of the animal, the

head, maw and feet. As to the " impossibility of rendering these dues to the priests, since

the most places were far removed from priestly cities" (Vaihinger), Keil has allowed it

to have too much weight with him, since the exchange for money appointed with respect to

the second tithes, and which he finds applicable to the first tithes, admits far more easily

of an application to these dues, since in xii. 21, in regard to such killings the local distance

is expressly mentioned, in connection with which the commutation into money was appointed,

xiv. 24 sq. Philo, Josephus, the Talmud and the Rabbins do not understand v. 3 to speak

of sacrifices. But even if sacrifices are referred to, still the dues mentioned, ("the shoulder,

cheeks' and maw of the animal "), refer only to the ofiering for the permanent sacrificial feast

(v. 3, "from the peojile, from whom, e<c. 'sq.), while on the other hand they have no con-

nection with the w^ave breast and right shoulder, the portion of the sacrifices belonging to

the priests. For these are numbered among the things offered by fire unto Jehovah, which

are reserved (v. 1) for the priests, and appear here with direct and literal reference to Lev.

vii. 30, the last passage quoted by Vaihinger, as in opposition to Deut. xviii.

21. " In Num. xxxv. certain cities are appropriated to the Levites, with the fields

belonging to them, for the pasturage of their herds ; and in Josh. xxi. are assigned to them

by lot ; but nothing of this appears in Deuteronomy, which represents the Levites as home-

less and scattered among the Israelites." (Bleek), There is the same propriety and justice
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in quoting Num. xxxv. against Num. xviii. 20, 28 sq. ; xxvi. 62. For as to the Levites, the

verbal literal cause of their position is found iu Num. xviii., comp. the passages xii. 12 ; xiv.

27, 29, cited by Bleek. Bleek ought to have been the last person to have arrayed Josh,

xxiv. against Deuteronomy, since upon his own hypothesis as to the writer of Deuteronomy,

Joshua has edited the book and brought it into its present form. He thus comes into con-

flict with himself. Levi has no part or inheritance with his brethren. Jehovah is his inheri-

tance, as He said to him, Deut. x. 9. The homelessness of the Levites was externally a

relative one. i. e., in comparison with his brethren. Absolute homelessness externally would

have sundered his relations as one of the brethren, the membership of the body of Israel,

his connection with the people of promise, to whom the land of promise belonged. Abso-

lutely, his homelessness was internal. Jehovah was spiritually his inheritance (Gen. xv. 1),

for an example to his brethren. Hence we may explain the repeated designation, " the

Levite who is in your (thy) gate," which refers to Ex. xx. 10, and which represents him as

a guest in a still higher sense than the stranger generally, (comp. Ex. xii. 48; Ps. v. 4, 5,

etc.), as is clearly the case in chap. xii. 12, 18, where the Levite receives his position in the

family and household, while chap. xiv. 29; xvi. 11, 14; xxvi. 11-13 may refer more espe-

cially to the stranger in a strict and literal sense. (Who doubts that heaven and earth

belong to him who prays a^. his table. Come Lord Jesus, and be our guest I) Should we

bring into view " the cities of the Levites," which were distributed through all Israel, as we
may well do in chap, xviii. 6, " the Levites would appear to be living in their different cities,

scattered among the other Israelites. The connection of the Levites with the strangers,

orphan^ and widow (xiv. 29; xvi. 11, 14; xxvi. 11 sq.), arises from the fact that they were

under the special care of Jehovah. Comp. Ex. xxii. 21 sq. ; Lev. xix. 34 ; Deuh. x, 18 sq.

;

xxiv. 17 ; xxvii. 19, etc. The frequent exhortation "not to neglect the Levite," xii. 19; xiv.

27, as on the one hand it presupposes a foresight of the fact that their future was identified

with that of Jehovah among His people, (to use Bahr's expression), so on the other hand it

should be viewed as a genuine Mosaic, since it shows also a special care of Moses for his

successors.

22. " In the earlier books, the Levites as servants in the temple always appear in a

sharply drawn distinction from the Priests the sons of Aaron. In Deuteronomy the Levites

perform priestly functions, and the priests are the " Sons of Levi," or " the priests the

Levites," a phrase which occurs elsewhere, only in later writings." (Bleek). There is cer-

tainly a prevailing individualizing of the tribe of Levi peculiar to Deuteronomy, and one

so much more observable, since the distinction between priests and Levites was suflSciently

clear in the earlier books. It would be very natural also, if Moses at some one time before

his departure, in a peculiar interest for his family, should present the tribe of Levi to the

people as a united whole. Such an effort was not only genealogically but even theocratically

and morally justified. See Ex. xxxii. ; comp. Deut. x. Although the family of Aaron was

destined to the priesthood, the sin of that family was counteracted by the unselfish zeal of the

sons of Levi against their own flesh and blood, and for the honor of Jehovah, and thus the

priestly dignity and honor was preserved to the house of Levi; Deut. x. 8. The Levites

had done as Phinehas did afterwards. Num. xxv. The blessing pronounced upon them at

that time, as it is also uttered in Deut. xxxiii. 8 sq., which lifted from them the heavy curse

(Gen. xlix. 7), was the priestly character of the tribe of Levi in general, which the priestly

oflSce and acts of the sons of Aaron only carried out in particular. Thus this priestly calling

of the family of Aaron rests especially upon the general priestly character of Levi. For
Levi is consecrated to Jehovah, instead of the first-born. Are the Levites in this respect, as

all the first-born, given for the use of the special Aaronic priesthood, although truly indeed

to Jehovah (Num. iii. 9; viii. 19; xviii. 6), and have they such a sacrificial signification ; so

on the other hand, a general priestly substitution for the people is proper to them, while the

general priesthood was not yet in existence, Num. viii. 19 ; xviii. 22 sq. , i. 53. The distinc-

tion between the priests and Levites is sharply drawn. Num. xvi., but vers. 9 and 10 just as

decidedly assure to them their general priestly character. It is evident from this statemen*

in the " other books," that the method of expression used in Deuteronomy is perfectly legiti'
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mate, since the distinction between priests and Levites is well known and recognized here

also, comp. x. 6 ; xviii. 1. Ver. 3 comp. with ver. 6 sq.

The Levite, not the levitical priests, appears in chap xii. 12 ; xviii. 19, etc. Deut. xi. 6

•reminds us of Num. xvi. If the priests appear to have the business of the Levites, xxxi. 9,

comp. with xxxi. 25, the connection shows clearly in what sense it is meant, viz., that they

in a principal sense " bear the ark of the covenant," (comp. Jos. iii. 3, 6, 8 ; iv. 9 ; vi. 6, 12
;

viii. 33; 1 Kings viii. 3, 6) for in ver. 9 they appear as the custodians of the law, in ver. 25

as those who should deposit it in the side of the ark of the covenant, while they must deliver

this veiled, to be born by the Levites who were not priests, Num. iv. 4, 5, 15 sq. If the levi-

tical service is described in similar terms with the priestly, the terms used are sufficiently

general, and the purpose sufficiently clear to guard against any misapprehension, particularly

as to the distinction presupposed according to the earlier books. The priest is said " to stand

and minister in the name of Jehovah," chap, xviii. 5. The Levite also is said in ver. 7 " to

minister in the name of Jehovah," with the addition, " as all his brethren, the Levites, which
stand there before Jehovah." In this connection, and where his brethren are spoken of, we
can hardly understand that the priest and Levite connected with him are here alluded to, so

that on account of the priest only are they said to stand before the Lord, but always also in

reference to the Levite. But the comparison with chap, xxi. 5 shows clearly the distinction in

the " serving in the name of Jehovah " with reference to the priests and Levites, although

applied to both; and hence we may hold that the " standing before the Lord " may be used

in regard to every service, even the most subordinate, of the sanctuary, since indeed this same

expression was used in a much wider sense, e. g., 1 Kings xvii. 1 ; xviii. 15, (Deut. i. 38).

Comp. however xvii. 12. The advance from Aaron is purely historical, the personal relation

and the particular family determined by him as its head (Ex. xxviii. 29 ; Lev. viii. 9, 10;

Num. xviii.) is to be regarded as vanishing with his person, and hence the expressions,

"sons," "brothers of Aaron," and the like, growing out of this personal relation, and used in

the earlier books, are to be viewed as falling into disuse at the time of Deuteronomy. The
reference to Genesis, and connection with it, in the parallelism between the first and fifth

book of Moses, frequently noticed, was not only suited to the time, but after the priestly in-

stitution was established through the earlier giving of the law, which is presupj^osed and re-

cognized by Deuteronomy throughout, since it alone particularizes the Levites for the liber-

ality of Israel, is also genuinely deuteronomic, as Deuteronomy from the very beginning

views Israel as a whole, and hence has nothing to do with the family, but only with the

tribes of the people. More deeply or widely viewed, this is appropriate to the prophetic cha-

racter of Deuteronomy, since a family like that of Aaron could not so well represent the

priestly future of all Israel among the nations, and of the spiritual Israel in the world gene-

rally, as a priestly tribe like that of Levi, which appears as its typical bearer. It is only

when this peculiar element in Deuteronomy is overlooked that any one can regard the places

cited by Bleek, as Jer. xxxiii. 18, 21 ; Ezek. xliii. 19; xliv. 15; Isa. Ixvi. 21 (Ixi. 6) as op-

posed to Moses ; on the contrary they bear an important testimony in his favor. The deute-

ronomic designation of the i^riesthood as levitical, and first truly as " sons of Levi," cannot be

ambiguous, chap, xviii. 1, where however the distinction immediately follows ; it says simply

that even the priests are Levites, and hence '' the Levites " can be used to denote the priests,

particularly in cases where the context, or the thing itself, leaver no doubt, e. g., Deut. xxxi.

25 ; xxvii. 14 ; comp. Jos. viii. 33. The passages from the books of Chronicles cited by

Bleek, plainly rest upon Deuteronomy. Comp. 2 Chron. xxiii. 18. That the deuteronomic

designation does not ignore or miss the distinction between the priests and Levites may be

so clearly shown, even from the book of Joshua, that it should have satisfied the criticism.

Comp. iii. 3; viii. 33; chap. xxi. [The character of Deuteronomy as a series of popular

discourses must be borne in mind here. It would not be in accordance with his purpose

here to draw minutely the character and privileges of the priests, or sharply to distinguish

between them and the Levites, as he had done before. Now speaking to the people, he puts

them in their fixed relations to the other tribes, and hence as the Priests the Levites. Words-

Worth calls attention not only to the fact that thirty-eight years had elapsed between Exo-
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dus, Leviticus, and the first part of Numbers, and the last part of Numbers and Deutero-

uomy, during which a difference in usage might have arisen ; but also to the " rebellion of

Korah and the Levites associated with him against Aaron the Priest, and its awful judg-

ment," by which the distinction between the priests and the Levites was forever settled.

There was no necessity therefore for dwelling upon it now, "and what better could he do,"

and what more suitable to his purpose and approaching departure, than " to exhort them to

live in harmony. And what title could be better adapted to produce this result than the one

chosen—the Priests the Levites?"—A. G.]

23. " The seat of the sanctuary is not viewed in the central books, as fixed, and limited

to one definite locality, and generally they do not assert with emphasis that sacrifices could

be offered only in one place. On the other hand, in Deut. xii. it is expressly required, as it

is also implied in other passages, that the sanctuary should have one fixed place in the land,

chosen by Jehovah, and at which the whole cultus must be observed. The transgressions

of this law by the people are comprehensible, although it was Mosaic, but not by those who
were more " devotedly pious, as was the case long after the erection of the temple " (Bleek).

The very first rule of the legal cultus, Ex. xx. 24 sq., points to an altar of sacrifice which

should be built of earth or unhewn stone, and then it follows :
" in all places where I record

my name I will come unto thee, and I will bless thee." A very general ordinance availing

as well in extraordinary cases as in the ordinary service. With respect to the latter, Lev.

xvii. 3 sq. asserts already the oneness of the tabernacle, as far as the altar of sacrifice is con-

cerned, with the most extreme consequences indeed for the killing of any sacrificial animals

elsewhere. What more than this is done in Deuteronomy ? It rather relaxes the strictness

of the law, since it permits, xii. 15, 16; 20-24, the killing in other places where the legal

directions (Lev. xvii.) were clearly in view. When Bleek pronounces this "as genuinely

Mosaic," especially because " it is only in the time of Moses that the whole community can

be viewed as gathered into one camp, and each person was not far from the tabernacle;" so

it might be thought that the deuteronomic variations and permissions make scarcely a less

valid claim, since they indeed bear an entirely simple and natural stamp, suited to the rela-

tions ("when the people were scattered through the land"), which Deuteronomy would

regard. But these very altered relations, when the dispersion of Israel in Canaan, placed

difficulties in the way of the oneness as to the locality of the tabernacle, growing out of the

unity of Jehovah, made it more necessary that this should be emphasized in Deuteronomy with

respect to the ordinary cultus. Who is there finally who will deny that the localizing of the

people in the land of promise is a main point of view in this book? But all the acts giving

locality to objects, e. g. of the book of the law (| 2), but especially of the permanent position

of the tabernacle (Deut. xii. 9, 10, 11), are inseparably connected with this. The fixing of

the sanctuary " at one definite place," according to the direction Ex. xx., is thus only Deu-

teronomic, and so much the more Mosaic, as it omits entirely any localizing of the place.

Deuteronomy brings the wandering tabernacle at once to rest in Canaan, still without this

rest restraining the historical development. For the designation of the place as that " which

the Lord should choose out of all their tribes to put his name there, for his dwelling,"

applies as well to Shiloh, as Jeremiah literally testifies vii. 12, as to Jerusalem, and hence

therefore, as the temple is not spoken of already, so neither is the tabernacle it^self.

The expression " house of Jehovah," Deut xxiii. 19, can only be emphatic in Deuteronomy in

connection with its tendency to the settlement of Israel and his God in Canaan, if it appeared

frequently, and had not been used already Ex. xxiii. 19; xxxiv. 26, if the word "house"

had not the general sense of dwelling, and if the heathen idol temples were not floating

before the mind in Deut. xxiii. 19. Vaihinger most erroneously sees in this an expression

of a "later time" (comp. the original passage, Gen. xxviii. 16 sq.). Even the very objact

of Moses (Lev. xvii.) " in this way to restrain the people from any service of idols " (Bleek,

Einleitung, p. 190), appears prominently again in Deut. xii., since it brings into view on one

side ver. 2, the numerous places of worship corresponding to the numerous idols of the hea-

then, and on the other vers. 4, 8, 13, the self-chosen service of God (will-worship) so easily

springing up upon the limits of the worship of the one true God. We must carefully distia-
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guish from this, however, what is provided for in the general rule of worship, Ex. xx., as

to extraordinary cases. The God of Israel is at the same time the Lord of heaven and earth,

and is so represented from the very beginning in Genesis. To suppose that He was confined

to any one place would be in contradiction to His essential character. Hence there are

beyond and by the side of the tabernacle, altars of the Lord. Their original is still therefore

the altar of burnt-offering in the court of the tabernacle; the one returns in all, and in this

sense the passage Ex. XX. (against Shultz) "speaks of one." It results indeed from this

not merely that there should be altars of the Lord erected, but that they should be erected

at His command, or as the expression of His revelation. Such freedom corresponds truly

with the free movements of the tabernacle, which were intimated by the leading of Israel,

just as the freedom of the altars was determined by the revelation of Jehovah. In Ex. iii.

12, 18 (comp. ver. 1 sq.) ; v. 1, 3, 8, etc.; xxiv. 4, we meet already with exceptions to the

rule. The rigid application of the rule would have assured a dead temple righteousness, a

mere fleshly value of the privileges of the sanctuary (comp. Jer. vii. 4) ; as it would also

have condemned the whole ante-legal worship of God by the fathers, who left behind them

so many sacred places to the people in Canaan, and would have condemned every possible tran-

sition to the worship John iv. 21 sq. Comp. Jer. iii. 16. Hence even in Deuteronomy itself,

chap, xxvii. 4 sq., and indeed with a clear reference to the passage Ex. xx., Moses himself,

in his own person, institutes an exception to the rule upon Mount Ebal, so that we may well,

for the present, cease from any wider justification of " the more pious.''

II, THE TIME OF THE KINGS JOSIAH, HEZEKIAH, MANASSEH, "WITH REFERENCE TO THAT
OF DEUTERONOMY.

From Ezra ix. 11 (Lev. xviii. 24 sq.)—a prayer which, in its humble boldness and ear-

nestness, J. J. Hess urges against Spinoza's conjecture that Ezra wrote Deuteronomy

—

Vaihinger draws the inference that the Pentateuch is " the work of several of the prophets."

As if 2 Kings xvii. 13; xxi. 10; Dan. ix. it) sq., were not entirely similar passages; as if

indeed Ezra vii. 9 and the corresponding prayer in Nehemiah, chap. ix. 13, did not make all

clear ! The general superintendent, J. Christoph. Nachtigall, already at the close of

the eighteenth century, designated Jeremiah as the composer of the Pentateuch. The time

of this prophet is the time of the reformation under the King Josiah, pious from his youth

upwards (the last third of the 7th cent., A. C), at which time the book of the law was found

in the temple—an event which has become of the greatest importance in the criticism of

Deuteronomy.

The introductory passage (2 Kings xx. 2; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 2) is in its very terms Deu-

teronomic. Comp, especially Deut. xvii. 20 ; v. 29 ; xxviii. 14.

From this narrative, which, according to Bunsen, quoted by Vaihinger, "is so simple

and artless, that the thought of any concealed forging of the book must be rejected," two

things are clear:

1. That the book of the law (2 Kings xxii. 8; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 15) was the whole Penta-

teuch, not merely Deuteronomy, as even De Wette expresses it in his concise style : "'the

finding of the book of the law in the temple under Josiah (2 Kings xxii.) is the first certain

trace of the pre-existence of the present Pentateuch." The book of the law (2 Chron. xxxiv.

15) is according to v. 14 expressly the book of the law of Jehovah by the hand of Moses
{"b'jad Mosheh," Lev. xxvi. 46; Num. xxxvi. 13; comp, ? 1). Whether it was the very

copy written by the hand of Moses, or only the copy laid up in the archives of the temple

(comp. Haevernick, Einleit. I. 1, p. 17 sq.), and which may have been a later copy, may
be left undecided. Grotius is in favor of the former supposition. The designation as the
" book of the covenant," 2 Kings xxiii. 2, 21 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 30, cannot refer to Ex. xxiv.

7 in such a sense that the mere contents of Ex. xx. 2 sq. and chap, xxi.-xxiii. could be

meant ; but inasmuch as that book of the Covenant contained as it were the law in a brief

form, so the whole could be more fitly described by such a part, since with the covenant,

upon the lifting up of the law, the reformation of King Josiah was carried to its highest
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point (2 Kings xxiii. 3; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 31 sq.). Comp. moreover Deut. xxviii. 69; xxix.

11 sq. In 2 Chron. xxxv. 12 the title "book of Moses" occurs, and 2 Kings xxiii. 25

speaks of the conversion of Josiah to Jehovah as "according to all the law of Moses."

2. It is clear, in the second place, that although the book found was the whole Penta-

teuch, still Deuteronomy, as was proper, was especially brought before the king. Shaphan,
the scribe, '" read it," or " read therein," before the king. But immediately with this, " the

words of the law," z. e. the deuteronomic discourses come prominently into view. In the

more precise description of Huldah the prophetess, the curses of Deut. xxviii. 15 sq. ; xxix.

2 sq. come before us; 2 Kings xxii. 17, and 2 Chron. xxxiv. 25, are taken literally from Deut.

xxxi. 29 (comp. 2 Kings xxiii. 19). The "performing all the words of this covenant, 2 Kings
xxiii. 3, brings up afresh Deut. xxvii., especially the 26th verse (comp. 2 Kings xxiii. 24).

As Deuteronomy truly " pre-supposes the earlier books" (De Wette), and particularly in

what concerns the passover feast of Josiah (2 Kings xxiii. 21 ; comp. with 2 Chron, xxxv.

6, 13), so it was pre-eminently fitted to produce the impression here spoken of upon king,

court and people, from its peculiarities alluded to in ? 1. As to this comp. 2 Kings xxii. 19

;

2 Chron. xxxiv. 27. It presents us with a forcible example of what the reading of the law
prescribed in Deuteronomy (comp. g 2) could and ought to effect, when it was read as

directed.

With the apostasy of the people at the time (2 Kings xxii. 13 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 21

;

comp. Deut. xxix. 26 sq.), the prophetic order certainly stands out in the clear light.

According to the narrative 2 Kings xxii. 14; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 22, the high-priest consulted

(not the Urim and Thummim officially granted to him, as was constantly done at the time

of David), but the prophetess Huldah. In the spreading decline of the priesthood, whose duty

it was to guard and preserve the law, the concealment and disappearance of the book of the

law in the temple is no incomprehensible occurrence, and we need not once think of a court

preacher of godless kings. In the schools of the prophets, as is so often intimated, there

were found abstracts of the law such as should have been in the hands of the kings ; the

prophets must do, what was the office of the priest, to whom belonged the reading of the law

every seventh year—preserve the people in the knowledge of the law (comp. for the kingdom
of Israel, 2 Kings iv. 23, 42; for that of Judah, 2 Chron. xv. 3). Under Josiah, moreover,

it is simply the copy in the temple which is concerned.* The law is not an unknown book

to Hilkiah since (ver. 8) he describes it by name to the king's scribe. But abstracts of the

law were rare already under Jehoshaphat, and can scarcely be assumed beyond Jerusalem.

Comp. 2 Chron. xvii. 9. Under the succeeding reigns down to Hezekiah, the only copy

which appears is that given to Joash when he was crowned in the temple, 2 Kings xi. 12.

We may conceive of fragmentary collections of those Mosaic ordinances which relate to civil

life, for the use of the different courts; perhaps also of oracles in usum Delphim,yvith. their

connected explanations both with respect to the legal and the historical portions. " Under

Manasseh and Amon there were at most those Mosaic legal ordinances which had no refer-

ence to religion ; whatever bore such a reference was so disregarded by the court that a per-

fect copy of the book of religion and law could scarcely be found, even upon a diligent

inquiry. We are to remember that under such a king the inquiry would be dangerous,

although the tradition that Manasseh had erased the name of Jehovah from all these books,

is groundless'' fHES.s). The prophetic circles were, however, no mere nurseries for such

Torsos of the Mosaic law, and least of all authors of the Pentateuch, etc. Since Vaihingek
holds, that "the law-giving portions of the Pentateuch were already in existence in a writ-

ten form at the separation of the kingdom, and in general force among the entire people,"

derives these portions indeed " from the hand of Moses," to which "as to the recognized

ground and source of the Israelitish faith and worship, the prophets could refer from the

very beginning onward," he must concede also, that in the historical parts there is "not

unfrequently an almost verbal agreement ;" so that these also must have a like Mosaic ori-

* " It is not improbable that a prophet or priest maj have brought it to a place not easily discovered for security "

(Hess).
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gin, and thus presents the case precisely as it lies in the Pentateuch, in which the historical

portions form the frame-work and explanation of the law-giving.

The importance of the discovery of the law at the time of Josiah lies in this, that the

reformation under that king, which had gone up to this point upon traditional grounds, is

shown through the authority of this book of the law in its authentic perfect copy, so signifi-

cative for this purpose, in a higher and almost wonderful way, to be legitimate ; the law of

God in Deuteronomy celebrates a victory in Israel. But neither the time of Jeremiah, nor

the prophet himself, as he is seen in his prophecies, can come into view here with reference

to the origin of Deuteronomy. How does the general and like prominence of the blessing

and the curse, Deut. xi. 28 ; xxx. 15, agree with this time ? In the sharpest distinction from

the time of the second generation under Moses and Joshua, Jeremiah does not speak of the

blessing and the curse, but Israel has chosen the curse, the curse will come upon it. Jere-

miah preaches constantly unconditional overthrow. How significant that the reformer-king

falls in battle with Pharaoh-Necho, 2 Kings xxiii. 28 sq.; 2 Chron. xxxv. 20 sq. The dis-

tinction between the preaching of repentance, and the preaching of the law, is that which
holds between Jeremiah and Deuteronomy. Comp. upon this the genial words of Lange
upon the idea of personal repentance, 1, p. xli. Origen admirably describes the work of

Jeremiah in his homilies upon that prophet " as an ever new call to repentance, sounding

forth continually, until at last the judgment itself became the loudest call." The preaching

of Jeremiah, like all preaching of repentance, has a peculiar tendency or aim, now against

idolatry, and now against the righteousness of works, sins which had scarcely taken shape
at the time of Moses, but already were the prominent features of Pharisaism at the time of

Jeremiah, while the subjective character of Deuteronomy, intelligible in itself, and merely
set forth without any special design, is of the essence of the law of God. The fitting tendency

of Deuteronomy is to awaken the fear of the Lord, which is the beginning of wisdom, the

source of all true obedience to the commandments of God, the sister of love to God, without

which there is no worship in spirit and in truth, and to which the earlier books of the penta-

teuch and the history offer occasional hints. But how can the author of Deuteronomy, freely

and powerfully controlling the situation, be the mournful Jeremiah, thrown into the midst

of the contentions of his time ? Jer. xx. 10 sq. " His continually wearisome, diffuse style of

writing, full of repetitions and of standing thoughts and modes of expression'' (De Wette)
harmonizes well with what he says of himself. Lam. ii. 11. Hengstenberg describes his

style as " like the hairy garment and leathern girdle of Elijah."

Vaihinger moreover decides, with reference to Deuteronomy, in favor of the reign of
Hezekiah, to which the deuteronomic law-giving, with its renewed covenant (Deut. xxviii.

69; comp. 2 Chron. xxix. 11 sq.) generally, especially the law, Deut. xii., (comp, 2 Kings
xviii. 4-6), and the still elsewhere often recurring injunction, xiv. 23 sq. ; xv. 20 ; xvi. 2, 6,

7

11, 15 ; xvii. 8, 10, 15; xxiii. 17 ; xxxi. 11, all point.

The renewing of the covenant under Josiah, .bears no specific marks of the time of He-
zekiah ; although prefigured in Deuteronomy it arose out of the very nature of religion, es-

pecially of this people, and was the altogether fitting, positive, and theocratic close of that

more perfect or more comprehensive reformation in Israel. Comp. also Josh. xxiv.

The law " with respect to the local oneness of the place of sacrifice and worship of God,"
if one chooses to write history, points at least to the time of David, if not to that of Joshua

;

but Bleek also says, " We find that until Hezekiah the pious kings even worshipped at the
high places, brought sacrifices to Jehovah upon other altars than that of the temple, which
they would not have endured or demanded in the way they did, if that direct peculiar deute-

ronomic law-giving with reference to this point had been known to them."
With regard to the deuteronomic law-giving as to this point, comp. § 4 (I. 23). It left

room for Moses to appoint an altar of sacrifice upon the heights of Ebal. When Bleek re-

fers to Josh. xxiv. 1, 26, he overlooks how the pious practices in Israel cherished a connec-
tion with the sacred memories of the people, the points of new quickening in the path of

the fathers. Comp. Gen. xxxv. He did not offer sacrifice under that oak. In this sense

sanctuaries were not truly in opposition to the law, especially when they were consecrated
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through the earlier revelations of God. Comp, Gen. xii. If we cannot urge Gen. xxxi. 49

in favor of this consecration of Mizpah, so neither can it be proved that any one " oflFered

sacrifices there." Judg. xi. 11 ; xx. 1, 5, 8. At Bethel, indeed, sacrifices were offered (Judg.

XX. 18, 26; xxi. 2, -4), but it was before the ark of the covenant temporarily brought thither

(Judg. XX. 27) from its usual residence at Shiloh, Judg. xxi. 19; xviii 31. The altar of

sacrifice at Bochim, Judg. ii. 5; the altar of witness (Josh xxii. 10 sq ; Ex. xvii. 15) at

Ophra have the same legal occasion and authority as Josh. viii. 30 sq. ; Judg. vi. 24. (Judg. ii.

2 contains a verbal reference to Ex. xxxiv. 13; Deut. vii. 5 ; and also to Deut. xii. 3). But

extraordinary times, like that of the Judges, and the yet unsettled relations in Canaan, must

always have the appearance of illegality. This is true in the highest sense of the time of

Samuel, when at the beginning the ark of the covenant was carried away by the Philistines,

and thence down to David, when the actual declaration of God makes it evident that it should

not dwell longer at Shiloh. It was thus " natural that the sacred places should be held in high

esteem, that indeed sacrifices should be presented at them" (Hengstenberg). Moreover

we must consider the separation of the ark of the covenant and the tabernacle. Comp. 1 Chr.

xiii. 3. As to the time of David and Solomon before the building of the temple, 1 Kings

iii. 2 (2 Sam. vii. 6) is rich with express reference to Deuteronomy. We have therefore for

the time extraordinary places of sacrifice of two kinds authorized through revelation, in-

deed by the command of God, and that without reference to the ordinance, since God Him-
self, had not yet fixed historically the ordinance of the one place of the temple as an unal-

terable law. But when after the building of the temple " kings who are usually praised for

their piety and adherence to the law '' (Bleek) simply strive as reformers against the hea-

then high- places, it does not follow that they offered sacrifices upon the other or Jehovistic

high-places. This is inserted by Bleek into the passages cited in favor of his assertion, 1

Zings XV. 14 ; xxii. 44 ; 2 Kings xii 4 ; xiv. 4 ; xv. 4, 35. The very contrary indeed is evi-

dent from the history, e. g., that of Asa, 2 Chron. xv. 8, 10, 11, At least the cited passages

only say, " the high-places were not taken away," " the people sacrificed and burnt incense

still upon the high-places." (We should notice the distinction 2 Kings xv. 35 between king

and people). The pious kings after Solomon, in this respect are distinguished from Solomon,

of whom it is expressly said, 1 Kings iii. 3, that he sacrificed upon the high-places. But even

if this were not the case, such indulgence in this worship upon the high-places could be ex-

plained as provisional, and treated with a sparing hand, as bearing against the heathen high-

places, and a counterpoise to them. There is therefore in this just as little evidence against

the preexistence of Deuteronomy as in the Lutheran reformation, especially at its begin-

ning, against the preexistence of the Bible, although images, crucifixes, and similar things,

still remained in the churches, and indeed after Luther's death the Spaniards found the pub-

lic worship so celebrated at Wittenberg that they thought they were celebrating their own

mass. After Jeroboam and his successors subordinated the worship of Jehovah (1 Kings

xii. 29) to the Calf-worship, with the purpose perhaps of reconciling Jehovah and the strange

gods (2 Kings xvii. 7 sq.), in the kingdom of Judah, where under Solomon there was already

a remarkably " large-hearted," religious, and philosophical universalism, the distinction was

again sharply proclaimed, and the distinctive heathen cultus of the high-places was sup-

pressed. Even this, however, was not thoroughly accomplished. As the reformers before

Hezekiah in Judah suffered the altars upon the Jehovistic high-places to remain, so the zeal

of Elijah renewed again the altar of Jehovah, at Carmel, in the kingdom of Israel, 1 Kings

xviii. 30 sq.; xix. 10, 14—when the question was whether Jehovah or Baal is God. Heze-

kiah, rou-sed perhai)S by the manifest heathenism in connection with the brazen serpent, 2

Kings xviii. 4, proceeds against the Jehovistic high-places,—as the destruction of the king-

dom of Israel at this time, afforded an opportunity of centralizing the worship for the rem-

nant which was left. His efforts however, and those of Josiah when the reformation was

first completed, were for the most part directed against the heathen cultus. It is simply said

of Hezekiah, 2 Kings xviii. 6. "that he clave to Jehovah, and departed not from following

Him, but kept His commandments, which Jehovah commanded Moses." It may be under-

Btood with reference to the centralizing of the worship of God, (ver. 22) and with reference
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to Deuteronomy ; but in order that Deuteronomy should have its origin under Hezekiah,

something more definite must be said, so much at least as we read of Josiah, e. g., 2 Kings

xxiii. 25; without including the finding of the law at the time of Josiah. Still the removal

of the high-places is now of great moment to these critics, and since it occurred already un-

der Hezekiah, all the arguments which doubtless would have been urged as unquestionable

in favor of the time of Josiah must be neglected. We should rather grant that the failure to

execute a law is no evidence against its preexistence ; for if it were, then the middle ages

and modern times afford proof abundant against the preexistence and knowledge of the sa-

cred Scriptures. It overlooks the essence of sin, which is a transgression of law-

With regard to the " men of Hezekiah," to whom Vaihinger especially points for the

authorship of Deuteronomy, Hezekiah thus renewed the Divine service of song, 2 Chron.

xxix. 30, and his men, according to Prov. xxv. 1, made " a collection of Solomonian pro-

verbs in addition to the existing book of Proverbs " of the king, as the editor of Drechs-
ler's Isaiah correctly decides. It is a wide step to take, from this to the collecting of the

Pentateuch and the origin of Deuteronomy. With constant changes, as e. g., "one should

think that the collecting and unifying of the law book must be attributed to Hezekiah," etc.,

etc.; Vaihinger proves nothing.* Bleek moreover urges against "the idea of the deutero-

nomic law-giving in its present form " at the time of Josiah, and so also at the time of He-
zekiah, "that it is not truly probable," that it is indeed " improbable," that just "then in

the threatening of the Divine curse against the transgressors of the law, the king would be

referred to especially, as is done in Deut. xxviii. 36. It is much more credible that this law-

giving in its present form was published under Hezekiab's successor, the idolatrous Ma-
nasseh."

Vaihinger, on the contrary, rejects the time of Manasseh, since there is not in Deute-

ronomy " any reference to him or to his abominations." And when Ewald and Riehm
place the authorship of Deuteronomy under Manasseh, Bleek himself asserts that the rea-

sons urged by them " are in part untenable." As to the more precise determination of

Ewald that the author was a dependent of the kingdom of Judah, living in Egypt, both

Bleek and Vaihinger agree " that there is no sufficient occasion for it." According to

De Wette "it is difficult" to place the origin "of the Jehovistic portions " in the time of

Hezekiah, and indeed after his reformation, because of the remarkable narrative, Num. xxi.

4-9, of the brazen serpent which was then destroyed as an " idol." But if the brazen serpent

lifted up by Moses was a symbol of victory, and a memorial of the overcoming of the serpents

and their fatal bite, then with this reason for the Jehovistic portions, Num. xxi., may be urged

with like if not greater force, Deut. viii. 14, 15, as a reason against placing Deuteronomy
down as low as the reformation under Hezekiah, for there the people are warned not to for-

get the Lord, and then follows an express allusion to the serpents. A writer with a purpose

to accomplish, as the author of Deuteronomy has with the critics, would not have expressed

himself so incautiously under Hezekiah, certainly would neither have arranged for the altar

of the high-place upon Ebal (ch. xxvii.), nor have mentioned the serpents.

Ewald, who explains the origin of Deuteronomy, " out of a long continued literary

activity in connection with the primitive history," thus gives it a purely literary character,

still regards this author as writing in the interest of tlie reformation. Thus also Bleek re-

gards the deuteronomic law-giving as springing out of the efforts and zeal of the party of the

reformers. We have here the nerve and sinew of all the hypotheses as to the origin of Deu-
teronomy, which waver between the time of Hezekiah and Josiah.

Since now a reformation presupposes a decline—a deformation—thus a form from which
there has been a decline, and to which there must be a return, and since the form of life and
faith from which Israel had fallen away lies, for the defender of the Mosaic origin of the

* Vaihinger in the article " Pentatench," wli'ch p. 318 demands for Deuteronomy, " a time and a man like Jeremiah,
then one hundred years back to the men of Hezekiah as the collectors, enlargers, and editors of the Pentateuch, through
the addition of Deuteronomy (pp. 327, 328), conclndes, finally, p. 360, that Deuteronomy was still separated from the four re.

maining books of the law at the time of Josiah, and had most probably Jeremiah to collect and harmonize it."
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Pentateuch, with all the authority and force of the highest antiquity, in the Mosaic law, the

criticism is under the necessity in every such later writing to compensate for the defective

qualifications through " peculiar events," such as the discovery of Deuteronomy in the tem-

ple under Josiah. Instead of the usual " upon this whole region higher ruling necessities,"

it rests upon what is purely external and fortuitous. Instead of that which plainly facili-

tated the development of the time of the writer, who " viewed the consecrated ground of his-

torv as the pure material of prophetic and legal or statutory aims," is substituted the modern

learned phantasmagoria. What Vaihinger recognizes was the idolatry " of the sound hu-

man understanding, the spirit of the age." * Against such a suddenly emerging Deute-

ronomy at such a time, how would the opposition have broken forth, if not from the midst

of an idolatrous people, yet still from the apostate Priests and Levites, whose gain, as Bleek

concedes, was so closely connected with the cultus of the high-places, and also from the lying

prophets, surely with much greater force than it did against Hezekiah from heathen lips, 2

Kino^ xviii. 22 : 2 Chron. xxxii. 12 : Isa. xxxvi. 7. Vaihinger regards the allusions to

Deuteronomy in Hosea and Amos rather as " preparations for this work, which introduce

the revolution completed by the fifth book of Moses in its appearance and re-discovery." But

Deuteronomy has peculiarities which clearly distinguish it from the literature of this refor-

mation period, the writings of the prophets. These are concerned with the secret falling

away from Jehovah in its outward manifestations, the early form of the later Pharisaism, an

opposition which is not recognized in the internal character of Deuteronomy, which rather,

as ScHULTZ correctly says, " simply places by the side of one external work another satisfied

with a more deep and perfect impression of the thought." How different, e.g., is the inter-

nal character of Deuteronomy, from the prophetic spirituality of a Jeremiah in reference to

the very point of a central sanctuary, made of so much moment by the critics, Jer. iii. 16.

If Deuteronomy had been written in the interest of reform at the time between Hezekiah and

Josiah, to bring one thing into prominence, how differently would the Sabbath command be

alluded to than it is in Deut. v. 12-15? Comp. Isa. Ivi. 2 ; Iviii. 13 sq. ; Jer. xvii. 21 sq. ; Ezek.

XX. 12 sq.; xxii. 8, etc. The Holy Scripture in the reformation of the 16th century held the

same position as Deuteronomy in the time of the reformation in Israel. The Bible was

translated at Luther's time, but no biblical book could be made. The impression of the tem-

ple copy found under Josiah is in no respect such as if it had entered anew, as one entirely

unknown, into the life of Israel, at onetime. Thus Luther was truly astonished when in the

university library at Erfurt, as Mathesius discourses, he found the complete Latin Bible,

which he had never seen before, and yet it had been in existence through the whole of the

middle ages indeed,in Hebrew and Greek. The threatenings of the curses which point back

to Lev. xxvi. and Ex. xxiii., read out of Deuteronomy to the king, although the reformation

of Josiah afterward connected itself with this event, constitutes the kernel of the recorded

impression, and indeed in its agreement with the standing theme of the prophets, which so

forcibly confirmed the long-closed mouth of Moses, as also in connection with the fact that

about this time—although we do not view the irruption of the Scythians into Palestine, re-

corded by Herodotus, as of so great importance as Ewald—about the thirteenth to the

eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah, Nabopolassar raised the sword of the Chaldean world

power against Assyria, and according to Micah iv. 10 ; Isa. xxxix. 6, 7, matured their fulfil-

ment. As it is very clear that the reformation under Josiah grouped itself around the newly

discovered law-book with increasing zeal, so it is certain on the other hand that the king

bad already commenced the reformation before that event. If one doubts as to the deute-

ronomic character of this pre-reformation in reference to the high-places, still the deuterono-

mic reformation under Hezekiah nearly one hundred years before Josiah is beyond question.

• " Special parts or sections went around among the people tinder the nama of Mobpb, thus there was an interest exist-

ing for the same ; arbitrary multiplication of them could not well be avoided, especially in the nature of the law itself,

which neither flatters the people nor their officers, the priests, but rather bears its testimony against them. One would

rather deny the Pentateuch than have it put together in this form, so open to accusation and assault. History shows clearly

enough how they endeavored to avoid the law, or go round it." Habveenick.
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The orio-in of Deuteronomy at the time of Manasseh would be an anachronism. Josiah

might easily connect himself with his great predecessor Hezekiah. The traditional religion

and the existence of the temple, regarded even in a political point of view as the national

central point of Israel, gives a sufficient basis for the reformation under these kings. But in

connection with this there is not merely traditional piety in Israel, but lest this should be

tried beyond measure in the corruption of the human heart, and the violent assaults of the

worldly spirit upon the elect among the people, the law-giver must take care for the written

record of his law, and indeed, besides the more priestly character of the earlier law-giving,

in a form like that which distinguishes the more popular Deuteronomy, which, in its pre-

paratory relation to the prophetic order, should afford a point of union for the further reve-

lation of God in Israel, in its legal and prophetic method even, should place and legalize

from the earlier times downwards as in their home, the prophets, who are indeed the very

soul of the pious circle in Israel. If Moses was no mere theorizer, no mere idealist, if he, as

a true practical law-giver includes in his view the consequences of fallen human nature, if

we do not deny to him the natural, rational results of his daily experience with two genera-

tions of his own people, and, leaving out of view now the inspired vision of the prophet,

leaving out of view indeed the natural foresight of genius ; if we do not deny to him the

present thought of the influence upon Israel, of the most diverse, mighty, and attractive

forms of heathenism, we cannot but recognize that he would make provision that the given

support of his people, in all its possible or probable waaderings, should not be taken away.

But the simplest provision in this regard was a written record of his law under his own eye,

by himself, which indeed is done and emphasized in Deuteronomy (? 2). The profound view

of the human heart held by Moses {e. g., Gen. vi. 5; viii. 21), and the knowledge of the reli-

gion of Israel certainly not to be denied to him, should prevent any one from refusing that

recognition.*

If KnobeTj views "the oral law-giving, even among the Hebrews, as older than the

written," so the Mosaic law presupposes the jurisprudence, morals, religious consciousness, as

these existed among the people in Egypt ; the fruit of its father.i whose faith and lives are

contained in Genesis. But the collecting, embodying and completion of the Noachian and

Abrahamic preformations was first mediated through Moses, and introduced as a law of the

people and State, the inheritance for the remotest children, and has so far definitely moulded

the historical development of Israel, that its historical features and characteristics among

the nations are those of the Mosaic law, whose end is the Messiah. Moses could not breathe

out " receive ye the Holy Ghost," and could even so little promise generally " the Holy Spi-

rit whom the Father shall send in my name. He shall teach you all things, and bring all

things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you." The comparison between

Moses and Christ by Knobel, makes the necessity for a written record for Moses still more

clear (^ 4, 1, 1). We cannot refer to Joshua as the "successor" to Moses, " for the exten-

sion and recording" of the law, nor can we think of Samuel any more than of the prophets

in this connection. Their activity is not for a law, but refers back to the law. They do

not form the law, but strive to form the people according to the law. " However full of

* Held (Je^u^, the Christ, 1865) : " Israel's ideal is not self-born, sprung from the Jewish national peculiarities. It is

given from above and beyond, a law against its nature, a thorn in the flesh. In its own impulses and nature this people

would not differ from others. It would live as they lived, and like them worship the great overwhelming forces of nature.

The invisible holy God, Jehovah, is not the God of its own heart and choice. Down to the exile it is perpetually yielding to

the inclination to heathenism. It is only by the mighty deeds of the prophets that it is raised for a time from the depths

of heathenism and held above it. This activity of the prophets, with its apparently small results even, would have been

impossible if there had been nothing but an unwritten law and oral tradition in Israel. It is only because there was a

written law, a firm letter, a law-book, which might be buried and forgotten, and lie for a long time in the dust, but could

be brought to light again, and constrain the people again and again to its recognition ; only on this supposition, that Israel

had such a law-book, to which it must ever ascribe Divine authority, even against its will, can the prophetic activity be

explained. Israel's ideal is the will of God, who will not have this people, like others, a mere natural people, which has its

own will, and its own natural history, but that Israel should be a people which, in all its members, and in all its life moT&-

ments, should be obedient to His sacred will."
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gradual development, the Old Testament is ever striving towards the New, the law itself is

not developed, but lies at the basis of the development, urges it onward, defines it. The de-

velopment fulfils itself upon the ground and limits of the law, but strives instead of com-
pleting it, towards another and higher, to wit, that of grace and to the gospel. It is only

in this knowledge of the way, in which the law should once attain its real value, as it espe-

cially finds its complete fulfilment in Him whose whole being goes out in obedience to it, as

through this obedience transgressions meet an atonement, and the destination of Israel

reaches its goal, it is only in this prophetic knowledge, desire and confidence, that develop-

ment and progress find any place. The only duty binding upon those under the Old Testa-

ment with regard to the law, was just that which is binding upon us with reference to the

gospel, viz., instead of giving it perfection, to appropriate it more and more fully." (Shultz).

If any one truly regard the history of Israel as a mere " natural history," he must, according

to the method of the well known Ape theory as to the origin of man, reject the law and Deu-

teronomy, especially Moses and the Mosaic period. Neither the internal nature of the Mo-

saic law-giving, nor the external character carried out to the utmost particularity can be

understood from this point of view. Knobel allows " the oldest law-book of Israel," the so-

called " fundamental writing" to have been written by some Priest at the time of Saul, " in

order to guard the Mosaic theocracy against the earthly kingdom " (1 Sam. xiii. 13 sq. ; xv.

10 sq.) Was the danger of " injury to the heavenly kingdom," then, less at the time of the

Judges ( Judg. ix.) than when there was a Samuel to resist it ? Did not the time when Israel

first entered Canaan and was scattered among its native inhabitants much rather demand the

most definite law, which "arranged the ceremonial and political with the same divine neces-

sity as the religious and moral, so that the one cannot be separated from the other?" (Zieg-

ler). This demand avails, especially in reference to all the particular features of the defi-

nite religion of Egypt, whence the people had just come ! And now, as Knobel confesses,

" the fundamental writing has not reached its public introduction and efiiciency," and in the

same manner it fares with the remaining revisions of the law which he accepts, until its

" deuteronomic enlargement" by the high-priest Hilkiah under Josiah. Thus in truth,

we have only a mere fruitless literature of the law, a purely indefinite deposit of tempo-

rary "theocratic uprisings" or the "favor of circumstances," and the like. And

with this some will construe the history of the sacred eternal law of God in Israel, and the

apostacy and reformation, ever repeating itself, and have thus understood, the sense of guilt,

and generally all the characteristic features of this people, to be explained ! As sin, which is

not our nature, with the Ml presupposes the divine image in all its reality down even to the

dominion over the creatures upon earth, so the times of apostacy as those of reformation in

Israel, demand the written and perfect reality of the Mosaic law.* Upon this supposition

alone could the people of Israel, which, as an Adam among the nations, is the creation of

* As Zion presupposes Sinai (Vs. Ixviii. 17) so the entire post-Mosaic history of Israel, the Sinaitic law-giving
;
in its

light aspect since the consecrated people of Israel, with its cultus and institutions, in which the elements of poliiics and

religion, of monarchy and democra'-y, of the spiritual and natural, of history and morals are inseparably blended, with its

nnchangeable Davidic kingdom, and its prophetic order resting upon the solid rock foundation, as well as with all the in-

tellectual fruits of its literature, points bark to one ground to which its roots cleave ; in its dark aspect, since Israel in its

natural character as a people, ever inclined to heathenism, but was never lost in it, gives a proof that a supernatural power

of invincible energy forms the true living ground (fnundation) of this people. What other power could this be than the

powerof the Thorah, whose divine record as an inextinj^uishable, mene, tekel, upharsin (Pan. v. bsq.), in the heart of

the people, ever again breaks through, and whole existence, even when without any confessors, always announces itself

through this, that Israel experiences the fatal power of the letter in the destined curses which fall tipon it ? From this

constant struggle in which the Jehovah elements of Israel are involved with its natural elements, we may see that this

Thorah had a very ancient objective existence, already before the time of the Judges, since the interchange of punitive

judgments and deliverances which the book of Judges describes, has its ground in Israel's changing position to the law of

Moses, Judg. iii. 4. It is clear that fhe law must have been written in order ti have escaped the capriciousness of the po-

pular character of Israel, ever inclining to heathenism. Deuteronomy itself thus assigns the cause for the written record

of the Thorah, Deut. xxxi. 27. Since Israel's character as a people was not spirit, the law from the beginning onwards

must be letter : it must enter over against the natural character of the people until it stands in its peculiar, individual,

objective character." DELiTZseH.
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God, be thus the product of his law. Moreover if this criticism must concede a Moses at the

head of the historical development of the Israelitish people, so the recording of his law by

himself belongs to him, from the very historical relations under which he enters and works,

since the people were accustomed to see the book referred to even upon the every-day con-

cerns of life, and brought with them from Egypt not merely the knowledge of writing among

the priests and the peculiar class of scribes, but throughout the people rather a fondness for

writing than a mere facility for it.

a 5. THE ASSUMED ORIGIN OF DEUTERONOMY CONSIDERED IN ITS LITERARY AND

MORAL ASPECTS.

The historical unfitness of the pretended authorship of Deuteronomy is evident from

the previous section. But this much still. If a pseudo-Mosaic Deuteronomy must be

attempted, is it credible, after what we know of the prophets, that these holy men of God

who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, should have used and promoted an

attempt of this kind, as a sacred primitive record? It is as profane as it is unhistorical to

assign to them such a position of " an unduly excited literary culture and inclination to

speak in a prophetic and legislative way" (Ewald).

But that the author of Deuteronomy " shows himself in perfect honesty before the eyes

of his readers^" as Vaihinger expresses himself; that his "Moses" is simply " a form of

clothing" (Bunsen), as in the Proverbs and in the Preacher of Solomon, under which he

enriches the decided poetic literature of the Hebrews with a legal writing also, is truly a

supposition unique and by itself. But the very singularity of the case from the stand-point

of this literature makes it generally suspicious. But there is still a peculiar distinction

between proverbial poetry and the giving of the law, as even between Solomon and Moses.

The former, in the midst of his apostasy from Jehovah, is surrounded with a certain poetic

ideality (1 Kings v.), on account of his wisdom, personal and indeed become proverbial, so

that as a literary matter it was easy and natural to personify him. To regard the latter, on

the other hand, whose one only divine legitimate position of a servant in the house of God,

as the one through whom the law should be given for all time, remains the same in the

whole composition of the Bible, from the earliest post-Mosaic section (Deut. xxxiii. 4; xxxiv.

10 sq.) down (comp. § 2) to the New Testament ; to regard Moses as a poetic fiction covering

a second post-Mosaic law giving, is a literary impossibility, at least upon the region of the

sacred Scripture. Finally the so-confident emphatic reference to Prov. i. 1-9, 18, to Eccle-

siastes, to the Book of Job, is not at all in place here. It is not "generally agreed" (Vai-

hinger) to doubt whether Solomon is the author " of this first part of the Proverbs." The

author of Ecclesiastes never names himself Solomon, but much more describes himself as

one who lived after Solomon's death (i. 12). And the book of Job makes no particular

claim, as to its author, which Deuteronomy does with all earnestness, i. 3, 9 sq. ; ii. 17, 31

;

V. 1 ; viii. 1 ; xi. 26, etc.

If now we examine the pretended deuteronomic authorship in a moral point of view,

Eiehm asserts, "that in and for itself this literary fiction is nothing blameworthy," but has

an eye to the distinction between " the purely poetic fiction " of the author of Ecclesiastes,

and that of the Deuteronomist, who " in his fiction has the purpose to procure by it a recog-

nition for the new law-book ;" which purpose " makes the case somewhat different, gives an

appearance of insincerity " to his procedure, although one cannot accuse him " of a conscious

acting upon the Jesuitical maxim, that the end justifies the means, and of a conscious pur-

pose to deceive." How large a share of consciousness we may ascribe to him, such passages

of Deuteronomy themselves as these, iv. 2 ; xiii. 1 ;
(xii. 32) ; xxxiii. 4 ; xxxiv. 10 sq. ; and

xviii. 20, clearly show. With what freedom and knowledge, even of the actual Moses, he

speaks, e. g. with regard to his prayer, iii. 23 sq. ! If he draws " from entirely lost sources,"

which he in good faith held to be genuinely Mosaic, whence his appropriate accurate acquain-

tance with the Mosaic and pre-Mosaic time generally, and with its special features in parti-

3
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cular, arose, still there is no moral explanation for the method of statement intentionally

lett uucolored by the time in which he actually wrote. How very different already the

author of the book of Judges represents the similar facts, Judg. ii. 3 ; comp. Deut, vii. 22

!

Whoever has power " so artfully to transplant himself into the situation of Moses, that the

whole synagogue, and the entire Christian Church, with all its high spiritual functionaries

and keen-sighted heads, have held him to be Moses" (Hengstenberg), cannot escape the

reproach that he has labored with great earnestness, and is not barely a self-deceiver, but " a

very artful deceiver" of others. We settle the case as it lies, if we issue to the deutero-

mist, nothing beyond an appeal "to the law and the testimofiy." For it claims to be the

supplementary, completing Mosaic law-giving. And this remains the case—only that there

figures in the collection of the "pentateuch writings," besides the Deuteronomist, a " pre-

elohist," and an "Elohist," and a "Jehovist,"— although Vaihinger still speaks solemnly

of his " harmonist," of one indeed who " as a prophet and moved by the Holy Ghost," brings

the entire pious farrago "into the harmony before us." This sounds comical tmly when
this "spirit of external and internal historical criticism" first separates this work of the

Holy Spirit into its certainly very human origin. How " the word of God can remain in its

eternal strength and purity" (!!!), while it concerns itself only about " its dress," is difiicult

to perceive. It is written in the decalogue for every Israelite, and much more for

the pious in Israel, one of whom the deuteronomist as well as the harmonist must

have been : Thou shalt not lift up the name of Jehovah thy God to a vain thing, the lie

and deceit.

[Kleinert : Das Deuteronomim und der Deuteronomiker, Leip., 1872, discusses in a very

clear, able, but in some respects unsatisfactory, way the questions : What is the chief por-

tion of Deuteronomy ? In what relation the language in Deuteronomy stands to the central

books of the Pentateuch? Whether the deuteronomic law-giving could have arisen in the

time of Josiah, Manasseh, Hezekiah ? Whether the deuteronomic law in its present form

was composed by Moses? In what time we are to place the codification of the deuteronomic

laws ? And whether the parts of Deuteronomy which precede and follow the Mosaic part,

or the law, take their origin in another time than the law itself?

He holds, in distinction from nearly all others, that the author of Deuteronomy never

claims that it was composed by Moses in its present form, but simply that he wrote " this

law" (extract in a book-form) ; and that this law, found in chap, v.-xxvi., more exactly

chap. iv. 44—xxvi. 15, is the main part of the book, to which the author refers in both the

preceding and following chapters. The author, whoever he may be, recognizes this kernel

or central portion as essentially the law-giving codified and left by Moses in the land of

Moab. Comparing the characteristic features of Deuteronomy with those of the foregoing

books, we may say briefly, that as the latter are theocratic and symbolical, so the former

bears a human, or rather a religious and ethical stamp : in those the ruling principle is the

holiness of God ; in this His patience and grace. There it is the cultus and priesthood which

are prominent ; here the divinely chosen organization of the national life. Chronologically

this part of Deuteronomy occupies a middle position between what seems the earlier, funda-

mental portion of the central books, Ex. xx.-xxiii. 34; Lev. xviii.-xx., and the remaining

parts, to which Kleinert assigns no date, as beyond his purpose in this inquiry. In this

respect Deuteronomy holds a three-fold relation to the central books : first, as it embraces

legal enactments taken in idea and form from the earlier law, but arranged and presented

according to its own ruling principle; second, as it enlarges and completes legal enactments

found in the earlier law ; and third, as it gives in a simpler form a whole circle of legal

enactments, which are afterwards amplified and extended in Leviticus and Numbers.

Having thus determined its relative position, he proceeds to discuss the question as to

the time of its origin. The external occasion upon which the idea with the critics of a late

origin rests, is found in the discovery of the law-book under Josiah, 2 Kings xxii. ; 2 Chron.

xxxiv. Whether it was Deuteronomy, or the whole Pentateuch, which was so discovered,

it is certain that Deuteronomy was an essential portion of it. If it arose at the time of

Josiah, then surely we should expect that it would be carefully adjusted to the relations at
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that time. But we find, on tlie contrary, that it bears clear testimony to its own earlier

existence, as e. g. in the command for the destruction of the Canaanites, which was appro-

priate to the earlier periods, but was entirely out of place at a time when the Israelites were

struggling for their very existence with the mighty world powers ; in the command to

destroy the Amalekites, who were a dangerous foe at the time of Moses and the Judges, but

whose power was broken in the wars with Saul and David, who were so feeble that a force

of five hundred men, 1 Chron. iv. 43, completely destroyed them at the time of Hezekiah,

and in regard to whom therefore a command of this nature issued one hundred years after

their destruction would be most inappropriate ; in the direction as to the oneness of the sanc-

tuary which would have been both useless and unsuitable at the time of Josiah, since Heze-

kiah had already destroyed every vestige of the high-places, which might draw the people

away from Jerusalem ; in the marked Egyptian coloring in the deuteronomic legislation,

which would have been natural at an earlier time, but not at the time of Josiah,—so that

EwALD was forced to the strange conjecture that Deuteronomy was composed by a Jewish

exile in Egypt—and in other like references. This testimony drawn from the book itself is

confirmed by the plain, unquestionable references to Deuteronomy both by historical and

prophetic writers, as Hosea and Amos, long before the time of Josiah ; by the fact that all

the conditions, both historical and moral, for the origin of a new law-giving in the name of

Moses, are wanting in the time of Josiah ; while there is really no satisfactory reason in

favor of so late a date. The same reasons, in the main, lie against the supposition of its ori-

gin either under Manasseh or Hezekiah.

Was it then in its present form composed by Moses ? Or, in what time are we to place

the codifying of the deuteronomic law? Kleinert gives a separate discussion to each of

these questions. But they are really one. He thinks it clear, that while Mosaic laws lay at

the basis of Deuteronomy, it is itself in its present form the work of another. All the con-

ditions as to time, and the character of the book itself, point to the period of the Judges as

the only one in which Deuteronomy could have received its present form. After a full and

learned discussion of these points, and of the further question, whether the parts of Deuter-

onomy preceding and following this central portion are to be attributed to the same time

and author, which he answers, on the whole, in the aflirmative, Kleinert closes his essays

with a recapitulation of the results attained, as he believes, viz., that Deuteronomy consists

of a central part or kernel left by Moses in its fundamental form written down, but explained,

enlarged and enforced by oral discourses (iv. 45—xxvi. 15) ; that to this central part there

is added the book of the Covenant, embracing the blessings and the curses mainly found

from xxvi. 16—xxx. 20 ; and to this still a cluster of sayings in circulation among the tribes

as Mosaic, and entitled the blessing of Moses, xxxiii. to the end ; the whole preced-d by an

historical and hortatory introduction, i, 4, 44. This four-fold book, discourses, law, cove-

nant and blessings, is the work of one writer ; and this writer he identifies with Samuel.

Upon this work of Kleinert the following observations may be in place

:

1). That the discussion is carried on with a very free spirit indeed, but still with an evi-

dent and hearty reverence for the word of God. His position is peculiar to himself. He
regards himself as, on the whole, occupying a position against the modern " critics," although

cheerfully recognizing the valuable results of their labors, and in many minor points coin-

ciding with them. He presents his work as a solution of the diflSculties which the critics

have raised, but does not seem aware that his very solution opens new difficulties which re-

main to be solved.

2). It is satisfactory to those who hold the Mosaic authorship, that after starting with

the strange denial of that which even the critics freely concede, viz., that Deuteronomy as

a whole claims to be from Moses, he reaches as the result of his inquiries a conviction that it

is from one author,—who presents himself indeed, and his work, to us in different aspects, in

different parts of it,—but in all as one who must have been near to Moses, who must have

shared largely in his views and spirit ; and who seeks the very ends with respect to Israel,

which Moses had so much at heart. His argument that Deuteronomy could not have origi-

nated under Josiah, or indeed after the division of the kingdom, or under Solomon or David,
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is masterly and complete, and his statement of his own position is indeed very clear

and fair.

3). But he walks with the same entire confidence in his own methods and results, which

mark the whole modern German criticism. Whatever may be true in regard to the theories

of others, there is no question as to his own. He treads everywhere upon solid ground. The
results which others have reached, whether in favor of the Mosaic Authorship or against it,

are dismissed with an ex-cathedra air and tone which, to say the least, seems illy suited to

investigations like these.

4). The arguments which Kleiijert uses so well against the later origin under Josiah,

etc., might, to a great extent, be fairly urged against his own view, were it not that he includes

in his hypothesis the Mosaic Authorship essentially, of the central part or second discourse

of Deuteronomy. He himself admits, after the full and elaborate discussion of the Critical

hypotheses, that nothing has yet occurred which would exclude the composition of Deutero-

nomy in the time of Moses : that there are several things indeed which, with a great appear-

ance of truth, could be urged in its favor, things which plainly harmonize with the time of

Moses, as, e. g., the position of Israel to the neighboring nations, the Egyptian coloring in some

legal enactments, and yet the strong position in opposition to Egypt ; the statement as to the

ceremonial life of Israel before crossing the Jordan, (Deut. xii. 8), the appointment of the

cities of refuge, etc., etc. It seems clear that these and the like points are not only consistent

with the supposition of the Mosaic Authorship, but that they harmonize better with the time

of Moses than with any other. The same thing is true surely with respect to the command
for the destruction of the Canaanites, and with the peculiar character and design of the laws

of war, Deut. xx The fact that in Deuteronomy there is a greater fulness and detail in re-

gard to the household and family relations ; that the people are warned against removing

their neighbor's landmarks ; and especially that there is a marked change in the terms used

to describe the judicial officers and functions, does not necessarily imply that the people were

already established in the promised land, when Deuteronomy was written, and that we must

therefore trace it, at least as to its present form, to another author than Moses. Changes like

these, if they could not have grown up in the lapse of the thirty-eight years, between the

earlier commands and institutions and the deuteronomic discourses, may yet be satisfactorily

explained from the different position of Moses, when these discourses were spoken, and the

obviously different ends in view. He is no longer here providing for passing emergencies,

for the necessities of the people in their needs and wanderings, when the division into thou-

sands, hundreds, etc., was so exactly suited to their case, but giving directions which should

cover the whole future, providing institutions which should be adapted to the settled perma-

nent state. It is natural therefore that here he should use terms like " the elders of the ci-

ties," instead of " elders of the people," the very instances upon which Kleinert lays such

stress, w'hich seem to carry in themselves a reference to this permanent position in the land.

It is just the change which a wise law-giver like Moses would make in the terms he

chooses
;
just the freedom which we should expect to find on the supposition that both books

came from one hand, but which we should not expect on the supposition that Deuteronomy

was written by another person than Moses.

5). But in questions of this kind the external evidence ought not to be utterly ignored.

It constitutes a presumption surely in favor of the Mosaic Authorship, that this book, in its

present form, was held by the Church in all ages to be the work of Moses, until very recent

times. The Jews so received it. See the references to Philo, Josephus, and the Talmud, in

Smith's Bib. Diet., Art. Pentateuch. The Apostle Paul, quoting from Deuteronomy xxxii.

21, ascribes it to Moses. " Moses saith I will protoke you to jealousy by them that are no

people, and by a foolish nation I will anger you." The Apostle Peter, filled with the Holy

Ghost, said :
" Moses said unto your fathers, A Prophet, etc.," referring here indeed to one

of those passages in Deuteronomy which have been urged as proofs of its later origin. For

a fuller list of the N. T. passages which refer to Deuteronomy, see below, ^ 7. It is remark-

able that our Lord Himself, in His sore conflict with the tempter, should draw His weapons

in every case from the book of Deuteronomy, from which He quotes as it was received in His
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day, i. e., as the undisputed work of Moses. Surely He was not imposed upon, nor can we
conceive of it as possible that He would lend the weight of His authority to an assumption

not grounded in truth. It needs something more than mere diversities of style, seeming

anachronisms and glosses, apparent diiferences of statement,—which yet in nearly all cases

are satisfactorily explained,—to shake our confidence resting upon such a basis. Especially

as the whole tone and character of the book go to show that it came from Moses. Its solemn

monitory and yet tender and cheering tone, the deep sympathy between the speaker and

those whom he addresses, everywhere apparent ; the readiness with which he .includes him-

self with them, even in their errors and punishments ; the ease and naturalness with which

past events in their history are used to illustrate and enforce his admonitions, the obvious

appropriateness in these discourses in all their provisions and details to the relations in which

Moses and the people were now placed, all tend to confirm the Mosaic Authorship of this

book. Even the admitted difiiculties themselves may be fairly urged in favor of its anti-

quity. He who turned away from the glittering honors of the Egyptian court, and chose

affliction with the people of God, who had brought that people so near to the promised land

as their inheritance, who yet carried with him, in the very recollection of his own experience

of their unbelief and obstinacy, a full and painful sense of the dangers which lay before them,

pours out here his tender solicitude for them. It is the father's advice to his children ; the

wise law-giver's provision for their future necessities ; the inspired prophet's counsels and

admonitions. No unprejudiced reader would rise from its perusal with apy other conviction

than that it came from Moses, and the whole result of recent discussions, and of the assaults

of the " Modern Scientific Criticism," is to confirm rather than shake this conviction.—A. G.].

§ 6. THE MOSAIC FEATURES AND ORIGIN OF DEUTERONOMY SHOWN FROM ITS PECULIAR
STYLE AND METHOD.

Apologetics finds itself in the favorable position, that it can, not only disprove or explain

the appearances urged as against Moses, although it may not fully answer every question of

that nature, but believes the Mosaic origin of Deuteronomy to be supported through a mul-

titude of peculiarities. Hengstenberg abridges thus :
" There never occurs a single expres-

sion which is not suited to the condition of Moses at that time ; the point of view is the

same throughout the book ; the situation is ever the time at the borders of the land of pro-

mise. There is no single reference, overstepping the limits of history, to what in later time

was the central point in the life of the people, to Jerusalem and its temple, and the Davidic
kingdom. The near approaching possession of the land is presupposed in general, but the
special features in the relation of the Israelites to the conquered land are not described. The
principal foe is, throughout, the Canaanites, who from the beginning of the period of the
Judges retire into the background, and after Judg. v. never play an important part. There
is a sufficiently accurate knowledge of the primitive historical relations of the nations, who
came into notice at the time of Moses. Comp. chap. ii. in reference to the geography of the
region at the last period of the march; chap. i. 1 sq. Above all the constant reference to

Egypt ; in the reasons for kindness towards servants, drawn from thence, v. 15 ; xv. 15 ; xvi.

12
;
xxiv. 18; in the threatenings of the peculiar sicknesses of Egypt, xxviii. 27, 35 ; in the

promises of deliverance from them, vii. 15 ; xxviii. 60 ; in the description of Canaan by com-
parison with Egypt, xi. 10, in which occurs a very striking representation of the old Egyp-
tian agriculture, to which the monuments afford full confirmation. If Deuteronomy was not
written by Moses, then there is here an instance of the most refined literary deception, and
that in an age which did not possess the art required in such a supposition." Delitzsch :

" Deuteronomy claims to be Mosaic, and notwithstanding Hupfeld's objections, must be re-

garded as such ; and this may the more readily be done, since the truth of its own testimony,
the results of which are not fully felt before investigation, is confirmed by a surprising con-
junction of internal and external testimonies. It is rich in Egyptian references, which could
only be looked for in a book written by the hand of Moses, and indeed upon the borders of
Egypt a°d Palestine. Without laying too great importance upon the rigid, comprehensive
prohibition of all image worship, iv. 15-18, upon the command to wear the law as an amulet
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upon the hand and brow, vi. 8 sq. ; xi. 18-20, comp. Ex. xiii. 16, upon the command to en-
grave it upon the chalk-plastered stones, xxvii. 1-8, having Egyptian usages as co working
factors in their origin, the book is elsewhere full of Egyptian references ; xx. 5 to the busi-

ness of the scribe in the representation of the Egyptian mode of warfare; xxv. 2, to the
Egyptian bij;5tiuado ; xi. 10, to the Egyptian mode of irrigating the land ; xxii. 5, (the pro-
hibition of disguises) to the customs of the Egyptian priests in holding solemn processions in

the disguise of gods ; viii. 9, tu the Egyptian mining. Moreover it comes to view among the
curses, vii. 15 ; xxviii. 60, that according to xxviii, 68 Egypt represents to the author all the
future oppressors of Israel; xxix. 11 points to Egyptians serving among Israel ; the thought
' thou wait a servant in Egypt,' runs as a motive to kindness, through Deuteronomy v. 15

;

xxiv. 18, 22 ;
above all there meet us references to the residence in Egypt, vi. 21 sq. ; vii. 8,

18 ;
xi. 3, and at times in the laws themselves,—while such a reference in the time of Ma-

nasseh would have been extremely rare,—as in the law of the king, xvii. 16 ; finally the like

antiquity of the language with that of the other books. To the antiquity and genuine Mo-
saic peculiarities of Deuteronomy belong also his love of figures of speech, xxix. 17 ; xxviii.

13, 44 ;
xxix. 18 ; and of comparisons, i. 31, 44 ; viii. 5 ; xxviii. 49. The most surprising re-

sults win appear if one should compare Deuteronomy, the book of the covenant, the decalogue,
Ex. xix.-xxiv., and the 90th Psalm with one another : e. g., Ex. xxiv. 17 with Dent. iv. 24 ; ix.

3; Ex. xix. 4 with Deut. xxxii. II ; Ps, xc. with Dent, xxxii. ; Ps. xc. 17 runs through the

whole of Deuteronomy ii. 7; xiv. 29; xvi. 15; xxiv. 19; xxviii. 12 ; xxx. 9. [See also here

Smith's Bible Diet., Art. Pentateuch.—k. G.]. The authorship of Deuteronomy by Moses is

as certain as the authenticity of any book of Scripture." Schultz remarks " that Moses in

an entirely natural way speaks of the mountain of the Amorites, i. 7, 19, 20, while in the book
of Joshua the current name already is the mountains of Judah (xi. 16, 21)," and still further

that the defining the boundaries " from Gilead," iii. 16, indicates " the personal stand-point

of Moses," that the impression of the strong cities of Bashan, iii. 4, 5, is the fruit of " his very

lively sympathy," just as '* the accurate knowledge of localities, x. 6 8," is not merely to be

admired, but cleaves still to him, "fresh in his soul" as the effect of water in the desert.

" While the contest with the Canaanites, which he places, e. g., chap, vii , so prominently be-

fore us, entirely vanishes, a more decided hostility manifests itself against the Edomites,

Moabites, and Ammonites, since the time of David and Solomon. Even the prophets speak

directly against Edom, Amos ix. 12 ; then Isa. xi. 14, and chaps, xxxiv. and Ixiii., etc., etc.

Deut. ii. 4 sq. ; 9sq. ; 18 sq., enjoins the very contrary course." (Bleek indeed appeals in

reference to this to xxiii. 8 sq., but proves only that " these deuteronomic discourses were not

first conceived after the destruction of Jerusalem "). " Not only are these particular statis-

tics here in place, which would have been entirely superfluous in a later time, e.g., the rigid

command against the Canaanites, chap, vii., the destination of the cities of refuge, xix. 1 sq.,

the writing of the law upon the stones upon Ebal, xi. 29 sq. ; xxvii. 2 sq., the blotting out

of the remembrance of the Amalekites, xxv. 17 sq. ; but still further, and what is more im-

portant, a great part of the discourse on the law has a tone and emphasis which is only na-

tural at the time of Moses, but would have been entirely pointless at the time of Manasseh or

Josiah. In chaps, vi.-xi., among the most beautiful and glorious parts of the book, the

warning is against worldliness as a consequence of the possession of the land with its abund-

ant pleasures, against a false tolerance toward the Canaanites, against pride on account of

riches, or of self-righteousness on account of victory." " The opposition against the worship

of idols is not so direct as in every later author. He cautions first against the consequences

of worldly pride and false tolerance ; he presupposes in this regard, a pure state of the com-

munity, such as did not exist in the best times in Israel before the exile; he warns at most

barely against the roots of apostacy, trusts the community itself with the executive power

against it, xvii. 3 sq., fixes punishments to it, chap, xiii., which would have been purely im-

possible at the time of Manasseh," etc., etc.
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§ 7. THE MANIFOLD IMPORTANCE OF DEUTERONOMY.

With the Mosaic Authorship of Deuteronomy, which even the criticism must allow in

its own way, since the pretended Deuteronomists appear under a Mosaic title, the importance

of this book, especially for the Old Testament, is manifestly declared.

Regarding the peculiar person of the law-giver, it was his testament, upon which he had

impressed, as never elsewhere, his personality, for the lasting remembrance among his be-

loved people, Ex. xxxii. 32.

Regarding the law-giving, it forms its perfect completion, and that in a form not only

popular, but so impressive and affecting that it could not possibly fail to make an impression

upon the life of Israel, especially upon the elect among the people.

From this last point of view it appears very unsatisfactory when Delitzsch supposes

that after "a man like Eleazer" (Num. xxvi. 1; xxxi. 21) had written the Pentateuch in

whole and in part, "another like Joshua (Deut. xxxii. 44; Josh. xxiv. 26), or one of the

elders upon whom rested the spirit of Moses (Num. xi. 25), and some of whom outlived

Joshua (Josh. xxiv. 31), supplemented this work," and leaves to such a one the incorpora-

tion of Deuteronomy into the Thorah. Against this " peculiar codification," first, " soon

after the possession of Canaan," Kurtz raises these questions: "Is it not plam that in the

present collection of the Pentateuch, the history serves the purpose of a support and intro-

duction to the law-giving? And does there not lie in the great deeds of God in the Exodus

and the conclusion of the covenant at Sinai a sufficient reason and demand for the recording

of these deeds and their historical preparations and surroundings for the remembrance of

the future generations (comp. e. g. Ex. xii. 26 sq. ; xiii. 8) ? And does not the year's resi-

dence at Sinai ofier the fittest time and leisure to begin such a work?" and finally holds it

as more probable that " the author of the earlier and primitive history is identical with the

recorder of these groups of laws (a priestly man, Aaron himself, or one of his sons), who car-

ries on his work during the march from Sinai down to time then present, and hence keeps it

in advance step by step with the advancing history." But Kurtz also removes the supple-

menting of this fundamental writing, and the present formation of the Pentateuch, to a

" prophetic author " of the time of Moses; at all events, one who could not have lived

" beyond the last days of Joshua, and the first years of the period of the judges." In

ScHULTz's view, " this completer is no other than Moses himself, the author of Deuteronomy,

but the so-called fundamental writing, the tradition which welled up in the primitive times,

now gradually poured itself into a more definite form." Moses, "who, according to Ex.

xviii., was overburdened, had handed over the recording of the deeds, the laws, to Aaron his

prophet, or even to Joshua, his companion, who must have rendered to him certainly a ser-

vice similar to that which in later times Baruch rendered to Jeremiah." But whoever it

may have been, he naturally wrote in the style which was then usual, and which had been

used throughout the traditional sacred history. A new style made itself efficient first in the

new creating Spirit in Moses. While the older history, especially the more remote it lies,

gave occasion to greater supplements, there was little in the law to complete or revise. But

indeed in the inspection and collection of this gradually growing work, there arose a neces-

sity for a more hortatory and impressive heart-affecting completion, which, well-arranged,

and as a summary, at the same time points back to the earlier laws, and more expressly for-

wards to the near entrance upon the possession of Canaan. And thus he might have nearly

completed for himself in writing that part of Deuteronomy which relates to the laws before

he came to utter it orally."

If we recognize in Deuteronomy the closing part of the whole, which falls of itself into

five books without any artificial division, as Delitzsch asserts, so that Berthold holds

the five-fold division to be as old as the book itself, the Mosaic origin of Deuteronomy
favors strongly the Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch in general. This is the peculiar impor-

tance of Deuteronomy with reference to the Pentateuch.

The thirty-eight years' punitive wandering in the desert, whose chasm in the Pentateuch

the critics feel so painfully, gave Moses full time to collect the established laws, written certainly
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soon after their publication, if not before ; to trace tbeir causes in the history and connect

them with them, and to codify Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers. We may concede to him

also all possible aids. For all depends upon the Spirit. Perceiving from his daily expe-

rience the importance—indeed the necessity—of an exposition of the law for the people, he

projects the plan of Deuteronomy; for which, looking backwards, he yields himself up to

the idea of a work throughout parallel to that of Genesis. The revolt of the company of

Korah (Num. xvi.-xviii.) in connection with the confirmation of the Aaronic priesthood in

its rights,occasioned by it, occurring at this time (comp. xviii. 2 sq., 21 sq.), may help us to

explain what is peculiar to Deuteronomy, as it introduces the matter in a truly human way

;

namely, the setting forth prominently the general levitical character of the priests and of

that connected priestly character of the Levites. Comp. Num. xvi. 8-11. The laws also

given during that same punitive period, as they are given with reference to Canaan (Num.

XV. 2, 18) to supplement and perfect the earlier prescribed sacrificial rites, appear as the first

germs of that work which has similar supplements and completions for its definite aim.

Comp. also Deut. xxii. 12 with Num. xv. 37 sq., especially the entirely deuteronomic omis-

sion of the direction in Num. xv. 39^1.

"It may easily be shown," remarks Ewald, "that no writing could have exercised a

stronger influence either upon the life of the people, or upon the mass of its writings.''

"The importance of this writing of the more recent and more complete prophetic view of

the laWjis for the Old Testament in many respects the same with that of the Gospel of John

for the New Testament."

The importance of the Thorah, and especially of Deuteronomy, has been presented to

advantage by Delitzsch after Hengstenberq in a convincing form from the post-Mosaic

literature. The entire historical writings from the book of Joshua on pre-suppose the Tho-

rah of Moses as a book. To regard these references as anachronistic adornments of the

ancient history is shown by the whole remaining situation as a base falsehood. How is it

possible that Deuteronomy should first see the light under Josiah, when already a century

earlier tbe prophecy rests upon Deuteronomy in preference to the other books of the Thorah?

How well acquainted Amos is with Deuteronomy is evident from chap. ii. 9 ; iv. 11 ; ix. 7.

Hosea, richer in primitive historical recollections, runs through the whole Thorah (vi. 7;

xii. 4 sq. ; xiii. 9, 10), not excluding Deuteronomy (xi. 8; comp. with Deut. xxix. 22*), whose

primitive word?^, although mingled in the glowing stream of bold prophetic speech, we may
detect in many passages (iv. 13; comp. Deut. xii. 2; viii. 13 with Deut. xxviii. 68; xi. 3

with Deut. i. 31; xiii. 6 with Deut. viii. 11-14). Isaiah begins his prophecies with words

from the mouth of Moses, Deut. xxxii. 1. The tone of Deuteronomy, once struck, sounds

through the whole discourse, vers. 2-4, as a Mosaic from Deut. xxxii. and xxxi. ; vers. 5-9

rest almost throughout upon Lev. xxvi. and Deut. xxviii. ; vers. 10-14 contain the strong lan-

guage of the lav/s for sacrifices and feasts from Exodus to Deuteronomy, and even in vers.

15-31 we may recall many passages in the Pentateuch, and especially in Deuteronomy (Cas-

PAKI Beitrage). The same thing is true of the discourse of Micah vi.—vii. 13, a companion

piece to Isai. i., especially of the 6th chapter. All the other chief references of the book of

Micah to the Pentateuch converge here, the historical (ii. 12 sq. ; vii. 15-17), the legal (ii.

8), and the threatening (ii. 4, 10; iii. 4; vii. 13). In Deut. xxxii. 1, comp. xxxi. 28; xxx.

19, and iv. 26, Moses had cited the heavens and the earth to hear his words, that they might

bear witness against the entrance of apostacy in Israel. This testimony Micah demands

from the mountains and hills, chap. vi. 1 sq., as the firm foundations of the earth. What
the Lord utters in His judicial controversy, vi. 3-5, is the compend of the historical portions

of the Pentateuch from Exodus onwards (especially Num. xxii.—xxiv.); the expression:

"house of bondmen" from Egypt, is taken from Deut. vii. 8; xiii. 5. In the answer which

the people make to the Lord (vi. 6 sq.), it presents precisely what he had appointed as the

means of atonement in the law. In vi. 8 the prophet points clearly to a passage in Deuter-

onomy, and cites it almost literally (Deut. x, 12 sq.).

The ck>sing punitive threatening in the controversy (vi. 13-16) appears in Lev, xxvi.;

* Hosea t. 15 ; comp. Deut. iv. 29.
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Deut. xxviii. sq., eic. While Delitzsch examines the literature of the time of Solomon

merely with reference to Genesis {Comm. upon Genesis, 2d Ed., p. 13 sq.), the following pas-

sages referring to Deuteronomy may be adduced in proof The " wisdom which marks this

time more than others," the " popular, general, human direction and tendency " corresponds

pre-eminently with Deuteronomy (| 1) as with Genesis. If Genesis offers to the author of

the book of Job the relations of the primitive time, still he does not color his discourses

merely from this source. In chap. i. 10 the genuine Mosaic designation of human activity

appears, which is usual in Deut., chap. ii. 7; xvi. 15; the image used in v. 14; xii. 25 is

altogether Deuteronomic ; see xxviii. 29 ; comp. also Job xx. 16 with Deut. xxxii. 33. As
the mode of expression in particular cases is derived from Deuteronomy (comp. Job. v. 18

;

X. 7 with Deut. xxxii. 39; Job vi. 4; xxxiv. 6 with Deut. xxxii. 23; Job vii. 4 with Deut.

xxviii. (37; Job viii. 8 with Deut. iv. 32; xxxii. 7), so the description generally uses Deuter-

onomic motives ; comp. Job xv. 20 sq. with Deut. xxviii. 65 sq.; Job xv. 27 with Deut. xxxii.

15; Job xvii. 6; xxx. 9 with Deut. xxviii. 37; Job xxxi. 10 with Deut. xxviii. 30; Job xlii.

10 with Deut. xxx. 3. The problem with whose solution the book of Job is concerned pre-

supposes so profound a view of the justice of Him who only is holy towards His creatures

(vi. 10; xxi. 14; xxii. ; xxiii. 12), especially towards sinful man (iv. 18; xv. 15; xiv. 4), and
over against this of their injustice towards him, which only the knowledge of the internal

character of the law at the hand of Deuteronomy could give, since further, according to his

whole tendency, he lingers or dwells in the patriarchal state, the auihor chooses the precise

deuteronomic terms and definitions ; e.g. xxiv. 2 sq. ; vi. 27; comp. Deut. xix. 14; xxvii.

17, 19; Job xxii. 6 sq. ; comp. with Deut. xxiv. 6, 10 sq.; Job xxxi. 26 sq. with Deut. iv. 19;

xvii. 3. In the well-known character of the proverbial poetry, the references to Deutero-

nomy from the beginning onwards are entirely natural, and are to be expected. In the very

first chapter of Proverbs, e, g. to Deut. vi. 6 sq.; xi. 18 sq. As to the Psalms, Delitzsch
says well: "The whole fifth book of the Psalter is the answer of the church to the words of

Jehovah in the fifth book of the Thorah;'' as Hengstejstberg has well called "Deut. xxxii.

the Magna Charta of the prophecy," and then closes :
" We might go still further back to

the times of the Judges. To a certain extend admitted, this song of victory of Deborah is

manifestly formed upon original passages from Deut. xxxiii., as from Gen. xlix., or freely

reproduces them. In short all the history, prophecy, proverbs and poesy of Israel is grounded
upon the laws of Moses, and exists in them."

The importance of Deuteronomy for the special prophetic institution is already mani-
foldly apparent, e. g. I 1, and the same is clearly intimated in the significant use which
Christ makes of Deuteronomy in His personal history. Comp. Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10 with Deut.

viii. 3 ; vi. 16, 13. We must recall also the citations already alluded to, as Heb. xii. 29

from Deut. iv. 24; ix. 3; 1 Cor. viii. 4 from Deut. iv. 35, 39; Mark xii. 29 sq. ; Matt. xxii.

37 sq.; Luke x. 27 sq. from Deut. vi. 4, 5. But this brings us to the wider New Testament
import of Deuteronomy.

" The first and greatest commandment," remarks Hengsteistbeeg, "is contained only

in the fifth book of Moses, vi. 6 ; x. 12." Still further, Christ says to the Jews, John v. 46

:

Had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me, for he wrote of me. Without regarding

now the reference of this verse to Deut. xxxi. 26 sq., if it does not refer to Gen. iii, 15; xlix.

10, it is certainly spoken with reference to Deut. xviii. As He thus takes the first and great-

est commandment from Deuteronomy, so in like manner He confirms His own exalted being
from the authority of Moses, as the writer of Deuteronomy. Comp. Luke xxiv. 27.

Among other citations of Deuteronomy in the New Testament (comp. the Sept.) are the

following: John vii. 24; James ii. 1 (Deut. i. 16, 17; xvi. 19); Eev. xxii. 18, 19; Matt. v.

18 sg. (Deut. iv. 2; xiii. 1) ; James iv. 8 (Deut. iv. 7); Heb. xi. 6; xiii. 5 (Deut. iv. 29, 31

;

xxxi. 6) ; Gal. iii. 19 (Deut. v. 5) ; 1 John iv. 10 (Deut. vii. 8) ; Acts vii. 51 (Deut. ix. 7,

24; X. 16); Heb. xii. 18, 21 (Deut. ix. 15, 19); 1 Tim. vi. 15 (Deut. x. 17); Acts x. 34

(Deut. X. 17) ; 2 Cor. vi. 15 (Deut. xiii. 13) ; 1 Peter ii. 9 (Deut. xiv. 2 ; xxvi. 19 ; xxviii. 9)

;

Matt. xxvi. 11; John xii. 8 (Deut. xv. 11); 1 Tim. vi. 11 (Deut. xvi. 20); Matt, xviii. 16;

John viii. 17; 2 Cor. xiii. 1; Heb. x. 28 (Deut. xvii. 6 sq. ; xix. 16); Acts iii. 22; vii. 37;
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John i. 21, 45 ; vi. 14; Matt. xvii. 5 (Deut. xviii. 15) ; Heb. xii. 19 sq. (Deut. xviii. 16 ; v.

24 sq.); John xii. 49 (Deut. xviii. 18); Acts iii. 23; John xii. 48; Luke x. 16 (Deut. xviii.

19); 1 Cor. V. 13 (Deut. xix. 19; xvii. 7); Matt. v. 38 (Deut. xix. 21); Matt, xxvii. 24

(Deut. xxi. 6 sq.) ; Gal. iii. 13 (Deut. xxi. 23); John viii. 4 sq. (Deut. xxii. 22) ; Matt. xii.

1 sq. (Deut. xxiii. 26) ; Matt. v. 31 sq. ; xix. 3 sq. (Deut. xxiv. 1) ; James v. 4 (Deut. xxiv.

14 sq.) ; 2 Cor. xi. 24 (Deut. xxv. 3) ; 1 Cor. ix. 9 ; 1 Tim. v. 18 (Deut. xxv. 4) ; Matt. xxii.

24 sq. (Deut. xxv. 5) ; Gal. iii. 10 (Deut. xxvii. 26) ; Rom. xi. 8 (Deut. xxix. 4) ; Heb. xii.

15 (Deut. xxix. 18) : Rom. ii. 29 (Deut. xxx. 6, 10, 16) ; Rom. x. 6-8 (Deut. xxx. 11 sq.)

;

Rom. iii. 19 sq. (Deut. xxxi. 26) ; Acts ii. 40 (Deut. xxxii. 6) ; Rom. x. 19 (Deut. xxxii. 21);

Rom. xii. 19; Heb. x. 30 (Deut. xxxii. 35) ; Rom. xv. 10; Rev. xix. 2 (Deut. xxxii. 43).

Finally the importance of Deuteronomy for us, after the position which Christ and His

Apostles held with reference to it cannot be merely of an antiquarian nature. In Deutero-

nomv we come to the more profound and perfect view of the Mosaic law, as in the fragment-

ary civil portions,the moral idea is dominant, and the complete ceremonial portions bear the

stamp of religious ideas, so the moral portion has throughout a religious and ethical

nature or theocratic character. Hence the spiritual character of the law which Paul ascribes

to it, Rom. vii. 14, 12, is fully justified. Thus we cannot, especially in the light of Deutero-

nomy, look into the soul of the law of Moses, and into the interior life of Israel defined and

shaped by this law, namely, its typical forms, as Moses, Joshua, Samuel, Elijah, viewed as

forerunners of the obedience of faith of Christ, without having this historical look complete

itself at once also doctrinally and morally. For the law, and pre-eminently the fifth book,

is "Thorah," i. e., doctrine, instruction. The doctrinal importance of Deuteronomy for us

is surely at first an historical importance, in so far as we regard,—and indeed from the two

chief parts in Deuteronomy, distinguished the one by commandments, and the other by "the

prophets," a distinction which we meet again upon the lips of the Redeemer,—the dogma of

sacred history, as a divine training and preparing of humanity in Israel for Christ. (" In

possession of a land favoring in its physical conditions their independent existence in a sim-

ple, moderate prosperity, and yet demanding continual culture, the people, true to its consti-

tution, in the fear and love of God, in this faithfulness alone being strong and certain of all

blessing and victory, in the consciousness of its destination far surpassing all worldly policy

and splendor, the bearer and preserver of the divine salvation for the world, of the blessing

for the entire race, entering into converse with God for its own enjoyment, and as represent-

ing the rest of the world (Micah iv. 1 sq. ; Isa. Ixvi. 18 sq.), mu.st be a priestly people, free

from the lust of political conquest, and entangling worldly alliances, lying as a lion in its

lair, (Ezek. xix. 2) never seeking foreign aid or salvation, but rather recognizing, abhorring,

and rejecting their manifold corruptions under every di.sguise, and yet with all its moral

strictness, bound even to strangers and enemies by the duties of humanity, and thus a people

free, strong, and happy in quiet contentment with its own divine prerogatives, existing among

the revolutions and luxurious growths and developments of the God-forgetting nations, as a

strictly separated sanctuary of God, a people to whom belongs not the present, but the certain

future, etc., Deut. viii. 1 sq. ; xxviii. 1 sq. But the whole external structure and form within

which this divine binding together of the practical righteousness and prosperity under the

legal constitution h contained, does not appear as a mere shell, existing in and for itself, but

as a frame and form holding a spiritual internal life,destined for future development, and in

its very structure bearing intimations and promise of this; an internal life which in this ex-

ternal framework first sinks itself into the elements of the (ordinary, natural, worldly) life,

then breaks tlirough these external ligaments and bands, as a power exalted above the

worldly life, by prophecy, in which the promise strewn hitherto as scattered seed-corn now wins

a firm organic position, and progressive culture and influence, in the economies both of the

outward and inward life ; the scattered sparks are gathered into one light, which illuminates

the dark Avastes to the clear light of a perfect day, when, and as it brings with itself the in-

dependent bearer of light, 2 Peter i. 19, etc" (Beck, Chr. Lehrwisserisch. I.) But since

the law, especially in its deuteronomic exposition, which indeed introduces the Christian—

the sermon on the mount in which Christ takes up His prophetic oflace, is the fulfilling and
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completing parallel to Deuteronomy in which Moses closes his prophetic office—has an

eternal significance (Matt. v. 18 sq.), the doctrinal importance of Deuteronomy cannot be

merely historical, but rather the dogma of sacred history is also the dogma of the ordo saluiis,

the way of God in humanity is at the same time the way of eternal salvation for individuals.

As Luther says: " But this explanation of the fifth book contains peculiarly nothing else than

faith in God and love to our neighbor, for therein lies all the law of God," and the Heidel-

berg Catechism teaches man to recognize his misQry from this. For " this is the design of

Moses that he should reveal sin through the law, and put to shame all the pride of human

power, when he teaches that we should fear, trust, believe, love God, and neither cherish nor

endure any evil passion or hatred toward our neighbor. When nature hears that this is right

and requisite, it is confounded, and sinks in terror; for it finds neither trust nor faith, nei-

ther fear nor love, towards God, and neither love nor innocence toward our neighbor, but

vain unbelief, suspicion, disregard and hatred toward God, and vain ill will and lust towards

our neighbor; thus death stares such sinners in the face, feeds upon them here, and con-

sumes them in hell ; so that they must be brought to recognize their obstinate blindness, to

feel their inability to all good and helplessness, and thus through the law become conscious

of their need, and constrained to seek something farther than the law and their own strength,

i. e., the grace of God promised in the future Christ. Thus Moses himself has intimated that

his office and instruction should endure until Christ, and then cease, when he says, Deut.

xviii. 15: A prophet, etc. This is the noblest word, and indeed the very kernel in all Moses,

which also the Apostles place conspicuously, and use to confirm the Gospel and to lay aside

the law." Luther ( Vorr uher d. A. T.). The doctrinal importance of the deuteronomic

law, in a moral point of view, should not less be treasured and guarded, as to what concerns

the Church and the State, than what belongs to the family and the individual life. Comp.

Lanqe, Intro, to the 0. T., H 9 and 12. The exposition and application of the book to in-

dividuals, will perhaps point out also the homiletical importance of Deuteronomy. " For,"

(Luther says) " there are many who think of themselves as if they were masters herein,

who place a low estimate upon Moses and the whole Old Testament, as if the Gospel waa

sufficient for them, etc. But it is certain that, as the worldly-wise say, Homer is the father

of all poets, a fountain, indeed a sea of all skill, wisdom, and eloquence, thus our Moses is

also the true fountain and father of all the prophets and books of Holy Scripture, i. e., of all

heavenly wisdom and eloquence,"

§ 8. THE DIVISION OF DEUTERONOMY AND SURVEY OF ITS CONTENTS.

After Kurtz, Delitzsch has shown in a striking way the tenfold division of Genesis.

Schultz points out the same " ruling force of the significant number ten " in Deuteronomy

through its "arrangement upon the decalogue." (Luther: "Thou wilt give to this little

book the right name if thou shalt call it a very ample and clear extension and revelation of

the Ten Commandments").

Chap. i. 1-5: Introductory narrative, title of the whole work. Speaker, auditory, place

and time.

T. Chap. i. 6-iv. 40 : The first discourse, introductory discourse, retrospect to the depar-

ture from Sinai, explanations, exhortations, warnings.

Chap. iv. 41-43 : Pause of the first discourse ; separation of the cities of refuge.

Chap. iv. 44-49 : Title for an introduction to the second discourse.

n. Chap. V. 1-xxvi. 19: Second discourse ; the peculiar essential part of the book.

Chap. v. 1-vi. 3 : The text of this discourse is the decalogue as the kernel of the law, the

foundation of the covenant, and the fundamental condition of all salvation.

Chap. vi. 4-xi. 32 : An exhortation—under the exposition of the first two command-

ments, with a repeated emphasizing of the exodus from Egypt, with a recalling to mind of

the march through the desert, with a special use and application of the residence at Sinai—to

fear and love God, to obedience to the law.
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Chap. xii.—xxii.: Exposition of the commandments, from the third to the tenth, with

the appropriate supplements.

Chap, xxiii. 1—xxvi. 19 : The perfection of Israel.

Chap, xxvii. 1-8 : Pause after the second discourse ; the arrangement of the monumen-

tal stones.

Chap, xxvii. 9-26 : Transition to the last, third discourse.

III. Chap, xxviii.—xxx.: Blessings and curses, and the renewing of the covenant.

Closing discourse.

Chap, xxxi.: Pause or rest of the third discourse : the surrender of office and work.

Chap, xxxii.—xxxiv.: Supplements : Song, blessings, and death of Moses. (Comp. J.

P, KiNBLER, bibl. Tabellen, 1 Liefr., Sulzbach, 1841.)

g 9. THEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETICAL LITERATURE UPON DEUTERONOMY.

For the more or less comprehensive Bible-works, as well as for the Theological and Ho-

miletical literature generally, comp. Lange, Introduction to the Old Testament, Am. Ed.,

Vol. I., pp. 2, 62 sq., 101, 116 sq.

Partly from this list, and partly supplementing it, we here name: Luther: Expositions

of the Fifth Book of Moses (Walch, III. p. 2017 sq.). Calvin: Commentary upon the four

last books of Moses in the form of a harmony. P. Tossani : Deutsehes Bibelwerk. Pool : aS^-

nopsis, I. p. 694 sq. J. Piscator: Questions upon the Pentateuch, 1624, p. 393 sq. Ber-

lenburger Bibel: I. p. 685 sq. The English Biblework of Teller, II. p. 669 sq. J. D.

Michaelis: Deutsche Uebersetzung des A. T. mit Anm.fur TJngelehrte, IV. 2. Corn. a. La-

PIDE (Catholic) : Comm. on the Pentateuch, 1616, p. 953 sq. Bonfrerius (Catholic) : Pent.

Comm. Illustr., 1625, p. 903 sq. The Biblia Hebraica, by J. H. Michaelis. Calmet (Ca-

tholic): Comm. lit. in V. T, 1789, II. 524 sq. J. A. Osiander: Comm in Pent. J. Cleri-

cus: Comm. i7i Pent. J.Gerhard: Comm.inDeut. Rosenmueller : Scholia in V. T.,ll.

p. 325. Dathe: Pentateiichus, -^.^Ol. The Deresersche (Catholic) 5?6e/wer^. Richter:

Erkl. Hausbibel,!. Baumgarten: Theol. Commentar zum Pent., 11. -p. ^VJ. Schultz: Z>a»

Deuteronomium, Berlin, 1859. Knobel: Die B. B. Numeri, etc., Leipsic, 1861. Keil: Bi-

blical Commentary upon the books of Moses, Leipsic, 1862. [Clark's translation by Janus

Martin, Edinb., 1865.] The Jewish translations of the Bible, with annotations by Johlson,

Frankfort, 1831 ; and Herxheimer, 2d Ed., Bernburg, 1864.—Upon special parts : Heng-

STENBERG: The most important and difficult passages in the Pentateuch, I. p. 221; also the

third volume of the Beitrage, and the Christology, 2d Ed., I. p. 110. Kurtz: History of the

Old Covenant, II. (Braem: Israel's Wanderings, 1859.) Voelter: Das hei. Land, 1855.

Hess: Oeschich. Moses. Mayer: Die Rechte der Israel., Athener und Rom., I., II. P. Cas-

8EL: in the weltgesch. Vortrdgen, 1.; Der Midrasch und die Oesetzes Ende. Jer. Risler:

History of the Exodus.—Homiletical: G. D. Krummacher: Die Wanderungen Isr., 3d

Ed.; Ausziig aus des sel. Ordinarii der Evang. Bruderkirche Reden (Zinzendorf) icber bibl.

Texte, III. 1317 sq.—Upon the Song, chap, xxxii. : W. A. Teller: translation of the Blessings

of Jacob, etc., Halle and Helmstadt, 1766. Horrer : The National Songs of the Israelites, Leip-

sic, 1780. Herder: Spirit of the Hebrew Poetry, 1. 1. JuSTI: The National Songs of the

Hebrews, Marburg, 1803-18. Ewald: Year-book of Biblical Science, VIII. G. Volck:

Mosis canlicum cygneum dissertatio, Nordlingse, 1861. Kamphausen: The Song of Moses,

Leipsic, 1862. Sack: Die lAeder u. a. w., Barmen, 1864, p. 64 sq. Upon the Blessings of

Moses, chap, xxxiii.: Herder: Letters upon the Study of Theology, I., The Sixth Letter.

Graf: The Blessings of Moses, Leipsic, 1867. L. Bodenheimer: The Blessings of Moses.

Crefeld, 1860.

[Additional Literature.

—

Haevernick's Introduction, I., p. 473. Keil: Introd. to

the Old Testament. Kleinert: Das Deuteronomium und der Deuteronomiker, Bielfeld and

Leipsic, 1872.—In England and America: MacDonald: on the Pentateuch, 1861. Words-

worth : The Holy Bible, with Notes, Vol. I., 2d Ed., London, 1865. A work of much pa-
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tristic learning, sometimes admirable in its replies to the objections of the critics, but valua-

ble mainly for its happy use of the Sept. in its relations to the New Testament. Graves'
Lectures on the Last Four Books of the Pentateuch. Rawlinson : on the Pentateuch, in Aids to

Faith, Essay VI., 1862. Colenso : The Pentatexich and Book of Joshua Critically Examined.
Davidson : Introduction to the Old Testament. Both of these latter writers reproduce more or

less fully the theories of Bleek, Vaihinger, Ewald, and the other German critics of that

class. Prof. J. I. S. Perowne: Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, Art. Pentateuch, with Prof.

Bartlett's valuable additions in the American Edition. The Bible Commentary, Vol. I.,

Part II., London, republished in New York. This most recent contribution to the English
literature on the Pentateuch is a sound and scholarly work ; and while not holding fully with
SCHROEDER and others as to the arrangement of Deuteronomy, it favors essentially the same
plan. Egbert Jamieson, A. R. Fausset, and David Brown, Critical and Explanatory
Commentary. Bush: Commentary on the Five Books of Moses. Moses Stuart: Critical

History and Defence of the 0. T. Canon. Green: The Pentateuch Vindicated. Prof Bart-
lett's Articles on the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch in the Bibliotheca Sacra. April
and July, 1863, and July and October, 1864. The Commentaries of Scott and Henry are

too well known to need any special reference here, and have not been used in this work al-

though rich in practical suggestions, because they are found in most libraries.—A. G.l





DEUTEROlSrOMY:

FIFTH BOOK OF MOSES.

tHE TITLE FOR THE ENTIRE WORK AND INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST
DISCOURSE.

Chapter I. 1-5.

1 These be the words which Moses spake unto all Israel on this side [on that side]

Jordan in the wilderness, in the plain over against the Red sea [suph], between Pa-

2 ran, and [between] Tophel. and Laban, and Hazeroth, and Dizahab. (There are

eleven days' journey from Horeb by the way of mount Seir unto Kadesh-barnea.)

3 And it came to pass in the fortieth year, in the eleventh month, on the first day of

the month, that Moses spake unto the children of Israel, according unto all that the

4 Lord had given him in commandment unto them ; After he had slain Sihon the

king of the Amorites, which dwelt in Heshbon, and Og the king of Bashan, which

5 dwelt at Astaroth in Edrei : On this side [on that side] Jordan, in the land of

Moab, began Moses to declare^ this law, saying:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 Ver. 5. [1N3, to dig, to inscribe upon stone, as Deut. xxyii. 8. Hence Haevernick and Wordsworth understand

here, to write down. But as the idea is, to bring to light, to make clear, our word, " explain," seems to meet all the neces-

gities of the case.—A. G.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Ver. 1. Although HtX by itself might refer

to the foregoing books, still the words, ver. 1, to

which attention is called, are those which follow

vers. 3-5. The subscription to the book of Num.
xxxvi. 13 does not indeed exclude discourses

upon the law, but it forms so far a conclusion to

what precedes, as that contains, not the words
of Moses to the people, but the word of God to

Moses (§ 1). In any case, the foregoing books
cannot be characterized—and the inscriptions or

subscriptions refer only to what is characteris-

tic—by "the words which Moses spake," etc.,

which is an expression peculiar to Deuteronomy.
The connection with the foregoing books is there-

fore by way of distinction or contrast, but
scarcely, however, as in the passage cited by
Eeil. Gen. ii. 4; rather as vi. 9. The distinguish-

ing feature is made the more prominent, since the

locality in both cases was the same plain of

Moab. The connection which Knobel, Herxh.,
JoHLS., favor, is incorrect. Vers. 1-5 are a title

to Deuteronomy, a condensed statement of the

contents, author, audience, place, and time of the

whole book, and at the same time a significant

introduction to the first discourse.

2. Ver. 1. The hearers: All Israel.—The peo-

ple as such. Significant for the selection, ar-

rangement, presentation, and aim of the subject

matter—the popular character of Deuteronomy.
Jewish interpreters think that the elders of the

people as the nearest circle of hearers are
meant—but why reject those who would be wit-

nesses and could have heard? Hess: "the
congregation of the people, or some important
and representative part of it, heads of families,

judges," etc. Jahn (Introd.) says correctly

—

"there is perhaps no other book in whose publi-

cation so wide a publicity was observed." ["All

Israel," all the congregation, are phrases used
frequently in the Bible to describe any national

gathering. See 1 Sam. vii. 3; xii. 1, 19 ; 1 Kings
viii. 2; xiv. 22, 56, 62," etc. Wobdsworth.—
A. G.]
"The local determinations are also very sig-

nificant" (^CHULTz), and indeed the more so

from the very massing of local names, with

which Knobkl knows not what to do, but which
47
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even Oskelos and the Jewish tradition, although

with a too limited understanding, refer to the

"transgressions" of the people [and hence the

book is^called the book of reproofs—A. G.]. On
this side Jordan.—Schroeder renders: the

other side. vers. 1 and 5 ; comp. Introd. ^ 4, 1. 12.

[The phrase indicates nothing as to the position

of the writer—whether he dwelt on the one side

of Jordan or the other. Although a standing

desio-uation of the district east of the Jordan, it

is used also with reference to the western dis-

trict Comp. Gen. 1. 10, 11; Josh. ix. 1; Num.

xxii. 1; xxxii. 32; Deut. iii. 8, 20, 25. The

context usually makes the sense of the phrase

clear. See Bib. Comm., p. 801.—A. G.] The

place was one for recollections, and therefore for

warnings. Schultz says justly "the true sense

is not already on the other side of Jordan, but

still there." So also, still "in the wilderness,"

iv. 46; "in the valley over against Beth-peor"

(iii. 29); here, ver. 5: "in the land of Moab;"

Num. xxxvi. 13: "in the plains of Moab." The

comparison of these precise statements shows

certainly that the local idea rules ver. 1 ; that at

the beginning of Deuteronomy the locality treated

rather as a situation, becomes rhetorically intro-

ductory to the succeeding discourses. Thus

the vrilderness, in its moral and historical

import with Egypt, on the one hand, and Ca-

naan, on the other. The plain (arabah), which

is geographically the whole valley of the Jordan

from its sources to the Dead Sea, which indeed

originally made no break in the valley, this ex-

tremely hot desert tract on both sides of the

Jordan, stretching down to the Ailanitic gulf,

naturally embraces also the plains of Moab.

Comp. Deut. iii. 17; iv. 49; xi. 30; Josh. xii. 1.

But in a special sense this plain begins at the

southerly end of the Dead Sea, " a long, sandy

plain" (Laboede), stretching from thence to the

Red Sea; and it can only be used in ver. 1 in

this narrower sense, since the description, in

the plain, following the more geneial term, "in

the wilderness," is certainly a limiting and more

closely descriptive term. While this description

of the peculiar plain or wilderness well serves to

recall to mind the catastrophe which doomed

Israel to the " way of the wilderness " (Deut. ii.

8) ;
presents vividly the locality which was pre-

eminently the cradle of the new, as it was the

grave of the old generation ; connects the present

where (in Moab) with the immediately preceding

how ; its main reference is still, according to the

contents and method of Deuteronomy, the retro-

spect to the first giving of the law. As the lo-

calizing of the present position was possible

through the broader meaning of the term "Ara-

bah"—here nDl;?3; Num. xxxvi. 13, nbni'3—
TT -:t :

~ :

80 its narrower sense gives the needed point of

union with the wider past. It is in entire ac-

cordance with this view, if the Arabah reaches

to Ailah, that the next still closer description,

over against Suph, follows. Over against
Suph [A. v.: over against the Red Sea].

—

Knobel thinks that the pass es su/ah, or some
place in its neighborhood, is meant,—not, how-
ever, Zephath, Judg. i. 17; Num. xiv. 45; xxi.

8, which RiTTEE connects with this pass. But

then 80 purely a geographical and generally ob-

scure a statement is scarcely in harmony with
the specific sense of the whole description. It

is much better to regard ^?D as an abbreviation
of ^?D~D\ Germ.: Schilf—Schilfmeer sedt/esea,

Deut. i. 40 ; ii. 1. LXX.: iT?,T/tjiov rrjg kpv&pat:

daTiacsaj)^. Vulg.: in solitiidine campeslri contra

mare rubrum. Either because the Red Sea is so

called from the great quantity of sea-weed (Keil,
Gesen. ), which Schultz claims only for its north-
ern portion ; or perhaps the whole sea takes its

name from some important place of this same
name, as Knobel conjectures, and in this way
explains the absence of the article in "^ID'D'. In

any case, we are not to refer it specially with

Henostenberg to the Ailanitic portion, the gulf

of Akabah, since the Arabah is viewed much
more as over against the gulf of Suez (if not the

Red Sea generally). The short, abbreviated

Suph, ver. 1, harmonizes with the concise, preg-
nant style in the titles. According to Keil, not

"a closer designation of the Arabah" (Heng-
stenberg), but a more definite characterizing of

the wilderness generally, as Israel "still found
itself over against the Red Sea, after passing

which it entered the wilderness," Ex. xv. 22.

It characterizes the situation generally as over

against Egypt ; the exodus from it, but spe-

cially "the northern part of the western fork

of the Red Sea, in view of the place where the re-

demption from Egypt was completed" (Schultz).

Betvreen Paran, ver. 1.—As before the short

form "Suph," so now also the simple "Paran,"
instead of the usual " wilderness of Paran." In

Num. X. 12, this place is mentioned as the first

station after the breaking up from Sinai ; and
since it was a station so well known, and occu-

pied so long a time, since Kadesh lay in it, Num.
xii. 16 ; Deut. i. 46, the abbreviated form " Pa-
ran " is all-sufficient. The Arabic name

—

"Et Tih," i. e., the wandering, as the Bedouins
call it—explains satisfactorily the mention here

of this more precise designation of the rejection

of the first (Num. xiii.), and the new arrangement
with the second generation (Num. xx.). To this

latter reference follows naturally : and Tophel.
—Germ.: ^^ and between Tophel," the present

"Tufail" or "El Tofila," "Tafyleh," situated at

the Edomitic mountains, where a hundred foun-

tains, pomegranate and olive trees, figs, apples,

apricots, oranges and nectarines of a large

kind, are found; and the inhabitants supply the

Syrian caravans with the necessaries of life.

Comp. Deut. ii. 28, 29. Thus a place of refresh,

ment (Schultz), in distinction both from the de-

sert eastward, and Paran under the same broad

parallel westward. Labau, Hazeroth, Diza-
hab.—These places, of which little is known,

are here connected together, as the better known
Hazeroth intimates, and the immediately follow-

ing remark in ver. 2 clearly teaches, from the

chief reference, to which the description is ever

striving, the back reference to the first law-giving

at Horeb. Whether "Laban" (Sept.: Ko^6v)ia

the same as Libnah, Num. xxxiii. 20, and Diza-

hab (Sept.: KaraxpvoEa), the gold mines upon
the Ailanitic gulf, " Minah el Dsahab," Mersa
Dahab, " Dsahab," parallel to Sinai, may be

questionable ; but the more indefinite name, Ha-
zeroth [enclosures], which lay in the way from

Sinai, Num. xxxiii. 17, 18, points us to the region
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aboui. the mountains of Sinai as their location.

Thus Moses spake to all Israel—this is the origin

of Deuteronomy—while the Jordan and Canaan
still lay before the people (so much, surely, the

specified localities assert), and the impression

of the wilderness was still prevailing. The
Arabah—of which the plains of Moab, the pre-

sent residence of Israel, reminded them—brings

up afresh the most remote recollections,—of

Suph, where the Egyptians were drowned (Ex.

XV. 4), while Moses, the leader of Israel, had been
once rescued from the Red Sea (Ex. ii. 3 sq. )

—

and, with the Exodus from Egypt, connects the

whole long wandering, between Paran, where
the wanderings began, but at the same time also

the new order which led them at its close into

the inhabited land (Tophel) ; and of Sinai, where
the law was given, and from whence, had they
been obedient, the direct course had led them
quickly to Canaan.

3. Ver. 2. In this latter sense we are to take the
statement of ver. 2 as to the way and time which
leads on to the others in ver. 3. It is either his-

torical, that Israel actually spent so long a
time, or simply a note, that no longer time is

necessary to reach the southern limits of the pro-
mised land. The viray of mount Seir (Seghir)
is still the way to Mount Seir; although it only
follows the general direction of this mountain,
it thus runs along it, and leads to it. The spe-

cial goal is Kadesh-barnea, Num. sxxii. 8
;

Deut. i. 19; probably the "Kudes" (Ain Kades)
discovered by Rowland in 1842. Comp. Winer,
Beal. "Horeb" stands here, as throughout
Deuteronomy, for Sinai, the general name for the

particular, Deut. xxxiii. 2. Comp. Hengstenb.
Auth. II., p. 397 sq.

4. Ver. 3. With Horeb the back-reference
reaches the first law-giving (comp. xxviii. 69),

and the local determinations of Deuteronomy
now, therefore, receive their completion through
the pregnant and precise time statements in

ver. 3. Eleven days were sufficient, or might
have been sufficient, and they were now in the
40th year since the exodus. At the first of the
month—thus the day of the new moon. Usher
reckons it a Sabbath day, the 20th of February,
1451 B. C. According to Josephus, Moses died
at the last new moon of this year. But the re-

ference to the "last moments" of Moses (Schultz)
does not come into view here. On the contrary,
indeed, since he speaks "from his own subjective

views and impulses" (Baumgabten), it is stated

with the utmost emphasis that all is spoken ac-

cording to the commandment of Jehovah for the
people. The active moving personality makes
the limits of the commands a law to itself, so
that in general only repetitions and expositions
find place in the discourses, and even the en-
largements, the continuations, the repetitions,

are put in new peculiar settings on the ground
of a divine command.

6. Ver. 4. Deuteronomy is no mere "book of re-
proofs" (§ 1). Although the lime and places, as
they have been previously given, must remind the
people of their sin, yet the truth as well as the
holiness of God shines clearly therein, and the
title and introduction can only reach its end
when the two victories, ver. 4, have been first

recorded and praised, "the pledge and earnest
4

of future victories" (Baumgarten). Comp. with

"Sihon," Num. xxi. 24, and wita "Og," Num.
xxi. 33 sq. After he had slain.—Moses in

the name of Jehovah. Amorites.—A gentile

noun from Emor (Amor), Gen. x. 16; xiv. 7,

—

important here, because all the Canaanites bear

this name, Gen. xv. 16; Deut. i. 20,21. Hesh-
bon.—The capital city, of which Ibby and Man-
gels (1818) found there still significant ruins, in

two cisterns or pits, with human skulk and bones

(Gen. xxxvii. 20). Roman coins of Heshbon
under Caracalla show a temple of Astarte or a

Deus Lunus, with a Phrygian cap, the right foot

resting upon a rock, the right hand holding a

pine cone, and the left a spear, wreathed about

with a serpent. See Ritter's Geoff. Bashan
(Batanaa, El Botthin).—Also upon the eastern

side of the Jordan, but further north, Deut. iii.

Ashtaroth and Edrei, the two residences of

Og, Josh. xii. 4; xiii. 12, 31. Keil explains the

absence of the "and" which is found elsewhere
from the "oratorical character " of the discourse

here. Sept. and Vulg. insert it. Since the over-

throw of these kings is the characteristic thing
here, and Edrei is the place at which it occurred,

Deut. iii. 1 ; Num. xxi. 33, the connection may
well be "After he had slain—in Edrei," [So
also Bib. Comm.—A. G.] Ashtaroth.—"A re-

gion of flocks" (Deut. vii. 13; xxviii. 4), but at

the same time closely resembling the name of the

well-known goddess Astarte (Ashtoreth),—at

the foot of the present Tell Ashtereh, in which
there is excellent pasturage, and many goats and
camels are found. Whether the same with Ash-
teroth Karnaim, Gen. xiv. 5, is questionable.

"Edrei," the present " Dera," "Draa," a few
wretched basalt huts upon a hill; or, perhaps,
the other "Edhra," Deut. iii. 10.

6. Ver.5. Theforegoiugintrodactoryretrospect
began with on that aide Jordan, and now
ver. 5 goes back again to the same point; but at

the same time, since it is now directly introduc-

tory to the following discourse, he adds the pre-

sent scene, over against the land of Canaan, the

Holy Land, in the land of Moab, used here,

Keil says, "rhetorically for the usual phrase, in

the plains of Moab." If every beginning is dif-

ficult, the "undertaking" of Moses, to speak on
his own part after God had spoken, involves

more than a mere beginning. But this primary
signification of the word appears still, Josb.xvii.

12 ; Judg. i, 27, 35, and also in Gen. xviii. 27.

The connection gives the more distinctive shade
of meaning. In this connection there is so little

of mere chance, or of his own ple.isure, that

Schultz and Keil point even to "an inward divine

pressure." If it does not intimate the humility

of Moses, or point out how he still once more, be-

fore the entrance of Israel into Canaan, strove to

bring the law before the minds of the people, the

idea may be this: he began, although his goal

stood near at hand. It was ever a new valedic-

tory discourse, down to the song and the bless-

ing, according to the method of Deuteronomy.
It was an undertaking, less on account of the

work imposed upon him, for which he was fitted

if any one, than because he could only begin, but

knew not whether he could finish, xxxi. 1 sq.,

24 sq. It was thus a venture with reference to

the hindrance through the approaching end of
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life
—

"^5*3, Piel, to explain,Sept. 6iaaa<^T}c>ai, Vulg.

explanare. Thus to make clear, to expound,

—

this law, to wit, the well-known law in the follow-

ing method. [Beer: the word implies the pre-

esistence of tlie matter on which the process is

employed, and thus the substantial identity of

the Deuteronomic legislation with that of the

previous books.

—

Bib. Comm.—A. G.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. "From Num. xx. comp. with Num. xxxiii.

38, 39, the death of Aaron occurred within the

last eight months of the 40th year. It is there-

fore in close connection with the preceding books
tliat the beginning of Deut. places us in the

eleventh month of the same year. We see that

in the last part of Num. every thing refers to the

approaching entrance into the promised land.

Joshua is already appointed the leader, in the

place of Moses. The men are named who should

complete the division of the land. It is clear

that it is a point of time of extraordinary im-

port, since the people of Jehovah, after long

chastisement, stand now a second time upon the

borders of its land, while the divinely chosen

law-giver and regent prepares for his near de-

parture ; and we can scarcely wonder that this

decisive point of time should be marked by the

earnest, warning words of Moses, by the second
law-giving, and the renewal of the covenant of

Sinai.' Ranke.—"To the respect in which he
was held, from the mighty deeds which God had
wrought through him in Egypt and in the desert

is now added the reverence of great age. An
old man of 120 years, who has now outlived

nearly the whole nation, he enters the congrega-
tion." Hess.—"Moses has finished his life-work,

and the hour when he must be gathered to the

fathers of his people is near at hand. As he is

permitted from the top of Mount Abarim to view
with his bodily eye the land into which his peo-

ple were soon to enter, so also in prophetic illu-

mination, with the eye of the Spirit, he sees the

future of his people in that land, the temptations,

the dangers, and the errors to which they would
be exposed. He knew that the safety and pros-

perity of Israel depended alone upon its faith-

fully and unchangeably cleaving to the law of

God, of which he had been the mediator and re-

vealer, and that there was still in it, in its yet

unbroken or partially broken native dispositions,

a strong disinclination to the law, and a stronger
drawing to the heathenism from which it had
been rorn away by its gracious calling. This
saildened him, and impelled him to bring before
the new generation once more the gracious deal-

ings of God with their fathers, the fruits of which
they were about to inherit, and to impress and
enforce the law upon their minds once more.
With the feelings with which a dying father ga-
thers around him liis sons for the last paternal
warnings and exhortations, Moses, in the fore-

sight of his end near at hand, gathers around
hiui his people, whom he had hitherto with a fa-

ther's faithfulness led and instructed, whom he
had fostered and cherished with a mother's ten-

derness, and who, from now on, without him,
without his constant, faithful leading and disci-

pline, were to enter upon a great, rich, but also
most dangerous future." Kurtz.

2. The emphasis which in every way is given
to the wilderness calls our attention to its theo-
logical significance. It is perhaps true, as
Baumgarten suggests, that "the desolate plain
in which Israel had spent so much time," in dis-
tinction from the "starting point, the mount of
Horeb," and the " goal, the highlands of Ca-
naan," represents "the whole last past, including
the present, as a state of imperfection and pre-
paration." But on the one hand, it is not the
"last past, including even the present," but ra-
ther the whole past from Egypt, all of which
bears the character of "the wilderness," whiih
is spoken of here, and, on the other hand, this

"residence in the valley" symbolizes the ob-
ject, the purpose of God in this providence (hu-
miliation), as objectively the trial and subjec-
tively the knowledge, which were also designed
and held in view by God. Deut. viii. 2. The
theological significance of the wilderness is gene-
rally and specially pedagogical. After the op-
positions, world and redemption, bondage in

Egypt, and freedom, the residence there, and the
exodus thence until the Red Sea was passed, the
reconciliation of these oppositions, i. e., the in-

struction and training of the people of God in

faith, was necessary. As thus instructed only
was Israel fitted for its judicial work upon the
people of Canaan, and for the possession of the
promised land. The wilderness, which was pe-
culiarly fitted for this end, as far as locality and
means of training were concerned, was the di-

vine national school of Israel. Only in this sig-

nificance is it perfectly clear that the temptation
which results in knowledge and confirmation,

and thus is to be regarded as a proving or test-

ing, Deut. viii.; while in other cases it is pre-

sented as a punishment. Num. xiv. 33.

3. This school character of the wilderness

—

not a school for "turning nomads into agricul-

turists," but with which the "production of a

new generation" goes hand in hand—is in some
measure stereotyped for the kingdom of God by
the frequently returning 40 days. Moses was
40 days and nights in Horeb, Ex. xxiv. 18;

xxxiv. 28; Deut. ix. 9, 18; x. 10. Elijah was
40 days and nights in the wilderness on the way
to Horeb, 1 Kings xix. 8. It was a school-time

for the prophets, as the appearance of John the

Baptist in the wilderness was generally prepara-

tory for Israel, and the 40 days and nights, M;itt..

iv. 2, show us the Son of God, after His com-

pleted home-life (Luke ii. 51, 52), in the school

for His official life.

4. As the second tables of the law which Moses

hewed, Ex. xxxiv., so his second abode on Horeb
foreshadowed the Deuteronomic law-giving. As
if Moses, with whom God had spoken on Sinai,

as with no other, was to the second generation

what Jehovah was to the first. Luther: "It

was named, the other law, not because difl'erent

from that which was given upon Mount Sinai,

but because it was repeated through Moses a se-

cond time, with a new covenant, and renewed

before those who had not heard it as first given.

For those who had heard it from the Lord Him-

self had perished in the wilderness."

5. If repetition is mater studiorum, recollection
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as it animates the title to Deuteronomy, the in-

troduction to the following discourses, is the

practical means, the more plastic the more prac-

tical, first to excite gratitude to God here, but

secondly, also, to self-knowledge, without de-

scending into which abyss there is no ascent to

the true knowledge of God. The consciousness

of guilt generally grows stronger and more per-

sonal with the obligation to thankfulness, espe-

cially for those who in the existing love to God
recognize the first love as one predominantly of

feeling and fancy (Ex. xv. ), to whom in direct

connection with the praises, the innermost nature
of man, his self-deception and hypocrisy, dis-

closes itself more and more, and who learn to

perceive that the consciousness of redemption
once experienced must prove, and confirm itself

also, in the consciousness of the daily provi-

dence of God. (From Egypt and the daily bread
for the day).

6. The norm of the Mosaic discourses, the

commandments of God, shows the word of God in

the narrower, but therefore for us also in the

wider sense, both as immediate and mediate, to

be the rule of doctrine and life. "He gives

therewith the true way of prophecy, and indeed
of every reformation." Schultz. We have here
also the critical principle of the historical re-

formation of the 16th century. The Lutheran
and Reformed Churches are historical denomina-
tions, but reformation is the constant duty of

the Church, and reformation is different from
mere restoration.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-5. The past of a people: 1. a glass

of its present; 2. as instructive for its future.

The past dealings of God with a people should

—

1. excite it to gratitude ; 2. humble it; 3. en-

courage it to confidence. The forgetfulness of a
nation in reference to its past is— 1. a religious,

2. moral, 3. a political fault. The retrospect of

a past life a teacher—1. of our sins, 2. but also

of the faithfulness of God. In the review of a
portion of time closed up

—

e.g., the old or past
year—we learn, 1. the goodness of God which
we should praise, 2. our own guilt which we
should confess, 3. the patience of God which
should lead to conversion. With the look back-
wards, comes the look within and around, and
then also the look outwards and upwards.
Recollection! consideration! praise! Knowest
thou not that the goodness of God leadeth thee
to repentance? The significant turning points
in human life. The seriousness, painfulness,

and blessedness of recollection.

Ver. 1. All for the people, hence also for the
whole people. As the reference to Canaan is

the decisive one for Moses, so the look to heaven
(•'the other side of Jordan") should be to us.

The journey through the wilderness—the school-
time for the inward man.—Ver. 2. Our hin-

drances in the inward and outward life come
from disobedience to God. Disobedience hastens
quickly, but obedience comes sooner to the goal.

From Horeb to Kadesh-Barnea, through the law
comes the knowledge of sin, and the sentence
of death.—Ver. 3. In the love of God we do not
leave school-life before the proper time. According

to the commandment of God, should be the rule

of our words as of our acts and lives. All ac-

cording to the divine word ! Faithfulness to the

word: holding fast to the end, ever finding a

word suited to those trusted in our care, in

every word, judging ourselves by the word of

God. Homiletics, what it should be.—Ver. 5.

How the children of God begin right with respect

to their end.—The Phoenix out of the ashes.

—

The faithful holds on preaching, testifying,

teaching, and never wearies.—The glorious

question of Calvin in his last days: "Do you
wish that the Lord, when He comes, should find

me idle ?" (comp. the preface to the last revision

of the Institutes, 1559), in which he speaks of

himself "as one near to death:" "but the more
oppressed with sickness, the less will I spare

myself, that I may bring the work to its con-

clusion." Thus he speaks of his writings, that

God had granted him grace "earnestly and con-

scientiously to go to his work, so that he had not

in one single instance knowingly distorted or

incorrectly explained a passage of Scripture."

—

The work of the true preacher is still to-day the

exposition of the law of God; he is therein lite-

rally ever a beginner. As it is a work of hu-

mility, so also of courage.—The trumpet should

give no uncertain sound, 1 Cor. xiv. 8, 9 —
Moses has sought to put the law in the hearts of

the anointed people, and expounded it for them.

The exposition and practical carrying out of the

commandments of God is a constant efi"ort of

the Church necessary to its own health and
safety.

R. Gell: "In these words we have the title,

ground and contents of this fifth book of

Moses."
Calvin: "God does not, as earthly kings are

wont to do, enrich His law with new commands,
as taught by experience, but will help the slow

and crude sense of His people."

Luther (ver. 3): "He repeats here, so that

one should preach nothing among the people of

God which he is not certain is in the w-ord of

God. It is necessary indeed that every one
should be constrained to announce or declare the

word of God. He does not say what was sug-

gested to him, but what the Lord commanded
him."

G. D. KRUMMACHER:"God says by the prophet
Hosea: I will lead them in the wilderness, and
says this not as a threatening, but as a fatherly

discipline, and adds therefore: and will speak
friendly unto them. Thus it is in a spiritual wil-

derness. It consists in removing all supports on
which man might place his confidence other than

God, and thus shutting him up to rest his hope
alone upon the living God. He will never do
this so long as he has around him or with him
that which draws him into idolatry, and hence it

must be taken from him. This removal of all

creature supports is partly outward and partly

inward, and at times both outward and inward.

Thus with David when he fled from Absalom, 2

Sam. XV. The latter as with Abraham, King
Jehoshaphat; Paul in Asia, 2 Cor. i.; Peter upon
the sea. With Job both occur. The disciples

felt it when they saw Jesus dead, even upon the

cross. Sometimes it occurs at once, and then

ceases ; but more frequently it comes by degrees
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and proceeds to a greater and greater extent.

This removal has distinguishable degrees. In

one case, a promise or a recollection of some
past experience, or the like, is left; in another,

all is taken, Ps. Ixxxviii. Thus the Lord leads

us, but only to empty us of all self-confidence

and win us to a naked confidence in Him, 2 Cor.

i. 9. An urgent demand for humility and watch-

fulness against any self- exaltation, Prov. xviii.

12. But also a word of sweet consolation : God
can lift thee up again." "The Church is in the

wilderness, where on every side errors gain the

upper hand, and the pure word seldom: where
temptations to frivolity and worldly thoughts in-

crease ; where heavy persecutions and defections

occur; where the wise virgins sleep with the

foolish, and serious earnestness in the service

of God, threatens to become extinct; and thus

our time may be regarded as one peculiarly

fruitless, with all our bustle and noise over our
mission and Bible unions." "Moreover, it

seems to me remarkable that wilderness, in He-
brew, comes from a word which means both to

speak and to lead, so that to be in the wilderness

and under leading, in Hebrew, amounts nearly

to one and the same thing."

Berl. Bib.: "Obedience is the principal thing

in every household of God. This Moses de-

manded in the law, to this Christ urges in the
gospel, and to this end the Holy Spirit writes a
new law in the heart, which is even typified in
this book "

Ver. 2. Mark the incalculable injury of unbe-
lief.—WuRTB. Bib.: "A Christian teacher should
neglect no time or occasion to teach the word of
God, but should use special diligence, that he
may instruct youth thoroughly in the knowledge
of God, 2 Tim. iii. 14; iv. 2. A teacher also
should not grieve to repeat often, for such repe-
tition makes the hearer more certain, Phil. iii.

1 ; 2 Pet. i. 12. Whoever speaks in the Church
ought not to speak his own wisdom, or the spe-
culations of reason, or the comments of men,
but the oracles of God." Chytraeus.

Schultz: "He will say: This I have done for

thee; what wilt thou do for me? Comp. last

words of Jacob, Gen. xlix.; of Joshua (Josh,

xxiii. 24) ; of David, 2 Sam. xxiii. The older
interpreters have already drawn the parallel be-

tween Deuteronomy and the farewell words of

Christ." Even Geddes remarks: "The whole
discourse is one of the most beautiful which ever
fell from human lips. Wisdom, appropriateness,
overwhelming eloquence, and the paternal soli-

citude of the lawgiver, are apparent throughout
the whole."

I. THE FIRST DISCOURSE.

Chapter I. 6—IV. 40.

1. The command of God for the breaking up from Horeb—and the promise. (Vers. 6-8.)

6 The Lord our God spake unto us in Horeb, saying, Ye have dwelt long enough in

7 this mount : Turn you, and take your journey, and go to the mount of the Amor-
ites, and unto all [his neighbors—see marg.] the places nigh thereunto, in the

plain, in the hills, and in the vale, and in the south, and by the sea-side, to the

land of the Canaanites, and unto Lebanon, unto the great river, the river Eu-
8 phrates. Behold, I have [given] set the land before you : go in and possess the

land which the Lord sware unto your fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to give

unto them and to their seed after them.

2. The corresponding precautions which Moses took. (Vers. 9-18.)

9 And I spake unto you at that time, saying, I am not able to bear you myself

10 alone: The Lord your God hath multiplied you, and behold, ye are this day as

11 the stars of heaven for multitude. (The Lord God of your fathers make you a

thousand times so many more as ye are, and bless you, as he hath promised you !)

12 How can I myself alone bear your cumbrance, and your burden, and your strife?

13 Take^ you wise men, and understanding, and known among your tribes, and I will

14 make them rulers over you. And ye answered me, and said. The thing which thou

15 hast spoken is good /or us to do. So I took the chief of your tribes, wise men, and

known, and made [gave] them heads over you, captains over thousands, and cap-

tains over hundreds, and captains over fifties, and captains over tens, and officers

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
» [Ver. 13. on. give, place, Bet—A. O.]

T
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16 among your tribes. And I charged your judges at that time, saying, Hear the

causes between your brethren, and judge righteously between every man and his

17 brother, and the stranger that is with him. Ye shali not respect persons [regard

faces] in judgment; but ye shall hear the small as well as the great; ye shall not

be afraid of the face of man ; for the judgment is God's : and the cause that is too

18 hard for you, bring it unto me, and I will hear it. And I commanded you at that

time all the things [words] which ye should do.

3. The actual breaking up from Horeb, and arrival in Kadesh-barnea ; the encouragement to the

promise. (Vers. 19-21.)

19 And when we departed from Horeb, we went through all that great and terrible

wilderness, which ye saw by the way of the mountain of the Amorites, as the Lord
20 our God commanded us ; and we came to Kadesh-barnea. And I said unto you,

Ye are come unto the mountains of the Amorites, whiih the Lord our God doth

21 give unto us. Behold, the Lord thy God hath set [given] the land before thee

:

go up and possess it, as the Lord God of thy fathers hath said unto thee ; fear not,

neither be discouraged.

4. The Spies. (Vers, 22-25.)

22 And ye came near unto me every one of you [all ye], and said, TVe will send men
before us, and they shall search us out the land, and bring us word again by what

23 way we must go up, and into what cities we shall come. And the saying pleased me
24 well '} and I took twelve men of you, one of a tribe : And they turned and went up
25 into the mountain, and came unto the valley of Eshcol, and searched it out. And

they took of the fruit of the land in their hands, and brought it down unto us, and
brought us word again, and said. It is a, good land which the Lord our God doth

give us.

5. The unbelief notwithstanding all assurances and experiences. (Vers. 26-33.)

26 Notwithstanding, ye would not go up, but rebelled against the commandment of

27 the Lord your God : And ye murmured in your tents, and said. Because the Lord
hated us, he has brought us forth out of the land of Egypt, to deliver [give] us

28 into the hand of the Amorites, to destroy us. Whither shall we go up ? our bre-

thren have discouraged [melted] our heart, saying, The people is greater and taller

than we ; the cities are great and walled up to heaven ; and moreover, we have

29 seen the sons of the Anakims [sons of the giants] there. Then I said unto you,

30 Dread not, neither be afraid of them. The Lord your God which goeth before

31 you, he shall fight for you, according to all that he did for [with] you in Egypt
before your eyes ; And in the wilderness, where thou hast seen how that the Lord
thy God bare thee, as a man doth bear his son, in all the way [the whole way]

32 that ye went, until ye came into this place. Yet in this thing [word] ye did not

33 believe the Lord your God, Who went in the way before you, to search you out a

place to pitch your tents in, in fire by night, to shew you by what way ye should

go, and in a cloud by day.

6. The judgment of God. (Vers. 34-40.)

34 And the Lord heard the voice of your words, and was wroth, and sware, saying,

35 Surely there shall not one of these men of this evil generation see that good land,

36 which I sware to give unto your fathers, Save Caleb the son of Jephunneh ; he

shall see it, and to him will I give the land that he hath trodden upon, and to his

37 children, because he hath^ wholly followed the Lord. Also the Lord was angry

38 with me for your sakes, saying, Thou also shalt not go in thither. But lorn. But]

Joshua the son of Nun, which standeth before thee, he shall go in thither. Encou-

39 rage him : for he shall cause Israel to inherit it. Moreover, your little ones, which

ye said should be a prey, and your children, which in that day had no knowledge

between good and evil, they shall go in thither, and unto them will I give it,

*
I
Ver. 23. It, the word, was good in mine eyes.—A. G.]

S [Ver. 36. Margin : lit. fulfilled, to go after Jehovah.—A. G.]
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40 and they shall possess it. But [And] as for you, turn you, and take your journey

into the wilderness by the way of the Red sea.

7. Fruitless attempts. (Vers. 41—16.)

41 Then ye answered and said unto me, We have sinned against the Lord, we will go
up and fight, according to all that the Lord our God commanded us. And when
ye had girded on eveiy man his weapons of war, ye were ready [made light]^ to go

42 up into the hill. And the Lord said unto me, Say unto them, Go not up, neither

43 fioht ; for I am not among you ; lest ye be smitten before your enemies. 8o [And]
I spake unto you ; and ye would not hear, but rebelled against the commandment
[mouth] of the Lord, and went presumptuously [were presumptuous and went]

44 up into the hill. And the Amorites, which dwelt in that mountain, came out

against you, and chased you, as bees do, and destroyed you in Seir, even unto Hor-
45 mah. And ye returned and wept before the Lord ; but the Lord would not

46 hearken to your voice, nor give ear unto you. So ye abode in Kadesh many days,

according unto the days that ye abode there.

8. The new beginning. (Chap. II. 1-3.)

1 Then we turned, and took our journey into the wilderness by the way of the

Red sea, as the Lord spake unto me : and we compassed mount Seir many days.

2, 3 And the Lord spake unto me, saying. Ye have compassed this mountain long

enough : turn you northward.

9. The exceptions (vers. 4-23): Edom (vers. 4-8): Moab (vers. 9-15): Ammon (vers. 16-23).

4 And command thou the people, saying. Ye are to pass through the coast of your

brethren the children of Esau, which dwelt in Seir ; and they shall be afraid of

5 you : take ye good heed unto yourselves therefore : Meddle not with them ; for I

will not give you of their land, no, not so much as a foot-breadth [the treading of

the sole of the foot] ; because I have given mount Seir unto Esau for a possession.

6 Ye shall buy meat [food] of them for money, that ye may eat ; and ye shall also

7 buy water^ of them for money, that ye may drink. For the Lord thy God hath

blessed thee in all the works of thy hand : he knoweth [careth for] thy walking

through this great wilderness : these ibrty years the Lord thy God hath been with

8 thee : thou hast lacked nothing. And when we passed by from our brethren the

children of Esau, which dwelt in Seir through the way of the plain from Elath, and

from Eziongaber, we turned and passed by the way of the wilderness of Moab.

9 And the Lord said unto me. Distress not the Moabites, neither contend with them

in battle :^ for I will not give thee of their land for a possession ; because I have

10 given Ar unto the children of Lot for a possession. (The Emims dwelt therein iu

11 times past, a people great, and many, and tall as the Anakims; Which also were

12 accounted giants, as the Anakims ; but the Moabites call them Emims. The Ho-

riras also dwelt in Seir before-time, but the children of Esau succeeded them [dis-

lodged and], when they had destroyed them from before them, and dwelt in their

stead ; as Israel did unto the land of his possession, which the Lord gave unto

13 them.) Now rise up, said /,* and get you over the brook Zered : and we went over

14 the brook Zered. And the space in which we came from Kadesh-barnea, until we
were come over the brook Zered, ^vas thirty and eight years ; until all the genera-

tion of the men of war were wasted out from among the host, as the Lord sware

15 unto them. For [And] indeed the hand of the Lord was against them, to destroy

16 them from among the host, until they were consumed. So [And] it came to pass,

17 when all the men of war were consumed and dead from among the people. That

18 the Lord spake unto me, saying. Thou art to pass over through Ar, the coast of

19 Moab, this day : And when thou comest nigh over against the children of Ammon,

1 [Vcr. 41. lynPV Moat modern commentators adopt the rendering of Schroder, connecting it with the Arabic word

of the same sense. It is merely a conjecture, however, and the context would seem to favor the rendering in our version.

—A. G.]

* [Chap. II. Ver. 6. Lit. dig water, buy permission to dig water. Bib. Comm.—A. G.]

3 Ver. 9. [Margin : use not liostility against them ; but the text is better here.—A. G.]

* [Ver. 13. Omit aaid I. The words are still the words of God to Moses, and connect it with ver. 9.—A. Q.]
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distress them not, nor meddle with them ; for I will not give thee of the land of the

children of Ammon any possession ; because I have given it unto the children of

20 Lot for a possession. (That also was accounted a land of giauts : giants dwelt

21 therein in old time : and the Ammonites call them Zamzummims ; A people great,

and many, and tall as the Anakims ; but the Lord destroyed them before them

;

22 and they succeeded [dislodged] them, and dwelt in their stead :
As he did to the

children of Esau, which dwelt in Seir, when he destroyed the Horims from before

them ; and they succeeded [dislodged] them, and dwelt in their stead even unto this

23 day : And the Avims which dwelt in Hazerim [villages] even unto Azzah [Gaza],

the Caphtorims, which came forth out of Caphtor, destroyed them, and dwelt m
their stead.)

10. The first victory and possession. (Vers. 24—chap. iii. 22.)

a. The promise of victory (vers. 24, 25).

24 Rise ye up, take your journey, and pass over the river Arnon
:
behold, I have

given into thy hand Sihon the Amorite, king of Heshbon, and his laud
:
begin to

25 [pm. to] possess it, and contend with him in battle. This day will I begin to put

[give] the dread of thee and the fear of thee upon the nations that are under the

whole heaven, who shall hear report of thee, and shall tremble, and be in anguish

because of thee.

b. The victory over King Sihon. (Vers. 26-37.)

26 And I sent messengers out of the wilderness of Kedemoth unto Sihon king of

27 Heshbon with words of peace, saying. Let me [I will] pass through thy land : 1

will go along by the highway, I will neither turn unto the right hand nor to the

28 left. Thou shalt sell me meat [food] for money, that I may eat
;
and give me wa-

29 ter for money, that I may drink: only I will pass through on my leet; (As the

children of Esau which dwell in Seir, and the Mcabites which dwell m Ar, did

unto me ;) until I shall pass over Jordan into the land which the Lord our bod

30 giveth us. But Sihon king of Heshbon would not let us pass by him
:
tor the

Lord thy God hardened his spirit, and made his heart obstinate [firm], that he

31 micrht deliver [give] him into thy hand, as appeareth this day. And the Lord said

unto me, Behold, I have begun to give Sihon and his land before thee : begin to

32 [oHi. to] possess, that thou mayest inherit his land. Then Sihon came out against

33 us, he and all his people, to fight at Jahaz. And the Lord our God delivered him

34 before us ; and we smote him, and his sons, and all his people. And we took ail

his cities at that time, and utterly destroyed [banned]Hhe men, and the women and

35 the little ones of every city; we left none to remain: Only the cattle we took tor a

36 prey unto ourselves, and the spoil of the cities which we took. From Aroer which

is by the brink of the river of Arnon, and from the city that w by the river, even

unto Gilead, there was not one city too strong for us : the Lord our God delivered

37 [gave up] all unto us : Only unto the land of the children of Ammon thou earnest

not, nor into any place [the whole side] of the river Jabbok nor unto the cities in

the mountains, nor unto whatsoever the Lord our God forbade us.

C. The victory over King Og. (Chap. III. 1-11.)

1 Then [And! we turned, and went up the way to Bashan :
and Og the king of

2 Bashan came out against us, he and all his people, to battle at Edrei. And the

Lord said unto me, Fear him not; for I will deliver [I have given] him and al

his people, and his land, into thy hand ; and thou shalt do unto him as thou didst

3 unto SihoA king of the Amorites, which dwelt at Heshbon So the Lord our God

delivered into our hands Og also the king of Bashan and all his people
:

and we

4 smote him until none was left to him remaining. And we took ah his cities at

that time, there was not a city which we took not from them, threescore citi^. ^Ij

5 the regioA of Argob, the kingdom of Og in Bashan. All these «ties
j.j-^

fenced

[fortified] with high walls, gates, and bars; beside uowalled towns a great mam^

. [Ver.34. DHD. The meanin, and const^ction of tU,^ word are dou,^^^^
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6 And we utterly destroyed [laid them under ban] them, as we did unto Sihon king
7 of Heshbon, utterly destroying the men,^ women, and children of every city. But
8 all the cattle, and the spoil of the cities, we took for a prey to ourselves. And we

took at that [this] time out of the hand of the two kings of the Amorites the land
that was on this [that] side Jordan, from the river of Arnon unto Mount Hermon;

9 ( IFhich Hermon the Sidonians call Sirion ; and the Amorites call it Shenir
;)

10 All the cities of the plain, and all Gilead, and all Bashan, unto Salchah and
] 1 Edrei, cities of the kingdom of Og in Bashan. For only Og king of Bashan re-

mained of the remnant of giants ; behold, his bedstead tvas a bedstead of iron ; is it

not in Rabbath of the children of Amnion? nine-cubits was the length thereof, and
four cubits the breadth of it, after the cubit of a man.

d. The first possession. (Vers. il2-22.)

12 And this land, tvMch we possessed at that [this] time, from Aroer, which is by the
river Arnon, and half mount Gilead, and the cities thereof, gave I unto the Reu-

13 benites and to the Gadites. And the rest of Gilead, and all Bashan, being the
kingdom of Og, gave I unto the half-tribe of Manasseh ; all the region of Argob
[with respect to the whole Bashan], with all Bashan, which was called the land

14 of giants. Jair the son of Manasseh took all the country of Argob, unto the coasts

of Geshuri, and Maachathi ; and called them after his own name, Bashan-havoth-
15, 16 jair, unto this day. And I gave Gilead unto Machir. And unto the Reuben-

ites and unto the Gadites I gave from Gilead even [both] unto the river Arnon,
half the valley, and the border, even [and] unto the river Jabbok, which is the

17 border of the children of Ammon : The plain also, and Jordan, and the coast

thereof, from Chiunereth even unto the sea of the plain, even the salt sea, under
18 Ash'loth-pisgah [cliffs of Pisgah] eastward. And I commanded you at that [in

this] time, saying, The Lord your God hath given you this land to possess it
; ye

shall pass over armed before your brethren the children of Israel, all that are meet
19 for the war [the strong ones].^ But [only] your wives, and your little ones, and

your cattle, (for I know that ye have much cattle,) shall abide in your cities which
20 I have given you ; Until the Lord have given rest unto your brethren, as well as

unto you, and until [thus] they also possess the land which the Lord your God
hath given them beyond Jordan : and then shall ye return every man unto his pos-

21 session which I have given you. And I commanded Joshua at that [this] time,

saying. Thine eyes have seen all that the Lord your God hath done unto these two
22 kings : so shall the Lord do unto all the kingdoms whither thou passest. Ye shall

not fear them : for the Lord your God he shall fight for you.

11. Moses' prayer not heard. (Vers. 23-29.)

23, 24 And I besought the Lord at that [in this] time, saying, O Lord God, thou hast

begun to shew thy servant thy greatness, and thy mighty hand : for [om. for] what
God is there in heaven or in earth, that can do according to thy works, and accord-

25 ing to thy might? I pray thee, let me go over, and see the good land

26 that is beyond Jordan, that goodly mountain, and Lebanon. But the Lord was

wroth with me for your sakes, and would not hear me : and the Lord said unto

27 me, Let it suffice thee ; speak no more unto me of this matter. Get thee up into

the top of Pisgah, and lift up thine eyf s westward, and northward, and southward,

and eastward, and behold it with thine eyes : for thou shalt not go over this Jordan.

28 But charge Joshua, and encourage him, and strengthen him: for he shall go over

before this people, and he shall cause them to inherit the land which thou shalt see.

29 So we abode in the valley over against Beth-peor.

12. Moses' exhortations. (Chap. IV. 1-40.)

a. To the consideration of the law generally. (Vers. 1-8.

)

1 Now therefore hearken, O Israel, unto the statutes and unto the judgments, which

I teach [am teaching] you, for to do them, that ye may live, and go in and possess

1 [Ver. 6. See chap. ii. 30.— A. G.

)

» fVer. 18. Sons of atreogth.—A. Q.]
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2 the land which the Lord God of your fathers giveth you. Ye shall not add unto
the word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish aught from it, that ye

3 may ke^p the commandments of the Lord your God which I command you. Your
eyes have seen [see still] what the Lord did because of Baal-peor : for all the

men [every man] that followed Baal-peor, the Lord thy God hath destroyed them
4 from among you. But ye that did cleave unto the Lord your God, are alive every

5 one of you this day. Behold, I have taught you statutes, and judgments, even as

the Lord my God commanded me, that ye should do so in the land whither ye go
6 to possess it. Keep therefore and do them : for this is your wisdom and your un-

derstanding in the sight of the nations, which shall hear all these statutes, and say,

7 Surely [only] this great nation is a wise and understauding people. For what na-

tion is there so great, who hath God so nigh unto them, as the Lord our God is in

8 all things that we call upon him for f And what nation is there so great, that hath
statutes and judgments so righteous as all this law, which I set before you this day.

b. To a remembrance of the laio-giving at Horeb. (Vers. 9-14.)

9 Only take heed to thyself, and keep thy soul diligently, lest thou forget the things

which thine eyes have seen, and lest they depart from thy heart all the days of thy

10 life: but teach them thy sons, and thy sons' sons: Specially \om. Specialbj'] the day
that thou stoodest before the Lord thy God in Horeb, when the Lord said unto

me. Gather me the people together, and I will make them hear my words, that

they may learn to fear me all the days that they shall live upon the earth, and
11 that they may teach their children. And [Then] ye came near and stood under

the mountain ; and the mountain burned with fire unto the midst [the heart] of

12 heaven, with darkness, clouds, and thick darkness. And the Lord spake uuto you
out of the midst of the fire : ye heard the voice of the words, but saw no simili-

13 tude ; only ye heard a voice [a form ye saw not beside the voice]. And he de-

clared unto you his covenant, which he commanded you to perform, even ten com-
14 mandments ; and he wrote them upon two tables of stone. And the Lord com-

manded me at that time to teach you statutes and judgments, that ye might do
them in the land whither ye go over to possess it.

C. That thejf should lay to heart the nature and method of the law-giver. (Vers. 15-31.)

15 Take ye theref .re good heed unto yourselves [for the sake of your souls]
;
(for ye

saw no manner of similitude on the day that the Lord spake unto you in Horeb out

16 of the midst of the fire ;) Lest ye corrupt yourselves, and make you a graven image
17 [idol image], the similitude of any figure, the likeness of male or female. The like-

ness of any beast that is on the earth, the likeness of any winged fowl that flieth in

18 the air [heaven]. The likeness of any thing that creepeth on the cround, the like-

19 ness of any fish that is in the waters beneath the earth : And lest thou lift up thine

eyes unto heaven, and when thou seest the sun, and the moon, and the stars, even

all the host of heaven, shouldest be driven to [shouldest become alienated, and]

worship them, and serve them, which the Lord thy God hath divided unto all na-

20 tions under the whole heaven. But [And] the Lord hath taken you, and brought

you forth out of the iron furnace, even out of Egvpt, to be unto him a people of in-

21 heritance [for a possession], as ye are this day. Furthermore, the Lord was angry

with me for your sakes, and sware that I should not go over Jordan, and that I

should not go in unto that good land which the Lord thy God giveth thee for an
22 inheritance : But I must die in this land, I must not go over Jordan : but ye shall

23 go over and possess that good land. Take heed unto yourselves, lest ye forget the

covenant of the Lord your God, which he made with you, and make you a graven
image, or the likeness of any thing which the Lord thy God hath forbidden thee.

24, 25 For the Lord thy God is a consuming fire, even a jealous God. When thou

shalt beget children, and children's children, and ye shall have remained long in

the land, and shall corrupt yoitrselves, and make a graven image [idol image], or

the likeness of any thing, and shall do evil in the sight of the Lord thy God, to

26 provoke him to anger ; I call heaven and earth to witness against you this day,

that ye shall soon utterly perish from off the land whereunto ye go over Jordan to

possess it : ye shall not prolong your days upon it, but shall utterly [certainly] be
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27 destroyed. And the Lord shall scatter you among the nations, and ye shall be left

28 few in number amoug the heathen, whither the Lord shall lead [drive] you. And
there ye shall serve gods, the work of men's hands, wood and stone, which neither

29 see, nor hear, nor eat, nor smell. But [And] if from thence thou shalt seek the
Lord thy God, thou shalt find him, if thou seek him with all thy heart [thy whole

30 heart], and with all thy soul. When thou art in tribulation, and all these things
[words are fouud] are come upon thee, even in the latter days, if thou turn to the

31 Lord thy God, and shalt be obedient [hearken] unto his voice; (For the Lord thy
God is a merciful God ;) he will not forsake thee, neither destroy thee, nor forget
the covenant of thy fathers, which he sware unto them.

d. The consideration of the superiority of Israel through its law. (Ver8. 32-40.)

32 For ask now of the days that are past, which were before thee, since the day that
God created man upon the earth, and ask from the one side of heaven unto the
other, whether there hath been any such thing as this great thing is, or hath been

33 heard like it ? Did ever people hear the voice of God speaking out of the midst
34 of the fire, as thou hast heard, and live ? Or hath God assayed to go and take him a

nation from the midst of another nation, by temptations, by signs, and by wonders,

and by war, and by a mighty hand, and by a stretched-out arm, and by great ter-

rors, according to all that the Lord your God did for you in Egypt before your
35 eyes ? Unto thee it was shewed, that thou mightest know that the Lord he is God

:

36 there is none else beside him. Out of heaven he made thee to hear his voice, that

he might instruct thee : and upon earth he shewed thee his great fire ; and thou

37 heardest his words out of the midst of the fire. And because he loved thy fathers,

therefore he chose their [his] seed after them [him], and brought thee out in his

38 sight [with his face] with his mighty power out of Egypt ; To drive out nations

from before thee, greater and mightier than thou art, to bring thee in, to give thee

39 their land for an inheritance, as it is this day. Know therefore this day, and con-

sider it in thine heart, that the Lord he is God in heaven above, and upon the

40 earth beneath : there is none else. Thou shalt [And] keep therefore his statutes and
his commandments which I command thee this day, that it may go well with thee,

and with thy children after thee, and that thou mayest prolong thy days upon the

earth, which the Lord thy God giveth thee, for ever.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 6-8. As Moses spake "according to

all that the Lord commanded him" (ver. 3), so

here we have at the very first the word and
command of the Lord, ver. 6 sq.—The stand-

point at Horeb, is the most fitting for Deu-
teronomy in its popular reference, since Israel

itself received its national form as a people

through the Sinaitic law-giving. Jehovah
our God, in the mouth of Moses, who stands

in connection with both generations of Israel,

expresses with respect to God what the words:
spake unto us express with respect to

Israel. Comp. v. 2 sq. Tsrael is one whole, the

old with the new, but so also Jehovah is the

one and the same coveaant God. The succeed-

ing words of the Lord complete the narrative,

Num. i. 1 sq. ; x. 11 sq.

—

Enough —Nearly a

year was long enough for tiie legal preparation

of Israel. Tiie abode at Horeb is emphasized as

long (2'^) rather, because that which was neces-

sary for Israel could not be .secured in any
briefer time.—Ver. 7. Turn you (i. 40; ii. 3,

with 03^), the direction of the face; take
your journey, the breaking up and departure;
and go, the arriving at the goal. The three
imperatives are used to impress the strong de-

sire of the Lord to give Canaan to the people.—.
As the land of the Canaanites shows, these
condensed descriptive terms serve to give the
peculiar features, and indeed a very complete
and attractive picture of the promised land, as
the goal of the journey. The mount of the
Amorites, afterwards the mountains of Judah
and Ephraim, is the first feature of Canaan
which greets the eye of one coming from the
south, and is indeed as a highland (comp. Doct.

and Ethical, g 2, vers. 1-5), with the addition:

all its neighbors, the "backbone" (Keil) of

the whole land. For the Amorites, comp. ver.

1-4. For the plain, ver. 1. If the Arabah fol-

lowing the eye includes tbe valley of the "Dead
Sea and the Jordan" (Schui<tz) throughout, we
can scarcely take the hills as the Mount of

the Amorites, but rather as the remaining moun-
tains, especially as the hill region of Galilee, the

second member of the mountain system of Pales-

tine, to which follows appropriately in order the

vale (Schephelah) from Carmel down to Gaza,

and the south (the Negeb) the district stretch-

ing from the wilderness to the cultivated and
fertile land, from the south end of the Dead Sea
over to the region below Gaza; so tliat and by
the sea side (Gen. xlix. 13; Luke vi. 17) must
include the entire Mediterranean Coast up to

Tyre, and at the same time, after the now fol-

lowing comprehensive description as the land
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of the Canaanites, Lebanon (white mountain

from the snow), the last member of the moun-

tain system of Palestine, gives the characteristic

finish to the description. The special mention

of Lebanon and the extension of the eastern

limit to the Euphrates are not to be taken " as

an oratorical fulness of expression " (Keil),

but as the gleaming out of the divine promise.

Gen. XV. 18; Ex. xxiii. 31; Deut. xi. 24. Unto

the great river, the river Euphrates (from the

sweet water, or the rapid flow). But "the peo-

ple were led captive to the very land to which

as free and rightful possessors they should have

gradually advanced" (Schultz). Comp. Deut.

xii. 20 and also 2 Sam. viii. 3, 6 ; 1 Kings v. 1,

4. To such a wide outlook, ver. 7, corresponds

the lo or behold of ver. 8.—They have only to

possess the land already given by God Cijli]^'

perf ).—-I have set the land before you.—
" The possession of it should therefore be both

certain and easy" (Herxheimer). Jehovah is

the God of Israel not first since Horeb (ver. 6),

but already through the patriarchs. References

Gen. xii. 7; xiii. 15; xv. 18; xvii. 8; xxiv. 7;

xxvi. 3, 4; xxviii. 13; xlviii. 4. A sacred

objectivity appears here, where God speaks of

Himself in the third person. So also Moses
speaks of himself in the Pentateuch —Since the

giving is one already completed by God, so it

makes no essential distinction between unto
them and their seed after them.—The dis-

tinction is only one of time ; to them, in the

promise, hence sworn, to their seed in the

actual gift. The I'^gal title of the successors to

Canaan, depended upon the patriarchs. It was
legally, validly given to them, their seed inheri-

ted it from them.

2. Vers. 9-18. It belongs to God to go before;

the part of Moses now follows. This is an
order of arrangement, not a chronological order.

At that time, ver. 9, is the same as at Horeb,
ver. 6 (comp. ver. 18 with Ex. xviii. 5; xvii. 6).

And I spake in no way excludes the counsel

of Jethro (Ex. xviii 17 sq.), but rather pre-sup-

poses his very words (§4, i. 9).— [It is probable
that Moses received Jethro's suggestion, took it

to God, received the divine approval, and then
proposed it to the people, which was specially

suited to his purpose in this address. At that

time, in Moses' view, includes the year's resi-

dence at Horeb. And hence there is no incon-
sistency between the narrative in Exodus and
the statement here. The transaction may have
been commenced before the law was given, and
concluded afterwards.—A. G.]—Compare the

nnS S^W-nS with 'I'lnS-bDin-x'S, Ex XVlll.

18; ver. 12; mH with IXti'JV Ex. xviii. 22.—
T V : t:

As ver. 6 to us, so here : to you.—In Gen. xii.

the promise of the land was closely connected
with and dependent upon the promise of a great
people. Moses here makes prominent the ful-

filment of this promise, and that the promise of
the land had thus received a visible pledge, ver.
10 sq. Hence the literal reference in ver. 10 to
Gen. xxii. 17; xxvi. 4; xv. 5; xvii. 2. Hence
also in ver. 11 the wish for a thousand-fold
increase, with which was connected the wish
for a blessing according to Gen. xii. 2. With

this agrees the God of your fathers. This

fulfilment obviously renders some arrangement
necessary, through which the physical enlarge-

ment may become moral alio, may be formed
into a legal organism, so that as in connection

with the divine law-giving, so also in and
through this human arrangement or institution,

all that which is needful for Israel's journey to

Canaan, especially for its possession of the same,

and as a consequence its settlement therein may
be provided. Ver. 12. A resumption of ver. 9.

For bear, comp. Heb. i. 3. The fact that mo
occurs also in Num xi. 17 does not justify the

inference, that the appointment of the Judges
here must be connected with the appointment of

the Seventy elders there.—[The time and place

are both different, and although there is a

resemblance in the expressions which Moses uses,

it is entirely natural that he should use them on
both occasions. We are constantly doing the

same with all the variety and flexibility of mo-
dern languages. It would be strange indeed if

they should not occur in the narratives of

entirely difi"erent events.—A. G.] — (V. Ger-
lach), your cumbrance is the people itself;

burden, their concerns which they laid upon
Moses; your strifes, ODD'"!!, with a vivid

recollection of Ex. xviii. 13 sq., the litigated

questions and interests.

Ver. 13. Take (give) for you men.—Those
who should in this trust act for their good must
proceed from themselves. Or they should them-

selves give what they need (Judg. i. 15). The
fuller description of these men corresponds to

Ex. xviii. 21 sq. While Jethro dwells more upon
the moral qualities, Moses brings out into pro-

minence the technical qualifications for the

office. "Wise, in reference to the fear of God

;

understanding for the definite peculiar cases;

known, with respect to the whole people;

their good report among them. (Vdlg.: quorum
conversatio sit probata. Comp. Acts vi. 3 ; 1 Tim.

iii. 7.) Among your tribes belongs to the

whole clause, the entire demand.

—

Rulers,
comp. ver. 15; Ex. xviii. 25. [Shebet, the

word used in Deuteronomy for tribe, designates

the tribe as a political corporation; Matteh,

which occurs frequently in the other parts of

the Pentateuch, but never in Deuteronomy, is

used in reference to its genealogical stems and
branches. Wordsworth.—A. G.]—Ver. 14. A
recognition of the proposal of Moses on the part

of the people, and ver. 15 a recognition of the

natural relations of the people on the part of

Moses. The chief of your tribes, i. e. those

who were found at the heads of the several

tribes. Since the tribal institution thus lay at

the foundation, the arrangement into 1,000, 100,

50, IC, aids only in cases where unusual num.
bers are concerned. Because there will be in-

sight or understanding wherever there is true

visdom, the second requisite is here omitted in

the enumeration.

—

Judges, from IMIi', con-

nected with "llt!^ to press together, with IHty^

*1"1D to rank, to dispose in order, so that " sho-

ter" signifies one who sets in order, and con-

nected with this, a writer, as Schnell says

:

"one who is to keep the tribe register, and who
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appears in everything vviiere reading and wriiing

give occasion, and especially in all financial

transactions." It belongs to those entrusted

with the office of Judges, that they should order

all for the legal transactions, should see that the
\

judgment in eacti case is recorded, and should

provide for its execution ; a scripture guide in

every position high or low. Sept. Ex. v. 15, 19.

ypaufiarelQ, here }
fjaujuaroeiaaycjyeic. It belongs

to the judicial function, ver. 16, especially

first to hear, then to judge. For the first

he should act and move as between his

brethren. For the last he has to execute right-

eousness (xvi. 18; John vii. 24). The bro-

therly open ear must be associated with the in-

corrupiibly closed hand, and indeed before him
each one is and remains only " a man," whe-
ther he deals with "his brother" or with a

"stranger." "IJ includes settlement, residence

in itself, whether temporary or permanent, as e.

g., the one who works for wages. As in this

relation justice allows no distinction, so neither

between the small and the great, i. g., poor and
rich, the lowly and the exalted. No face, no
person is to be regarded in judgment; "^DJ in

Hipli. looked upon with partiality, neither in

the hearing nor the judging ; and thus especially

fear, the most spiritual and yet the most natural
and human form of corruption is repudiated.

The completion to Ex. xviii. 21. (Self-seeking

to the thirst for gain). All human reverence and
respect disappears when the judgment is set

forth with such emphasis as of God (Rom. ii.

11), when the Judge acts for him and is respon-

sible to him (2 Chr. xix. 6). Hence Ex. xviii.

15, 19, inquire of God, and bring before God.
The judicial summons of the Arabs to-day is,

" thou art cited before the judgment of God ;" so

also in the Koran. The cause that is too
hard looks back to Ex. xviii. 2fi. A hint of

the " chief judicinl authority" (Schultz), as
for the present of Moses, so perhaps in a ge-

neral way already an intimation of the kingdom,
chap. xvii. The hardness or difficulty depends
upon the nature of the cuuse ; the solution should
be given to the judges (for you) and could also

be made known to the parties in the case ap-
pealed. (It is interesting to notice here the fifty-

eight times occurring termination p in Deute-

teronomy used only in the older books). Ver.
18. The transition from right-speaking in judg-
ment to right-doing in life, from the judges to

the people ("you"). Either because Moses
points to Ex. xxi. sq., or else gives here a sum-
mary conclusion to the passage from ver, 9 sq.

The Divine law-giving, the decalogue, is not
mentioned in the whole paragraph. But comp.
upon iv. 13.

3. Vers. 19-21. And we departed, ver.

19. Thus, so far as God and Moses were con-
cerned, everything was ready for the journey
to Canaan, but alas ! it was not so on the part

of the people. Comp. Num. xi. 12. All that
•wilderness here embraces the whole desert
generally considered as lying over against Ca-
naan. '* The demonstrative Ninn and the ad-

dition w^hich ye saw rest upon the same vivid

representation, which lies at. the foundation of

the peculiar local determinations in vers. 1, 2."

(Schultz). Because all therefore also great
and terrible, comp. viii. 15 ; xxxii. 10. Stretch-
ing from Cairo to the Euphrates, and divided into

eastern and western by the Mountains of Edom,
it is the western part, the Arabia petraea which
is here spoken of. From Horeb northwards, es-

pecially in the desert Et-Tih, the region is cha-
racterized by fruitlessness, scarcity of water,
black chalk hills, boundless plains of blinding
white sand, the sport of suffocating west winds,
and lying under the heavens glowing as metal.
The journey from Horeb to Kadesh, which in ver.

2 is described as the 'way of Mount Seir, is

here laid down as the way of the mountain
of the Amorites. The former is character-
istic in the East, the latter in the North, and is

moreover expressly pointed out in ver. 7, as the
divinely announced goal. As the Lord our
God commanded us. Moses, ver. 20, refers
to this goal, ver. 7, as now attained, and repeats,

ver. 21, the promise (ver. 8). Go up, possess—"asyndeton emphaticum. Comp. ii. 24, 31. '—J.

H. Mich.
4. Vers. 22-25. As these words of Moses com-

plete the narrative. Num. xiii. 50, what follows
down to ver. 46 appears as the completion made
by an eye-witness like Moses ; so pervading, and
at the same time so undesigned and natural is

the reference to Num. xiii., xiv. (§ 4, I. 10).

While Moses passes over the preceding events
recorded. Num. xi. 12, he dwells expressly upon
that which introduced the catastrophe. I'^f'T

in Num. xiii. 21 differs from ^J7~1"l£)rT1 here as

a mere passing through, difi'ers from the mo*t
careful and thorough exploration. Jehovah
speaks for the believer, the people speak from a
weak or small faith. And bring us Tword
(answer) again, (ver. 25) as a parenthesis, so

that ~r>X—n{<1 specializes the object 7iempe viam,

or de via. What way to take, and what fortified

places to possess. Ver. 23. Moses approves the

desire of the people because it was not unreason-
able, and "because the divine help never dis-

penses with the wise, careful, and zealous use
of all human means and strength, but rather de-

mands it." (Kurtz). In Num. it is represented

as a command of God, and the more so because
God wills that the deep purposes of the heart
" should come into the light, and be overcome or

controlled." (Kurtz). Canaan was to be con-

quered and possessed by faith, otherwise the re-

proach of failure would rest upon Jehovah and
His covenant with Israel. Tw^elve men,
according to Num. xiii.; none for Levi, but two
for Joseph, one each for Epbraim and Manasseh.

Ver. 24, comp. Num. xiii. 23 sq. The valley

of Eshcol (from Sde/, "^ dense, interwoven),

grape clusters, grapes from near Hebron, whose
clusters are said sometimes to weigh from eight

to twelve pounds. ^^^y,\ Piel ; to discover, be-

cause going often here and there, thus corres-

ponding to nn'1 in Num. xiii. 21. The femi-

nine nnX refers to the land (ver. 25 or ver. 22)

as the suffix ver. 38. Ver. 25, literally, as Num.
xiii. 20. And brought, sq. between two, bear-

ing the cluster upon a pole, in order to carry it

without injury. Num. xiii. 23. What they
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brought vouches for their report as to the good-

ness of the land. Ver. 28 brings out the rest of

the report, [it shows upon what slight grounds

objections are raised, that the narratives in re-

gard to the spies, which are plainly subsidiary,

should be urged as instances of discrepancy. The
obvious order here is: the plan originated with

the people, was approved by Moses, was submit-

ted to God, and carried out under His express

sanction. Wordsworth well remarks, "A forger

who personates Moses, would have taken good
care that his own statements should be seen to

be in perfect harmony with the records of Moses
himself. The semblances of discrepancies are

not marks of spuriousness, but rather of genu-

ineness."—A. G.].

5. Vers. 26-33. This subsequent report cor-

responds throughout with the narrative in Num.
xiii. 27, 28 sq. Ye would not, precisely as

Matt, xxiii. 37 ! The inward negative of men to

the goodness of God, which then came to a deci-

sion in outward act, becomes in experience a re-

jection by God. Our paragraph rehites the de-

cision in act, that in experience,the rejection on
the part of God is related in ver. 34 sq. " Moses
dwells long at Kadesh, because the prolonging

of that preparatory condition in which Israel

was still, arose here. The natural corruption

even of the chosen people is here shown, and
proved a fact of importance for the whole future,

since Israel even in the fields of Moab was not

yet redeemed therefrom. Thus Moses addresses

the Israelites around him, as if they were the

authors of the apostacy at Kadesh and the re-

jected race, while in fact they were the new ge-

neration who were preserved in contrast to those

rejected (vers. 35-39). Baumqarten. Ver. 27 :

murmuring, to wit, against the command and
promise of the Lord, ver. 7. Comp. with ver.

21. |J1 to chide, mock, Niphal to be peevish,

morose. In your tents points back to the

night. Num. xiv. 1. Because the Lord hated
us, they said, and think of the leading out from
Egypt, as Num. xiv. 2, and look upon the Ca-

naanites also, as Num. xiv. 3. In regard to the

first, directly contrary to Ex. xx. 2, but comp.
Deut. ix. 28. With this reviling of the very fun-

damental act of benevolence, this generation

yielded up its own existence. Whither, sq., to

what region of the well-occupied and fortified

land shall we turn ? Our brethren, viz., the

spies, who give us brotherly counsel while Je-

hovah hates us, Num. xiii. 31 sq. Discour-
aged, melted. Greater in number, and taller

in size, and thus stronger. Great cities in ex-

tent, and ^walled up to heaven. High walls

and towers, and mountain fastnesses. Comp. ix.

1, where Moses ironically appropriates the ex-

aggerated utterances of their cowardice. Cow-
ardice and pride go together (Gen. xi. 4), but
never faith, to which God in heaven is all (Ps.

Ixxiii. 25), and nothing on earth reaches to

heaven. The living vivid representation,

moreover, vouches for its originality. Sons
of the Anakim, are the descendants of a pe-

culiarly tall, giant-like race. Thus the state-

ment concerning the three sons of Anak, Num.
xiii. 22, 23, is completed. Comp. Deut. ii. 1(J.

The encouragement and assurance of Moses, ver.

29 completes the narrative. Num. xiii. 30 ; xiv.

6 sq., and after ver. 5 was to have been expected.

There the narrative treats of Caleb and Joshiia,

the exceptions among the people, here it treats

of Moses in his relation to the people. Comp.
vii. 21 ; i. 21. With ver. 30 comp. ver. 33. A
verbal reference to Ex. xiv. 14, 25 for an intro-

duction to what follows. Your own past expe-

rience should be that which is most assuring, is

Moses' encouragement. Ver. 31 comp. with ver.

19. As a man doth bear (is wont to bear and

will ever bear). The points of comparison are:

the mercy which takes up the faint and perish-

ing ; the care which bears them upon the arm,

and goes with them through every danger; the

wisdom and power which bring them home.

Comp. Ex. xix. 4; Isa. xlvi. 3. 4; Acts xiii. 18;

Num. xi. 12. Ver. 32: HTn ^2-\2^ And with
V - T T —

(in) this word. The peculiar position of the

pause accent intimates so much as this, surely:

in spite of, notwithstanding this assurance, or

directly, is it credible! Not believing in Je-
hovah. The participle represents the faithless

conduct of the people as an enduring, perma-
nent condition ; as Jehovah ver. 33 (ver. 30) is

represented as going before them. Comp. Ex.

xiii. 21 sq., "^^Trl. Comp. Num. x. 33.

6. Vers. 34 40. The long break in the narra-

tive intimated here ver. 34, by the words And
Jehovah heard, sq., as in ver. 32, by the pause
accent, serves to set the disposition of Israel at;

its full measure and value, and at the same time
shows how slow to wrath God was (Gen. vi. 11,

5; James i. 19). The oath in the rejection (Ps.

xcv. 11 ; Hcb. iii. 18 ; iv. 3) as in the promise
(vers. 8, 35). Ver. 35. DX "if"—because in

the formula of the oath the second clause is ge-

nerally wan'ing, it being clear of itself—here
stands for : surely not ; No one, because the

whole body (the generation) is evil, in opposi-

tion to the good land. Comp. Num. xiv. 23,

28. Ver. 36. Caleb is named first (ver. 38) as

also in Num. xiii. 30. Upon •which he hath
trodden. Comp. Josh. xiv. 9 : Because he
hath wholly follo^wed the Lord— [lit., ful-

filled to go after, E. V." Marg.]. The perfect

following is that which holds on when the other

falls away. Ver. 37. Also against me. Moses
certainly distinguishes between the wrath break-
ing out upon Israel (ver. 34 ^Yp)^and the dis-

pleasure, thegrowinganger of Jehovah (hithpael

from HJX), letting loose upon him also the ex-

cluding judgment as it concerned the people.

But that he excepts himself from the exception

of Caleb, and feels himself to be included under
the wrath of Jehovah in a general sense ; this

genuine Mosaic classing of himself with the

people still beloved by him, although in the re-

jection, can only be intimated. The incident

alluded to. Num. xx. 12, falls historically during
the second coming of Israel to the borders of the

promised land, and with the new generation. In
his love for the people, and in the result, Moses
connects it with the great catastrophe, Num. xiv.

This connection moreover was even then referred

to, if not designed, since iVIoses' name was not men-
tioned. Num. xiv. 24, 30, 38. The offer of a new peo-

ple, sprung from himself, was indeed made to him.
Num. xiv. 12, but by so much the more was it obli-

gatory upon him, that in his own person, in-
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eluded in the punishment with Israel, as

iu the grace of Jehovah it was illustrious

for all Israel, he should sanctify the Lord
in the eyes of the new generation. Comp.

I 1. Where the rock was, 1 Cor. x. i, there was

the anointed.

—

For your sakes, DJ77J3, from

SSj, to separate, to disjoin ; hence a movement
like the rolling, breaking waves of the sea, and

so here siguities your rebellion, falling away,

uproar, and thus expresses the occasion, the

cause of Moses" otfence, entirely in accordance

with Num. xx. 2 sq. Comp. Deut. iii. 26 ; iv.

21 (g 4, i. 11); Ps. cvi. 32, 33. It is, how-

ever, clear from this how correctly the new
generation in the discourses of Moses hitherto

has been embraced with the old. The present

rejection of the leader. Moses, forms the only dif-

ferenceherebetweenthe generations. WithCaleb
(ver. 36) Joshua also belongs among the exceptions

—but his name occurs here (ver. 38) first in this

connection, because he at the same time fills the

place of Moses.

—

Which standeth before
thee.—[A phrase which, as the Bib. Com. says,

as it alludes to a leader of the people in the

place of Moses, shows how naturally Moses came
to speak of his own rejection and its cause here,

although it actually occurred long years after,

and in connection with another sin of the peo-
ple.—A. G.]—For the daily humiliation of

Moses, but still also in his loving care for Israel,

for his daily consolation. But comp. Num. xi.

28; Ex. xxiv. 13; xxxiii. 11; Deut. x. 8 ; xviii.

7.—Encourage him.—Comp. iii. 21, 22. If

in V'2'' (vers. 8, 21) the signification, to take

possession by conquest, is the prominent thought,

so in /nj the possession by inheritance. Joshua

the executor of the inheritance. Ver. 39.

Moreover, your little cues.—Comp. Num.
xiv. 3, 31.— D32;D1 from f]DD, not to trip, to

take short, quick steps, but as in Isa. iii. 16, to

turn back or around here and there, a harsh
depreciating exprossion, to which agrees well

the which in that day had no knowledge.
—While ye know so well what is good, and
what is evil for yourselves, let alone for them.
Ironically. The way of the Red Sea, ver.

40; comp. ii. 1; Num. xiv. 25. Contrast to

ver. 7, by the sea-side.

7. Vers. 41-46. For ver. 41 comp. Num. xiv.

40. It was merely saying, for ye act after

as before, directly against Jehovah's command.
They saw the loss, from which they would now
relieve themselves.—That w^e ^vill go up and
fight, etc., borders closely upon the ye would
not go up, ver. 26. What is said is done as

quickly as possible. Each one girds upon him-
self his weapons of war—those which he was
wont to wear in battle, especially his sword
upon the left thigh (1 Sam. xxv. 13). So lightly

did they regard what had occurred. (The Rab-
bins connect '3''nn with the lifn of the people.

Num. xiv. 40.)—|See Textual Note.—A. G.]—
The Lord had only to keep pace therewith
(comp. Num. xiv. 44). Jehovah warned them to

no purpose, ver. 42. Comp. Num. xiv. 42 ; Deut.
vii. 21 ; xxxi. 17 (Ex. xiii. 15). His declared
will meets the same perverse treatment as in

ver. 26. There they refused to go up and mur-

mured
; here they will not hear, and presump-

tuously (Ex. xxi. 14) ascend into the hill. Ver.
44. The Amorites are taken for the Canaanites
as a whole, but specially for those who inhabited
the southern mountain slope, ver. 19 sq.

—

And
chased you.—The Amalekites as the first ene-
my of Israel formerly conquered (Gen. xiv. 7

;

Ex. xvii. 8 sq.) from revenge, and from their
vicinity had joined the Amorites. They are
not expressly named here, but are characteristi-
cally pointed out, in that violence of their ex-
cited revengeful feelings illustrated by the com-
parison of the "bees" (Ps. cxviii. 12; Isa. vii.

18). With the violence of their defence and pn--

suit corresponds the destructive character of the
result.

—

In Seir unto Hormah, thus to the
Edomitic region (1 Chron. v. 42, 43), as the
Amalekites were then of Edomitic descent (Gen.
xxxvi. 12, 16; 1 Chron. i. 36). A predatory,
roving tribe of Bedouins, having their residence
between the Egyptians, Philistines, Amorites,
Edomites and Midiauites. The "Ban-place"
(Hormah) used here as also (Num. xiv. 45) by
anticipation, according to Num. xxi. Isq., caused
by the conduct of Amalek there recorded, inti-

mates the thought that as those formerly over-

come were now victors over Israel, so the later

Ban-place for the Canaanites was first a Ban-
place for Israel. Hormah, originally Zephath,
Judg. i. 17, Rowland identifies with Sebuita,

while Robinson locates it at the pass Es Safah.
They thus returned, ver. 45, to the place where
the ark had remained, and there wept before
Jehovah. Comp. Prov. i. 24 sq.—After this

occurs the nearly thirty-eight years of the

divine penal period, for which the double ex-

pression: The Lord would not hearken

—

nor give ear, are moreover expressive, por-

traying all the eventually fruitless attempts and
the still enduring, protracted period. A part

of the people as Fries (Stud, und Krit., 1854,

I.), Kurtz (II., p. 402 sq.) and Schultz think,

may have remained in and around Kadesh,
and many may have died there, and indeed in

order to the re-assembling of Israel, there may
have occurred after the lapse of the period fixed

by the Lord a second march to Kadesh, where
moreover all the paths of the desert meet. But
this is not the abode intended in ver. 46 ; but
just as in the narrative of Moses, Num. xiv. 45,

the thread is dropped, and first resumed again

in chap. xx. ; so in the discourse of Moses here

we have to regard ti'TP^ OtI'r)'} as equal to

tynp3 Dl?n ntJ/'l, as of a residence of the second
••It: tt :—

generation in Kadesh. Comp. Num. xx. 16;

Judg. xi. 17. Kadesh forms a concluding point,

which is at the same time a point of union and
a beginning point, to which belongs also the

verification of the name (the self-sanctification

of Jehovah in the judgment), through all which
there occurred. Hence the time announcement:

many days—according unto the days
which, designedly commits any more precise

determination of the remembrance to the con-

science of those addressed.

8. Chap. ii. 1-8. If Moses then, (i. 26 sq.)

immediately after his encouragement to the peo-

ple to hold fast the promise of God (ver. 20, 21)

against all fear and terror, distinguishes between

himself and the people (comp. Num. xiv. 44), he
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now (chap, ii., ver. 1) again includes himself

with them as in i. 6-ly. The departure ia that

of the new Israel from Kadesh, after the fruit-

less message to Edcm (Num. xx. 1-1 sq ). Al-

though this departure is not defined in JNum. sx.

22, as it is here, as by the way of the Red
Sea, because there Hor is regarded as the ter-

mination, it is so defined in Num. xxi. 4, and
since the journey of Israel to Canaan is ever a
journey through the wilderness 'comp. i. 1),

even tor the second generation, so in the literal

resumption of the command, i. 40, the death

sentence upon the old, is significantly here seen

again at the beginning of the new generation,

but with the wilderness alao, the Red Sea, the

redemptive passage through it.

—

As Jehovah
spake unto me, while the command i. 40 is

still addressed to the people, this direction in

connectioa with Num. sir., 25, 11, teaches

that even now they still went under that judg-

ment, because Israel would not go according to

the promise i. 7 sq. The direction to Canaan
even now was into tlie wilderness by the way of

the Red Sea. This thorough deuteronomic con-

ception (ch. i. 1 sq.) alone suits the immediate
addition as to the compassing of the Edomite
mountains; which compassing, according to

vers. 2, 3 (comp. ver. 8), can only be regarded
aa at last the march once more through the

Arabah to the Ailanitie gulf, upon the western
side of the mountains. —The many days (v.l)

prepare for the utterance and direction, ver. 3;

introduce it, and give the motives to it. Comp.
Num. xxi. 4. Ver. 3. A literal reference to i.

6. It is again a beginning, a new beginning:
even at a mountain, but much nearer to Canaan,
and hence this is not described again (ver. 7):

but the simple direction to it is given.

—

Turn
you northward, i. e. around the southern

limits of Seir, to the eastern side of the mountain
northwards (iii. 27).—["The people were at

Kadesh in the second year of the Exodus, and
now again at the close of the thirty-eight years'

wandering. The command of vers. 2, 3 relates

to their journey from Kadesh to Mount Hor,
and 80 around the south extremity of Mount
Seir, and then northwards towards the Arnon."
Bib. Com. The refusal of Edom to grant them
a direct passage—a passage which they were
unable to force. Num. xx. 14-21—compelled
them to take this circuitous route.—A. G.]

9. Vers. 4-23. They shall be afraid of
you.—Ver. 4. The Edomites are the same as

Num. XX. 18 sq. (Judg. xi. 17); but their atti-

tude is entirely different. In the refusal of a
passage to Israel a half year before, it relied

upon the westerly, lofty, precipitous mountains,
3,000 feet high; but now when Israel came upon
the other less precipitous side, rather marching
around them, or at least only crossing the even
now,very indefinite southerly and easterly limits
of their land, prudence counsels a different

mien—to turn even an evil chance to their own
advantage, just as in our own time the moun-
tain dwellers along the caravan route make their
gains in supplying the caravans from Mecca
with the means of life (vers. 6, 29). Still while
the narrative, Num: xx., brings out clearly the
want of regard and consideration on the part of
Edom, the discourse here brings into view espe-

cially the thoughtfulness of Israel, and thus the
two accounts complete each other. The consi-
derate course Israel was enjoined to observe
towards "his brother" pre-supposes throughout
his brother's regardlessness of all such ties.—Y"e are to pass (participle) through the
coasts, without their permission (Num. xx. 21).

Therefore take good heed, etc. The disre-

gard of the tie of blood by the Edomites, and
indeed the recollection of the Elomitic Amalek-
ites might stir up the Israelites to hostility

Ver. 5. With them, fear with an evil conscienc*^,

and here anger with justice, was a spark which
might easily be blown into a flame. But Israel

takes nothing at the hands of men; it receives
all from the Lord. What it takes from them is

first given to it by Him (i. 8, 21). The occupa-
tion of Canaan is a rule for all time ; but even
the possessions of other nations (comp. ver. 9,

19) become a pledge to Israel of its own posses-
sions. The two-fold reason: for—because;
although it stands fast for the present, is still

truly merely provisional or temporary (Num.
xxiv. 18; 1 Sam. xiv. 47). Edom appears in the
prophets as the hereditary enemy of Israel, e. g.,

Amos i. 11, 12; Isa. Ixiii. There is thus an
entire historical development between the Pen-
tateuch and the prophets in reference to Edom.—Not so much as a foot-breadth. Comp.
Ps. Ix. 9; cviii. 10 (Acts vii. 5). Ver. 6. Here
the regardlessness of the Edomites appears in

another light. They not only refused a passage,
but when they were constrained to allow it,

they did not hospitably offer food and drink to

their brethren, but the Israelites were instructed
rather to buy from them. *13ty, "corn," as

that which was gathered from the field, so here,
to buy food, bread ; or "^yd, "to make fast,''

points to the fixed price, which was determined
so that the purchaser has simplj' to take it at

the fixed price—an admirable arrangement here
to prevent any strife in the transaction (Num.
XX. 19). ni3, literally "to dig," i. e. purchase

permission to dig for water. The reason, ver.

7, is parallel to the two-fold reason in ver. 5.

There it is to give; here, to bless. It corres-
ponds to this higher inward idea, that Israel
(ver. 6) should not bargain [or higgle], but
pay; it must show itself to Edom as the blessed
of the Lord (Gen. xxvii. 27 sq. ; xxviii. 3), and
needs not therefore to take anything by violence.
—In all the w^orks of thy hand, i. e. "in
the grazing which they had carried on in the

desert (Ex. xix. 13; xxxiv. 3; Num. xx. 19;
xxxii. 1 sq ), and when they bad sown and reaped
during the longer residences at different stations

or traded the products of their skins and arts

with the Arabs of the desert" (Keil). )!y

*|n3 7—not merely he knew thy going, etc. The

special knowledge of God is not a mere vapid
theory, nor simply the interest of the momentary
perception, but involves care and protection,

Ps. i. 6; comp. Dent. i. 31, 19; viii. 4 sq.

—

These forty years, as Num. xiv. 33; comp.
Ps, xxiii. 1 sq. Ver. 8 (comp. ver. 4): flXO

from their dwelling-places, the chief region ; while

in Num. xx. 21 we have vSjTO, "away from
T TV

him," his ascents.

—

Elath (Ailah Hale), a port
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on the northern extremity of the gulf, at present

the castle Akaba, taking its name from the palm

groves ia the neighborhood.

—

Bzion-Gaber,

also a port at the northern end of llie gulf, once

great and beautiful, but now lost beyond, any

trace. Since in tlieir march avoiding Edom,

they kept away from tha cities just named, they

passed, turning from the path through the Ara-

bah. through the wady Qetum, and along the path

which, turning northwards, defines the wilder-

ness of Moab, so that they probably followed

the usual caravan route to Damascus, between

the eastern bounds of the cultivated region and the

western limits of Arabia deserta. With the more

distantly related Moabites also (children of

Lot) they were to avoid any oppression or con-

tention in battle ; Ar (archaic form for Tp city)

lying on the limits and standing for the land,

not the chief city (ver. 18) (Num. xxi. 15, 28).

" Should they not take Ar, then much less the

cities lying farther inward " (Schultz). Vers.

10-12 is a Mosaic parenthesis, and does not be-

long to the words of Jehovah, as the closing sen-

tence, ver. 12, compared with iii. 20, 21, shows.

Moses, indeed, states here historically and more

fully the 'i~\ri3 of God ; but as he mentions the

former inhabitants of the land of Moab, and of

Seir, the recollection serves the important pur-

pose of encouraging Israel, and so much the

more as the possession of Moab and Seir was

denied them. The Emims, i. e., terrible,

fearful. The description a people, sq., as well

as the comparison as the, sq., agrees with the

explanation of the name. For the Anakim comp.

i. 28. This comparison with a people well known
presupposes other contemporaries than, e. g.,

those under Josiah or Hezekiah. There is no

necessity for supposing a gloss, in antiquarian

interests, since all agrees so well with the ob-

ject and method of Moses' discourse, to whom
also we should ascribe rather than to any other

so accurate an acquaintance with the most an-

cient history Rephaim [accounted giants

—E. v.] i. e., tall, giants, ver. 11, the common
name for this giant race, of Hamitic or Semitic

descent, and who wjre regarded as the original

inhabitants of the land. The Horims, ver. 12,

are the cave-dwellers of the habitable grottoes

of the Edomitic mountains, and of the rock city

Petra. [The Bib. Com. holds that vers. 10-12,

20-23, and ver. 34, are additions by a later hand,

at first standing as foot-notes, and then adopted

into the text by some reviser, perhaps Ezra. It

urges in favor of this supposition that the re-

moval of these verses does not interrupt or im-

pair the narrative and the clause as Israel did
unto the land of his possession. The lat-

ter, however, is the only argument of any weight,

since the mere fact that they may be left out of

the narrative without injury to it, in no way
proves that they do not belong to it. They are

obviously parenthetical, but arise naturally out

of the statements of the discourse, and are very

pertinent to the author's purpose, which was

both to humble and to encourage Israel. The
fact that God gave these places to the children

of Lot, suggested to Moses the important fact

that these children of Lot had dispossessed the

race of giants, whose existence ia Canaan had

filled the minds of the unbelieving Israelites with

fears, and in regard to whom the present gene-
ration of Israel needed encouragement. But if

the children of Lot had been successful, how
much more the children of Israel? These are

not antiquarian details, but historical facts,

having the most important moral bearing. The
clause. As Israel did, sq., may be explained as

prophetical, or as referring simply to the East
Jordan possessions. In favor of the prophetic

preterite (Green's Gram., ^263, 5 a), may be
urged, 1) that the construction is certainly ad-

missible; 2) the general prophetic attitude of

Moses in these discourses; 3) and chiefly that it

well accords with the purpose of (his discourse.

Moses sees the land as already in the possession

of the children of Israel, their strongest enemies
dispossessed, and so describes it. To his faith

it was as if already done, and his faith would
serve to animate and encourage the children of

Israel.—A. G.]. As Israel, sq., comp. ^4, I.,

13. The reference throughout to the land east

of the Jordan lies near at hand; i. 4; ii. 24 sq.

(Schultz says, "as he has done or will have
done, when he has come into the land of his pos-

session"). The perfect as the fut. exactum.

(Hengstenbekg : ''The preterite is only in part

prophetic. It could not stand unless the trans-

jordanic lands were already taken"), comp. ver.

22. Since the words of God do not end with

ver. 9 (as vers. 4 and 5 with vers. 6 and 7) the

command to rise up and depart, which marks
clearly the Mosaic interpolation, forms the con-

clusion. The host encamped on the east of Moab
now cross the brook Zered by the wady El

Ahsy, or the wady Kerek, Num. xxi. 11, 12.

From the heights on the other side of the valley

Kerek there is a lovely view stretching to the

Dead Sea, and even to Jerusalem. Hence the

statements vers. 14, 15 completing those in ver.

7 are here added. The oath of the Lord, Num.
xiv. 23, 29, is literally fulfilled. Comp. i. 34 sq.

The divine sentence of death, however, was not

fulfilled, surely, in the ordinary method, but also

by the extraordinary judgments sent upon them.

Num. xvi. 31 sq.; xvii. 12-14; xxi. 6; xxv. 9.

—

Ver. 16. A once more repeated closing with the

old Israel. The men of -war are those who at

that time were twenty years old and upward
(Num. xiv. 29) the mustered hosts; (Num. i. 3),

as the responsible sinners." Knobel. It is men-
tioned here still, not so much in relation to the

past to show that the punishment had been exe-

cuted, as to show that it was completed and
ended, and thus with reference to the first vic-

tory and possession now about to follow. Am-
nion must first be excepted, and hence Ar, li-

mits of Moab, appears again, called also, Ar
of Moab (Areopolis) which lay upon the north-

eastern boundary, formed by the Arnon (Num.
xxii. 36 ; xxi. 14) and was the point of departure

for the conquering Israel. Ver. 19. Over
against, because Israel would thus have before

itself the Ammonites dwelling in the wilderness

on the farther side of the Arnon, and eastwards

from Moab. Distress them not, as in ver. 9,

and although the clause "in battle" is there

made prominent, its absence here does not place

Ammon precisely like Edom. Vers. 20-23 simi-

lar to vers. 10-12. Zamzummims (the evil
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thinking, or the humming, noisy people) perhaps

the same as4he Zusim, a kindred to them, Gen.

xiv. 5. Ver. 21. And the Lord destroyed,

an explanation at the same time of ver. 12. The

TIT^V "lt:/X3 here throws light upon the state-
T T

niont there. And the Avim.—This race de-

pcribed further, after the kind ;ind extent of their

dwellings (villages), is scarcely to be regarded,
as Keil remarks, as "one noticed here only on
account of a substantial analogy, but is added by
Moses with reference to the Caphtorim (Gen.

xvi. 14) who are expressly said to have been
emigrants or foreigners, and thus stood in simi-

lar relations with those Israel now held. This

seems to be all the more tlie ground of this allu-

sion, since it is not here, as commonly elsewhere

(Jer. xlvii. 4; Amos ix. 7), the Philistines ; and
since also Out of Caphtor (Crete, or the Nile

delta, or the Pontian Cappadocia) designates the

place of the exodus, and with it marks this idea,

as the explanation of the name of the people.

Th%t these villagers dwelling south from Gaza
were eventually in the saoae position with the

tribes related to Israel, the Edomites, Moabites,

and Ammonites, and were therefore to be spared

as they were, does not lie in the text as Schultz
supposes. Comp. .Josh. xiii.

10. Ver. 24—Chap. iii. 22. The Arnon, now
the wady \I6djeb, forraincj the boundary between
the Moabites and the Amorites, is the Rubicon
for Israel, Num. xxi. 13. But the command to

depart expands into a promise reaching far be-

yond the Amorites. First of all comes the recol-

lection of the former command as spoken in i.

7sq., 20 sq. Comp. also i. 4 But the begin-
ning of Israel has as its escort the certain and
all-assuring beginning of Jeliovah, ver. 25.

Comp. Phil. i. 6. The tone and style of the dis-

course is inspiriting, so that we think, Num. xxi.

14 sq., of an original poetic elevation. Comp.
xi. 25, and Gen. ix. 2, where there is also a new
beginning. Comp. Ex. xv. 14 sq. ; xxiii. 27. The
trembling and woe of the people even when the

mere report only of Israel came, answers as the

echo to the dread and fear which were connected
with Israel. In other passages, e. g., Gen. xlix.

10 ; Isa. ii. 2 ; comp. Deut. iv. 6, the resistless

march and gathering of the people to Israel is

announced. Both open the way for the pro-

phetic fulfilling of the blessing of Abraham, Gen.
xii. 2, 3, and because a blessing, so although it

must be prepared in the flesh, yet fulfilled in the

spirit, and indeed in the Messiah, who is the
Lord of the spirit, i. e., in Christ. Under the
whole heaven is not therefore an "hyper-
bole" (Keil), but used in accordance with the
eternal idea of the people and kingdom of God,
and so here in this ideal and Christological sense.

—From the historical presentation of the king-
dom of God in the flesh, and indeed in the Israel

of the law, the idea wears necessarily a corpo-
real form, as in ver. 25, which must correspond
to the carnal powers of the world, here of Ca-
naan, vers. 10, 20, where indeed these are men-
tioned as parallel to the giant races of the earlier

time. Although the end of the way of God is

spirit, (not corporeal or carnal, which is rather
its beginning, as we see in the creation of the
world, and also of Israel) yet the spirit of the

5

end breaks through at the very beginning, and
the message of Moses, ver. 26, is vsrith V7ords
of peace (comp. xx. 10) Luke x. 5. The wil-
derness of Kedemoth is that lying easterly

from the region of the Amorites defined by this

Amorite city (Num. xxi. 13, 23) where there was
also a passage over the Arnon which avoided all

the dangers of the deep valley. Moses knew well

(ver. 24) that God had given Sibon into the hand
of Israel, indeed that Sihon had armed himself
for the war, but in this divine arrangement,
which is at the same time the closing act of the

guilt of the Amorites, Israel has only to carry
out the judicial sentence of God upon it. Sihon
on his own part must enter with entire freedom
(ver. 30) which was still his own, in his offence

against, God. Since the firmest conviction of

the self-chosen destruction of a man, need not
prevent us from ofi'ering peace to him here, much
less is Moses to be blamed here, where it is

merely the dominion of Sihon which is at stake,

and not the soul. I will go along. With re-

spect to its end, which was Canaan, (ver. 19),
Israel could say this with truth, and it is part
of such a passage that they should keep them-
selves ever upon the Tvay, i. e., upon the pub-
lic highways. Num. xx. 19, 17 ; xxi. 22. Comp.
ver. 28 witti ver. tj. On my feet, i. e., with out

any delay. Did unto me, ver. 29, refers not
to the will, but to the acts of Moab and Edom,
who could not prevent the passage of Israel.

Comp. ver. 12 (xxiiu 3). [All that is said here
is that the Edomites and Moabites sold them
bread and water. There is no denial, expres-s

or implied, of their hostility to Israel, and their

desire for his destruction. The passage is in

entire harmony with Num. xx. 17, 21, and Deut.
xxiii. 3, 4.—A. 6.].—The perfect freedom of Si-

hon in his offence against God, appears from the

would not, ver. 30. 13 here as in Num. xx.

18. There was an inward judgment going be-

fore the outward execution of the penalty', for
the Lord thy God hardened, etc., in order
that He might deliver. The historical event

or destiny develops itself out of the moral. (Pha-

raoh, Ex. iv. 21 ; vii. 3). Comp. xv. 7; 2 Chron.
xxxvi. 13. As it is this day, as it actually

appears at the present moment. The event al-

ready foretold, as it was determined in the Di-

vine will (ver. 24), is still once more brought
out (ver. 31) in its divine causality, and directly

with respect to Sihon, in order to take away
every ground of glory. The divine purpose be-

gins to complete itself in his unvt'illingness. In

ver. 24 it is begin to possess, I w^ill begin to
put the dread, etc., but now it is I have be-
gun to give. The possession, indeed, is so cer-

tain, so determined, that instead ofthe usually sim-

ple possess, ver. 24, wehavenow (ver.31) in addi-

tion riK^'n 7 and without the possession by battle.

That which comes distinctly into view. ver. 24,

now falls into the background. Ver. 32. Comp.
Num. xxi. 23. Ver. 33. Comp. Num. xxi. 24

;

Amos ii. 9. His sons. A completion of the

narrative, since they are not mentioned in Num-
bers. Ver. 34. Comp. Num. xxi. 24, 25.

—

And
utterly destroyed, (D'^n in Hipli. separate,

set apart from any further use, hence to devote

to God, and indeed through destruction). The
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whole population was put to death. Comp. vii.

2 sq. Yer. 36. From Aroer, the point of de-

parture and the most southern point. This as

well as the description by the brink of the
river Arnon, i. e., upon the edge of the north-

ern precipice of the valley in question, agrees

well with the present ruins, Araayr. For a ful-

ler description of the borders formed by the

Arnon, the city (comp. ver. 9) wliich is by the

river ('^ni3 in the valley, in the Arnon gorge),

thus situated as Ar, is here referred to. Ruins are

still found upon a hill in a beautiful meadow-
ground in the valley, near the junction of the

Ledschum, coming down from the north-east, with

the Arnon. Ar, as the boundary, is already suffi-

ciently known from ver. 18, and as to its name
('the citj' ' simply) nothingfurther couldbe added
here to define it. This easterly excluding limit

of departure answers well, too, as a transition to

the Ammonites lying eastward, also to be ex-

cluded or excepted (ver. 37). Unto Gilead,
here used in the narrowest and original sense,

(Gon. xxxi. 33) for the mountain on the north

side of the Jabbok (the present Zerka). Ver. 37.

Comp. ver. 19.

Chap. iii. 1. Comp. i. 4. The Amorites, to re-

venge perhaps the slaughter of their kindred
giant race by Moab and Ammon, had driven the

latter back easterly from the upper Jabbok
(Judg. xi. 12 ; Josh. xiii. 25) and Moab south-

erly behind the Arnon (Num. xxi. 26). The two
Amorite kingdoms which the Jabbok divided,

were of Sihou on tlie South, and of Og on the

North, Num. xxi. 33. Comp. ver. 2, with Num.
xxi. 34, and ii. 24. The fearful appearance of

the king, as well as his fearless awaiting Israel,

not far from his strong cities, might cause them
to fear. Ver. 3. Comp. wi h ii. 34; Num. xxi.

35. As the sons are mentioned there, they are

omitted here. Ver. 4 celebrates the greatness

of the victory. Hence All his cities expressed
first positively and then negatively. Then fol-

lows, thus anticipating ver. 14, the given num-
ber (sixty cities) and a fuller description of the

district in question. 7l)n band, rope, cord; not

here what is measured with a measuring line,

but what is bound together, forms a whole.

JJTX so called probably from the nature of the

district (3J1"} earth-heaps, 3-l"1 stone-heaps).

Comp. Arkub. 'Paya/3a, Riigib (Ritter, XV. 2, p.

1041 sq.). The kingdom of Og in Bashan,
is not his whole kingdom, but only so far as

Bashan comes into view. Rut since Bashan,
ver. 14, and indeed all Bashan, ver. 13, ap-
pears to be identical with the whole region
of Argob, 80 "in Bashan" here must betaken
for tlie sixty cuies which represent, if they
do not constitute the whole region of Ar-
gob (1 Kings iv. 13). Those cities are to

be viewed therefore as the original, or essen-

tial, peculiar heart of all Bashan, of which Og
is said to be king (vers. 1, 3). But since the
kingdom of Og, ver. 13, is not all included
within these bounds, in Bashan is added here
that the wider portions of that kingdom may not
be excladed. It corresponds to this established
relation of Argob to Bashan, that as in Argob

there is a reference to the rough, stony stretch

of land in yd2 (from the black basaltic rock),

so also the still existing numerous ruins of ci-

ties are another characteristic feature. (Comp.
RiTTER XV. 2, p. 796). In ver. 5 these Argob
cities are described as by an eye-witness. Re-
cent travellers speak of the dark color of the
building materials standing in contrast with the

heavens, and the green of the surrounding re-

gion, of the high walls, and of the strong over-

topping towers, etc., etc. [The Argob is de-

scribed by Porter, Travels, pp. 241, 242, " As
presenting the most singular phenomena I have
ever witnessed. Wholly composed of black ba-

saltic rock, which appears to have issued from
innumerable pores in the earth, in a liquid state,

and to have flowed out on every side until the

plain was almost covered. This forbidding re-

gion is thickly studded with deserted cities and
villages." C. G. Graham, Cambridge Essays,

1858, describes these cities. "The streets are

perfect, the walls perfect, and what seems most
astonishing the stone doors are still hanging on
their hinges." The doors and cities are such
that travellers are " forced to the conclusion that

the people who constructed and inhabited these

cities were not only a powerful nation, but indi-

viduals of greater strength than ourselves."
" This marvellous barrier, rising abruptly from
the plain to the height of from twenty to thirty

feet, and measuring sixty miles by twenty,

amidst which Edrei and the others of the sixty

cities were perched," opposed the progress of

the Israelites. The victory over a power so ap-

parently impregnably entrenched was signal and
impressive.—A. G.]. The doors, in part double

doors, of stone slabs, are set by means of sockets

deep in the lintel and threshold. The unfortified

open cities, without walls, of which a great num-
ber are still found, are in ver. 5 cities of 'T"l£)

•T :

(from PS to break through, to spread out), i. e.,

of the level or flat land. Ver. 6, comp. with ii.

34. Ver. 7, comp. ii. 35. Ver. 8, as ii. 36, a

survey of the victory. j^"}.in *^.^J;'? is used here

where Moses is still speaking, as in i. 1, 5, of

the East Jordan lands, and is not the mere art

of an assumed narrator. From the river of
Arnon unto Mount Hermon. Moses thus

includes the whole trans-jordan:3 country,

and to put it beyond all doubt, signalizes the

southern point of Anti-Lebanon, the northern

limit of Canaan, which with its lofty snow-

covered summit is seen from afar, by all

the names that it wears, well known names
indeed which must at that time have come to the

ears of Israel. In Hermon the reference to

"Bann" (dn) is so clear, so characteristic,

and agrees so well with the connection, that we

cannot accept the Arabic derivation (lofty peak

or ridge). The name Sion (high, upraised, iv.

48), formed from the appearance of the moun-

tain, is descriptive of its lofty height. Between

Hermon and Hormah (comp. upon i. 44), the be-

ginning and the ending of the promised land,

there is an impressive parallelism. Sirion
(Sir'jon)=breast-plate, both from the resem-

blance in form and from the gleam of the ice.

Shenir—of like significance. ["Hermon is

both physically and politically a grand central
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point in the geography of Syria and Palestine.

From it are derived all the most noted rivers

—

the Jordan, Abana, and Pharpar, the Orontes and
the Leoutes. All the great ancient kingdoms
converged at Hermon—Bashan, Damascus, Sj'-

ria, Israel. It was also the religious centre of

primeval Syria." Porter. " Hence the careful

speciiication of the names by which the moun-
tain was known, all of which are descriptive."

Bib. Com.: Stanley, Syria and Palestine.—A.G.]
Ver. 10 presents in their order the individual

parts of this remarkable region. The Ili^O

(from ^ly') is the elevated plain (Sept.: M.tG6p)

from Mount Gilead southerly to the Arnon.
All Gilead is the region between the north and
south plain, extending southerly (to Heshbon,
belonging to Sihon), and northerly from the

Jabbok (to Bashan, belonging to Og). All Ba-
shan is defined as reaching to Salchah, located

upon the eastern border, with a strong castle

placed upon a basaltic hill (Josh. xii. 5), and
north-westwards unto Edrei (comp. i. 4), not

the modern "Dera," but "Edrah," or "Zorah."
These cities (as in ver. 4) belonged to the

kingdom of Og in Bashan. The design and
tendency of the previous mention of the Rephaim
(comp. ii. 10, 20 sq.) was to encourage the new
Israel with reference to the old (i. 27), and thus

now the fitting remark that with Og all is over

with the Rephaim generally, wins its true vivid-

ness through the genuine Mosaic allusion

—

behold his bedstead, etc. Comp. ^ 4, I. 14.

Hengstenberg: "Og is to some extent a sym-
bolical figure, in whom we have presented to us

the Amorite, who is the representative of

the entire Canaanitish race, upon whose neck
Israel, by the grace of God, should put its feet."

If the previous encouragement "not to fear" was
essentially to guard against the unbelief or fee-

ble faith of the first Israel, now that the victory

is completed, the exhortation rises to exultant

thanks. Behold is here so much the more in

place with reference to the bedstead, since Og
himself had been seen only by a few. The re-

ference is simply for the contemporaries of

Moses, and not in any antiquarian interest.

RiTTER : "The bedstead is unquestionably his

bier, the stately vault of his catacomb, with the

more exact statement of the niche for the body
of the Rephaite, or of his basalt sarcophagus.
It is only one of the numerous sarcophagi in

this land of Bashan, in which there remain more
monuments of the dead than recollections of the

living." But ti'^.i'.' literally curving, is a bed

upon which one reclines for rest, Amos iii. 12;
vi. 4 ; Ps. vi. 6. Rabbath, afterwards Phila-
delphia, now ruins, was the chief city of the
Ammonites. It might have remained there,
either as a trophy on the part of the Ammonites
of some unsuccessful inroad of Og against them
(ii. 21), or which he had left behind him as a
humiliating reminder of a successful assault. In
either case, occurring long enough before, that
it might be well known to Moses. [The Bib.
Com. supposes that after the defeat and death of

Og at Edrei, the remnant of his army fled into
the territory of the friendly Ammonites, and took
with them the corpse of the giant king.—A. G.]
The bed, which was, moreover, designedly made

larger than Og, that it might make the impres-

sion that he was larger than he really was, was
thirteen and a half feet long and six feet broad,

if not smaller, since it is the common Hebrew
cubit from the elbow downwards which is here
meant. It is an interesting fact that Alexander
the Great, in his march to India, arranged his

camp grounds and cavalry cribs in double num-
ber and of unusual size, that he might produce
in the inhabitants of the land strange ideas of

the size of his army. Iron beds (corresponding
to the whole statement here) were no less fre-

quent among the ancients than giant families

and individual giants among some of the savage
tribes to-day (Australia). (The Rabbins see in

the bed of Og his cradle rather than his cofiin.)

Since the discourse now turns from the double
victory, over Sihon and Og, to the first occupa-
tion of Israel, the conquered land is now (ver.

12) described, for the purpose of the division, for

the first time, as a possession. (K'T no more ID /,

as in ver. 4, or np7, as in ver. 8.) Comp. ii.

36. Half of Mount Gilead (comp. ver. 10)
is, according to ver. 16 and ver. 13, the southern
half, which the tribes of Reuben and Gad had
asked (Num. xxxii.). The rest of Gilead is

the other northern part, the hilly region. All
Bashan (Hauran and Dschaulan) is included
with the rest of Gilead, as together forming
the kingdom of Og (comp. ver. 4). The fine

contrast between the repeated 73 and 'Yn intro-

duces the still more significant (ver. 14 sq.), since

the half tribe of Manasseh had distinguished it-

self in a marked way in the conquest. Argob,

Comp. with ver. 4. X^inn rir^sn-^DS belongs to
--It t~ t :

'^

what follows. Knobel. With all Bashan.—
[Schroeder renders as to.—A. G.] It includes

designedly once more the Tw^hole land of Ar-
gob under this name. The emphatic addition
which •was called the land of giants per-
mits, if it does not suggest, the idea that the re-

maining Rephaite Og, as king of Bashan, still

actually possessed upon the one Amoritic throne
the old supremacy of the Rephaim. Jair—he
whom God enlightens—is marked as the one who
obtained all Argob, ver. 14. The son— i. e.,

descendant. Machir, the son of Manasseh, had
a daughter, whose bastard son by Segub, a de-
scendant of Judah, was the father of Jair (1
Chron.ii. 21 sq.). Thedescentfrom Judah is thus
clear, but here the descent on the mother's side

from Manasseh alone comes into view, since the

discourse treats of this tribe here. The limits,

Unto the coasts ofthe Geshurites and Maa-
chathites—the inhabitants of two small king-

doms, still independent at the time of David (2

Sam. iii. 3; x. 6), and both lying on the skirts

of Mount Hermon. Geshur (bridge), perhaps
upon the upper Jordan, at a bridge, or passage,

or ford (Keil) ; or upon the easterly plain (Dje-

dur), as Knobel thinks. It escaped the con-
quest. Comp. Josh. xiii. 13. Indeed the Ge-
shurites with the Syrians (1 Chron. ii. 23), later

in the history ("in the disorders of the period
of the Judges"

—

Keil), took the successors of

Havoth Jair, and besides Kenath, the entire sixty

cities. [The Geshurites and Maachathites pro-
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bably occupied some part of the impregnable
district of Argob, and were not expelled by the

Israelites, but dwelt among them. They may
have risen up and taken a part or the whole of

these cities during the period of the judges, al-

though 1 Chron. ii. 23 does not necessarily bear
any such interpretation.—A. G.] The second
Jair, a grandson (Judg. x. 3), in whom the cou-

rage of faith and victory lived again, was only
able to regain the one half (30) for the family.

While in Num. xxxii. 42 Nobah appears by the

side of Jair, as taking Kenath and its daugh-
ters (cities) and naming them after himself, No-
bah ; here Jair alone is spoken of, because the

•whole land of Argob, in whose conquest No-
bah truly played a second part, fell to his lot.

Havoth Jair, i. e., Jair's life, Jair's home (from
mn, the antique or Aramaic form for n'ri, life).

Nobah continued only in the one city Kenath,
and even this name appears in Judges x. 1 to

have been forgotten already (1 Kings iv. 13;
Josh. xiii. 30). For the same reason it is a mat-
ter of no importance that the number of the ci-

ties of Jair "in the land of Gilead" (in later

usage including Bashan also), is given 1 Chvon.
ii. 22, as 23, since Kenath with its dependencies,
with its connected cities (37), completes the

larger number. It is the name for the whole
which is here in view; hence also and called

them (Dr>X, Num. xxxii. 41 ; jHrit*), viz., not

this or that place, but—JiySTTI^X after his own
name. Unto this day. (Comp. ^4, I. 15.)

The expression simply saj's, until now. "It
cannot be maintained that this mode of expres-
sion is out of place, when only a brief period of

time is spoken of. We say of a friend who has
lately arrived, and whose departure is possible,

he is here until this day." Schultz. It is ge-

nerally and in its nature a relative expression,

with reference to a longer or shorter period

(Josh. xxii. 3; xxiii. 9), according to the subject

in regard to which it is used. In Genesis it em-
braces centuries. In Deut. xi. 4 it may be ren-

dered as equivalent with all time. The conquest
of Jair, with which the name-giving in question
is connected, is unquestionably historically co-

temporaneous with the conquest of the kingdom
of Og. Deuteronomy does not complete or ex-
plain the Book of Numbers, but as Num. xxxii.

39 sq. connects the particularizing of the general
(Num. xxi. 3-5) with the division of the conquered
land, so precisely here in Deuteronomy (ver,

12 sq.), end also in the prominence of the con-
quest on the part of Jair (ver. 14), as Num.
xxxii. 39 on the part of Machir; which was ne-
cessary if the division to these persons should
not want a historical right or basis. Just as in

Num. xxxii. 41-42, so also here in Deuteronomy
it is only the name-giving by Jair of the place
conquered by him which comes into view.
Hengstenbero therefore says very finely that

this addition, "until this day," which is want-
ing in Num. xxxii., is illuminated by the "P'^^J.

of ver, 15. It is certainly in the mouth of Moses
no mere time limitation, but intimates that
amidst the fleeting and transitory things of men,
as in this particular case, even with the names
effaced, the name-giving by Jair, and with it the
actual fact, continued even to the present hour,

and Jair held his ground; but this fact must not
be denied its weighty sanction. While ver. 15
expressly says, I gave unto Machir, it comes
to Jair more by the way, as it were, more in the
assent to the name, and the possession in ques-
tion. It sounds a little too strong, perhaps,
when Henqstenberg says, "Every grant of a
possession proceeds from Moses, with the full

authorization of the supremeliege Lord. Through
His until this day He utters His fiat, and im-
parts to the acts originally completed by Jair
the authentic approbation." Until this day
finally belongs to those numerous X'nn r\_i'3

which meet us in Deuteronomy. See i. 9, 16,

18; iii. 4, 8, 12, 18. The time is made promi-
nent—the old and the new time. Moses, too,

would mark the status quo in a testamentary way
at the time while he was still there. [Heno-
STENBERG, in his admirable discussion of this

phrase, calls attention to the fact that a conside-
rable time had elapsed between the conquest
and the utterance of this discourse by Moses,

—

from Num. xxi., to the eleventh month of the
40th year ; that the phrase is used with reference
to a shorter or longer period, according to cir-

cumstances, both in profane writers and in the

Scriptures; that the objectively brief period
here is a very important and critical period; and
to the fact that Deuteronomy generally places a
wide distinction between itself and the earlier

books. It begins a new section, to which all

that precedes is past. "At this time" occurs re-

peatedly, without regard to whether it was
months, years, or even decades. And so until

this day. The phrase is not a gloss of a later

writer, but a genuine Mosaic phrase, falling in

with the whole position of things, and with the

spirit of the book.—A. G.] Machir (ver. 15)
stands naturally for his family, as in Num. ixxii.

40 it is the children of Machir. See Num. xxvi.

29. For Gilead comp. ver. 13. Moses passes

from this individualizing of the half tribe of

Manasseh to the particular description of the

common possession of Reuben and Gad. Vers.
16-17. The description of the land proceeds
from Gilead (a^ ii. 36) as the highest part of

this region. The Arnon limits are defined more
exactly by half the valley and the border.
Sciiroeder: the middle of the river and the

border

—

i. e., either reaching to the middle of the

river and including half the water, a very im-

portant possession for the herdsman, the bor-
der being the adjacent region of the valley, the

pasture ground in the valley, and not merely the

brink of the valley, as in ii. 36; or to the middle

of the valley which the river Arnon forms, and
at the same time is the boundary. The immedi-
ately following border of the children of
Ammon is in favor of the latter view, although

both interpretations are essentially alike. This

was the southern limit. The river Jabbok,
i. e., Wady Zerka, a narrow, deep gorge, through

which this foaming stream chafes its way to the

Jordan, forms the north-eastern boundary, sepa-

rating these tribes from the Ammonites, as the

Ar does from the Moabites. Ver. 17. The
plain also [Scuroeder: the Arabah] gave I

to these shepherd tribes, i.e., the Ghor, the up-

per part of the present Wady El Arabah
(comp. i. 1), as is evident from the succeeding
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and Jordan and the coast thereof—either

Jordan with its easterly margin or valley set-

ting, or, what is decidedly preferable, the Jor-

dan as the boundary. Thus the Jordan depres-

sion or valley from Chinnereth onwards—the

city (Josh. xix. 35) from which the Sea of Gen-
nessaret takes its name. Num. xxxiv. 11.

r>133~D\ The derivation from Chinnor, or the
V V T

harp, the ten-striuged Greek Kivvpa (originating

in Asia and spread by the Phoenicians), as that

by KoRTZ from the rushing water-falls, must be

abandoned, since ^J3 from the root tD {genu,

knee), to bend, curve, agrees well both
with the arched or oval stringed instrument,

and, alluding to the depression, with the most
probable position of the city Chinnereth. Kno-
BEL says: ''A beautiful and fruitful depressed
plain about an hour long and twenty minutes
broad, called according to Josephus yevvr/adp,

gave its name to the sea. The name cleaves to

this depression, and especially to its chief town,
which appears to have been situated at the

place. Khan. Minyeh." Gennessarefc is cer-

tainly formed from Chinnereth, and not derived,

as Kurtz thinks probable, from rUJ a garden.

Since Chinnereth here corresponds to the Salt

Sea, it must be taken for the sea with its sur-

roundings (as the sea of the Arabah designates
the Dead Sea), as it lies enclosed northerly and
southerly by the Arabah, or as it closes it (the

Ghor) on the north. The further definition:

under Ashdoth Pisgah eastwards, agrees
well with this view, since we are thereby
directed north-eastwards above and away fi-om

the Salt Sea. Ashdoth, under the slopes (lt!/N,

literally, closing together), hence the place
where the torrents meet, their confluence (Num.

xxi. 15; mi;;X, plural i"*'n2/X) at the foot of

the mountain. Pisgah, from JD3, to separate,

the mountain range east of the Dead Sea, per-
haps to the Wady Hesban, but especially the
northern part.—To this first occupation follows

now, ver. 18, the obligation of the two and a half
tribes who inherit it, who are here addressed
with the others : you, just as the present gene-
ration is always taken together with the first.

Moreover, all Israel is the possessor of the East

Jordan land, ii. 12. 7''n~''J3 are the people

which the strong have conceived and born, the
sons of strength ; thus not all fitted for war (not

nnnbrpn '^:i<-h3, as in ii. U, 16), but from

these the specially brave, a selection armed
before the Lord, Num. xxxii. 20 sq. In Josh,
iv. 12, 13 they are 40,000 men, and thus 60,000
were left for the protection of their herds and
the women and children. Comp. ver. 19 with
Num. xxxii. 1. The connection of the words:
as you, so (1) also they, makes it clear that

the possession beyond Jordan is for both
parts of the people. Since "13>'3 is always on
that side, never this side, the case stands alike

both for the two and a iialf tribes and for the

others. Moses appears to intimate that those
shall in no respect have the preference over
these. Even in this point there is one Israel.

If the two tribes and a half have objectively

their possession on that side of Jordan, so also
the other tribes not less, to wit, from the stand-
point of the two tribes and a half, for they also

are on that side of Jordan. This subjective
stand-point determines the use of this designa-
tion in the case before us. As the two and a
half tribes were addressed, ver. 18, with refer-

ence to all Israel, so this same reference appears
in the address to Joshua, ver. 21, who then
comes into prominence, and is indeed emphati-
cally named. Comp. Num. xxvii. 18 sq.—And
I commanded.—Here as there both appoint-
ments are for the time after his death.—Thine
eyes have seen, are seeing. I need only
refer thee to thyself, and what is still before
thine eyes (iv. 3; xi. 7). Since the conquered
lands of the two kings were still lying before
the sight, the discourse "passes, from the kings
to the kingdoms. Comp. ver. 22 with i.

29, 30.

11. Vers. 23-29. As the command, the pre-
diction, the encouragement to Joshua, ver. 21,
are no mere repetition of i. 38, but rather its

execution, so neither is ver. 23 a mere repeti-

tion of i. 37. The very brief allusion there is

now completed in the most express and hearty
way, and this fuller statement connects itself

here with the previous mention of Joshua, as
inversely the introduction of Joshua there con-
nects itself with the divine judgment upon Moses.
But the prayer of Moses pre-supposes the judg-
ment of God. The following verses even have a
wider theme than i. 37. The divine judgment
was for Moses the thorn in the flesh (2 Cor. xii. ).

The prayer of Moses belongs to Deuteronomy
first according to its subjective character, and
then from its importance for the new generation,
and the impression it makes upon them (comp.
Ex. xxxii.; Num. xiv.; xxvii. 15 sq.). With ver.

24, comp. ii. 25, 31. He holds before Him the

beginning, since he longs to see the completion.
Thy greatness and mighty hand ; so also

thy works and thy might.—Ver. 25. The
goodness of the land, n^ltDH, as the mountain-

ous district of Canaan rises into vision, passes

over into the idea of the beautiful. The style

reveals the genuine Mosaic directness of percep-

tion. We would have brought the terms toge-

ther, and said: the glorious land, this glorious

mountain I—Beyond, on that side of Jordan
;

used here as in ver. 20, from the subjective

stand-point, and in full accordance with the

subjective character of this whole paragraph.

—

And Lebanon, of which the Arabic poets say:
Winter sits upon its head ; spring plays around
its shoulders ; and summer sleeps at its feet.

Comp. upon i. 7 (xi. 11).—Ver. 26. The I^X^^;'!

in connection with N5~n"l3j^X and "^2J73 in ver.

25, seems like a play upon words. (Let me go
over, over the Jordan, I prayed to Him, but He
came over me.) The hithpael denotes the ebul-

lition, and thus does not, any more than 'IJX, i.

37, set forth the aspect of feeling. While the

energy of the will lies in the HJX, it comes out

here first in the would not hear me. Indeed
this latter is the peculiar and main thing here,

behind which, as merely explanatory, the anger
is kept back. Hence also it is not so full and
expressive as i. 87, but is simply for your
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sakes. He does not hearken to me, and I must

hearken to him. '^'^'^1 (Gen. xlv. 28; Num.

xvi. 3 ; Deut. i. 6 : ii. 3) in the sense of 2 Cor.

xii. 9. Let what I have said to thee be suffi-

cient for thee, nm 13n3, in this uttered, aud

therefore settled matter. The command, ver.

27, reminds us typically of the ecstasy of Paul

into Paradise, 2 Cor. xii. 4. Oomp. also iv. 21.

The top of Pisgah, according to xxxiv. 1, is

Nebo. ITD', seawards, because the Mediterra-

nean was westwards. |1i3i.', where the night

gathers and darkens, with H- paragogic north-

ward, p'ri, just as
I'p^

[from p'=DrD\ to

shine), the day (DV), the light side of the day,

southwards. mtO with H-, paragogic, from

mr, to break forth, the breaking forth of the

light, eastwards. For the rest, comp. Num.
xxvii. 12 sq. Comp. ver. 28 with i. 38; iii. 21;

xxxi. 7. In ver. 29, which closes the foregoing

historical introduction, and forms the transition

to what follows, we have a more precise obser-

vation of the locality of Deuteronomy. In the
valley over against Beth-Peor, i. e. in the

plains of Moab (iv. 46; xxxiv. 6). The (poyup

of the Sept. is a mountain (iv. 3) nearly north-

ward along the Abarim heights. The city in

question was located on this mountain, perhaps

about six miles easterly from Libias over against

Jericho. Comp. i. 5.

12. IV. 1-40. The general introduction, i. 1-5,

was followed by the historically introductory

portion. That which now follows shares in this

introductory character, but has a prevailing

dogmatic nature. Chap, iv., ver. 1. The law

generally according to its contents. pFl, the

firmly fixed, designates the statutes, the defini-

tion of the law in all its aspects, as moral, eccle-

siastical and civil; IDDpD designates what ac-

cording to these statutes in all relations is right:

thus that by the judge directed and pronounced
right. These two general designations in their

conjunction here, as they are joined in Lev. xix.

37. include the whole law.—To do them, that,

etc.—The object of the law, and hence of instruc-

tion in the statutes and judgments, is practice,

the yielding of fruit unto life.—Live.—This is

the practical goal, viewed in reference to Canaan,

and then to the fathers, who failed to inherit

it through their disobedience, although it was
promised to the patriarchs. ["This general

entreaty is pointed by special mention and en-

forcement of the fundamental principles of the

wliole covenant (vers. 9-40), the spiritual nature

of the Deity, His exclusive right to their alle-

giance. His abhorrence of idolatry in every

form, His choice of them for His elect people.

For a fuller elaboration of these topics, see

chaps, xxvii.—xxx. They follow, however, so

naturally in the history just narrated, that the

Orator could not, so to say, pass from it, even

for a time, without pausing to uri^e them briefly

here." Bib. Com. The discourses are closely

connected, of one spirit, and from the same
author.—A. G.] (ii. 14 sq.; comp. iv. 38 sq.)

Ver. 2. The dignity and honor of the law (the

V7ord vrhich I command you.— because

Moses spake unto the children of Israel accord-

ing to all, etc.; i. 3; iv. 5) forbid, first of all,

any addition, as a false orthodoxy usually pre-

cedes Rationalism and Nihilism, and a false pie-

tism,unbelief. Herxheimer: "The later allowed
enlargements or diminution of the law, however,
happened according to the traditional exposi-

tion, for the preservation of the Mosaic law,

through enclosing and precautionary statutes,

or at times necessary abrogations, for the pur-
pose of saving them in their true or higher
sense. Other traditional expounders refer the

prohibited enlargement or diminution here
merely to the number and form of the commands
by Moses, as they were put into practice, e. g.

they should not divide the priestly blessing into

four utterances." Comp. xii. 32 (xiii. 1).

—

That ye may keep; parallel with the "to do
them," ver. 1, but not the same. Keep, since

"what I command you" are the command-
ments of Jehovah. It is not merely the

keeping, preserving them which is spoken of

(xxxiii. 9), ScHULTZ, but the keeping of them in

their integrity and completeness.—Ver. 3. De-
monstratio ad oculos, with respect to what was
said, especially as to the life-giving fruits of

obedience to God. Ver. 1. Your eyes have
seen [lit. seeing]. Comp. iii. 21. The parti-

ciple retains its present signification, since the

breach in Israel, made by the divine destruc-

tion, still continued, and the seeing are those

standing the test. Ver. 4. At Baal-peor.

—

What Jehovah did there is sufficiently explained

through the follovviDg: for all the men, etc.—
Comp. Num. xxv.—Baal.—The Phoenician male
divinity (the sun in its fructifying power). The
surname Peor, at which this Moabitic idolatrous

service was observed (derived according to the

Kabbins from an allusion to the licentious rites

connected with this service, or from the wide,

open, lustful mouth which the image of this

divinity wore), is in this case the explanation

of the name of the mountain and city at which
this cultus was established (iii. 29), or the

mountain, as is frequently the case, has given

its name to the city and the idolatrous cultus.

—

"•'iriN IjSn (Ex. xxiii. 2; Gen. xxiv. 5, 8) marks
in a striking way the fact that the Israelites

going out from their own camp were deserters.

(A general biblical expression of the religious

service as following ; the profession of idola-

trous service as a turning away from the ark of

Jehovah. God the teacher, man the disciple.

The walk, the religious profession.)
—

"jJIpD, as

in ii. 14, 15.—Ver. 4. Ye that did cleave.

—

3 pD'n, to fasten, cleave to ; used of the closest,

most intimate communion (Gen. ii. 24) : here in

distinction from those who went after Baal,

ver. 3 (even the fathers, perhaps the mothers,

whom they left, and joined themselves to Jeho-

vah), but in a significant distinction from Num.

xxv. 3. Jehovah, etc., points to the kernel of

all fulfilling of the law, as a living union (x. 20) ,

with the Lawgiver Ilimsdf, from which springs,
^

as here, its fruit, life, ver. 1, and life enduring

(D"n). Comp. V. 3.—Ver. 5. A new beginning,

with behold, because it points to the experi-
|

enceofver. 1. But I have, etc., points at the

same time to the earlier law-giving (Lev. xix.

37), which indeed is only clearly explained ia
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Deuteronomy (i. 5.).—Commanded me, etc.,

i. 3. The V^Vyn takes up again the point pre-

sented in ver. 1, but mainly f.jr the sake of the

connection, and hence without the mention of

life, but simply the possession of Canaan as the

goal, for God has another end in view in the

law, which appears in ver. 6. (3"lp3 yiun,

Ter. 5, points back to "^^^pO iu ver. 3.) The

prominent thought, hence "^DC stands before

nLJ'>\ leads us back to ver. 2, to that ye
may keep, sq. Israel, when through the

possession of Canaan it should have local-

ized itself in the midst of the land, must
hold fast the law in its integrity, and
therewith its own dignity, in its practice

truly, but especially over against other nations

with their human laws. Since this practical

keeping is the thing of chief importance here,

this is the purport of the reason for this, sq.

For themselves life, for others the impression of

wisdom and understanding. This is the second
goal or end of the law. Wisdom and under-
standing, or insight for the higher and lower
life, as in i. 13. In the sight of. Schkoeder,
for the eyes of the nations. A demonstratio

ad oculos, as in ver. 3. A complete parallelism.

Comp. ii. 25. The transition from Dj) to "'U, like

that from ladq to eiJvof, is worthy of notice.

Through the terms people and nation, the hea-

then declare that Israel as a people is of like

birth and privileges with themselves. And in

this comparison from the heathen side the form
is used in ver. 7, vrho hath God Scheoeder:
gods, so nigh, sq. The plural, pointing to the

polytheism of heathenism, and really comprising
all that is named God in the Elohim of

Israel, who is Jehovah his God. The origin

of the law, the law-giving, to which we pass in

ver. 9 sq., presupposes such a nearness of God
to Israel, i. e., such a relation of revelation. This
relation is a covenant relation, and hence the il-

lustrative clause, which embraces not only the
peculiar exigencies, but the general position of

Israel to Goi, sounds like the N. T. Abba cry in

Rom. viii. The parallel clause, ver. 9, closes

what is said concerning the law in general,

(righteous as all this law, sq.); for a great
people, even in an external sense, should it re-

main (and the fundamental meaning of pl}f is to

be firm) requires the rule of righteousness. Is-

rael's greatness is now essentially the spiritual,

that of the divine covenant in the law. The
transition to the law-giving at Horeb is eflFected

by the finally commanded keeping of the law,
in this case a self-keeping in a doubled form or
expression. As in ver. 1, so here, it is the life,

(l^DJ the breathing) which is concerned. What
was seen at Horeb was essentially ^words
(D'-i:nn-nX) vers. lO, 12, 13. ah that was vi-

sible at Horeb served to make it unquestionable
that these were spoken by God. Thus the " see-
ing" these words is the vivid conviction that
the law-giving truly proceeded from God Him-
self; and this conviction thou must hold fast,

(lest thou forget) and indeed cherish with love
(lest they depart from thy heart) and so
transmit it to their descendants (teach them
thy sons) vi. 7 ; xi. 19. It is not the nature
and state of the heavenly Law-giver which is

here spoken of, as Schcltz supposes, but after

the previous description of the lavv in general,

he now emphasizes the experienced divine origin

of the lavv, and with it the origin and ground of

Israel as a people. Ver. 10. As the Redeemer
came in the fulness of the time, so the day lor

the law-giving at Horeb deserves notice. When
the Lord said, sq. They stand there by vir-

tue of a divine call. Comp., moreover, Ex. xix.

The particular individual mountain, ver. 11, pro-

bably Jebel Musa (Kurtz II., p. 256) is distin-

guished from Horeb, the range as a whole. [The
particular mountain is now thought to be Ras.

Sufsafeh. The recent surveys of the peninsular

all tend to identify this peak as that from which the

law was given. For the arguments see Stanley,
Sinai and Palestine. Smith's Diet. Art. Sinai.—
A. G.]. Ver. 11. Ex. xix. 17. A coniiiuii:.g

(partic.) fire symbolizes the act. To the midst
(heart) of heaven, the heavenly (Ex. xx. 19),

the sublimity, with respect to those standing un-
der the mountain, and upon the earth
ver. 10. The fire lifting itself from the black

ground of the dark clouds, (Ex. xix. 18) is the

expression of revelation, of a knowledge (a light)

in the darkness of this fallen world, wliich know-
ledge embraces in itself at the same time the

consuming (fire) judgment of the self-condemna-

tion unto the salvation, and of the condemnation
by God to the destruction, of the sinner. The
great energy of this law-giving in its two-sided

results. The darkness was tnere, but Jehovah
spake only out of the midst of the fire, ver.

12 (ver. 15; v. 22). The additional remark Ye
heard the voice, sq., prepares the way for the

following paragraph. How fitly also the w^ords
remain as the expression of the Spirit. Couip.

on the other hand with regard to Moses himself.

Num. xii. 8. It is not a general revelation of

God, but that revelation of God made to Is-

rael, and indeed to the whole people, which i&

here spoken of. This fact renders it clear that

there is no theory of revelation given here. Ver.

13. The covenant is designated as his, and
as such every idea of reciprocity is removed. In

n'"12 (from ni:] to divide, to separate (to choose,

I")3 to decide, XT3 to create, to fix, appoint) we
have the pure act of the will of God. Hence the

explanation through the Ten, (Command-
ments) words, Ex. xxxiv. 28, in which also

we have the more exact definition of the words,
ver. 12. Such an announcement includes, natu-

rally, the commands on the part of God, and
must have, on the other side, the doing of the

people as its result. This is the purpose of God,

and hence the written, fixed form, on tv/o ta-

bles of stone : chap. x. 5, 19 ; Ex. xxxiv. Is-

rael does not contract with Jehovah, but it is the

will of God, in this way to provide for his

coming into communion with Himself. Ver. 14

throws light upon i. 18, since the decalogue

law-giving was even there presupposed, although

there truly, as here, it is tlie mediation of Moses
in the inculcating and expounding of particular

statutes and judgments, which comes into

view (Ex. xxi. sq.). Even there, but especially

here, the deuteronomic procedure of Moses is in-

timated as one at that time already prepared.

At that (in this) time, the same as in i. 18.

That ye might do them in the land, sq.,
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confirms the translatiou of i. IS, -which ye
shall do (Schroeder), not should [as ia A.

Y.]._Ver. 15. Comp. ver. 9. DJ'ntyZuS for

your good, etc. That which follows now as to

the nature of the Most High Law-giver, and the

mode of His worship, is simply a Mosaic deduc-

tion from what has gone before, through which

Israel is made certain beyond any doubt of the

divine origin of the law. Comp. yer. 12; Ex.

XX. 4. Ver. 16. ppnp/n from PiU'd in Piel, and

of like signification with the here (vers. 25, 31)

used Hiphil (as is often the case, e. g., "XyA pe-

riit Piel, and Hiphil perdidlt) to slay, destroy,

corrupt (Ex. xxxii. 7; Deut. ix. 12) to be sup-

plemented here not by walk, conduct, but by

yourselves. Ye should not corrupt, destroy your

life (ver. 1)—'^DD from SdD (V:fs3), to hew, es-

pecially the idol-image, because the heathen

carved them in wood, stone, and the like.

(Sharpe calls the art of the sculptor " the true

pillar of religion among the Egyptians "). The
multiplying of similar expressions in the follow-

ing particulars is to prevent any uncertainty, to

cut off any possible exception. HJOj'^^ from jlO,

ro signifies that which distinguishes, form,

shape, appearance. Vers. 12, 15. 700 like 7p3

is perhaps an overlaid gilded image. Any
figure, sq., figures, namely, of any kind which
represent the carving of idols, whether a like-

ness of man or of beast, in order to represent the

appearance of God. ^'J^ri from J3n to bend

together, model, pattern, image. It is the image

worship which is spoken of. The specification,

vers. 16-19, passes from Egypt (animal worship)

to Canaan (star worship), in an entirely histori-

cal way, but without even hinting at a history

of idolatry. Heathenism comes into view, not

as to its gods, the objects of worship, but after

the form of its cultus, which was an image ser-

vice, and to which Israel could not conform itself

with respect to Jehovah. Thus the sun, moon,

and stars, ver. 19, appear not as divinities, but

because, as they unfold upon the deep blue hea-

ven all the charm of their lights, beside the

representation through men first mentioned, they

seem themselves peculiarly enticing, as if an

image cultus, established by God Himself. ^n^?1

from mj ("'"'J) to separate signifies to remove,

to turn away. The ceremonial homage, farther,

the entire service, rendered to the stars as the

representations of Jehovah, was thus an apostacy

from Jehovah (who had given the stars that they

should serve men, not that men should serve

them, xviii. 14), and would also conform Israel

to all the nations (heathen) under the -whole
heaven, while through its very leading out of

Egypt (ver. 20) it occupied a peculiar position

with resp'ct to Jehovah. (The Egyptians wor-

shipped the stars as sense images of the gods,

the sun as lla, the moon as Job. or Isis. Siiarpe).

The meaning of the clause, which the Lord
thy God hath divided, sq., cannot be as

SciiULTZ and Keil hold, •' for veneration, i. e.,

to permit that (hey should choose the same for

their objects of worship;" for 1) the question ia

not here of strange gods, as xxix. 25 ; 2) if this

was the question, still it would not be always

true that the sun, moon, and stars, were given to

all nations under the whole heaven for their ve-
neration ; 3) it is not said in xxix. 25, nor in

Rom. i. 21 sq., that God has arranged and dis-

tributed the idolatrous heathen service, but in

the first only that Israel should not go after

strange gods, because Jehovah was their portion,

and in the last, that the moral corruption of the

heathen is the Divine judgment upon their reli-

gious errors and wanderings. The designedly

chosen expression Pj^ brings out into a sugges-

tive contrast the Lord of heaven, which was di-

vided unto all the nations, with the Lord of hosts

which was the portion of Israel (Jehovah thy
God). Comp. Ps. xvi. 4-6. [" The great Le-
gislator may be regarded as taking, in the pas-

sage before us, a complete and comprehensive
survey of the various forms of idolatrous and
corrupt worship practiced by the surrounding
Oriental nations, and as particularly and succes-

sively forbidding them every one. The chosen
people of God are not to regard with supersti-

tious reverence one of their own race, male or

female; nor to fall into the low nature worship
of which they had seen so much in Egypt, and to

which they had once since, in the sin of the

Golden Calf, shown a bias ; nor yet to be be-

guiled by the more subtle cosmic religionism of

some of the Syrian tribes." Bib. Com.—A. G j.

Ver. 20. The opposition between Israel and the

other nations is here made apparent still more
by what Jehovah had done, and His purpose in

doing it, in delivering Israel out of Egypt as an
iron furnace, i. e., a furnace for the smelting

of iron, a striking image of the hardship suffered

there, and of its moral import, (Isa. xlviii. 10).

For a people of inheritance. As Jehovah
was the inheritance of Israel from the fathers,

so Israel of Jehovah, Ex. xix. 5. The posses-

sion of Canaan as an inheritance forms the third

period. As ye are [Schroeder. as it is] this

day (comp. ii. 30) refers to what Jehovah had
done in the purpose designated, according to

which the passage into Canaan was viewed as

already accomplished. Ver. 21. The grief of

Moses appears again on this occasion, and for

the third time. Comp. i. 37 ; iii. 26 (and 2 Cor.

xii. 8). Here as in the first passage we have

'3~p5Xr\n and the same definiteness, namely,

here DD"'^!17"7;i^, while there, for your tumult

and rebellion. The oath is added here after the

analogy of i. 34, almost indeed as if Moses would

include himself entirely in the divine judgment

there uttered. Comp. upon i. 37. (Herxhei-

mer : "I must warn you against idolatrous ser-

vice in Canaan, all the more since I cannot enter

there." Abarb.: "As he was disciplined, so

much more must they be." The conclusion of

ver. 21, on the other hand, comprises or sums up

the method both of i. 37 and iii. 26 sq. Comp.

ver. 22 with Gen. xlviii. 21 ; 1. 24. Comp. ver.

23 with vers. 9, 13, 16 (ii. 37). Comp. ver. 24

with ver. 11, and Ex. xxiv. 17 ; Deut. ix. 3 ( lleb.

1 xii. 29). Wp (v. 9; vi. 15) gives the ethical ex-

' planation of the previous figure (Ex. xx. 5). The

farther exhibition of tiiis way and nature of the

I

Most High Law-giver, appears in two aspects, in

1 vers. 25-28, and vers. 29-31. Ver. 25: Here aa
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elsewhere in Deuteronomy, the eye of Moses,
undimmed by age, is clearly seen. Israel on the

contrary, when it grows old, will also become
cold to the zealous love of Jehovah, and so pro-

voke His equally zealous anger. The address
changes from thou to ye ; regards Israel as this

people of .Jehovah (ver. 20) to whom He is his

God (ver. 24), or directs itself to particular in-

dividuals among the people, the men concerned
here, fathers and children, and grandchildren.

In the land which ye shall then possess, and as

to which ye shall forget how ye came to possess i'.

Comp. upon ver. 16 (23). Ver. 2t5. Begins the

conclusion. Comp. viii. 19; xxx. 19 ; xxxii. 1.

Heaven and Earth. Not with reference to

Lev. xxvi. 19, for it is not an avenger, but wit-
nesses, which are here in question ; not to an-
gels and men, since the latter especially could

scarcely come into view as witnesses, but be-

cause the heavens and earth had alike heard the

discourse of Moses and were everywhere, and
thus were witnesses continually at hand. Kno-
BEL : " He speaks in the name of the Lord of the

world." For the rest comp. V. 1,9, 15; vii. 4; The
certainty and the suddenness of the destruction

are made prominent. Comp. ver. 40; xxx. 18;
Ex. XX. 12. Ver. 27. It is only as near Jehovah,
and as this definitely gathered people, that Is-

rael can remain in the land. With its forsaking

of its God, is involved the loss of the promised
land, and its dispersion among the nations, and
since such dispersion is the dissolution of its dis-

tinct nationality, so it explains the extermina-
tion and destruction denounced in ver. 26. The
discourse speaks of people and nations, as Assy-
rians and Chaldeans, but not of any particular

dispersion. And ye shall be left few in
number. (Gen. xxxiv. 30). Not "that they

should so far perish through want and suffer-

ing," Keil, but in their dispersion reckoned as

few over against the numbers of the heathen.

(Comp. upon vers. 7, 8), xxviii. 64; Jer. xlii. 2.

The threatening here is different, from that in

Ley. xxvi. iT\y Piel, indicates both from the

significance of the word, and from the connec-
tion, not a gentle leading, but a driving and ur-

gent pressure (Ex. xiv. 25) xxviii. 36 ; Gen.
xxxi. 26. Ver. 28. Their sin their punishment.
The punishment with respect to Jehovah, whom
they have forsaken, is that they shall serve gods
who, because after the work of men's hands
(Ps. cxv. 4) ;—for God Himself is formless, and
has given His word, but no image of Himself

—

can neither exercise the sacred attributes of Je-

hovah (neither see nor hear) nor the common
functions of poor man (nor eat, nor smell,
with an allusion to the food and incense worship
of the heathen) Ps. --^xxxv. Ver. 29. ff vers. 25-

28 declare the method of Jehovah as the jealous

God with respect to His anger, the energy of His
holiness, so now we have the other side, the
energy of His love which does not forsake Israel.

The seeking does not intimate any " abject beg-
ging," ScHULTZ, but rather the working of grace,

which cannot leave itself without a witness, and
utters its testimony through this necessity of the

heart. He who permits himself to be found
also works efficiently that they shall seek Him.
The seeking is the promise of the finding. Not
in vain does Moses intimate to Israel ihat Jeho-

vah remains thy God. DK'O, ver. 29, and DB'
ver. 28, correspond the one with the other.

Thy, namely the God of Israel, so that the peo-
ple attain again a self-consciousness as a people,
and as the people of Jehovah, and can be ad-
dressed as thou, sq. Thou shalt find, ac-
cording to the connection, Jehovah, but placed
here designedly, without an object, since ver. 31
declares what they shall find in Jehovah. Ne-
cessity teaches the remnant, the holy seed (Isa.

vi. 13) the prayer, for the necessity, external

and internal sorrow, will come upon him (H^).

As ^INJfpi explains the preceding 1-^3, so with

the /i) we come to the latter days [Schroe-

DER, the end of days]. 3 here corresponds

to the 3 in the beginning, xxxi. 29. In the

kingdom of God last times are ever times of need.

(See Matt. xxiv. ; Luke xxi. ; 2 Tim. iii. 1).

The rmnx is the counterpart to the ri'tyxi (xi.

12). As now in the beginning of days the Sab-
bath was the end (Gen. ii. 1-3) so here also by
the end of days is meant the Sabbath solemnity,
Heb. iv. 9, the " Messianic time of completion,"
Keil. Comp. Hos. iii. 5; Isa. ii. 2 ; Actsii. 17;
Heb. i. 1, 2; 1 John ii. 18. The expression
(Num. xxiv. 14; Gen. xlix.) has indeed accord-
ing to the prophetic time-period of the speaker,
a more or less Messianic form. The entire fit-

ness of the words to the connection, to the time
relations following, without any intimation of
the idea of the Messiah or of His kingdom, is

characteristically Mosaic. It would not have
been so fitting at the time of the prophets. It

utters only the idea of Israel. And as the idola-
trous service merely was included in ver. 28, so
in ver. 30 simply the returning to Jehovah, and
the hearkening to His voice (ver. 12). Come
upon thee, find thee, looking back to the
thou findest (ver. 29) ; thou the help, the need,
the tribulation, thee. The condition and the
time for the return of Israel are arranged in pa-
rallel clauses, (ver. 30), i. e., when the distress,
the curse of the law, is completed, then also will
the time of Israel be completed, then will be the
end of days, and as the threatening will be ful-

filled, so also the promise, the return to the Lord.
Thus there is revealed a future of Israel, when
through its returning obedience to the law, (and
hearkening to his voice, ver. 30, Matt. v.

17; vii. 24 sq.) it makes effective in humanity,
the peculiar idea of its nationality, see ver. 6 sq.

(comp. upon ii. 25). Since salvation comes from
the Jews, (John iv. 22), the national Israel m.iy
be considered a spiritual, which in that respect
is the completion of Israel, when through the
ingrafted fulness of the Gentiles in the place of
the hardened portion, which takes place more
and more, " all Israel shall so (in this way) be
saved," Rom. xi. 26. (Moreover as ver. 28 is ful-
filled according to Jer, xliv., so also ver. 29 indeed,
according to Jer. xxiv., in the better part, the
selection, of Israel in the exile. The latter gave
the key to the exile, so that under the Maccabean
princes, the heathen spirit was generally reject-

ed by the people as anti-national). The founda-
tion for such a future is given in ver. 31, with a
reference to Ex. xxxiv. 6, where an analogous
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apostacy of Israel had pi-evioasly occurred. 7N

Din"l to be tender, graciously inclined, parallel

to XiP "^X, ver. 24, accordiug to the other side,

of his being, of the jealousy as love. ^3"P2 per-

mit to sink or fall, xxxi. 6, ^in'na'\ Comp. on

ver. 16. He will not, as thou wouldest thyself,

(Hos. xi. 8, 9). Comp. ver. 23. The covenant of

Jehovah there spoken of is here the covenant

with the fathers, as the explanation •which he,

sq., shows. Lev. xxvi. 42, 45: Gen. xvii., and

xxvi. 3, 4. As the eye has been turned by ver.

6 to the other nations, so should (ver. 32), the

time since their creation, and the space in which

their history moves, be inquired of with respect

to Israel. Comp. xxxii. 7. Ver. 33 relates espe-

cially to the revelation of God at Horeb. Elohim
is not here any more than in ver. 32, any par-

ticular deity, but God in the general, (ver. 12).

It is not the superiority of God over the gods

which is spoken of, but of Israel in the wide hu-

manity under the whole heaven. The hearing
was already something perhaps unheard of, now
also the living after the hearing. Ver. 34. Or
hath God assayed, sq., only made the attempt

(ScHULTZ, Keil) now even to do -with temp-
tations what God did to Pharaoh in order to

lead out Israel, vii. 18. 19; xxix. 1, 2: vi. 22.

[The temptations are obviously the plagues mi-

raculously sent upon the Egyptians as the fol-

lowing clause shows.—A. G.]. To go and take
him, sq., the most personal forth-stepping and

in-bringing. Nation from the midst of na-

tion. As ver. 32 goes back to the universal hu-

manity, so here the conformity of Israel to the

generality of nations. Egypt is intended. By
signs and wonders (Haevernick on Ezekiel,

p. 160 sq. ). Comp Ex. vii. 3; by war, Ex.

xiv. 14: XV. 3: by a mighty hand, and
stretched-out arms (v. 15), Ex. vi. 6 (xiv.

8); by great terrors, Ex. xi. 6; xii. 30 sq.;

xiv. 20, 24 sq. The redemption from Egypt even

to its completion in the march through the Red
Sea is thus specifically described. Comp. i. 30.

In all this which Jehovah had done for Israel,

before their eyes, so that they have seen it, the

people have the advantage of an experience (ver.

35) upon which even an advanced knowledge

rests as upon its foundation, that his God, ha-

Elohim, i. e., God simply, not merely the highest,

but the one exclusive God, is the only one. there

is none beside Him. (The fundamental truth

of Genesis meets us again in Deuteronomy). But

as was said above, Moses does not here prove

this position, as over against the idols, but proves

the glory of Israel above other nations and men,

which it possesses through such a knowledge of

revelation, especially through the law-giving at

Horeb, to which all that happened in and upon
Egypt, was merely of secondary moment ; and
thus even again, as from the beginning of this

first discourse, i. Gsq., so now here at its very

close, ver. 36, the revelation at Horeb stands

out prominent. PXIH (made to see), comp.

upon ver. 9. The revelation of Jehovah to Is-

rael in order to make more apparent the superi-

ority of the people, is here characterized (ver.

36) by its super-earthly exaltation (out of hea-

ven), with which the rendering of ^^p'/ to dis-

cipline, i. e., to take under sacred training, by
Keil and Knobel [also Sept., Luther,—A. G.]
will not agree, as indeed it does not with ver.
35. This idea does not lie in the connection
here (comp. viii. 5). The usual and practical
meaning of the word also is to teach, to instruct,

figuratively applied (Isa. xxviii. 26), to the pre-
paration of the field, but absolutely never signi-
fies to admonish, set right, as in Isa. viii. 11,

when used with jD. Comp. on vers. 11, 12. The
symbol of the fire so emphasized, also according
to the prominent aspect of that love energy of
God in the rescuing of the sinner, presented in

the foregoing section, leads to ver. 37, where the
love however is portrayed as the electing faith-

fulness or truth. Thy fathers here as in ver.
31. The covenant with them has here its root
in God. However humbling this may be for Is-

rael, it is necessary here, where such a superi-
ority of Israel upon the earth is made conspicu-
ous. As Israel should not represent God, nor
make an image of Him. so it has nothing in it-

self over which to cherish conceited imaginations
(ix. 4, 5). Indeed even the fathers has God
simply loved. The choice is rooted thus in the

love of God. The (^HX) essentially to desire,

wish, becomes a choice, so considered with re-

ference to its object. The humiliation encloses

in itself the highest encouragement, the greatest

blessedness for Israel. What is more blessed

than to know that one is the object of the love of

God from childhood, and what more encouraging
than such love, which is such faithfulness. This
faithfulness of the divine love, has its very
noticeable characteristic in the singular suffix:

his [not their, A. V.] seed after him, which
as it discovers a living and thorougli acquaint-

ance on the part of the speaker with Genesis,

pre-supposes also a familiarity on the part of

the hearers with the beginning of Israel's his-

tory. For only in this faithfulness can Abra-
ham, who is the person referred to, be the

"friend of God" (Gen. xviii. 17 sq. ; James ii.

33). At the same time this marks the true per-

sonal nature of the divine love. Abraham is

the father of ail believers (Rom. iv. 11) through-

out the Scripture, and hence the father, Kar'

i^oxvv, of Israel. Isa. li. 2; Gen. xvii. 4, 5;

Matt. iii. 9. For his seed comp. further Gen.

xxi. 12; Rom. ix. 7; Ps. cv. 6, and ver. 20.

—

In his sight [Schroeder: by his face, pre-

sence.—A. G.], i. e. in His own person, in His

self-revelation (Ex. xiii. 21; xiv. 19, 24; xxxiii.

14, 15; Isa. Ixiii. 9). Ver. 37 stands related to

ver. 36, as ver. 34 to ver. 33. The 1 is the

simple conjunction; but 'D nnn, as pi, x. 15,

has the whole emphasis of the connected new
motives. The expulsion of the nations, as of

the people of Sihon and Og was a pledge to

Israel that even wider room would be made for

him. Comp. i. 28; ii. 30; iv. 20. An exhorta-

tion or inference parallel to ver. 35 follows

now in ver. 39. The nin U'VD, ver. 38, stands

instead of nX^H nPX of ver. 35, and so njTTI

here resumes the r\}rp of that verse. It is not

however bare knowledge, but a matter of the

heart (worth taking to heart). Comp. upon

ver. 35. In connection with this, ver. 40 returns
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to ver. 1 sq. Instead of COjJiyO, we have here

ni^O, because the reference is altogether to

God. Comp. besides upon ver. 26.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. 1 Chap., vers. 6-8. The departure from
Horeb for the realization of the promise of Jeho-

vah is the woi'ld-historical advance of Israel.

A step at the same time for humanity, for the

anointed in Spirit, is the riAoq of the conscience,

as of the law (Rom. x. 4). As this universal

human trutli has its solemn festive expression

in the Sabbath of Israel {^quia fecisti nos ad te et

inquietum est cor nostrum, donee requiescat in te.—
Augustine), so it finds its historical expression

in the possession of the promised land (Heb. iii.

7—iv. 10). Advancing therein, as equally in

the case of their ancestor (Gen. xii.), the elect

people appears as humanity in its God-placed
desires, as Moses himself the head of this peo-

ple is a man of desire (Ex. xxxiii. 18, 13; Deut.

Iii. 25). Canaan is the localized promise of

God, the pledge that the whole earth shall be
full of His glory (Num. xiv. 21). In this land,

assured to the fathers by an oath (Deut. i. 8),

Israel realizes for the time the grace and truth

(John i. 17), which indeed were not given by
Moses, for the law Avas given through Moses,

but which should historically come into exist-

ence (become) in the people of this land, and
thus they become a blessing for all people.

While Hellas seeks the true and the beautiful,

and Rome law and dominion, Israel's desire

reaches after the reality of God and Jerusalem
(Ps. xlii. 2-4; cxxxvii. 5).

2. Vers. 9-18. "The natural jurisdiction, as

it existed in the patriarchal institution, had
already fallen into decay in Egypt. It was the

policy of the oppressor to desiroy the internal

organization (Ex. ii. 11 sq.). With the exodus,

the stream had returned to its old channel.

But religious zeal concentrates the entire judi-

cial authority in Moses. Aid must soon be
thought of. The arrangement is proposed by
the people in order that it may strike its roots

among them more easily. The people choose,

probably with reference to the advice of Moses,
judges, according to the gradation of tribes and
families great and small. There was a natural

subordination among these judges. The heads
of the tribes were the presidents, the heads of

the larger or smaller families the co-assessors,

with a more or less weighty voice in the deci-

sion. Those who were chosen were then con-

firmed by Moses. We are not to think of a

crude decimal division. The arrangement was
precisely destined for the residence in Canaan."
Hengstenberg. "The law of Jehovah is the

rule of life for Israel. The princes and judges
are called to introduce and put in practice this

life-regulation as national. The general instruc-

tion which Moses gave to the officers of the

community was thus, through the law of Jeho-

vah, intended for the individual, and thus that

whole organization of the people began at the

advice of Jethro,was established." Baumgarten.
Jethro's counsel (Ex. xviii.) and the act of

Moses, as he here speaks of it, unite to form a

beautiful picture of the judge, what he should

be, and how he should act. D3Ii' signifies to

make ready, to finish ; and thus the judge is one

who is to deal with strifes, and remove them out

of the world. Thus the oath makes an end of

all strife (Heb. vi. 16). On the other hand this

is the chai-ge and burden (ver. 12) of the judi-

cial office. The will against the will of man,

only the will of God can give a decisive settle-

ment. The first judicial qualification therefore

is the fear of God (Luke xviii. 2) which is the

beginning of wisdom (Prov. i. 7; iii. 7; ix. 10;

Ps. cxi. 10). Where there is this internal sup-

port there is also fidelity and faith (confidencej,

and hence the second more outward qualifica-

tion, men of truth, with which the judge has to

do, and at the same time "understanding," in-

sight into even the most intricate cases. Lastly,

as the most exterior qualification, with the

good report among the people, is connected

the "hating covetousness," unselfishness which
recommends itself to every man as an attribute

of the judge. With the divine charac er of the

court agrees the position of the judge with

respect to his duties between the parties; and
thus impartiality, and since they are all breth-

ren before God, a brotherly disposition is requi-

site. Reconciliation therefore of those whom
the strife had separated, was the act which cor-

responded most nearly to the idea of the " Sho-

phet;" a judge. But when this could not be

secured, then "righteousness" should determine

the judicial act; i. e. plJf as the fixed, the

right [diKTi) of God, his law should decide the

case. As Israel is before God a nation of

"brethren," so the Israelite in himself before

God, and over against the stranger, is still only a

man. (U^'X, abbreviated form of l^JX, B'ijX,

an adherent, associate, man as a social being, liv-

ing in communities.) With the brotherliness con-

nects itself the universal humanity (2 Pet. i. 7).

See the following thoughts. When God only is

adhered to, and one is established in His law,

there the HXT (as "I3J. to hold fast with the
T T ~ T

eye) coincides with V!^^, to fear, namely, God,

" through which the man does not become timid,

servile, cowardly, but feels himself lifted up
with infinite power, since he knows the divine

strength and freedom, as his own. The fear of

God has this significance from the Old Testa-

ment stand point in opposition to all nature-

religion" (Meier).—[We have too here all the

elements of a true popular government. The
authority comes from God; but the people select

their rulers freely from among themselves.

Once clothed with their office, the rulers become
so far the representatives of God, are so to be
regarded by the people, and are held responsi-

ble by Him for the discharge of their trusts.—

•

A. G.]
3. The humanity of the Mosaic law appears

with respect to the stranger. He comes into

view, assembling himself wiih Israel, in his own
right, not however as one roving around, but as

t^J intimates, as one who sojourns for a shorter

or longer time. As such has equal part with
the Israelite in the Courts (judge, justice, duty,

punishment), Lev. xxiv. 22. How thoroughly
in this law the religious point of view deter-

mines and bounds the moral. Not merely be-
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cause Israel also had been a stranger (Ex. xxii.

21), but this other motive, because Canaan

belonged to Jehovah, and thus the native dweller

is only a guest (Lev. xxv. 23), co-operates to

the same end. Any exclusiveness towards the

stranger enters only when the religious and

moral relations out of which such humanity

flows would be endangered (Ex. xxiii. 32, 33).

How entirely different stands the people of jus-

tice, the people of Rome, in this regard! lu

the twelve tables (hostis) "enemy" is synony-

mous with "stranger," which Cicero calls {de

off. I. 12) a milder expression. Comp. on the

contrary, e.ff.. Lev. xix. 34.

4. Tbe movement at Kadesh running through

the whole history of the people of God, as

Goethe [Works VI., p. 159) expresses it: "The
peculiar and the profoundest theme of tlie world

and human history, to which all others are sub-

ordinate, is the conflict of faith and unbelief.

All the epochs in which faith rules, under what-

ever form, are glorious, heart-stirring and fruit-

ful for the present and the future. On the other

hand all epochs in which unbelief in any form

claims a sorrowful victory, and although it may
shine in apparent splendor for a time, vanishes

before the after ages, because no one will ha-

rass himself with the knowledge of the unfruit-

ful. While the first book of Moses records the

triumph of faith, the last four have for Iheir

theme the unbelief which does not in a bold vray

attack and contend with faith, but which also

does not show itself in its whole fulness, however,

crowds forth from step to step in the way, and

often through kindness, but more often still

through severe punishments, is never healed,

never destroyed, but only silenced for the mo-
ment; and hence so continues its subtle course

that it threatens to wreck at the beginning a

great and noble purpose undertaken upon the

most glorious promises of a credible national

God, and prevents its ever being completed in

its whole fulness
"

5. "That the period of the thirty-seven years
curse, which lies between Kadesh and Kadesh,

is not brought within the compass of the narra-

tive," is not due only "to the express theocratic

historic style," as Kurtz asserts, but meets us

also in the rhetorical recollections in Deutero-

nomy, and this silence, as over the grave or the

dead, is an intentional death-silence. It is alto-

gether proper. One should be silent, at best,

over those under the judgment of rejection.

There is a moral consideration, as also a litur-

gical act of tbe historical writer and speaker.

Kurtz rejects the supposed reason: "that, in a

general way, nothing remarkable occurred du-
ring this period," as if this was the rejection

of the only reason for that silence. But th.at

which is communicated of law and history,

Num. XV. sq., does not concern the rejected

Israel, but Itie Israel of the future («. (j. xv. 2,

13, 18). In reference to this, there was nothing
further memorable to communicate until Num.
XX., as in reference to that the long silence

prevails. The reticence of Moses over the cof-

fins and sepulchres of Israel, is similar to that

in regard to the four hundred years in Egypt,
the cradle of the people. Wi)at Kurtz says of

the thirty-seven years as "years of dispersion,"

and " that only the whole Israel, the organic
completion of all the essential parts of the peo-
ple, etc., is the subject of the recorded history,"
rests upon a still questionable view of the real
relations and condition of Israel at this time.
On the contrary his fine remark: "the ad-
vance only, not the standing still, or the
retrograde steps into the wilderness, is the
subject of the recorded history," hits the
case perfectly. '' The way from Sinai to Ka-
desh was a progress ; only one step further
and then— But during the thirty-seven years the
history of Israel did not come even one step

nearer its goal. It remained as it was. It is

different in the fortieth year with the journey-
ings from Kadesh to the plains of Moab. Under
the unfavorable relations of this time, the near-
est way from Kadesh to Canaan was by Mount
Seir, around through the plains of Moab, and
across the Jordan. Even the geographical re-
turn from Kadesh to the Red Sea is an historical

progress.

6. Among the three exceptions which Israel

must respect, Edom holds the first place. It has
it in consequence of the prominent part which
Amalek, the branch people of Edom, had already
taken. Num. xxiv. 20. It shares with them also

the hostility with which Amalek was the first

people who maliciously fell upon the rear of the

wearied Israelites (Deut. xxv. 18), and vindic-

tively went to the front before the Canaanites,
Num. xiv. 45. Israel had avoided the armed
hostility with which Edom met him, Num. xx.
18-21. The conflict between Edom and Israel

exists historically, as it had displayed itself be-

fore in their mutual ancestors, Esau and Jacob.
But with this distinction, that now the fear is on
the side of Esau (comp. Deut. ii. 4 with Gen,
xxxii. 8). This fear introduces at the same time
with the command here, the promise. Num. xxiv.

18. Edom, although the first-born, is an apos-

tacy from the chosen seed, a degeneration to

heathenism. Just because it is so closely re-

lated to Israel, it removes to the widest distance

from the people of God (Matt, x, 36). His fear

of the Divine, in Israel, throws light upon the

hatred and character of Edom, usually fear-

less, and much more feared, by Israel when
punished by his God. Thus it gains those ste-

reotype features which it bears in the prophets.

Comp. e. g., Ezek. xxxv. 15; xxxvi. 5. Obadiah
10 sq. It must be conceded that the relations

which Israel sustains to Edom. according to Deu-
teronomy, in no way correspond to the days of

the prophets, but only to the time of Moses. [We
can scarcely conceive of a later Jew giving the

directions which Moses here gives. They are

opposed in their whole spirit to the feeling which
filled the minds of the Jewish people, and find

expression in the prophets. And the feeling

which ultimately gained such strength grew up
in the relations and intercourse of these nations,

so that there is no period which so well accords

with these directions as that of Moses. They
would not have been so appropriate to the time

of Samuel even.—A. G.]. For Moab and Am-
mon comp. upon xxiii. 4, 5, and the Doctrinal

and Etliical remarks.
7. Although it is not expressly said that Moab

drove out the Emim, which would have agreed
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•well with the description, so that Schultz con-
jectures fhey were not a bold people, and that

we must think of a gradual extinction by death,

still it may be inferred from what is said in re-

gard to Edom. In any case, even without a war-
like expulsion of the earlier inhabitants, the pos-

session, as in the case of Edom and Ammon, so

also by Moab, appears as the providence and or-

dering of God. He raises up and removes kings,

Dan. ii. 21, and defines their times and the

bounds of the people (Acts xvii. 26) upon the

earth. This was an appropriate instruction for

Israel when, by localizing itself in Canaan, it.

was about to take its place among the nations
and lands. It follows from this, that although
the removal of a neighbor's landmark is a crime
(Deut. xix. 14; xxvii. 17) so it is not only true
that kingdoms and lands are entailed, but also

that both inward distractions and external con-
quests may be the ways of God. The character
of the instruments he uses to collect the debt
which is due, remains a question of secondary
moment. This exalted view of the history of

nations should not be denied, even in respect to

Italy, especially by believers. [But this view of

the hand of God in ordering the limits and con-
dition of nations, does not interfere of course
with any efforts on the part of the people to

change their condition, provided there is a rea-

sonable ground for them. Such attempts, im-
mediately successful or otherwise, may be among
the instruments which God uses.—A. G.].

8. That Moses speaks of Israel according to

its idea (ii. 25; iv. 6sq., 30) corresponds to

his prophetic character and stand-point, belongs
to that preparation and introduction to tlie full

prophetic order which was to be effected by him,
and preserves, at the same time, the point of

union for the New Testament fulfilling of this

idea in the kingdom of God. The exclusiveness

of Israel is for its universal ends.

9. The investiture of Israel with Canaan is to

be viewed with respect to the chosen people as

a gracious gift of God to the fathers, and with
respect to the Canaanites as a divine righteous
judgment, as Hengstenbebq [Beit. III., § 471
sq.) has shown in opposition to other interpre-

tations. But since now Seir, as well as the land
of Moab and Ammon, are held before Israel as

expressly given to their present occupants by
Jehovah (ii. 5, 9, 19), the destruction of their

earlier occupants appears, in part at least, as the
act of Jehovah, and hence also as a judgment of

God (ii. 21, 22). " The region therefore upon
which Israel should dwell, not merely as to So-
dom and Gomorrah, but throughout, and even in

its surroundings is an extended scene of divine
judgments and destruction, which must involun-
tarily warn, most impressively, its occupants as
to the deep seriousness of their life. The cheer-
ing enjoyment of the mercy and truth of God is

not without a recollection of the solemn back-
ground of His holiness." Schultz. The succes-
sors of Abraham are the executors of the divine
sentence of death upon the many-tribed nation.
Hence the "bann," as in reference to Sihon and
Og, the " constrained consecration of those to

God who stubbornly refused freely to consecrate
themselves to Him, in general directed only
against persons ; but now in order to show that Is-

rael does not etijoy its land and its possession as
a mere conquest, reaches in the first conquered
city Jericho, to all its possessions." Hengsten-
BERO. As the Israelites were first qualified for
such a " banning," who themselves had grown
up a new generation under the " bann," so also
the iniquity of the Canaanites was full (Gen. xv.
16). "There was open to them the alternative
of flight from the land, or of conversion to the
faith of Israel." Lanqe. But that this latter

case occurs only with Rahab, shows the com-
plete dehumanizing of the dwellers in Canaan,
(Deut. ix. 4, 5) as they sanction and observe only
its bestial cultus, especially the Moloch worship
i^Cseterum censeo, Carthaginem esse delcndam).

10. When Schultz, in distinction from Keil,
who refers to 1 Kings x. 4sq. and the therein ever
significant type of proselytism in the self-disso-
lution of heathen religions, remarks upon the
recognition of the Old Testament revelation on
the part of the heathen, " that the actual facta
have been almost an irony," he says nothing
more than that Israel has in its actual history,
very poorly answered to its idea, according to
which Moses speaks of it. It is only when Is-
rael's light shines before men, and they see its

good works, that men can praise it. (Matt. v.).

But it is true, further, that the idea of Israel
finds its fulfilment only in Christ and Christian-
ity ; the subjection of the nations to it, and still

more their transition into it, is the realizing of
what was said regarding Israel according to its

idea, (iv. 6 sq.).

11. While the spiritual (super-sensible) nature
of God in the law-giving is elsewhere described
by the statement, the law was spoken by angels,
(Heb. ii. 2 ; Acts vii. 38, 53 ; Gal. iii. 19), refer-
ring back to Deut. xxxiii. 2 (Ps. Ixviii. 17 ; civ.

4) ; here however this mediation of the spiritual
and super-creaturely divine nature, is not men-
tioned, but only the word, that spoken, and in-

deed in opposition to any form whatever. Since
the fire on the mountain was clearly alluded to

(iv. 11) so is it, in opposition to Knobel, precisely
with respect to the people, as Ex. xxiv. 17. It is

different with the selection Ex. xxiv. 11, for they
saw (HN") ver. 10, n?n ver. 11, although this

seeing was an intuitive seeing, beholding, vision)
the God of Israel, and this seeing must have dis-

tinguished itself "from what all the people saw
continually " by something else than thin, "that
in their eyes the fire token was separate from
the cloud," (HoFMANN, Schriftbew. I.). What is

further said, ver. 10, that " there was under his
feet," and that the elders of Israel suffered no
harm, presupposes an attested revelation of God
beyond or above that to the whole people. We
must think certainly upon the very same human
form which Isa. vi. imagines upon the throne,
and of which Ezek. i. 7, 9, 13, expressly speaks.
(Dan. vii. 9, 13). On the other hand it cannot
be said, with V. Gerlach, that Deut. iv. 12
" must be applicable also to the elders," at

least not for their own case, for the revelation to

them is different from that to the whole people,

as again the revelation of God to Moses is dif-

ferent from that to the elders. Ex. xxxiii.
;

Num. xii. 8; Deut. xxxiv. 10. But Ex. xxxiii.

11 points also to the manifest human form, and
this form must have been the "similitude,"
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" form of Jehovah " (Num. xii. 8) in which
God throughout held intercourse with Moses.

The distinction will thus be as to the one expe-

rience of the elders, and that the revelation of

God to them was as from a distance, " not face

to face," not "from mouth to mouth." The peo-

ple saw the glory of God through the medium of

the fire (eomp. Ex. xvi. 7, 10) ; a nearer ap-

proach was not permitted, Ex. xix. 21 ; xxiv. 2.

Even the elders must keep at a distance, Ex.

xxiv. 2. Moses remains alone in the presence

of God. What Moses therefore, Ex. xsxiii. 18,

desires in reference to the divine glory, the

whole fulness of His being in the more fitting re-

velation, must reach beyond that which he had
already enjoyed. With reference to this we are

to understand Ex. xxxiii. 20, as on the other

hand Ex. xxiv. 11 is spoken in reference to the

people who were warned away with the penalty

of destruction. What would have brought ruin

upon the people did not harm the elders, but no
mortal may "see the fnce" of His glory. Thus
" the face " is in general the person, but with

reference to the "glory," the exact expression

of the whole Divine being revealed absolutely

and without any limitation, while "the back,"

Ex. xxxiii. 23, is only the after splendor of that

which has passed by (ver. 22). The human ap-

pearing form in these revelations of God to the

favored individuals, already to the patriarchs,

was the preparatory symbolism to the "bright-

ness of the glory and the express image of his

person" in the incarnation of the Son. (Heb. i.

3 ; John i. 14). With this the Psalmist comforts
himself, Ps. xvii. 15, and we learu, that even
until Christ,the spirituality of the divine beiug
does not in itself exclude relative forms, when
He would reveal Himself to man. But this re-

lative form is not commonly for Israel the hu-
man form, although it has place in a human way
through the Word. The fire and the cloud-dark-

ness were truly conspicuous, but no "form" as

little as the "voice," (the sound) of the words
which the people perceived. " It is not given us of

God to know intuitively His being in itself (Beck,
Christ Lerhw. I., p. 41 sq.) but only in some form
or representation, made visible and become in-

ward to us. In His own essential majesty in-

visible to man (.John i. 18; 1 John iv. 12) and
as such dwelling in light inaccessible (1 Tim. vi.

16) He remains for our conception and expres-

sion transcendent and unsearchable, even in His
revelation also (Rom. xi. 33 sq.; Eph. iii. 8; Is.

xl. 28 ; Ps. cxlv. 3 ; cxlvii. 5 ; Job. xi. 7-9), and
we know Him in His nature, therefore, only as

coming forth from His inaccessible light. He de-

scends to earthly representations, but not in His
own nop(pfi ^eov, Phil. ii. 6. Hence there comes
to us, through the Son, the only one initiated

into these profoundest intuitions of the Divine
nature, by virtue of His most intimate commu-
nion with the P'ather, only such knowledge of the

divine nature or essence as He unfolds to us
through words and works. John vi. 46 ; i. 18

;

Matt. xi. 27."

12. At this point, as in Ex. xxiv. 10 sq., no-

thing is said as to the form of God (even Isa. vi.

is silent upon this topic) but in reference to the

fundamental revelation in the giving of the law,

it is emphatically repeated to the people, that it

was entirely by the word. The word truly in
itself, as the fittest spiritual expression of the
Spirit (John i. 1), opposes every image of Jeho-
vah which Israel might make. But now the peo-
ple have heard the ten commands, and see
them Temainiug upon the two tables ; the reve-
lation by God (according to the significance of
the number ten) is fixed for Israel as perfect.
Thus there is nothing which can go beyond the
word heard by the people and seen by them.
Israel stands upon the summit, and should be
conscious that it is so placed, so that every image
which it might form of God appears as a descent
to heathenism, as idolatry. Heathenism sprang
out of the apostacy from the primitive religion,

and through the " corruption, and especially the
secularization of the consciousness of God." The
divine numen did not as in Israel become nomen,
which presupposes yvufir] knowledge, thus reve-
lation, but that which is and should remain spi-

rit, became nature. Pantheism is unknown at

the beginning, but known as the end of the hea-
then way. In its progress pantheism realizes

itself in polytheism, i. e., this or that, many and
various representations of the Deity, according
to the land, time, history, civilization, explained
by the words of priests (mythology) because
there was no clear word of God. Thus the

images, although at first sense images of the

Deity, become at last gods, idols of the heathen
way, upon which Israel must not tread, since

idolatry was rather its enemy and punishment,
(iv. 28). The stand-point of Deuteronomy is

purely principial, which is altogether unfavor-

able to the later time of the historical criticism.

13. The covenant of God is no social contract

between equals, so that the human factor could

annul or abrogate the other, the divine (Rom.
iii. 3; Gal. iii. 17; 2 Tim. ii. 13). Although
there should be no religiousness, religion would
still exist. God has revealed Himself, and this

sun shines even upon the blind. The covenant

of God is the formulating of His revelation in

promise and command, so that the demand rests

upon the promise, and both rest upon what God
has already done. In this way of salvation,

which is indeed for humanity, man neither helps

nor acts. The covenant is sure and finished as

of God, and so also the signs and seals of the

covenant require not the help of men. God is

one. Gal. iii. 20. The Mediator of the covenant

only has to do with men; for since the covenant

of God is the way of salvation, it is so for

humanity, and it can only be so for mankind,

when man gives the promising and commanding
God, faith and obedience. But this condition of

the realization of the covenant for mankind need

not be conceived of as a condition of the realiza-

tion of the covenant itself.

14. Since God has concluded a covenant with

men (iv. 23), has thus revealed in the promise

and command His essential strength of will in

the world, it does not touch in the least His

transcendency, disturbs not the "inward rest

and blessedness of God," when He is said to be

angry. Nor is this a mere anthropomorphism,
for what appears with respect to anger, after the

flesh among men, does not belong to it after the

spirit, is not that which is essential and neces-

sary, as human nature, in its primitive divine
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resemblance, presents it (Mark iii. 5; Eph. iv.

26). XJp designates the immanent energy of

the divine life [love?] in the world. The He-
brew expression, according to its radical ele-

ments, refers to division, signifies fundamentally

a dissension, since jealousy only corresponds to

love, when it is real or true. "God, in His efficient

strength (Beck, p. 162), out of His own holy will,

even in love as a holy one, i. e., as one in the com-
placent communication of good, preserving the

same, and indeed fitting it for a perfect life,

determines to work, then holds Himself not only

free from the authorship and nurture of all evil,

but opposes it rather as a godless nature with

the innermost energy of His consuming anger;
but, on the other hand, over all and everywhere
originates, cherishes and strengthens the good,

and that with a faithfulness and truth which no
unbelief or falsehood can destroy, agreeably to

which His wise and holy determination, together

with word and work, through all the develop-

ments of time, in a living unity, asserts itself as

the most constant life-regulation of love."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

I. 6-8. Everything has its time with God: 1)

delay and 2) departure. "Long enough" the

watchword 1) of holy wisdom, 2) of a gracious

leading; 3) of a defensive keeping (comp. Luke
xxii. 38).—The turning points in life: 1) how
they should become blessings to us (and the

command and promise of God, ver. 7); 2) why
on the other hand, they turn to a curse for us.

Because in unbelief and disobedience (ver 8)
we fail to improve them.—The promise of God
opens the widest prospects: 1) the directory in

ver. 7; 2) the use of it (1 Tim. iv. 8).—The
hand of God makes an open land, as 1) in the

old, so 2) in the new covenant (Matt. xxv. 34).

—The blessing of the fathers builds the home
of the children, if the children do not prevent
the blessing of the fathers, ver. 8.

L 9-18. Moses and Christ as to their power
to bear: 1) While Moses alone is unable to bear,

Christ bears all things (Heb. i. 3). 2) Christ

has borne what Moses was not able to bear,

even our sicknesses (Fsa. liii. 4).—The indispen-
sable qualities in a judge: 1) wisdom (the fear

of God); 2) prudence (by the side of truth,

faithfulness); 3) good report.—The judgment is

of God: 1) a consolation to the righteous judge;
2) a terror to all the unrighteous.—The judicial

model in vers. 16, 17: 1) the open ear; 2) the

impartial mind; 8) justice for every one; 4)
fear of no one.

I. 19-21. The way of the children of God still

from mountain to mountain: 1) from Sinai to

Golgotha; 2) from Golgotha to the .Jerusalem

above (Matt. v. 14; Rev. xxi. 10).—The bride

of the Song comes up out of the wilderness: 1)

the war-times of the Church (Song iii. 6sq.);

2) but also its times of peace and victory, Song
viii. 5 —How should we look back upon the wil-

derness: 1) as upon a sohool-time which has
been entirely finished; 2) as upon many and
serious occasions for gratitude to God. We
must not fear : 1) the high prerogative, 2) nor
the sacred duty of the Church.

I. 22-25. The Spies: 1) in their two-fold rela-

tion to the wish of the people and to the purpose
of God; 2) in their two-fold result: that Canaan is a

good land, but Israel a wicked people.—God's
promises stand the test, 1) but faith must in-

vestigate, and 2) doubt not sit in judgment.

—

Even for the heavenly Canaan the fruits of the
Spirit (Gal. v. 22; Eph. v. 9) prove the goodness
of the land.

I. 26 88. Unbelief 1) in its grounds, a would
not; 2) in its nature, no going up; 3) in its

utterinces, rebellion, disobedience to the cotn-

mand and promise of God, murmurs by them-
selves, and outspoken ingratitude (vers. 26, 27).

—The exaggerations of perverse and craven
hearts, of an excited and depressed, a haughty
and faint-hearted spirit (ver. 28). — Means
against fear and terror: 1) the Lord is our
leader: 2) the Lord fights for us (vers. 29, 30).

—How God bears His people: 1) He raises them
from the dust; 2) He holds them in His arms;
0) He brings them to His home (ver. 31).—The
care of God over His own at evening, during the

night, and the day (ver. 38).

I. 34-40. The wrath of God is 1) certain, 2)
just, 3) consuming (Heb. x. 27).—The blessed

exceptions in the judgments represented in

Caleb and Joshua.—The steadfast faith as of

Caleb: 1) in the apostaoy, 2) to the end. Again
1) as to its reward; 2) as to its work.—What is

the perfect following of the Lord? When one
follows Him in every condition and at all times.

—A mediator is not a mediator only as Moses
proves: 1) in his love which identifies hira with
the people; 2) in the judgment of God upon him
which excludes him from the promised land.—

-

Even thou! how solemn it sounds, 1) for the

unbelievers (Luke xxiii. 31); 2) even for be-
lievers (Job iv. 18)!—Like the lightning, the

judgments of God, 1) strike the heights, 2) that

those in the low-grounds should fear. The
nearer to the Lord, the nearer to His judgment
—a truth for us even, and for others.—It is not
Moses, but .Joshua, who should introduce Israel

into the inheritance of Canaan: 1) observe His
name (Jesus); 2) mark His preparation, as a
servant, disciple of Moses (Ex. xvii. 9 sq.; xxiv.

13 sq.); 8) consider his qualification for the

work, "strengthen Him," and 4) the promise of

God concerning Him. The importance of Joshua
1 ) with Moses, 2) beyond Moses.—God's thoughts
are not our thoughts, both in wrath and in love.

How the wisdom of the flesh is foolishness with
God, 1) in its anxious care; 2) in its final

issue.

I. 41-46. The sorrow of the world (2 Cor. vii.

10) 1) repents indeed, but how? 2) acts indeed,

but against what? 3) works death at the end.
Three-fold repentance of Cain (Gen. iv. 13), of

Israel, of Judas (Matt, xxvii. 4 sq.)—The Lord
is ever more thoughtful for us than we for others,

indeed than for ourselves even.—If God is not
with us, there is 1) no victory with us; 2) the

contest is in vain (Ps. cxxvii. Isq.); 3) even
our own strength is against us (ver. 43).—By
"the bees" we are not to understand their own
strength (ver. 44), not even as armed (ver. 41),
but rather their weakness against the strength
of God (Ps. cxviii. 12).—Hormah, the "bann
place" for the first, through the second Israel.

There is a return, and even a weeping, before
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the Lord, to which He grants nothing, to wit, 1)

the return from vain attempts ia our own
strength; 2) our tears from obstinacy and de-

spair.

II. 1-3. Kadesh an ending which is at the

same time a beginning.—The past and present

departures in their similarity and in their dif-

ferences.—The way of Israel: 1) no retreat,

although back to the Red Sea; 2) no residence,

although many days at the mountain (Doct. and

Ethical, 5).

II. 4-23. The passage of Israel along the bor-

ders of Edom, to these for terror (ver. 4), to those

in love (vers. 5, 6).—We should not overcome

evil with evil, but with good (Rom. xii. 17, 21;

1 Pet. iii. 9).—The blessings of God in the

march through the wilderness : in the work of

the hand, in the way of the feet, in the necessi-

ties of life. To the divine blessing (Prov. x. 22)

there is 1) nothing too much, 2) nothing too dif-

ficult, 3) nothing too long, 4) nothing too great.

(Indeed, the greater the need, so much the

quicker the aid.)—God is a ruler over the peo-

ple and all kingdoms (2 Chron. xx. 6). The
hoariest antiquity shows this; history is ever

showing it; in the kingdom of God at last all

people and kingdoms will show it. The times

as well as the bounds of the people are of the

Lord (Doct. 7). What God gives, He only can

take away, but often through human agency

(Dan. iv. 24; ii. 21). God preserves His word
in judgments as well as promises: the old Israel

a glass for the one case, and the new for the

other (1 Cor. x. 6; Rom. xv. 4). Who is great?

God only, and He only confirms it in His doings

(Ps. Ixxvii. 14; Jer. x. 6).

II. 24—iii. 22. Israel against Sihon, a type

of the Church Militant. It is given to it to con-

quer; it is told to fight. The gates of hell shall

not prevail against the Churcb of God: in the

great day of the Lord there is terror before it

under the whole heaven (Rev.).—A true Church
in certain circles is ever an object of fear.—In

the hardened heart much good precedes the in-

ward judgment, and its outward execution; the

greeting of peace goes before the rejection

(Luke X. 6, 7).—If God is for us (ver. 31), who
can resist us (ver. 32)? We shall conquer
widely (ver. 83), and the sight shall correspond

to the faith (ver. 34 sq ).—Upon what does the

inheritance depend? upon courage, the people,

the flesh? (Ps. xx. 7).—When ought we to fear?

When even the whole world is for us, but not

the Lord.—As God gave Og and Sihon unto the

armed power of Israel, so now He gives his and
our enemies into the power of our prayers.

—

(For the celebration of victory.) Victory is of

the Lord, but so also the contest (2 Sam. xxii.

35) —A man can himself do nothing, except it

is given him from heaven (John iii. 27).—The
best watcher of a city (Ps. cxxvii. 1), and even
the true keeper (Prov. xiv. 26) is the Lord.—We
also have fortifications to destroy, but with the

weapons of God, scarcely with any others

(2 Cor. X. 4 sq.).—Tyrants, conquerors, the

natural man, the world : in their might
(Og was the only one remaining), in their

glory. (Behold his bed!) Jer. ix. 22 sq. The
last bed is ever the grave, and it cannot
be said of any one, as of the risen one, Mark

xvi. 6.—The strong fall to the Lord for a spoil,

vers. 12, 13, in the members, and still differently

in the head, Isa. liii. 12.—The heroes of eternity

(as Jair) : their contests and victories in faith,

their testimony of faith (and called them, sq.)

—Be one ; common the victory, common the bat-
tle.—Brotherly love : in its divine ground (God
has given you), in its cheerful march, in its

equipments and strength.—Let us not forsake
our assembling! Heb. x. 25.—Separation leads,

1) to a corrupt enjoyment of the gifts of God;
2) to a carnal self-exaltation (rejoicing in the

armament, in the very nails) ; 3) to an unlovely
forsaking and censorious inspection (judging,
not going before) our brother ; 4) to a self-con-

suming of strength, to a peculiar exhaustion.—

.

God knows well how to guard these left behind,
to lead the pilgrim to rest, to bring the exiles

home. Faith also has eyes, and indeed looks
backwards, forwards, upwards : to the wonder-
ful works, the promises, of God, to God Him-
self, who takes away all fear, who constantly
fights for us.

III. 23-1^9. Moses, a servant of God, and in-

deed one approved or faithful, but only at the
beginning (Heb. iii. 5; John xv. 15; 1 John iii.

2).—The desire of Moses compared with that of

Paul, 2 Cor. xii. ; Phil. i. 23.—There are fruit-

less prayers even in the kingdom of God, and
precisely in cases like those of Moses and Paul,

when we do not ask according to the counsel and
will of God (Matt. xxvi. 39). [But are such
prayers fruitless? They are in truth fruitful,

never vain. See the results with Moses, Paul,
and especially our Saviour.—A. G.]. With this

also we must take into view the regard to the

kingdom of God and the world. What possible

falls we might be kept from were it not for

others.—Still God does not deny His own, with-

out also granting their request. (" If He cannot
make me happy in the way which I desire, He
will still press upon my heart loving consolation

in prayer").—Humbled (ver. 26) we may go up
(ver. 27) : "I know whom Thou wilt gloriously

adorn, those whom Thou hast first brought low."

—I have seen, Lord, Thy throne from afar,

sq.—The humble may be exalted, the weak may
be strong in the strength of God. (2 Cor. xii. 9

;

Phil. iv. 13).

IV. 1-40. To the law and the testimony ! To
do and be true is the duty, life, and glory of the

people of God.—But be doers of the word, and
not hearers only (James i 22). The doing justi-

fies (does it) (Rom. ii. 13) but neither doing with

respect to it, nor flowing from it.—The true or-

thodoxy is this: the righteous, not the followers

of Baal, believe, and faith proves itself right,

through word and walk. The right service of

God is the following Him and communioa with

Him, the open confession and the hidden con-

verse.—The glory of the people of God : 1) Out-

wardly to appear as the keepers of the treasure

of God, and therefore to be highly prized ; 2)

inwardly the gracious and powerful nearness of

God, the joyful access in prayer of individual

members to God, and the certain knowledge of

the divine will.—They are true parents who are

not forgetful hearers themselves, and who know
how to make intelligent hearers of their children

(vers. 9, 10).—The day at Horeb, in its threefold
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import: 1) as the day of the people (ver. 10) ; 2)

as the day of God in His majesty and exaltation

(vers. 11, 12) ; 3) as the day of the covenant of

God, and of the law for the people (ver. 13).

—

Corruption in religion, 1) has its beginning in

this, that God (His being and will) has been
changed into nature, the Creator into the crea-

ture (Rom. i. 18 sq.) ; but 2) it passes over, not

barely into gross heathenism, but first and di-

rectly into the less gross, in which God (counsel

and work) is confounded with reason, the re-

deemer with self-righteousness and self-redemp-

tion.—Redemption is the choice and leading of

the child of God as in the case of Israel (ver. 20

;

Isa. xliii. 1 sq.).—The grief of Moses : His thorn

in the flesh, a sign for Israel.—Self-preservation

is secured, 1) through a recollection of the cove-

nant grace of God ; 2) in obedience to the word
of God. His commands.—The Lord is a consu-
ming fire ; thus. His nature being love, which
works with consuming energy. — Holiness
the attribute of that nature, is a fire (consuming
not merely the dross from His own, but the per-

verse also. The wrath expressing itself in chas-

tisement, and in punishment).—Not only Israel,

but the sinner generally, has the witness in the

heaven above, and in the earth at his feet, as in

Sinai, and much more in Golgotha.—Sin is a cor-

ruption of the people, and an injury to the land,

and sins are punished through sins.—The true

seeking has the sure promise of finding, and is a

concern of the whole man.—Times of need are

times of blessing, for temptation teaches us to

mark the word (Isa. xxviii. l^t), and trial leads

to prayer (Isa. xxvi. 16). The true seeking is

the godly sorrow (2 Cor. vii. 10) promised by
God, wrought by God, and leads to God.—The
promise of the conversion of Israel begins in the

exile, fulfilled in Christ, still remains open. (For
missions to the Jews.) This is the mercy of God,
that He preserves, saves us, and preserves the

word.—Inquiry into the uses of the world-his-

tory : 1) Leads to God as the origin of all; 2)
teaches us to recognize the greatness of His
thoughts towards men ; 3) shows the sacredness
and intimacy of His revelation to His people; 4)
declares the wonders of His way ; 5) is, in fine,

a theodicee.—The national greatness of Israel,

1) measured by that which is humanly and
earthly great ; 2) confirmed by the grand reve-

lation of God at Horeb, and through the grand
redemption from Egypt.—The seeing-eye, to

what it extends: It gives the sight, but not the

insight (Isa. vi. 9 sq.) hence open thou mine
eyes, that I, sq., Ps. cxix. 18.—The living God
distinguishes Himself from idols generally, by
His wonderful works, but specially by the law
and redemption. The most wonderful thing is

His being, because God is love, which transcends
all nature and all reason (Eph. iii. 19). The
fathers were flesh and blood, and what is Abra-
ham's seed, in the light of reason, and in compa-
rison with the other nations? (ver. 38). The
thankful knowledge of the Lord is a concern of

the heart, and that only, and is eternal life.

Chap. I. Vers. 6, 7. Calvin: "Lest the peo-
ple should delay w^ho were already far too slow,

he adds in the facility stated, a stimulus, saying
that they had barely to move the feet to enjoy
the promised rest." (So Jesus had even greater

6

hastethan Judas himself, John xiii. 27). Schultz :

" With the readiness of the Lord to fulfil His co-

venant promises. He joins closely His holiness,

which shows itself only upon the occasion of

sins, but as punishing unreservedly, comes into

so much clearer light. A beautiful title, with
which he opens his discourse: the Lord our
God. The Lord does not intend, indeed, any
immediate transition from bondage to dominion,
but an unimpeded advance to the goal. In fol-

lowing Him he gives no special residence."

RiCHTER : " The Amorites were especially named
to intimate that their iniquity was full (Gen. xv.

16) and the time for the occupation (of Canaan)
had come." Berl. B. :

" The law cannot make
perfect. But we must not stand still. The true

light beckons us onward." Zinzendorf : "The
possessing of the land at our day is nothing but
a bringing of the kingdom of God in this or that

region."

Ver. 9. Starke: "No Christian should as-

sume a heavier burden than he is able to bear."
Ver. 11. Schultz: " Moses is so much more im-
pelled to his wish, as it touches the life of a na-

tion, called to be the bearer of the honor of the

Lord." Spake for promise (Num. X. 29) ; "Is-

rael throughout relegated to the word of God,
had no special word for promise; what God
spake He beg;in to do in that He spake it." To
the believer all that God has spoken is assured.

Ver. 13. Calvin : " This liberty [election by the

people—A. G.] is very desirable, so that we
should not be compelled to obey any one, who-
ever may be placed over us, but that the choice

should be given so that no one should rule us

who may not have been approved. The highest
integrity and diligence are not enough for the

ruler if skill and sagacity are wanting." Lu-
ther: " It is dangerous and shameful that one
should force himself into power, against the will

of the people. Many artifices mislead the wise,

if they are not prudent, and will deceive them
if they are not experienced and skillful. If a
prince cannot have both, it is better that he
should be a man of great foresight and wanting
in piety, than pious and imprudent." Starke:
"In the appointment of officers the choice should
not proceed upon favor, but upon experience and
the fear of God," Acts ii. 23 sq. ; vi. 1 sq. ; 2
Chron. xix. 5 sq. Ver. 14. Osiander: "Sub-
jects should not reject the useful plans of their

rulers, nor resist the same in any arbitrary man-
ner, Rom. xiii. 1; Titus iii. 1." Ver. 16. The
word of one party is not enough, they should
have both. Ver. 17. Luther: "This is the

highest and most difficult virtue in a prince. To
judge the poor and unknown is easy, but to con-
demn the powerful, the rich, and friends, with-

out regard to blood, honor, fear or favor, accord-
ing to the clear view of the case, that is a divine

virtue. No prince does this, unless made strong

and courageous by the Holy Spirit." Calvin :

"They should not fear any mortal, because the

judgment is of God, by which He not only re-

minds them of the account to be rendered to God,
but shows how absurd it is to prostitute the ma-
jesty of God in that manner, since they, stand-
ing rather in His place, should look as from
above upon all men. Were this deeply impressed
upon magistrates and pastors, they would not
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vacillate, but stand firm against all terrors
"

["Moses, 1) appointed men of good character;
2) gave them a good charge : to be diligent and
patient, just and impartiaU resolute and courage-
ous ; 3) a good reason to enforce the charge, for
the judgment is God's." Matt. Henry.—A.

G.]. Ver. 10. Schultz : ' The greater and more
fearful the wilderness through which they went,
led and borne by the Lord, the more blameable
is their unbelief which was active even then."
PiSGATOR :

'* The Church of God is a stranger in

this world, walks continually in a wilderness in

which it meets rough ways, storms and faith-

less nomads, bur. in all lias one true support and
protector." [" So the way to the heavenly Ca-
naan is beset with diiBculties and dangers, Acts
xiv. 23." Wordsworth. —A. G.]. Ver. 20.

ScniTLTz: "The high grounds of Canaan cor-

respond to the most high God, who would have
His dwelling therein." Ver. 21. Schultz: "The
demand fear not, sq., our Lord gives in the N.
T. to His disciples, John xiv. 27."

Ver. 23. Calvin: " if they had all been taken
from one tribe thetr faithfulness might have been
suspected ; but if each possessed its own witness,
all jealousy and suspicion would be removed.
Then, too, God chose men of renown, whose tes-

timony would command re'^pect. But there is

nothing which the wickedness of men cannot
pervert." Ver. 26. Luther: "Thus those
whom God has trusted in great things are faith-

less to Him in small things ; for thou knowest
that faith is not a work of the free will, but only
of the grace of God." Schultz : " There are, in

the history of the kingdom of God, deciding
points, when even wickedness rises to its highest
distinction, for the perfecting of grace. Israel,

similnr to the pilgrim ia his holiest moments."
Ver. 27. Schultz: "All the prophets point to

this redemptive work. Some refuse the gifts of
the Son in the N. T., and become like the old
Israel." Vers. 27, 28. Luther: "Unbelief
raves because the word of God is lost. That is

the fruit of human prudence in divine things.
Unbelief makes the dangers more and greater
than they are, but faith counts all for nothing,
and the word as the strength of God, ver. 29 sq."
[.All our disobedience and failures flow from a
want of faith in the word of God. Unbelief is

disobedience, and the spring from which it is-

sues.—A. G.]. J. Gerhard: " If we turn our
eyes from the promise of the gospel, Satan
tries to persuade us that we are unable to stand
against such mighty foes." Krummacher :

" Is it not thus with many in Chi-istendom ?

No, we can never do that. Glad to have it off

their hands, they will not make the least attempt
nor even give to the Lord one good word for it,

because He might strengthen tliem, and they
will not come to Him."

—

Starke: Our brethren.
"Through this the spies become partakers in

the sins of many." Ver. 29. Cramer: "Those
who are strong in faith should comfort and help
the weak, Gal. vi. 1." Schultz: "It is pre-
cisely with this demand as with that to Ahaz,
Isa. vii. 10 sq. The last attempt. It must at
all events appear, what was desired." Ver. 80.

Schultz: Jehovah your Qod.—"Can it be
thot His relation to them is still not destroyed,
even if it were as Gen. vi. 6. Moses can point

for the answer to a pre.=!ent experience, ver. 33."
Ver. 31. Schultz: "Incomprehensible conde-
scension of God, and still more incomprehensi-
ble exaltation of the Church. The true Shep-
herd." Ver. 32. Luther: "Thus they put no
faith in Moses, who was prepared with so many
words, and so many miraculous signs. But
why should we wonder when to-day there is "so
little faith, and the whole world raves in unbe-
lief? If only two men from the great mass
cleave to Moses, he will not intermit his office-

work with respect to the word, and preaches in
vain to the unbelievers." Ver. 33. Schultz:
"The divine activity in its energy cannot be
represented in any more fitting way than in
light and fire, with whioh the smoke cloud itself

appears, Isaiah iv. 5. The living energy of men
comes appropriately and early to light in the
smoking breath. The animating and consuming,
the refreshing and wearying potencies in their
unity. The caravans in the wilderness raise an
artificial smoke-cloud to go before them. Since
the Lord sought out the camping places, the
inconsistency is the more remarkable, in that
they have hitherto trusted to Him for rest, fol-

lowed Him through the darkest paths ; but now
when so near the peculiar resting-place they
despair."

Ver. 34 sq. Schultz: "The judgment upon
the old Israel, a prediction of that upon the new,
when it should become an old. It tended to check
the external, false particularism."— Luther:
"The Jewish people fails when it was upon the
very neck of the Amorites. Thus the forbear-
ance of God gives space for repentance to the
heathen before they should be destroyed. Rom.
iii. 29. Their blindness is their snare, sq."
Ver. 36. So also Noah in his evil generation. Gen.
vi. 7. Schultz: "The old Israel, to a certain

extent, entered Canaan with Caleb and Joshua.
Caleb not only saw the land, but possessed it.

He asked for Hebron (Josh, xiv.), because in bis

old age he had still living faith in the face of

the sons of Anak, who had plunged the others,

for the most part, into fear. His more glorious

reward. The statement why he was spared
removes every suspicion of partiality on the

part of God. The problem of humanity, espe-
cially of Israel, is to be faithful unto death and
in death ; solved only in the true Caleb." Ver.
37. Starke: "Moses confessed his own sin,

but also that it was not intentional with him."
Luther: " For our instruction and comfort, lest

we should despair in our sins, for in this temp-
tation not only many of the people, but even

men of excellence, even the greatest prince

Moses, with his holy brother Aaron, fell. We
should fear the Lord, and despair in ourselves,

since we are what we are only by His grace and
power." Ver. 38. In the kingdom of God it is

i\r8t true, le roi ne meurt pas. Starke: "Joshua
here typifies a higher one than Moses "

—

[Matt.
Henry: Mercy is mixed with wrath, 1) though
Moses might not bring them into Canaan, Joshua
should; 2) though this generation should not

enter, the next should. —A. G.] — Ver. 39.

WuRT. Bib.: "Although we do not believe God,
He remains true and faithful to His promises."
Schultz: "What you will not believe, that I

will bring to pass, that I may make known my
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strength in the weak, and better aid your help- I

less ones than yourselves. Through the whole
]

history of His kingdom, He knows how to find

himselfin the form ofa servant," ver.40. Schultz:

"But it is different with you older than with

the younger
;
you to punishment and death,

th,ey to preservation and strength." If Israel

has not Canaan, then the desert. Either heaven

or hell, no intermediate place.

Ver. 41. Starke: "Our nature is so depraved,

that it knows no restraints. What God forbids,

we do; what He commands, we neglect."

—

Krummacher: "They add: as the Lord com-
manded us. But indeed had He said: The

Lord will fight for you. Your plan was partly

too late, partly not properly arranged. Ps.

xliv. 5; xxxiii. 16 sq. Your obedience must

now consist in this, that you lay aside your own
will." Starke: "Plans undertaken against

God and His word come to abad ead." [Henry:

"Thus when the door is shut and the day of

grace is over, there will be found those that

stand without and knock." Cowardice an.l pre-

sumption are not far apart.—A. G.] Luther:

"The unsearchable judgments of God! His

people who presume upon their own strength.

He permits to be overcome, as if He were not

their God. But the enemy, who rely upon their

own strength. He allows to conquer. Know that

as there is that which is more to be feared than

the manifest signs of the anger of God, so the

unbeliever is sometimes successful in his way,"

ver. 45. It happens to Israel as to Esau, Heb.

xii.' 17.

Chap, ii., ver. 3. Schultz: "The Lord waits

again only to a certain extent to call out His

it' is enough, and to lead the desert-wanderers

into Canaan." Ver. 4 sq. Luther: "In the

history of the heathen we see the greatness or

smallness of works; but in the history of the

Jews it is only the word of God, through whose

leading and will all things come to pass."

Richter: "Before God brought the Israelites

to punish His enemies in Canaan, He taught

them to forgive their enemies in Edom." Ver. 7.

In all the providence of God with respect to

other people, and in all his consideration of

them, Israel still appears as the one especially

blessed, as bodily so spiritually. Ps. cxlvii. 20.

As (i. 31) all false steps, falls and contingencies

are taken up in the divine bearing, so all wants

in the divine providence which always helps

him (Luke xxii. 35). "They end in love and

blessing," if they are from the ways of Goi.

Ver. 15. The hand of God finds His enemies.

He rules in the midst of His enemies. Ver. 28.

Richter: "How impressively the true history

of the world teaches the righteousness of the

Judge of the world." Ver. 24. Krummacher :

"What may we not do if we believe, and how

should not all things be possible to those whom
Christ makes strong? The true beginning to

take possession is made in the blessed dying

hour. The full possession follows at doomsday."

[Henry: "Observe in the commission given to

Israel, 1) though God assured them the land

should be their own, yet they must bestir them-

selves, and contend with Sihon in battle; 2)

when they fight, God will fight for them."—A.

G.l Ver. 25. Schultz: "Israel enters into the

same relation to the heathen as man generally

to the rest of creation, as the representative of

communion with God, of the higher life of the

Spirit." Ver. 31. Richter: "Thus oftentimes

gifts come to the children of God beyond their

expectation." Schultz: "To the divine begin-

ning in love, the beginning on the part of His

people in zeal and confidence must correspond

(Isa. xl. 31), and thus always when the call is

given by God, there must be a cheerful response.

His saints are also His mighty jubilant ones,

Isa. xiii. 3."

Chap, iii., ver. 1. Luther: "Og must have

been a bold king to contend with Israel alone,

and not have come to the help of Sihon At the

time of Saul all Israel fled before a single giant

;

it would have been so here if the faith of the

people and the truth of the promise of God had

not wrought wonders." Ver. 2. Schultz: "If

the demands upon Israel's faith, made stronger

by the first victory, were greater, so the

Lord comes to their aid with cheering and im-

pressive encouragement, i. 29." Ver. 14.

Richter: "Moses, surprised, says of Jair,

sr retching widely to tne north, he maintained

his name. Thus what would be an obstacle to

unbelief or weak faith becomes a source of

strength to the believer." Ver. 18. Schultz:

'"Moses laboring against any isolation of the

East Jordanic tribes not only in the present

war, but for the long future, ventures to hope

that the special exertions for their brethren

could easily strengthen the community of feel-

ing, and make it permanent. In case of isola-

tioli the East Jordan tribes would suffer the

most." Tub. Bib.: "We should interest our-

selves in the brethren in faith, Rom. xii. 14;

Gen. xiv. 13 sq." Cramer: If we have planted

our feet firmly in spiritual things, we should

help the weak and unconverted. Gal. vi. 1;

Phil. ii. 12. Luther: "They enter the work

of God with their strength, but do not presume

upon their strength. Blessed are they who thus

serve God with their weapons and members."

Ver. 21. Schultz: The contest in the service

of God may for the first be the more severe, the

longer it lasts; but out of the localities in which

we have fought for and with God, there rise up

loud-speaking witnesses to kindle anew our

courage and faith." Ver. 23 sq. Richter:

"Through this open confession of his heart's

desire he in part wakens or strengthens a simi-

lar desire in Israel, and in part in opposition to

Num. XX. 12 sancitifies again the name of God."

Schultz : " Moses truly in the first word betrays

his thoughts of his own guilt. Above all he

makes the impression that the law introduced

by him had reached in his case its most peculiar

object, the knowledge of sin." Ver. 24. J.

Gerhardt: "When one asks a favor from an

avaricious person, he is wont to present before

him the kindness he would have performed;

but when from a generous person, the kindness

he has already received." Ver. 25. Schultz:

"Canaan presents itself to him as a highland

by the side of Horeb, where he lived the best

days of his life, and in contrast to the desert.

Ver. 26. Tub. Bib.: "If this is done in the

green tree, what shall be done in the dry (1 Pet.

iv. 18)." WuRTH. B: If we sin with the god-
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less, we must suffer punishment with them."

Ver. 27. Schtjltz: "Viewing Canaan from Pis-

gah, a true representative of the Old Covenant.

Though he must content himself with the distant

view, his life has not been an aimless one.

However much or little of perfection may pass

before the eye of the individual, if it concerns a

work of God, there is a progress and comple-

tion indeed endless, in which at last the indivi-

dual shall be included in the finished work of

God." [Wordsworth: The law had a far-off

vision of the gospel and its heavenly revelations,

and yeaj-ned for it and them, but could not go

in and possess them ; but Moses after his death

was brought into Canaan to see the glory of

Christ (Matt. xvii. 3). Not Moses, but Jesus,

brings us to our Canaan."—A. G.]

Chap, iv., ver. 1. Schultz: "And now, i. e.

since He has first loved us, He permits us again

to love Him. As Rom. x. 17, clkot] first," etc.

Starke: "Beside the hearing, the reading, the

devout contemplation, the careful preservation,

the actual fulfilling." [From God's doing to

ours. We should use God's providences to

quicken us in duty.—A. G.] Richter: Ver. 2

places the limits to men, not to the Spirit of

God. Starke :
" Thus the sacred Scriptures

contain perfectly all that is necessary to salva-

tion." Ver. 6. ScHULTz: " There lies through-

out at the foundation the truth, that man by
himself is deficient in wisdom." Ver. 7. Mi-
CHAELis :

" God shows Himself the lawgiver and
judge of His people, as He answers their law-

questions." Ver. 8. ScHULTz: "No heathen

nation was able to establish justly the rights of

men between each other, however great it might

be. All justice has at last its roots in God."
Richter : " Paul also, Rom. iii. and ix., celebrates

the advantage of Israel (vers. 6-9)." Ziegl:

"What are all the political systems of Machia-

VELLi, Helvetius, Haller, etc, against the Re-
public of Plato, which every one who in this

day will be a politician admires above all? And
still this last, in comparison with the Israelitish

constitutional law, is nothing more than an ab-
straction in a mythological dream." Ver. 9.

Calvin: "Thus the tardiness of our flesh must
be aroused, and at the same time its weakness
fortified, its inconstancy prevented, since no-
thing is more easy than that the whole zeal

should collapse in a sudden forgetfulness, or
grow languid by degrees." Ver. 11. Sohultz:
"The appearance upon Sinai, and the sacred
night. Both foundations of a covenant of God

—

but how different!" Ver. 29. "The sinner ne-
ver binds himself to seek God, unless when he
conceives Him to be placable. Sincere conver-
sion is that of the whole heart, and the opposite
to that which is feigned or hypocritical." Ver.
30. Calvin: "Sorrow in its uses and fruits,

Heb. xii. 11. We should not be exasperated by
the rod of God." [Ver. 31. Wordsworth:
He V7ill not forsake thee. There is mercy
then in store for the Jews.—A. G.] Ver. 34.

Ziegl: "In fact (beyond Christ, where the mi-
racle appears as nature) there is no other point
in history, about which such a fulness of miracles
are massed, as the exodus of Israel, in what pre-
cedes and follows it. Indeed the supernatural in

nature, which is a proof of the constant latent ex-
istence of a higher order of things, is only intro-

duced through the divine freedom, but on the
other hand is closely connected as a sign with
the following revelation." Ver. 37. Schultz:
" True faith must grow, and be one with the

feeling of unworthiness ; will it be strong, it

must have some other ground for the divine love

than itself ; a fundamental truth which touches
the central point of Christendom."—[For further
homiletical hints see the admirable and practical

summing up of this chapter in Henry.—A. G.].

The separation of the Cities of Refuge as a pause to the first discourse.

Chap. IV. 41-43.

41 Then [After that] Moses severed three cities on this [that] side Jordan, toward the

42 sun-rising ; That the slayer might flee thither, which should kill his neighbour un-

awares [without design] and hated him not in times past [yesterday, the third day]
;

43 and that fleeing [and flee] unto one of these cities he might live : Namely, Bezer

in the wilderness, in the plain country, of [for] the Reubenites ; and Ramoth in

Gilead, of [for] the Gadites ; and Golan in Bash an, of [for] the Manassites.

mental idea of the whole law, which should be
carried out, than that Moses, while he takes

breath, should immediately use the pause, to

follow the word with the deed, and therewith

show his hearers what was also expected from
them. See the divine command in question,

Num. XXXV. 6, 14. Lastly, Baumgarten says

correctly, " that the East Jordan land thus first

received its full consecration, and the assump-
tion in the preceding discourse of Moses, of the

conquest and possession of the two Amoritio

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Through the whole fourth chapter down to the

fortieth verse, "life" has been the thought in-

sisted upon. If in the connection the relations

to God have been made prominent, the preser-

vation of life in our relations to our fellow-men,

our neighbors, is still a very obvious, supple-
mentary realization of the same thought. Then
there is no more effective form of the funda-
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kiDgdoms on the further side of Jordan, was

thus fully grounded." Moreover the historical

conclusion here is just as appropriate as the his-

torical beginning, i. 1-5. [These verses are

clearly in place. They narrate an occurrence

which took place between the close of the first

and beginning of the second discourse, and there-

fore are inserted here. Aside from the counec-

tion in thought, and the moral lesson they teach,

they belong historicallj' here and no where else.

— A. G.]. For the later mention, and perhaps
first full completion of the Mosaic separation,

comp. on Josh. xx. The closer limitation, ver.

41, toward the sun-rising explains on this
side Jordan, as the East Jordanic cities in dis-

tinction from the Canaanitic cities of refuge in

chap. xix. Comp. that chap. The separation

by Moses, as it rested upon a divine command,
raises the free cities to sacred places (Ex. xxi.

14; 1 Kings ii. 28 sq. ; i. 50 sq). The regula-

tion, ver. 42 (Num. xxxv. 15 sq.), prevents or

restrains blood revenge ; for the life of man is

not merely precious to the slain, so that his murder
must be revenged, but is alike costly to the slayer,

who indeed as the murderer must pay with his own
life that which he has violently taken, but whose
life, even on that account, as he has simply given

the fatal stroke (without foreknowledge, without

any premeditated hostility) must be preserved.

Ver. 43. Bezer, " probably Bosor, 1 Mace. v. 36.

but not yet certainly ascertained" (Keil). The
plain country (iii. 10) is the Amoritic: thus

the ^yilderness is used for the steppes of the

Euphrates wilderness (1 Chron. v. 9, 10) to

which Reuben lay open on the east. If the six

places of refuge, on the west and east side of

Jordan, were arranged at equal distances, we

should look for Bezer over against Hebron.
Ramoth in Gilead, is identical with Ramoth
Mizpeh, a border city of Gad, now Salt, the only
inhabited city in Belka, whose castle, surrounded
by steep mountains, rises in a narrow rocky val-

ley, the houses rising as terraces. Golan, east

of the sea of Galilee, but not certainly discovered,
althouo;h the district Gaulanitis bears its name.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Calvin: "Athough he was not able to fulfil in

every part, the divine command to select six ci-

ties, he did not delay until the three other cities

could be added, from whence we may learn that
although we may not immediately complete what
God commands, we should not delay, and still

we are not to be over anxious since He may in-

tend to complete it through others." Wurt.
Bib. : " Sins are not all of the same dye. Matt.

xii. 31, 32." The refuge cities east of Jordan
;

1) their significant number (three, the number
of the divine life) ; 2) their typical position (to-

ward the sun-rising) in reference to their

chief significance, the preserving of life ; in re-

ference to Mai. [iv. 2] ; Lukei. 78; 2 Pet. i. 19;

3) their significance, over against the custom
of blood revenge, and for the law of God. The
sacredness of human life. [The whole law is

unto life. Obedience to it is not only the path
to life hereafter, but to life here, vers. 1, 40

;

Prov. iii. 2; iv. 4. This provision of the cities

of refuge, with all the arrangements as to ease

of access, shows how sacredly the law guards
human life. It claims indeed life for life, thus

lays its restraints upon human passion and vio-

lence, but still protects the unintentional and
therefore guiltless man slayer.—A, G.].

Title introductory to the second discourse.

Chap. IV. 44-49.

44, 45 And this is the law which Moses set before the children of Israel : These are

the testimonies, and the statutes, and the judgments, which Moses spake unto the

46 children of Israel, after they came forth out of Egypt, On this [that] side Jordan,

in the valley over against Beth-peor, in the land of Sihon king of the Amorites, who
dwelt at Heshbon, whom Moses and the children of Israel smote, after [as they

47 came]^ they were come forth out of Egypt: And they possessed his laud, and the

land of Og, king of Bashan, two kings of the Amorites, which tvere on this [that]

48 side Jordan, toward the sun-rising ; From Aroer, which is by the bank of the river

49 Arnon, even unto Mount Sion, which is Hermon, And all the plain on this [that]

side Jordan eastward, even unto the sea of the plain, under the springs [slopes] of

Pisgah.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 46. Lit., in their coming.—A. G.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Since the second discourse constitutes peculi-

arly Deuteronomy, it is proper that it should be

preceded by a general introductory title, analo-

gous in its form to that in i. 1-6. As to its form
the progress from the declaration, i. 5, to the

setting it before the children of Israel, is

worthy of notice. Deuteronomy is thus the re-

newed, and in a certain measure a second law-

giving. Then, in order to bring out fully that
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which correspoads to the title, he adds to the

all-comprehensive designatioQ law, ver. 44, now
(ver. 45^ testimonies, and indeed before sta-

tutes, and judgments, because these two

sides of the law of God, in His revelation, in its

demands, penalties, promises, are designed to

testify to men in Israel His gracious, holy, right-

eous, good-will, vi. 17, 20; xxxi. 26, 27. [Bib.

Com. : "Testimonies, statutes, and judgments, i.

e., commandments considered first as manifesta-

tions or attestations of the will of God, next as

duties of moral obligation, and thirdly as pre-

cepts securing the mutual rights of men."—A.

G.]. What was presupposed in the time an-

nouncement, i. 3, is here and in ver. 46, ex-

pressly declared in the ~Dr»?i'3; the auditory

after the terminus a quo, and at the same time ac-

cording to the obligatory grounds or reasons, as

in Ex. XX. 2 ; xix. 1. Comp. also upon i. 1 ; iii.

29 ; i. 4. For ver. 47, see ii. 33 sq. ; iii. 1 sq.

For ver. 48, see ii. 36; iii. 12; iii. 8, 9. For
ver. 49, see iii. 17. " It is not strange that the

geographical and historical elements which form
the basis of the narrative should be presented
again in this title, since these stand in the closest

connection with the subjects of the discourse,
which now first takes its right course."

—

Baum-
GARTEN.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Vers. 44, 45. Calvin: "Moses shows, with

ho^ many words also, that he has only explained
to them the law in its integrity," Ver. 46 sq.

Calvin: "The taste of grace received should
lead us to press more eagerly forward." Ver.
49. Richtbr: "Every look at Pisgah was for

Moses a reminder of his approaching death (iii.

27) therefore he hastens to arrange all things
with and for Israel." The law is, 1) for a tes-

timony, and thus it is doctrine ; 2) for a sup-
port, and thus an ordinance for Church, State,

family ; 3) for justice, and tlius a seal, as also

a glass and restraint. If God makes demands
upon man He has first given to him, and will

give, so that he may have all fulness.

II. THE SECOND DISCOUKSE.
Chapters V.—XXVI.

The text—the decalogue, the foundation of the covenant, the kernel of the •whole
law, and the fundamental condition of all salvation.

Chap. V. 1—VI. 3.

1 And Moses called all Israel, and said unto them, Hear, O Israel, the statutes

and judgments which I speak in [before] your ears this day, that ye may learn

2 [and learn] them, and keep,^ and do them. The Lord our God made a covenant

3 with us in Horeb. The Lord made not this covenant with our fathers, but with

4 us, even us, who are all of us here alive [living] this day. The Lord talked with

6 you face to face in the mount, out of the midst of the fire. (I stood [was standing]

between the Lord and you at that time, to shew [announce to] you the word of the

Lord : for ye were afraid by reason of [before]'^ the fire, and went not up into the

6 mount,) saying, I am the Lord thy God, which brought thee out of the land of

7 Egypt, from the house of ^ bondage. Thou shalt have none other gods before me.

8 Thou shalt not make thee any graven [idol] image, or any likeness of anything that

is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the waters beneath

9 the earth : Thou shalt not bow down thyself unto them, nor serve them : for I the

Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquities of the fathers upon the

children unto [and upon] the third and [upon] fourth generation of them that hate

10 me, And shewing mercy unto thousands [the thousandth] of them that love [loving]

11 me, and keep [and keeping] my commandments. Thou shalt not take the name of

the Lord thy God in vain* [to a nonentity, falsehood] : for the Lord will not hold

12 hliii guiltless that taketh his name in vain. Keep the Sabbath-day to sanctify it,

13 as the Lord thy God hath commanded thee. Six days thou shalt labour, and do
14 all thy work ; But [and] the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God : in

it thou .shalt not do any work, thou nor [and] thy son, nor [and] thy daughter, nor

[and] thy mau-iservant, nor [and] thy maid-servant, nor [and] thine ox, nor [and]

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1. Mar. more lit., keep to rlo them.—A. G.].
'Ver. .5. Lit., from the fax;^ of.—A. G.].

- I Ver. 6. Margin and lit., Hcrvants.—A. G.].
* [Ver. 11. TLou abalt uot lift up (take) the name of Jehovah thy God to a falsehood.—A. G.].
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thine ass, nor [and] any of thy cattle, nor [and] thy stranger that is within thy

15 gates ; that thy man-servant and thy maid-servant may rest as well as thou. And
remember that thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt, and that [om. that] the

Lord thy God brought thee out thence through [with] a mighty hand, and by a
stretched-out arm : therefore the Lord thy God commanded thee to keep the

16 Sabbath-day. Honour thy father and thy mother, as the Lord thy God hath com-

manded thee ; that thy days may be prolonged, and that it may go well with thee,

17, 18 in the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee. Thou shalt not kill. Nei-

19, 20 ther shalt thou commit adultery. Neither shalt thou steal. Kei-

21 iher shalt thou bear false witness against thy neighbour. Neither shalt

thou desire thy neighbour's wife, neither shalt thou covet thy neighbour's

house, his field, or [and] his man-servant, or [and] his maid-servant, his ox,

22 or [and] his ass, or [and] any thing that is thy neighbour's. These words the Lord
spake unto ail your assembly in the mount, out of the midst of the fire, of the cloud,

and of the thick darkness, with a great voice ; and he added no more^ and he wrote

23 them in two tables of stone, and delivered them unto me. And it came to pass,

when [as] ye heard the voice out of the midst of the darkness, (for [and] the moun-
tain did burn [was burning] with fire,) that ye came near unto me, even all the

24 heads of your tribes, and your elders ; And ye said. Behold, the Lord our God hnth

shewed us his glory, and his greatness, and we have heard his voice out of the midst

of the fire : we have seen this day that God doth talk with man, and he liveth.

25 Now [And now] therefore why should we die ? for this great fire will consume us :

26 if we® hear the voice of the Lord our God any more, then we shall die. For who
is there of all flesh that hath heard the voice of the living God speaking out of the

27 midst of the fire, as we have, and lived? Go thou near, and hear all that the Lord
our God shall say : and speak thou unto us all that the Lord our God shall speak

28 unto thee ;' and we will hear it [thee], and do it. And the Lord heard the voice

of your words, when ye spake unto me ; and the Lord said unto me, I have heard

the voice of the words of this people, which they have spoken unto thee : they have

29 well said all that they have spoken. O that there were [who will give] such an

heart in them, that they would fear me, and keep all my commandments always,

30 that it might be well with them, and with their [sons] children for ever! Go say

31 to them. Get you into your tents again. But as for thee [and thou] stand thou

here by me, and I will speak unto thee all the commandments, and the statutes, and
the judgments, which thou shalt teach them, that they may do f^em in the land

32 which I give them to possess it. Ye shall observe to do therefore as the Lord your

God hath commanded you : ye shall not turn aside to the right baud or to tlie left.

33 Ye shall walk in all the ways which the Lord your God hath commanded you,

that ye may live, and that it may he well with you, and that ye may prolong your

days [live a long time] in the land which ye shall possess.

Chap. VI. 1 Now these are the commandments, [And this is the commandment]^ the

statutes, and the judgments which the Lord your God commanded to teaeh you,

2 that ye might do them in the land whither ye go [pass over] to possess it : That

thou mightest fear the Lord thy God, to keep all his statutes and his commandments

which I command thee, thou, and thy son, and thy son's son, all the days of thy life

;

3 and that thy days may be prolonged. Hear therefore, O Israel, and observe to do

it ; that it may be well with thee, and that ye may increase mightily, as the Lord

God of thy fathers hath promised [spake to] thee, in [om. in] the [a] laud

that floweth with milk and honey.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
6 [Ver. 22. Lit., did not add.—A. G.j.

« [Ver. 15. Lit., margin, and so Schroeder, we are adding to hear—hear further.—A. 6.].

' [Ver. 27. Our version here observes carefully and properly the distinction between 13X and "^^l-—A. G.].

« ["Ver. 1. niXSn is singular. The commandment is a whole and includes statutes and judgments.—A. G.].
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-5. In distinction from spake, i. 1,

Ntp here not to show the '-public nature of his

discourses " (Schultz) for that was already suf-

ficienily clear, through all Israel, but the loud

voice, with which Moses sought to reach all as

far as possible, Gen. xlix. 1 ; John vii. 37. Comp.

upon iv. 1. There 7S< J?3U', because as yet in-

troductory, but here flN ]?'3'd where the sub-

stance of the law is to be repeated, and accord-

ingly instead of "1^2? ^^re 13^, in both cases

the participle indicating the condition: as ye see

and hear. ITDjy, to keep, is necessary both for

its own conduct, and for the office of Israel

among the nations (iv. 2, 6). [Bib. Com. "The
recapitulation of the law upon which Moses now
enters was suggested by the fact that the gene-

ration to which it was originally given was now
dead, by the change about to take place in the

circumstances of Israel, through their actual set-

tlement in the land of promise, and by the ap-

proaching decease of the great law-giver."—A.

G.]. Ver. 2. The peculiar character of the co-

venant as of God with Israel, has appeared
already in a similar connection, iv. 1 (Doct. and
Eth. 13). The law as an intermediate step in

the development of the covenant, does not essen-

tially modify the latter (Gal. iii. 17) since the

law is at the same time pedagogically a promise
(Gal. iii. 24 sq.). The time of the promise also

is not without law, the Noachic and Abrahamic
preformations of the law being simply oversha-

dowed by the promise. Ver. 3. That which is

new and peculiar in this covenant, not with
the fathers {i. e., the patriarchs) but with Is-

rael, the characteristic of the historical devel-

opment is merely the greater prominence of the

law, and indeed as a national code, and as a pre-

paratory step toward the salvation of all nations.

Israel now has the same significance for the

whole race which the fatliers had for Israel (iv.

37). But although the negative statement throws
light upon the character of the covenant, it con-

tains much more, which the positive statement
expresses, as to its direct relation to the present
generation, who are thus distinguished from the

fathers. There may be a reference also to the

fathers in Egypt, (Calvin) in so far as they re-

present the first step in the development of Is-

raeltoa nation, whoseactual existence asa nation

is here prominent. And since the present Israel

has escaped the judgments which overwhelmed the

former Israel in death, so we seem tosee theforms
of the fathers, whose bones lie bleaching in the

wilderness. But Moses intends to say, not the fa-

thers, whoever they may be, but we are the peo-

ple, whom it concerns, whose faith and obedience
come into view (iv. 4). [But 'w^ith us.—The
original is very emphatic: 'with us, even us,

all of us living.—A. G.] This direct relation

of the covenant unto tlicm is further shown by
the manner of its conclusion: face to face (3

instead of 7X). If it is not indicated in the
words used, there is in fact a great difference
between the manner in which the revelation

spoken of here,aad that made to Moses (xxxiv.

10; Ex. xxxiii. 11) was eflFected, and ver. 6
states concisely the mediatory position which
Moses in forming the covenant occupied (Ex.
xix. 19 sq.) on account of the fear of the people.

[Moses was in the mount while the ten com-
mandments were spoken. Although they were
not addressed to him in distinction from the

people, yet he even then occupied a mediatory
position, which became more conspicuous after

the terror and request of the people.—A. G.]—
Upon the word of the Lord (not the ten com-
mandments), comp. ver. 24 sq. ; Ex. xix. 21 sq.;

XX. 19 sq.—10X7 refers remotely to "^2"}, ver.

4, and more nearly to niiT' "131, ver. 5, which

takes up again the thought of 13T.

2. Vers. 6-21. After the parenthesis, ver. 5,

follows the decalogue as the foundation of the

covenant, Ex. xx. The law, the determination
for man, can only come from Him who alone
and over all is self-determined, i. e. from God,
and from God as Jehovah, ver. 6 ("the eniire

moral code of the decalogue roots itself iu the

name of Jehovah." Baumgarten). The eter-

nally unchangeable, because He demands the
obedience of faith (not simply the moral impera-
tive), must not merely reveal Himself, but ia

His revelation to Israel must show Himself as

(he true and faithful God.—Thy God.—With
this initiatory statement, which concentrates

within itself the life-thought of the Israelitish

nation, is closely connected the historical state-

ment of the redemptive work already accom-
plished: vsrhich brought thee out, sq.—All

that follows naturally addresses itself to Israel.

Ver. 7. The form of a prohibition, because with
the allusion to Egypt, the apostate heathen
world comes into view over against Israel, and
Israel must say in its heart, not, sq., to which
my heart is all too much inclined. [As the law
is not alone for Israel, but universal, the pro-

hibitory form has a deeper ground than any
enactments growing out of the relations of Israel

to the heathen world—a ground in the perverse
inclinations of the heart as fallen, to go wrong.
—A. G.] Since mn"' denotes the only or self-

existent being, and this being is the God of

Israel, there cannot be {^l ^^^^ ^') foi" Israel

any other God, either in His stead (substitution

in the gross forms of idolatry), or even (7j?)

in addition to, by the side of, or over and above
Him (the co-ordination in the more refined sys-

tems of idolatry), Isa. xlii. 8; 1 Cor. viii. 4, 5.

Heidel. Catechism, Question 95. It is ever

another than the only true God in His revela-

tion CJS), ver. 4. "^nx denotes a second one,

following, whence in the plural form, thus poly-

theistically (D'^^nX D'HtX), contradicts the

unity and exclusiveness of Jehovah ; but then
also as implying a being other than the; being,

namely, a not-being, a nonentity. Heathenism
is thus pointed out as an apostacy from the

primitive monotheism, or as a sickly form of the

God-consciousness, Horn. i. Comp. J. Geimm,
German Myth. I.: "All mythologies show this

relation." Upon ver. 8 [eldulov) comp. iv. 16,

15, 12.—In the heavens (iv. 17), i. c. of birds,

although also (iv. 19) of the stars. The way to
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idolatry is marked out and enclosed instructively

in the ever-deepening shades of heathenism,
i. e. of the human heart left to itself. First

comes the falling away from the true God; then
the falling into the service of false gods. If

Jehovah in the first relation is the only living

God, He is also in this second reference the one
who is only and purely spirit. Idolatry in one
aspect is an improper multiplication of, or addi-

tion to, the idea of God, and in another an equally

improper division or subtraction from it. We
pass in ver. 9 from the idol-makers to the idol-

worshippers; irpoativvTjaiq (the believing reve-

rence and worship), AaTpeia (the practical obe-

dience of the cultus), iv. 19, 28. The transition

to ver. 11 is thus, as becomes the living Spirit

or God, from the innermost spiritual life of men
to its closest and most natural expression in

words through language. And the reason also :

For I the Lord, sq., is spiritual and moral in

its nature. So likewise the introductory repre-
sentation of Jehovah (comp. upon iv. 24) which
precludes all nature-necessity, fate, and the like.

And so also, although the iniquity of the
fathers is said to come upon the children of
the third, and even the fourth generation, still

physical relations are perhaps mainly thought
of in the iniquity in which they became shar-
ers through the personal sins, and the punish-
ment cleaves to the iniquity. Comp. xxiv. 16.

—To visit upon is to punish. "'NJK''?, "those
hating me, by which this feeling is designated
as the adhering quality, the enduring condition

of those in question. The 7 resumes again cer-

tainly the genitive m3X; but at the same time

the repeated i^ binds the different generations

with the fathers into one organic form in their

hatred against Jehovah. Indeed the parallel,

^3nN7 (1 John V. 3), will not admit any other

interpretation (comp. Lev. xxvi. 39, 40). As
this regard to the subjective character of men
does not veil the righteousness,in the holy energy
of God (Gen. xviii. 25), so ver. 10 unveils the

abundant, overflowing richness of the love-

energy of God (Ex. xxxiv. 6 sq.). Jeremiah
and Ezekiel simply correct the heathenish inter-

pretation of the truth. Jer. xxxii. 18 sq.; Ezek.

xviii. The word of the mouth to which we now
pass is the most spiritual expression of the man;
and thus the name of the Lord, ver. 11, is

moreover the true self-revelation of the divine

life (John xx. 31), as this is for man, and offered

to him, the word of God with respect to Himself,

by which He legitimates Himself (Ex. iii. 13 sq.

:

Isa. Iii. 6), and through which He will be sought
and found (Deut. iv. 7 ; Joel ii. 32). NE/J, to

take, to raise up, with ;N or 7, the direction

whither, to lift up, to aim at, desire, used of the

purpose of the soul, Ps. xxiv. 4, here of the ten-

dency of the tongue, thus to take upon the lips,

to bear in the mouth, in order to utter the name
to ^Ity, nothingness, vanity, thus useless,

thoughtless, then morally evil, wickedness, and
thus shamefully, falsely. If the acknowledg-
ment of Jehovah is here indicated, the sanctifi-

cation of the Sabbath is the actual acknowledg-

ment. "\DB?, ver. 12 is not more specific than
1DI, Ex. XX. 8 (as ScHULTZ holds), but rather
the reverse, since the latter points out specifi-
cally how the former may be secured. While in
ver. 8, compared with Ex. xx. 4, the \ is want-

ing before i2, and is found in ver. 9 before

7j;, though not occurring in Ex. xx. 6, changes
of little importance, the change here from 10T
to IIOB', bringing out the keeping in opposition
to the profaning and secularizing of the name
of Jehovah, corresponds significantly to the
national character of Israel, and to the design
of Deuteronomy. The sanctification of the Sab-
bath is indeed a national confession. Over
against the several nonentities with which the
name of Jehovah might be mingled, Israel was
bound to the time (DV~nX), which precisely

points out this manifoldness as a nothingness,

because temporary and fleeting. r\3tj?n, the

one who rests, keeps festival. The day is what
Israel should be at the day. Thus the day is

sanctified, i. e. set apart, separated from the
other days.—As the Lord thy God com-
manded thee refers to the institution, as it is
recorded Ex. xx., for as to the rest ver. 18 sq.
accords with Ex. xx. 9 sq. : so that the farther
carrying out of the command does not come into
view here. But since Ex. xx. 1] is here pre-
supposed, ver. 15 still once more emphasizes

has commanded thee. Ver. 13. HD^Sa from

^1X7 (Gen. ii. 2), whatever one undertakes and

completes. Ver. 14. mn''7, to whom it is sepa-

rated and sanctified.—And thy son, sq.—The
state grows out of the household, the people
from the family, and thus the national confes-
sion of Israel is laid open at its very roots and
sources.—Nor thy ox, sq.—Particularizing,
and then at last summing up that which is gene-
rally referred to in nor thy cattle, Ex. xx. 10.

For 1J comp. i. 16 and Doct. and Eth. 3. As
to the connection of master and man-servant and
maid-servant under the idea of rest : that they
may rest as vrell as thou, this similar posi-
tion in reference to the enjoyment of the Sabbath
already intimated, Ex. xxiii. 11, is still more
expressly stated in ver. 15, since the remem-
ber, Ex. XX. 8 (which does not call for a recol-

lection of the Sabbath-rest of God (Gen. ii.), but
an inward keeping of the Sabbath-day to the

very end of its sanctification, so that it shall be
sanctified as commanded whenever it returns),
gives at the same time a coloring and comple-
tion to the thought. The redemption of Israel

from Egypt is brought to consciousness again
just as in Ex. xiii. 3; Deut. iv. 34. This de-

mand here does not entirely coincide with Ex.

XX. 11, for there the P~7jt^ declares why Jeho-

vah blessed the Sabbath day, and hallowed it,

because He rested on the seventh daj', while
here on the contrary it teaches why Israel, is

commanded to keep the Sabbath day instituted

by God upon this ground, and rest, the man and
maid-servant with their master. To the reason
for the institution on the part of God there ia

added now a special reason for its observance
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on the part of the people, who therein confess

that they are redeemed, and thus distinguished

above all nations (iv. 34, 37 sq., 20). A genu-

ine deuteronomic application of the more objec-

tive command in Ex. xx.—[So far from there

being any inconsistency in the sacred writer

here, the variety in the statements, confirms the

genuine Mosaic authorship of Deuteronomy.

No later writer, designing to palm oif his work
as that of Moses, would have ventured upon this

freedom. The appropriateness of these refer-

ences to the previous condition of Israel, as

motives to the observance of the Sabbath, is

obvious, since the exodus was really one entrance

into rest.—A. G.]—If the acknowledgment to

Jehovah in fact appears here to be limited to

the solemnity of a single day, ver. 16 removes
any such limitation, and makes the whole life

of the Israelite from the first father and mother

down to the last, an actual and real acknowledg-

ment of Jehovah. If 1133 designates the bright-

ness of the divine majesty (^So^a), "123 (Piel)

puts this glory upon parents, and this is to honor
them, " and this with an express extension of

the command to the 'mother' usually elsewhere
included in the personal service of the house"
(Beck). Parents stand nearest to us (without

considering them here merely as men by our

side, our neighbors, although in this sense they

are truly nearest to us among men, and hence
the transition from the first to the second table),

and represent the glory of God the Creator,

Preserver and Ruler, with wliich last idea all

the remaining representations of the divine

glory through men are connected, e. g. Ex. xxii.

27.—Hath commaaded thee, as in ver. 12,

and thus calls attention to its connection with
the Sabbath commandment. They are two as-

pects of the actual sanctification, as Jehovah is

holy, and thus a confession to Him in act or

deed, Lev. xix. 2, 3. That it may go well
with thee.—An addition of Moses, who, since

he has so repeatedly referred to the first law-

giving, here allows himself this freedom. Long
life, without well-being, would be a long calam-
ity, and hence this filling up of the word of pro-

mise, "nonx is the earth as fruitful; (p.*«, the

earth in distinction from water), perhaps in

reference to the individual, as VIX in reference

to the people as a whole." After the structure
of human society is thus presented not only as
"leaning" (Baumoarten) upon the divine sanc-
tuary, but through that is raised to the heights
of honor, even to a Sabbath state, that Israel
may le.ad a quiet life in all propriety and
honesty, ver. 17, now tuins "against those
things which in worldly policy and irreligion
have been partly and by degrees endured, and
partly in a certain way held as privileged de-
stroyers of the social life, murder, adultery,
theft" (Baumoarten). The thought "that the
divine image in man introduces the transition"
(Keil), cannot be drawn from the text. It says
simply: Thou shalt not, sq., with the ener-
getic brevity and sharpness of the commanding
law-giver, judge, and avenger of every assault
upon the personal life, wedded life, and property.
The first, roots or plants itself in the second, and
has its individual well-being in the third, so

that the common thought of these three prohibi-
tions is the personal life, as is also the idea of

deeds, from which we now pass to words. The
1 is rhetorical. Ex. xx. 16: a false witness,

through a deceitful testimony (lj7, the testimony

or the witness), here as ver. 11. Correspondence
between the tongue commands in the two tables !

yj}, according to the primary sense of the word,

is the "ally, associate," "companion, friend."
" The command directs itself against the fretting

poison of falsehood in report and witness-bear-
ing, in public fame and courts of justice, so de-

structive of any quiet possession and enjoyment
of those goods, (?'. e., those of the foregoing com-
mands) ; and not content with crossing the ser-

pent path of falsehood, as it in the afi^airs of life

worms itself even into the halls of justice, the

divine law goes still further, enters the secret

workshop of the heart, and aims its blows at that

selfish enjoyment and greed of gain {-7\,E<we^ia),

which in it are ever weaving their plots against
other persons and interests, in which indeed not
only every outrage against our neighbor, but
even the ungodliness and idolatry, standing at

thebeginning of the decalogue, have their ground
and existence (Col. iii. 5 ; Eph. v. 3)." (Baum-
garten). The twice-repeated "lOH, Ex. xx. 14,

expresses the more comprehensive idea, in con-

nection with the delight in the attractive fea-

tures of the object, and hence ver. 18, used only

in reference to the wife, rhetorically inter-

changed with iT'N in hithpael: more subjective

desire. The personal life of our neighbor is

passed over, since it ofi^ers nothing to the sinful

lust, but rather the contrary, while on the other
hand the wife (Ex. xx. 17) comes before house,
as the prohibition of adultery follows that of

murder. To the house, especially in its refe-

rence to Canaan, is added in a fitting way, the

field, as a parenthesis. What follows is here, as

in Ex. XX., the specifying of the household state.

[The diversities in the form of this command
here, from that in Ex. xx. 17, are all due to the
" peculiar character of Ibis passage," or to the

special object in view in Deuteronomy, when Is-

rael was about to enter upon its possession.—

•

A. G.].

3. Ver. 22-38. Vor.22sq. asEx.xx. 19sq. Comp.

upon iv. 11, 12. bnj vip "accusative of the in-

strument, or member through which the act is

performed." Gesenids. Ezek. xi. 13. ^^D' ^\
(Num. xi. 25) and he added no more, i. e.,

not to speak in this way, he did it this once and
not again. The decalogue is spoken directly to

Israel, all the rest through Moses.

—

[Words-
worth: "The perpetuity, universality, and su-

premacy of the law, were marked by the circum-

stances of the delivery of the decalogue."—A.

G.]. Comp. iv 13; Ex. xxxi. 18—ver. 24:

Comp. Ex. XX. 19; Dent. iii. 24; iv. 33, 42. We
have lived to see that which has never been

heard of. but not again! Thus the " no more"
on the part of Jehovah, ver. 22, receives its ex-

planation, though the desire for a mediator on
the part of the people. Ver. 25, Ex. xx, 19 ; Deut.

iv. 24, (Ileb. x. 31). For if we hear [lit. add

to hear] see upon ver. 22. ^JnjX: The people,
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in distinction from Moses, set forth the necessity

for a mediator. The "T^p serves to strengthen

the declaration that the one occurrence was

enough. Ver. 26 : IK'O designates man as on

account of his sinful nature, weak and frail, all

his lifetime subject to fear, ever apprehending

the execution of the sentence of death. On the

contrary, D""n D'H^X God as the eternal, and

His everlasting life that of the righteous and

holy. As Israel is conscious that He is flesh, so

God comes before him in this aspect as the living

God, and thus Israel knows himself in opposition

to Him. In order to bold fast hereafter this once

experienced, which they recognize, ver. 24, truly

("with gratitude" Knobel?) but with fear, with

anxiety for the future, with wonder, and indeed

that they remained alive, they needed a media-

tion of this uttered opposition between them-

selves and God, which they found in the person

of Moses ; one through whom the living God
becomes to them the source of life, and is still

hidden from their sight (Heb. xii. 18 sq.). The
love, mercy, and grace of God, is included for

the time in Moses. Ver. 27. They bind them-

selves to obedience to that mediated revelation

of God, with even " greater zeal and devotion

wrought by their fear " (Schultz). Ex. xix. 8;

xxiv. 3 ; XX. 19. Since now, ver. 28, the desire

of the people meets the divine approval, in whi ^h

the utterance of the desire is made prominent

(the voice of your words), which they at the

very least had so uttered, Deuteronomy in which
Moses so speaks the law of God to the people in

his name, wins the special sanction of God.

Moses had already, i. 18 ; iv. 13, intimated the

same, but now, as the mediator so solemnly de-

manded by the people, he first becomes truly

and legally the speaker of the divine laws. All

that follows, although not spoken as the deca-

logue directly by God to Israel, has still the

same authority, as the people indeed expressly

recognized the words of Moses as binding. To
fix and settle this position beyond any doubt, is

the special object and import of this paragraph.

[Bib. Com.: "The reply of God to the request

of the people, vers. 28-31, is omitted altogether

in the historical summary of Exodus. Here it is

important to the speaker's purpose to call atten-

tion to the fact that it was on their own entreaty

that he had taken on him to be the channel of

communication between God and them. The
terrors of Sinai had done their work. They had
awakened the consciousness of sin."—A. G.].

—

They have •well said [lit. done good] all

that, sq. For the fear of God is the begianing
of wisdom, and Moses as mediator is the fore-

runner of the Messiah. In Heb. xii. 21 the me-
diator himself shares in the fear of the people.

Ver. 29. Emphasizes the fear of God in the peo-

ple, in connection with the promise of obedience.

O that, w^ho will give, sq., may your heart,

(your innermost life) be such as your words, viz.,

that you V7ill have, sq. Or as Jer. xvii. 9,

they have it not, and no one but I the Lord can
give it to them, Jer. xxxii. 39. It belongs to

uprightness that the words and heart should

agree ; they speak right who have also right

hearts.—The voice of the words (iv. 12) is there

a form also behind the words? i. e., a habitus,

(Schultz). Yes, but it does not first obtain a

place in this connection. Comp. iv. 10, 40 (Luke
i. 75).

' Ver. 30. How different from i. 40! Ver.

31. iVloses' authorization as a mediator mi'Qn
T : •

-

singular, all that is commanded. Comp. iv. 1, 5.

Ver. 32 sq. Corresponding to the foliowiug tran-

sitional exhortation. The figure of a path or

way lies at the basis (ii. 27). The law a way
of iffe, vi. 2.

4. Chap. vi. 1-3. Since now according to v.

31 Moses is to teach, he makes known at once

(ver. 1) that he has in mind and will hold fast

the whole, whatever he may dwell upon singly,

and by itself hereafter. Thus the method of his

exhortation connects itself with what precedes,

and ver. 4 is without question the beginning of

a new paragraph. Ver. 1. Now these are
the commandnients, lit., and this is the
comiaandnient, just as the law, (iv. 44), and
then also as iv. 1. Ver. 2. Comp. v. 29. The
fear of the Lord is the higher inward life of Is-

rael, and long life and prosperity follow faith-

fulness to the law, and thus the law is both as to

heart and conduct the way of life, v. 32 sq. Ver.

3 makes clear already the new section, through

the Hear therefore O Israel, thou and thy
son, and thy son's sons. Ver. 2 intimates

the great increase of the people, just as all the
days of thy life intimates the lengthening of

their days, so that the grandfather is regarded
not only as living in the grandchild, hut at the

same time as with him. Comp. i. 11. The land
sq. Either in the land (Keil) where they

should multiply, or what is more probable, con-

nected with — as He hath promised, i. e., as

Schultz holds as Jehovah hath promised thee,

when He promised a land, or as we may say

now simply, as Jehovah has promised thee a land

sq., [so essentially the Bib. Com.,—A. G.], in

which all shall come to pass, since it is fitted to

secure such prosperity through its own happy
condition. The proverbial description of Ca-

naan (Ex. iii. 8, 17) in its fruitfulness and
beauty, rests upon its rich, broad pastures, and
its blooming gardens for the bees, combining the

utile with the dulce : Milk and honey (Song
iv. 11).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The distinction between the covenant of

God with the fathers, and at Sinai with Israel,

is evident even in the signs of the covenant

;

there circumcision, here the passover. As the

revelation to the fathers, Ex. vi. 3, is described

as that of El-Shaddai, so circumcision has its

fundamental genetic character. The sign touches

the origin of natural life; and it is the Almighty
Creator of heaven and earth, who has laid the

elements, sources of Israel in the fathers. The
legal character or element in circumcision is

evident. Gen. xvii., but not only is it closely con-

nected with the promise, but the sign of the co-

venant itself is pre-eminently full of promise.

On the other hand, the passover has the charac-

ter of development, the historical character of

Jehovah. As a meal, truly, it belongs to the

continuance, the recruitings of life. The praises

of the redeemer-God were therein celebrated out

of the past, for every present time of Israel.

There was, therefore, a continuous promise ia
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the passover. But this element of promise re-

cedes behind the preponderating element of the

law, and the law in its practical result, working

the knowledge of sin, comes out prominently

both in the sacrificial transaction in the passover,

and still more in the fact that the lintel and door-

posts must be sprinkled with its blood. Sin is

thus in various ways presented or set forth

and at the same time Israel's need of reconcflia-

tion in the judgment. Thus circumcision still

holds its prevailing tone of promise in Christian

baptism, Mark xvi 16, while the predominant

le^al tone of the passover appears in the Lord's

Supper, since the law reaches its end, is fulfilled

in His sacrifice, and we have to remember it in

an uninterrupted appropriation. Luke xxii. 19
;

1 Cor. xi. 26.

2. For the division of the commandments in

the decalogue, and the progress in the thought,

see Ex. xx. Here we remark only, 1) that the

symbolical form, and the words of our Lord,

Matt. xxii. 27 sq., are both in favor of the ar-

rangement of five commands in one table ; 2)

that the division of the reformed church has in

its favor not only that it is the oldest (Josephus,

Philo, the Greek Church) that it is the New Tes-

tament division (ScHULTZ, p. 252), but also that

in it the history of Israel, and the spirit and
letter of the text receive their rights (Schultz,

p. 273) ; 3) and this division is in accordance

with the progress in the thought, both from
within outward, and then from without inward,

(comp. Exeget. and Crit.) by which the begin-

ning and the end of the whole, and the central

command also form an unquestionable parallel-

ism. (Hengstenbeeg, Beit. III., 604). [Also

Fairbairn's Typology, which has a full discus-

sion of this question.—A. G.].

3. As to the deviations in the deuteronomic

text of the decalogue, V. Gerlach says: " It is

remarkable that in the repetition of the ten com-
mandments, especially of the fourth and second,

we find some alterations and additions, as a proof

that as in similar repetitions of the words in the

word of God itself, the Spirit of the Lord works
with new creative energy." Baumgarten :

" That Moses does not feel himself strictly ham-
pered, in the setting of the decalogue, engraved

upon stone by the finger of God, shows clearly

the great freedom of his spirit, and puts shame
upon all mere honoring of the sacred letter,

which is still under the new covenant, burdened
with somewhat of constraint." Ranke: "The in-

troductory words, vers. 1-5, show that the law
is not first given in this passage, but that it is

the repetition of an earlier given, to which how-
ever a very great importance is attributed. Was
not the author of Deuteronomy, who, it is con-

ceded, had the earlier books before him, in a

condition to re-issue the ten commandments,
which he places at the beginning of his law-

giving, correctly, or would he not take the pains

to do so ? We observe in the command in regard
to the Sabbath, great freedom of treatment. But
from this command the manner of the discourse

changes, Jehovah no longer speaks, but Moses
exhorts and refers to the commands of Jehovah."
(Ex. XX. 7 sq. may have given encouragement to

this mode of statement). Tlius he turns himself

to that aspect of the command which is directed

to man, to the very least among the people. The
Sabbath law includes in itself good for those

serving (Ex. xxiii. 12) and this is still further

unfolded in the law for the Sabbatic and jubilee

year, and this element Moses raises into promi-

nence. As he thus demands rest for the very
least, he secures this result, that the Sabbath so-

lemnity should be a copy of the creative Sabbath.

The recollection of the bondage in Egypt only

serves to impress the foregoing statutes which
demand rest for the servant, male and female.

So also in the fifth command Moses is the speaker,

and at the close the speaker makes prominent
that which is the more important.

4. Tlie pre-supposed monotheism of the first

table points to "that glory of God which rests

upon the cradle of humanity" (Naville, the

heavenly Father). Polytheism is not the point
of departure of a continuous progressive culture,

but an apostasy which makes a restoration

necessary. But the Grecian philosophy, nobly
as it has served humanity, has not restored in

itself the idea of God. God remains to the

masses, after all the toil of the philosophic

spirit an unknown God; even the salvation of

monotheism, the only light in the night-shadows
of the old world, is of the Jews.

5. "The Sabbath solemnity (Schultz) is pe-
culiar among the nations of antiquity to the

Hebrews, who are called precisely Sabbatarii

(Martial), which is all the more remarkable
in the universality of the reckoning by weeks."
The monument of the completed creation be-

comes in Deuteronomy the monument of redemp-
tion begun, as further the Sabbath remains the

sign (Ex. xxxi. 13) of the eternal saving pur-

pose of Jehovah with respect to His people

(comp. upon iv. 30 and v. 19 sq.), Heb. iv. 9.

By so much more is it fitted to be the confession

of the people of God among the nations.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-4. The covenant with the fathers, and
that at Sinai (ver. 2. Calvin: "He commends
in these words the law of God to them, because
it is the greatest benefit and the highest honor
to be taken into covenant by God").—What
Moses demands for the law of the Lord: 1) a
universal hearing (each one by all); 2) not

barely hearing, but obedience, learn, keep and
do (ver. 1).—The Covenant at Horeb : the per-

sons (vers. 2, 3), the way in which it is closed

(ver. 4), the Mediator of this covenant (ver. 5).

Ver. 4. Calvin: "The certainty of the law,

from its divine origin." Richter: "Moses as

a type and counterpart of Christ was a Mediator
(vers. 5, 23 sq.), but a mediator of the law for a
few (Gal. iii. 19 sq.), while Christ is the media-

tor of a better, more general and eternal Cove-

nant of Grace, Heb. viii. 6; ix. 15; xii. 24; 1

Tim. ii. 5."

Vers. 6-21. The ten commands in their form
and contents. Ver. 6. Schultz: "Faith, which
is the basis of the life, cannot be required, but
only awakened. Before God commands He gives;

before He demands faith, He discloses or reveals

Himself to it." J. d'Espagne: "The corner-

stone of the law of God, the fundamental posi-

tion upon which it is reared, the soul of the first
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command, without which it cannot be under-

Btood, is this: Thy Saviour, the gospel at the

entrance of the law." Starke: "Is God thine?

then also all, whatever He is and possesses, all

His blessedness. Thus must thou also be for

God, present to Him body, soul, and all that

thou art and hast, for His service and posses-

sion." Ver. 12 sq. Tub. Bib : "Yes, every

day, hour, minute and second thou shouldst

with pure heart-devotion sacrifice to thy God,

raise thy heart to Him without intermission,

and especially guard thyself against every work
of sin."

Ver. 22. Wurth Bib.: "The law is perfect,

and embraces all that man should do and leave

undone in the service of God and of his neigh-

bor. James i. 25; 2 Tim. iii. 17." Ver. 2-5.

Cramer: "Through the law comes the know-
ledge of sin, Rom. iii. 20; it works wrath, iv.

15; vii. 11 sq., and has the office of the letter

which killeth, 2 Cor. iii. 6." Ver. 27. Osian-
DER : " When the heart of man is terrified by the

wrath of God, he promises him much more than

he can perform in his life-time." Starke: "See
here the nature and effect of the law. It drives

us from the face of God. We look around us

for the true Mediator, and find refuge in Him,
xviii. 15, 16." Calvin: "This history shows
how well God has cared for His Church through
the preaching of the word, that it might be

divinely ruled by it. We also should hear

Moses and the prophets, especially the only Son
of God" (John v. 45, 46). Ver. 28. Bekl.

Bib. : " It were better to do as had been said.

The tongue promises largely ; but the heart is

reluctant to perform." Ver. 29. Berl. Bib.:
"God looks upon the heart and all the depths
of the soul. Hence we are never to satisfy our-
selves with rendering to Him acts of devotion,
prayers, songs or attendance at church." Ver.
32. Calvin: "It is only half obedience to re-

ceive what God has commanded, unless we go
further, and see that we add nothing. We shall

not desire to be righteous, unless we are taught
in the law."

Chap. vi. 1. Starke: "So is it with our
sluggish nature; we need ever to be warned
and urged. The motives which Moses used are
more evangelical than legal." Ver. 2. Berl.
Bib. :

" God commands nothing more than what
is useful to man, and tends to his blessedness."
Fear connecting itself so closely with danger
pre-supposes the higher and more mighty,whom
we have to fear; and thus the knowledge of

God and our own weakness, the two factors in

our spiritual life. Ver. 3. Berl. Bib. : " Ob-
serve that thou do ! Who wonders not that

although this runs through the whole Scripture
upon every page, there is still no truth more
spoken against by all sects of Christians."

Moses grieves not to repeat the same command
again and again. Comp. Phil. iii. 1 (Acts xx.

20, 31). Berl. Bib. : " In truth it is never well
with any one who does not stand well with God."
[Bib. Com. : " Thus the glory of God and the

welfare of men are seen to be the grand ends he
has in view. They are the ends in the law and
of all obedience to it."—A. G.]

Hortatory Exposition of the First Two Commands.

Chapter VI. 4—XI. 32.

The First Commandment. (Chap. vi. 4—viii. 20.)

Chapter VI. 4-25.

4 5 Hear, O Israel : The Lord our God is one Lord. And thou shalt love the Lord
6 thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might. And

these words which I command [am commanding] thee this day, shall be in thine

7 heart : and thou shalt teach [sharpen] them diligently unto thy children [sons],

and shalt talk of them when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest

8 by the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up. And thou shalt

[omit thou shalt] bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and they shall be as front-

9 lets [brow-bands] between thine eyes. And thou shalt [omit thou shalt] write

10 them upon the posts of thy house, and on thy gates. And it shall be, when the

Lord thy God shall have brought thee^ into the land which he sware unto thy
fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give thee great and goodly cities,

11 which thou buildedst not, and houses full of all [every kind of] good things, which
thou filledst not, and wells digged, which thou diggedst not, vineyards and olive-

trees, which thou plantedst not ; when thou shalt have eaten and be full [and thou

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 10. Lit. : Shall have caused thee to come.—A. G.]
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12 eatest and art full], Then beware lest thou forget the Lord, which brought thee

13 forth out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage [bondmen]. Thou shalt

14 fear the Lord thy God, and serve him, and shalt swear by his name. Ye shall not

00 after [go behind, foliow] other gods, of the gods of the people which are round

15 about you
;
(For the Lord thy God is a jealous God among you ;) lest the anger

of the Lord thy God be kindled against thee, and destroy thee from off the face of

16 the earth [laad]. Ye shall not tempt the Lord your God, as ye tempted him in

17 Massah. Ye shall diligently" [truly, carefully] keep the commandments of the

Lord your God, and his testimonies, and his statutes, which he hath commanded
18 thee. And thou shalt do that which is right and good in the sight of the Lord

:

that it may be well [good] with thee, and that thou mayest go in and possess the

19 good land [the Jand, the good] which the Lord sware unto thy fathers, To cast out

[so that, because he drives out] all thine enemies from before thee, as the Lord
20 hath spoken. And when thy son asktth thee in time to come [in the future], say-

ing, What mean [is wished, intended by] the testimonies, and the statutes, and the

Jl judgments, which the Lord our God hath commanded you? Then thou shalt say

unto thy son. We were Pharaoh's bond-men in Egypt ; and the Lord brought us

22 out of Egypt with a mighty hand : And the Lord shewed [gave] signs and won-

ders, great and sore [evil] upon Egypt, upon Pharaoh, and upon all his house-

23 hold, before our eyes : And he brought us out from thence, that he might bring

24 us in [hither] to give us the land which he sware unto our fathers. And the Lord
commanded us to do all these statutes, to fear the Lord our God, for our good

25 always, that he might preserve us alive, as it is at this day. And it shall be our

righteousness, if we observe [think upon, keep] to do all these commandments'
[this whole command] before the Lord our God, as he hath commanded us.

s [Ver. 17. Lt. : Keeping ye shall keep.—A. G.]
' [Ver. 25. All the command. The pronoun is bingular; the commandment is one.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-9. The exposition of the first com-
mand (comp. V. 6, 7) connects itself both with
the doctrine, the matter of faith, ver. 4, and with

the life, the moral demand, ver. 5. (This is to

the Jew the sacred quintessence of his religion,

through the involuntary expression of which
many betrayed themselves, and were burned
during the persecution in Spain.) inX is not

synonymous with "'"^^^1, alone. But if Jehovah

is one, ver. 4, he is therewith also alone Jeho-
vah. The sense of the verse is, Jehovah our
God is as such, as this Jehovah, one (Mark xii.

29, 32). [Wordsworth: "Surely the adoption
of these words of Deuteronomy by our blessed
Lord Himself is a Bufficient refutation of the
theory of those who affirm that Deuteronomy is

a spurious work. Our Lord makes them the
very ground-work of all true religion." Bib.
Com. "This mighty text contains far more than
a mere declaration that God is one. It asserts
that the Lord God of Israel is absolutely God,
and none other. The last letter of the first and
last word are written large, which the Jewish
commentators make highly significant."—A.G.]
The predicate of the sentence begins with the
repeated Jehovah

; but Jehovah is repeated in

order to bring out more impressively the abso-
lute being of the God of Israel, from which
results, qualitatively, His universality and eter-

nity, relatively His absoluteness, quantitatively
His unity (iv. 35, 39). With the unity of the
absolute. His simplicity also must be conceded,
which, although it does not occur in the Scrip-
ture, in its metaphysical abstraction, meets us

still in the attributis derivatis. His immateriality,

spirituality and invisibility in the second com-
mand (comp. upon. v. 8). For this first com-
mand, so far as the doctrine or faith is concerned,

limits itself to the oneness, i. e. to the monothe-
ism of the absolute Jehovah, over against poly-

theism generally, and also over against every
polytheistic, paganistic nationalizing or locali-

zing of Jehovah (Zech. xiv. 9). This is the ex-

planation of the I am Jehovah thy God, and
the no other gods before me. This oneness,

and therefore exclusiveness, of Jehovah well

supports, ver. 5, the moral demand for the per-

fect ordering of the life. The Hear, O Israel

(as usually behold), which in the conciseness of

the expression calls attention to the importance

of the subject, reaches still to this also. The
polytheist is absolutely dependent upon no one

of his gods, and thus religion with him never

reaches the truth of its idea. But as and just

because Jehovah is one, His demand generally

upon Israel,thus the whole law, with all its variety

of command3,must have a unity (John xvii. 21

sq.), just as law and promise are also one. Gal.

iii. 21. Since, however, the unity of Jehovah
opens or begins the law, it is only fitting that

the unity in the demands of Jehovah should be

placed as the first command (as the npurri hrolif,

Matt. xxii. 38), the opening for all that follows,

in the very spirit of which they are to be under-

stood.—And thou shalt love, aal ayanrjasig,

Mark xii. 30. A simple continuation of ver. 4,

as that which evidently flows from it. It is

scarcely and strictly a command, rather as a

direction or concession: the duty belongs to

thee to love in this measure, sq. : at the most a

demand ; so love, sq. (v. 10). To the unity of
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the absolute, since He is the God of Israel (v. 6),

agrees the redemption from Egypt (vi. 12, 21

sq.), as showing that He is such, through which

also this Jehovah appears worthy of love, and

indeed to the whole man, in heart and life, and

in all his relations. Heart (v. 26) the inner-

most, then soul as synonymous with life, thus

already more external than heart, (iv. 29) and

then strength, which designates the still more
outward effective proofs of the life. (Matt. xxii.

37 ; Luke x. 27 ; Marli xii. 33). [Bib. Com. :

" The specification is intended to include every

faculty that csn possibly come in question." Al-

exander on Mark xii. 29-31: " There is no need

of attempting any nice distinction between heart

and soul and mind, the obvious design being to

exhaust the one idea of the whole man." It is

clear also from the reference of our Lord to this

command, that the law and the Gospel do not

difi"er as an outward and carnal service from an
inward and spiritual one. Love holds the same
prominence in both, but the gospel gives new and
peculiar motives to enforce this love.—A. G.].

As the love to Jehovah, and the keeping of His

commands are connected, v. 10, so now ver.

6 sq., follows ver. 5, as love must show itself in

this relation, or way. These -words •which,
thus all which is commanded, vi. 1. Shall be
in [upon, Schroeder] thine heart, (xi. 18) as

the duty which rests upon thee, but also a mat-

ter of the heart, and therefore must be a " plea-

sant burden." (Schultz) 1 John v, 3. " As
written upon the heart, Jer. xxxi. 83." Knobel.
Whatever the heart is full of, that comes out from
the mouth, ver. 7, and whatever comes from the

heart, reaches the heart; but that it may reach

the hearts of the children, it must be sharpened
[taught diligently] upon their hearts, rigorously

commanded, for mere words secure only a mere

recollection (Heb. iv. 12). Of them. 3 as in

iii. 26, so that the discourses rest in them, have
their very substance and contents in them, and
indeed at all times and everywhere, Ps. 1. 2.

Vers. 8, 9, state how the commandment should
rule the private, domestic, and public life in figu-

rative, but therefore in more vivid and prover-
bial language (comp. xi. 18; Ex. xiii. 9, 16

;

Prov. iii. 3, 21, 22 ; vi. 21, 22 ; vii. 3 ; Isa. xlix.

16) precisely in accordance with oriental usage.

We use the band in our acts, and hence to bind
them upon thy hand is to keep them for a
sign for thy conduct, as ever to be regarded,
and which must determine my manner of action.

The brow, between thine eyea, represents the
chamber of thought, is as the door to the intel-

lectual nature of man (hence the easy transition

to the door-posts, ver. 9). The commandments,
as frontlets or browbands, become therefore a
badge or confession by which one may be known,
and embrace the private life, both on the side

which is turned, and open to the man himself, and
upon that which lies open to other men (Rev. xiii.

16 ; xiv. 1). nbtab instead of r>13tDs3£D occurs
' T T : -

only in the Pentateuch, is obsolete in laterperiods.
Transformed into a symbol and by the Pharisees
perverted to carnal ends. Matt, xxiii. 5. The so-

called Tephillim, for the left hand and the head,
small cases with the Scripture texts Ex. xiii. 1-

11 ; 11-17 ; Deut. vi. 4-10 ; xi. 13-26, fastened

with a leathern thong, are still worn among the
Jews of to-day. as an appropriate prayer orna-
ment. But writing is first spoken in ver. 9.

Since the commandments are a pledge or confes-
sion, he states also how they express the rule and
support of the domestic and public life. That
which is thus a confession, serves at the same
time as a continual self-exhortation, as with re-
spect to the family, so in civil life the Litera scripta

manet. The analogy of ver. 8, the universality
in the terms and write them, and the indefi-

niteness as to what is to be written, all go to

prove that ver. 9 uses merely figurative language,
and does not require any actual inscription upon
the gates and door-posts. The references to

Egyptian usages (Hengstenberg and Schultz),
to the customs of oriental nations of to-day (Kno-
bel), which might be enlarged still further from
Germany, show how little of this kind it was ne-
cessary to require. [See also Wilkinson, A.
E. Ill,, 364,

—

Lane, Modem Egypt,—Kitto and
Smith for fuller statements as to these oriental
and Jewish usages.—A. G.]. If writing has
once become a popular means to aid the memory
it is evident that one would say, " lest thou for-
get it, write it upon thy wall, upon thy door."
If this is not what it means, still it must be re-
garded as a proverbial figurative expression for
forget not! as ver. 12 expresses the exhortation.
As the Tephillim are connected with ver. 8, so
the Talmud connects with ver. 9 the (HTUD, door-

posts, Ex. xii. 7; xxi. 6), mezuzah, a metal case
containing a parchment roll, inscribed with vers.
4-9, and xi. 13-22, and dedicated to Shaddai,
(the Almighty) which every Jew fastened to the
right door-post of his house as a protection
against death, the devil, ghosts and witchcraft.

2. Vers. 10-19. Ver. 10. Comp. with i. 8 ; iv. 37,
38; Gen. 1.24. Cities, sq. Adetailed description
for the purpose of warning, to which the exhorta-
tion now passes. Ver. 11. And thou eatest sq.

The rich enjoyment and pleasure should not de-
stroy the remembrance of Jehovah, (v. 6). The
religious secularization (of God) is image wor-
ship, here they are warned against the moral
secularization (of men). But comp. xxxi. 20;
xxxii. 15. Ver. 13. They must guard above all

against forgetting the name with which the re-

deemer of Israel out of Egypt had named Him-
self. Hence the positive form of the lest thou
forget with reference to the name Jehovah, still

not now for the purpose of explaining the third
command, but rather to impress the heartfelt

fear of Jehovah (vi. 2; v. 26) for the individual
and the service of Jehovah in the cultus and life

(v. 9) for the household (Josh. xxiv. 15). And
shalt swear by His name, i. e., when thou
swearest—the solemn, vital, essential confession
of the mouth, as before the court, so also in civil

life and acts (Isa. xix. 18; xlv. 23 ; Ixv. 16; Jer.
xii. 16; iv. 2; Ps. Ixiii. 11), [of the oath as an
act of worship. See Matt. v. 34; Heb. vi. 16;
James v. 12.—A. G.]. The emphatic position
of mn'~nx prepares the way for ver. 14 (comp.

further Matt. iv. 10 ; Luke iv. 8 ; the Sept. adds
fiuvu) with which comp. iv. 8. Ver. 15. See v.

9 ; iv. 24 ;—Ex. xxxii. 11 ;—Deut. iv. 26 ; v. 16.

Ver. 16 parallel to ver. 14. There superstition,

here unbelief, which calls in question the pre-

sence of Jehovah, or generally His existence.
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Ex. xvii. 7: Matt. iv. 7; Luke iv. 12; (1 Cor. x.

9). [Ver. 16. This is one of the texts quoted by

Christ in the temptation. And as He quoted

Deuteronomy as a part of the sacred Scriptures,

and as it was then held, i. e., as the work of

Moses, so we have here again His endorsement

of the Mosaic authorship of this book.—A. G.].

Ver. 17. Forgetfulness leads to apostacy, and to

sinful doubt, love, to the keeping of the command-

ments sq. Comp. iv. 40, 45. Ver. 18. "lE?^ even,

straight. 2)0 (contracted from 3nt3 = ^HV),

bright, brilliant, beautiful, the good as it falls

in the eyes namely, of God, as pleasing to Him,

(1 John iii. 22 ; John viii. 29). There is here a

play upon words, to the good, jTood comes, it

goes well—here in reference to the good land,

(ver. 10). Ver. 19; iv. 38; Ex. xxiii. 27; Lev.

xxvi. 7. Preparatory to chap. vii.

3. Vers. 20-25. Ver. 20. Thecarryingout of ver.

7, as ver. 8 sq. is of ver. 6. HD with respect to

their import, or their ground and aim. The son

asks because he sees the father doing, as ver. 7

enjoins (Ex. xiii. 14; xii. 26). A testimony, ex-

ample, and earnest instruction is presupposed,
(Ps. xxxiv. 11 ; Prov. iv. 1; Eph. vi. 4). It con-

cerns the ground or reason, if the youth asks

wherefore ? and the application to the heart and
life, if the question is that just as frequently

asked. What is that to me? to what end? (How
practical) ? First the wretched condition of Is-

rael, bondmen, sq., then the redemption (ver.

22 inj as Ex. vii. 9. Comp. Deut. iv. 34) to its

completion (ver. 23, that he might, sq.) with a

citation of the promise, which he swore, sq.,

and with an emphatic mention oi' the fruits of

salvation (ver. 24, comp. upon iv. 1). Lastly the

thankfulness in ver. 25 : So we are under obli-

gation to God. Righteousness (xxiv. 13, comp.
upon iv. 8) refers to the acquitting sentence of

the law, as opposed to KaraKpt/ia (Rom. v. 16)

and hence involves the fulfilling (Rom. ii. 13) of

the whole law (James ii. 10) ; and as more nearly

defined here as before the Lord this righteous-

ness is not opposed to that in Rom. viii. 4, which
also consists in walking not after the flesh, but

after the Spirit. Thus Moses describes the

righteousness which is of the law (Rom. x. 5) as

far from the hypocritical, or even merely exter-

nal righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees

(Matt. V. 20) as Paul on his side separates widely

justification by faith from the simple, external

apprehension of the work of Christ for us. [But
Paul never separates justification by faith from
a hearty practical obedience to the law. He
teaches that the man is justified by the simple

apprehension and reception of the work of Christ

for us, i. e., by faith—but this faith is never
fruitless. The man so believing is in Christ,

Rom. viii. 1, and so must walk not after the flesh

but after the Spirit. Th<? note in Bib. Com. is

judicious. The word translated righteousness is

the same as in Gen. xv. 6, rendered in the N. T.

by diKatonvvT). Moses from the very beginning
has made the whole "righteousness of the law"
to depend so entirely on a right stale of the heart,

in one word, on faith, that there can be no real

inconsistency between the verse before us, taken
thus strictly and properly, and the principle of

Justification by faith only.—A. G.J. At the

same time it is clear that although mri"' 'Ji3 7

cannot be referred to npHSI, true righteousness

is the justification of men, not before men, but
before God, and therewith Christ is the end of

the law for righteousness (Rom. x. 4) Rom. viii.

3. Here also the faith, ver. 4, precedes the love,

ver. 5.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. "All comprehensive obedience roots itself in

the fear of the Lord, (vers. 2, 3), for this is the

first and nearest truth in the relations of Israel

to Jehovah, (v. 26). But if the fear of Jehovah
especially restrains man from gratifying his sel-

fish nature as opposed to God, it cannot rest in

this mere denial of the self-will, although this is

first as even the negative form of the decalogue

shows, but leads to a union of the divine and
human wills, and this is love, which has been
explained as the true condition of obedience in

the decalogue (v. 10)." Baumgarten.
2. Since love—and love to God is the strength

of the love to our neighbor—is represented as

the sum of the commandments, the deep inward
character of the Mosaic law appears here (comp.

further x. 12 ; xi. 1, 13), and at the same time

it is presented as one holy spiritual whole, so

that we cannot speak of any higher New Testa-

ment stand-point in this regard. Pharisaism

does not find its condemnation first in Christ, it

met it long ago in Moses. But as this Jewish
(not 0. T.) idea and use of the law separates it

into manifold external statutes, literally under-
stood, so on the other hand it breaks the thread

which connects the law, according to its origin

with the covenant of God, and love as the ful-

filling of the law with faith. The " position of

faith to the law" in the old covenant, (Auber-
len) is this, " the believer receives the law as a
gracious gift of God, rejoices in its perfection,

places his whole life under its sacred discipline

and control. But the more earnestly he strives

after the fulfilling of the law, the more he recog-

nizes his own unfitness to the efi"ort, his weak-
ness to good, the power of evil in the heart.,

Then he seeks the forgiveness of sins, as it was
already ofi'ered in the 0. T., through the grace

of God, and comforts himself with redemption
through the Messiah."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 4, 5. Ldther: "That God is one, pro-

fits us not, but that He is held as one God and
our God, that is blessedness and life and the ful-

filling of all the law. The first explanation of

the first command relates to faith. For no one

can have one God who does not depend upon
Him alone, does not leave all for Him alone,

otherwise he will be hurried away to manifold

works, and feign himself manifold deities. The
second explanation flows from the first, and re-

lates to love. For when we understand that all

things flow from Him, then a sweet love neces-

sarily follows. In ver. 4 lie claims the confi-

dence of all, and then in ver. 5 awakens a joyful

and free service of God. Thus in faith we re-

ceive through the unity of God all things freely

of God, through love we do all things cheerfully
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for our God. The one God and His one com-
mand. True love requires the whole man). Ver.

6. Berl. Bib.: "The heart alone receives this

lesson. The language of love is taught by love,

and love teaches to love." Luther: "Not
alone in the book, nor in thought, but in the in-

nermost affection of thy heart." Tueb. Bib. :

'•The law of God must be engraved upon our
hearts with an evangelical pen, if we will keep
it" Starke: "Whoever will truly teach and
inculcate upon others the commands of God,
must first take them to heart, that he may mould
ins Christian character, faith, and walk, upon
tliem. Mark that, ye parents and teachers."

Ver. 7. R.\NDGL.: "The more one obeys the word
(if God the clearer and fresher it will become.
The longer, the more lovingly." Starke: "Pa-
rents should not only send their children to

school, and lead them to Church, but hold fre-

quent instructive conversations with them. They
should be diligently trained in the Catechisms in

the Church, school, and at home." (How faith

and love rule all, heart, home, and land). Rich-
ter: " According to ver. 9 every Israelite must
be able to read and write."(?) Vers. 10-12. Lu-
ther : " He reproves wealth and luxury, espe-
cially mammon and avarice (1 Tim. vi. 10; Col.

iii. 5). For the human heart yields itself to

present good, but has no confidence in that

which is not present. But trust in wealth, and
faith, and love cannot rule in the same heart at

the same time. See how Moses guards against
the idolatry of the heart before he speaks of
other gods." Schultz: To be full becomes
a peculiar pregnant expression in Scripture.

Ver. 12. Cramer: "There must be great strength
to support such good days." Ver. 13. Luther:
" This is the strength of faith, and the result of
the first command. that in prosperity we are re-

verent and fearful, in adverse affairs we are se-

cure and free, and in both lean upon God. In
great wealth do not trust therein, hast thou none,
be not therefore despondent. Moses never
dreams of the doulia, latria, hyperdoulia of the so-

phists. And so also should'st thou take this

oath, since thou remainest in the service of God."
(The true oath an act of worship). Ver. 14. A

bad neighborhood often corrupts good morals.
Ver. 16. Luther: "Before, it was that we should
in prosperous times do right, now that in the
opposite condition we should suffer right, and be
certain that God is near us in the time of need.
God is tempted, 1) when we do not use what we
have, thus whoever complains and thinks that
God should feed him without his own efforts ; 2)
when we appoint Him place, time, method, and
so to speak feel whether He is there ; thus through
the pressure of want, and the counsel of a weak
faith." What is it to tempt God ? To doubt
His being, to test His omnipotence, to give di-

rection for His help, to question His faithfulness,

to hasten or anticipate His providence, to limit

His grace to our own will, to ridicule His long-
suffering patience, and also His righteousness,
etc. Berl. Bib. : " God was tempted in His wis-
dom, Ps. Ixxiii. 11, in His truth, 2 Kings vii. 2,

in His goodness and providence over us. Matt,
iv. 6, 7, in His power. Num. xi. 4, 5 ; Ps. Ixxviii.

19, 20 ; Num. xiv. 22, in His omnipresence, Ex.
xvii. 7." God never tempts us to evil, and we
ought not to tempt Him out of our wicked will,

(Matt. xxii. 18). The right and the wrong doubt.
Gideon (Judg. vi. 36 sq. ) Ahaz (Isa. vii. 12) and
Jesus (Matt. iv. 7). The good is at the same
time the beautiful. That is good which, 1) will

pass with God ; 2) upon which and through
which good comes to us ; 8) through which we
may enter upon the good, theeternil good. Ver.
20. Schultz: " As revealed religion was intro-

duced into the world through teaching and dis-

cipline, so it must be preserved through the same
method." Lange : " Happy parents whose chil-

dren seek after the commandments of God."
Berl. Bib.: "One may better be sparing in

pleasures, and have a Bible in his house, better
than all prayer books, that he may read with his

family, and ever take it to his heart." Ver. 24.

Schultz: "Our life support comprehends all

that makes our life truly beautiful, easy, and
blessed. As there is nothing without life, so
there is no life, truly so-called, without many
things, as health, success, joy and peace." Berl.
Bib.: " Serving God we truly serve ourselves,

for then we have all things for our use."

Chapter VII. 1-26.

When the Lord thy God shall bring thee into the land whither thou goest to

possess it, and bath cast out many nations [heathen] before thee, the Hittites, and
the Girgashites, and the Amorites, and the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, and the
Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations greater [more numerous] and mightier
than thou ; And when the Lord thy God shall deliver them before thee, [and] thou
shalt smite them and utterly destroy them,Hhou shalt make no covenant with them,
nor shew mercy unto them : Neither shalt thou make marriages with thera ; thy
daughter thou shalt not give unto his son, nor his daughter shalt thou take unto

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 2. Lit. destroying thou shalt destroy—banning thou ahalt ban—treat them as accursed, i.e., devoted to destnic-

tion.—A. G.].

7
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4 thy son. For they will turn away thy son from following me, that they may [and
they shall] serve other gods : so [and] will the anger of the Lord be kindled against

5 you, and destroy thee suddenly. But thus shall ye deal with them
;
ye shall de-

stroy their altars, and break down their images, [their (image) statues] and cut

6 down their groves,^ and burn their graven images with fire. For thou art an holy
people unto the Lord thy God : the Lord thy God hath chosen thee to be a special

people unto himself, above [out from] all people that are upon the face [surface]

7 of the earth. The Lord did not set his love upon you, nor choose you, be-

cause ye were more in number than any people ; for ye ivere the fewest of

8 all people : But because the Lord loved you, and because he would keep [hold,

preserve] the oath which he had sworn unto your fathers, hath the Lord brought
you out with a mighty hand, and redeemed you out of the house of bond-men, from

9 the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt. Know [So consider, judge] therefore that

[for] the Lord thy God, he is God, the faithful God, which keepeth covenant and
mercy with them that love him and keep his commandments to a thousand [the

10 thousandth] generations : And repayeth them that hate him to* their face, to de-

stroy them ; he will not be slack to him that hateth him, he will repay him to his

11 face. Thou shalt therefore keep the commandments, [commandment] and the sta-

12 tutes, and the judgments, which I command thee this day, to do them. Wherefore
it shall come to pass [And it shall be for a reward],* if ye hearken to these judg-
ments, and keep, and do them, that the Lord thy God shall keep unto thee the co-

13 venant and the mercy which he sware unto thy fathers : And he will love thee,

and bless thee, and multiply thee : he will [and will] also bless the fruit of thy
womb [body] and the fruit of thy land, thy corn, and thy wine, and thine oil, the
increase of thy kiue, and the flocks [and the increase of thy flocks]* of thy sheep, in

14 the land which he sware unto thy fathers to give thee. Thou shalt be blessed above
all people : there shall not be male or female barren among you, or among your

15 cattle. And the Lord will take away [hold far oS*] from thee all sickness, and
will put none of the evil diseases of Egypt which thou knowest upon thee : [and]

16 but will lay them upon all them that hate thee- And thou shalt consume all the
people which the Lord thy God shall deliver® thee ; thine eyes shall have no pity

npon them : neither shalt thou serve their gods ; for that will be [is] a snare unto thee.

17 If thou shalt say in thine heart. These nations [heathen] are more than I, how can
18 I dispossess them? Thou shalt not be afraid of them : but shalt well remember
19 what the Lord thy God did unto Pharaoh, and unto all Egypt ; The great tempta-

tions which thine eyes saw, and the signs, and the wonders, and the mighty hand,
[the hand, the strong] and the stretched-out arm, whereby the Lord thy God
brought thee out : so shall the Lord thy God do unto all the people of [before]

20 whom thou art afraid.^ Moreover [And also] the Lord thy God will send the hor-

net among them, until they that are left, and hide themselves [and those hidden]
21 from thee,® be destroyed. Thou shalt not be aifrighted at them : for the Lord thy
22 God is among you, a mighty God and terrible. And the Lord thy God will put

out those nations before thee by little and little : thou mayest not consume them at

23 once [quickly], lest the beasts of the field increase upon thee. But the Lord thy
God shall deliver them' unto thee, and shall destroy them with a mighty destruc-

24 tion, until they be [shall be] destroyed. And he shall deliver their kings into thine

hand, and thou shalt destroy their name from under heaven : there shall no man
25 be able to stand before thee, until thou have [hast] destroyed them. The graven

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
* [Ver. 5. Lit., their asherah's, images of Asbera—pillars of wood. They are always said to be cut down.—A. G.]

3 rVer. 10. The nouns are singular—his face.—A. G.]

* [Ver. 12. More exactly, And it shall be, because ye shall, etc.—A. Q.]

6 [Ver. 13. The f\'li*^U?j;i, Astartes of the flocks. Either the fruitfulness, increase, aa Scheodek, or the ewea of thy

flocks.—A. G.]

fVer. 16. Is giving.—A. G.J

' [Ver. 19. Lit., art fc^aring from their faces.—A. O.]

« [Ver. 20. From thy face—A. G.]

* [Ver. Zi. Margin, literally, before (from; thy face.—A. Q.]
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images of their gods shall ye burn with fire : thou shalt not desire the silver or gold
that is on them [wherewith they are covered] nor take it unto thee, lest thou be

26 snared therein ; for it is an abomination to the Lord thy God. Neither shalt thou
bring an abomination into thine house, lest [and] thou be a cursed thing like it

:

but thou shalt utterly detest^" it, and thou shalt utterly abhor it ; for it is a cursed
thing.

10 Ver. 26. Loathing thou shalt loathe it. The stroDgest form in which it could be expressed.—A. G.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-11. The seventh chap, continues the
exposition of the first command in relation to the
idolaters and idolatry in Canaan, while chap. vi.

considers it only in its application to Israel. Ver. 1

parallel to vi. 10. There the secularization and
apostacy in consequence of the possession is in

view, here the same also in the occupation with re-

ferencetoitspreviouspossessors. Many, indeed,

more numerous than thou, because as the

number itself shows, seven against one. The
number seven (Acts xiii. 19) is certainly de-

signed, since elsewhere 11, 10, 6, .5, are all

given. Over against the people of the covenant
number (7), the one covenant people, the seven
heathen nations of Canaan are set as its carica-

ture. 1) The Hittites, who are at times re-

ferred to as the Canaanites generally, dwelling

upon the mountains of Ephraim and Judah unto

Hebron. 2) The Girgashites living in -the

west Jordan country ; nothing more definitely

is known. 3) The Amorites. Comp. upon i.

4, 7, 19 sq. 4). The Canaanites, in the nar-

rower sense, as those in the lowlands westerly

upon the great sea, easterly in the Arabah. 5)
The Perizzites (appellatively, iii. 5) in dis-

tinction from the mercantile tribes dwelling in

the lowlands, the husbandmen and herdsmen of

the elevated plains. 6) The Hivites in the re-

gion from Sichem, Gibeon, to Hermon. 7) The
Jebusites in Jerusalem (Jebus) and its envi-

rons. Mightier (comp. iv. 38) in the same sense

as more numerous, viz., when taken together.

Ver. 2, i. 8; ii. 33, 34; iii. 8. n^3 with S is

to make a covenant for the good of any one. Ver.

8. This would involve alliances, and lead to acts

of favor (Ex. xxiii. 32 sq. ; xxxiv. 12 sq. ; 16
;

Gen. xxiv. 8). Ver. 4. It is not therefore na-

tional hatred, but the danger to Israel with re-

spect to the first command. As the me is clear,

since Moses speaks in the name of Jehovah, it is

evident that so he •will refers to the heathen
father-in-law of the specified nations. Comp.
further vi. 15 ; iv. 26. Ver. 5. (Ex. xxiii. 24;

xxxiv. 13). Images, i. e., statues, pillars of

Baal, as the highest male deity (the sun) as the

fructifying power of nature. Groves of As-

tarte (TTliyX the weaker form) the goddess of

love and fruitfulness (Venus), the moon. As the

riDifp were stone pillars, so the D''TB'>{ were

neither green trees nor oaks, but wooden pillars,

which appear to have been erected beneath them.

The reasons for this conduct follow. Ver. 6. 1)

From the national character of Israel : tJ'np

nin''7 set apart to Jehovah, and thus holy, but

the idea here is not of freedom from sin, as also

in Ex. xix. 6. According to this priestly title it

has the task of the banning, or curse, but also

the duty not to pollute itself religiously, or to

fall under the curse (ver. 26), Lev. xi. 44. 2)
From the choice of Israel (iv. 47). 3) From the
destination of Israel to be above all people in

which the choice reaches its end. rivJD is a

property viewed as a sure possession (as nSnj,

iv. 20, an inheritance) from 7JD to acquire or

gain (1 Pet. ii. 9, dg Trepi-iroijjmv). Ver. 7. Such
a pre-eminence has its ground not in anything
external, as in the numerical importance and
greatness of a people, in which case to be above
all would imply that they were more numerous,
if not than all taken together, still than any one
of the all. That Israel was as the stars (i. 10

;

X. 22) was merely the fulfilment of the promise
of God to the fathers, a promise according to

grace, not implying any merit or pre-eminence
on the part of the people. For ye were, sq., is

not to be pressed, as if each of the other nations
surpassed Israel in numbers and natural strength
(ver. 1), but that while in the promise of grace
the sands of the sea-shore (Gen. xxii. 13) are
not sufiBcient to correspond with the greatness
of Israel, it appears in nature as a drop in the
ocean, as set over against the nations generally,
or even against those directly in view here (Lu.

xii. 82). p^'n inclination, delight, pleasure in

any one (Gen. xxxiv. 8; Isa. xxxviii. 17). [Bib.
Com. :

" He chose to himself Israel, when as yet
but a single family, or rather a single person

—

Abraham." So also Wordsworth.—A. G.].

Ver. 8. ri5nND, comp. i. 27. As in iv. 37, with

reference to the fathers, the choice rests upon
love, so here ver. 7 in direct reference to Israel

itself, but here also ver. 8, the realization of this

choice in leading them from Egypt; the reference

to the fathers is introduced through the faithful-

ness and truth of Jehovah. (Luke i. 73 ; 1 John
iv. 8, 16). Comp. iii. 24; iv. 34. Ver. 9, iv. 35.

Jehovah the true and faithful God; the latter lu

a twofold respect: 1) keeping covenant and
mercy through which alone the establishment

of the covenant (comp. upon iv. 18. Doct. and
Eth. 18), was confirmed, v. 10; Ex. xx. 6, and
2) ver. 10: And repayeth, sq., by which v. 9;
Ex. XX. 5, are illustrated. To his face indi-

vidually, each one of them, like the expression
upon his own head. [Bib. Com.: "Punishes
His enemies in their own proper persons. The
phrase variously interpreted. 'Openly,' Gro-
Tius ;

' instantly,' Vulgate, Vater; 'while still

alive,' Rosenmuller."—A. G.]. The repetition

guards what is said against the doubt, that God
in opposition to His faithfulness, delays to pun-
ish, because the punishing brings no gain, pays
nothing. If He thus delays, it is upon other
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grounds entirely, 2 Pet. iii. 9; Rom. ii. 4. Ver.

11, Ti. 17 ; V. 1.

2. Vers. 12-16. While in iv. 31 a relation was
foreseen for a warning in which Israel falls into

disobedience, and Jehovah alone keeps the cove-

nant, here ver. 12 for their encouragement a better

case, the only right case, is selected, in which

the people hear and obey, since it does these

judgments (comp. upon iv. 1) i. e., whatever is

right, in all relations, according to this com-
mandment, and the statutes (ver. 11). In

this case they should receive as a re-ward (3p.t'

Isa. V. 23), with the most emphatic prominence,

whatever in ver. 9 is presented barely as the

truth of Jehovah corresponding to the love of

Israel. Others render merely therefore, be-

cause, (viii. 20; Num. xiv. 24) or. And this is

the result, if ye will, sq., so Jehovah will keep,

sq. Ver. 13. Inwardly love, outwardly enlarge-

ment, the medium of the blessing. D'ln^J^

(xxviii. 4, 18, 51) Feweres Astarte, appellative

as Ceres of the grain, Lucina of the birth.

(Knobel). In connection with "^i'ip, used per-

haps purposely with contempt. Ver. 14. The
wish becomes now a formal promise. Ver. 15.

Connects with the solemnity of the promise, the

averting ofall that is opposed to the blessing of life.

The generally expressed All sicknesses is now
specialized by the recollection ofEgyptian diseases

(xxviii. 27, 60). The transitive thought to the

special Egyptian diseases in this connection, if

it is not to be viewed as a mere supposition, must
be, in the memory of Israel, the historical plagues.

(Ex. XV. 16). For the peculiarities as to the

diseases of Egypt, comp. Henostenbero. The

Books of Moses, p. 225 sq. [Pliny, as quoted in

the Bible Com., calls Egypt the mother of most

diseases. Wagner, Nat. Hist, of Man, a focus

of contagious sickness of all history. " It is not

without significance that Egypt, which repre-

sents ia Scripture the world as contrasted with

the Church, should thus lie under the power of

disease and death."—A. G.]. Thus the plague

scarcely ever ceasing in Alexandria; eye dis-

eases are very frequent in Egypt; more recently

the cholera came from thence. The plagues hold

the chief place among the evil diseases befall-

ing the Egyptians in reference to Israel, so they

should be put upon all those hating thee, and
thus the people of God are literally placed pa-

rallel with their God (comp. ver. 10; v. 9)—
they hate thee because they hated Me. Hence
all that ver. 16, taking up the thread from the

beginuing of the chapter, inculcates anew upon
Israel, becomes a divine judgment: Comp. Num.
xxiv. 8; xiv. 9. (Deut. xxxi. 17). "The affec-

tions or inclinations of the heart are attributed

to the eyes of those in whom they appear or may
be seen" (Berl. Bib.). Comp. Deut. xiii. 8

;

xix. 13, elc. Snare. The image of the hunt,

draught-net, snare, not used so much with refe-

rence to the ensnaring in sin, as rather to the

imprisonment in the like judgments with these

which Israel should execute, partly as divine

judgments, partly a.s the natural nemesis, (the

self-destructive power of evil), IIupfeld upon
Ps. ix. 16. Comp. Exod. x. 7. i^'H elsewhere

specially the serving other gods (ver. 4), but since

this is only the result of sparing the people, it is

generally the failure to carry out the divine com-
mand to consume them.

3. Vers. 17-26. In the statement, ver. 7, humbling
all self-righteous thoughts, according to which
faith alone could be spoken of in opposition to pre-
sumption and fleshly boldness, there might be also

in opposition to faith, cowardice, the prudence of
fear, which would prevent obedience (i. 28).

Hence ver. 17 sq., in thy heart, because the

heart is desponding as it is over-confident, (Jer.

xvii. 9). Ver. 18 (i. 21), i. 30; iv. 34; vi. 22.

Ver. 19.

—

n of which I have so many times al-

ready spoken reminding thee. Ver. 20. More-
over also the hornet (n^'ivn [Keil] with

the article collective as a species or kind), i. e.,

before thou consumest, destroyest them (ver. 16)

and thus evidently to be understood as, ii. 25,

of the terrors of God, which should go before Is-

rael (Knobel) with which also Josh. xxiv. 12,

Ps. xliv. 2) fully agree. For in distinction from
Israel's sword and bow, there is something truly

wrought by God, and this is then emblematized
under the more simple and sometimes insigni-

ficant form, the more mighty the work is. In

the plagues in Egypt the small animals served

as the hosts of God. The so-called large waspa
are feared by man and beast from the painful-

ness of their sting. Armies have been seriously

molested or destroyed by hornets. .^Elian XI.

28. But even in Ex. xxiii. 28 (to which there

is a reference here), the hornets are not men-
tioned "as peculiarly fitted to excite alarm," as

ScHULTZ thinks, but—and this may serve to ex-

plain the article—as symbolizing the terrors

there described in ver. 27. Thus the terrors of

God should so clear the way among the nations,

that Israel should have merely to glean ; they
would already, and indeed utterly, perish before

the terrors of the coming events.

—

Before thee
shows that Israel should be active as the instru-

ment which God uses. Ver. 21, i. 29, 42 (xxxi.

17). Ver. 22. (Ver. 1), as Ex. xxiii. 29 sq.

(2 Kings xvii. 25 sq.). Thus Moses indeed

strikes another tone, Josh, xxiii. 13 ; comp.

Judg. ii. 3 ; iii. 1. Ver. 28. ii. 33, 15. no^HD,

destruction effected inwardly through fear (ver.

20), outwardly through sicknesses, the sword,

and the like. Ver. 24, ii. 30; iii. 3. The utter

destruction of the Canaanites which is described,

ver. 23, by the instruments, the way and man-
ner generally, is here presented by the objects

which are more especially concerned, their
kings (Josh. x. 22 sq.), and the nations

(names), (xxv. 19). After such a destruction

of the persons, it only remains to speak of their

affairs or possessions. Ver. 25. A pure separa-

tion. Thou shalt not desire (v. 18), much less

take or bring into thy house, in order to pre-

serve (ver. 26). Coverings, ornaments, and the

like are intended. Comp. upon ver. 16. Israel

must share the opposition of God to idols; other-

wise it will be betrayed into that which has

been used in the service of idols, and be involved

in the judgment of God upon it. Ver. 26.

Faithfulness in little things proves their love to

Jehovah ; the sacred zeal for Him should never

grow cold, and degenerate into indifference

toward anything connected with the Canaanitish

idolatrous service. What is abomination t«
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Jehovah is a curse for Israel. The want of an
inward consecration to God in thought leads

necessarily to an outward consecration to God,

through destruction. 17103, the masculine, re-

fers to 3nn <]D3 (ver. 25) as XIH also. yp.tJ?,

Levitical impurities, Lev. xi.

DOCTRINAL, AND ETHICAL.

1. For the Bann (Cherem) comp. upon i. 6

—

iv. 40. Doct. and Eth. 3 and 9.

[2. As to the rigorous destruction of the Ca-
naanites here commanded, two things are to be
observed. 1. That it was a judicial act on the

part of God. The iniquity of the Amorites,
which was not yet full. Gen. xv. 16, was now
full. God had patiently endured their inquities,

He had given them space for repentance. He
had sent among them the patriarchs, whose
worship was a constant testimony to the true
God, had warned by the solemn judgments upon
the cities of the plain, and they had resisted all.

The times of retribution for these nations had
come, as it came to the world before the flood,

as it came to Sodom and Gomorrah. He who
used the forces and elements of the natural
world in carrying out His judgments in other

cases, now uses as His instruments the Israel-

ites. But 2. It is clear here that the Israelites

acted by an express and definite divine command.
They were not actuated by desire of conquest or
gain, or by worldly ambition. This was ex-

pressly and carefully guarded against in the

very grant of the laud made to them and in the

fact that they were strictly enjoined to come to

all other nations than the dwellers in Canaan
with offers of peace. They were farther warned,
and that repeatedly, and in the most impressive

way, that a like sin on their part would involve

a like destruction. There were also great moral
ends to be secured with respect to Israel to

guard it from the contamination of heathenism,

and with respect to all men to set forth, as in a
rehearsal, the retributive process which is going
forward now in the history of nations, and
which shall reach its final act and consumma-
tion when Christ shall judge all whose iniqui-

ties are full. See Henqstenberg, Auth. II.

471-607; Graves on the Pentateuch; Kahsch
370.—A. G.]

3. Since the Canaanites, vi. 19 (elsewhere

also), are called the enemies of Israel, chap,

vii. inculcates with sacred earnestness from its

beginning to its close their entire and thorough
eradication (ver. 6), states it as a principle of

theocratic hostility, whose realization for the

people of God comes out in the so-called impre-

catory psalms. In connection with the moral
aversion and horror which Israel truly in this

following after God should feel towards the
idolatrous heathenism, with a practical energy
passing down into the individual life, there is a
hatred for the sake of Jehovah in the interests

of His honor, which a true love for God gives.
The former corresponds to the nature of God
and true piety, as well as the latter. If we can
say in a social way: "Tiie friend of my friend

is himself my friend," how much more upon the

theocratic ground must the enemy of God be

Israel's enemy! The distinction between pri-
vate hatred, and hatred for the sake of God, is

hardly sufficient here, since piety can never be
a pure abstraction from its subject; but the
more vital it is, the more subjective it will be;
the interests of God are ever my interests. As
the reproaches of Christ over the cities, in
which the most of His mighty works were done,
because they had not repented ; as His repeated
woe over the Pharisees ; as the curse of Peter
on Simon Magus; as the well-known utterance
of Paul in regard to the coppersmith Alexander,
are New Testament instances, so the Heid Cat.
Q. 52, in reference to the coming of Christ, com-
forts itself with this : "that He will cast all His
and my enemies {i. e. those who are at the same
time mine) into eternal perdition " But any
misunderstanding between the hatred flowing
out of love to God, and the hatred springing
from selfishness, is prevented by the distinction
bet\yeen after the Spirit and after the flesh.
Christ utters the fundamental theocratic posi-
tion after the Spirit, Matt. v. 43: "Ye have
heard that it hath been said, thou shalt love thy
neighbor, and hate thy enemy; But His "I say
unto you," sq. (ver. 44) goes through the whole
sermon on the mount, and bears especially against
the carnal interpretation and use of the fundamen-
tal position understood alone after the Spirit, as
it was generally known in the tradition of the
Scribes and Pharisees, and almost alone received
as valid (Acts x. 28). They understood the
theoretical fundamental position given out of
love to Jehovah, as applying over and beyond
the historical letter; the hatred against the Ca-
naanites, against their idolatrous service, as a
required national hate generally. That was
spirit indeed, but the spirit of the flesh (politi-

cal egoism). Then they applied it in the private
life from the stand- point of the letter, and thence
much more still to other ends than those intend-
ed, than to the heathen. This was the letter of
the flesh (Dogmatic Egoism). As, however,
Christ, Matt. v. 44, turns Himself against this

unloosing on the one hand, and this ossifying
on the other, of this fundamental, theocratic po-
sition, so also His but I against that "which has
been said," is unmistakable also after the Spirit.

The spirit of the New Covenant differs therein
from the spirit of the Old Covenant, that according
to Luke ix. 56, "the Son of Man is not come to

destroy men's lives, but to save them" (comp.
V. 54, 55), [i. e. against the spirit of the Old
Covenant, as it was understood and carried out

by the Jews, or even as the disciples, in the

case quoted, conceived of that spirit. There is

no real distinction in spirit between the Old and
the New.—A. G.] The special grace for Israel

has become general, and grace prevails over,

judgment. Thus the love of God is poured into

our hearts through the Holy Spirit given unto

us, and love bears all, believes all, and hopes'

all things.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sq. Luther: "After he has made the

heart right, which then becomes a spring of

works, then he directs the hand with the other

members, that they should destroy, sq. Our
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Bword is the word of God, with which the spirit-

ual people fight and kill, i. e. convert the heathen

from their error, in which they have lived."

Calvin: "Therefore it is better for us to sun-

der connections, than by intimacy with the ene-

mies of God to be drawn by their allurements

away from Him; for they will ever strive by
all possible arts to make division between us

and God. While we live among unbelievers we
cannot escape the common corruption; but

when we seek close communion with them, we
throw open the door to Satan." Berl. Bib.:

"Thus also the New Testament forbids intima-

cies with vicious men, who are living as the

heathen," 1 Cor. v. 9; 2 Cor. vi. 14. Ver. 3.

Tub. Bib.: "Marriage with an unbeliever, or

an infidel is most dangerous, and to be coun-

selled against." Ver. 4. Bekl. Bib.: "Think
not that thou wilt convert them, through thy

intimacy; rather they will lead thee astray.

Gradually one accommodates himself to their

works, and does the same." The holiness of

God's people, not a natural quality (nature

rather inclines to the Canaanites, hence v. 1 sq.),

but their destination in the choice of God.

Ver. 7. Luther: That they might not fulfil in

the flesh what was begun in the Spirit, and be
puflFed up with their works after they had de-

stroyed the idols and the godless, as the flesh is

wont to be, He comes and takes away all glory

and confidence in their works, as if he had said:

God uses not your sword, because your strength

is necessary to Him ; but the glory of the work
is this, that He overthrows so great a number
with you who are so few. If He wished to

overcome them with a great multitude. He would
not have chosen you, but another nation greater

than you." Ver. 8. Lcther: " And this is the

simple and perfect understanding of the first

command, that we have nothing through our

own merits, but have and hold all things through
His mercy and love alone, and so are enabled to

live for His glory." Starke: "Dear friend, if

the Jews and their fathers could not earn from
God the promised land which was so small,

belonging to earth and time, how can we hope
to earn as a debt heaven and eternal life?" The
design of the choice ; separation from the world

(ver. 6), the humbling of the selfish ego (ver. 7),

the praise of the Lord's grace and faithfulness

(ver. 8). Ver. 10. Schultz: "The judgments
of God are often delayed, but sure." Retribu-
tion even in the present time is clear from
numerous cases, is taught under the Old Cove-
nant, and wins clearer light in the New." Ver.

12. Luther: "It is preventient mercy, through
which we are chosen, called and justified, with-

out any works of ours; it is following grace
when we, through our works, become sure of

our part in that preventient grace, and so enjoy
it." Ver. 13. Love, blessing, increase, the
three-fold tone of divine grace. Ver. 14. Cra-
mer : " The divine blessing profitable to all things,

sq., 1 Tim. iv. 8. Thus God allures us to obedi-
ence through kindness." Ver. 16. Snare is it to

thee : a word in season for every undecided,
every half-way heart, every self-confident one.
Consolation in times of sadness (ver. 17). from
what God has done (ver. 18), from what we

I ourselves have experienced (ver. 19), from the

;
word and promise of God which go beyond our

I

experience (ver. 19 sq.). Ver. 20. Luther:
"The hornets signify, that the godless should

I
be driven away through the terrors of the law,
and cannot conceal themselves, etc. It was not
in the power of the Israelites to send the hornets
before them, neither is it in ours to terrify any
godless one ; but God troubles and terrifies the
heart, Acts ix. 6; ii. 37." Ver. 21. He that is

in us is greater than he that is in the world (1
John iv. 4); therefore fear not; He is rather to

be feared. Ver. 22. Luther: After the god-
lessuess of the heart is overcome, the struggle
between the flesh and the Spirit remains (Rom.
vii ; Gal. v.), that we should not be proud or
lifted up. The Jebusites, Canaanites and Phil-

istines are left within the flesh to tempt us, and
to call us to the exercise of spiritual weapons.
Usually they are cruel and raging passions, car-

nal security, vain glory, pride and idleness."

Luther: "The house of the conscience should
be kept pure, for there is nothing more tender
or sensitive." Little children, keep yourselves
from idols, 1 John v. 21.

—

Berl. Bib.: "Is
everything under the curse an abomination, so

also all who do not love the Lord Jesus Christ,

1 Cor. xvL 22."

Chapter VIII. 1-20.

All, the commandments [commandment] which I command thee this day shall

ye observe to do, that ye may live, and multiply, and go in and possess the lan(l

which the Lord sware unto your fathers. And thou shalt remember all the way
which the Lord thy God led thee [has caused thee to go] these forty years in the

wilderness, to humble thee, and to prove thee, to know what ira.^ in thine heart,

whether thou wouldest keep his commandments [commandment] or no. And he
humbled thee, and suffered thee to hunger, and fed thee with [.-uffered thee to eat]

manna, which thou knewest not, neither did thy fathers know ; that he might
make thee know that man doth not live by bread only, but by every word that
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4 proceedeth [every out-going] out of the mouth of the Lord, doth man live. Thy
raiment waxed not old [fell not away from] upon thee, neither did thy foot swelP

5 [trickle] these forty years. Thou shalt also consider in [with] thine heart, that as

6 a man chasteneth his son, so the Lord thy God chasteneth thee. Therefore [and]

thou shalt keep the commandments [commandment] of the Lord thy God, to walk
7 in his ways, and to fear him. For the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good

land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains, and depths that spring out of valleys

8 and hills ; A land of wheat, and barley, and vines, and fig-trees, and pomegranates,

V a land of oil-olive^ [olive trees], and honey; A land wherein thou shalt eat bread
without scarceness, thou shalt not lack any thing in it ; a land whose stones are

10 iron, and out of whose hills thou mayest dig brass.* Wheo thou hast eaten [And
thou eatest] and art full, then thou shalt bless [and blessedst] the Lord thy God

.11 for the good land which he hath given thee. Beware that thou forget [Keep thee,

lest thou forget] not the Lord thy God, in not keeping his commandments [com-
mandment], and his judgments, and his statutes, which I command thee this day:

12 Lest when thou hast eaten, and art full, and hast built goodly houses, and dwelt

13 therein; And tvhen thy herds and thy flocks [small cattle] multiply, and thy silver

14 and thy gold is multiplied, and all that thou hast is multiplied ; Then thine heart

be lifted up, and thou forget the Lord thy God, which brought thee forth out of

15 the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage [servants] ; Who led thee through
that great and terrible wilderness, xcherein ivere [omit wherein were] fiery serpents,

and scorpions, and drought [dry land], where there was no water: who brought
16 thee forth water out of the rock of flint ; Who fed thee in the wilderness with

manna, which thy fathers knew not, that he might humble thee, and that he might
17 prove thee, to do thee good at thy latter end : And thou say in thine heart. My
18 power and the might of viine hand hath gotten me this wealth. But thou shalt

remember the Lord thy God ; for it is he that giveth thee power to get wealth, that

he may establish his covenant which he sware unto thy fathers, as it is this day.

19 And it shall be, if thou do at all forget* [in fact forgettest] the Lord thy God, and
walk after other gods, and serve them, and worship [bowest down to] them, I tes-

20 tify against you this day that ye shall surely perish. As the nations [heathen]

which the Lord destroyeth before your face, so shall ye perish ; because [for this

;

for a reward] ye would not be obedient unto the voice of the Lord your God.

TEXTUAL AKD GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 4. pVjl occurs only here and in Neh. xi. 21. It is variously rendered, callous, unshod, swell, connected

I
• T

with " dough " through the swelling in fermentation. Shroeder renders trickle or drop, from the water-blist«r8 which

would form upon unshod feet. A. V. seems best.—A. 6.]

2 [Ver. 8. Margin : olive trees of oil.]

8 [Ver. 9. Bib. Com. and Wordsworth render copper.—A. G.]

* [Ver. 19. Forgetting, thou forgettest. We have no full equivalent. So again in the laat clause; perishing, ye shall

perish.—A. 6.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-6. As Moses ever keeps in view the

purpose of his deutei-onomic discourses, it can-

not appear strange if he, when the occasion

offers, announces it again. Repetition has the

tendency rather to strengthen than to weaken
this discourse. The emphasis upon the whole
law (all the commandments) (ver. 1, as vi.

24, 25; comp. ver. 1, vii. 11) shows that this

occurs not merely for the sake of the repetition,

not even alone for the explanation of individual
commands from the idea of the whole, but also

for the enlargement, completeness (v. 28), espe-

cially through the prominence given to the mo-
tives to obedience, and with reference to Canaan
(the rationes legi adjectse). It is less a repeated,

than a continuous (this day) enduring (part.

^^^ip) law-giving. The work cleaves to the per-

son; while Moses lives, he gives the law.

So thoroughly is he the bearer of his idea.

The expressions are nearly stereotype. Comp.
iv. 2; vi. 1; v. 1 ; vi. 3; v. 30; vi. 18: vii. 18.

Ver. 2. And thou shalt remember, as v. 15.

The recollection of the leading through the wil-

derness, (i. 31 ; ii. 7) bears here upon the obe-

dience to the commands. God works this obe-

dience only from the self-conscious man, in that

He brings him to a true self-consciousness (Luke
XV. 17), i.e., of his own weakness (as over against

the divine omnipotence) of his sin (which the

sense of the holiness and righteousness of God
produces), of his ingratitude (in view of the love

of God). T\l)} in Piel (Gen. xxxiv. 2) points out

this more and more intimate power exercised

over any one. Broken in his own strength,

humbled from his self-presumption, the man ia
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referred to God (Gen. xxxii. 26, 27), to hear and

obey Him. With this purpose in the leading

through the wilderness, (]'i'^'7
confessedly from

nyj in the sense to incline, declare hia meaning,

to" aim at, and thus the humiliation of Israel and

the design of God coincide) are connected to

prove and to know as secondary or incidental

designs (^) which may be distinguished from each

other as means and ends, or as subjective and ob-

jective : since the knowledge here is only of ser-

vice to God, as it serves to reveal the people to them-

selves, as it justities His ways to them in every case

(comp. Doct. !ind Ethical 2, on chap. i. 1-6). With

stich a knowledge of Israel, there (what was
in thine heart"), was naturally sought at the

s;ime time the knowledge in what it would result

(whether thou wouidst keep) and thus the

pedagogical signifieance of the wilderness a^rrees

wt'll, with the end for which the recollection

of the way through the wilderness was here

nijoined. Since the humiliation is the means of

discipline unto obedience (Ps. cxix. 67, 71) so it

is not only confirmed, but ver. 3 specifically ex-

emplified with respect to food, as in ver. 4 with

respect to the clothing of Israel in the desert
j

(Isa. iii. 7). Hunger is not alluded to as a temp-

tation any more than the knowledge of ver. 3 is

co-extensive with that of ver. 2, but as introduc-

tory, preparatory, and throwing light upon the

feeding with manna. Hunger, the want of

bread, and desire for it (Ex. xvi. 3 sq. ; Num.
xxi. 5). Which thou knowest not qualifies

and characterizes this feeding. The more un-

known, the more clearly separated from the usual

means of life. Not upon bread alone {iXl

Gen. xxvii. 40; Isa. xxxviii. 16) as the ordinary

food, as if instar omnium, upon which the life of

man rests (Lev. xxvi. 26; Isa. iii. 1 ; Ezek. iv.

16; V. 16). [Wordsworth: "As if bread could

nourish life irrespective of God's will, or as if

He could not support life without it, or without

any mean-s at all. See Matt. iv. 4, where He
who is the living bread quotes these words
against the tempter.—A. G.]. But by every
^70rd, not: but also upon, rather: much more
upon, sq. Thus not the bread, but the Lord.

Literally, every outgoing of the mouth of
Jehovah, word, command, promise, thus not

specially the law. But if the life of men rests

upon the mouth of God, then men must cleave to

the mouth of God and obey Him. Comp. i. 26,

43. Obedience is not only better than sacrifice,

(1 Sam. XV. 22) but even than bread, (John iv.

34). The feeding with manna was therefore the

most decided, and at the same time to the believer

the most blessed humiliation (Ps. Ixxiii. 25). If

man lives upon the Lord, so the Lord can nour-
ish and sustain his life, in every way, even mi-

raculously. Matt. iv. 4; Luke iv. 4. God is thus

simply indispensable to the life of men in every
aspect (xxix. 5) ; .John vi. 32 sq. [" The lesson

was thus taught, that it is not nature which nou-
rishes man, but God the Creator, by and through
nature ; and generally that God is not tied to tlie

particular channels through which He is pleased

to work." BiB.CoM.—A. G.]. As in the manna
extraordinary food was miraculously created,

the creative power of God remedied the hunger,

so ver. 4 presents the providence of God to the
people, which in so marvellous a way preserves
their clothing beyond what could have been ex-
pected. Starke :

" That thou hast not necessa-

rily to wear rent garments and such as could not
cover thee "). p2f3, to become soft, liquid, water

blisters upon the feet, because the sandals being
worn out they were compelled to march bare-

foot. It was a miraculous blessing, Moses says,

without once stopping to reason why it should
occur. It does not exclude the use of the natu-

ral supplies to which Kurtz refers, the rich

herds supplying abundantly wool and leather,

the numerous garments and sandals which every
Israelite must have possessed, (Ex. xii, 84, 35)
the garments of the Egyptians which were washed'
ashore (Ex. xiv. 30) and the booty they would
have secured from the Amalekites, sq. We need not

hold with some Jewish Rabbis, or some Christian

expositors, that the clothes and shoes upon the

children grew with their growth, or with a re-

ference to Ezek. xvi. 10 sq., that the Angel was
present as a tailor in the wilderness. Comp.
upon ii. 7. [It is idle, of course, to speculate as

to the process by which this result was secured,

as it would be to ask how Christ multiplied the

loaves and fishes. But while we need not over-

look the natural supplies, nor exclude human
agency in part, as that agency was used in col-

lecting and preparing the manna; it is clear that

these natural supplies were supplemented by
some special and miraculous exercise of the di-

vine power.—A. G.]. Ver. 5. And consider,
as and remember, in ver. 2. The recollection

of the journey through the wilderness should

serve to bring Israel to the consideration which
that leading had in view, hence the comparison,

(Ex. iv. 22) of a man and his son, as i. 31,

and chasteneth (Schroeder instructeth) as in

iv. 36. Comp. the same. To give such know-
ledge God is continually teaching. And this in-

struction is very fitting here, where Moses calls

attention to obedience. (^3!J/~D>7. Comp. iv.

39). Ver. 6. Announces the practical end (iv.

10 ; vi. 24). To walk in his w^ays, in opposi-

tion to iv. 3 ; vi. 14, thus to follow Him in the

way in which He leads His people, and has

pointed out in His law, which is equivalent to

walking in His commandments, i. e., to do them,

to live according to them, x. 12; xi. 22; xix. 9;

xxvi. 17.

2. Vers. 7-10. Over against the wilderness

with its miraculous leading, Canaan now enters

as the goal of this leading, in a comprehensive

and gorgeous description ; the extraordinary

there, becomes here nearly the ordinary, be-

cause belonging to the character of the land.

Whoever there has, to him shall be given, that

he may have abundantly. So much greater is

the obligation to obedience. [This description

of the land is peculiarly appropriate on the

supposition that Moses actually described it, just

as the people stood upon its borders, and with a
view to encourage them to faithfulness and obe-

dience. It would have been comparatively aim-

less if the book came from a later author, and
out of entirely different circumstances.—A. G.].

Ver. 7. (iii. 25; iv. 21). nbnn usually the
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waves of the sea, as Dinri the sea, but here the

masses of water below the earth, which here and
there find issue through the surface. We think

of the valley streams, as the Arnon, the Jabbok,

Bq., but especially of the Jordan, with its seas,

its diflferent sources in Lebanon and Hermon,
"fed by the snows and rains upon its lofty sum-
mit, and grotto basins, through its icy treasure

chambers and caverns, kept in its course through
the whole year, while nearly all the other Sy-
rian streams sink away through the dry season."
Thus abundance of water. Then fruitfulness, as

also Tacitus, Ammian, and others (Winer, II.,

p. 188), afSrm. Wheat in abundance (1 Kings
V. 11 ; Ezek. xxvii. 17) found even now in con-
siderable measures. Barley for the cattle, es-

pecially for the horses, but used also for the

poorer classes of the people, also largely raised.

Vines, the cultivation of which constituted a

main branch of agriculture, to which the land
and climate are favorable. [The vine is still

cultivated in Palestine in those parts in which
there is a considerable population. See Stan-
let, S. and P., and Robinson's Bibl. Res.—A.

G.]. Vines and fig-trees used proverbially for

the peaceful condition in Palestine. The pome-
granates, partly wild, partly in gardens, of bril-

liant color, beautiful form, fruit, fleshy, juicy,

and refreshing. fOjy jTI the olive of oil (the

olive tree which yields oil) in distinction from

the wild olive {]rp'^ ]';;)• The olive of Palestine

was specially prized. Honey, the favorite food

still in Eastern lands, used instead of the un-
known sugar. Ver. 9. A special application of

such fruitfulness, with a reference to Gen. iii.

19, so that a characteristic feature of the lost pa-

radise cleaves to the land. nJZIDO^ from ]DD
•• ••

: • : l-T
to humble oneself, to be poor. It is as much as

if he said, in which thou shalt not have to stoop

to toil, and to pour out the sweat of thy brow in

order to eat thy bread. But more generally, as

God is sufficient to Israel instead of the gods of

the heathen, so His land affords all that is neces-

sary, so that the people need not to enter into

commerce with other people from any want or

necessity, and may avoid dangerous alliances

with them. Hence also the iron and the brass
(copper) the indispensable metals are alluded to.

Not only are the warm springs at Tiberias ferru-

ginous, and the soil at Hasbeiya, strongly im-
pregnated with iron, but iron stones are found
upon Lebanon, and iron strata are supposed to

exist between Jerusalem and Jericho (Ezek.
xxvii. 19). We are to think also of the ferrugi-

nous basalt in North Canaan, especially in the

East of Jordan, and also in the land of the Amo-
rites. Did Israel engage in mining, or did they
neglect it? [See the passage in Job xxviii. 1-11.

— A. G.]. Traces of former copper works are
found on Lebanon. Ver. 10 gives the result of
the description of the land, which could not be
deferred. It must be so—cannot be otherwise.
The Jewish tradition of grace at meals, and indeed
after meals, founded upon this passage is too

narrow and special an explanation. In this re-

spect Christ introduces the thanks and blessing
before the meal. Matt. xiv. 19; xv. 36; xxvi. 26.

3. Vers. 10-20. Still how the transition to the

warning reminds us of home and the Christian

grace; Lord Jesus, let us never forget Thy love in
the eating! Ver. 11. Comp. iv. 9, 15, 23; vi.

12. To forget leads to the not keeping. Self-

keeping guards against the forgetting, iv. 1 sq,;

vi. 40; v. 1; vi. 2, 3, 17 ; vii. 11; viii. 1. That
thou forget not is the main thought here,

hence ver. 12, illustrating practically the thought,
resumes after the manner of vi. 10, the particu-

lars completed in the next verse (vii. 13). Ver,
14 shows how the want of self-circumspection

finds utterance in self- exaltation, which is al-

ways with respect to Jehovah, boastfulness.

Hence, as a conclusion, the great deeds of Je-

hovah are still once more succinctly stated ; the

exodus from Egypt, (vi. 12, 21 sq. ; vii. 8, 19),

and (ver. 15) the leading through the wilderness
(ver. 2 sq.) in the light of which every thought
of self-glorying falls away. Comp. i. 19. The

fearfulness is portrayed through the 'Y^U IVTM

(Num. xxi. 6). ^"it-? according to its primary

sense, that which draws itself together, thus the

coiled, rolled together (hence less easily distin-

guished and more dangerous) serpents,—those

peculiarly poisonous ; and in its secondary mean-

ing (even without the ti/XS) burning, whose bite

produced burning inflammation. The Sinaitio

peninsula abounds in all kinds of poisonous
creeping animals. The following words are sim-

ply a rhetorical apposition, thrown together,

without 3 (Keil), and therefore the more

striking. pX'SX fi'O'^ ^v?^ *« be dry, to thirst,

l?ads fitly to the most wonderful (out of the

flinty, hardest rock) water supply, to which the

fever produced by the bite of the fiery serpents,

even more fitly leads, as also that dryness and
thirst were characteristics of the wilderness, in

contrast with Canaan abounding in water (ver.

7). Ex. xvii. 6; Num. xx. 11. Since the feed-

ing with manna, ver. 16, refers back to ver. 3,

and therefore must be regarded as a humiliation,

so the two-fold (jJi^O ) defining the end, ap-

pears, at least according to the sense, to be re-

ferred to the entire works of Jehovah mentioned,

in any case, to those spoken of in ver. 15, after

ver. 2. These deeds cannot be spoken of as fa-

vors, since the favors or good deeds are fixed at

the end of Israel, i. e., not at the end of life,

which is not involved in the connection, but the

end of the desert journey. The favor of the

promised land was the end of Israel here ad-

dressed; as if he had said the final act of kind-

ness. [Wordsworth: "The latter end of Is-

rael was not only their entrance into Canaan,
but it extends to the last days in which God com-
forted the true Israel of God by the coming of

Christ."—A. G.]. Ver. 17 is a parallel continu-

ation of ver. 14. In thine heart, lifting itself

up, growing presumptuous. Moses traces the

emotion to its source, as if he had said, think in

thyself, persuade thyself. This wealth, land,

possessions, position, etc. Ver. 18. But reniem
ber (rather), for that would be to forget. That
he may (the end, the purpose) establish (cause

to stand up, preserve entire, fulfil) his covenant
(iv. 31), especially the promise of Canaan (Gen.

xxvi. 3). Asitisthisday (ii. 80; iv.20). "If
the East Jordan region was conquered, the West
Jordan also should be taken " (Knobel) iv. 37
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sq. A solemn testimony closes the warning, as

iv. 26. Yer. 19; vi. 10; xii. 14; v. 9. Ver. 20.

If ye place yourselves by the side of the Ca-

naanites in their apostacy, ye shall perish like

them. A counterpart to vii. 12.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Everything in the present life is laid under

obligation in the Pentateuch, v?hich aims at a

life of ever renewed obedience to God, a life

which carries in itself a security for that which

lies beyond the present. This inward light

serves to explain many of the expressions used,

and understood especially of external earthly

things, but which thus win a spiritual interpre-

tation reaching to the other life (ver. 16). Thus,

as ver. 18 shows, the legal character of Israel

has its deep foundation in grace and faith. The
reward excludes all righteousness of works.

2. Humiliation (comp. Exeget. and Crit.), the

end of the leading through the wilderness. When
thus pride in the possession of Canaan (vers. 14,

17) was the result, the very opposite to the de-

sign of God appears, and hence also God could

not at last do good (ver. 16) but must destroy,

(ver. 19 sq ). The like position in this case in-

deed with the Canaanites, shows us that Israel

by nature was not different from the other na-

tions. It is all grace, which it appropriates by

faith, but must prove through obedience, as the

preference of God for Israel approves itself mo-

rally through the moral teachings, legally in the

ordo salutis. Therefore the whole leading of the

people (ver, 14) especially in the desert, tends

to humiliation. As the experience of our own
nothingness is the first condition for grace, so

humility, the consciousness that we deserve no-

thing, can accomplish nothing, remains the con-

stant attendant of grace.

3. While humiliation is the general design,

trial, temptation, is the peculiar characteristic

of the wilderness. HDJ, from the root, to di-

vide, separate, signifies to put to the test, to

prove, thus to bring into a position, in which na-

ture reveals itself in haughty confidence or de-

spondency, and grace in man reveals itself in his

faith or obedience. Wherefore humiliation, and

especially temptation, terminate (ver. 16, ^^D'H^)

in good (James i. 13 sq.). In the individual it

works a correct knowledge (ver. 2) as to his

relations to God ; for the Church it serves also to

distinguish the true from the false members, in

entire accordance with the primary sense of

the Hebrew word.
4. The desert and the temptation meet again

in the Messiah, in whom the idea of Israel

reaches completion (Matt. iv. ; Luke iv.). The
wilderness was especially appropriate to the

temptation to lust, or to the hasty anticipation

of their rest, which has its parallel in the Sa-

tanic through want or pain ; and this tempta-

tion respects the ordinary things in life, that

which was usual in Egypt. That it does not

concern wealth or power is all the more clear,

from the extraordinary character of the gifts,

through which the giver represents Himself to

His people. These gifts (water out of the flinty

rock and manna) form a counterbalance to this

temptation of the wilderness, similar to that

which the solemn repeated warnings form to the

gift of Canaan, the good deed, corresponding

generally to the desert (ver. 19 sq. ; vi. 10 sq.).

Through these warnings Israel was prepared
for the temptation which came with the posses-

sion of the promised land, as on the other hand
the temptation through the desert was then
completed. [It is the very object of this chap-
ter, and this accords with the whole spirit and
tone of the book, which is preparatory, provides

for the future—to guard the Israelites against

the temptation growing out of the possession of

the promised land. Hitherto they had been
under a peculiar discipline. They had lived at

the hand of God, partly upon the supplies

directly and miraculously given. It had been
an humbling, but salutary process. Now their

whole circumstances were to be changed, and
the temptation would be to forgetfulness of God
and self-dependence, against which Moses here
warns them.—A. G.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 2. Luther: "We never know our own
hearts, which are ever open to God, more cer-

tainly than when we are tempted in poverty or

other sorrows." Bekl. Bib.: "Many esteem

themselves pious and righteous if they do no-

thing outwardly wicked, much more when they

do what is good. Nothing is more needful for

such than to be placed in temptation, and thus

learn what is in them." God never constrains

any to be good; He simply commands it (ver. 1).

But as He allures men to the choice of God by
all the promises of this life and that to come,
and by corresponding threatenings, so He not

only reveals what it is in their hearts, the wicked
lusts, which prevent the choice, but also hum-
bles men and trains them generally for the pos-

sessions to follow (Deut. XXX. 15, 19; Rom. xii.

21; V. 3-5; Heb. xii. 7-11; 1 Cor. x. 13; Ps.

xxvi. 2; cxxxix. 23 sq. ; 1 Pet. i. 7; James i.

12; Matt. xxv. 20 sq., 29). The divine pi-o-

gramme of leading (educating, training) His
children. Ver. 3. Luther: "He sutfered thee

to hunger before He gave thee manna, that al-

though the manna never came. He might still

support thee through that word in which He
promised that He would be thy God, and never

leave thee. Faith in the word of God nourishes

not only the soul, but the body; although truly

the ravens and the woman of Sarepta came at

the right time to Elijah, and here also the man-
na. Thus faith teaches that we have a God,

according to the sense of the first command (Ps.

xxxvii. 18, 24)." Cramer: "The ordinary

means by which God supports us are not to be

despised ; but if these fail, we should still trust

in God for help." The divine chastisements as

the continuous educating of the children of God
will be considered in the heart (ver. 5) and

observed in a divine walk in the fear of God
(ver. 6). Ver. 7 sq. The favor (blessing) of a

good land: for the satisfying of our necessities,

for independence and self-support (ver. 9).

The spiritual application to the kingdom of God
(Matt. vi. 33). Starke: "Does God give so

much on the earth, what will be done in hea-
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Ten?" Ver. 10. Cramer: "Are riches yours,

fix not your heart upon them, Ps. Ixii. 10."

Ver. 16. Berl. Bib.: "The end of the children

of God is thus ever in blessing, as with .Job and

Lazarus." [Bib. Com. : The wilderness was to

the Jewish Church analogous to the Cross, Ca-
naan to the Crown.—A. G.] Vers. 17, 18, Tub.
Bib.: "Temporal prosperity is a blessing of
God ; but if not so regarded, it becomes a curse.

"

Vers. 19, 20. Starkb: "Behold the goodness
and the severity of God," Rom. xi.

The Second Command.

Chap. IX.—XI. 32.

Chap. IX. 1-29.

1 Hear, O Israel : Thou art to pass^ over Jordan this day, to go in to possess
nations greater and mightier than thyself, cities great and fenced up to heaven-

2 A people great [mighty] and tall, the children of the Anakims, whom thou know-
est, and of whom thou ha<t heard say. Who can staud before the children of Anak?'

3 Understand therefore [And thou understandest] this day, that the Lord thy God is

he which goeth over before thee ; as a consuming [eating] fire he shall destroy
them, and he shall bring them down before thy face : so shalt thou drive them out
[and thou dispossessest them and destroyest], and destroy them quickly, as the

4 Lord hath said unto thee. Speak not thou in thine heart, after that [since] the
Lord thy God hath cast them out from before thee, saying. For my righteousness
the Lord hath brought me in to possess this land : but^ [since] for the wick-

5 edness of these nations the Lord doth drive them out from before thee. Not for
thy righteousness, or for the uprightness of thine heart, dost thou go to possess their
land : but for the wickedness of these nations, the Lord thy God doth drive them
out from before thee, and [in order] that he may perform^ [fulfil] the word which

6 the Lord sware unto thy fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. IJnderstand there-
fore [And thou understandest] that the Lord thy God giveth thee not this good land

7 to possess it for thy righteousness ; for thou art a stiff-necked people. Remember,
and forget not [thou shalt not forget this, that] how thou provokedst the Lord thy
God to wrath in the wilderness : from the day that thou didst depart out of the
land of Egypt, until ye came unto this place, ye have been rebellious against [with

8 respect to] the Lord. Also [And even] in Horeb ye provoked the Lord to wrath,
9 so that the Lord was angry with you to have destroyed you. When I was gone

up into the mount, to receive the tables of stone, even the tables of the covenant
which the Lord made with you, then I abode in the mount forty days and forty
nights, I neither did eat bread, nor drink water [bread I did not eat, and water I

10 did not drink] : And the Lord delivered [gave] unto me [the] two tables of stone
written with the finger of God ; and on them was written [omit was written]
according to all the words which the Lord spake with you in the mount, out of the

11 midst of the fire, in the day of the assembly. And it came to pass at the end of
forty days and forty nights, that the Lord gave me the two tables of stone, even the

12 tables of the covenant. And the Lord said unto me, Arise, get thee down quickly
from hence ; for thy people which thou hast brought forth out of Egypt have cor-
rupted themselves; they are quickly turned aside out of the way which I commanded

13 them; they have made them a molten [founded, cast] image.' Furthermore [And]
the Lord spake unto me, saying, I have seen this people, and behold, it is a stiff-

14 necked people. Let me alone, that I may destroy them, and blot out their name
from under heaven : and I will make of thee a nation mightier and greater [more

1 [Ver. 1. Passing—about to pass

2 [Ver. 4. Lit. : and in.]

8 [Ver. 5. Lit. : cause to stand, confirm.—A. 6.]

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
A. G.]
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15 numerous] than they. So [And] I turned and came down from the mount, and
the mount burned with fire : and the two tables of the covenant were in [upon] my

16 two hands. And I looked, and behold, ye had sinned against the Lord your God,

and had made you a molten calf : ye had turned aside quickly out of the way
17 which the Lord had commanded you. And I took [seized] the two tables, and

cast them out of [from upon] my two hands, and brake them before your eyes.

18 And I fell down before the Lord, as at the first, forty days and forty nights: I did

neither eat bread, nor drmk water, because of all your sins which ye sinned, in

19 doing wickedly in the sight of the Lord, to provoke him to anger. (For I was

afraid of the anger and hot displeasure wherewith the Lord was wroth against you

20 to destroy you.) But [And] the Lord hearkened unto me at that time also. And
the Lord was very angry with Aaron to have destroyed him : and I prayed for

21 Aaron also the same time. And I took your sin, the calf which ye had made, and
burntit with fire, and stamped it, and ground it very smalP [ground it well], eve7i until

it was as small as dust: and I cast the dust thereof into the brook that descended

22 out of the mount. And at Taberah, and at Massah, and at Kibroth-hattaavah, ye

23 provoked the Lord to wrath. Likewise when [And as] the Lord sent you from

Kadesh-baruea, saying. Go up and possess the land which I have given you ; then

ye rebelled against the commandment [mouth] of the Lord your God, and ye

24 believed him not, nor hearkened to his voice. Ye have been rebellious against the

25 Lord from the day that I knew you. Thus [And] I fell down before the Lord
forty days and forty nights, as [which] I fell down at the first [omit at the first] ;

26 because the Lord had said he would destroy you. I prayed therefore [And I

prayed] unto the Lord, and said, O Lord God, destroy not thy people and thine

inheritance, which thou hast redeemed through thy greatness, which thou bast

27 brought forth out of Egypt with a mighty hand. Remember [Think upon] thy

servants, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob ; look [turn] not unto the stubbornness of

28 this people, nor to their wickedness, nor to their sin : Lest the land whence thou

broughtest us out, say, Because the Lord was not able to bring them into the land

which he promised them, and because he hated them, he hath brought them out to

29 slay them in the wilderness. Yet [And still] they are thy people and thine inheri-

tance which thou broughtest out by thy mighty power and by thy stretched out

arm.

* [Ver. 21. Lit. : well, diligently, with great care.—A. G.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-5. Hear, sq. Ver. 1 calls atten-

tion to a new, as vi. 4 to the first command (v.

1). QVT} [hoc die, hodie), at this time. X37,

iv. 1. D)1J ^?r'n^> what these possess (vii. 1).

Comp. ii. 12, 2\J 21. The description of the

nations and cities drawn from i. 28. Since the

second command is directed against images, its

exposition could not start from any deeper basis,

than when it begins from that imagination which
caused the heart of Israel to melt, while in

truth it should have kept the image of Jehovah
in His word of promise in the heart, and have
held it against any such thought or imagination.

The words are partly different from those in vii.

1.—D'3T occurs there, and '"jOp D'OVJ?, which

are found here, are there dependent upon D''^"}.

while the description of the cities is there

entirely wanting. The enumeration there rules

the description (vii. 7). On the other hand the

transfer from i. 28 is so exact, that the D^.
' T

which is omitted ver. 1, occurs in ver. 2, and
the sons of Anak are expressly mentioned as

those well-known, and the mention of whose

name Israel heard with the greatest terror.

Moses speaks designedly in the very words of

the spies. It is an ironical citation. Ver. 3.

Israel now understands, how could it be other-

wise after the victory over Sihon and Og, that

Jehovah is (He) the Captain at its head (iii. 28).

As a consuming fire recalls the punishment
upon the former generation; but since we have
here an exposition of the prohibition of images,

it is literally a resumption of iv. 24 in its con-

nection with this prohibition. The quality

referred to has only an introductory reference

to the destruction of the Canaanites. For He
shall destroy them is explained by the clause:

He shall bring them down before thee.

—

Di;;jp2, alluding to the name Canaan, and inti-

mating the terror, the breaking, with which

Israel should easily accomplish their expulsion.

Observe the three-fold and emphatic N^H. The

thought is in unison with viii. 17 sq. "^HO is

not in opposition to vii. 22, but is only modified

by it, viz. as quickly as it may be best for thee,

quickly in a general sense, and in whatever way
As the Lord hath, sq. may be understood.

[Their destruction would be quick compared
with what might be expected in the circum-

stances in any ordinary human conquest, but
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not quick, or at once, so as to endanger their

interests.

—

Wordsworth calls attention to tlie

fact that in vii. 22 Moses is speaking of the

nations; here he speaks of a particular race,

the sons of Anak. There is no lapse of memory
or inconsistency.—A. G.] While viii. 17 sq.

treats in entire accordance with the first com-
mand, of the grossest form of self-exaltation,

the apotheosis of their own strength, ver. 4
here, in agreement with the second command,
speaks of the refined pride, of self-righteousness

and the corresponding rewards ascribed to it;

the cultivation of hypocritical Pharisaism. It

is not sufficient that Aloses guarding against this

thought, has directly opposed his but for, sq.

;

lie resumes it once more and emphatically in

ver. 5. He meets the Pharisaism which usually
rests in a simple external righteousness, with
the added inward uprightness of the heart.
The wickedness of these nations already men-
tioned is in like manner supplemented by the word
and oath of the promise, iv. 37, 38; vii. 8.

Ver. 6 forms the conclusion through the cer-

tainly (ver. 3) to be presumed self-knowledge
of Israel, which, in connection with the wicked-
ness of the Canaanites, takes away every other
natural right to Canaan than that in the free

love of Jehovah to the fathers. The designation

as stiff-necked (Ex. xxxii. 9j prepares the

way for what follows. It is a characteristic

expression with the leader of Israel, and de-

scribes Israel as stubborn under the yoke laid

upon him; hence as an untractable beast of

burden (comp. Matt. xi. 28, 29!), Acts vii. 51;
Isa. xlviii. 4. [This chapter, with other pas-

sages, gives rise to the title of Deuteronomy as

a "book of reproofs." The censure is sharp.

There is no concealment of the sins of the peo-
ple, especially of its ingratitude and rebellion.

This unsparing reproof is itself a strong argu-
ment in favor of the Mosaic authorship. For
any later author wishing to impose his work
upon the people, would have sought to conciliate

and thus prepare the way for the reception of

his book. And as Wordsworth well says, " it

is impossible to believe that a whole people
should have conspired to accept a libel against
itself, and to have venerated it as an oracle of

God," as they must have done if it is not from
Moses.—A. G.]

2. Vers. 6-24. The large experience which
Moses had of the truthfulness of this declaration
of Jehovah concerning Israel determines liis

emphatic demand in ver. 7, through which he
designs to impress more clearly upon the mind
of the people its natural peculiarity and unwor-

thiness. ~|??/ (iv. 32), comp. Ex. xiv. 11. He
begins significantly with a deed of kindness, as
the deliverance from Egypt, in order by con-
trast to characterize the shameful conduct of

Israel. Comp. upon i. 26. ~D}.\, with [A. V.

against], brings out more clearly the shameful-
uess, through the actual connection, upon the
covenant relation. Ver. 8. The apostasy at
Horeb (Ex. xxxii.) forms the very core of the
historical proof, because it is the most striking
illustration with respect to the second command.
The 1 signifies also, even : directly after the
covenant had been concluded, Ex. xxiv. Comp.

upon i. 37 (v. 9). [So also Bib. Com.: "The
conjunction introduces a special example of a
general statement.—A. G.] The narrative which
follows is 80 thoroughly personal and Mosaic,
and bears the stamp of one's own experience so
clearly, that we cannot think of the art and skill

of a later deuteronomist. Ver. 9; comp. Ex.
xxiv. 12, 13. Thus precisely when nothing
could have been more unexpected than the apos-
tacy of the people. Moses went to bring the
very tables of the covenant, Israel ought to have
awaited it with the most sacred suspense and
attention (v. 19; iv. 13; v. 2, 3); comp. Ex.
xxiv. 18. The number 40 intimates the charac-
ter of the desert, namely, the tempting, testing

nature for Israel of this residence of Moses.
They had waited for Moses forty years; now
they would not wait forty days and nights.

The fast which, Ex. xxxiv. 28, was related
in connection with the second tables of the law,
is not transferred from that passage to this, but
as is clear from Ex. xxiv. 11, it is there tacitly

intimated. To this entire absorption in God on
the part of Moses, Israel on its part formed the
exact counterpart. Ver. 10. Comp. Ex. xxxi. 18;
xxxii. 16; (viii. 15; Luke xi. 20) iv. 10 sq. ; v.

5, 19. Thus the wonderful authentic document
of the covenant. Ver. 11 is not merely a re-

sumption of the giving of the tables; but, as at
the end, sq. shows, after the apostacy of
Israel had already occurred, i. e., the given
tables must now become the formal and solemn
testimony against the unfaithful people, and at

the same time for the faithfulness of Jehovah,
who even in anger—for His anger is in love

—

guards the integrity of His covenant. Hence
the same expression as in ver. 9. Ver. 12. Comp.

Ex. xxxii. 7 sq. iriD answers to the following

'^l}'^, if the apostacy occurs so quickly, the media-

tor also mustquickly appear, both with respect to

thejudgment asformediation, if itisstill possible

to mediate and save. P*T^p. Comp. upon iv. 16,

where the word is borrowed from Ex. xxxii. 7,

as in the highest degree descriptive of image
worship. Thy people, sq., sounds as if the

people were rejected, but also as fitting to the

mediator of the people. The vray commanded
Israel, relates to the manner in which Israel

should not worship God, iv. 16; v. 8, explained

by the following clause, they, sq. HJDO from

^D3, to pour, here used in reference to the golden

covering, or as a description of the whole. The
casting and working of metals was long prac-

tised in Egypt, and hence known to the Israel-

ites. Ex. xxxii. 2 sq. Ver. 13. (Ex. xxxii. 9).

Comp. upon ver. 6. The appearance now re-

veals their real nature. Ver. 14. ^"^n for ']7'^

imper. apoc. (HS'in) from DiJT with jD follow-

ing: to desist from, to let alone, and presup-

poses, as in Ex. xxxii. 10, where it also occurs

in a similar way, the here omitted intercession

of Moses. Comp. vii. 24. Ver. 15. (Ex. xxxii.

15). As already in ver. 10, so here, the fire is

brought into prominence Comp. iv. 11 sq. It

(Ex. xxiv. 17 sq.) shines upon the two tables

which he bore with himself, in his hands, and
resting against his breast, as the law itself,

coming down from the mount. Ver. 16 agreeing
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with ver. 12 sq. A calf. A symbol, according
to the Egyptian pattern (-\pis. Mnevis) truly of

the general power of GoJ (Elohim), hence upon
the general level of heathenism, although Jeho-

vah may have been represented therein as the

object of worship. On the other hand the fire,

and Moses with the tables, symbolized the defi-

cient holiness. The casting down and breaking,

ver. 17, occurred in indignation at the breach
of the covenant on the part of Israel (Ex. xxxii.

19); corresponding to that which Moses had
heard from God upon the mount, ver. 14. The
mediator of the covenant sharing in the anger
of Jehovah, recognizes in that way the divine

judgment which casts away Israel to destruc-

tion, as righteous. But after that the holiness

and righteousness of God had thus been suffi-

ciently cleared, His grace and mercy could be
invoked, ver. 18, When Moses casts himself be-

fore the Lord, he gives a proof that he did not
think that the covenant itself was one, " discon-
tinued on the part of the Lord," (Schultz).
Doct. and Eth. 13, upon i. 6—iv. 40. Interces-

sion rests upon the covenant faithfulness of God,
notwithstanding all our unfaithfulness. The
forty days and nights (Ex. xxxiv. 28) are ex-
pressly (as at first) compared with those men-
tioned, ver. 9, having thus plainly the same ob-

ject, viz., the obtaining at this time the second
tables of the law-covenant. All that took place
after Moses' descent from the mount, as related

in Ex. xxxii. 30, 81, upon which the occurrences
Ex. xxxiii. 1 sq. came to pass, down to Ex. xxxiv-

28, is here omitted, since Moses went up to ob-

tain the new tables of the law. We have not
here diS"erent accounts (of the Jehovist, of his

first and second documents) which we are to har-
monize, but on the contrary a compressed state-

ment, and one as to its aim,fully corresponding
with the one complete statement of Exodus. As
the intercessory character of the given time, by
which it is distinguished from the former resi-

dence, so the second fast of Moses has its acces-

sory reasons in the sin of Israel. [Bib. Com.:
" Moses interceded for the people before he came
down from the mountain the first time, Ex. xxxii.

11-13. This intercession is only briefly alluded

to here. Afterwards he spent another forty daj's

in the mount, Ex. xxxiv. 9, and the intercession

of Moses made therein is that brought forward
here, and in 25-29."—A. G.]. At the same
time ver. 19 hints at all that is related in Ex.
xxxiii., for the full hearing and answering fol-

lowed first in Ex. xxxiv. 10 sq. Until that oc-

curred, there was ground indeed for fear (Heb.
xii. 21), since Jehovah only in this way and
by degrees, and from the beginning in a restric-

ted manner, revealed His condescension. The
forty days and nights are thus a continuous
wrestling with God, of the Mediator,for his peo-
ple. At that time, as before, e. g., Ex. xiv.

15 ; xvii. 9, and again later Num. xi. 2 ; xiv. 20.

The destruction of Israel was averted, and the

covenant confirmed anew through Moses alone,

in whom only the position of mediator, and the

promise of God (ver. 14, I w^ill make thee,
sq.) are conspicuous. But this is still ver. 20,

carried out with respect to Aaron. The anger
of Moses, Ex. xxxii. 21 sq., illustrates the anger
here attributed to Jehovah; on the other hand

Exodus contains nothing of any special interces-

sion for Aaron. That here in Moses, Levi enters

in the room and office of Aaron is the first inti-

mation ofa feature genuinely deuteronomic (comp.
Intro., I 4, I. 22) introductory to chap. x. Ver.
21. Your sin, the calf which they had made,
in which their sin as a fact lay as it were tangi-
ble (the corpus delicti). Through this symbolical
transaction, with which comp. Ex. xxxii. 20, the
sin was energetically removed from their midst.
The brook descending from the mount is presup-
posed in the ''water," Ex. xvii. 6; and since
they drank of the brook, the drinking there, Ex.
xxxii. 20, is here intimated in the allusion to

the brook ; it was a circumstance of secondary
moment. Ver. 22. Comp. upon Num. xi. 1-3

;

upon Ex. xvii. ; upon Num. xi. 33, 34. The ge-
neral national character of Israel is revealed in
ver. 7, and hence, beside the great apostacy at
Horeb, other instances earlier and later are al-

luded to. Ver. 23. Comp. i. 19 sq.; xxvi. 32,

43. Thus ver. 24 returns in a summary way to

ver. 7 (Ex. vi. 9, 12). [In enforcing his admonition
against self-righteousness, Moses selects such
instances in their history as may serve his pur-
pose best, without any strict regard to the order
of time. He uses those parts of events more
fully related elsewhere, which are fitted to his
end, without even professing to give any full or
detailed statement. This is just what is con-
stantly done in all similar discourses. There is

no inconsistency or contradiction.—A. G.].

3. Vers. 25-29. In a brief, summary way, ver.

25 is also a resumption of the intercession of

Moses, ver. 18, and with this agrees ver. 26 sq.

The contents of this intercessory prayer are es-

sentially taken from Ex. xxxii. 11-13, for this

first prayer, breaking forth from the heart of

the mediator, contains all that follows : It is only
ever repeated. Destroy not. Comp. ver. 12.

They have destroyed (corrupted) themselves,
hence it is for God not to destroy, but to save,

(Luke ix. 56). It sounds characteristically New
Testament like, in the Old Testament, as nega-
tively Old Testament like. It is a Psalm title,

Pss. Ivii., lix., Ixxv. Thy people returns on
good grounds the thy used by God, ver. 12.

Inheritance, preparatory to ver. 27. God has
inherited it, from the fathers. Comp. upon iv.

20. At the same time a denial that Moses had
ever wrought any mighty deed (ver. 12), it was
all the greatness of God (vii. 8). Profound and
subtle is the full designation of the fathers of the

people, ver. 27; with respect to its conceded na-
ture it descends from these fathers ! As if Moses
would say, what labor and patience hast thou not
also had with them! let the love and forbearance
shown to the fathers designated as servants of

the Lord, i. e., as those who can come into view
according to their obedience, avail for Israel (iv.

37; vii. 8). Look (turn) in order to see, and
then to punish. Ver. 28. As Israel thought little of

Jehovah's honor, so the mediator of Israel gives

the greater thought and care to that honor (ver.

3) and love (i. 27). The laud, i. «., the peo-
ple of the land from whom Jehovah had wrested
Israel (Ex. xiv. 4, 17, 18). Moses places the

inability (Num. xiv. 16) first, pointing to the un-
willingness. O From these reasons, because.
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Ver. 29. Comp. ver. 26. The contrary assertion

closes the prayer, is the true, and is also the

actual.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The grace, promise, and gifts of God are

in order to bring men low, and lay them before

Him. Comp. i. 8. (Matt. xxii. -1; Luke xiv. 17).

Faith has merely to take, and any delay in the

possession is merely the result of the unbelief

and disobedience of men. With respect to time
also ; for faith it is this day, or still shortly,

(Luke xviii. 8; Rev. i. 1). But such utterances

ofGodaretobe understood in the spirit, since

a thousand years are with Him as one day ; 2
Pet. iii.

2. The providence of God, especially His pre-

servation, is a continual creation; so also His
gracious leading of His people is a constant sal-

vation from the deserved judgment. The mo-
ment of redemption outweighs every other in the

sin in which we are involved. Hence Moses not

only at first reminds Israel of the exodus from
Egypt, but in his intercessory prayer reminds
the Lord of that redemption. So much is evi-

dent from ver. 26. The world, according to its

origin, is set upon nothing (Heb. xi. 3) the sin-

ner (Gen. ii. 17) according to justice is set for

destruction.

3. The repeated testimony that Moses received

the tables from God, which contained all His
own words (vers. 9, 10, 11, 15) emphasizes one
aspect of the mediation, that in which he stands

as the representative of God to the people. As
this is confirmed upon the most trustworthy
grounds, so also the other side, in which he
stands as the representative of the people toward
God. As in Abraham, Israel is determined ac-

cording to the promise, so in Moses according to

the law. He received the law not only for Is-

rael, but he was (ver. 19) regarded expressly as
Abraham, as acting for the whole people. It is

therefore in accordance with the character of

mediator when Moses, the agent of the people,

brings his intercession with God for them to its

issue ; the more so as Aaron, to whom belongs
all the priestly mediation of Israel, in the trans-

action at Horeb, had not acted for God, but for

the people, so that Moses must enter for him, as
he had for the people. The relation which lies

at the basis of the representation of many through
one, is that of Adam, of Christ a truly theolo-

gical.

4. " Even to his High Priest," says Baumgar-
TEN, " he could not appeal, for the anger of Je-

hovah burned also against Aaron (ver. 20). Only
one point seemed to remain, that Moses had given
his forty days' fasting and tears as an atonement
for Israel (vers. 18, 25-28). But this Moses
could not cross the Jordan, he also must die on
account of his sins in the wilderness." Conse-
quently, as the leadership of the hosts of Israel
upon earth must pass into the hand of .Joshua,
so must the leading of the cause of Israel before
God await another mediator, Heb. viii. 6; ix.

15 sq.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Luther : " Moses in this chapter cuts off all

spiritual pride." Vers. 1-6. For and against
Israel: 1) For Israel speaks the promise which
will be fulfilled ; for Israel the Lord contends
who goes before Him. 2) Against Israel is his

own heart and his stiff neck. Our enemies are
not our greatest danger, but our own hearts and
nature. Ver. 3. The knowledge that the Lord
goes before us, and stands for us, is the certain
and daily experience of the believer. Ver. 4.

ScHULTZ : " The knowledge of sin is the only
source in which the earnest strivings to live

anew can have their origin and be strength-
ened." Ver. 7 sq. Starke: " A Christian should
suffer himself to be reminded when he has
sinned, Ps cxli. 5." Ver. 14. Fretlinghausen:
"0 what a gracious word, that the Lord should
represent Himself as weak, as if Moses alone by
his intercession could turn away this terrible

judgment." Auberlen: " God makes faith

much easier to him than to Abraham." Calvin:
*' He still continues with tears, as all the saints,

although their prayers are heard and answered."
Ver. 20. Starke: "Christians should pray for

one another, James v. 15." Ver. 24. " What a
sad testimony." Ver. 25 sq. Krummacher :

" To bring the availing sacrifice was kept for

another. Who thinks not of His prostrations,
His tears, His strong cries, etc." Vers. 26-29.
P1SC.A.T0R: "The true form and manner of prayer
that we may be heard: 1) To whom should such
prayer be offered ? To the Lord of Lords. 2)
What reasons should impel us ? The command
of God, His promise, and our necessity. 3) To
what end should it be directed? That God
would remember His honor, truth, and almighty
power. 4) How the prayer should be made ?

In a hearty confidence in the truthfulness and
mercy of God. 5) What should one ask ? For
grace, the forgiveness of sins, and the preserva-
tion of the Church. (Comp. further upon Exo
xxxii. sq.).

Chapter X. 1-22.

1 At that time the Lord said unto me, Hew thee two tables of stone like unto the

2 first, and come up into the mount, and make thee an ark of wood. And I will

write on the tables the words that were in the first tables which thou brakest, and
3 thou shalt put them in the ark. And I made an ark 0/ shittim [acacia] wood,

and hewed two tables of stone like unto the first, and went up into the mount,
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4 having [and] the two tables in riaine hand. And he wrote on the tables, accord-

ing to the fii-st writing, the ten commandments [words] which the Lord spake unto
you in the mount, out of the midst of the fire, in [at] the day of the assembly : and

5 the Lord gave them unto me. And I turned myself and came down from the

mount, and put the tables in the ark which I had made ; and there they be, as the

6 Lord commanded me. And the children of Israel took their journey from Beeroth

[the wells] of the children of Jaakan to Mosera: there Aaron died, and there he

was buried ; and Eleazar his son ministered in the priest's office [became priest]

7 in his stead. From thence they journeyed unto Gudgodah ; and from Gudgodah
8 to Jotbath, a land of rivers of waters. At that time the Lord separated the tribe

of Levi, to bear the ark of the covenant of the Lord, to stand before [the face of]

9 the Lord to minister unto him, and to bless in his name, unto this day. Where-
fore Levi hath no part nor inheritance with his brethren ; the Lord [he] is his

10 inheritance, according as the Lord thy God promised him. And I stayed [stood]

in the mount, according to the first time [as the first days] forty days and forty

nights ; and the Lord hearkened unto me at that time also, and [omit and] the

11 Lord would not destroy thee. And the Lord said unto me, Arise, take thy jour-

ney [go to depart] before the people, that they may go in and possess the land
12 which I sware unto their fathers to give unto them. And now, Israel, what doth

the Lord thy God require of thee but [than only] to fear the Lord thy God, to

walk in all his ways, and to love him, and to serve the Lord thy God with all thy
13 heart [with thy whole heart], and with all thy soul. To keep the commandments

[commaodment] of the Lord, and his statutes, which I command thee this day for

14 thy good ? Behold,' the heaven and the heaven of heavens is the Lord's thy God,
15 the earth also [omit also], with all that therein is. [Still] Only the Lord had a

delight in thy fathers to love them, and he [omit he] chose their seed after them,
16 even you above [out of] all people, as it is this day. Circumcise therefore [And
17 so circumcise] the foreskin of your heart, and be no more stifi'-necked. For the

Lord your God is God of gods [he is the God of gods] and [the] Lord of lords, a
great God [the God, the great] a [the] mighty, and a [the] terrible, which regard-

18 eth not persons, nor taketh reward : He doth execute the judgment" of the father-

less and widow, and loveth the stranger, in giving [to give] him fuod and raiment.

19 Love ye therefore [And so love ye] the stranger : for ye were strangers in the land
20 of Egypt. Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God ; him shalt thou serve, and to him
21 shalt thou cleave, and swear by his name. He is thy praise, and he is thy God,

that hath done for thee these great and terrible things [deeds] which thine eyes

22 have seen. Thy fathers went down into E^ypt with three-scoi*e and ten persons
[with seventy souls] ; and now the Lord thy God hath made thee as the stars of
heaven for multitude.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 14. Lo, to Je>'Ovah ttiy God, the heavens, ftc.—A. O.]

.
» [Ver. 18. Doing judgment, and loving, the participle in both cases.—A. G.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-5. At that time (ver. 1) is gene-
rally to be understood of the time at Horeb,
which is the fundamental reference in this sec-
tion (ix. 8). This more general interpretation
corresponds to the whole method of the dis-

course, which is not chronological, but rhetori-
cal, and pre-supposes with respect to the more
exact chronological sequences the narrative in

Exodus. According to this, the time fixed falls

before the beginning of the forty days and nights
(Ex. xxxiv. 1) thus before ix. 25, 18. All that
lies between, was briefly hinted in ix. 19, since
all there depends upon the close of the interces-
sion of Moses, the renewing of the covenant, the
new tables of the law, and indeed as the result

'

of the Mosaic intercession. (That with the forty
days the lime, first below in the camp, at last

above on the mount, is intended (Knobel)
;

as a round number (Schultz), is as unneces-
sary as it is to explain in that time by the
intercessory prayer. Keil). The mention of

the ark, whose preparation had been command-
ed, Ex. XXV. 10, indeed before the first tables,

declares already according to the actual connec-
tion here, the grace to Israel in reference to the

erection of the sanctuary, as one enduring and
realizing itself in the dwelling of Jehovah with
Israel. Thus also in ver. 2, with which comp.
Ex. xxxiv. 1. The carrying out of that which
was commanded, Ex. xxv., and here merely
renewed with respect to the ark, ver. 3, involves
no difficulty, for Ex. xxxvii. 1 does not exclude
the idea that Bezaleel applied himself lo the
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complicated work immediately upon the decla-

ration of Moses. [And if this were not so, the

apparent diversities between the account in Ex-
odus and the statement here are all easily and
naturally explained upon the supposition that

Moses groups events here with reference to the

impression he wished to make, and without
reference to the order of time in which they
occurred. These very differences may be fairly

urged as proofs of the Mosaic authorship.—A.

G.] Ver. 4. Comp. ix. 10. Ver. 5 as ix. 15.

And put, sq. (Ex. xl. 20), parallel to the so-

lemn utterance—ver. 3

—

In my tv^o hands

• T :

2. Vers. 6-11. The notices contained in ver.

6 sq. follow here not without design on the part

of Moses (comp. ver. 9, thy God)—the chil-
dren of Israel in the third person, and wbile
apparently disconnected, are in fact individually
and as a whole, especially through the ruling

idea, inwoven closely in the connection of this

section. The conclusion with the ark (ver. 5)
leads to the bearers of the ark (ver. 8). The
purpose, to close with the residence at Horeb
introduces the remark as to the removing of the

children of Israel (vers. 6, 7). The result of

the intercession of Moses for Aaron, so expressly
mentioned in ix. 20, could not remain without
notice when the renewal of the covenant with
the people in consequence of that Mosaic inter-

cession was mentioned. But it is still more sig-

nificant for the connection, since even Moses did

not reach Canaan, when still in the critical mo-
ment at Horeb his intercession is such, that it

alone appeared for all, for the people and Aaron,
that Moses should be able to point to this, that

his intercession and mediation at that time
maintained an official determining character for

the time when he could no more appear for

Israel. This is truly deuteronomic. We have
seen already in the introduction that Deutero-
nomy provides for the time when Moses should
no longer be with Israel, in that it emphasizes
those official activities which are crowded into

the one peculiar personality of Moses. If there-

fore Moses' prayer for Aaron had personally
this result, that he should not die until the for-

tieth year of the wandering, at Mosera, so it had
officially provided for the enduring high-priest-

hood, mediating with God for Israel, since at

the death of Aaron Eleazar became priest in his

stead. The ruling idea in this whole section is

the intercession of Moses heard and answered,
and indeed in its deeper connection with the
second command, which is positively explained
for us. If the second command in distinction

from the first, relates to the true honoring of

Jehovah, the true worship of God, so it is essen-
tially conditioned, indeed given, through the
Aaronic priesthood. The symbolical cultus con-
nected with it, is the right way, the calf-worship
the apostacy to heathenism. What is not found
in the latter is symbolized and really exists in

the former; holiness and love, righteousness
and the grace of God. It is therefore correct
(as already Clericus) when Hengstenberq
says: " Moses reminds the people that the Lord
had remained the same in His grace notwith-
standing all their sins. He gave to them the

ark of the covenant with the new tables of the
8

law, vers. 1-5. In the continuance of His grace

He institutes the high-priesthood," etc. The
given nexus between this institution and the

intercession of Moses, according to which he,

speaking as a dying man, indeed as if already
dead, to Israel, has only in view the matter
about which it treats, the mediation of the peo-
ple with God after his death, produces this per-
ceptible objective character of the discourse,

altogether fitting here, and should not permit
any thought of an interpolated gloss by a later

hand. [The division of the chapters here is

unfortunate. Chap. x. 1-11 is closely connected
with the 9th chapter. Moses is there guarding
the people against self righteous tendencies.

Their blessedness is not due to them. On the

contrary, they were characteristically a rebel-

lious people. The favors conferred upon them
originally by the grace and sovereign choice of

God were forfeited bj'^ their sin at Horeb. It

was only at Moses' intercession, and in the great
mercy of God, which endured even when they
had been disobedient, that they were now rein-

stated in these privileges. Then the tables were
renewed, the ark of the covenant was provided,
and the tables placed in it, the priesthood of

Aaron was continued in Eleazar, the Levites

were set apart to minister in the tabernacle (an
appointment which could scarcely have been
passed over here when the transactions at Horeb
were dwelt upon), and they were permitted to

march onward. So complete was the reconcili-

ation between God and His people, through the

intercession of Moses; every allusion is in place,

if we regard the speaker's purpose. Even the

geographical statements and the setting apart
of Levi show that there is no gloss.—A, G ]

—
Beeroth, sq., •wells= Bene Jaakan. Num.
xxxiii. 81. A caniping-pl;ice of one of the Ho-
rite tribes mentioned in Gen. xxxvi. 24, where
the wells occur. Mosera, the same as Mose-
roth, only that is the plural. Since Aaron
(xxxii. 50) died upon Mount Hor, Mosera must
have been at its foot. Comp. Num. xx. 22 sq.;

xxxiii. 87, 88. Ver. 7. Gudgodah, (he same
as Hor Ilagidgad, Num. xxxiii. o2, where are

the caves or a narrow pass. Jotbath as in

Num. xxxiii. 33, only that the place, not now
geographically known, was there referred to in

the second, here in the fortieth year (IIengsten-

BERG, Auth. II., p. 431 sq.). The symbolical

character of the whole quotation excludes any
possibility of a contradiction to the record in

Num. The mention of the rivers of waters
seems to designate even the external blessings

accompanying the renewed covenant relation.

These little traits of a direct local knowledge,

and an actual experience in the journeyings,

would be without any significance in a mere
later gloss. Ver. 8. At that time, parallel

with ver. 1, and connecting with ver. 5, as the

discourse there is of the bearers of the ark. The
time the same with ver. 1, and it is defined also

in ver. 10. Thus in no way after Aaron's death.

As in ver. 6 the high-priesthood is expressly

brought into prominence, in connection with

Aaron and Eleazar, and particularly in this,

that it passed from Aaron to his sons, and the

family of Aaron is pointed out as the specifi-

cally priestly family, so there comes out here
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umnistakably the one peculiar deuteronomic fea-

ture, which permits the one family of the tribe

to retire behind the tribe as such (comp. Introd.

^ i, I. 22). Although Moses has noi repeated

in ix. 17 or ix. 21 the narrative in Ex. xxxii.

2C sq., still the here-mentioned separation of the

tribe of Levi (Num. i. 49 sq. (ill. 4); viii. 5

sq.) pre-supposes it, and at the same time finds

its ground in his concise style here. Besides

the intercession of Moses, that of the Levites

also has preserved Aaron alive. Thus the levi-

tical function of bearing the ark may be regarded

as a priestly function, as it actually happened
on soiomu occasions ; and thus also the stand-
ing before the Lord can be said of the whole
tribe, although it was literally peculiar to the

priests (sxi. 5; Num. vi. 23 sq). That the

distinction between the priests and Levites is

not thus destroyed is evident from ver. 9, quoted
from Num. xviii. 20, 24, in which chapter the

distinction in question is expressly treated. In
connection with this character of Levi, impor-
tant for all Israel (Introd. § 4, I. 22), the tran-
sition from this tribe to the people as a whole,
ver. 10, is in the highest degree fitting. Resu-
ming the thought of ix. 18; 19, 25. So truly

is the intercession and its answer the soul of
this section. With the renewing of the covenant
connects itself anew the reference to the cove-
nant-land (ScHULTz). Hence the command to

Moses, ver. 11. Arise up, see ix. 12. ^'DoS

(Num. X. 2). Moses should go before the peo-
ple upon the further journeyings, as their leader,
secure their removal, and guide them in the
way.

3. Vers. 12-22. Inasimilarapostrophetothat in
vi. 3, 4 ; ix. 1, after such an apostacy and upon the
basis of such a forgiveness, follow now, ver. 12,
the earnest exhortations. The interrogative form
is more pathetic than if it was a simple requisi-
tion. God demands only that which Israel must
freely of itself concede. Comp. v. 26; vi. 2 :

13,24. Fear the beginning, to walk, sq., this
is the progress, and love (vi. 5) as it reveals it-

self in the most inward and the most entire ser-
vice of God (vi. 13) is the completion. Conntc-

ted with fear and love through the 1 the service

of God with all the heart and with all the soul,
is added as is entirely fitting to the second com-
mand. As the walk is subordinated to the fear,
so the keeping the commandments, ver. 13, ap-
pears to be subordinated to the serving of God.
(Comp. upon iv. 2; vi. 24.) As ver. 12 appeals
to the self-consideration, so ver. 14 to the direct
immediate beholding. Behold, the heaven
of heavens, rhetorical, to the highest heaven
of all, what may be called heaven. (1 Kings viii.

27; Ps. cxlviii. 4; Ixviii. 33). This high and
lofty one, who needs nothing, since all belongs
to Him, to whom all therefore, even according to
Kuch mere gf'neral relations are under obliga-
tion, has still, ver. Ifj, entered into special rela-
tions with the patriarchs, and with them only,
vii. 7, 6. Inclination, love, choice, the three
stages from the innermost impul.se, to the his-
toric act, viii. 18. Hence the claim upon Israel,
ver. 16, especially of a priestly consecration to
Jehovah (vii. 6) for a distinction from all nations.
In any case circumcision has this distinguishing

character (comp. L.\noe, Genesis, p. 424 sq).
Then, too, it is involved in the act in question,
and the time appointed for it ; that the sanctifi-

cation represented through it, concerns the hu-
man nature in its source and origin, thereupon
from childhood, and hence the genuine deutero-
nomic extension and application of the symbol to

the heart claimed as the seat and source of the
natural life; and thereupon he passes to Israel
the peculiarly stitf-necked, (ix. 6, 13, 27), Lev.
xxvi. 41. That which is here a demand, else^

where appears intelligibly as a gift of God, a
grace, xxx. 6. A similar relation to that be-
tween conversion and the new-birth. No more,
viz., and especially as at Horeb. Therefore in
assigning the reasons (ver. 17) he lays hold at

first upon this. God of gods, Ex. xxxii. 1, 4,

23; i. e., not merely the highest God, and Lord
over them all, who should be so named and ho-
nored, but he who with them can alone be in-

tended, of whom they are at best particular re-

presentations, symbols, images, (Ex. xx. 4) who
himself is their complex and total idea. A fit-

ting explanation of the name iBlohim. Then
further, as a general foundation on which the
required change of nature on the part of Israel

rests, he holds up before Israel the exalted na-
ture of Jehovah raised above all heathen reli-

gions; a great God, sq. It corresponds with
this, that His choice of Israel indicates no par-

tiality—D''Ji3 XJ^'-'-nS -it^x which regardeth
not persons. Lev. xix. 15; Gen. xxxii. 20;
xix. 21 (Deuter. i. 17). His predilection for
them is not the particularism of a national God,
made by men. As Israel cannot withstand his

fearful almighty power and greatness, so neither
can he take any false refuge in His love, which
as especially manifest to him, will at the same
time reveal itself to be holy and righteous (Gen.
xviii. 25). Impartial, He is also incorruptible.

Reward, perhaps, with a retrospect to Ex.
xxxii. 2, 3, 24. Comp. Micah iii. 11. Ver. 18
carries out this judicial majesty of Jehovah still

more definitely, preparatory to ver. 19. Fa-
therless and widow, not barely as for the
most part overlooked by human unrighteousness,
or indeed downtrodden, but because without help
among men, and assigned to Gcd, they appear
as the objects of His compassionate love, which
therefore was immediately and expressly said

also with regard to the stranger. (Comp. i. 16).

The warning, ver. 19, to love the stranger, is

drawn as a direct result from the foregoing. Ye
cannot indeed do otherwise if ye are circumcised
in heart, etc. (according to ver. 16), for conse-

crated as priests to Jehovah, ye must imitate

Him, especially as ye know from your own bit-

ter experience the lot of strangers. (Ex. xxii.

21 sq.). A wonderful passage in this connec-
tion. Although power over all is first asserted

of God (vers. 14, 17) and His love beyond Israel

manifested only in the gifts of " food and rai-

ment," while for Israel it is revealed in an alto-

gether peculiar way, (ver. 14), still Israel has
already the problem, as much as is in its power,
ethically to introduce that doctrine, " God has
BO loved the world." The warning is neither

formally nor essentially "an ofiFshoot from the

course of thought," Knobel, but rather a nearly

New Testament (1 John iii. 10, 17) foresight into
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the divine nature, which was now again summed
up as Jehovah thy God, for the worship as it

lies in the second command. Fear before, the

beginning (ver. 12) which includes all, as iv. 10.

Then the service. Comp. upon ver. 12. Then to

this the true cleaving (upon iv. 4) instead of

love. Lastly the confession of the mouth (comp.

upon vi. 13) and indeed ver. 21 vrithout ''3, in a

method which, as if uttering the contents of the
name Jehovah, rises solemnly above the com-
mon day of the ordinary life with its to swear,
up to the throne of Jehovah, Ps. xxii. 3. Thy
praise explained through, that hath done for

[lit. with] thee, sq. Ex. xv. 2 sq. ; Ps. cvi.

Thy God illustrates ver. 22. Comp. Gen. xlvi.

26, 27; Ex. i. 5 ; Deut. i. 10, and upon vii. 7.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. That the two tables of the law were twice
written, and that in Deuteronomy the second
writing finds such an emphatic mention, may
truly be symbolical for the repetition which the

earlier law-giving has received in this book, (In-

tro., g 1). The distinction between the second
and the first tables here treated of, is that while
the latter, with the entire law given at Sinai, is

both as to its contents and form, the work of

God, the deuteronomic law-giving, as the second
tables of the covenant, bears designedly the form
of iVIoses. This time the tables are his work,
are hewn by him, although the contents of Deu-
teronomy are according to all that the Lord
commanded, e. g., i. 3 sq. Schultz rightly re-

minds us " that the mediatorial activity of Moses
was necessary for the people, but is acknow-
ledged by the Lord ;" the Mosaic hewing of the

tables holds inwardly the same character as his

intercession. We may say that as the mediato-
rial activity of Christ is one priestly and royal,

so that of Moses is a prophetico-priestly.

2. The mediating ofBce and work of Moses ap-
pears already with the earlier law- giving. (In-

troduction, ^ 1). It is niyD~T?, Ex. xxxii.

15, 1T3 with reference to the first tables.
t:

But it is not without significance that Moses
says, in this chap., ver. 3, of the second tables,

'T3, after he had said, ix. 15, of the first, 7J7

""T" ^P}"^. If in the first law-giving the mediating

activity of Moses appears more prominently with

reference to God, God has so ordained, so now
its aspect with reference to the people is made
availing, that Israel, humanity, needs a media-
tion before God. This necessity was therefore

also expressed through the priesthood. Comp.
Exegetical explanations. Correspondingly, the

first and second forty days and nights upon the
mount.

3. One may ask whether this agcTicy of Moses
in the second tables, and the deuteronomic law-
giving with them, designates a lower or a higher
stage of the covenant? Should we look upon the

human corruption which made the second tables

necessary; or should we regard this, that at least

this vv'as the law in the hearts of men, that the
human heart became its table, it would appear,
in the first case, a lower stage, but in the last a

higher, and one full of promise. But in any

case it will be better to say, that deuteronomy,
as th« second tables, is an advance, truly, in the
way in which God, through His condescension,
makes us great. Ps. xviii. 35. (" Ubicunque
enim majestatem Dei, ibi et humilitatem ejus descrip-

tam videbis, Isa. Ivii. 15," Bechai).
4. It is a fine remark of Schultz, that " the

miracle of the second tables is as certainly
greater than that of the first, as that the divine
entering into human activity is always more
wonderful, although not easily made apparent,
than the purely creative work." We thereby
gain an apologetic rule or measure for the out-

wardly unmiraculous, but inwardly more richly

miraculous time of the present economy of the
Holy Spirit. The miracle of redemption greater
than that of the creation, and that of sanctifica-

tion greater still (John xiv. 12). The more hu-
man the love of God, the more wonderful is it,

even than His omnipotence. From the "wells"
(ver. 6) to the " streams of water " (ver. 7).

5. This description of Jehovah, vers. 14, 17

—

as truly the name " Elohim "—lets the universal-
ism shine through the background, in which the
motives for obedience are set, wiiich the particu-
larism in the choice and leading of Israel from
Genesis on, does not deny. Comp. Exeget. and
Doct. upon i. 6—iv. 40, 8.

6. [BiB.CoM.: "Circumcision was designed to

set forth the truth which lies at the very basis
of revealed religion, that man is by nature very
far gone from original righteousness, and in a
state of enmity to God. The peremptory re-

quirement of circumcision as the sacrament of
admission to the privileges of the chosen people,
denoted that this opposition must be taken away
ere man could enter into covenant with God.
The peculiar nature of the rite confirms this view
of its meaning. Now Moses fitly follows this

command with circumcise your heart, i. e., take
away, lay aside that obduracy and perverseness
towards God, which is essential to your covenant,
standing and privileges, xxx. 10; Lev. xxvi. 41

;

Jer. iv. 4; Ezek. xliv. 9; Acts vii. 61.—A. G.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1, 2. The historical and typical in the

second tables of the covenant, in their distinc-

tion from the first, in their similarity, and tiieir

occasion and cause (ver. 2). Wurt. Bib. "See
here the type of our lost or broken strength, and
of its renewing and completion through the Holy
Spirit, who writes the ten commandments upon
our hearts with His own finger, that we may war
against lust, and regulate our lives in obedience
to them. Jer. xxxi. 33." Vers. 3, 5. The im-
portance of the ark for these tables of the law.

With the renewed covenant, as it is now conti-

nually renewed upon the intercession and out

of the mercy of God, especially in Christ, it can
never be true, as it was with the first covenant,

that the cover of the ark should conceal the

tables. Vers. 6, 7. They go from strength to

strength, every one appeareth before God in

Zion, Ps. Ixxxiv. 7. Aaron is dead and buried,

but Eleazar, i. e., God helps, is priest in His
room. Yes, how gloriously God helps the meek,
Ps. cxlix. 4, since Christ also was dead, but is

risen, and sits at the right hand of God, and in-
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tercedes for His people (Rom. viii. 34).

—

Rich-

TER : " Aaron died many years after that ^n, in

a different place, from other causes, and in local

and temporal circumstances full of honor. God
moreover leads His people by steps from the

wells to the waters." "The geographical notices

are thus gracious proofs, as on the contrary in

ix. 22, witnesses of sins and anger."

—

Cramer:
" The word of God remains forever, and must be

preached and preserved through men. Isa. xl.

8; Matt, xxviii. 19. Ver. 8. The priestly tribe

of Levi, a type for all Israel, indeed for the whole

world: 1) the great problem to bear henceforth

the name of the Lord; 2) the solemn duty of

service before His face; 3) the blessed fruits, to

be a blessing to all the world. Ver. 9. The joy-

ful world and self-denial of a priestly man, joy-

ful because the Lord is his inheritance." Tcb,

Bib.: "God is the believei-'s portion, Ps. Ixxiii.

26 : Rom. viii. 17. Who will compute His glory

and riches? A great consolation for the pious

and true preacher, Matt. xix. 29." Ver. 11.

Richter: " If Moses goes again before Israel

to the land of promise. He gives the flock their

shepherd." Faumgarten : " With this he puts

his seal upon all."

Ver. 12. Cramer: "The law commands nothing

which nature does not require, and which all ex-

perience does not prove to be most useful and de-

sirable." Berl. Bib.: " Reverential fear be-

longs to His supreme authority and highest ma-

jesty, Mai. i. 6. It is as the door into the palace

of the great king." J.Gerhard: " Fear with

love ; love without fear grows slack, fear with-
out love makes slaves, and fills with distrust."

Berl. Bib.: "In all his ways; chiefly three
of His commandments, Ps. cxix. 1 ; of faith in

Christ, John xiv. 6, and of love, 1 Cor. xii. 31 ;

xiii. 1.

Ver. 13. Berl. Bib. :
" For thy good, not that

the Lord has need of thee or of thine. This obe-
dience to the commands of God in true love,

embraces ourselves also, and what can truly be
easier than love thyself even." Vers. 14, 15.

The God of Israel, the Lord of heaven and earth,

a lover of Israel. How heaven and earth meet
in God: in love. Ver. 16. The circumcision of

the heart not first a New Testament demand,
(Rom. ii. 29; Col. ii. 11), as stifi"-neckedness is

not merely an Old Testament sin. Vers. 17, 18.

What makes God the proper Judge of the world ?

His majesty. His righteousness. His mercy. Tub.
Bib.: " Even in the Old Testament the way to

God was open to those not Israelites." Luther:
" Thus the Lord loves the stranger. Who will

now rely upon his home or paternal inheritance,

although it is not to be despised! But if one
must wander in exile and in foreign lands, let

him not doubt, or be less trustful than if he were
at home and in his father's house." Ver. 19.

Baumgarten: "Jehovah has proved to Israel,

that He has no respect to any mere external
distinction and glory, since He Himself has
mercy upon the forsaken stranger in Egypt, and
upon the sinner in the wilderness." Ver. 22.

The great with the small, the many out of the
few, that is the way of God.

Chapter XI. 1-82.

1 Therefore thou shalt love [Ani love, so love then] the Lord thy God, and keep

his charge,^ and his statute.?, and his judgments, and his commandments [command-
2 ment], always. And know ye this day : for I speak \om. I speak] not with your

children [have I to do]' which have not known, and which have not seen the chas-

tisement of the Lord your God, his greatness, his mighty hand, and his stretched-

3 out arm, And his miracles, [signs] and his acts, which he did in the midtt of Egypt,

4 unto Pharaoh the kicig of Egypt, and unto all his laud ; And what he did unto the

army of Egypt, unto their horses, and to their chariots ; how he made the water of

the Red sea to overflow them as they pursued after you, and how the Lord hath

5 destroyed them unto this day ; And what he did unto you in the wilderness, until

6 ve came into this place ; And what he did unto Dathan and Abiram, the sons of

Eliab, the son of Reuben : how [as to whom] the earth opened her mouth, and

swallowed them up,' and their households, and their tents, and all the substance*

that was in their possession [at their feet, close to, followed them] in the midst of

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 fVer. 1. His keeping what he has laid upon yon to keep—charge, not here in the sense of observance, rites, but as

incloding all enjoined.—A. G.]

* [Ver. 2. Wordsworth, Bib. Com., Keil and Del., make the clanse " for not with your children which have not known

and have not seen," a parenthesis, and drop the colon after day. Schroedkr currieB the parenthesis on, including the Lord

your God. Our version seems to make the whole passage, to ver. 7, one sentence, which would be very unusual in Hebrew.

The rendering suggested by Keil is preferable.—A. G.].

» [Ver. 6. Lit., which the earth opened her mouth and swallowed.—A. G.].

* [Ver. 6. Lit., the living thing which is at their feet.—A. 0.].
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7 all Israel : But [For] your eyes have seen all the great acts of the Lord which he
8 did. Therefore shall ye keep ail the commandments [commandment] which I com-
mand you this day, that ye may be strong, and go in and possess the land, whither

9 ye go to possess it ; And that ye may prolong yo^ir days [may live long] in the land
which the Lord sware unto your fathers to give unto them, and to their seed, a land

10 that floweth with milk and honey. For the land, whither thou goest in to possess
it, is not as the land of Egypt, from whence ye came out, where thou sowedst [which
thou sowedst with] thy seed, and wateredst it with thy foot, as a garden of herbs :

11 But the land, whither ye go to possess it, is a land of hills and valleys, and drink-
12 eth water of the raiu of heaven : A land which the Lord thy God careth for [con-

sidereth]* : the eyes of the Lord thy God are always upon it, from the beginning of
13 the year even unto the end of the year. And it shall come to pass [comes to pass]

if ye shall hearken diligently® unto my commandments [commandment] which I
command you this day, to love [so that ye love] the Lord your God, and to serve

14 him with all your heart and with all your soul, That I will give you the rain of
your land in his due season, the first rain and the latter rain, that thou mayest ga-

15 ther in thy corn, and thy wine, and thine oil. And I will send [give, so margin],
16 grass in thy fields for thy cattle, that thou mayest eat and be full. Take heed to

yourselves, that your heart be not deceived [become not foolish]' and ye turn aside
17 [fall away] and serve other gods, and worship them ; And then the Lord's wrath

be kindled against you, and he shut up the heaven, that [and] there be no rain,
and that the land yield, [give] not her fruit ; and lestye perish quickly from ofi'the

18 good laud which the Lord giveth you. Therefore [And ye shall lay] shall ye lay
up these my words in [upon] your heart and in your soul, and bind them fi>r asign
upon your hand, that they may be [and they shall be] as frontlets between your

19 eyes. And ye shall teach tliem your children, speaking [to speak, so that ye speak]
of them when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, when

20 thou liest down, and when thou risest up. And thou shalt write them upon the
21 door posts of thine house, and upon thy gates : That your days may be multiplied,

and the days of your children, in the land which the Lord sware unto your fathers

22 to give them, as the days of heaven upon the earth. For if ye shall diligently
keep all these commandments [this whole commandment] which I command you,
to do them, to love the Lord your God, to walk in all his ways, and to cleave unto

23 him : Then will the Lord drive out all these nations from before you, and ye shall
24 possess greater nations and mightier than yourselves. Every place whereon the

soles of your feet shall tread shall be yours : from the wilderness, and Lebanon,
from the river, the river Euphrates, even unto the uttermost sea shall your coast

25 be. There shall no man be able to stand before you : for \om. for] the Lord your
God shall lay the fear of you, and the dread of you upon [the face of] all the land

26 that ye shall tread upon, as he hath said unto you. Behold I set [give] before you
27 this day a blessing and a curse : A blessing, if ye obey the commandments [com-
28 mandment] of the Lord your God which I command you this day ; And a curse,

if ye will not obey the commandments of the Lord your God, but turn aside out
of the way which I command you this day, to go [that ye may walk] after other

29 gods which ye have not known. And it shall come to pass when the Lord thy God
hath brought thee in unto the land whither thou goest to possess it, that thou shalt
put [give] the blessing upon mount Gerizim, and the curse upon mount Ebal.

80 Are they not on the other side Jordan, by the way where the sun goeth down* in

the land of the Canaanites, which dwell in the champaign [Arabah] over against
31 Gilgal, beside the plains [the oaks] of Moreh ? For ye shall pass over Jordan to

go in to possess the land which the Lord your God giveth you, and ye shall possess
32 it, and dwell therein. And ye shall observe to do all the statutes and judgments

which I set [am giving] before you this day.

6 [Ver. 12. Margin, lit., seeketh or seeking.—A. 6.].

6 [Ver. 13. The common idiom hearkening ye shall hearken.—A. G.].

' [Ver. 16. Lit., be opened—and so to be enticed, seduced.—A. G.].

8 [Ver. 30. After the road, where the sun goeth down, i. e., the West.—A. G.].
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-25. Ver. 1. A consequence of the

foregoing, and parallel with x. 19. The exhor-

tation marks itself as self-evident (vi. 5). "l^iE?

(comp. upon iv. 2, 6, 40 ; v. 2, etc.), to hold fast,

keep; hence keep his charge what in refe-

rence to Him is to be kept, what He will have

kept or held fast. The particulars of this gene-

ral term, follow nearly as in Gen. xxvi. 5. Comp.

iv. 1, 10. Perhaps, as already x. 20 was inserted

in order that the kindness to sii-angers should

not be shown at the cost of the observance of the

law, of faithfulness towards Jehovah. Ver. 2.

And know—through which love and the

observance of the law were at the same time

sanctioned and urged. With a retrospect also to

X. 21 sq. The chastisement [instruction]

of the Lord your God fits alike well with the

parenthesis (not with your, sq.) and as the sub-

jectof the knowledge. For TOO comp. upon iv. 36;

viii. 5. It is the instruction to praise and love, as

it with the redemptive works, x. 21, was already

sketched in a general way, and in the following

X. 22 the enlargement is given more in detail.

What Jehovah had thus actually taught Israel,

it, i. e. the present Israel, exclusive of the chil-

dren, as V. 3 of the fathers, should know. The

children are to be taught by the present fathers

(ver. 19). The subject in regard to which

Jehovah had instructed Israel: His greatness,

iii. 2i; iv. 34. Upon ver. 3, comp. iv. 34; vi.

22; vii. 18 sq. Upon ver. 4, Ex. xiv. 26 sq.

—

Unto this day, so that the Egyptian has not

oppressed thee any more to this day; perfect

redemption. Upon ver. 5, viii. 2 sq., 15 sq. ; ix.

7. Upon Ver. 6, Num. xvi. If on account of the

sons (Num. xxvi. 11) who separated themselves

from their fathers, true Levites (Deut. xxxiii.

10), and therefore did not perish, Korah was

not named, so also the Reubenite On was not

named, who truly does not appear further (Num.

xvi.), because he probably drew back from the

rebellion in time. Moreover Moses in Deutero-

nomy (comp. upon x. 8) uses the name Levi in

a comprehensive way, and has therefore no

interest in bringing out the violetit dispute

between the Levita Korah and the Aaronic

priesthood, which burst out in that event, and
was forever settled. What was necessary was
intimated in the bare naming of Dathan and

Abiram, especially the Reubenites, who could

not bear to see their lost primogeniture trans-

ferred not only to Aaron, but stiil further to

Moses. But Aaron's priesthood, as we have

seen (chap, x.) is merely the official institution

and limitation of the Mosaic mediation with God.

Thus the naming of Dathan and Abiram only,

coincides readily with the connection between

chap. xi. and chap. x. [Bib. Com.: The rebel-

lion of Korah evidently included an attack upon
the ecclesiastical and civil arrangements of Moses.

The latter was the only portion of the sedition

which it was relevant to Moses' purpose to name,

and therefore he omits to name Korah. Korah"s
mutiny was against the Levites, and it did not

concern the people generally, whereas that of

Dathan and Abiram was against the rulers of

the people, and so concerned the people.—A. G.]

Ver. 7. The basis of ver. 2 (iv. 3; iii. 21). The

keeping of the law of God makes sure also what

follows ver. 8. pin (i. 38) gives courage and

strength Ver. 9. Comp. iv. 26 (v. 16) ; vi. 3. Ver.

10 occurs similarly here with the second descrip-

tion of Canaan, as viii. 7 sq. at the close of the ex-

position of the first commandment. For lays the

ground for the long life (ver. 9) in this land

flowing with milk, sq., as however entirely

depending upon the blessing of God. The refer-

ence to the closing reason of the second com-
mand already appears (v. 9 sq.).

—

Not as the
land of Egypt. Here the contrast is Egypt;
in viii. 7 sq. it was the wilderness. There the

passage, here the point of departure. With this

latter allus'on, it was already intimated that

Israel redeemed indeed, still needed the conti-

nuing divine keeping, that itmay remain in life.

It is not the fruitt'ulness, but the method of pro-

ducing it, which makes the distinction between
Canaan and Egypt. In Egypt this appears in

some measure dependent upon the hand and foot

of men.

—

And w^ateredst w^ith thy foot.—

•

The irrigation in Egypt, of which Hekodotus
says even that it does not rain there, is by
means of numerous canals and channels, in

which the water of the overflowing Nile is

retained, and from which it is brought upon the

fields and gardens repeatedly and with great

hardship, and this was especially true of the

grazing region of Israel bordering upon the

disert. AVe are not constrained to think of any
mechanical labor with the feet, which is de-

scribed by Philo, or the like, since the usual

movement of the feet is significant for man's
exertion in a general way (ver. 6), but espe-

cially for his diligence and toil (Gen. xxx. 30),

and draw wells out of which the water is brought,

but not irrigating machines, are customary in

Hebraic and in Egyptian monuments. Hence as

already Piscator : " Thou must go here and there

upon the land in oi'der to water it." Schultz well

calls attention to both the standing water in the

trenches and to the smaller tanks in the gardens,

in both which the feet must be employed.

[The Egyptians probably used tread- wheels,

working pumps, and the artificial channels

referred to above. But the expression is pro-

bably idiomatic for the toil and diligence requi-

site in the irrigation of the soil, including all

the methods rather than referring to any one.

—

A. G.] For the sense of the passage the remark
of Herodotus ii. 13 is siguificant (Hengst.

Book.i of Moses), that the Egyptians say of the

Greeks, who have no Nile to water their land,

as they have, they would one day suffer grievous

famine, since water could never come to them
otherwise than from the gods. " As if the Lord
had especially arranged that the Egyptians

should live in their self-confidence, and by their

own efforts, wherein they live as heathen; as if

Egypt in this regard had been so truly placed

as a laud of heathenism." Sohultz.—As a
garden of herbs, i. e. from whence one could

pluck vegetables and herbs, and which could be

made fruitful by watering, even without the

rain. Ver. 11. No low land as Egypt. Comp.

iii. 25; viii. 7.

—

Of the rain, the ^7 denoting
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the outward cause. Ver. 12. K''^'l, to seek, ask

after (Job iii. 4), to take care for (Sept. : enia-

KOTreiTai). The continual dependence upon God
places it as a geographical foil to the true reli-

gion. The expression seems at first rich with

promise ; the threatening in such relations comes
later (ver. 17). Ver. 13. Comp. vii. 12; vi. 5;

X. 12. Moses' words pass into the words of

God. So distinctly does the speaker know him-
self as Moses. Ver. 14. Rain of your land,
as your land needs it; in its season, viz. the

first [early] rain, after the seeding, from Oc-

tober until December, and the latter rain
before the harvest ("at the last ripe," Baum-
gakten) in March and April. Comp. further

viii. 8. Ver. 15. Comp. vi. 11. Ver. 16. The
contrast. Comp. iv. 23, where it occurs in

reference to the making of images, and thus

here with an altogether fitting retrospect (ix.

12). ^^13^ will open, stands open to entice-

ment, foolishly opens itself. Comp. v. 29;
vii. 4; iv. 19 ; v. 9; vi. 14. Ver. 17. Comp. iv.

25; vi. 15; iv. 26; viii. 19. "The heavens are

thought of as a mother's breasts." Schui-tz.

Ver. 18. Comp. vi. 6, 8. Ver. 19. Comp. vi. 7.

Ver. 20. Comp. vi. 9. In the connection of the

second with the first command, these repetitions

are not strange. It forms a parallel completion

for the memory. Ver. 21. Comp. iv. 40; v. 16.

—As the days of heaven, sq. (Ps. Ixxxix.

29), i. e. as long as the heaven ("with its bless-

ing power," Baumgarten) stands over the earth,

so long shall Israel, if faithful, as the fathers,

so the children, dwell in Canaan. Ver. 22.

For lays the ground for this supposition.

Comp. X. 12, 20; viii. 6. Ver. 23. Comp. vii.

1 sq. ; ix. 1 sq. Ver. 24. Comp. ii. 5. For the

borders, southerly and northerly, eastei-ly and
till the westward ("the posterior," i. e. Mediter-

ranean) sea, comp. i. 7. Ver. 25. Comp. vii. 24;

ii. 25.

2. Vers. 26-32. After such a preparatory,
comprehensive exhibition of the blessing and
the curse, corresponding to the closing motive
of the second commandment, follows now an

appeal. Ver. 26 (iv. 8). Dy^iib, so that you

may see, to what obedience, and to what disobe-

dience will load, and be sure that it is a given
[established] result, i. 8. Faith possesses the

one, unbelief the other. Ver. 27. Comp. iv. 1.

Ver. 28. Comp. ver. 16; ix. 12: vi. 14.—
"Which ye have not known. Comp. iv. 15.

In opposition to the God of Israel, who had
made Himself known ii; word and law, and not
otherwise. We see how exactly the tone of the

second command is preserved, the image service,

how it truly leads to idolatry. Since thepossession
(viii. 1, 7 sq.) and the enjoyment (ver. 9 sq.) of
Canaan are, according to this, dependent upon
the blessing and curse of God (comp. also iv. 5),
BO should this relation as one established by
God, symbolically by Israel, as a self-judgment
in the case, be put upon the land from two
mountains, i. e. be uttered, proclaimed (Lev.
xvi. 21. For the details see xxvii. 11 sq.). Do
the natural features of these mountains distin-

guish them as fitted for the purpose? Schultz,
Keil, question it. The brothers Strauss
{^Lands and Cities of the S. S.) assert: "On the

whole the mountains are little cultivated; still

Gerizim shows beautiful valleys and numerous
terraces, which, as the whole valley, shine with
gardens, citron, pomegranate, orange trees, mul-
berry groves, apricots, figs, almonds, in the
most luxurious fruitfulness, while at the warmer
foot of Ebal olive trees are planted." V. Rau-
MER describes Ebal as "bare and steep," Geri-
zim "as covered and adorned with gardens."
Voelter: "The side of Ebal is more barren
than that of Gerizim, because exposed to the
sun, and scorched by it, while that of Gerizim
is covered with a beautiful growth, as it forma
the shaded side toward the north." [Yet Ro-
binson describes Gerizim as being barren as
Ebal. The attempt to identify this mountain
with that upon which Abraham was to offer

Isaac fails completely. See Smith, Diet., Art.
Gerizim, Am. Ed.—A. G.]—The oriental-like,

and at the same time, motive-giving question,
ver. 30 (iii. 11) refers to both mountains, and
proceeds from the stand-point of Israel encamped
in the plains of Moab. On the other [that] side,

i. e. in Canaan literally. '^.D^j according to

the accents, separated from !]^1, but (ver. 24)

pointing to the westward. The valley within
which Siehem lies extends from south-east to

north-west. The fuller definition : of the way
[via) where the sun goeth down, appears
at the same time to point to the way taken by
Abraham (Gen. xii. 6), by Jacob (Gen. xxxiii.

17 sq.), in any case to a well-known highway
of commerce.— [Bib. Com.: "Called probably
the way of the West, in contrast to the other
main route from Damascus to the South, which
passed through the district east of Jordan."
A. G.]

—

In the land of, sq. ; so much as lies

therein, viz. from the west to the east, as from
the south (0 the north ; for the clause: dwell-
ing in the champaign [Arabah], according
to the sense of this last name (coiiiu. upon i. 1)
points to both sides of the Jordan, thus even to

the easterly, although from the stand-point of
the Israelites only the westerly can be intended
here, which in distinction from the westerly
Canaanites upon the sea, is still again the east-

erly designation of their abode (vii. 1). Over
against Gilgal, not the southerly, Josh. iv. 20;
V. 9, nor the Jiljulah (Galgula) lying upon the
sea-coast. Josh. xii. 23, but as Keil and Baum-
garten think, the frequently mentioned (Josh,
ix. 6; X. 6), still-existing village Jiljulia, south-
westerly from Sinjal.—[Wordsworth has a cu-
rious note here suggesting that Gilgal should
not be taken as a proper name, but in the sense
of wheel or circuit ; a sacred enclosure near

Gerizim.—A. G.]

—

''$^, at the side of, near by.

—Elone Moreh. Gen. xii. 6 ; xxxv. 4. Oak
or Terebinth (see Winer, Real.). A still more
definite reminiscence of the patriarchal time, as
before in the way. The two named mountains,
two thousand feet in height, lying over against
each other, correspond, according to all this

description, to the purpose in view, as on all

sides centrally located, availing to all the peo-
ple, under the impression of the sacred reminis-
cences^ connected with the chief patriarchs
[especially as Siehem lay between them.—A. G.]
Ver. 31. The reason for this direction in tho
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coming antrance into Canaan, and the certain

conquest of the land. For ver. 32, coiup. iv. 1

;

vi. 5, 8.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. If PN, X. 21, marks the help of Jehovah,

so also the deeds to which Moses refers, chap,

xi., althou<^h they do not come into view as the

"revelations of His anger, and of His power

against the obstinate." Baumqakten. Moses

will not alarm, but awaken and induce to a

counter-love. As the love of Jehovah, who

helps, came out energetically in what occurred

in Egypt in the redemption of Israel, so also it

is not tne "end" first (Baumgarten), but equally

the means and the beginning, even in the de-

struction of Dathan and Abiram, especially with

reference to the Mosaic and priestly representa-

tion and mediation of Israel before God, and

also as preserving grace, saving Israel from

itself. The deeds in'the wilderness, ver. 5, form

the transition to this; the love of Jehovah, in

the leading, educating and sanctifying grace.

2. Through the distinction between the older

class in Israel (Num. xiv. 29), who in the exodus

were not yet twenty years old, and the children

born first in the wilderness (ver. 2), Moses

designs "to bring into clear consciousness the

importance of ocular testimony," ver. 7 (Baum-

garten) of the historic facts, in order to meet

"the doubt as to the objectiveness of God."

His design is more obvious both in regard to

the obedience of those addressed, which should

arise for them out of their own experience (ver.

8 sq.), and in regard to a credible, well-founded,

exemplified tradition to the children (ver. 19).

But at the same time it respects " the externality of

the present revelation,which remained still bound

by the limits of space and time. In the revela-

tion of the Spirit, those seeing were only blessed

in comparison with those who went before them

(Lukex. 23, 24); but then there is here a bless-

edness of those who have not seen and have

believed (John xx. 29), and of those who have

not seen, and have loved (1 Pet. i. 8)." Baum-
garten.

3. While Palestine (see Kurtz, Gesh. /., g 43),

" with respect to those without, was both nega-

tively and positively fitted in some measure to

its destination, it offers great resources and vehi-

cles for the inward development of the people of

the covenant. Scarcely a land upon the earth is

endowed with such a sensitiveness for blessingand

the curse. Nowhere do fruitfulness and sterility

follow each other in such quick succession, or pass

80 easily from one to the other. Out of the paradi-

saic vale of Siddim, with a single night between,

e. g. comes the Dead Sea, and over against it

again lies its counterpart the Sea of Genessa-

reth."

4. The view of faith, which even in second

causes, as here the rain, heart, eye (ver. 12),

hand (ver. 14), holds fast to the living God, lies

at the basis of the whole representation of nature

Dogmatically the doctrine of divine providence,

that everything as it is, answers the divine pur-

pose of its existence through God, has thus to

prove itself in the glorifying of God as this wise,

holy, blessed majesty, connects itself with this

view. As the individual thing is for the sake of

the whole, so this whole here, a land, Palestine,

is not for itself, but for the subject, here Israel,

in reference to humanity. There is left open
therewith a sphere of free self-determination for

blessing and curse. " The eflBciency of natural

laws (RoTHE, Ethik., ^42) is ruled by God, they
are so elastic that He, at any moment, even by
their means, can take up, and so preserve or

abolish the existence of every material thing."

[Conservatio, concursus, gubernatio).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Calvin. " Love to God is before all. In-

stead of requiring he will rather allure the peo-

ple to obedience through the sweetness of His
grace." True love holds fast. Richter : "Ac-
cording to Rom. ii. 3 Israel was entrusted with
the oracles of God. The anxious faithfulness

with which the Jews guarded the books of the

0, T., proved in the history of the Masora, is a
wonderful example of the providence of God over

this people and the book of books.' Ver. 2.

Keep, a word always appropriate to the elders,

for the young. How God instructs : who would
not be teachable and wise, even wiser than
others. The power of the Lord : to save (vers.

3, 4), to bear (ver. 5), to keep (ver 6). Schultz:
"Even the discipline in the wilderness. Strict

parents will be loved most, and most truly."

Ver. 7. The importance of experience: 1) For
faith against doubt; 2) for the life, our own and
others, in temptation; 3) for the Church against

the science so-called. Ver. 8. No selection.

The whole command—What is past, and what is

before us and needful for us, our need of help,

and our gratitude, bind us to faithfulness, to obe-

dience—Courage, success, possession (ver. 9) all

depend upon the obedience of faith. Ver. 10 sq.,

Luther: " Thus because he would attach them
to God through faith, and because they knew
that the rain was given to the believer through
the mercy of God, and was denied to the unbe-
lievers. God indeed gives all to all men, but to

this special people He gives in addition a word
of promise, that it should not live by bread
alone, but by the word also." The physiognomy
of the land in its importance for the kingdom of

God. Richter: Ver. 13. " Israel also says:

Seek first the kingdom of God ; so 1 Tim. iv. 8."

Ver. 16. Calvin: " The more frequently He im-

presses this, because man is inclined to super-

stition, the more inexcusable are the Papists in

their shameless security on this point. Who-
ever will not remain in the simplicity of the law,

is an apostate with him." Shun the crooked

way, Ps. cxxv. 5. Human wickedness, and the

wrath of GodjClose the heavens. Ver. 21. Osi-

ANDER. : " No better medicine against death than

the keeping of the commandments of God."

Berl. Bib. : " Ver. 22 puts love after obedience

as ver. 13, to show that as it is the source of

obedience (ver. 1) so also it is itself the compre-
hensive command out of which all special duties

flow. Here also all the commands are viewed

as one only, which we must keep entirely and
perfectly, James ii. 10." Faith and love, or love

and faith, in either sequence, unites to God, 1

Cor. vi. 17. Ver. 26. Bebl. Bib.: "The willia
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dead to good through sin, and inclined to evil.

Through grace man can choose and actually at-

tain. Is he faithful in the first beginning, God
will give more grace." Blessing and curse : 1)
In their statement, vers. 26-28 ; 2) in their ex-

planation. Gerizim and Ebal stand in every hu-

man life. Cramer : " Yea and nay should every
true Christian answer, v/hat is more than this is

of evil. Matt. V. 37." Starke: " Dearest Lord
Jesus! Thou wilt declare the blessing and the
curse when Thou comest to judgment, Matlh.
XXV."

Supplementary Exposition of the Third to the Tenth Command.

Chap. XII.—Chap. XXVI.

The Third Command. (Chap. xii.—Chap, xiv.)

Chap. XII. 1-81.

1 These are the statutes and judgments which ye shall observe [keep] to do in the
land which the Lord God of thy fathers giveth thee to possess it, all the days that

2 ye live upon the earth. Ye shall utterly destroy all the places, wherein the na-

tions [Gentiles] which ye shall possess [expel from the possession]^ served their

gods, upon the high mountains, and upon the hills, and under every green tree :

3 And ye shall overthrow [tear down, raze] their altars, and break their pillars, and
burn their groves [their pillars of wood] with fire ; and ye shall hew down the

4 graven images of their gods, and destroy the names of them out of that place. Ye
5 shall not do so unto the Lord your God. But unto the place which the Lord your
God shall choose out of all your tribes to put his name there,^ even unto his habi-

6 tation shall ye seek, [keep, inquire] and thither thou shalt come : And thither ye
shall bring your burnt-offerings, [whole offerings] and your sacrifices, and your
tithes, and heave-ofierings of your hand, and your vows, and your free-will offerings,

7 and the firstlings of your herds, and of your flocks : And there ye shall eat before

the Lord your God, and ye shall rejoice in all that ye put your hands unto, ye and
8 your households, wherein the Lord thy God hath blessed thee. Ye shall not do

after all [according to all what, i. e., just as] the things that we do [are doing] here
9 this day, every man whatsoever is right in his own eyes. For ye are not as yet

10 come to the rest and to the inheritance which the Lord your God giveth you. But
[Still] when ye go over Jordan, and dwell in the land which the Lord your God
giveth you to inherit, and when he giveth you rest from all your enemies round

11 about, so that [and] ye dwell in safety : Then there shall be [And it come to pass,]

a place which the Lord your God shall choose to cause his name to dwell there
;

thither shall ye bring all that I command you
;
your burnt-oflTerings, and your sa-

crifices, your tithes, and the heave-ofiering of your hand, and all your choice vows^
12 which ye vow unto the Lord : And ye shall rejoice before the Lord your God, ye,

and your sons, and your daughters, and your men-servants, and your maid-servants,

and the Levite that is within your gates ; forasmuch as he hath no [for not to him
13 belongs] part nor inheritance with you. Take heed to thyself that thou offer not

14 thy bui'nt-offerings in every place that thou seest : But in the place which the Lord
shall choose in one of thy tribes, there thou shalt offer thy burnt-oflferings, and there

15 thou shalt do all that I command thee. Notwithstanding, thou mayest kill and
eat flesh in all thy gates, whatsoever thy soul lusteth after [Only in all thy soul

desireth thou, etc.'] according to the blessing of the Lord thy God which he hath given
thee :* the unclean and the clean may eat thereof, as of [om. of] the roe-buck [an-

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 2. Which ye are driving them out, and so possessing. It is not to inherit, as the margin.—A. G.].

2 [Ver. 5. The Vulg. connects this clause with what follows, to put His name and dwell there, and so essentially the

Sept. Our version accords with the accents, and is better.—A. G.].

3 [Ver. 11. Margin, lit., all the choice of your vows.—A. G.].

< [Ver. 15. Our version transposes the clauses in this verse needlessly, although without materially affectiog the

Bense.—A. G.].
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16 telope] and as of the hart. Only ye shall not eat the blood
;
ye shall pour it upon I

17 the earth-as water. Thou mayest not eat within thy gates the tithe of thy corn, or

of thy wine, or of thy oil, or the firstlings of thy herds or of thy flock, nor any of

thy vows which thou vowest, nor thy free-will-offerings, or heave-offering of thine

18 hand : But thou must eat them before [the face of] the Lord thy God in the place

which the Lord thy God shall choose, thou, and thy son, and thy daughter, and thy
man-servant, and thy maid-servant, and the Levite that is within thy gates : and
thou shalt rejoice before the Lord thy God in all that thou puttest thine hands unto.

19 Take heed to thyself that thou forsake not the Levite as long as thou livest [all

20 thy days] upon the earth. When the Lord thy God shall enlarge thy border, as he
hath promised thee, and thou shalt say, I will eat flesh, because thy soul longeth to

eat flesh, thou mayest eat flesh, whatsoever thy soul lusteth" after [in all the desire

21 of thy soul]. If the place which the Lord thy God hath chosen to put his name
there be too far from thee, then thou shalt kill of thy herd aud of thy flock, which
the Lord hath given thee, as I have commanded thee, and thou shalt eat in thy

22 gates whatsoever thy soul lusteth after. Even as the roe-buck aud the hart is eaten,

so thou shalt eat them : the unclean and the clean shall eat of them alike [in like

23 manner]. Only be sure [strong, firm] that thou eat not the blood : for the blood is

24 the life [soul] : and thou mayest not eat the life [soul] with the flesh. Thou shalt

25 not eat it ; thou shalt pour it upon the earth as water. Thou shalt not eat it ; that

it may go well with thee, and with thy children after thee, when thou shalt do that

26 which is [om. that which is] right in the sight of the Lord. Only thy holy things

which thou hast, and thy vows, thou shalt take, and go unto the place which the

27 Lord shall choose : And thou shalt offer [prepare, make] thy burnt-offerings, the

flesh and the blood, upon the altar of the Lord thy God : and the blood of thy sa-

crifices shall be poured out upon the altar of the Lord thy God, and thou shalt eat A

28 the flesh. Observe and hear all these words which I command thee, that it may go "

well with thee, and Avith thy children after thee for ever, when thou doest that which

29 is good and right in the sight of the Lord thy God. When the Lord thy God
shall cut off the nations from before thee, whither thou goest to possess them, and

30 thou succeedest [dost possess] them, and dwellest 'vi their land ; Take heed to thy-

self that thou be not snared by following them [cleavest not after them] after that

they be destroyed from before thee ; and that thou inquire [seek, search] not after

their gods, saying, How did these nations serve [accustomed to serve] their gods ?

31 even so will I do likewise. Thou shalt not do so unto the Lord thy God ; for every

abomination to [of] the Lord which he hateth have they done unto their gods ; for

even their sous and their daughters they have burnt in the fire to their gods.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
6 [Ver. 20. Our word lusteth haa acquired a technical and bad sense, and is too strong here and in ver. 15 above, and 21

j

below.—A. G.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers 1-14. The connection with the fore-

going (xi. 32) as vi. 1. Ver. 1 serves as a title

to introduce what follows. Comp. iv. 5, 10; v.

29. We feel that we have reached a new topic,

hence the absence of the 1, as vi. 4. Ver. 2 re-

fers back substantially to what was said upon
the first command, with this difference, that the
places of the f,ilse worship of God are here pro-
minent, and thus the connection with the second
command is made apparent. Utterly destroy,
i. e., destroy utterly and entirely as places of the
cultus (Knobei,), mountains, especially high

dical signification of the word ]jL?'l, and is re-

jected erroneously by Schultz. They represent

the oaks with their dense shade, (Ezek. vi. 13
;

XX. 28). It is not truly the vivid fulness of co-

lor, but the mysterious rustling of the foliage

which comes into view here, as in the high places

it is the all-overpowering elements of air and
light. Upon ver. 3 comp. vii. 5, 25. The de-

stru'ition of their names, i. e., that the places

of the cultus should no longer be named after

the idols previously honored in them, shows al-

ready, since it brings out the connection of the

places with the idol images, and thus connects it

with the second command, that Moses now passes

over to the third command, that chap. xii. treats

mountains, but also hills in which they believed
j

of the name of Jehovah, before which all other

themselves nearer the heavenly powers, as upon I
names of the deities must retire (Acts iv. 12).

the natural altars of the earth. Green trees Comp. vii. 24. Hence ver. 4 (ver. 31) introduc-

are at the same time leafy, as this lies in the ra- 1 tory : Since you cannot rest in the places and
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names of a false cultus, you should not especially

take examples from them of the true worship of

God. For as Jehovah is the one only in opposi-

tion to these many, so also the place of His only

name should be freed from all subjective arbi-

trariness (Intro., g 4, I. 23). Ver. 5. Which
Jehovah shall choose. The manner and me-
thod how all will- worship reveals itself in oppo-

sition to this choice of Jehovah, is fixed by that

choice, whether it is effected in some extraordi-

nary way, or by the mere arrangement of cir-

cumstances. It is enough that he will select and
define the place, and indeed one place as the

addition, out of all your tribes, shows, (the

unity of all in the Lord) and thus certainly with
reference to Lev. xvii. 3 sq., namely, to the one-

ness of the tabernacle. But at the same time

the mention of the name of Jehovah in the des-

tination of the place in question, touches upon
the more general and indefinite passage, Ex. xx.

24, which however for the usual arrangemtnt of

things must be more closely limited by UWl and

IJHtyV Upon the name comp. v. 11. The hea-

then deity abides in nature, Jehovah, on the con-
trary, is Spirit, manifest in word and deed,

vyhich personal revelation embraces and consti-

tutes His name, by which He calls Himselfamong
His people, which He makes for and in His peo-

ple. To put there, /. e., to take, order, to set-

tle it there; for that which is customary (the

discourse indeed is of the usual cultus), without
any allusion to extraordinary cases (Ex. xx.),

but also without excluding them. To his ha-

bitation

—

'^yd to settle, dwell. The infinitive

separated by the accent from the foregoing, al-

though it may define it more closely (Ex. xxv.

8 ; xxix. 44 sq.) and in ver. 11, ]2u'~> stands for

DVti'b. But just precisely on account of this lat-

ter (and {3^7 is to permit to dwell), the con-

nection with 'K?")nn pointed out by the accents I

is to be preferred. / resumes in an abbreviated

form the 7X at the beginning. Understanding the

infinitive thus substantively of the place, which

representsthedwellingofJehovah or ofHisname,
with a clear reference to the Shechinah since the
erection of the tabernacle, over which the pillar

of cloud tarried or dwelt, when Israel rested in

the march, it is neither Jerusalem nor the tem-
ple which is the dwelling in view, (Knobel) but
the infinitive rather leaves the locality undeter-
mined, provided only that some one permanent
position is kept in view. [The fixing of one
place is not, as Schroeder intimates, entirely
new. It is implied in Ex. xx. 24, and was
actually observed during the wanderings in the
desert. Lev. xvii. 1 sq. It is precisely in accord-
ance with the object in Deuteronomy, which re-

gards the future of Israel, and especially when
scattered through the land of promise, that this

revelation should be insisted upon with so much
definiteness and stringency. The command does

not conflict with the worship of God in those

places in which the worshippers had express di-

vine authority. As e. g., the offerings of Gideon,

Manoah, David.

—

Wordsworth well asks : " If

Deuteronomy is not the work of Moses, how is it

possible that it could have been received when
all the kings of Israel, and often those of Judah,
were living in violation of this command ? If it

had been a forgery, they would surely have ex-

posed it."— A. G.]. D^T (xi. 12), the idea

of something urgent lies in the root, perhaps
with reference to the difficulties (out of all the
tribes) when the people dwelt scattered' in Ca-
naan: to seek, to search after, to turn one's self

thither, to keep, abide there, as directed for

the ordinary cultus, public and individual, hence
shall ye seek, and thou shalt come, ye and
thou. Ver. 6. Brings up the altar instituted with
the tabernacle (Ex. xxix. 44 ; xx. 24). [As to

the difEculties in bringing the offerings from the

distance, they are partly met by the provision in
Num. xiv. 24, 25, and partly by the mere state-

ment of the fact that the distance at the greatest
was less than a hundred miles ; so that what was
required was nothing impossible. Moreover, we
must bear in mind here the whole spirit of the
law. God always required mercy and not sacri-

fice. Obviously the sick, and those detained by
any special providences, would be regarded as
fulfilling the law, if they brought their offerings

at other than the stated times. They could not
present it at any but the chosen place, but they
might reserve it until they could bring it there.

The time is not fixed, except at the three great
feasts. And even then there must have been
exceptions provided for, in the spirit if not in

the letter, of the law.—A. G.] Bring, gene-
rally, under the presumption that whatever con-
cerns the time, procedure, etc., was already
known from the law and customs (comp. chap,
xvi.). The offerings as a whole are embraced in
the number seven. Beginning with the burnt-
oSering and "sacrifices" as the principal (Lev.
xvii. 8; Ex. x. 25; Num. xv. 3). Comp. Lev. i.

8 sq. n^T, especially praise and thank-offerings.

Lev. iii. 7, 12 ; Num. xv. 4 sq. (perfect concession

and joy of salvation,n3T Wul\lf). Upon the tithe

comp. Introd. §4, I. 19. ["These supposed dis-

crepancies" (Wordsworth) are evidences of
the unity of plan of the Pentateuch. The author
takes for granted here that his hearers were fa-

miliar with what had been said by him in the
earlier parts of his work, and what had become
a usage among them (as the sacred feast, vers.

17, 18), and does not repeat it, but proceeds at

once to speak of the tithes he had in view.
Distingue tempora et concordabis Scripturas is a
sound maxim."—A. G.] Heave what the hand
takes up as a free gift to Jehovah from the fruits

of the ground, besides the tithes and the first-

born. Vo^vs and free-will [gifts] offerings,

Lev. vii. 16. Upon the first-born comp. Ex.
xiii.; Num. xviii. (and upon chap. xv. 19).

Ver. 7. Thus sacred and joyful meals (Ex. xviii.

12). All that you put your hand unto.

—

Concrete (comp. Isa. xi. 14) for every thing

which they could put their hand to, which was
proper and due to them. The gains, acquisitions

(Knobel, Keil) made through the hand cannot
well be alluded to here, since it is precisely with
reference to these that the blessing of God is

spoken of. Since Moses includes himself, ver.

8, he cannot refer here to unlawful courses, but
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intends those procedures namely, in opposition to

the oneness of the sanctuary, perhaps still more
particularly what concerns the meals, as ver. 9

expressly excuses these on the ground that the

wanderers had not yet come to their rest. Upon
ver. 10 comp. Ex. xxxiv. 23, 24. Upon ver. 11

comp. ver. 5, 6. DIp'SH—placed first here for the

emphasis. in30 731—a comprehensive term, as

they must then be selected or chosen. On the

other hand. ver. 12 more in detail than ver. 7

(Ex. XX. 10; Deut. v. 14; comp. x. 9. See

Introd. §4, I. 21). The wives as evidently in-

cluded are not mentioned (Knobel). Vers. 18-

14. A final inculcation of the oneness of the

sanctuary, with regard to the burnt-offering, as

instar omnium.

2. Vers. 15-31. Ver. 15. A remission from
the strictness of the law, Lev. xvii. 3 sq., out of

regard to the scattered condition of Israel in Ca-

naan. />1X~7D3—comp. V. 18. According to the

necessity for the support of life, for which the

permission to eat flesh was granted (Gen. i. 29;
ix. 8), and according to their desire. It is not
the sacrificial meal which is here treated (Lev.

vii. 20). The (levitically) unclean, sq.—[As
the roe-buck, gazelle, and the hart, which were
clean for food, but not for sacrifices. Words-
worth.—A. G.] The sacrificial victims could
not be ofi'ered there, although they were clean
(Lev. xvii. 13). But although the sacrificial

character was taken away from the slaying,

there remains still (ver. 16) a reference to the
sacrifice, in regard to the blood, Lev. xvii. 10 sq.

This medium of atonement should be poured out
as water, and return simply to the earth, from
which God had called the animals in the creation.

If it did not return to God on the altar in the
way of the sacrifices, it must return to Him iu

this way (ver. 27). Since Moses returns again
to vers. 5, 6, 11, he makes clear and prominent,
as in vers. 13-14, the burut-ofi"ering; and in

ver. 15, the simple killing in distinction from the
sacrificial killing; here, ver. 17, the tithe, etc.;

both because one in this regard might soonest
think himself at liberty, and because of the sa-
crificial meals, which indeed in every third year
(xiv. 28 sq.) could be held at home and upon the
tithes. Comp. further the Introd. ^ 4, I. 19,
especially also in regard to the first-born, and
upon XV. 19 sq. Ver. 18. Comp. vers. 7, 12;
ver. 19; Introd. | 4, I. 21. All thy days—thy
whole life—upon the earth (lit. upon thy
land), in which, viz., he had no part,—urged
here as a motive. The repetition of the permis-
sion, ver. 15, only emphasizes so much the more
what in other cases is the rule, through that ex-
ception. At the same time, however, it ratifies

and confirms the promised (Ex. xxiii. 27 sq.)
enlargement of the borders (xi. 24; i. 7). Ver.
20. Comp. vor. 15. Ver. 21. Prom thee—an
example, as the position of the thou designates
the individual case. A more subjective clause
parallel to the more objective ver. 20. For the
rest comp. ver. 6. As I have commanded
thee.—The permissive command, ver. 15. Ver.
22 looks back to ver. 15. Alike—not together,
but the one as well as the other. Ver. 23.

Comp. ver. 16. The ground or basis of the pro-
hibition is that the blood, the bearer of the soul

life, the soul quickening the flesh, is substan-
tially the soul, as Lev. xvii. 14, 11. The em-
phatic arrangement of the sentence is made
more emphatic still by the repetition of the not.
Vers. 24-25, as supported by the promising
prospect of prosperity. Comp. iv. 40; v. 26; vi.

18. Upon ver. 26 comp. vers. 6, 11, 17 (Lev.
xxii. 3; Num. xviii. 8). After the general ex-
pression, the VOV7S are specially mentioned, on
account of the apparent freedom in regard to

them (Num. xv. 3, 8). Ver. 27. (Lev. i. 3 sq.;

iii. 2sq.) Shall be poured out—namely, by
the priests, and at the same time explanatory for

the preparatory steps [our version renders " thou
shall off'er," lit.: tliou shalt make, which
ScHROEDER renders: prepare, or make thy pre-
paration—A. G.], so far as they belonged to the
ofi^erer. All the details are presupposed from
the earlier law-giving; hence to pour out is as

to sprinkle around, and ly 3''3D=^J7. The for-

mer expression is given as the more general in

vers. 24 and 16; the latter through the 7j? at

the beginning of this verse, which usually speci-

fies the direction or destination whither. Comp.
farther Lev. vii. 14 sq. Ver. 28 is a resumption
of the preliminary conclusion in ver. 25. It

should be observed, kept especially by the hear-
ing. The good and right in the sight of
the Lord thy God," as already in ver. 25, in

opposition to ver. 8. Ver. 29. A new sentence
parallel to ver. 20. Comp. xi. 23. The dis-

course at its close returns to the beginning.
Ver. 30. K/p.^n imp. Niph. from K/pJ, to follow

after, while K'P.^n, vii. 25, imp. Niph. from ti'p',

to ensnare. The after them after that C^.O.I^

makes a vivid impression in its connection.

Before thee.—How foolish, after they were
destroyed before thee, that thou shouldst still

go after them ! Moreover, comp. ver. 5. Even
so will I do—namely, to Jehovah, as ver. 31

shows. Thus a transfer of the cultus of the land
to Jehovah. Comp. further ver. 4; vii. 25; Lev.
xviii. 25. [Bib. Com.: This caution is based
upon the notion generally entertained in the an-
cient heathen world that each country had its

own tutelary deities, whom it would be perilous

to neglect, 1 Kings xx. 23; 2 Kings xvii. 26.

Hence even in conquered districts the worship
of the local deities was wont to be scrupulously
maintained. But Israel was to shun such su-

perstitions.—A. G.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The one place, of the one sanctuary, of the

one Jehovah, is the theme of the chapter. The
one Jehovah, protests against the gods of Ca-
naan, His one sanctuary, is opposed to the nu-
merous heathen sanctuaries. This negation
shows the connection with the first two com-
mands—in particular with the second command.
It follows from this negation that Jehovah, who
in this second command has spoken as a Spirit,

who in His word, especially in the ten words, has
taught His people, now when the discourse (ver.

5) comes positively to treat of the place of His
name, it makes the destination of the place de-

pendent upon His choice, i.e., upon His command
as revealed iu word or deed. This is the sida
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which the one place of the sanctuary has towards

God; the objective side, at the same time, of the

now to be explained third command. But this

also has its subjective side, as we have repeat-

edly heard that Israel should swear by the

name of Jehovah; this is the confession to Jeho-

vah in every way. And thus the oneness of the

place of the sanctuary wins its significance for

the nationality of Israel; it characteristically

comprises the same in this confession to Jeho-

vah. One religiously, it remains politically

one. Out of all your tribes Jehovah has

chosen His place, thus also for all; and by so

much the more fruitfully, since the piety of the

individual (comp. the Psalms) could be efficient at

the one place of the sanctuary, improving and
quickening for the whole people. (On the extra-

ordinary sacrificial places, comp. Introd. § 4.)

2. Joy before Jehovah, which is so repeatedly

uttered, should be the animating disposition of

meals at the sanctuary. The inculcated unity

of the place of the sanctuary was thus right hu-
manly commended. Thus there enters into the col-

lective ceremonial requirements a disposition

—

indeed an evangelical feature—which eclipses

the face of the h^gal. That is truly, genuinely

deuteronomic; but it is something else as truly.

Lev. xxiii. 40 speaks of the joy before the Lord
at the feast of tabernacles—thus whenever one

thinks of the wilderness as past. Is not that

truly the stand-point of Deuteronomy in its con-

stant look into Canaan and its sure rest ? The
eating at the place of the sanctuary becomes at

the same time the eating before Jehovah—there-

fore in the best sense; but at the same time the

exalted joy appears as a common joy, thus in re-

ference to our neighbor. The two tables of the

law appear behind it. Still remarks Baumgar-
ten: " The union of the godly and worldly, the

spiritual and natural, which the popular life

even elsewhere in heathen antiquity and the

Christian middle ages, manifoldly seeks and in

some measure finds, since the places of the cul-

tus are at the same time centres of trade and
commerce ; religious times are also days of po-

pular joy and pleasure; this union is never so

original and pure as in Israel, because in it Je-

hovah the holy God has placed and managed all

natural and worldly things from the beginning

;

and although the actual result even here ap-

pears defective and clouded, still it presents it-

self as the pure, clear glass of this present and
much sought unity."

3. The discourse speaks again and again of

rest. So Josh. xxi. 44; xxii. 4 (xviii. 1). So
2 Sam. vii. 1, 10, 11. So 1 Chron. xxii. 9; 1

Kings V. 4, 18. This ever appears in connection

with the tabernacle, or the ark of the covenant,

or the temple. God's rest is the rest of the peo-

ple. What is still further said in Heb. iv. is

drawn from the very depth of the idea. Comp.
further Gen. xlix. 10 and 1 Pet. i. 4.

4. Men and maid servants (ver. 7) were in-

cluded in the family life of the Israelites, and
recognized and received in the most general hu-

man pleasures, the eating and the joy, and con-

secrated through the connection with Jehovah
and the sanctuary. The religious thought is all

penetrating salt in Israel. That the Levite was

included, as it promoted the sanctification of the
family life, especially the eating and the joy, so

it corresponds with the deuteronomic reference
to Canaan, in which Levi had no part nor
inheritance.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The threefold unity: one God. one sanctuary,

the one place of the same, in its importance for

the moral, ecclesiastical, political unity of Israel.

What the religion of the fathers has to do with
the national life (England, America). Ver. Isq.

Luther: "He commands all. The people could

not proceed in the worship after their own mind
or will, however holy and good they were,—all

that is ruled by the word. If man cannot live

without the word, as to the body, the outward
form, how much less in the work of God and in

the Spirit. God wills, then, our conscience

should be certain that our service is well-pleasing

to Him."

—

Lange: "Our welfare and our duty
must ever stand together."—Yer. 2. Cramer:
"When God comes, the devil must depart."

—

Ver. 4. Starke: "This also is idolatry, to serve

and honor God otherwise than He has com-
manded."—Ver. 5. Berl. Bib.: "Christ is in all

the congregations gathered in His name, and this

is the place which God has chosen, and whither

we may bring our prayers and thank-oflFerings,

Matt, xviii. 19."

—

Starke: "Be diligent to keep
the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace, Eph.
iv. 3." Ver. 7. Richter: "If God would not

have any joyless, gloomy, complaining, sad be-

liever under the Old Ti-stament, how much less

under the gracious light of the New Test.! PhiL
iii. 1; iv. 4." "Joy before, in, the Lord, the

harmonizing principle of the divine life. It

unites the inward oppositions and glorifies all

that is external. The food is sanctified, family

life becomes festal, and all is illuminated with

the divine blessing.—Ver. 8. Liberty has its li-

mitations as to time and circumstances—espe-

cially by the law of God." Berl. Bib.: "The
soul, in the eternal law, judges as God judges;

for it sees through the eye of God. That is the

highest freedom." Vers. 9, 10. Lange: "We
look for the perfect rest, first in the life beyond."

Ver. 12. Fbiedlib : " So God takes care for

poor servants also. As the house in the church,

so the servants of the church belong to the house-

hold."—Ver. 13. Starke: "Woe to those who
say, lo, here is Christ, or lo, there. Matt. xxiv.

26; Phil. iii. 2." Ver. 14. Beel. Bib.: This pas-

sage represents Christ, to whom His people

should adhere, as the one whom the Father has

chosen, and in whom the name of His majesty

and glory dwells.—Vers. 16-28. The significance

and hence the prohibition of blood. As to the

first table: God is alone the Author of all life;

as to the second table : a sacred awe, reverence

for life should be preserved with regard to every

man; as to both commands, it was thus a means

of atonement, and pointing to the sacrifice of

Christ, who requires the participation of His

blood, John vi. 53sq.—Ver. 19. Starke: Teach-

ers in church and school should have continual

support, 1 Cor. ix. 13, 14; 1 Tim. v. 18.—Ver.
21 sq. To these men widely removed the permis-

sion of enjoyment is also enlarged, but by so
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much the more should they keep to the word of

God, that the use mny not become misuse, and

that the pain may not succeed the pleasure.

—

Ver. 29 sq.: There is a false conservatism in the
Church as in the State (exemplified in the Romish
missions and the Church of England).

Chap. XII. 32—Chap. XIII. 18.

32 What thing soever [The whole word] I command you, observe to do it : thou shalt

not add thereto, nor diminish from it.

Chap. XIII. 1. If there arise [stand up] among you a prophet, or a dreamer of

2 dreams, and giveth thee a sign or a wonder, And the sign or [and] the wonder
come to pass, whereof he sj^ake unto thee, saying. Let us go after other gods [fol-

3 low other gods] which thou hast not known, and let us serve them : Thou shalt

not hearken unto the words of that [this] prophet, or that dreamer of dreams : for

the Lord your God proveth you, to know whether ye love the Lord your God with

4 all your heart aud with all your soul. Ye shall walk [go] after the Lord your
God, and fear him, and keep his commandments, and obey his voice, and ye shall

5 serve him, and cleave unto him. And that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams,
shall be put to death ; because he hath spoken to turn you away [spoken, revolt

against] from the Lord your God, which brought you out of the land of Egypt, and
redeemed you out of the house of bondage [servants] to thrust thee [seduce] out of

the way which the Lord thy God commanded thee to walk in. So shalt thou [And
6 thou shalt] put the evil away from the midst of thee. If thy brother, the son of thy

mother, or thy son, or thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which
is as thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go and serve other gods,

7 which thou hast not known, thou, nor thy fathers : Namely [o?/i. namely] of the

gods of the people which are round about you, nigh unto thee, or far off from thee,

8 from the one end of the earth even unto the other end of the earth ; Thou shalt not
consent [yield] unto him, nor hearken unto him ; neither shall thine eye pity him,

9 neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou conceal him : But thou shalt surely

[by all means, utterly] kill him ; thine hand shall be first upon him to put him to

10 death, and afterwards the hand of all the people. And thou shalt stone him with
stones that he die ; because he has sought to thrust thee away [to seduce thee]^ from
the Lord thy God, which brought thee out of the laud of Egypt from the house of

11 bondage [bondmen], Aud all Israel shall hear, and fear, and shall do no more any
12 such wickedness as this is [such evil word] among you. If thou shalt hear say in

one of thy cities, which the Lord thy God hath given thee to dwell there, saying,

13 Certain men, the children of Belial," are gone out from among you, and have with-

drawn the inhabitants of their city, saying, Let us go and serve other gods, which
14 ye have not known ; Then [And] shalt thou inquire, and make search, and

ask diligently [well] ; and behold, if it be truth, and the thing certain [truth is it,

15 certain the word] that such abomination is wrought among you ; Thou shalt surely

smite [sternly, without mercy] the inhabitants of that city with the edge of the

sword, destroying it utterly [laying it under a bann] and all that is therein, and
16 the cattle thereof, with the edge of the sword. And thou shalt gather all the spoil

[made in it] of it into the midst of the street [gate, plaza]* thereof, and shalt burn
with fire the city, and all the spoil thereof every whit,* for the Lord thy God : and

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 10. Here aa above the ntT'Tn fioes not precisely correspond with our word thmst, which carries with it the

idea of external force. Better when followed by |D, to draw from.—A. G.J.

* (Ver. 13. Margin, naughty men: lit. sons of wortlilessness.—A. G.].
3 fVer. 16. Street, the broad, open market-place, at the gate ; Qesenius.—A. G.].

* [Ver. 16. SCHROKDKR adopts the rendering of our version, making S'Ss an adverb. See however Exeget. notes.

Others, Keil, Knobel, Bib. C!om., render it aa in xxxiii. 10, a whole offering.—A. G.].
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17 it shall be an heap [heap of ruins] forever ; it shall not be built again. And there

shall cleave nought of the cursed thing [banned thing] to thine hand : that the

Lord may turn from the fierceness of his anger, and shew [give] thee mercy, and
have compassion upon thee, and multiply thee, as he hath sworn unto thy fathers

;

18 When thou shalt hearken to the voice of the Lord thy God, to keep all his com-
mandments [commandment] which I command thee this day, to do that which is

right in the eyes of the Lord thy God.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-5. The closing verse of the last

chapter serves as an introduction to what fol-

lows. Comp. iv. 1, 2. In the exposition of the

third command hitherto, the confession to Jeho-
vah was determined with respect to the one place

in opposition to the wide dispersion of Israel in

Canaan. Now the same confession is confirmed
against every seducing influence, 1) however it

may come, and 2) from whatever source, and 3)

whatever extent or progress it may have won.
[" Tempters to false worship are not to be spared
even though (vers. 1-5) their teaching be con-

firmed by miracles; or (vers. 6-12) they be
nearly allied by kindred or friendship ; or (vers.

13-19) be supported in their apostacy by a whole
city." Bib. Com.—A. G.].

The first case, vers. 1-5. Among you, out

of Israel itself, while hitherto the attacks came
from without. For fr5"'^J see Doct. and £th. 1.

* T

The phrase dreamer of dreams does not pre-

cisely describe the character of the false pro-

phet, for Num. xii. 6 the dream form is expressly

assigned to the prophet of Jehovah ; the prophet
here may be explained by the vision there.

Moses also, chap, xviii., designates himself as a

prophet. The discourse, in the very manner of

the pentateuch, is indefinite and comprehensive
of the whole prophetic function or being. Giveth
i. e., announces or makes known to thee, 131

^wX ver. 3, (1 Kings xiii. 3) sign or wonder,
(iv. 34) are to be distinguished as armslov and
ripac, signum and prodigium, the former more ob-

jective and the latter subjective effect [the sub-
jective effect of wonder or astonishment being
transferred to that which produces it.—A. G.]
equally whether flDIO is from nS' [V^^) to

shine, something striking, brilliant, or from
r\3X, to turn (the kindred Arabic word being

to turn away) that which is strangely turned, or
more naturally that which excites aversion,
amazement, (Ps. Ixxi. 7), unless we should think
of ;?n£) (from J^Pfl, nris3, nniD) instantly, what

is sudden, unexpected. ("Used specially of a

thing or person who draws astoaished attention

to himself as typifying and presaging the fu-

ture. Hf.ngstenberg Christol., 2 Ed., Vol. III.,

I., p. 281). Ver. 2. And (1) even both, thus
the most extraordinary appearance which could

legitimate a discourse. "^^^2 does not depend

upon the principal verb (ver. 1), but upon
">3n~TtyX, as soon as he gave the sign he spake.

Comp. vi. 14; xi. 28; v. 9. Ver. 3. For the
Lord your God proveth (is proving) you.
The participle here, as viii. 5, designates the

constant method of Jehovah with His people.

Comp. iv. 34 ; viii. 2. Ye are loving. Since
the love must be enduring, the proving also

must be lasting or constant, vi. 5. Ver. 4. Comp.
iv. 3; viii. 6; x. 20 ; iv. 4. Ver. 5. At first, as

continually in the first law-giving, simply the
death sentence, then in a deuteronomic way the
reasons, and the practical hortatory application.

The death-sentence (HOV) suggests the usual
procedure in the courts (xvii. 4-7 ; xxi. 20). For
the reasons. Comp. vii, 4, 8; iv. 19; ix. 12,

16. The application refers the act of executing
the death sentence, probably by stoning (ver.

11) to the character of Israel as a holy people of
Jehovah (vii. 6) which they must confess in every
case, but which in this case must be especially

sanctified out of the opposition to the name of
Jehovah.

2. Vers. 6-11. The second case proceeds from
the peculiarly enticing aspect which the addition
of brother, wife, friend, (ver. 6) makes cleaV.

In the first case it was that which is above na-

ture, now it is nature truly, flesh and blood with
which they should not parley ; not to one born
of the same mother, then to thine own flesh and
blood, nor further, to those bound in the ties of

love, nor lastly, to those bound by the still

higher tie of friendship (2 Sam. i. 26 ; 1 Sam.
xviii. 1, 3). For the rest similar to ver. 2. Ver.

7. Only the God of Israel, no other. Ver. 8.

Thou shalt not once listen to him. In other
points, comp. vii. 16. Since the enticement was
in secret, so the proving extends to the con-
cealing (Matt. X. 37). Ver. 9. Comp. xvii. 7,

(ii. 15). Ver. 10. Comp. ver. 6; iv. 19. This
energetic, real counter-confession to Jthovah,
against one's own flesh and blood, (the neighbor,
the confidant, should become accuser, witness,

and even the first avenger), Israel should tho-

roughly fulfil, and indeed with sacred awe be-

fore the holy majesty of the one God (comp. ver.

6) that the case might never occur again. The
purpose of the given death penalty as such is

not to terrify. But the prescribed stoning with
many stones made it possible that others than
those at first related, that the rest of the people

even, might share in the confession to the holy

name of Jehovah, and perhaps make ready the

eternal heap, ver. 16. Comp. Josh. vii. 25, 26.

3. Vers. 12-18. In the third case it is the ex-

tent of the sin which is the peculiar object of

thought. Ver. 12. 2 not among, nor of, but,

that in one, sq., there are gone out, sq., ver. 13.

The case is clearly stated at the outset, in the

construction, but becomes more prominent
through the obligation to the giver Jehovah,

placed over against it. "lOX^ introduces the

report, what had occurred. [The clause which
the Lord thy God giveth thee serves to ag-

j

gravate the sin, and at the same time to remind
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the innocent city of the obligation to watch over

that which ha«i involved itself in apostacy. The
city was the Lord's. They held it as stewards.

It was entrusted to them. Hence they were to

watch over it with the greatest jealousy, and
hence the erring city was misusing and pervert-

ing the Lords property.— A. G.]. Ver. 13.

7^"7J"''J3, who are conceived, born of 7^' perf.

from hj? above, or imperf. from TV))? {}?'}?) to

ascend, and thus with '73 that which amounts
to nothing—worthlessness, both religious and
moral, as if vc :;hould say, vain, profitless peo-

ple, as their gods are nonentities, (2 Cor. vi. 15).

Out from among you Israel viewed as a

whole, hence the obligation against the crimi-

nal part. Vers. 1, 5, 11, which comp. But the

comprehensive punishment, corresponding to

the extent of the sin, should follow only ver. 14

upon the most thorough investigation. Comp. ix.

21. Ver. 16. "'37 so that they fall to the sword.

Destroying, sq., "banned are they," sq. Comp.
chap. vii. Ver. 16. The street designates the

broad, open place in the gates ; the place of con-

course, of the courts. l''73 the whole, what was
T

entirely ofiFered, borders upon T\l]^ and 7j^' as

a whole oflfering for Jehovah. Ver. 17. Comp. vii.

25 sq. Holiness, as it makes its demand through
righteousness, must receive satisfaction, and
therewith mercy can follow. The enlargement
should counterbalance the loss occasioned by the

punishment.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Delitzsch, upon Gen. xx. 7, explains N''3J

by " one addressed by God, or speaking for Him,
t. e., a receiver or interpreter of divine revela-
tion, and thus as equivalent to npocpijTT]^." Both
ideas lie in the primitive word which is common
to all dialects. The primordial of the idea is not
the utterance as such, or indeed the " statement
in clear word" (C. Meier); X*3J is not the
name of a ready, fluent worker, peculiarly
speaker, (Ewald) or an interpreter (Gesenius);
but as N33, related to }}2l, to boil, bubble up,
thus as pi(j, transferred to human speech, points
out the flowing announcement, hence presupposes
an extraordinary endowment and inspiration

—

a concealed fountain breaking forth in humanity
—so the form NO] asserts its usual passive sig-

nificance (Hengst.) as frequently in words in

which suffering, reception, and activity are con-
nected {/mivonai, fiavTi^), not precisely equal to

inspiralus but nearly so (Hupfeld) i. e., "one
who receives the secret communications or sug-
gestions." Therefore not so much as the confi-

dant of God ; for the prophet not merely pre-
serves these communications, but has to commu-
nicate them, which indeed was the case with the
patriarchs (Ps. cv. 10, 11), not to speak of the
prophetic sayings of Isaac and Jacob, otherwise
we should know nothing of their visions and
dreamb. DNJ - DHJ, noM to hum, murmur, of
secret trusted communication, as : to whisper,
has notwithstanding Hupfeld's repeated asser-
tion, no etymological connection with N3J. Even
£z. vii. 1 can only be viewed as a decisive pas-

sage for the idea of the prophet, when the two
there designedly separated sides : the suggesting
God and the uttering prophet are taken together
(comp. upon xviii. 18). A prophet therefore is

one who utters, communicates, that which is

hidden, flowing forth from secret sources, either

higher (divine) or lower, (demonic). The con-
tents make the distinction between the true and
false prophet, as to the form, even signs and
wonders, do not fail the latter.

2. As to the biblical idea of a wonder or mi-
racle, it is to be observed that signs precede
wonders even in the New Testament connec-
tion: aijfieia kol repara, the latter never occurring
alone. In the sign it is the objective import of

the thing upon which it depends, in the wonder
it is the subjective perception. Thus remarks
Havernick, " it appears here from the stand-

point of revelation, it is not the wonder in and
by itself, but that which is significant in it, the

higher to which it points, which is the peculiar
essential kernel and characteristic of the true
miracle. Above all in the biblical miracle there
is an exalted sacred conformity to, or connection
with the great educating purpose of God." The
fact announced in this chap., that signs and
wonders may be used in the service of false-

hood, is not less important for the biblical idea

of the miracle (Matt. xxiv. 24 ; 2 Thess. ii. 9 ;

Rev. xiii. 13) since thus with the signs and
w^onders we must take the doctrine, and in

connection with this the life, and conduct of the

wonder-worker. Comp. Matt. vii. 15 sq. ; 22 sq.

" It is clear that however great the importance
attributed to signs and wonders, they were
never regarded as of supreme moment, were ne-

ver in themselves decisive, but that there was in

Israel a certainty which was so much more sure
and firm than any demonstration of the wonder,
that it could be placed in the most decided oppo-
sition to it. This certainty was the knowledge
of God ; for when they were warned against the

service of idols, the opposition between Jehovah
and the gods was for the most part thus stated

;

that Israel had known Jehovah as his God, but
had not known the gods of the heathen, and
could not therefore trust itself to them, e<c."

(Baumgarten).
[The point here is not as to the nature and

force of the true miracle, but whether these signs

and wonders are to be regarded as true miracles.

The Scriptures use these terms in a very wide
sense, and there is ground for the usage in the

very nature of the case. It could not well be
otherwise. If we hold, with some, that the pro-

phet here is a true prophet, and the wonder a
real miracle ; that God for the purpose of proving
and testing His people, permitted this use of His
power, we involve ourselves in inextricable dif-

ficulties. It will be hard to reconcile this view
with the character of God, as true and good, or

to justify such a misleading test to His people.

We shall be driven to degrade the miracle as a
proper evidence of a diviae commission, or with-

draw it altogether from the field of the evidences.

We may meet the case here by the supposition

that Moses is putting a hypothetical but impos-
Bible case, as Paul in Gal. i. 6. But the whole
statement as to the sin, and the manner in which
it should be dealt with, implies that it was not
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only a supposable case, but one which would ac-

tually occur. Such prophets would arise, and
such wonders be wrought.

The only satisfactory solution is that those

wonders were not real miracles. They were su-

pernatural events, i. e., events not traceable to

any human agency, or to any natural power or

process, but not due to the immediate agency of

God, or to any other permissible use of His
power in any other sense than that in which He
permits whatever is. They were not tricks or

impostures. They were real wonders so far as

the physical events are concerned. They were
true occurrences in the external world, wonders
to men, lying above and beyond their power,
but due to Satanic or demonic agency. Such
agency is recognized in the Scriptures every-
where. It would be likely to manifest itself, for

precisely the ends in view by these prophets or

dreamers. They had the semblance of true mi-
racles, and herein lay the test. It was only the

semblance, and they should have distinguished

the real from the apparent. The physical won-
der, however striking or awe-inspiring, or unex-
pected it may have been, was not the miracle.

The material wonder coincides with some express
announcement, some express claim upon the part

of him who works it. The nature of the wonder
itself, the truth or announcement connected with
it, and the character of the agent, all go to make
the miracle. Our Lord Himself appeals to the

design with which His miracles were wrought.
No wonder or sign therefore could justify them
in listening for a moment to one who would turn
them from the love and service of Jehovah. God
would never cooparate to alienate His own peo-
ple. See the able article on miracles in Smith's
Bib. Diet., Am. Ed. Trench on Miracles, Intro-

duction. MozLET, Lecture on Miracles, London,
1865, and the authors referred to in Smith's
Bib. Bict.~A. G.].

3. When the peculiar doctrine and practice of

the Romish Church, in whose system not only
Calvin, but even Melanctlion, were entangled, is

based as to the punishment of heretics, schisma-
tics, and sects upon our chapter, it is due to a
confusion of ideas ; of the theocracy with the

Byzantine or mediaeval State Church, and in-

volves a mistake as to the nature both of the
State and the Church. In the Israelitish theoc-

racy, apostacy from Jehovah, and the institution

of a heathen confession and service, was intelli-

gibly treason, rebellion, a civil offence, which
must meet with civil punishment. The State,

even the Christian state, has the sphere of law
and justice for its province, rules in the rela-

tions of men to men ; can thus only be appealed
to in regard to faith, the relation to God, when
danger or injury from that side, as to its legal

relations, threatens it. And the Church will

generally have to decline the means of violence

as repugnant to the very nature of religion, as
especially considering the religious development,
it cannot work with the Old Testament against
the New Testament injuries, the more refined

and cultivated forms of evil. Against Augus-
tine's compelle intrare (Luke xiv. 23), Luke
himself, ix. 54 sq., should be heard. But the

sword of the Spirit which the Church bears, the
word of God, it uses not merely through philo-

9

sophic demonstration, but the Spirit is the Spirit
of testimony, of strength, and of discipline, (1
Cor. V. 13). Comp. Lanqe, Christian Dogmatics,
III., ^ 52, and for the history, Heezoq's Real-
encycl., V., p. 459 sq.

4. The end of the punishment, as it is more
expressly declared in the three clauses (vers. 5,

11, 17), is the putting away of the sin from the
midst of Israel by an actual manifestation of the
violated law, hence as opposed to the sinful con-
fession which had come into Israel, to make an
energetic counter-confession to Jehovah, not-
withstanding signs and wonders, bands of blood,
and of choice, and even prudence on account of
the greatness of the evil. Thus the jus talionis.

Ver. 5 declares the negative element of the pun-
ishment by which the sin was restrained in its

course, and limited to the doer. Its positive

destination, through which the transgression
was atoned, and the guilt of the transgressor
expiated, appear in ver. 11, since the divine
righteousness, in its fearful majesty, enters
threateningly over against the whole people.
The negative and positive elements are both
embraced or pre-supposed, vers. 17, 18, so that
the reconciliation of God to Israel, and of Israel

to God, can now have room. " The subordioate
or derived ends of punishment," snys Nitzsch,
"can only be sought and attained, as they are
made good through the consciousness of eternal
righteousness."

5. [The Jews applied, vers 2-5, to Christ as
though He would have allured them, from their

allegiance to God and the law, utterly and
blindly perverting His whole teaching; which
our Saviour took pains to present, as in its whole
nature and tendency completing and not destroy-

ing the law. Wordsworth closes his long and
elaborate note here with the remark "that the
conduct of the Jews here shows the vast impor-
tance of a correct interpretation of the Holy
Scriptures. They had the Scripture, but failed

to understand it, and incurred its foarful denun-
ciations by condemning Him to whom they bare
witness." A. G.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 32 sq. Luther : We should depend en-

tirely upon the word, and do all which it enjoins

heartily ; for if the word is lost, God is lost.

But it is better that one should lose friend, bro-
ther, saints and nobles, and all, than God.
Calvin: "There is a certainty in the heavenly
doctrine which does not permit our faith to

waver or to be overthrown, Eph. iv. 14." Cra-
mer: " There must be heresies among you, that

the upright may appear, 1 Cor. xi. 19." Berl.
Bib. : One such prophet is our reason. Ver. 2,

Tub. Bib.: Truth is more than all wonders, and
no wonder avails against the truth. Ver. 3.

Luther: "Dost thou see here that the right is

given to every one to judge the doctrine? Matt,

vii. 18. The silent power of love." Calvin:
" God searches the heart, not to learn what was
unknown to Him, but to reveal what was con-

cealed. Thus the true saints are separated

from the hypocrites." Schultz :
" He knows

from the beginning ; but there must be some
fitting experience through which His conduct
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may stand justified before men, angels and Him-

self even, Job i. 8." Berl. Bib. : « It is notice-

able, that there is no example in the Old Testa-

ment in which Israel as such has so treated one

of the many false prophets, but many examples

in which they wrested the law against true pro-

phets, and against Christ Himself. Matt. xxi.

33 sq.: xxiii. 34 sq. ; Acts vii. 52; John xix.

7." Ver. 7. Kichtek : "The evil one tempts

at all times, but most easily through those we
love ; AJam through Eve, Christ through Peter,

Matt. xvi. 23." Ver. 16. Richtek : "Since
Israel never carried out this sentence upon god-
less places, God has done it Himself, especially

through the Chaldeans." Schultz: "If the

Church neglects the extermination, the Lord
will complete it through the spirit of judgment
and the spirit of destruction even, Isai. iv. 4.

—

Faith in temptation, however dazzling the temp-
tation is to it, follows the Lord ; however allu-

ring, the Lord is all to it and more; however
violent, it is satisfied with the grace whose
strength is mighty in the weak."

Chapter XIV. 1-29.

1 Ye are the children [sons] of the Lord your God : ye shall not cut [wound]

yourselves, nor make any baldness between your eyes for [with regard to] the dead.

2 For thou art an holy people unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord hath chosen

thee to be a peculiar people [a people of possession] unto himself, above all the

3 nations that are upon the [face of] earth. Thou shalt not eat any abominable

4 thing. These are the beasts which ye shall [may] eat : The ox, the sheep, and the

5 goat, The hart, and the roe-buck^ [gazelle], and the fallow-deer [dappled buck],

and the wild-goat, and the pygarg [buffalo? chamois?], and the wild-ox, and the

6 chamois."^ And every beast that parteth the hoof, and cleaveth the cleft into two

claws, and cheweth [bringing up] the cud among the beasts, that ye shall eat.

7 Nevertheless, these ye shall not eat, of them that chew the cud, or of them that

divide the cloven hoof; as the camel, and the hare, and the coney [a species of

marmot] ; for they chew the cud [are ruminators], but divide not the hoof; there-

8 fore they are unclean unto you. And [also] the swine, because it divideth the

hoof, yet cheweth not the cud, it is unclean unto you: ye shall not eat of their

9 flesh, nor touch their dead carcass [that which is fallen]. These ye shall eat, of

10 all that are in the waters : all that have fins and scales shall ye eat : And whatso-

11 ever hath not fins and scales ye may not eat; it is unclean unto you. Of all clean

12 birds ye shall [may] eat. But these are they of which ye shall not eat : The eagle,

13 and the ossifrage [bone-breaker, sea-eagle], and the ospray. And the glede' [falcon],

14 and the kite, and the vulture* after his kind. And every raven after his kind.

15 And the owP [daughter of wailing, or desert, or of greediness], and the night-hawk

16 [cuckoo], and the cuckoo® [hawk], and the hawk after his kind. The little owl,

17 and the great owl, and the swan' [screech-owl]. And the pelican, and the gier-eagle

18 [carrion-kite? heron? swan ?], and the cormorant. And the stork, and the heron

19 [plover ?], after her kind, and the lapwing, and the bat. And every creeping thing

20 that flieth [all turning things] is unclean unto you : they shall not be eaten. But

21 of all clean fowls ye may eat. Ye shall not eat of anything that dieth [falleth] of

itself: thou shalt give it unto the stranger that is in thy gates, that he may eat it;

or thou mayest sell it unto an alien : for thou art an holy people unto the Lord
22 thy God. Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his mother's milk. Thou shalt truly^

[again] tithe all the increase of thy seed, that the field bringeth forth year by year.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 5. Ge8. : The roe-antelope, referring to tlie whole species, and so called from its gracefulness and beauty.

—

A. G.]
2 [Ver. 5. These terms are descriptive of different kinds of antelopes, named from the physical qualities, as swiftness,

leaping or color. The chamois denoting most probably some mountain sheep.—A. 6.]
3 [Ver. la. Glede, common kite, from its keenness of feiglit. Perhaps we should read 7\^'^, vulture, for HXI. Lev. xi.

14 -A. C]
* [V«r. 13. Kite and vulture. The distinction seems to be that between the red and black kite,

which is full aud Hatisfactory upon all these terms.—A. G.]
6 [Ver. 15. Prob>ibly the ostrich.]
• Ver. 15. Cuckoo, a species of petrel.]

1 Ver. 16. More correctly the ibis.]

» [Ver. 22. Tithing, thou ghalt tithe.]

See Suite's Bib. DicL,
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23 And thou shalt eat before the Lord thy God, in the place which he shall choose to

place his name there, the tithe of thy corn, of thy wine, and of thine oil, and the
firstlings of thy herds and of thy flocks ; that thou mayest learn to fear the Lord

24 thy God always. And if the way be too long for thee, so that thou art not able to

carry it ; or if the place be too far from thee, which the Lord thy God shall choose
25 to set his name there, when [if] the Lord thy God hath blessed thee : Then shalt

thou turn [give it] it into money, and bind up the money in thine hand, and shalt

26 go unto the place which the Lord thy God shall choose : And thou shalt bestow
[give] that money for whatsoever thy soul lusteth [desireth] after, for oxen, or for

sheep, or for wine, or for strong drink, or for whatsoever thy soul desireth [asketh] :

and thou shalt eat there before the Lord thy God, and thou shalt rejoice, thou, and
27 thine household. And the Levite that is within thy gates ; thou shalt not forsake

28 him : for he hath no part nor inheritance with thee. At [From] the end of three

years thou shalt bring forth all the tithe of thine increase [in-bringing, return] the

29 same year, and shalt lay it up within thy gates: And the Levite (because he hath
no part nor inheritance with thee), and the stranger, and the fatherless, and the
widow, which are within thy gates, shall come, and shall eat and be satisfied ; that
the Lord thy God may bless thee in all the work [the deeds] of thine hand which
thou doest.

EXEGETICAL, AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1, 2. From the death-penalty men-
tioned above, Moses comes now to speak of

mourning for the dead, so far as the confession

to the Lord therein comes into view, as a confes-

sion with respect to man even, viz., as to his body,
vers. 1, 2. The reason is found in the filial re-

lation of Israel, and more closely and objectively

stated in this peculiar people. Comp. Ex. iv.

22 (Num. xi. 12; Deut. i. 31; viii. 5; xxxii.

6, 18). To this objective relation there must be
a corresponding subjective conduct, since those

consecrated to Jehovah would be profaned by a
heathenish excess in mourning. Comp. upon
Lev. xix. 28 (xxi. 5).

—

Betv/een your eyes,
i. e. upon the forefront of the head, above the

brow. The wound and disfiguration is thus the
most external or obvious, but comprehends more
truly the conformity to heathen customs, and
still more the wild excess of grief for the dead,
as over against God, who is and will be the
living (v. 23). Upon ver. 2 comp. vii. 6. [The
order of thought is this : Idolatry must be
checked and suppressed at whatever cost, chap,
xiii. The whole life of the people, also, was to

be shaped and regulated by its relations to God;
as to their mourning, vers. 1, 2, as to their food,

3-21, and in their sacred meals, 22-29.—A. G.]
2. Vers. 3-21. The same motives and reason-

ing avail with respect to food, vers. 3-21, as with
respect to life ; and Moses comes back to the
joyful meals, chap, xii., in order to close up
what he had to say in the exposition of the third
command. What in this reference is an abo-
mination to the Lord (vii. 25, 26; xii. 81),
and thus forbidden by Him ; as it opposes His
holiness, so also the confession of His name
(Acts X. 14). While in Lev. xi. 3 we have the

general rule as to what may be eaten among the
land animals, here we have named 1) four-footed

domestic animals, ver. 4, and wild animals, ver.

5, in reference to Canaan, then first, ver. 6, the
general rule with perfect plainness. Of the two
criteria of animals proper for food, the first,

which is also the most detailed,—the cleaving

of the hoof, since the cleft extends entirely

through,-thus makes two hoofs,-and comes alto-

gether outwardly into view, only to aid the other
(and hence the absence of the 1 conj.),

—

which is the more important. The arrangement
of the ruminants, as it permits a more rapid
assimilation of the food in the quiet of digestion,

diffuses over them the paradise-peace of the

tame animals, by so much the more as their food
is only vegetable (Gen. i. 30). The divided
hoof, with respect to the domestic animals, as

thus clearly proper for food, is simply used as a

mark.

—

Chewing [bringing up] the cud.—
mj, from mj "^IJ, to cleave with the teeth,
T" -T -T

crush, J. e. ruminating (Lev. xi. 7: chew that

which is chewed, still over again), since the

ruminants can by a four-fold stomach bring back
again the swallowed food that they may
masticate it. Ver. 7. The camel has no tho-

roughly cloven hoof, but treads behind upon an
undivided yielding ball. If the hare is intended,

it is referred to because of the ruminating move-
ment of the lips, as also the wahr or marmot.

Comp. Lev. xi. 4 sq., where what is here said

of the three, is said of each one separately.

LiNN^tJS classes the hare with the ruminants.

[Upon the objection that Moses has here fallen

into a mistake, since the hare does not ruminate,

it is sufficient to say, that those who have watched
the hare moving and working its jaw are led to

speak of it as chewing the cud. Cowper speaks

of one of his hares "as chewing the cud all day."

Although not strictly and scientifically a rumi-

nant, it was popularly so. And Moses is not

writing a scientific work upon the natural his-

tory of these animals, but simply giving to the

people a ready index by which they could know
what were to be eaten and what not. He grounds
nothing upon the apparent rumination of the

hare, but guards the people against grounding
their conduct upon it. They may not eat of it,

though it (apparently, popularly) cheweth the

cud. There is no more solid ground for the

objection here than there would be for an
objection against the phrases which speak

of the sun as rising and setting.—A. G.]—
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Ver. 8. Swine form another exception, Lev.

xi. 7, 8. nSaj, the sinking away, fallen {ca-

daver). Vers. 9, 10. To the larger land-animals

follow now 2) the water-animals. Similar to

Lev. xi. 9 sq., but more briefly. The serpent

appears to have fixed the rule, Gen. iii.—Ver.

11. -i^Bli Lev. xi. 13; fjliTn.—Vers. 12-18. 3)

The three times seven unclean birds. Comp.
Lev. xi. 13 sq. Ver. 13. HNin where Lev. xi.

^ TT T

14 has nxin. The latter is either an error of
T T ~

the copyist for the former, or a synonym for it,

or the first is an interpolation, as then the not

exhaustive catalogue admitted of completions.

nXT literally bird of prey, is moreover equiva-

lent to n'T Isa. xxxiv. 15.—Ver. 19. Lastly: 4)

the small animals, {y}}0 creeping things, rep-

tiles), but as it is connected with the birds, more
fully Lev. xi. 20 sq., where four kinds of locusts

were permitted, but which in reference to Ca-
naan do not come into view here. Ver. 20 is

therefore more comprehensive than ver. 11, si-

lently including the permitted locusts. [As to

the distinction between clean and unclean ani-

mals, its historical basis and growth, the grounds
on which it rests, the ends it was designed to

serve, and how far it is now done away, abro-

gated since Christ—the great sacrifice—died,

see Smith's Bib. Die: Bib. Com., Lev. xi., and
this Comm. on the same passage. As to the dif-

ferences between the enumeration there and
here, they are to be accounted for by the change
in the circumstances of the people—they not

needing now such full instruction as to the whole
class of reptiles as then ; by the special objects

which Moses had in view in Deuteronomy ; and
upon the fact that the variations are only appa-
rent, the omitted animals being included in the

general classes in both narratives.—A. G.]. Ver.

21 is to be applied naturally to animals proper

for food. Comp. ver. 8. nb^J is indeed not the

sameasHD'^O (Ex. xxii. 30) ; but according to Lev.

xvii. 15 (xi. 89 sq.), the eating of the one as of

the other, defiles on account of the blood, and
even to the stranger. There is here a concession

to the enlarged relations in Canaan, while more-
over the prohibition for Israel is mnde still more
manifest. For thou art an holy people.
The stranger as is suited to the march in the

veilderness is thought of in Leviticus, as in closer

relations to Israel than in Deuteronomy, and
thus the defilement only until the evening was
spoken of with reference to both. Here, on the

contrary, there is a separation between the two,

for Israel a simple prohibition, and for the

stranger a general permission. Through the

giving (Ex. xxii. 30; Rev. xxii. 15) and selling
to the stranger of what was forbidden to Israel,

Israel was profited. There is in the case a con-
fession and judgment as to the stranger in ques-

tion, out of which was developed afterward the

distinction between T>'Vi TJ, and the '2W\r\ "IJ.

Thus here also 1J is connected with '133 (the

disowned, rejected, the other absolute stranger).—'IJ is generally the young (the expelled) es-

pecially the young kid. Comp. upon Ex. xxiii.

19; xxxiv. 26. The direction is here connected
\rith the command and prohibition as to animal

food, through which the milk of the mother, as
the natural food of the young, appears " to a
certain extent of one grade with the blood of the
animal," thus indicating a tender regard for life,

however much the killing and eating of the young
kid was relished. Jehovah the living God ! that
Israel must never forget. To seethe, sq., would
barbarously sacrifice that regard for life to the
dainty lickerish taste. The general preparation
with milk was not forbidden. Comp. further
xxii. 6 sq.

3. Vers. 22-29. There is here a closing return
to chap. xii. 6, and indeed in reference to the
tithe. For the more detailed statement of the
case, see Intro., § 4, I. 19. Comp. moreover
Lev. xxvii. 30 sq; Num. xviii. The tithing ge-
nerally, is an acknowledgment of Jehovah as the
proprietor, but especially here in ver. 23. Comp.
xii. 11 ; iv. 10, and other passages. Comp. also

upon XV. 19 sq. Ver. 24. A reference to the

altered circumstances in Canaan, as in xii. 21.

Ver. 25. Into money (silver) to give instead
of these vegetable tithes in kind. But that this

should appear as clearly as possible as a tithe-

gift, it was more definitely added, that they
should take the money bound up in the hand
when they came to the place of the sanctuary.
There, ver. 26, it was to be expended for the

purpose of this tithe, to wit, the joyful sacred
meal, to which both flesh and wine, etc., belonged.
[It is scarcely possible to confound this tithe

with that to the Levites, Lev. xxvii. 31 ; Numb,
xviii. 27. Two-tenths were to be taken—one for

the Levites, and one reserved for the uses of the

person who gave the tithe—as directed here and
in the 12th chap. It is a question whether this

second tithe was a full tenth, or only a tenth of

the portion left after the Levitical tithe had been
levied. The more obvious construction implies

that there were two full tenths.—A. G.l. 1312'

intoxicating drink, must, palm wine. Comp.
also xii. 15, 20. [The distinction here is not
between two kinds of wine, one intoxicating and
the other not, but between wine and a drink
made from some other substance than the grape

;

from honey or barley. Gesenius : Or perhaps
dates. In Num. xxviii. 7 it seems to be used as sy-

nonymous with wine, or at least as including it.

—A. G.]. Ver. 27. As xii. 12, 19. Herxhei-
mer: " When thou separatedst this second tithe,

withhold not the first tithe to the Levite, this

thou mayest give to no other than the Levite

dwelling with thee." Ver. 28. At the end, sq.,

i. e.. in the passing of each third year, and in-

deed after the harvest of "the third year; twice

in each seven years. Comp. xv. 1. Thou shalt
bring forth from the storehouses, granaries.

All, viz., all the second tithe of this year (ver.

22)—called by the Jewish authorities " the third

tithe" (a poor tithe)—but should not, neither in

kind nor in money, come to the place of the

sanctuary. Comp. xxvi. 12 sq.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. As the mourning, with whose prohibition

the chapter begins, has a symbolical nature, in

accordance with the well-known character of the

East, and of antiquity generally, so the command
and prohibition as to food belongs to the ceremo-
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nial law, and shares the same symbolical charac-

ter. At first the prohibition, ver. 3. Jehovah
thus defines what in regard to flesh-food would
not accord with the confession of His name.
There is therefore in the Rabbinic notion of a
" kingly, authoritative command," as to whose
grounds we need not refine and strive, more
theology than in many attempted explanations
of the clean and unclean. The sanitarian theory

(Grotius, Michaelis [Spencer,—A. G.]), al-

though only in respect to the bodily life, could
be conceived and framed theologically from the

idea of God as the living one; still further upon
an old back-reaching (upon Lev. xi. ii) empha-
sizing of the significance of animal food gene-

rally, especially of unclean animals, with respect

to the soul-life of man. The notion of "an ani-

mal clean and unclean, physiologico-psychical
disposition" (Lanqe, Delitzsch), comes too near
a creative dualism, and in its particular features

is not susceptible of proof. But the founding of

the distinction (Keil Ai-chse, II. 20) "upon a
certain instinctive feeling, to view many animals
as types of sin and corruption, which thus fill

us with aversion and horror " is too subjective.

That the separation of the 0. T. people of God
from the idolatrous world, comes out in the food
statutes of Israel, appears from the scorn of the

heathen,who ate for the most part precisely those

animals forbidden to Israel. It is undeniable also

that with such divine limitations as to what
should be eaten and what not, life, even down to

its material foundations, carries with it a tho-

rough and prevailing reminding of Jehovah. The
idea physically fixed in the Israelitish food laws,

was the religious and moral idea of the living

God, of Jehovah as the Holy One, to which only

the pure or the purified agree. Whatever is an
abomination to Jehovah (n^^nn, ver. 3) must be

an unclean, defiled thing to Israel (Yp^), it de-

files the people of the Lord (Lev. xi.) ; it should
be unclean to them (Deut. xiv. 7, 8, 10). Thus
the ceremonial law generally, and the food law
especially, promoted the knowledge of sin, and
of death, which has entered the creation of God
through sin.

2. In Lev. xi., and in this renewal in Deute-
ronojny, we have the familiar division of animals
into four classes, and in the same order of suc-

cession. But (comp. Exeget. and Grit.) although
the Deuteronomic statement is based upon that

in Lev.; where they coincide, it is more con-

densed, what is there detailed is here omitted,

the same freedom rules it with respect to the

number and arrangement of the unclean birds,

as earlier in the particular enumeration of the
larger clean land animals. It is evident that the

latter lies as entirely in the circumstances in

Canaan, to which Deuteronomy bears constant re-

ference, while e.g. the detailed description. Lev.
xi. 9 sq. (Deut. simply D'Q^) ^o the desert. (A

similar contrast, viii. 7 sq.). The omission of

locusts, still used as food in the wilderness (Matt.
iii. 4) is justified fully by the repeated attesta-

tions in Deut. of the abundance in Canaan. The
prevalence of the sacred symbolic numbers as to

the formal element of the chapter, is worthy of

notice : thus ten clean land animals, three into

seven unclean birds.

3. The food usages of Israel symbolized the

religious destination of the people, in opposition
to sin and death ; as the consecration to the holy
and living Jehovah is formulated to a confession
in the food of Israel, it should also rule through-
out the life sustained by the food, and thus es-

sentially as it is in thje New Testament. Col. iii.

17, (1 Cor. X. 31). Comp. John xvii. 19. The
opposition to sin and death, in which the food-

law moves, leads as was remarked in the exe-
gesis—and by a more full and accurate conside-

ration of particulars the retrospect may be much
more clearly seen—back to the original creation,

in which there was neither sia nor death. With
this also agrees especially the prohibition with
respect to the kid, and generally the prohibition
as to the fallen, both of the clean and unclean,
reaching as far as the touch even, and silent as

to the eating ; for upon the nim death has done
its work (Lev. xi. 29 : fl^O' ""Dl) it is not slain ac-

cording to the Divine permission, Gen. ix. Here
belongs also in reference to the unclean birds,

and so much the more since there is no charac-
teristic of the clean given, the prominent idea,

that they are birds of prey, carnivorous, de-
vouring alive the smaller animals. On the
other hand the greater land animals, since the
giving of flesh for food, the defined four-footed

animals with their significant marks, although
they perhaps do not conceal or hide the dissen-

sion, the breach, running through the good cre-

ation of God through sin (?) do yet in any case,

with their vegetable food, to which they hold
fast agreeably to their origin, offer the most na-

tural, as at the same time the most obvious, rule

of the clean. [For what is supposed to be the

spiritual meaning of these marks—the cloven
hoof, and the chewing the cud—see Wordsworth :

here and on Lev. xi., who is learned and rich in

all the patristic literature.— A. G.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Against excessive mourning: it is

childish, not childlike; heathenish, not holy.

The true measure in our mourning for the dead,

not borrowed from the heathen, who have no
hope, 1 Thess. iv. 13, and are out of communion
with God. (Upon anniversaries for the dead).

Baumgarten: " The inward communion of Is-

rael with Jehovah should be such that death

should have no power over it, so that Israel, in

the midst of the dominion of death, should not

suffer the disfiguring signs of death, by which
the heathen represent themselves as a prey to

the power of death (Heb. ii. 15) though in the

midst of life, to come upon his body. But the

divine sonship of the individual rests upon the

divine sonship of the entire Israel, just as the

divine sonship of Christ is the ground out of

which believers receive power to become the

sons of God." Where the sonship of God is,

there is the inheritance, the promise of eternal

life.—Ver. 2. Piscator: "A beautiful descrip-

tion of the Christian Church." Berl. Bib. :

" Whoever will be holy for God, must be a child,

must be as God will have him. Luke xviii. 16

sq." Ver. 8. Starke: " He alone is a true Is-

raelite who guards himself from the impurities

of sin. Matt. xv. 17 sq." Wurt. Bib.: "Pure
things become impure to men through the pro-
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hibition of the divine word." Osiander: "We
sliould not bring tiie shadows of the 0. T. into

the free Church of Christ. 1 Cor. x. 25." Ver.

5. What was clean to eat was not therefore clean

for sacrifice; since the jfure brings himself a

sacrifice, all is pure for food. Rom. xiv. 14

;

Col. ii. 14, 16 sq. ; 1 Tim. iv. 4; Gen. ix. 3.—

him rejoice so much the more in the Lord, and
through his rejoicing actually praise His kind-

ness. Ps. xxiii. 5." Ver. 28. Tub. Bib.: "We
should cheerfully set aside from our possessions

for the poor, and that according to our ability."

Ver. 29. Richter: " Christ reminds us of these

love-feasts. Luke xiv. 13 sq. The blessing will

not fail. 2 Cor. ix. 6 sq." Starke : " There is

Ver. 21. Luther: i. e., "Let the dead bury t
no better means to secure the blessing of God

their dead." Piscator : " It is demanded from \ and be rich, than geuprosity and benevolence to

a Christian that he should not be defiled with the servants of the Church, the stranger, the

dead works." Ver. 26. Schultz : "Though poor, the widow and the fatherless, and all for

a man has great reason to be sad in himself, let I the sake of religion. Prov. xix. 17."

The Fourth Command.

Chaps. XV.—XVL 17.

Chap. XV. 1-23.

1, 2 At the end of every seven years thou shalt make a release. And this is the

manner [word] of the release [what is said therein] : Every creditor that lendeth

aught unto his neighbour^ shall release it; he shall not exact [press his, sq.] it of

his neighbour, or of his brother; because it is called [for called is] the Lord's re-

3 lease. Of a foreigner thou mayest exact [urge, press] it again : but that which is

4 thine with thy brother thine hand shall release : Save when [Only that]^ there

shall be no poor among you ; for the Lord shall greatly bless thee in the land

5 which the Lord thy God giveth thee for an inheritance to possess it : Only if thou

carefully hearken unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe to do all these

6 commandments [this commandment] which I command thee this day. For the

Lord thy God blesseth thee, as he promised thee : and thou shalt lend unto many
nations, but thou shalt not borrow ; and thou shalt reign over many nations, but

7 thev shall not reign over thee. If there be among you a poor man of one of thy

brethren within any [one] of thy gates in thy land which the Lord thy God
giveth thee, thou shalt not harden thy heart, nor shut thine hand from thy poor

8 brother. But thou shalt open thine hand wide [cheerfully]^ unto him, and shalt

9 surely [richly] lend him sufficient for his need, in that which he wanteth. Beware

that there be not a thought in thy wicked heart [a word in thy heart, worthless-

ness] saying, The seventh year, the year of release, is at hand ; and thine eye be

evil against thy poor brother, and thou givest him nought ; and he cry unto the

10 Lord against [over concerning] thee, and it be sin unto thee. Thou shalt surely*

give him, and thine heart shall not be grieved [and not evil shall thine heart be]

when thou givest unto him : because that for this thing the Lord thy God shall

bless thee in all thy works, and in all that thou puttest thine hand unto [thereach-

11 ing forth of thine hand]. For the poor shall never cease out of the land : there-

fore I command thee, saying. Thou shalt open thine hand wide [ever again] unto

12 thy brother, to thy poor [bowed, distressed] and to thy needy, in thy land. And
if thy brother, an Hebrew man, or an Hebrew woman, he sold unto thee, and serve

13 thee six years ; then in the seventh year thou shalt let him go free from thee. And
when thou sendest him out free from thee, thou shalt not let him go away empty

:

14 Thou shalt furnish hira liberally [Thou shalt load him, lay upon his neck richly]

out of thy flock, and out of thy "floor, and out of thy wine-press : of that wherewith

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 2. SCHROEDER, Ht., every master lending his hand, which lie will lend to his neighbor. See Exegetical Note.

* [Ver. 4. Margin, to the en*! that there may be, etc. Bra. Com. rendern no poor with thee in the transaction. But the

rendering which is allowaljlo seems liable to the objection tliat the Idea so expressed is forced into the text.—A. <3.].

3 rVer. 8. Opening thou shalt open—both widely aud cheort'uUy.—A. G.|.
* [Ver. 10. Cheerfully, richly. See above on ver. 8.—A. G.].
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15 the Lord thy God hath blessed thee thou shalt give unto him. And thou shalt re-

member that thou wast a bond man in the land of Egypt, and the Lord thy God

16 redeemed thee : therefore I command thee this thing [word] to-day. And it shall

be, if he say unto thee, I will not go away from thee ; because he loveth thee and

17 thine house, because he is well with thee : Then thou shalt take an awl and thrust

[give, it in] it through his ear unto the door, and he shall be thy servant for-

18 ever. And also unto thy maid-servant thou shalt do likewise. It shall not seem

hard unto thee, when thou sendest him away free from thee : for he hath been worth

a double hired servant to thee [double of the wages of the hireling has he served

thee six years], in serving thee six years : and the Lord thy God shall bless thee

19 in all that thou doest. All the firstling males that come [are born] of thy herd

and of thy flock thou shalt sanctify unto the Lord thy God : thou shalt do no work

20 with the firstling of thy bullock, nor shear the firstling of thy sheep. Thou shalt

eat it before the Lord thy God year by year in the place which the Lord shall

21 choose, thou and thy household. And if there be any blemish therein, as if it be

lame, or blind, or have any ill blemish, thou shalt not sacrifice it unto the Lord thy

22 God.' Thou shalt eat it within thy gates : the unclean and the clean person shall

23 eat it alike, as the roebuck, and as the hart. Only thou shalt not eat the blood

thereof; thou shalt pour it upon the ground as water.

Chap. XVL 1-17. 1. Observe [Keep] the month of Abib, and keep^ [make, cele-

brate] the passover unto the Lord thy God : for in the month of Abib the Lord

2 thy God brought thee forth out of Egypt by night. Thou shalt therefore sacrifice

[kill] the passover unto the Lord thy God, of the flock and the herd, in the place

which the Lord shall choose to place [cause his name to dwell] his name there.

3 Thou shalt eat no leavened bread with it ; seven days shalt thou eat unleavened

bread therewith, eve?i the bread of afiliction
;

(for thou camest forth out of the land

of Egypt in haste) : that thou mayest remember the day when thou camest forth

4 out of the land of Egypt, all the days of thy life. And there shall be no leavened

bread seen with thee in all thy coasts seven days ; neither shall there any thing of

the flesh, which thou sacrificedst [didst kill] the first day at even, remain all night

5 until the morning. Thou mayest not sacrifice [kill, as margin] the passover within

6 any of thy gates, which the Lord thy God giveth thee: But at [to] the place which

the Lord thy God shall choose to place his name in, there thou shalt sacrifice [kill]

the passover at even, at the going down of the sun, at the season [time] that thou

7 camest forth out of Egypt. And thou shalt roast [cook] and eat it in the place

which the Lord thy God shall choose : and thou shalt turn in the morning, and go

8 unto thy tents. Six days thou shalt eat unleavened bread f and on the seventh

day shall be a solemn assembly to the Lord thy God : thou shalt do no work therein.

9 Seven weeks shalt thou number unto thee : begin to number the seven weeks from

10 ^ich tirme as thou beginnest to put the sickle to the corn. And thou shalt keep

[make] the feast of weeks unto the Lord thy God with a tribute [measure] of a

free-will-offering of thine hand, which thou shalt give unto the LORD thy God,^ ac-

11 cording as the Lord thv God hath blessed thee : And thou shalt rejoice before the

Lord thy God, thou, and thy son, and thy daughter, and thy man-servant, and thy

maid-servant, and the Levite that is within thy gates, and the stranger, and the

fatherless, and the widow, that are among you, in the place which the Lord thy

12 God hath' chosen to place his name. And thou shalt remember that thou wast a

13 bond-man in Egypt : and thou shalt observe and do these statutes. Thou shalt ob-

serve [make to thee] the feast of tabernacles seven days, after that thou hast gath-

14 ered in thy corn, and thy wine.' And thou shalt rejoice in thy feast, thou and thy

son, and thy daughter, and thy man-servant, and thy maid-servant, and the Levite,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

5 [Ver. 8. Restraint, as if from labor, although etymologically possible, does not meet the case here. Schboedek trana

fers the Hebrew word to the text. But our version is here preferable.—A. G.].

6 [Ver. 10. The italic words .are needless.—A. G.].

t [Ver. 13. Lit., In thy gathering from thy floor and thy wine-press.-A. G.]
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15 the stranger, and the fatherless, and the widow, that are within thy gates : Seven
days shalt thou keep a solemn feast unto the Lord thy God in the place which the

Lord shall choose : because [for] the Lord thy God shall bless thee in all thine

increase [inbringing, produce] and in all the works of thine hands, therefore thou
16 shalt surely rejoice. Three times in a year shall all thy males appear [be seen]

before the Lord thy God in the place which he shall choose ; in the feast of unlea-

vened bread, and in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of tabernacles ; and they

17 shall not appear before the Lord empty : Every man ^liall give as he is able [ac-

cording to the gift of his hand] according to the blessing of the Lord thy God which
he hath given thee.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As the third command closes with the num-
ber three, siv. 28, so the fourth command, de-

fined through the sacred number seven, has its

commencemeut numerically with that number.
Theologically this chapter connects itself with
that which precedes, in this way, that as in the

tithes the whole fulness of the earthly goods was
recognized as Jehovah's, as His blessing, belong-
ing to Him, and for which He is to be praised;

so with the seven days the whole period of life

generally was regarded as sanctified to Jehovah,
because He will complete it in His holy and
blessed rest. Ethically and practically the tran-

sition is from the tithe of the poor at the close

of the 14th chap., to 1) the poor debtor, vers. 1-

11 ; 2) the Hebrew slaves, male and female,
12-18.

2. Vers. 1-11. Ver. 1. At the end, sq., i. e.

at the expiration of the septennate; thus in

general the Sabbatical year. With the presup-
position of this institution from Ex. xxiii. 10
sq. ; Lev. xxv. 2 sq. (comp. upon these passages,

and the article in Herzog's Ericykl. XIII. 205;
Br^m., Wanderings of Israel, p. H81; [also article

on Sabbatical Year in Smith Bib. Diet.—A. G.],

there is a completion, but at the same time a
genuine exposition and application of the Sab-
bath-law, according to Mark ii. 27. As HLDDiy

rwy_r\ (xv. 1) refers to DOt:^, Ex. xxiii. 11, to

leave, let lie, then the land, and indeed with
reference to the poor ; here with a like reference

to the poor, to whom a loan has been made—the

loan. The connection also of DlOt?, ver. 2,

with IT, that every creditor should permit his

hand to rest with reference to that which he had
lent, brings out the same thing; only that with
every such interpretation as to the sowing and
the harvest (Ex. xxiii. 10), there must be a

regard also to Lev. xxv. 4, 5. Reference to the
latter passage is the more in place here; for the
debtor relation lies, in the highest measure, at

the foundation of the statement, Lev. xxv.
Jehovah there gives Israel the land, as here the

n'J/O 7j;3 is either: the master of the lend-

ing, havinf^ the object in the relative clause:

•which he -will lend or: the idea of the master

is defined from the connection, and HtJ'O is the

object—lends the loan to his neighbor. Canaan
is a good loaned. Jehovah is the only proprie-
tor and creditor in the land; this is especially

the supposition for the sabbatical year, Lev. xxv.

2. But if all are debtors to Jehovah, the rela-

tion of debtor between man and man can only
be relative, and must be carried out according
to Matt. vi. 12. Thus passing over from the
tithe to the Sabbath idea, the sabbatical year

(jinSB' i^^K?), the rest of the divine loan, namely

of the land, a mn^S r\3tJ? (Lev. xxv. 4, 2), be-

comes in Deuteronomy a release also of every
human loan. All Israelites are moreover breth-

ren, which is insisted upon, vers. 2, 3, etc.

Israel pays no tithe to Jehovah from his loan
during the sabbatical year. Jehovah Himself
cares for ih.Q personx miserabiles in His enlarged
blessing upon the seventh year (Lev. xxv. 6 sq.),

through which the master appears as placed
alike with his servants, thus—although there is

no express mention of the widow, fatherless,

poor, comp. however Deut. xxiv. 14—fed upon
divine alms, as they are usually through the

blessing of God upon their toil. It agrees well

with this detailed explanation to understand

T\\2^VJ, ver. 1, as the leaving the debtor in rest

for the seventh year, as the clause : thou shalt

not exact (press), more fully describes, and

one who is also VFIN. The usual Jewish inter-
T

pretation is that there should be an entire re-

lease of the debt, Luke vi. 34, 35. [The clear

reference to the land-rest or release, which was
for the year, and the force of the Hebrew word
rendered exact, more correctly urge or press,

and the whole spirit of the Mosaic law, which
was not to destroy obligations of this kind, but

to guard the poor and unfortunate against undue
severity or oppression, are all in favor of the

interpretation which regards the release as for

the year. This interpretation is now almost

universally accepted. The Bib. Com. adds also:

"it seems further clear that the release had
reference only to loans, and to loans lent because

of poverty, not to debts contracted in the pur-

chase of goods." A. G.]

—

Called, sq. ; an ofiB-

cial proclamation, although not precisely as Lev.

xxv. 9, 10 (xxiii. 2, 4). Probably at the begin-

ning in the seventh month (10. Tisri) at the

day of atonement. nin'S, as Lev. xxv. 2 (Ex.

XX. 10). This reference to the Sabbath Year

gives the reasons for the release of the debtor.

Ver. 3. Comp. xiv. 21 (xxiii. 21). The for-

eigner was not in the condition of those who
had no harvest this year, and therefore could

not pay.^Which is thine, what thou hast of

thine in thy brother's hand as a loan. The
hand, because it must rest, keep festal time, in

reference to the field, etc., would perhaps be

busy with reference to the debtor. But we can-

not serve God and mammon. Ver. 4. Only
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(will I say to you still) that, sq., equivalent to

but, nevertheless (in the promised rich and sure

blessing of God), there shall be no V'^ii (liter-

ally straitened, wretched) in Israel, to whom
one shall have to lend. Not that Israel should

be charged to take care that there be no poor
(ScHULTZ, Keil), but to hold before him the

idea of his blessed national condition as willed

by God (ver. 6). In every possible mercy or

kindness of Israel, Jehovah has thus been before

him. Comp. further iv. 21, 38. From this ideal

stand-point the earnest exhortation (ver. 5) in-

troduces the transition to the relations, not as

they should be, but as they are and will be.

Ver. 6. ^3^3. The blessing is a complete, spo-

ken, established thing. As it is here explained,

so it must be understood in ver. 4 (against Keil
and ScHULTz). OJJ^ in Hiph. : to take from

any one a pledge for security, to oblige one,

thus to lend upon security; in Kal. : to bind

one's self by a pledge; hence, to borrow from
one. Such independence is surely a dominion
in the world. Ver. 7. The actual relations at

first hypothetically stated. Comp. ii. 30.
Y^-'^'

Piel: to draw together, hence make firm, spoken
against such an unnatural state, which truly the

closed hand follows in a natural way, as a door
which is shut before the needy brother. Ver. 8.

Obliges them to do much more than to leave the

hardened, closed heart.

—

For his need.—'T is

the construct st. of 'T <.nn), abundance, suffi-

cient, enough to cover what was wanting to him.
Ver. 9. The application to the Sabbatical Year.
Comp. viii. 5; xiii. 14. It would be shameful
to represent to himself the obligation of the

seventh year, and anticipate it with an evil

with respect to his needy brother. Since

year is one proclaimed as nin'?, ver. 2,

loud or mute cry of the poor becomes intelligi-

ble (James ii. 15 sq. ; 1 John iii. 17; James iv.

17). Ver. 10. According to the connection, it

concerns especially the loan which he asks (2
Cor. ix. 5 sq.). Comp. further xii. 7. Finally
ver. 11 presents the entire sad and actual con-
dition (Matt. xxvi. 11), as on account of sin, as

its consequence, guilt, punishment, which con-
dition, however, must be met with brotherly
kindness and mercy (1 Pet. iv. 8). The whole
arrangement of the seventh year rests upon the
supposition of this never-ceasing relation of the
subjective inward CJJ^) and objective outward
wretchedness. [It is questionable whether the
statement: the poor shall never cease, sq.,

is to be regarded as a penalty for sin. There is

nothing in the passage which would lead us to

suppose this ; and there is no necessity for the
supposition in order to reconcile these words
with ver. 4: there shall be no poor among
you. There was the same necessity then as
now for these diversities in human condition.
Each class needed the other for their mutual
good. The promise in ver. 4 is not absolute,
nor merely conditional, as suspended upon Is-

rael's obedience or disobedience. The promise
was that there should be no abject poor, no
crushed, wretcheil ones. There should be poor,
those needing aid ; but they should be relieved.

This whole provision of the year of release, and

eye
the

the

laws similar in spirit and tendency respecting
inheritance are to guard against the total ruin
of the unfortunate and needy ; to prevent the

poor from sinking into hopeless poverty.—A. G.]
3. Vers. 12-18. There is no reference here to

the Sabbatical year ; but the Sabbatical princi-

ple and number are still retained. The connec-
tion with the tithe for the poor in the previous
chapter is still in force, but not so " that the

poverty which makes it necessary that the He-
brew should sell himself for a slave, forms the

transition to the following provisions" (Keil),

for there is a different way in regard to servi-

tude, Ex. xxi. 2. The generosity towards the

enfranchised, which is commanded in Deutero-
nomy, gives much more the point of union with
the foregoing precepts. Further it is the fun-

damental idea of the fourth command, the Sab-
bath idea, which as it was made availing in the

year of release before, so now, and still more
essentially, in the seven years of servitude.

Israel is a servant, nin'7 ; hence also whatever
has part in the covenant-relation (the number
seven) consequently the Israelitish slave: thus
his time must be sanctified to Jehovah. This is

brought into distinct consciousness in the seven
years' service, and indeed is conformed through
the injunction, thou shalt not let him go
away empty, to the blessing which God placed
upon the Sabbath, Ex. xx. 11. In this sense
the Sabbath Year forms the transition from the
foregoing to what follows. Ver. 12. Be sold
unto thee, or sell himself to thee.—Thy
brother points him—the one sold—out as an
Israelite. '"^^J^ designates either: one from the

other side with respect to the land, the other
side of the Euphrates, or : "liy/, the stem-father

(Gen. X. 21), the drawing together, union, peo-
ple, and indeed the people simply, so that the

adjective here is equivalent to one of the grand
nation, as the French love to call themselves, a
landsman, in distinction from a foreign slave.

—

Or an Hebrevy woman, an addition to Ex. xxi.

What is there evident in the case itself is here
expressed, comp. ver. 17, on account of the spe-

cial case, Ex. xxi. 7 sq., because in what follows

it is the relation of servant generally which is

spoken of. Comp. on those passages.

—

In the
seventh year, thus commonly, as in an extra-

ordinary manner in the fiftieth or jubilee year,

Lev. XXV. 39. Since Israel is redeemed out of

the house of bondage (Ex. xx. 2), and is the

servant of the Lord forever (Lev. xxv. 42, 55),

there is no prolonged human bondage here.

Ver. 13. Comp. Gen. xxxi. 42 (Luke i. 53). Ver.

14. Repeated servitude through poverty or want
should be prevented. No mere empty freedom

!

So much as he can take, carry with him, per-

haps, also, pressed upon him. Comp. further

ver. 6; xii. 7. Not send him away empty, but
give him ; it reaches to this, especially where
they had received such blessings to give. A
genuine Deuteronomic supplement. Ver. 15.

Comp. V. 15; vii. 8; xiii. 6. Ver. 16. Comp.
upon Ex. xxi. 5 sq. The public announcement
and declaration of the servant pre-supposes the

legal proceedings. In Deuteronomy, and ac-

cording to the connection here, it is the private

domestic act only which comes into view.

—

And
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thine house includes the wife and the children

of the servant, who, according to Ex. xxi. 4,

would remain in the house.

—

Well with thee.

The Hebrew servant was generally no slave

(Lev. XXV. 43). See the excellent article bj'

Oehler in Herzogs Encyclop. XIV. 464 sq.

Yer. 17. The symbol of that cleaving to the body
(probably the right ear), thus of constant obe-

dience (Ps. xl. 6 does not belong here) and of

evcr-eaduring bondage to the house.—["Bored
e.-irs were made a badge of slavery, and so be-

came ignominious," BiB.CoM.; and thus show
that the Hebrew servant was in many respects

regarded as a slave, although his condition was
greatly modified by the beneficent regulations

here laid down.—A. G.] Enduring servitude

has thus its disgrace in whatever moral motives

it has its origin ; it is not merely a resolution

which has to do with it. Un}}, according to

the Jewish tradition, reaches only to the Year
of Jubilee, or until the death of the master.

—

Also unto thy maid-servant, scarcely as

ver. 14, according to the Jewish tradition, but
as is s:iid above of the servant. It related to

the elder women, to whom the direction in Ex.
xxi. 7 could have no application. Ver. 18 ex-

plains why this prominent precept again recurs.

As the presumed public procedure excludes any
gross violence, so ver. 18 meets and opposes
the more subtle, by persuasion ; the servant

may and ought actually to be free. Moses meets
the apparent hardness (Jer. xxxiv. 8 sq.), prac-

tically for the calculating selfishness, with the

consideration, that the service of the servant in

question was worth double that of a hired ser-

vant, if one had labored in his room ; for him
there was barely support, not even wages nor
account; the servant had saved twice the cost,

was also at every time ready for service. Isa.

xvi. 14 belongs as little here as Isa. xxi. 16;
at most only so far as with hired servants, there

must be an exact reckoning. For the rest comp.
ver. 6; as much as to say: thou wilt never be
the loser, for the blessing of God is with thee.

4. Vers. 19-23. Comp. Introd. § 4, i. 19. Al-

though the first-born have been named already,

xii. 6, 17; xiv. 23, with the tithe, partly in the

summary statement, and partly on account of

what was common to all, still it is now first pre-

eminently the subject of discourse. The reason
is because the first-born belong to the exposition

of the fourth command. While the tithe is the

acknowledgment of Jehovah, as peculiarly the

proprietor of the land, so with respect to the

first-born, since birth leads into life, and over

against the dead first-born of Egj'pt (Ex. xiii.

15) the first-born of Israel were kept alive (Num.
iii. 13; viii. 17), it symbolizes naturally and
historically the sanctification of the whole life

to Jehovah (Keil, Arch. I. 340). But that is

the idea of the S.abbath. As to the peculiar

institution in Israel with respect to the first-

born, comp. upon Ex. xiii. ; Num. xviii. In

reference to the Sabbath, it is said, ver. 19:

thou Shalt sanctify to Jehovah, v. 12.

Hence also "^2^ as in the fourth command.
They are neither to profit by their labor, nor

through the usual natural usufruct, i. e. they are

treated as a sacrifice. Ver. 20. Comp. xiv. 23.

—Eat, namely with the priests, to whom the
first-born belonged. Num. xviii. 18. (Henq-
STENBERG : The eating of the first-born was
granted to the ofierer as such ^Ex. xiii. 15), be-

cause the first-born belonged to the Q'''dl'\D.—
Authen. II. 406 sq. Others : the discourse treats
of the female first-born. Others: of a second
first-born (!). Others: of the young animal,
the best, the youngest.)— [The apparent incon-
sistency between this passage, which not only
allows, but directs, that the ofi'erers should par-
take of the victims, and that in Num. xviii. 18,

which assigns the firstling to the priests, is dis-

cussed in the introduction. If the firstlings

were only partly given to the priests, then of

course there would be no inconsistency, since

the offerer would have the remaining portions.

But if, as the words in Num. xviii. 18 seem to

imply, the whole was assigned to the priests,

then the right here given to the offerer is

grounded in the force of a custom which was
originally provided for in the ritual of the sac-

rifice, especially of the passover-sacrifice, which
had gradually grown up to become a law, and
which now receives the sanction of the law-giver.

The right here bestowed may not have been
alluded to in Numbers, just because it was well

understood, but was here expressed in accord-

ance with the very nature of Deuteronomy, in

which the popular rights are fixed and guarded
for all the future. If we keep in view the dif-

ferent circumstances, both of the law-giver and
the people, in which these directions were given,

it seems clear that the one is the natural and
historical complement of the other, that what
was needless, and therefore not expressly stated

in the earlier, finds its appropriate place in the

later legislation —A. G.]—Ver. 21 is explained
from the sacrificial character of the first-born

(comp. Lev. xxii. 19, 20); hence also: thoa
shalt not sacrifice (kill) to Jehovah, on
account of the sacred meals, that they might not

be profaned with them. Ver. 22. Comp. xii. 15,

21, 22. Upon ver. 23 comp. xii. 16, 23, 24.

5. Chap, xvi., vers. 1-17. The reference to

one sanctuary is generally deuteronomic ; the

special ground for what follows appears rather

in the fourth command, hence this passage treats

simply of " the feasts which are for the most part

sabbatical." Schultz. 1). The passover-feast,

1-8, with which, as already through the pre-

vious first-born institution (comp. also v. 15),

the Sabbath-idea now gains more expressly its

greater depth in the redemption first begun
truly (out of Egypt), but pointing onward typi-

cally and far more widely. Ver. 1. Comp. v. 12.

—

iy|in, literally the breaking dawn, the first day,

upon which the moon is again visible, hence

month, which began with the new moon. But

by no means the new moon of Abib (Hitzig) in

opposition to Ex. xii. 6; Lev. xxiii. 5; Num.
ix. 2 sq., which are all here supposed as well

known. i'^X (the ear, green ears) is not a

proper name, as indeed all the months were

designated in the Pentateuch by numbers (Hee-

zoo's Real Encyl.), but appellative (Ex. ix. 31;

Lev. ii. 14). The designation ear-month con-

nects itself always with the exodus from Egypt, !!
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as also the required feast-observance is here

grounded in it (Hengst., Authen. II. 361). The
later name is Nisan, our April. nD3, from the

passing by or over, sparing, comp. Ex. xii. 13,

23, 27. May it be with reference to the "break-

ing through," the new shooting forth in spring,

as the redemption in nature, at which time it

was observed, similarly as our Easter ? The
passover-feast observance commanded,is empha-

sized here through the verifying TOy, histori-

cally as the eating of the well-known passover

lamb, comp. upon Ex. xii. 8; Lev. xxiii. 5;

as the passover-meal pre-supposes the slaying

of the lamb as completed, the direction, ver. 2,

is either to be understood in reference to the

place where the remaining sacrifices should be

brought, including also the passover-sacrifice

(Lev. xxiii. 8; Num. xxviii. 19-26), Hekgsten-
BEEG, or to make prominent the end of the wider

meals, marking them all with this character of

the passover, the offering of all kinds, slain and
thank (Ex. xxiii. 15; Lev. xxiii. 38) as one pas-

sover-feast (Hertzog XI., p. 145; Schultz,
Keil). The connection favors the latter view.

[This is the accepted view. The Jews not only

designated the whole service as the passover,

but the word is used in the New Testament,

John xviii. 28, in this wide sense. The seven

days make it clear that it is so used here.
" The passover-lamb was to be consumed on the

first evening, and that with which they were to

eat unleavened bread was the passover in the

wider sense. The direction here therefore is no
variation of the ordinary name, Ex. xii. 5. The
rite ot the paschal lamb is pre-supposed through-
out, and the command of the present passage
relates to the paschal offerings." Bib. Com.—
A. G.]—Thus to the tone of joyful festivity im-

pressed upon it (by the sacrificial meals) follows

now, ver. 3, the other feature equally prominent
and in itself predominantly earnest, solemn
character of the passover-feast. Thus the eat-

ing, y>y, if in the first case it may be referred

to the passover-lamb, it cannot c<>rtainly in the

second case—since it was continued seven days,

and must therefore be generally with respect to

the passover-feast or upon it. Some refer it to

the offerings of the flock and the herd, ver.

2. The careful impressive negation of leavened
bread must be understood, as the immediately
following position of mjfO (fundamentally, to

extend, thus flat, dried, extended, not previously
cooked), intimates, with reference to tlie histori-

cal and not symbolical motive ; for in haste,
anzious haste —(I3n, to concentrate, in anx-

iety, in order to flee, Ex. xii. 11 sq.) as the ar-

rangement foreseen and prescribed by God, Ex.
xii. 8, 15 sq., was entirely completed under the

pressure of the circumstances at the time, Ex.
xii. 33, 34, 39 (Hengst., AiUh. II. 367). What
was symbolized by the leaven, beyond this signi-

fication of the historical relations (that thou
mayest remember), comp. Kurtz, Hist. II.

127, does not come into view here. The mVO

is explained by 'jj; DH/, and would certainly

call to mind the oppression, affliction and poverty
(Kurtz).

But the prominence of the number seven ia

to be observed with reference to the Sabbath-
idea, which rules in this section : seven days
Shalt thou, sq., and the life-long remembrance
is manifestly a sanctification of the whole life.

On account of the grave, earnest recollections

connected with the passover, to which the other

aspect evidently serves as a relief, Moses has
before, ver. 2, so expressly mentioned the other

mealSjin order to elevate the feast into the cha-

racter of the Sabbath-feast, as a feast of a re-

demption which should come to its rest, as also

the name of the Lord, in Canaan. (Ver. 2.

Comp. xii. 11.) Ver. 4 repudiates again any

existence of "INK', i. e. leaven (the INE', causes

to boil up), during the seven days, and indeed
in the most comprehensive way. Comp. Ex.

xii. 15, 19 ; xiii. 7. \>, belonging to thee.

That nothing of the flesh of the passover-lamb
should be left until the morning, but in that case
should be burned with fire, rests upon Ex. xii.

10. The historical feature of haste also clings

to the feast, and thus the passover was a night-
meal, with whose food the succeeding morning
had nothing to do. •^^.I)^ (not in the transition

sense, not the twilight, but from "^^i', to fold

together; in the turning, sinking of day to

night), at the 14th of Nisan. According to Ex.
xii. 6: between, D''3"iyn, dual, e. e. the double

- T : -T
turning before and after sunset; comp. below,
ver. 6. Thus the slaying of the passover would
be between the fifth and seventh hour.—The
first day, equivalent to the day before, i. e. be-

fore that, with the 15th of Nisan beginning seven
days' feast of unleavened bread. Vers. 5, 6. A
modification of Ex. xii. 7, 46, with respect to

Canaan and out of the sacrificial nature of the

passover. Comp. Num. ix. 7, 13; Ex. xii. 17;
xxxiv. 18, 24. Thus at the sanctuary. Comp.
however Kurtz II., p. 342. In any case the

distinction in the expression : in the place,
with reference to the cooking and the eating,

from that in xii. 7, 18, is worthy of notice; this

could occur at the dwelling, the night-quarters

of each one in the place of the sanctuary. [The
modification as to the one place from Ex. xii. 7,

46, is certainly a modification contemplated and
provided for in the original institution, is al-

luded to in Ex. xxxiv. 24, and finds express ut-

terance here naturally and in full accordance

with the spirit of Deuteronomy.—A. G.]—To
thy tents is thus, after the conclusion of the

whole feast, to their respective homes (John vii.

53, 37).—Roast, cook, with reference to the

passover-lamb, not in water, but over the fire,

2 Chron. xxxv. 13.—[Our version is here rather

an interpretation than a translation. But every

Jew would understand at once how it was to be

cooked.—A. G.]—Ver. 7 bears throughout a

very general character, as of the sacrificial meals,

which still find a place here according to ver. 2,

with which also the closing direction, to go to

their homes, spoken with respect to the pilgrim-

ages to the sanctuary, which Schultz, Keil,

understand of a return to their booths or lodges,

well agrees. Ver. 8 involves no difBculty ; oa

the contrary it explains the return to their

homes as occurring first after the seven days,
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Bince as upon the 15th, so also upon the 21st

Nisan (Ex. xii. 16), there was to be abstinence

from the leavened bread and from every kind

of business (Ex. xvi. 29); comp. v. 13. Thus a

Sabbath! j"*"^^'!^ from "li'^', either; to restrain,

thus to cease from ordinary labor, hence a sab-

batical assembly, or to hold fast, firm ; thence a

closed society, feast-assembly, or to close; and
thence the close of the feast.—2) The feast of

weeks, vers. 9-12. Ver. 9. Seven weeks, sq.

—The number seven makes the Sabbath-idea

prominent at once.—From the beginning of
the sickle (Lev. xxiii. 15 sq.) is the same as

from the second day of the passover, when with

the presentation of the sheaf of the first-fruits,

the grain-harvest began (16 Nisan). HOD, that

which rises up, ascends, stalk, more definitely,

wheat.—Seven sevens, and in ver. 10 the

feast of the sevens.—For the harvest-feast

(Ex. xxiii. 16) is the ethical side of the destina-

tion to Jehovah with true free will and bounti-

fulness, and without a special precept. r>D?p,

const, of riDO (from DpD, to separate, divide,

measure), only used here, related to mp, mea-

sure. Sept : Ka-doTt, Ka-Qug. But the blessing

of God should also make joyful, ver. 11 ; comp.
xii. 7, 12, 18; xiv. 29. It is said of God Him-
self in regard to the Sabbath, Ex. xxxi. 17 (xxiii.

12). Ver. 12, as (xv. 15.—3.) The feast of

tabernacles, vers. 13-17. It fell upon the seventh

month, and lasted seven days. Ver. 13. Comp.
Lev. xxiii. 33 sq. T\3D, from "^DO C]D) to

make a covering, to cover, to screen
;
generally:

shelter (Keil, Arch. I. 412 sq.). The side of

this feast which relates to the leading through
the wilderness is thus sufficiently intimated and
supposed, and the other side, the predominant
side with respect to Canaan, and at the same
time so directly inciting to thankful joy, the in-

gathering of the threshing-floor and wine-press

into granary and cellar, as truly deuteronomic

as it is suited to the connection, can alone be
presented. Observe the progress : the rescuing

of life (Passover)—the customary support of life

by means of bread (feast of weeks)—out of

threshing-floor and wine-press, the full, joyful

enjoyment of life (feast of tabernacles). '^DX,

summarily used of the fruit; oil and wine har-

vest. But in all,sanctification to the Lord, the

Sabbath-idea of life. Ver. 14, as ver. 11.—In
(it) thy feast, a phrase through which the

destination even of the Sabbath to be for man

comes out more clearly than through the 'ij7~,

ver. 9, or the ^h, ver. 13. The blessing of God

in every way in the increase and toil, ver. 15,

will provide for the completion of the joy. '^K.

not as, therefore, but wholly, throughout, per-

fectly (John xvi. 24). To the closing feast of

the year, there is appropriately added, vers. 16,

17, the three yearly feasts collectively, at the

same time closing the exposition of the Sabbath-

command as a final notice from Ex. xxiii. 17, 15;

xxxiv. 23, with the express reference to Jehovah

rjD'i^X), before whom what is both subjectively

and objectively accomplished, ver. 17, is of more

ftvail than DiTT vh, xv; 13.— [The view of those

who hold that the thread of this part of the dis-
course is rather the oneness of the sanctuary
than the Sabbath-idea, which Schroeder so
ingeniously carries out, is thus stated in the
Bib. Com: " The cardinal point here is the con-
centration of the religious services of the people
round one common sanctuary. The prohibition
against observing these great feasts at home and
in private is reiterated in vers. 2, 6, 7, 11, 15,

16. Heoce it is easy to see why nothing is here
said of the other holy days. No doubt the great
day of atonement (Lev. xxiii. 26 sq.) and the
feast of trumpets (Lev. xxiii. 23 sq.) are as posi-

tively enjoined by Moses as are the three feasts

mentioned here ; but it was no part of either of

these observances that all the males should
" appear before the Lord." Those days might
be observed by the faithful without going to the
central sanctuary for the purpose." But it does
not appear that the topic of a national and visi-

ble unity in faith and worship holds such a
leading place in Deuteronomy as this view sup-
poses. It is clearly one object aimed at ; but it

gives too narrow a view of the scope and end of

Moses in this book to assign it this leading and
controlling place. Having once established it,

as it came up in the natural progress of his dis-

course, it is assumed, rather than inculcated

over and over, as he passes on to other topics.

—

A. G.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The unfolding of the Sabbath-thought,
according to its ascending stages, is the nerve
of the section. Keil correctly designates "the
rest or suspension of every business" only as
" a means" of the sanctification of the Sabbath,
as "the condition without which it could not

be truly sanctified to the Lord," and therewith
meets us, xv. 1-11, the first characteristic fea-

ture from which all the rest proceeds. The
sanctification of the Sabbath, since it is to Jeho-
vah, represents the covenant which God has
with Israel, through which it should appear free

from servitude in toil or care of this life, and
this is the second characteristic or stage, xv.

12-18. The third, vers. 19-23, is, that with
the consecration of days, months, years—thus

ever of definite periods of time—the conse-

cration of the whole life generally, is in truth

symbolized and exemplified. As now the rest

upon the Sabbath is based upon the rest

of God after the creation of the world, so the

freedom of Israel for such rest, was grounded in

the redemption out of the Egyptian bondage,

which fact through the passover feast has an

everlasting celebration ; a fourth stage (xvi. 1-

8) intimating at the same time how the Sabbath

solemnity would have its completion. (Matt.

xxvi. 2, 18, 19, 26 sq. ; Luke xxii. 15 ;3q.; Heb.

iv. 9). But this completion is the perfection of

the creation,fallen with the humanity, as through

God so in God; the good pleasure of God again

in His work, becomes the blessedness of men

;

hence the joy, the fifth sabbatical characteristic,

xvi. 9-12. Finally this joy becomes only joy,

i. e., as entirely perfected, set before us in the

last feast of the year. " That which is pro-

phetic," remarks Schultz, " in the Sabbath so-
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lemnity, lies especially near here. He who has
willed this completiou in the lapse of the year,
must will it also in the lapse of greater periods
of time, at the end indeed of all time. Zech. xiv.

16 sq." The sixth stage of the Sabbath thought,
xvi. 13-17, shows the redemption (through which
the Sabbath comes to its completion) as one again
in the Sabbath first having its final perfection.

Thus time in its widest development is limited
and bounded by the Sabbath ; thus generally the
world time of humanity closes in a Sabbath.
Coinp. upon the pilgrimages to the three feasts,

even in Canaan still, the beautiful explanation
of Eeil, Arch., I. 417, as also Ps. Ixxxiv.

2. It is peculiarly deuteronomic to bring out
clearly the ideality of the people of God, without
forgetting its real relations, e. g., ii. 25 ; iv. 30.
Baumqarten well says: "Just as no sickness
cleaves to. the people of Jehovah, (Ex. xv. 26;
xxiii. 25; Deut. vii. 15) so Israel cannot be
struggling with any want, but lives in abundance
and wealth (viii. 9). Jehovah has prepared the
land from the beginning for His people, xi. 10-

12. This is the cutting severity in the poverty
of an Israelite, that in it the disobedience of Is-

rael and the wrath of Jehovah are revealed. In
the necessities of its individual members, there-
fore, Israel should learn to see its own naked ac-
tual condition and truth, according to which it

is tainted with its natural stifF-neckedness and
disobedience against the law of its God," etc.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

XV. 1, 2. RicHTER : " The year of release was
a figure of the gospel, in which the acceptable
year of the Lord was proclaimed." Ver. 3.

Berl. Bib. : " So also Gal. vi. 10; but 2 Pet. i.

7, the universal love appears as the highest
round, as also Christ praises love towards an
enemy, and thus towards all men, as perfection,
Matt. V. 43-48." Ver. 4. Richter: "Observe
the distinction between beggars and the poor
generally. Liberality to these, and careful laws,
should prevent begging, which fearfully cor-
rupts the poor. Comp Ps. xxxvii. 21." Vers.
5, 6. J. Gerhardt : "These earthly riches are
a type of the spiritual in the N. T., since no gra-
cious gift shall be wanting to the pious, (1 Cor.
i. 7) since indeed they should impart to others,
and thus spiritually lend, and also should have
dominion over Satan, sin, death, andhell." Berl.
Bib. : " Usually men seek the smallest coin in
order to give to the poor, and give even that un-
willingly," Vers. 7-11. Baumgarten: "What
a sensitive inward character prevails here."
ScHULTZ

:
" That one should inflict violence upon

his heart, as it were, shows how censurable hard-
heartednessis, while the mere natural kindness
has no moral worth." Osiander: "Although
the poor should not revile the rich, yet their

cries against the unmercifulness of the rich come
up before God." [Ver. 11. Wordsworth: "Our
Lord adds the reason that ye may do them good,
and thus exercise the divine grace of love, and
so promote your own salvation and theirs. God
will judge you according to your treatment of
them. Matt. xxv. 40. Thy poor brother is his
brother."— A. G.]. Ver. 15. Baumgarten:
" This is not merely a recollection of the past,
but in every Israelitish servant, the servitude
of Israel should be recognized as still enduring,
since it points to the redemption as not yet per-
fected." Vers. 16, 17. The image of our eter-
nal bondage to the Lord ; condition under which

;

the manner and method how. 1 : A free, clear
acknowledgment to the Lord, grounded in love
to him and his house, having its deepest ground
in the blessed condition, flowing out of the love
of God to us ; 2. pain, shame, obedience (abso-
lute dependence) but also eternally belonging to
him. XVI. 1, 2. Berl. Bib : " The Spirit of
God truly demands from us that with the re-
membrance of the death of Christ, who is our
passover Lamb, we should ofl"er our spiritual sa-
crifices, and should ourselves be such, (Rom.
viii. 36) ; but all our service which we oS'er,

presupposes the sacrifice of the Lamb, and has its

virtue and strength from the sacrifice of Christ."
Ver. 3. Richter: "We also, as redeemed,
should remember our wretched state before our
redemption, especially at the holy supper." 1

Cor. V. 6 sq. Starke: " It is not suflicient to
know when the great feasts occur, but we must
celebrate them in a manner well-pleasing to
God." Ver. 4. Friedlib : " Christ should be
dearer to-day, than to be enjoyed on the morrow."
Ver. 11. Thereisajoy before the Lord, which the
world willingly refuses, thetruejoy of communion
with Him.

—

Calvin : " God will do more for us
than we have for Him. The world laughs, but
will at last wail and gnash its teeth." Ver. 13.
Luther : " We observe every day the feast of ta-
bernacles, if we learn and perceive that we are
strangers in the world, until our tabernacles are
laid aside. Thus we rejoice also in the unlea-
vened bread of sincerity and truth, i. e., in the
food of the pure gospel, and in the life of the Spi-
rit, without toys and ornaments, etc.'" Schultz:
" The feasts in the N. T. refer to that which is

completed, and need only to be appreciated

;

they are not sabbatical, but Sunday feasts. Your
highest (?—most joyful) feast is not at the end,
but lies at the beginning ; the incarnation is the
greatest joy-feast." Parallel feasts : Passover
and Easter, Feast of Weeks and Pentecost, Ta-
bernacles and Christmas. Ver. 16. Calvin:
" He spares the tender women, and the children
under twenty. The father of the family includes
wife and children. According to an old custom
no one could appear before the king without a
present. Thus God wills a mark of subjection
from every one.
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The Fifth Command.

Chapter XVI. 18—Chapter XVIII. 22.

Chap. XVI. 18-22.

18 Judges and oflScers shalt thou make [give] thee in all thy gates, which the Lord

thy God giveth thee, throughout thy tribes : and they shall judge the people with

19 just judgment. Thou shalt not wrest [bend, turn aside] judgment ; thou shalt not

respect persons [the face] neither take a gift : for a gift doth blind the eyes of the

20 wise, and pervert the words of the righteous. That which is altogether just, [Jus-

tice, justice] shalt thou follow, that thou raayest live, and inherit the land which

21 the Lord thy God giveth thee. Thou shalt not plant thee a grove [as a tree-pillar]^

of any trees near unto the altar of the Lord thy God, which thou shalt make thee.

22 Neither shalt thou set thee up any image [image, pillar, statue] ; which the Lord

thy God hateth.

Chapter XVII. 1. Thou shalt not sacrifice unto the Lord thy God any bullock, or

sheep [and goat] wherein is blemish, or any evil favouredness [evil thing]^ ; for

2 that is an abomination unto the Lord thy God. If there be found among you,

within any of thy gates which the Lord thy God giveth thee, man or womau that

hath wrought wickedness in the sight of the Lord thy God, in transgressing his co-

3 venant, And hath gone and served other gods, and worshipped them, either [and,

indeed, to svit,] the sun, or moon, or any of the host [or the whole host] of heaven,

4 which I have not commanded ; And it be told thee, and thou hast heard of it, and

inquired diligently, and behold it he true, [truth (is it)] and the thing [the word]

5 certain, that such abomination is wrought in Israel : Then shalt thou bring forth

that man or that woman, which have committed that wicked thing, unto thy gates,

6 even that man or that woman, and shalt stone them with stones, till they die.^ At
the mouth of two witnesses, or three witnesses, shall he that is worthy of death [to

be put to death] be put to death ; hut at the mouth of one witness he shall not be

7 put to death. The hands of the witnesses shall be first upon him to put him to

death, and afterward the hands of all the people. So thou shalt put the evil away

8 from among you. If there arise a matter too hard for thee in judgment, between

blood and blood, between plea aod plea [cause and cause] and betAveen stroke and

stroke, heing matters of controversy [contested cases] within thy gates : then shalt

thou arise, and get thee up into the place which the Lord thy God shall choose

;

9 And thou shalt come unto the priests the Levites, and unto the judge that shall be

in those days, and inquire ; and they shall shew thee the sentence [word, what is

10 right, sentence] ofjudgment : And thou shalt do according to the sentence [the

sound, purport of the word]* which they of that place which the Lord shall choose

shall shew thee ; and thou shalt observe to do according to all that they inform

11 thee: According to the sentence of the law which they shall teach thee, and ac-

cording to the judgment which they shall tell thee, thou shalt do : thou shalt not

decline from tlie sentence [word] which they shall shew thee, to the right hand, nor

12 to the left. And the man that will do presumptuously, and will not [not to] hear-

ken unto the priest that standeth to minister there before the Lord thy God, or

unto the judge, even that man shall die : and thou shalt put away the evil from

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
J rVer. a. Lit., Thou shalt not plant tlipo as an Ashorah any tree. The Asherah was an image of Astarte.—A. Q.].

« rVer. 1. DID,—Sept. /ii^?—Christ in omo^ios, 1 Pet. i. 19. Wordsworth.—A. G.J.

« [Ver. 5. Lit., And ihey shall (lie.—A. G.J. , . /n
* [Ver. 10. Lit., The mouth of the word which they Bhall declare to thee from that place, etc.—A. u.j.
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13 Israel. And all the people [the whole people] shall hear, and fear, and do no more
14 presumptuously. When thou art come uuto tbe land which the Lord thy God giveth

thee, and shalt possess it, and shalt dwell therein, and shalt say, I will set a king
15 over me, like as all the nations that are about me ; Thou shalt in any wise [So shalt

thou only set him]^ set him king over thee whom the Lord thy God shall choose

:

one from among thy brethren shalt thou set king over thee : tbou mayest not set a
16 stranger over thee [give over thee a stranger] which is not thy brother. But [Only]

he shall not multiply horses to himself, nor cause the people to return to Egypt, to

the end that he should multiply horses : forasmuch [since]® as the Lord hath said

17 unto you, Ye shall henceforth return no more that way. Neither shall he multiply
Avives to himself, that his heart turn not away : neither shall he greatly multiply to

18 himself silver and gold. And it shall be when he sitteth upon the throne of his

kingdom, that he shall write him a copy of this law in a book out of that which is

19 before the priests the Levites. And it [the law] shall be with him, and he shall
read thereia [in the book] all the days of his life : that he may learn to fear the
Lord his God, to keep all the words of this law and these statutes, to do them

:

20 That his heart be not lifted up above his brethren, and that he turn not aside from
the commandment to the right hand or to the left : to the end that he may prolong

21 his days in his kingdom, he, and his children, in the midst of Israel.

Chapter XVI II. 1-22. 1 The priests the Levites, and all the tribe [the whole
tribe] of Levi, shall have no part nor inheritance with Israel : they shall eat the

2 offerings of the Lord made by fire, and his inheritance. Therefore shall they have
no inheritance among their brethren : the Lord is their inheritance, as he hath said

3 unto [promised] thetn. And this shall be the priest's due [right] from the people,
from them that oflfer a sacrifice, whether it he ox or sheep ; and they shall give unto

4 the priest the shoulder, and the two cheeks, and the maw. The first-fruit also of
thy corn, of thy wine, and of thine oil, and the first of the fleece of thy sheep, shalt

5 thou give him. For the Lord thy God hath chosen him out of all thy tribes, to
6 stand to minister in the name of the Lord, him and his sons for ever. And if a Le-

vite come from any of thy gates out of all Israel, where he sojourned [where he was
lodging, stranger] and come with all the desire of his mind unto the place which the

7 Lord shall choose ; Then [And] he shall minister in the name of the Lord his God,
8 as all his brethren the Levites do, which stand there before the Lord. They shall

have like portions to eat [part as part shall they eat] beside that which cometh of
9 the sale of his patrimony.'' When thou art come into the land which the Lord thy
God giveth thee, thou shalt not learn to do after the abominations of those nations.

10 There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his sou or his daughter
to pass through the fire, or that useth [practiseth]^ divination, or an observer of

11 times [a seer] or an enchanter, or a witch. Or a charmer, or a cousulter with fami-
12 liar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer. For all that do these things are an

abomination unto the Lord : and because of these abominations the Lord thy God
13 doth drive them out from before thee. Thou shalt be perfect [whole, entire] with
14 the Lord thy God. For these nations, which thou shalt possess, hearkened uuto

observers of times, and unto diviners : but as for thee, the Lord thy God hath not
15 suflTered thee [given to thee] so to do. The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a

Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me ; unto him ye shall
16 hearken. According to all that thou desiredst of the Lord thy God in Horeb in tbe

day of the assembly, saying, Let me not hear again [not will I hear further, con-
tinue to hear] the voice of the Lord my God, neither let me see this great fire any

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
* [Ver. 15. Lit., Settine; thon shalt set over thee a king of whom Jehovah thy God shall choose him.—A G 1
« [Ver. 16. Lit , And Jehorah.—A. G.].

''

' [Ver. 8. ScHBoEDER : As the margin, his sales (t. «., his saleihle or sold possession) by the fathers.—A. O.].
rVer. 10. The Kosem. The word is connected with the idea of cutting and probably means an astrologer. The Meo-

nen, oue who uses hiddea arts. The Menachesh, a serpent charmer. The Mecashaphim,"from a root to reveal, and thus a
fortune-teller—a revealer of secrets. The Chober, one who bindri, fascinates, and tlnis a charmer. The Shoel-Ob, probably
ventriloquists, who used these art^ in the pretended conversations with their familiars. See further on the significance of
tnese names, Farrak, in Smith's Bib. Diet, art Divination. Thomson, Land and Boole, I., pp. 214, 215.—A. G J
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17 more that I die not. And the Lord said unto me, They have well spoken that

18 which they have spoken. I will raise them up a Prophet from among their bre-

thren like unto thee, and will put [give] my words in his mouth
;
and he shall

19 speak unto them all that I shall command him. And it shall come to pass, that

whosoever will not hearken unto my words which he shall speak m my name, I

20 will require it of him. But [Only] the prophet, which shall presume to speak a

word in mv name which I have not commanded him to speak, or [and] that shall

21 speak in the name of other gods, even that prophet shall die. And if thou say m
22 thine heart How shall we know the word which the Lord hath not spoken { When

a prophet s'peaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing [word] follow not, nor

come to pass, that i^ the thing [word] which the Lord hath not spoken feuUhe pro-

phet hath spoken it presumptuously [arrogantly] : thou shalt not be atraid ot him.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vei-. 18-xvii. 8. If Moses will now explain

and apply the fifth command in the same manner

he has hitherto used, comprehending the whole

people, thus according to the end of Deutero-

nomy, and at the same time out of its funda-

mental purpose, which as its author he ever fol-

lows, he has an appropriate transition to it in

the demands which he has made already, iv. 9,

10, still more, vi. 7, 20 sq. ;
xi. 19, upon pa-

rents, and the elder class generally, as the near-

est objects of the fifth command. The doctrine

of the law for the home life, is the practice of

the law for the popular life in reference to jus-

tice and injustice. The thought, therefore, " of

presenting it as a sacred people of Jehovah even

in its political relations," (Keil), does not intro-

duce the transition to what follows, although it

is true that " the civil order rests upon thecoti-

Bcientious fostering of justice, by virtue of judi-

ciously arranged court3,and an impartial admi-

nistration ofjustice." ScHULTZ, in the derivation

from the same idea, refers better to " the leader

and instructor who, armed with peculiar power,

knowledge of the law, or revelation, puts rightly

Israel's departures over against his piety, and

lays claim to his docility." [Moses as the in-

spired leader and guide with his subordinate

judges, met all the necessities of the people, but

now, when he was about to leave them, and they

were to enter upon entirely different circum-

stances, he provides for the new exigencies. The

whole section accords with the spirit and design

of Deuteronomy.—A. G.]. Ver. 18 Comp. upon

i. 15, 16, 13, and the Doct. and Eth. remark 2.

Now,judges in all the cities, on account of the

altered relations in Canaan. But even now the

institution proceeds from the people—only con-

fidence, as is natural, can establish a position

even si.ailar to the parental. Thus the Israel

addressed, judges itself best,by means of those

chosen from and out of itself. Ver. 19 gives

three negative instructions for the administra-

tion of the judicial oflBce, "each one reaching

more widely to that which might lead to what

was previously forbidden," Schultz. Comp. Ex.

xxiii. 6; Deut. xxvii. 19; i. 17 ; x. 17 ;
xxvii.

25 ; Ex. xxiii. 8. The reason " brings into view

first the power of judgment, then the word of

judgment." From the righteous judges, what

they should be, we pass in ver. 20, to the po-

sitive qualities of righteousness, made more em-

phatic through the repetition (1 Tim. vi. 11 ;

Phil. iii. 12, 14). The promise is similar to that

of the fifth command. The examples now fol-

lowing the judicial section, according to the con-

nection, preserve the inward thread of the first

table, which the fifth command closes. Vers. 21,

22. Comp. upon vii. 5; xii. 31—Chap. xvii. 1.

Comp. XV. 21. J^T "13T ^3 excludes any and

every evil, defects of any kind whatever. Ver.

2 generalizes concisely the three cases. Comp.

xiii. 13; iv. 25, 13, 23. Ver. 3. As iv. 19,

(xiii. 7, 14) "X^ "^^^ which service, sq. Israel

is not set right through prohibition alone. Ver.

4. Comp. xiii. 15, 16. 19, sq,, here the judicial

investigation, the proceeding of the court. Ver.

5. That man or, sq. There is no sparing even

of the weaker sex in such a case. Hence it is

emphatically repeated. "»3"in HN which was

announced to thee. Unto thy gates, out be-

fore the city, as hitherto before the camp. Lev.

xxiv. 14 ; Num. xv. 35 sq.
;
(Acts vii. 58 ;

Heb.

xiii. 12). Symbolizing the removing of the evil

out of the midst of Israel. Comp. further xiii.

11. Ver. 6. Num. xxxv. 30 (Matt, xviii. 16;

John viii. 17 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 1 ; Heb. x. 28). mr\

the dying (Gen. xx. 3) thus beyoad rescue, be-

cause he was in a certain sense already dead,

(Num. xix. 11). "'3~'7jr, the mouth condemns the

man. Job xv. 6 ; Luke xix. 22. Ver. 7 is as

xiii. 10, 6. Does this at the same time express

the em ire certainty of the witnesses (Knobel),

their conviction of the guilt (Schultz) ? In any

case it symbolized the individual and general

readiness to eradicate the evil from the midst of

Israel. ["It was calculated to ensure their sin-

cerity and truthfulness, and to deter from false

witness."—A. G.].

2. Vers. 8-13. A supplementary carrying out

of i. 17 (Ex. xviii. 20, 19) with reference to Ca-

naan, and because Moses was not to be there.

Ver. 8. If there arise a matter too hard for

thee. The people is represented as judging it-

self through the local courts, xvi. 18 Too hard

one which the judge ia the case could not or

would not decide. He particularizes: blood

and blood, as to the killing, whether wilful or

unintentional, and hence what is right in the

case and what not; (p. is the judgment) ; "ac-

cording to what law it must be decided ;
(Herx-

HEiMER, in money matters "). V^}. is the injury

resulting from a blow, thus here of bodily wounds

(Ex. xxi. 18 sq.), and not of leprosy. Matters

of controversy—not, as Keil, Schdltz, casea
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of quarrels, but as Knobel, legal cases, about

which there may be controversy, as to whoso

decision different opinions may be given. H^J^,

if it means to ascend, is explained from the great

importance, not from the position, and hence not

from the location of Jerusalem. (Acts xv. 2).

According to Meier the word signifies primarily

to press in, draw near. Comp. Gen. xlvi. 31,

29. Ver. 9. The priests the Levites—See
Intro., I 4, I. 22. [Great stress is laid upon
this phrase in contrast with that used in the ear-

lier book?, " the priests, the sons of Aaron," by
those who oppose the Mosaic authorship. The
lapse of time, and the events which had oc-

curred between the earlier books and Deutero-

nomy, afford an easy and natural explanation of

the difference. The position of the priests was
now established. No Levite would question the

fact that the priesthood attached to the family of

Aaron. It was more important now, and more
in accordance with the popular character of Deu-
teronomy, to bring out their popular tribal rela-

tions. The Levites, too, were in a sense a priestly

tribe. They had in important respects a priestly

position, and had priestly functions. They stood

between the people and God. There may have
been, too, a design on the part of Moses in se-

lecting this phrase, as Wordsworth suggests, to

appease any jealousies between the priests and
the Levites; to remind the priests that the Le-

vites were their brethren, and to remind the Le-

vite* that they shared in the honoi' and dignities

of the priests. In any case, however, the ex-

planation of this diversity is much easier upon
the supposition that Moses wrote Deuteronomy,
than upon that of a later writer, who still as-

sumed to write as Moses. For it is incredible

that any one who may have wished to palm off

his work as that of Moses, should either have
been ignorant of the terms of the earlier books,

or should have carelessly neglected them, and
thus have drawn attention to his imposture.

—

A. G.]. The phrase is general, and includes the

high-priests. 7K, 7X1 co-ordinating those who de-

clare the law, the teacher, (ver. 11, Lev. x. 11),

and the literal actual "judge." The former
precedes here, because in difficult cases like

these in ver. 8, their activity is first laid under
requisition. But the latter receives not " the

second" place (Knobel), but his official posi-

tion. Comp. xix. 17 ; xxvi. 3. The passage 2

Chron. xix. 8-11, connects itself with this only
in the most general way. Whoever has this later

supreme court before his mind will not be so

unprejudiced, nor distinguish so naturally from
the personal position of Moses, the simple out-

lines of a superior competent court. He speaks
freely for the future, but not from a more de-
finite and precise present. The "judge" holds
nearly the position of Moses over against the
priesthood. That he probably, as a superior
judge, as the president of the wider circle of
judges (xix. 17), acted with the priests as a
bench or college, upon the questions, the suits,

from the local city courts, may be inferred from
the words, and they shall shovy thee, sq.

—

1JJ Hiph. to bring near, to point out, to inform.

Ver. 10. Not the litigating Israelite (Knobel,
ScHULTz) since it is the execution of the sen-

10

fence obtained, which is here treated of, but the
lower court, which should see that it was done.

(Keil). This injunction was truly in place,where
there was a natural feeling of relative indepen-
dence in the local courts, and to enforce upon
every Israelite a more exemplary obedience to

the supreme court appointed bj' God. The
place which. Comp. xix. 17, which gives the

relief and explanation. " If the judgment of

any judge is to be regarded (i. 17) as of God, so

pre-eminently that before the Lord." (Schultz).
The mouth (sound) of the word, is the judi-

cial sentence, which announces the instruction

in the case in question, which must be retained

as final. Ver. 11. The sentence is particular-

ized at first as the sound (mouth) of the la'w
with reference to the priestly teacher of the law,

because all depends upon the law of God, and
then first as judgment with reference to the

judge,upon whom rests the obligation of saying
what is right, of pronouncing judgment. Ob-

serve the rr^inri the earlier law, e. g., Ex. xxi.

;

not as ver. 18, nx?n minn the deuteronomlc.
(Intro., \ 2). (Matt, xxiii. 2 sq.). Comp. fur-

ther v. 29. Ver. 12 closes with the application

to every man. The malicious disposition can
scarcely be treated otherwise. Comp. i. 43.

There also they would not hear. (1 Peter v. 5).

It is not men whom they would not hear, but
God. Therefore : the priest, which is to be
understood not of the High-priest only, if even
especially of him (Heb. viii. 1), since it is only

the official character of the priest generally which
is here spoken of, and which presents the dis-

obedience as against .Jehovah. The same thing

is self-evident from the judge, since he in the

place of God speaks in the name of God (i. 17).

That standeth, sq.—Intro., § 4, I. 22. -r\K

mrr said, as Keil correctly remarks upon the

distinction of the priests from the Levites, some-

what more specifically th^in niiT' 'JS/. Comp.

Gen. v. 22, 24; vi. 9 ; 1 Sam. ii. 11 ;'iii. 1; Mai.

ii. 6. to wit, for the more intimate, more confi-

dential converse, their nearness in society. (Ge-

SENius). The priests served in the holy place,

and through the High-priest their representa-

tive and head in the most holy. The rest here,

as in ver. 7. Upon ver. 13 comp. xiii. 12. (1 Tim.

V. 20). [There is little room under the theoc-

racy for the distinction between ecclesiastical

and civil causes. The priests were no doubt the

expounders and judges of the law, but the lay

judges were not added to the court, to be judges

of the facts in distinction from the law in the

case, but in part out of existing and long-conti-

nued usage, probably reaching back to the pa-

triarchal times, and partly, as a recognition of

the right of the people as such, to be represented

in the administration of justice. We do not

know how the choice was made. There were
probably different methods in use at different

times. But the judge seems to have been a rep-

resentative of the people.—A. G.].

3. Vers. 14-20. The transition is natural from
the judge to the kingdom (1 Sam. viii. 5 ; 2 Sam.
XV. 4sq.). Intro., \ \, I. 16. Ver. 14. Two
things are presupposed in this case, settled re-

lations after the entrance into Canaan, and its
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occupation, then the self-determination of the

people, and thus its inward development to the

kingdom. As all the nations (heathen).—
Not precisely au aberration, but still neither a

mere thoughtless conformity. Comp. vi. 14; xiii.

8, where the same expression occurs. (Intro.,

§ 4, I. 16). After such a permission in the case,

ver. 15 emphasizes the command (D'iyn DW),
omnino non alium, quain quern, sq. (H. Michaelis)
in order to prevent any possible clashing with

the sovereignty of Jehovah. How the people
should set the king over them is left open. Per-
haps through their elders. How the divine
choice should be manifested, whether by Urim,
or the prophets, or by some clear fundamental
leading is also undetermined. From among,
sq., states what must be true under all circum-
stances, and is therefore once more negatively
repeated. A stranger would never be the choice
of Jehovah. The earlier restriction respects him
who is above, the latter those below. (The his-

torical criticism might with this go down even
to John xix. 15! 2 Kings xv. 19 sq. ; xvi. 7, do
not indeed belong here (Knobel). As the last

repeated determination with a certain sacred
simplicity, sounds strangely, so also the first di-

rection for the king in Israel. Ver. 16. He shall

have no fondness for horses, and that indeed not

so much from any opposition to a warlike lust

of conquest (which was not the case even, 1 Ki.

X. 28 sq., where it occurs with reference to

a royal pageant) as in opposition to the pride re-

lying upon horses. Ps. xx. 7 ; xxxiii. 16 sq.

;

cxlvii. 10. (Isa. xxxi. 1). But this opposition
restores in a genuinely Mosaic way the well-

remembered historical event, Ex. xiv. 15 ; xix.

21. It is the opposition between Israel and Egypt,
expressed in a form which is intelligible only at

the time of Moses, when " the people on the

slightest occasion expressed its desire for Egypt,
its purpose to return thither (Ex. xiv. 11; Num.
xi. 5 sq., 20; xxi 5), a reunion of the just sun-

dered bands did not seem impossible." Henq-
STENBERG. Comp. Oehler in Herzog's Encycl.

The forbidden return to Egypt is thus placed as

the very end of the multiplication of horses.
" Moses feared that the king would seek the

Egyptian lowlands (xi. 10, 11) which were so

much better fitted for the rearing of horses, in-

stead of the mountainous Palestine. They must
remain externally far off, that they may pre-

serve the internal separation entire (Lev. xviii.

3)." ScuaLTZ. Comp. Josh. xi. 6, 9; Judg. v.

10: 2 Sam. viii. 4. Solomon, even on account
of the Mosaic relations, which he only consi-

dered, might have regarded the direction as

antiquated. [And yet Solomon's experience
shows that the multiplication of horses could not
be secured without intercourse with the Egyp-
tians, which Moses saw it was important to pre-
vent.— A. Q.]. Nothing is said here "against
the continual going to and from Ejjypt, as e. q.,

Jer. ii. 18, 36." K.nobel.—As the Lord hath
said (xxviii. 68), does not occur literally in the
peutateiich, but Moses appeals to what was said,

although not written, since this is so understood
in the very leading out of Israel especially into Ca-
naan. [" Egypt was the principal source whence
the nations of Western Asia drew their supply
of horses. It stands also everywhere in Scrip-

ture as the antithesis to the theocratic covenant
and kingdom on earth. To cause the people to
return to Egypt, which the multiplication of
horses would naturally do, would be to reverse
the great and bcueticeut work of God, which in-

augurated the Mosaic covenant, the deliverance
from the bondage of Egypt. Hence the prohibi-
tion." Bib. Com.—A. G.]. The second direction
(ver. 17) lies against another strong passion of
oriental rulers. As the passion for horses would
lead back to Egypt, so the multiplication of wives
would draw them away from the Lord ; the lust

itself, indeed, much more if the wives were from
the heathen (1 Kings xi. 3 sq.) Comp. xi. 16.

[The restriction however does not forbid poly-
gamy absolutely, but the excessive polygamy,
such as was found in Solomon.—A. G.]. " The
tliird prohibition concerns excessive luxury. (1
Kings X. 14, 27). Great wealth begets effemi-

nacy and luxury, as well as pride and oppres-
sion." J. H. Michaelis. Ver. 18 gives the
counter-means and way to good against all lust

of the eye, lust of the flesh, and pride. Upon
the throne. On the summit of human great-
ness, where all is wont to move according to his

will, then he must have the will of the Most High
for his aim and standard. He shall write
him, if not with his own hand, yet cause to be
written, Intro., § 2. Ver. 19. 13;^ (his vade

mecum) in his possession, in his mind, thought,
and will. Comp. Intro., | 2; iv. 10 ; v. 26 ; vi.

2 ; xiv. 23. Ver. 20. Comp. viii. 14 ; v. 29. Au
hereditary kingdom. [While permission is given
to the chosen people to be like the other nations
in this respect, still their king is not to be like

other kings. He must be approved by God, from
among his brethren, restricted in all indulgences,
and bound by the laws and institutions of the

nation. The monarchy was allowed but guarded
in the most careful way. A copy of this law.
Sept. and Vulg., "he shall write for himself the

Deuteronomy." But "this law" includes the

whole pentateuch, or rather its legal portions.

See xxxi. 9, 11, 26. This passage which has
been urged so strenuously as a proof of the later

origin of Deuteronomy, contains really a strong
proof of its Mosaic authorship. For it is not

only conceivable that Moses should have pro-

vided for the contingency of the kingdom, such
as he saw everywhere around him, and to which
allusions had been made in the earlier books.

Gen. xvii. 16 ; xxxvi. 31 ; but is entirely natu-

ral. The request of the people when they cm me
to Samuel for a king, is couched in terms like

these used here. Comp. 1 Sam. viii. 6, with

Deut. xvii. 14. Samuel also evidently has this

passage in his mind. 1 Sam. x. 24; xii. 14. Sa-

muel does not reprove the people simply because

they desired a king, but because their desire ori-

ginated in wrong motives, and was pressed un-

der circumstances which should have prevented

it, and in the face of the remonstrances of the

prophet. It was sinful because in the circum-

stances it indicated a sinful alienation of heart

on the part of the people, from Jehovah, and the

institutions He had established. A car. ful study

of the passage 1 Sam. viii.—xii., will show in

what respects the people sinned, and that there

is no opposition between that passage and Deut.

xvii. 14-20. But the passage may not only be
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vindicated from objections which have been urged
against it. It bears upon its face the marks of

its Mosaic origin. The direction that the king

should be taken from among thy brethren would
have been out of place after the establishment

of the kingdom in the line of David ; the refe-

rence to Egypt and the return thither, are, as

above remarked, intelligible only upon the as-

sumption of the Mosaic authorship ; the restric-

tions under which the king was placed are in full

agreement with the whole spirit and tone of the

Mosaic legislation, so much so that their absence

would have been noticeable as a great omission;

the direction as to the copy of this law, carries

with it the implication that Moses is speaking,

who was then expounding the law, and could not

well have been inserted at a later time; in short

every feature of the passage is in favor of its Mo-
saic origin. See also Hengstenbero, Authen.,

Keil, Introd., Havernick, Einleit., Bib. Com.—
A. G.J.

4. Chap, xviii. 1-8. After the transition from
the supreme court, especially from the judge to

the king, the priests the Levites come into view
;

at first, indeed, generally, then the priests par-

ticularly, and lastly the Levites. Ver. 1. The
addition, all the tribe of Levi, shows that the

levitical priests were not the whole of Levi, that

besides these there were Levites simply, and
thus that there was a distinction between the two
from the beginning. Comp. Num. xviii. 20, 23

sq. ; Deut. xiv. 27, 29; xii. 12; x. 9. Hin; ''^X

(Lev. i. 9), i. e., all that was sacrificed upon the

altar by fire ; as Lev, xxiv. 9 of the show bread,

so here of the priest's portion of the sacrifice.

—

And his inheritance, whatever beside be-

longed to Jehovah, and through Him to the tribe

of Levi, priests and Levites, as the tithes, first-

born, first fruits. (Lev. vii. 4; Num. xviii.)

[" These were God's portion of the substance of

Israel, and as the Levites were His portion of
the persons of Israel, it was fitting that the Le-
vites should be sustained from these." Bib.

Com.—A. G.]. The prominent thought that Je-
hovah is his inheritance, expressly stated in ver.

2, (x. 9) leads to the detailed supplementary
statement in ver. 3, which thus presupposes what
in general belongs to Levi, on the part of Jeho-
vah, and now details what on the part of the
people is the particular due or right of the
priests, (iv. 1 ; 1 Sara. viii. 9 sq. ; x. 25) which
must be conceded to them by every judge or ru-
ler. Intro., § 4, I. 20. A new assignment, not
precisely to those, oifering the sacrifies (Num.
xviii. 18; Ex. xxix. 27 ; Lev. vii. 34) but to the
priests in general. n3t as xii. 15, 21, to which
kind of slaying the article nptn may indicate.

Knobel understands it of sacrificial victims
(comp. 1 Sam. ii. 13 sq.) in which case there
would be required from the people in this class of
sacrifices not only the wave-breast and heave-leg,
(shoulder) but also the foreleg (Num. vi. 19) the
two cheeks, and the maw (the so-called fourth
stomach of the ruminants). Something good
from each of the three chief parts of the animal
(Keil regards the slaying as connected with the
sacrificial feasts in the wider sense, and not as
any of the three kinds of expiatory sacrifices).
[The portions here assigned to the priests are in

addition to those given to them in Leviticus. It
seems to be a provision to meet the altered cir-
cumstances when the people were located ia
Canaan, and all the animals could no longer be
slain at the door of the tabernacle. It is a " more
generous rather than a scantier provision." A.
G.]. Ver. 4 contains also, with reference to the
first-fruits, on the part of the people, a supple-
mentary direction, beside that well-known in
(Num. xviii. 12 sq.) even the first of the fieece
which as resulting from the care and nurture of
men is the proper gift of the people. Ver. 5
gives the ground or reason for this direction,
altogether in the style of the time of Moses, for
him, the priest, hath God chosen, him as Aaron
and his sons (Lev. vii. 34) ; to minister in
the name of Jehovah, a more general expres-
sion than in xvii. 12 (comp. v. 7) but the spe-
cial distinction appears clearly in xxi. 5. The
priest in the strict sense, hence it is said he ofli-

ciates in charge, stands to minister, in the name
of the Lord, at all events in the full power of
that mediatorial position assigned him by God.
Ver. 6. Allusion is now made peculiarly to the
Levites. In itself the clause here as xxvii. 14

;

xxxi. 25, might be understood of the priests, but
both the expression and the whole statement of
the case and the connection, lie against this view
of Baumgarten. Intro., ^ 4, I. 22. The situation
implied is that of xii. 12 : xiv. 27. Intro., g 4, 1.

21. Herxheimer: " Where he has officiated as
judge, or from one of the Levitical cities." [The
Levite would naturally be called in his official

duties to other cities than those assigned him. -
A. G.]. With all the desire, sq. (xii. 16) be-
cause he so wishes, and has liberty to do so, and
shows such piety, since no other interest impels
him, than to share in the services at the sanc-
tuary. [Wordsworth : " Not from love of
change, or from a restless passion for excite-
ment, or from an ambitious craving for self-dis-

play and popular applause in a great and popu-
lous city."—A. G.]. The place of Jehovah is

his peculiar home, and all desires for this are a
spiritual hompsickness. The Levitical i-ervice is,

also, in the name of the Lord, and although
in a subordinate sense, still not less truly nor
with any less right Comp. Intro., § 4, I. 22. In
the charge of the Lord, in any case in the posi-
tion assigned by Him (Num. i. 53; iii. 7 ; viii.

9-19; chap, xviii), they represent the whole
people, minister the service of Israel. The ex-
pression is the general one for the servant of Je-
hovah, including both the higher and the lower.
With this agrees the purpose in the expositinn
of the fifth command, to give the Levites a pa-
rental character, in accordance with the con-
densed statement, vers. 1, 2. (as x. 8, 9) and this

all the more since they were commended to the
same love, to guard, preserve the priestly ditT-

nity of their tribe. As all his brethren. By
itself this (even more than vor. 6) might include
the priests as Levites, and allude to the whole
service at the place of the Sanctuary, but the

connection favors the limitation to the Levites
simply. There were, as it appears, Levites set-

tled at the sanctuarj', or for the time engaged
there, placed over against the Levite drawn from
bis city, perhaps at one of the three feasts, to

the sanctuary. Comp. still further Intro., ^ 4,
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I. 22. The conclusion, as already prepared for

in vers. 6. 7, now follows in ver. 8. With a

similarity in service and dignity, there must be

also a like enjoyment. The portions (they had

no other pSn ver. 1), which were then given

them to eat belonged equally to the one coming

from afar, as to those found there. Keil un-

derstands the living from the incoming of the

tithes, the portions of the sacrifices, the free-will

gifts prescribed by the earlier law, which were

not exclusively assigned to the priests." Schultz
more in accordance with the connection, and more
reasonably, places it as parallel with ver. 3 sq.,

and regards it as referring " to the tithe, first-

bora, and other sacrificial meals arranged at the

place of the sanctuary " (xii. 6 sq. ; 17 sq.
;

xiv. 22 sq. ; xv. 19) and the enjoined invitation

of the Levites to them. AVhat follows is difficult.

Not so much the text : for it comes essentially to

the same thing, whether we read with Knobel

|D n^ 7 and point, V^D^D CPP perhaps the re-

quired sale) or take HD/ for JD '^Jl and point:

V13:D0 from 130:3 fi:JO) the sale, that sold, or

to be sold. The diflSculty lies in the sense of

the words: mDNH-'^y. The most obvious sense
TT -

is by or upon the fathers, i. e., whatever was
saleable of his, or belonged to him, (the removed
Levite) was laid upon the family fathers at home,
to ascertain and oflFer for sale. In any case, it

is not private or personal property which is here

regarded. Keil, Knobel, take fiOJ^n for not^

rra (Ex, vi. 25 ; Num. ii 34) and understand

the clause of the private income as a member of

the family, through the sale of his family pos-

sessions or the profits of them, thus ; beside his

sales, the net proceeds of them according to the

house of the fathers, i. e., determined according

to the degree of his genealogy, or his relation-

ship. Not as Schultz and the Sept. : irXf^v rfiq

Trpdcrtwf ahroii rrj^ Kara Trarptav. Comp. Lev. xxv.

33 sq. The Levite could sell his house, or could

draw the rent for it. [The text is difficult, but

the sf-nse is perfectly clear. The Levite who
came from a distance to the sanctuary to engage
in its service, whatever might be his resources

from other quarters, was not to be deprived of

his equal share with those who were in attend-

ance at the sanctuary. Part as part they
shall eat.— A. G.].

5. Vers. 9-22. Finally, as a conclusion, partly

supplementary to the previous official personages
and arrangements, partly controlling them, at

the same time completing the compensation for

the departing Moses, is the prophetic institution,

and indeed growing out of the necessity for an
autlieatic revelation of God, against the varied
heathen superstitions and apostasy. Ver. 9.

Comp. xvii. 14. Thou shalt not learn—(v.

1; xiv. 23; xvii. 19). There will be teachers
enough of the falsehood (chap. xiii.). "The
abominations are set over against tlie holy ser-

vice." Herxiieimkii. Comp. xii. 80 sq. ; vii. 25.

Ver. 10 refers at once to the Moloch-worship,
(Lev xviii. 21 ; xx. 2 sq.), as Schultz remarks,
" because all the following individual dark arts

arise out of the demonized cultus which repre-

sents the destructive potencies of nature through
Moloch, as witchcraft goes hand in hand with
the devil among the old Germans." Knobel
holds that the Moloch-worship is "placed here
at the very beginning of this enumeration as the
worst kind of idolatry, out of which these dark
arts are born." The descriptive term chosen,
ISJ^ Hiph., reminds us significantly of the vene-

rable national name " Hebrews," (xv. 12) and
may at the outset call attention to the opposition
between all such conduct and the national con-

sciousness. The act was purificatory (a conse-
cration). See Art. Moloch, Herz. £nc., IX., p.

717. [But also Smith's Bib. Diet., Art. Moloch,
in which the expiatory nature of the rite is de-
fended.—A. G.]. Comp. Keil upon Lev. xviii.

21. The general designation for soothsayer is

DDp, to divide, decide, give an oracle; a puu

upon 213 liar, Ezek. xiii. 6. Comp. Josh. xiii.

22. Observer—according to Meier tJJ? to co-

ver, hence of secret discourses ; the whispering
magician. According to others (Schultz) from

I
J^ thick cloud : cloud interpreter, or from TJ^

(eye) either one who fascinates through an evil

eye, or one who observes signs, an Augur (Lev.
xix. 26) Enchanter—l^nj agrees well with

serpent, as significant of its movements. The
serpent is WUi from its thrusting, piercing bite,

according to the primitive signification of the

verb, which is not as Keil, to hiss, but to press,

to seize, and hence inwardly to forebode, con-
ceive, to understand by signs, Gen. xliv. 5 ; Num.
xxiv. 1 ; xxiii. 23. Hence well used here for
sign interpreter. Comp. Hengst. Balaam, -p. 122
sq. Witch—^i^D to divide, unveil, (Meier),

the adjurer. Ver. 11. Charmer—binding or
making fast through magic, without, however,
thinking of magic knots (Keil) ; as fascinare,

KCLTddTjGnoq. 31J< is the spirit ghost, not as turn-

ing back, but as drawing back, returning, shade
(Sept. : Ventriloquist from the hollow tone

["bottle"]). One who possesses a kind of

power over spirits, so that he needs only to ask
or inquire. Lev. xix. 31 ; xx. 6, 27 ; 1 Sam.
xxviii. 7 sq. Wizard, a prudent, cunning man
(as the wise woman). Lastly, one who seeks

from the dead, i. e., cites, adjures them. Ver.
12. Comp. Lev. xviii. 24 sq. ; xx. 23. A re-

sumption of ver. 9. Ver. 13. As the abomina-
tion from J^n to retire, withdraw, so D'Dj^ from

DOn to shut up, bring together; thus as opposed

to each other. God must withdraw Himself from

tliat, and Israel should cleave together with Je-

hovah. The perfect, entire dependence upon
Him distinguishes the people of God from the

heathen. Ver. 14. ix. 1. Comp. upon ver. 10.

Not so does Israel hearken, should it hearken,

or need to hearken. Upon the "gift" rests the

duty; that granted, this is conceded. Ver. 15

carries out perfectly that already given, through
that which is now first to be given, and indeed

in a parallel manner (ver. 18) with the king,

xvii. 15: from the midst of thee, by which

also in opposition to ver. 9 it is said, that Israel

would have no occasion to stray into heathenism,

and would not need any Balaam. For t<OJ
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Comp. Doct. and Eth., chap. xiii. 1. As in xvii.

14 the discourse is of the kingdom, so here of

the prophetic order as it ever and always through

a prophet (not one only) corresponds to the

necessity made so clear at Sinai, and to the de-

sire of the people. Of thy brethren, con-

nected with thee in the closest manner ; thy duty
his, and thy sorrow his sorrow, etc. IJike unto
me. This is not explained by from the midst
of thee, scarcely to fix the limits towards the

heathen divination, but becomes clear through
what follows, from which it is clear also, that

the comparison is not as to the peculiar perso-

nality of Moses in the individuality of his reve-

lation, (xxxiv. 10), but only as to what he had
done and had been at Sinai at the request of

Israel (As I am one such), Lange, Pos. Dog,, p.

609. It is the promise " of a line of prophets,

which is embraced in the prophet, who is the

counterpart of Moses." Typical and Messianic,

John i. 45; vi. 14; iv. 25; v. 44 sq. ; Acts iii.

22; vii. 37; Luke xxiv. 19. See Doctrinal and
Ethical.—Will raise up, with reference to xiii.

2. Also : Unto him ye shall hearken, in

allusion to xiii. 4 and ver. 14 (Matt. xvii. 5).

Ver. 16. God through this promise granted the

desire of the people, which, after the departure
of Moses, would become a necessity. Comp. upon
V. 20sq. ; ix. 10; x. 4. Ver. 17. Comp. v. 25.

Ver. 18. Moses already at that time received the

promise, but announces it here first, because, in

its personal reference to Moses (Introd. \ 4, I.

16), the right point of time was now first reached
with his approaching departure, and thus in

Deuteronomy. The import of the as me, ver.

15, gives now the explanation of as thee, 1) the

mediated word of God, as through Moses, God
no longer speaking directly to the people: thus
far the preparation (the divine inspiration,

Num. xxiii. 5) ; 2) the unconditional certainty

of the word : thus now the legitimation, the ofii-

cial character. To the ofBce so legitimated a
corresponding conduct is due on the part of

Israel, ver. 19, which indeed follows already
from the fact that Israel had asked such a me-
diation at Sinai (ver. 16). Moses thus shows
how the true prophet will speak the words of

Jehovah given into his mouth, namely, simply
give them again, not perhaps to conceal the
threatening by the promise, but speak all that is

given him by the Lord, ly^^, literally, to re-

claim, as out of the hand of the doer (Gen. ix.

6), thus here IQJ^O, de chez-lui. With regard to

the prophetic order promised, something is given
over to Israel, and indeed to every individual,
which he has with him, of which he is conscious,
and as to which Jehovah demands the proper
use, the fitting honor or obedience, but in case this'

fails, then calls to account, demands restitution
and satisfaction through punishment, and in
this way reclaims that which was given from
the disobedient.—[See Acts iii. 23, in which the
apostle brings out more fully than even the Sept.:
I will take vengeance, the full meaning of these
words. It is equivalent to the " highest theo-
cratical punishment, that of excision from the
chosen people." See Alexander in loco.—A. G ]—But still the prophet must be legitimated
according to ver. 18, and hence the resumption.

ver. 20, of the words in question, and (xvii. 12
13) the declared penalty on account of the fla-
grant oifence in two cases. Finally we have
the criterion of the false prophet in the first
case. Vers. 21, 22. In a prophet of false gods,
the thing announced (xiii. 3) may happen ; in
the false prophet of Jehovah, the first case, v.' 20,
tho non-occurrence gives the criterion. Fear,
horror, hence forbearance, were possible on ac-
count of the name of Jehovah, in which the
prophet spake.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Comp. Doct. and Eth. 2, upon i. 6— iv. 40.
2. « The necessity for a king is the necessity

for a head, who embracing the entire external,
natural and civil community in his person, might
be able to defend and regulate. As soon as
Israel, from its beginnings fixed by God, had
grown into an actual nation, it so developed
itself, that it must have a natural head, and
thus preserve its perfectly free organic form
(Gee. xvii. 6, 16; xxxv. 11; xxxvi. 31 ; Num.
xxiii. 21 ; xxiv. 7, 17). The king is the natural
manifestation of the perfectly free and indepen-
dent man. Is there a true king in Israel, then
Israel must be perfectly free and independent

;

for it lies in the very nature of the king that
his perfection is not for himself; he must per-
mit his whole fulness to flow out over his people.
Hence the true king is the completion of the
freedom, and generally of the history of Israel."
Baumgarten.

3. The kingdom and the prophetic order are
parallel developments of the future in Israel, as
they appear also in this section. They repre-
sent the two extreme points of the Israelitish
national life, the most external and inward sides
of that life, which have their reconciliation in
the high-priesthood. The distinction between
the kingly and prophetic order, growing into au
opposition, is a tragic element in the future his-
tory of Israel. It must be so that the Scripture
may be fulfilled, although first of all the bare
variance of the ofiices which circumscribe the
nationality of Israel, kindles the ever-burning
desire after that which should unite them all

and the whole Israelitish nationality in itself.

4. " The prophetic order is not made super-
fluous or unnecessary through the revelation of
the law ; but the path for it is thus opened."
ScHULLz. "Moses foresaw that Israel through
disobedience, thus through the great deep of
dissolution, would break through all the strength
of the ordinances established by the law."
Baumgarten. For the insufiiciency of the
"judges and king, the priests and Levites,"
ScHULTZ appeals to "that transition to more set-

tled relations now in prospect," according to

xvii. 14, to the "elders of the people" (iv. 25),
to the approaching "error and apostacy (chap,
xxxi.)," the threatened "seducing through the
false prophets (xiii. 2; xviii. 20)," "the resto-
ration according to iv. 29 ; xxx. 1 sq. It be-
comes the pure, fundamental spiritual power of
the word" (Baumgarten), and indeed of the
authentic word, "which the Lord speaks," to

lead over, preserve, and help, and heal. But to

these representatives of God, who keep the rev*-
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latioa of God continually present and living,for

the special necessities of the time, and indeed

in intelligible words, who thus literally deserve

the name of parental teachers, a fitting, natural

reverence shown through obedience, is due, which
is no more to be rendered upon the mere autho-

rity derivel from the revelation of the law, but
upon the original force of the continuously effi-

cient word" (ScHULTz).
•3. "As nature preserves its consecration to

the divine service and its sacred functions for

the existence of the divine kingdom in the cul-

tus, so history in the promise " (Beck, Chrisfl.

Lfhrn. I. 398). The " gradually unfolding and
organically united promises " marking the secret

advance of the history of salvation which should
come from the Jews, down to its consummation,
are the building-stones of the temple in which
hummity shall worship the Father, as they, the

promises, form the mystical body of the Mes-
siah before the Word was made flesh. Comp.
Lange's Pos. D:>gm., the thoughtful, \ 67, and
iipon Gen., p. 247 sq. The promise of salvation

in the progress of the centuries from its gene-
ral, human, real character, arrives in Abraham
and Isaac at the cradle of the people, advances
to the popular n itional character of its organs in

Jacob from whom the tribes spring, to its tribal

distinction in Moses, the prophet-prince, rep-
resenting the whole economy of God, in whom
thus centres, not as in the seed of Eve the sim-
ple idea of the human race, nor as in the patri-

archs the idea of the people, nor as in judah
the idea of the tribe, but the idea of the divine
civil officer (Heb. iii. 5), appears here in the
divine civil service, centralizing itself in the
pers inality of Moses as the bearer of the future
sa'vation." Beck

t). As to the Messianic character of the pas-

sage, xviii. 15, 18, as "the promise of God is

mediateil and introduced through the condition
and character of men, it is the fore-announce-
ment of the future as it is contained in the germ
of the present" (Lange). The "constellation
of the present" does not proclaim the necessity
for a second Moses. For without regarding the

general historical law, according to which so

comprehensive a genius does not 80on repeat
itself, only an Elislia follows an Elijah, the
stand-point of the law rules still in Deuteronomy,
fixes the institution, determines the arrange-
ment, ordains the officers (Intro. 4, I. 16), for

the peculiar historical, national development of

Israel in Canaan, in which individual personali-
ties must first form and mould themselves.
Joshua is the personal deputy of Moses truly,

but in limited, specific labors. For the present
there was no need for the individual further,
but for the condition in which the essential me-
diation of Moses, the prophetic, might be sown
by God as a fruitful seed which should ever put
forth personalities until the last, whom they all

together typify, and who fulfils them perfectly in

himself (1 Pet. i. 1
1

). With this agrees the sin-

gular form of the promise here, and the express
comparison with Moses as it is actually and his-

torically explained, ver. 16 sq. The latter ex-
planation especially, which must give the limi-

tation to the " as I," "as thee," opposes every
eiposition which emphasizes the peculiar method

of Moses in a wider (Havernick*) (HoFMANNf ),

or a narrower sense (Kurtz, J Auberlen, Tho-
LUCK. The typico-Messianic interpretation
agrees best, both with the letter, and with the
development of the Old Testament promise of
the Messiah generally, and with the Mosaic time
especially. In the latter reference Lange calls

attention " to the completion of the prophecy of
Moses through that of Balaam." as Melchisedec
appears by the side of Abraham. Balaam
(Num. xxiv. 17) predicts the glory and the
pDwer of the kingdom out of Jacob—Isi-ael.

Thus the earlier (3) hinted distinction between
the kingdom and the prophetic order is charac-
teristically personified in the two prophets. The
typical priesthood, as it ia contained in the
priestly royal Israel (Ex. xix. 6) comes first into

view, Deut. xxxiii. A direct reference to the
Messiah must moreover lead beyond the likeness
to Moses, indeed to an opposition with him, into

which even Kurtz and Schultz fall (Isa. xlii.

xlix.,l.,lxi.). [See also and with reference to

these same passages, Alexander on ha.. Vol.

II., Introduction. While it is true that the pro-
mise runs parallel with the history in its pro-

gress, and is more or less determined by the
condition and circumstances of men, this does
not lie against the direct Messianic interpreta-

tion of this passage. It is not Messianic only in

its germ-like character, unfolding itself through
the long line of prophets until it reaches perfec-

tion in him who is the prophet. It has evidently
from the connection in which it stands, on the
one hand, opposed to the magic arts which the

people were to shun, and on the other to the
false prophets ; and from the necessities of the
people of God, after the departure of Moses, a
distinct reference to that line of prophets, who
were all like unto Moses so far as this, that God
" put his words into their mouth." But its main
reference is to Christ. The New Testament con-
stantly so represents it. Acts iii. 22, 23; vii. 37;
John i. 19 ; iv. 25 ; Luke xi. 50, 51 ; Matt. xvii.

5. The earlier Jewish expositors all applied
the passage to the Messiah, and the great body
of Christian commentators so explain it; only
they do not make this its exclusive moaning.
The question whether Moses understood his pro-
phecy as thus pointing out the person of the
Messiah has nothing to do with its interpreta-

tion. The prophets sometimes uttered what
they did not fully understand, and they were
often perliaps more distinctly conscious of the

scope and meaning of the prophecies than we
are disposed to admit. But it is clear that this

question, whatever view may be held in regard
to it, has no real bearing upon the exegesis.

That must be settled upon other grounds. Nor
is it of any weight against the direct Messianic
interpretation, that Christ is in so many respects

unlike Moses, greater than Moses, or even op-

posed to Moses, provided he is like unto him in

this, that as a prophet he stands between men

* Theol. of the 0. T., p. 130: "The esseutial identity of the
coiitonts of prophecy and the law."

t Suhrifl. II. 1 ff. 139: "The human mediation of the reve-

lation of God in opiiosition to the overwhelming manifesta-
tion of God Himscdf"

X Cenh. des A. B. II., p. .'522: "One entrusted with the
whole house of Jehovah, conversing with God face to face."

Num. xii. 6 tq. ; Deut. xxxiv. 10; Heb. iii.
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and God, and speaks the words of God, John
viii. 28. But if there is nothing in the person

who speaks this prophecy, nor in the time at

which it was uttered, nor in the immediate con-

nection in which it stands, nor in its general

relation to the whole progressive unfolding of

the promise of salvation, inconsistent with the

direct reference to the Messiah, if all these are

much more in favor of that reference, as might

be shown, then the passages in the New Testa-

ment which expressly apply it to Christ would
seem to leave no room to doubt that thia is the

correct view.—A. G.j

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. xvi. 18 sq. Luther: " Thou seest here
that God Himself administers His own law, or-

dains judges, etc. Thou seest also what a dis-

position a judge must have, viz. that he must
overcome all lusts and the enticements of fear,

love, favor, compassion, of avarice, expectation,

reputation, life and death, and prefer simply the

simplest truth and righteous judgment. How
will he look to God alone, if the heart has not

been made strong by faith? A very difficult,

rare and exalted thing,is a single and righteous

eye iu a judge, and men without avarice are

rare birds, rarer than a black swan." [Still

they are found. Luther's experience led him
to a severe judgment. But it is sad to think
that there is so much ground for the severity.

—

A. G.]
Chap. xvii. 1. Starke: "In collections we

should give good and not uncurrent coin." Ver.
2. Luther: " He well says : vrickedness in
the sight of the Lord, for nothing is fairer,

better, .more sacred in the sight of men, than ido-

latry, godlessness, dissimulation, and a careful

appearance of reverence." Ver. 4. Berl. Bib. :

" No connivance, but also no reception of every
accusation as true, without investigation." Ver.
12. RiCHTEB : " How strictly God requires obe-
dience to rulers and overseers." Ver. 15. Pis-

CATOR : " The great virtues of a Christian ruler :

he must be a brother, care for the common good,
have a compassionate heart, and thus not cause
the severe punishments and service of a foreign

ruler ; he must not hold too splendid a court,

nor use too great expense, not rely upon his

power, strength, wealth, etc., and thus without
the utmost need, from pride and haughtiness
cause war; he must not be hindered in his ad-

ministration by pleasure, idleness, and the like
;

he must no' from avarice burden his subjects,

and occasion sin in the magistrates : above all

he must diligently read the word of God for

himself, that he may not be led away from the

light by unchristian theologians, study humility
as a man among men, direct his whole adminis-
tration by the will of God." Baumgabten: "It
was the last stubborn act of the Egyptian king,
that he with his chariots pursued the defenceless
Israel (Ex. xiv. 6 sq. ; 23), but even in this

his pride, with his chariots and riders, sank in

the depths of the sea (Ex. xiv. 25 sq. ; xv. 2, 4,

18) and thus completed the separation between
Israel and Egypt." Starke : " Kings and lords
are for the people, not the reverse." Ver. 16.

WuRTH. Bib.: "Great lords have also their

laws." Starke: " He is the richest king who
has the richest subjects." The Bible the best
glass for rulers—Judgment and dominion have
their roots in righteousness (xvi. 12) and faith-

fulness (xvii. 16 sq,). Chap, xviii. 1 sq. Baum-
gabten : "Not merely in the arrangement of the
camp, but in the abode in the promised land,
Levi appears as the innermost and spiritual Is-

rael, since Levi has no inheritance in the land,

but as if a quickening spirit is scattered through
all the tribes in his cities." Schultz : " As they
lose their position they gain in the Lord ideally

the possession of the whole." Starke : "Chris-
tians, for the sake of Christ, must cheerfully

forego all temporal things lying against their

eternal inheritance in heaven." Piscator : "The
servants of the church and school should not be
burdened with care for their support." [Words-
worth : " A memento for the priesthood in every
age of the Church, that they be not entangled
with the affairs of this life."—A. G.]. Ver. 6.

Piscator: "The way should not be barred to

any one, but whoever desired to serve the Lord,
to study the law, and learn the will of God,
should be permitted to do so, should be helped
on his way, and be provided with everything ne-

cessary." Ver. 9. Starke: "A Christian at a

godless place should not follow the people there

in wickedness, 1 Pet. iv. 1 sq." Vers. 10-14.

Berl. Bib. : " The believer should seek after

the wisdom which is from above. James iii. 17.

(Col. ii. 8)." Baumgarten: "In the general
uncertainty and perplexity of life, and the short-

sightedness of men, even the heathen desires a

divine word. Thus they turn in various ways
to the spirits of nature, but which make them-
selves known as the gods of the dead, and are

an abomination in the eyes of the living and
good God." [The intense desire to know what
is future or unseen leads men now to resort to

these modes of divination. Wordsw. : "These
abominable sins have even found an entrance,

and a welcome, into the saloons of the cities of

Christendom, comp. Rev. xxi. 8."—A. G.]. Ver.

15. Luther: " This is the most renowned pas-

sage of this book, and Moses introduces it here

in the most fitting way when he was speaking of

the priesthood, the authorities, and of all the

servants of God." Baumgarten: "Israel was
to receive the divine word in extraordinary cases

in a purely human and historical way. The me-
diation of Moses, the type of the prophets of

Israel, to whom he attributes the same origina-

lity. Even the dead synagogue had such an idea

of the originality and independence of the pro-

phetic word, that it is a sentence of the Talmud,"
(Maimonides on the Mischna). " In all that the

prophet says to thee you should hearken to him,

even if he oversteps the law, the service of idols

excepted." Piscator: "A glorious testimony by

Moses to Christ, the chief of all the prophets."

RissLER : " Moses a type of Christ in the circum-

stance of his life, and his pre-eminence in his

office. Moses at his birth in great danger of

being destroyed, as the other children, at the

command of the king ; the child Jesus was to be

killed soon after His birth, with the other child-

ren, at the command of Herod. Moses through

his foster-mother kept in life ; Je.-us rescued from

the danger of death through His foster-father.
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When Moses came to the help of his oppressed

brethren they thrust him from them (Acts vii.

25) ; Jesus came to His own, but they received

Him not, John i. 11. Moses was, notwithstand-

ing, the redeemer of his people ; Jesus has re-

ileemed men from the service of Satan and sin,

and brouorht His spiritual Israel into the liberty

of the children of God. Heb. ii. 14 sq.; John
viii. 36. Moses was the mediator of the Old Co-

venant, Jesus of the New Testament. Heb. viii.

5 sq. ; ix. 15 sq. Moses with his zeal, placed

himself in the breach for his people. Ex. xxxii.

22 sq. ; Jesus was actually cut off from the land

of the living. Isa. liii. 8. Moses is the only per-

son who united in himself, as long as he lived,

the prophetic, priestly, and kingly offices ; Jesus

is the only teacher, high-priest, and King of His

Church eternally. Moses was faithful in all his

house as a servant ; Jesus as a Son over His own
house. Even the contrast between the ofifice of
the two is emphasized in 2 Cor. iii." [Words-
worth abounds in similar analogies.—A. G.l.
Berl. Bib.: " As in the first four books there
are four glorious types of the priestly office and
work of Christ; Isaac, the passover lamb, the
goat on the day of atonement, and the brazen
serpent ; so now of his prophetic office." Pis-

cator: "The distinction between Moses and
Christ: 1) In person : Moses a poor sinful man;
Christ a true man without sin. 2) In doctrine:

Moses taught the law which no man can bear

;

Christ preaches the Gospel to troubled hearts.

John i. 18. 3) In their benefits: Moses an
earthly ruler could not destroy sin and death

;

Christ is the true Mediator. 1 Tim. ii. 5." [See
also Henry, Scott, Calvin, for further practi-

cal hints.—A. G.J.

The Sixth Command.

Chapter XIX. 1—Chapter XXL 9.

Chap. XIX. 1-21.

1 When the Lord thy God hath cut off the nations, whose land the Lord thy God
giveth thee, and thou succeedest them, [possessest them (their land)] and dwellest

2 in their cities, and in their houses ; Thou shalt separate three cities for thee in the

3 midst of thy land which the Lord thy God giveth thee to possess it. Thou shalt

prepare [restore, put in good condition] thee a way, and divide the coasts of thy

land which the Lord thy God giveth thee to inherit, into three parts, that every

4 slayer may flee thither. And this is the case [word] of the slayer [what avails for

him] which shall flee thither, that he may live [and live, remain] : Whoso killeth

5 his neighbour ignorantly, whom he hated not in time past ;^ As when a man [And
(indeed) whoever] goetli into the wood with his neighbour to hew wood, and his

hand fetcheth a stroke with the axe to cut down the tree, and the head [iron] slip-

peth from the helve, and lighteth upon [striketh]^ his neighbour, that he die ; he

6 shall flee unto one of these cities, and live : Lest the avenger^ of the blood pursue

the slayer, while his heart is hot, and overtake him, because the way is long, and
slay him ;* whereas he was not worthy [there is not to him judgment] of death, in-

7 asmuch as he hated him not in time past. Wherefore I command thee, saying,

8 Thou shalt separate three cities for thee. And if the Lord thy God enlarge thy

coast, as he hath sworn unto thy fathers, and give thee all the land which he pro-

9 mised [spake] to give unto thy fathers ; If thou shalt keep all these commandments
[this whole commandment] to do them [it] which I command thee this day, to love

the Lord thy God, and to walk ever in his ways ; then shalt thou add three cities

10 more for thee, beside these three: That innocent blood be not shed in thy land,

which the Lord thy God giveth thee /or an inheritance, and so blood be upon thee.

] 1 But [And] if any man hate his neighbour, and lie in wait for him, and rise up
again.'^t him, and smite him mortally [to the life] that [and] he die, and fleeth into

12 one of these cities : Then the elders of his city shall send and fetch [take] him
thence, and deliver him into the hand of the avenger of blood, that [and] he may

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [VcT. 4. Mareiri literally ; from yesterday, the third day, or the day before yesterday.—A. G.].

s \VoT.n. T,iterally: fin 'oth.—A. G.].

« fVer. 6. Hob. pofl.—A. 0.].

* JYer. 6. Smite him, in lire, as the margin, or: to the life, mortally.—A. G.].
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13 die. Thine eye shall not pity him, but thou shalt put away the guilt of innocent
14 blood from Israel, that it may go well with thee.* Thou shalt not remove thy

neighbour's land-mark, which they of old time [thy forefathers] have set in thine

inheritance, which thou shalt inherit in the land that the Lord thy God giveth thee

15 to possess it. One witness [only] shall not rise up against a man for any iniquity,

or for any sin, in any sin that he sinueth ; at the mouth of two witnesses, or at the
16 mouth of three witnesses, shall the matter [word] be established. If a false witness

rise up against any man to testify against him, that which is wrong [a falling away,
17 apostasy] ; Then both the men between whom the controversy is shall stand before

18 the Lord, before the priests and the judges, which shall be in those days ; And the
judges shall make diligent inquisition : and behold, tf the witness hea, false witness,

19 and hath testified falsely against his brother ; Then shall ye do unto him, as he had
thought to have done unto his brother : so shalt thou put the evil away from among

20 you. And those which remain shall hear, and fear, and shall henceforth commit
21 no more any such evil [word] among you. And thine eye shall not pity ; hut life

shall go for life, eye for eye, tuoth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot.

Chap. XX. 1-20. 1 When thou goest out to battle against thine enemies, and seest

horses, and chariots, and a people more than thou, be not afraid of them : for the
2 Lord thy God is with thee, which brought thee up out of the land of Egypt. And

it shall be when ye are come nigh unto the battle, that the priest shall approach
3 and speak unto the people. And shall say unto them. Hear, O Israel, ye approach

this day unto battle against your enemies : let not your hearts faint [be weak, soft]®

4 fear not, and do not' tremble, neither be ye terrified because of them ; For the Lord
your God is he that goeth with you, to fight for you against your enemies, to save

5 you. And the officers [shoterim] shall speak unto the people, saying. What man
is there that hath built a new house, and hath not dedicated it ? let him go [he shall

go] and return unto his house, lest he die in the battle, and another man dedicate

6 it. And what man is he that hath planted a vineyard, and hath not yet eaten*

of it [taken into use] ? let him also go [he shall go] and return unto his house, lest

7 he die in the battle, and another man eat of it. And what man is there that hath
betrothed a wife, and hath not taken her ? let him go [he shall go] and return unto

8 his house, lest he die in the battle, and another man take her. And the officers

[shoterim] shall speak further unto the people, and they shall say. What man is

there that is fearful and faint-hearted ? let him go [he shall go] and return unto
9 his house, lest his brethren's heart faint [meft, flow down] as well as his heart. And

it shall be, when the officers [shoterim] have made an end of speaking unto the

10 people, that they shall make captains of the armies^ to lead the people. When
11 thou comest nigh unto a city to fight against it, then proclaim peace unto it. And

it shall be, if it make thee answer of peace, and open unto thee, then it shall be,

that all the people that is found therein, shall be tributaries unto thee, and they
12 shall serve thee. And if it will make no peace with thee, but will make war [bat-

13 tie] against thee, then thou shalt besiege it [close, enclose it] : And when the Lord
thy God hath delivered it into thine hands, thou shalt smite every male thereof

14 with the edge of the sword : But [only] the women, and the little ones, and the

cattle, and all that is in the city, even all the spoil thereof, shalt thou take [spoil,

plunder] unto thyself: and thou shalt eat [enjoy] the spoil of thine enemies, which
15 the Lord thy God hath given thee. Thus shalt thou do unto all the cities which
16 are very far oflTfrom thee, which are not of the cities of these nations. But [Only]

of the cities of these people which the Lord thy God doth give thee for an inheri-

17 tance, thou shalt save alive nothing that breatheth : But thou shalt utterly destroy

them, namely, the Hittites, and the Amorites, the Canaanites, and the Perizzites,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
6

• [Ver. 3. Margin : be tender].
7

Ver. 13. Literally: and good to thee.—A. G.].

Ver. 3. Hcb. : make haste].
Ver. 6. Make common from l«yiug it open for ciin)mon use, which was not allowed for the first three years.—A. Ci.

Ver. 9. Literally : In the head of the people.—A. O.].
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18 the Hivites, aud the Jebusites, as the Lord thy God hath commanded thee : That
they teach you not to do after all their abominations which they [do] have done

19 unto their gods; so should ye sin against the Lord your God. When thou shalt

besiege a city a long time in makiug war against it to take it [conquer it] thou
shalt not destroy the trees thereof by forcing an axe against them ; for thou may-
est eat of them : and thou shalt not cut them down (for the tree of the field is

man's life) to employ them in the siege [for O man, the tree of the field is there to

20 go before thee (through thee) (in the) siege]. ^" Only the trees which thou knowest
that they be not trees for meat [fruit trees] thou shalt destroy and cut them down

;

and thou shalt build bulwarks against the city that maketh war with thee, until

[its fall] it be subdued.

Chap. XXI. 1-9. 1. If one be found slain in the land which the Lord thy God
giveth thee to possess it, lying [fallen] in the field, and it be not known who hath

2 slain him : Then thy elders and thy judges shall come forth, and they shall mea-
3 sure unto the cities which are round about him that is slain : And it shall be that

the city ivhich is next unto the slain man. even the elders of that city shall take an
heifer which hath not [yet] been wrought with, and which hath not [yet] drawn in

4 the yoke ; And the elders of that city shall bring down the heifer unto a rough
valley [a perennial brook]" which is neither eared nor sown, and shall strike off

5 [break] the heifer's neck there in the valley ; And the priests the sons of Levi
shall come near, (for them the Lord thy God hath chosen to minister unto him,
and to bless in the name of the Loi'd,) and by their word [mouth] shall every

6 controversy and every stroke be tried ; And all the elders of that city that are next
unto the slain man, shall wash their hands over the heifer that is beheaded [whose

7 neck is broken] in the valley : And they shall answer and say, Our hands have not
8 shed this blood, neither have our eyes seen it. Be merciful [Forgive] O Lord, unto

thy people Israel, whom thou hast redeemed, and lay not innocent blood unto thy
people of Israel's charge [into the midst of thy people Israel]. Aud the blood

9 shall be forgiven them." So shalt thou put away the guilt o/ innocent blood from
among you, when thou shalt do that which is right in the sight of the Lord.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
10 [Ver. 19. Literally : for man the tree of the field to come from thy face in the siege. For the variety of renderings

and the plausibility of each, see the Exegesis. Perhaps that chosen by our translation—using the parenthesis—will com-
mend itself as the best..—A. G.].

*

11 [Ver. 4. The literal rendering is that of Schroder, but the other part of the verse seems to require that of our version,
and the Hebrew admits of it.—A. G.].

12 fVer. 8. Shall be covered to them, atoned for, in this way.—A. Q.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-13. With chap. xix. the discourse
passes unquestionably to the sixth command-
ment. Oilier commands are alluded to only as
they raay be connected with this. Ver. 1. Comp.
xii. 29 ; xvii. 14. Ver. 2 refers undoubtedly to

Canaan. Comp. upon iv. 41 sq. [The three East
Jordan cities had been already named. Moses
now gives direction for the three West of Jordan.
—A. G.]. Ver. 3 directs that the way to the
cities of refuge (collectively) should be put into
a proper condition, and kept in it, so that there
should be no hindrance in this respect. " Ac-
cording to tradition, the way must be level,
thirty-two cubits broad, and marked by finger-
posts, bearing the words Refuge, Refuge." Hekx-
HEiMER. [The same tradition tells us that the
magistrates were to send out surveyors and re-
pair these ways annually on the 15th of the
month Adar; that every obst.acle must be re-
moved, and no stream left nnbridged.—A. G.].
The direction, Num. xxxv. 14, was carried out,

through the threefold division of Canaan, with
reference to the point in view. The there pre-

scribed three refuge cities in Canaan are placed

now one each, in the smaller parts, equally near
to all sides, and thus the way first becomes prac-

tical. Thee, as ver. 2, brings out the personal

use and obligation in regard to the designed pre-

servation of life,and prevention of bloodshed in

Israel. Comp further upon i. 38
;

(iii. 28; xii.

42. Ver. 4, as xv. 3. Comp. upon
Ver. 5 illustrates by example the more
statement in ver. 4. Compare Numb.

D''yj^_ wood for burning or build-

1, casts out, here used intransi-

tively, falls oif. Others (transitively) and the

iron is drawn from the wood—a piece which

hits. At its close ver. 6 discloses the object of

the arrangement. SnJ is the redeemer who

both on account of some possession belonging to

the family is a member interested, and in a spe-

cial sense, on account, of blood kindred, has to

save, redeem, avenge the bloodshed of the family

according to the divine, as according to the hu-

10) iv.

iv. 42.

general

XXXV. 22 sq.

ins. ^ti'J vu.
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man and natural right of retaliation. This pri-

vate justice, as is very natural, must be some-
what restrained both on account of the personal
feelings of the subject, and from the first heat

of grief and anger. The refuge offers its conve-
nient situation to the pursued generally, but
especially to those overtaken, (xiv. 24). ^£)J,

the prominence of life, for whose sacredness it

is here provided, and to which the succeeding
words -whereas he was not v7orthy of death,
ScHEOEDER, literally, and there is not to him
the right of death, correspond, i. e., death
does Liot belong to him as a right, as a legal

right, or the judgment of death, death penalty,
or the case is no legal case of life and death, no
bre;ich worthy of death. Ver. 7. The more em-
phatic statement with regard to the three cities

in Canaan, while the three East of Jordan, asset
apart, and arranged by Moses, are not again al-

luded to. Ver. 8 connects itself with ver. 7, but
pas.-es on to that which is still wider, and in a
way to recall xi. 24; i. 7. Comp. xii. 20 (Gen.
XV. 18). The method of the discourse, ver. 9 (iv.

6: V. 1; vi. 5; viii. 6; xi. 2^) also forbids us
to hold with Hengstenberg that the three
cities more are the three cities in Canaan,
mentioned, ver. 2, beside these three de-

scribed, iv. 41 sq. Neither is it true that the
three new cities (Knobel) are those AVest of the
Jordan, and the three East of the Jordan those

spoken of in ver. 2. The three cities here are
rather in the prospect of the promised future,

which prospect was obscured by the failure to

fulfil tlie conditions with which it was connected.
(If thou shalt keep, sq.). There remain thus
only six (instead of the nine, to which the pros-
pect here enlarges) of which the discourse treats.

ScHULTZ rightly emphasizes the wider horizon

of Deuteronomy in this regard as Mosaic. ["It
is obvious that such a passage as this could not
have been penned in the times to which ration-

alist critics assign Deut. No one living in those
times would think of treating as a future con-
tingency (" If the Lord thy God enlarge, sq.) an
extension of territory which at the date in ques-
tion had in fact taken place long ago, and been
subsequently forfeited." Bib. Com. — A. G.]
Ver. 10 resumes now the tliread broken off at

ver. 7; vers. 8, 9, being regarded as a parenthe-
sis. Innocent blood was that of the slayer,

upon whom death is visited,not with judgment or
right, (ver. 6). Comp. ver. 3. In such cases, if

there were no refuge, blood, { e., the guilt of

blood would be upon Israel. Vers. 11-13. Insert

the contrast. Comp. Gen. iv. 8; Ex. xxi. 14;
Num. XXXV. 16 sq. Private justice must follow

upon, be connected with, and subordinated to

public justice. The elders form the fitting me-
diation for this purpose, partly as they are the

(more revered) fathers, corresponding to the do-

mestic element in the blood-revenger, partly as

the city magistrates who represent in general the
executive power of the State, and from whom
also, as from the priests and Levites the judges
were to be chosen (xvi. 18). Thus the still

ruling custom among the Arabians, of blood-re-
venge, was legally bounded and civilized, just

as out of the predominant family life by and by
the orderly state springs. Ver. 13, as vii. 16;
xiii. 9, 6; v. 30(xv. 16). Comp. Num. xxxv.31 sq.

2. Ver. 14. It is characteristic for the Mosaic
view of the wife as a possession, that the dis-

course passes over the seventh command, and in

ver. 14 comes on the contrary to speak of the
eighth command from the point of view of the
sixth command, i. e., of the earthly life. Thus
light is thrown upon the eighth command from
the application of the sixth ; significant both for

Deut. and for the total view of the law.—Each
district, as it comes into your inheritance, with
thy neighbors as with thine own. is thus con-
nected with the family life, and comprises its live-

lihood; the lessening or disturbance of these limits
is simply a question of existence therefore. The
possession, particularly the lauded, is the ground
which yields to man its produce for his support.

Thus it shares in the sacredness of life, which is

preserved by it ; entirely like xx. 19, 20. The
penalty of the offence is hinted, xxvii. 17. They
of old. Schroder, predecessors. Either in

time, and thus also in succession, or in honor, the

leaders. What the first possessors, the fathers,

Joshua and the renowned elders, determined,
should be observed down to the most distant fu-

ture. Comp. still upon ver. 3 and Intro., § 4, I.

17. [They of old time, is an unfortunate ren-

dering, as it seems to imply a long residence in

Canaan, when this direction was given. The ori-

ginal contains no such intimation. It is the

heads, chiefs. Ynlg., priores. The immediately
following clauses make it clear that the direction

was given while the land was not yet in posses-

sion.—A. G.].

3. Vers. 15-21. A similar illumination of the

ninth command from the sixth. In the first

place, the importance of the witnesses before the

court, in regard to the life of a neighbor, is es-

tablished by this, that the testimony of one was
not sulficient for condemnation. Num. xxxv. 30.

Ver. 15. JIJ,' perverseness, wrong, guilt; as sin

is a deviation from the right, from the law. /

denotes the reference generally. 2 the concrete

case. Comp. xvii. 6. In the second place, in

the special case of "false witness," Moses places

life for life, in any case the like punishment.

Ver. 16. Treats a peculiar case ; a witness of

violence, who will do violence to his neighbor by

his testimony. nj>' designates both the begin-

ning and the reply in conversation, hence ; to

answer before the court in regard to any falling

away (comp. xiii. 6; xvii. 7) from God, or the

law. The suspicion against the witness has been
proven in the lower court, as the Talmud under-

stands mo of a case which was far off from
T T

the witness, strange to him, since he cannot prove

his presence at it. Ver. 17. Comp. xvii. 8 sq.,

an example of the causes which were diflSieult or

hard. [Both the men, the parties to the ori-

ginal suit. Before Jehovah cannot be, as

Knobel, the lower court. Tlie false witness

was borne in the court below, and now comes
before the supreme court at the sanctuary.—A.

G.]. Ver. 18 as xiii. 15 Ver. 20. Comp. upon
xiii. 12 (xvii. 18). It is not the punishment as

such, which is the means of alarm, but that be-

fore Jehovah the purpose, is as the deed (ver. 19)

and generally the decided earnestness of the kx
talionis, as it is solemnly and impressively an-
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nounced in ver. 21. (Ex. xxi. 23 sq.; Lev. xxiv.

19 sq.). The rest as in ver. 13.

4 Chap XX 1-9. Out of the sacredness which

attaches to human life, light is thrown upon the

warfare (chap, xx.) which Israel ev_en in the oc-

cupation of Canaan (Intro., 4,1. 1/) could not

avoid Israel should rejoice especially in the

protection of God, to whom the life of man among

his people is of such value. [Bib. Com. :
" Re-

verence for human life was to show Uaelf with

respect to the Israelites levied for war, vers. 1-9

;

to the enemy (10-15) the Canaanites excepted,

(vers 16-18) and in respect to the property of

the vanquished, 19, 20.—A. G.]. Ver. 1. Horses

and chariots. These forces are those which

would strike the eye of Israel, not equipped in a

like way (xvii. 16), and make the impression of

superior power on the part of the enemy, (vii.

17) ; at the same time are characteristic of the

Egyptians. Canaanites, Philistines (.losh. xvii.

16 : Judg. iv. 3 ; 1 Sam. xiii. 5) and Syrians (2

Sam viii° 4). "With thee was illustrated and

proved historically. Ver. 2. As they are now,

having departed from their homes, drawn up in

order, to advance to the battle. The priest is

the one commissioned for the purpose, according

to the Talmud one anointed for the war, as Phi-

nehas, Num. xxxi. 6 ; the field preacher, not the

high-priest. (Num. x. 8, 9). The Lord's ser-

vants, give to His people a more definite, solemn,

and formal expression of the duty of fearlessness

out of regard to Him (ver. 1). Ver. 3, (i. 21,

29 ; vii. 21). Israel its name of honor, Is. xli.

8, 14 (Gen. xxxii. 28). Ver. 4, (iii. 21) comp. i.

30. Represented by the taking of the ark of the

covenant, 1 Sam. iv. 3. Save, to rescue you,

and generally to insure the victory. Schultz

lays undue force upon the expression. Religious

encouragement follows the worldly conduct, as

it appears in the actual relations (vers. 5-7), and

in the personal deportment in the case (ver. 8).

OfiScers, Shoterim: Corap. upon i. 15. These

officers might have the genealogies and tribal

rolls. (Comp. HEsasTENBERQ: The Books of

Moses, p. 90.) How truly the idea of the sixth com-

mand is the animating idea here, appears in the

statement of the independent human life in the

three beginnings : house building as the first

foundation; the planting of the vineyard as the

first enlargement of the relations of life ; the be-

trothal as the first completion of the independent

position in life. "'D may also signify whoever
the man is, w^ho, sq., thus : whoever, any one.

He shall (not barely may) go. Every one in

Israel—there were no involuntary levies here

—

if he had made efiForts for life, should first re-

joice in the result of his efforts. It was as hu-

mane as prudent. Such a depletion of the host

not merely prevented the disheartening of the

others through a homesick soldier, but testified

on the part of God in this actual way. His high

estimate of the value of life, so that it might in-

spire confidence in the timid, and increase the

courage of the brave. ^Jn to fit, thus to ar-

range, to occupy, Keil and Schultz, remind us

of a consecration, and by a transfer from the

temple, (1 Kings viii. 63) of a solemnity, at least

a feast, for which there is no occasion other than

the fancies of the Rabbins. The three times re-

peated lest he die brings out clearly the pur-

pose in view. Ver. 6. W^2 is any field of noble

plants ; an olive, or fruit garden, lyj) accord-

ing to Gbsen. refers to common use in the fifth

year, since in the fourth year it was sanctified

to the Lord (Lev. xix. 23 sq.). According to

others, with the same reference, it is to release.

Knobel : To open, to enter upon. (Perhaps also

to cut, to take the clusters). Ver. 7 completes

xxiv. 5. For the whole, comp. xxviii. 30, and

perhaps also Luke xiv. 18 sq. Ver. 8 introduces

the other class, who in like manner are to be

dismissed with this distinction, that here the re-

ference to the other soldiers comes into view, and
indeed as the object, (lest his brethren, sq.).

The faintness of heart may be explained as fear-

fulness, as natural weakness, and not so much
moral cowardice, or as i. 28. Ver. 9. '\'pii to

inquire, inspect, to muster, and so it may be
rendered: and thus the captains of the host shall

hold a muster. The distinction between ~^'\^
"T

and the Shoterim (officers) which indeed is ob-

vious, may somewhat account for the absence of

the article which Keil so misses. But the Sho-
terim have scarcely finished speaking, the doing
may still follow, and according to Num. iii. 10
(although the flN there is wanting here) and iv.

27, the meaning is, to take order for a still closer

inspection. The mustering also actually occurs
after the dismissal of those previously mentioned.
Schultz : " The captains of the host should lead,

carry out the command," which is not demon-
strable, rather: should have the oversight. The J

captains of the host are the chiefs of particular •

bands, which the Shoterim are not named, so

much as they are simply appointed under charge
of the Supreme Head (Josh. i. 10 sq. ; iii. 2 sq.),

so that upon them rests the obligation to secure
the preparedness for war.

5. Vers. 10-20. The required dismissal of the

two classes in Israel, ver. 5 sq., applies, the impor-
tance of human life in relation to God, as it was
shown in war, to the advantage of his neighbor,
namely, in Israel itself. Ver. 10 sq. now makes
this reference availing over against the enemy,
first with regard to his person, then as to his

property. They are summoned by heralds to the

walls, in order to bring about a peaceful surren-

der and subjection. The first case is that of a
corresponding answer and conduct. Ver. 11.

00 DDO tax, tribute, thus an obligatory tribute,

and that' indeed of personal service. Thus a
sparing of life. In the second case, ver 12 may
be viewed altogether as the antecedent: And
thou shalt besiege it, and the Lord thy
God hath delivered, sq.—the destruction, ver.

13, is siinplj' of the males (xiii. 16) who would
otherwise threaten Israel with death ; on the

other hand the others might contribute to his

enjoyment of life, and were therefore to be
spared. Ver. 14. The following limitation shows
that the previous two cases could only occur with
enemies, not Canaanites. Ver. 15. For the third

case: Canaan ver. 16, the curse rules. Ver. 17:

Comp. vii. 1 sq. nDE'J";^ all living, i. e., all

men (.losh. x. 40; xi. 11, 14). Ver. 18. Comp.
still xii. 31; xviii. 9. Eternal life is of more
value than the temporal. Matt. xvi. 26.—Never-
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theless (comp. xiv. 21) the fruit trees are to be
spared because, and so far as, ihey are useful to

life. Ver. 19 presupposes the more comprehen-
eive directions for the siege, and hence the temp-
tation to use even the fruit trees for the purpose
(ScHULTz). Comp. xix. 5. Since HVj; denotes

the fruit trees in the gardens and orchards of

the cities, it is clear that niu^il Vj; is used with

reference to the wild trees in the region around,
the held in the wider sense, which is made more
dtlinite in ver. 20. Other renderings : " for (the
life) of man is the tree of the field" (synony-
mous with n2f^) thou mayest eat thereof, for the

life of man is preserved through the tree, thou
mayest not cut it down. Schultz: "For man is

connected with (depends upon) the tree of the

field," xxiv. 6. Knobel and Keil: "For is the

tree of the field a man, to come before thee in

the siege?" using the H interrogative. Thus:

thou mayest besiege men, but trees are not thy
enemies; thou mayest rather eat of them, they
are useful in thy purpose with the city in the

work of the siege and destruction. Others still

render it in the vocative: for man the tree of

the field cannot oiFer resistance, sq., or: it is

there for this purpose, namely, your support,
that it (the city) may be besieged by you. Some
regard mtJ'n |'j; mXH "2 as a parenthesis and

connect "X^S with mDH nh mxi : thou shalt

not cut down the tree that it may serve in

the works of the siege. The last clause is also

explained: that the tree of the field go from thy
face (be destroyed) in the siege ; or : must
go from before thee (he saved) in the fortifica-

tions. Ver. 20. Hi^lT !>* until it be over-

thrown, cast down, xxviii. 52 Others: Until

thou hast subdued it. [While there is this va-

riety in the renderings, in order to meet the ne-

cessities of the text, the sense is clear and sub-

stantially the same whichever construction may
be adopted. The contrast between vers. 19 and
20, as to the trees alluded to, makes it clear that

the trees in ver. 19 are fruit trees, and that they
were to be spared in the siege. The rendering
in our version accords well with the original

text, and brings the sense out clearly, and is

therefore to be preferred. See further Bib
Com.—A. G.].

6. Chap. xxi. vers. 1-9. Closes the treatment
of the sixth command, with a ceremony impres-
sively symbolizing the sacred worth of human
life. Ver. 1. noiX comp. upon v. 16. The
case is that of unknown murder. Hence ver. 2,

besiide the elders of Israel (19, 12) i. e. those

supposed especially to have knowledge in the

case, judges also come into view, both proba-
bly from the neighboring cities. The elders of

the city, ascertained by these as nearest to the
dead, are laid under obligation and indeed as its

civil representatives. Not that the murderer was
probably from that city (Knobel), nor because
it has maintained so poor a police (Schultz),
but because blood-guiltiness was upon Israel

generally (xix. 10), so especially upon the
places in the neighborhood of the murder.
Hence the transaction with the young heifer,

like the institution of the cities of refuge, is to

be viewed as a solemnity expressing the abhor-

rence in Israel, at the shedding of innocent
blood. Vers. 8-9 show that in the nature of
the heifer, the sacrificial qualities are near at
hand. Comp. upon xv, 19, and Num. xix. 2.
The reference of the requisites in ver. 3 to the
not enfeebling of the vital force by toil (Keil),
is too remote, in any case the necessary thought
of a peculiar sanctification for the end in view
lies nearer, since the thought of life is symbol-
ized, both in the age, and in the female (life-
bearing) sex. To this sanctity of the victim
corresponds the locality to which it is to be led,
ver. 4, the common (v. 13 sq.) toil of men (as
ver. 3) can neither plough nor sow there; gene-
rally a waste valley where nothing fruitful is

done, where there was no arable ground for
seed

;
it can at the same time represent the ab-

sence of any human participation and knowledge
in (he murder (ver. 7) and give a vivid represen-
tation of the shedding of the blood of the fallen
unknown man. For that there, in the bottom
of that valley, untouched by men, the heifer's
neck was to be broken, plainly states the
assassin-like manner in which the one found
fallen backwards was killed. The elders by their
acts, partly express for their city, that as it lies

nearest it comes into account with respect to the
murdered one, partly announce their abhorrence
as to what has occurred (Ex. xiii. 13 ; Isa. Ixvi.

3j ; not so much that they may symbolically
execute the punishment due to the murderer,
(Keil), nor even testify in act as much as in
them lies, that they are pure from any partici-

pation in the guilt, as they have devoted to

death something of their own, from which they
have not enjoyed any gain, all its profit being
still in anticipation (Schultz). The latter ideas
scarcely entered into the truly profoundly
thoughtful, and yet simple rite. The abhorrence
of the murder, as it is directly announced in the
mode of the victim's death, has clearly the ob-
ject, on the part of the city, represented by its

elders, of removing in the most formal and
solemn manner the guilt of blood. According to

the form the valley must be tiTN iTM, i. e. a
brook-valley (wady) which has everflowing

(from \TV firm, strong, enduring) water (Ps.

Ixxiv. 15; Ex. xiv. 27) which may take away
for ever the shed blood of the heifer, in resem-
blance of the murder, (comp. ver. 6). [There is

no incongruity between the rendering rough
valley and perennial stream, since the nar-

rowest gorge would be skirted by some barren,
rocky strips which could not be ploughed or

sown.—A. G.]. We may either render with
Johlson : hard, rocky ground, which is the

positive side, of which the following expressions
are the negative, or with Heexheimer : the firm

ground, which designates very little "the firm
administration of justice by the judge," which
does not come into view here, but rather the
firmness of the elders in their abhorrence of the
deed. The idea of life in the warding off of

death, the thought of the living water (Kno-
bel) indeed upon the "lasting verdure"
(Schultz), must have been derived from Num.
xix. 17 ; Lev. xiv. 5. The presence of the
priests, who coull be brought from the nearest
Levitical cities, (comp. Intro, g 4, 1. 22, and upon
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chap. X. 8 ; xviii. 5 ; xvii. 8-12) is in entire ac-

cordance with the ceremony. They appear with

respect to the transaction itself, its religious and

symbolical character, as well as with respect to

the ethical and legal case to which the transac-

tion refers. As to the first, it is apparent from

the close approach to a sacrificial act ;
they re-

present in some sense the sanctuary. Comp.

Num. xix. 3, 4. The further ceremony, the

washing of the hand with water from the brook

in the valley, a symbolical declaration of inno-

cence (Ps. xxvi. 6 ; Ixxiii. 13 ; Matt, xxvii. 24),

is performed, by the elders of the nearest city,

with reference to its participation in the guilt,

over the heifer, which had been treated like

the murdered man, and with direct reference to

him. But the solemnity of the whole ceremony

culminates in the prayer which follows, and in

which the explanation of the washing of the

hands appears. Ver. 7. Answer (xix. 16) to

the question to them contained in ttie murder,

i. e., the accusation, or, they mutually speak,

the elders, ver. 7, and the priests, ver. 8 (xxvii.

14). They neither did the crime, nor knew of

it. This blood, as it was represented in that

of the heifer, which would otherwise be laid

upon them as a '.-apital crime, as if they would

sa^', we know not the murderer, so that we can

meet his guilt with a corresponding punishment,

ver. 8. nSD, to cover, conceal, here; the blood, the

guilt of it, /. e., to forgive. The essential signifi-

cance of the ceremony is thus apparent. It re-

presents on one hand what was done by the

murderer to the murdered, and on the other

hand expresses in the most solemn form the ab-

horrence of the crime, and the innocence of the

city called to account for it. The nature of the

act was expiatory, not because the heifer was
the substitute of the murderer, but because the

city most concerned substituted it for the share

of the guilt cleaving to it. Hence the prayer,

out of the very nature of the transaction, grounds

itself in the redemption from Egypt, whose im-

port with regard to expiation in Israel, for

the whole sacrificial service down to its fulfill-

ment in Christ, is thus made apparent. (Comp.

XV. 15) |Pn~7X1 either with most, lay not the

guilt and punishment of innocent blood upon
Israel, or, literally, let not such blood appear
further in Israel. The result is the actual ex-

piation in every case of the specified crime. The
granting of the request cannot be assured.

There will ever be innocent blood in its midst,

but ver. 9 iinxi, Israel as far as possible should

put it away (xix. 13) if not through an expia-

tion upon the murderer, still through the pre-

scribed expiatory act, either, because it should

do right, sq. or: when it will do right, sq.

(xii. 25-28). The latter interpretation opens, at

the same time, a view as to all the consequences.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Since the refuge cities are expressly cities

of the Levites (Num. xxxv. 6) they share in the

significance of the dispersion of the Levites

among I«rael ; " that they may be a great but

divided place of testimony:" (Bahr II. 51) i. e.

they may afford in particular places what the

dwelling of Jehovah, the altar,afl'ords generally.

(1 Kings i. 50 sq. ; ii.28sq.;Ex. xxi.l4). As know-
ing the law. and truly as judges, the priests and
Levites are brought into view ; they knew whether
it was murder or a mere casual killing. " The
separation of these cities of refuge 1) reminds
us of the distinction between wilful and unin-
tentional sins, and also of a distinction as to

the punishment of sins. ' Piscator. The 0. T.

city of refuge is no asylum for the murderer,
still less for the insolvent debtor, or the fugitive

slave as among the Greeks and Romans ; neither
was it merely to secure the manslayer rom the
avenger of blood, for if he left the city before
the high-priest's death (Num. xxxv. 26 sq.) he
was exposed to the avenger, but held over him
an exile, which was merely an expiation of his

deed. ("The separation of the cities 2) is a
type of our wretched condition, and of our re-

demption through Christ our High-Priest."
Piscator.

2. Since the discourse takes this occasion to

treat of war, under the sixth command, the ob-

jections against war drawn from this command
are without force. The word of God takes the

world, as it lies in wickedness, and so regards
war as a necessary evil for the present. It

speaks to the individual and aids him to peace,

it holds out firmly the final prospect of peace
generall;-, only however through crises and
wars, which cannot endure. What is possible

and what ought to be are different things, Rom.
xii. 18. There are unrighteous wars, which
grow out of hatred, selfishness, lust of power,
etc. But wars of conquest may also be carried

on in the service of a great idea, and rightly

become destructive. The war against Canaan
(xx. 16 sq.) was a sacred war. Comp. Doct. and
JEth. upon i. 6 ; iv. 40 ;

par. 9, and upon chap. vii.

par. 2. Was it a war expressly commanded by
God, Ex. xvii. 14 sq. ; Num. xxiv. 20 ; xxxi. 2
sq. ; XXV. 17, then it is not merely permitted aa

the Rabbins distinguish, to make war. It is

a duty to make war if there is no possible deliver-

ance otherwise. Defensive wars are necessary.

Offensive wars may become obligatory. The
so-called "blood-letting" carried on under the

plea of political advantage, the most demorali-

zing civil wars, should be prevented, but viewed
in their higher relations, they have their mis-

sionary character, even civilization and Chris-

tianity follow them. " What does not Christeti-

dom, as to its spread in the world, owe to those

dialectical popular movements, which are wars,

leaving out of view even the fact that war has

its destination, to reveal the finite nature of all

things, to raise the world to greater piety, and
to help it to the knowledge of the one thing

needful." (Marheineke theol. moral, p. 320).

[The wars of Israel generally though not always

were wars of the Lord. Their enemies were His

since they were His people. But the war with

the Canaanites was peculiarly a war of the Lord.

These nations had tilled up the measure of their

iniquities. The time of judgment had come,
and Israel was called to execute that judgment.
The coramaod to kill everything that breathed

was a judicial sentence. There is nothing in

such a command more difficult to explain than in

any of the judicial providences of God. And
this character of the war must be borne in
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mind when we are considering the unwonted
severity which marked it.—A. G.].

3. " Moses insists as little as any other writer

upon ordinary courage. The 0. T. indeed has

not cultivated that idea. It puts confidence in

God generally in its room ; and in the room of

warlike courage more definitely confidence in

God, who regards human life as sacred and valu-

able, and therefore preserves it. It corresponds
alone also with its religious peculiarity, by vir-

tue of which it was not fitted to cultivate the

usual warlike virtues as such, but truly the other

less conspicuous but doubtless higher virtues.

The rules of war which chap. xx. contains, bear

a decided religious stamp upon the ground of

the sacredness of life, do not spring from the

lower sources of prudence, but from the high,

sacred fountain in God."

—

Schultz.
4. " The following commands spring especially

from two fundamental thoughts 1) Israel is the

people of God, and carries on war therefore

only in His name ; therefore it should not

trust to an arm of flesh, but release from duty
in war, every one who either had formed a new
relation, or even only whose faint-heartedness

had taken away that courage of faith which is

the strength of the hosts of the Lord. 2). Peace
should be dearer to the people of God than war.
It never needed to yield to the lust of conquest,

and with the exception therefore of the right-

eous punishments, which as a trust of the Lord
it must execute, it must offer peace constantly,

and even spare the fruit trees in the fortification

and siege."—V. Gerlach.
5. Since all expiation in Israel is connected

with a sacrifice (Lev. xvii. 11), the expiatory
rite, chap. xxi. must have a sacrificial charac-
ter. But as Baumoarten remarks it cannot
possibly be literally a propitiatory sacrifice

"since then it might easily mislead to the idea

that a murder could be expiated by a sacrifice
"

The guilt also is only indirect and relative. It

i8 therefore on the o'her hand correct to regard
the ceremony (ver. 5) as belonging to the sphere
of law and justice into which the murderer has
fallen.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. Chap. xix. ver. 3. Starke: "Thus God
prepares the way by His word and Spirit, and
by His servants, to His refuge. His Saviour, that

nothing may prove a hindrance in the way; as he
did through .John the Baptist, Matt. iii. 3. But
Christ is equally near all His servants, Matt. xi.

28; John vi. 37. Berl. Bib: "How excellent

is the refuge which tempted and troubled sin-

ners have in Him, in whom is the whole fulness

of the Godhead; so that no sin, no law, curse,
nor Satan, death or hell, can reach them! The
finger posts point to Him. John i. 29. But
whoever will have safety in Him must forsake
father, mother and all. Ps. xlv. 10 ; Luke xiv.
26," WuRTH. Bib., ver. 10: "Magistrates
ought not only to punish the guilty, but protect
and save the innocent," vers. 1-13. The place
of refuge in Israel a security, but no protection
for sin. " Ver. 14. Piscator : "God cares not
only for the body and life of our neighbor, but
for all that is necessary for his abode, and pur-

1

poses that no one shall injure another in this re-
spect." Baumgarten: "With these directions
the prohibition as to the landmark is so far con-
nected, as it also has its deepest ground in the
character of the laud as the possession of Jeho-
vah. Hence Moses returns immediately to the
judicial investigation of the murder." Berl.
Bib. : " In ver. 14 to prevent civil wars among
His people, God forbids any alteration of the
limits, once fixed by lot in the division of the land.
Each family and tribe should keep within its in-

heritance." Osiander, ver. 20. If the magis-
trates cannot see the heart, they may prevent
the crime from becoming common.

Chap. XX. 1. RicHTER. "This is not the mere
natural encouragement of the war songs.

'

Baumoarten: "As the heathen occupy all the
land, Israel must enter through contest ; but its

peaceful and happy life, in its most sensitive
points, is not disturbed by war." Vers. 2-3.
Piscator. Example and form of a live field

preacher and sermon; is the cause good, are
they contending for the word of God and the
fatherland, God is present with them and assures
the victory.' [So especially with Christ's sol-

diers, and in His cause.—A. G.]. Starke :

" Although God's hand is in wars displeasing to
Him, still He is only to be looked for in His gra-
cious presence, in righteous wars." Osiander:
"If it is not every man s duty to accustom him-
self to wars, it is every Christian's duty to carry
on continual warfare with the devil, etc. These
rules for natural wars are also for the spiritual;
they are in force in the wars of the Lord and
will be practically shown in the believer. Ver.
4. Schultz: "The Lord will do the work. His
people reap the fruits." How are wars victo-
rious : when in the soldiers there is no other fear
than the fear of God, when there is no other trust
in weapons than trust in God ; when above all

the Lord is the captain of the host. Ver. 5 sq.,

Richter: " God chooses and will have no con-
strained soldier, Ps. ex. 3. There is in vers.
5-7 at the same time a full estimate of earthly
joys which charm the heart only at the begin-
ning, but whose vanity is soon recognized. Ver.
8, comp. Rev. xxi. 8 and also Jud. vii. 3 sq. Ver. 10.

Sctiultz : Israel, although conqueringand trans-
forming the world (ii. 25) is a peaceful people. Its

final destination, great end, not destruction, but
from the beginning the mediator of blessings.

Gen. xii. 3, (Isa. xlv. 14; xlix. 28)" Matt. x.

12, 13. Vers, 11-12. Berl. Bib.: "Has the
Lord for so long a time in his patience invited
us to peace ! But we choose peace in the flesh.

He ofl"ers that only through righteousness. Isa
xxxii. 17. Let us receive it while there is time
For the .Jews who reject Him there remains
nothing but the sword," ver. 18. Here only
tolerance is injurious and blameworthy. Ver.
19. " May be spiritually explained that we
should noi contend against those who are for us
and not against us." Baumoarten :"The primi-
tive destination of the fruit tree. Gen. i. 29

;

ii. 9, 16 sq. ; iii. 2, 22. Israel a tree, Ex. xv.

17. Humanity even to its extremest limits a
charge for Israel. The kingdom of the world is

later presented as animal, the kingdom of
Israel as a kingdom of men."

Chap. xxi. ver. 2. Piscator. "The public
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highways should be safe." The organic coa-

nection in Israel must appear prominently, pre-

cisely when a mem>-ier has been broken off.

God lays the duty upon men, does not refer to the

lot, to discover the murderer ; he should let him-

self be recognized, or make himself known, to

which the ceremony in its publicity and solem-

nity might contribute. God is the God of order.

The extraordinary in'erventious of God ate

kept buck, behind the order of salvation for the

individual and the world, at the same time be-

hind the order of the magistrates for all. Ver.

3 sq. Lange : "For the rest we learn here how
we may deal with the sins of others, but should

not be partakers in them." Rom. i. 32 : 2 John
11. Ver. 6. Calvin: "As if they placed the
corpse of the dead before God." Ver. 9. Berl.
Bib. : " We learn among other things that we
should from the heart ask God to pardon our
unknown sins of spiritual murder against our
neighbor, 1 John iii. 15, and even against our-
selves, Eph. iv. 17-19 (Ps. xc. 8), for the sake
of the blood of Christ, which was poured out in

the deep valley of humiliation and in the great
thirst of the forsaking of His heart; that God
would not impute to us our blood-guiltiness, but
be gracious to us for the sake of His dear Son,
and forgive our sin."

The Seventh Commandment.

Chapter XXI. 10-23.

10 When thou goest forth to war against thine enemies, and the Lord thy God hath
11 delivered them into thine hands, and thou hast taken them captive, And seest

among the captives a beautiful woman, and hast [holdest] a desire unto her, that

12 thou wouldest have [and takest] her to thy wife ; Then thou shalt bring [And
bringest] her home to thine house, and [so] she shall shave her head, and pare

13 [make, make right] her nails : And she shall put the raiment of her captivity from

off her, and shall remain in thine house, and bewail her father and her mother a

full month [so many days] : and after that, thou shalt go in unto her, and be her

14 husband, and she shall be thy wife. And it shall be, if thou have no delight

[more] in her, then thou shalt let her go whither she will [go after her soul, desire]
;

but thou shalt not sell her at all for money ; thou shalt not make merchandise of

15 her [treat her harshly], because thou hast humbled her. If a man have two wives,

one beloved, and another hated, and they have borne him children [sons], both the

16 beloved and the hated ; and if the first-born son be hers that was hated : Then it

shall be, when [at the day] he maketh his sons to inherit that which he hath, that

he may [see, vii. 22 ; xii. 17] not make the sou of the beloved first-born, before

17 the son of the hated, which is indeed \_om. which is indeed] the first-born : But he

shall acknowledge the son of the hated for [om. for'] the first-born, by giving him a

double portion of all that he hath [all that is found with him] : for he is the begin-

18 ning [firstling] of his strength ; the right of the first-born is his. If a man have a

stubborn and rebellious son, which will not obey the voice of his father, or the

voice of his mother, and that, when they have chastened him, will not hearken

19 unto them : Then shall his father and his mother lay hold on bim, and bring him
20 out unto the elders of his city, and unto the gate of his place ; And they shall say

unto the elders of his city, This our son is stubborn and rebellious, he will not obey
21 our voice ; he is a glutton [spendthrift] and a drunkard. And all the men of his

city shall stone him with stones, that he die : so shalt thou [and thou shalt] put

22 evil away from among you, and all Israel shall hear, and fear. And if a man
have committed a sin worthy of death, and he be to be put to death, and thou hang

23 him on a tree : His body shall not remain all night upon the tree, but thou shalt

in any wise bury him that day
;

(for he that is hanged is accursed of God [the

curse of God] ;) that thy land be not defiled, which the Lord thy God giveth thee

for an inheritance.

entirely as xx. 1, and consequently with refer-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL. 6°ce to enemies not Canaanites (vii. 3), from

1 17 in 1/1 n/r ^ .. , ^ whom an Israelite might take himself a wife.
1. Vers. 10-14. Moses comes first to speak of „ _ ^ _„^ ,_„j , _,.,,,; , „.

the seventh command, its explanation and appli- Ver. 10 (xx. 13). ^?K? and n DK^ (ver. 11), pro

cation, as after the possession of Canaan, thus concrelo, captives. Ver. 11. Comp. Gen. xxix.
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17; xxxiv. 8 (Deut. vii. 7; x. 15). The circum-
stance was natural and human, but also leads to

regulated and enduring relations. And takest,
sq., namely to thy wife, otherwise the bring-
ing her home would be out of place. But to this

insertion into the home there must follow a not
less natural and humane severing of previous
relations on the part of the woman. As the
head is to be shaven, the clothing in which she
was captured to be put off, so the making is to

average, set right the nails, i. e. to cut them (2
Sam. xix. 25). Not as the pietists among the

Rabbins, to make herself repulsive, and deter
the son of Israel from the heathen ; nor even as

a mourning custom (xiv. 1; Lev. xxi. 5), in

which they permitted the nails to grow, unless

the cutting was practised under the supposition

of colored nails ; but as outwardly in the body
and clothing, so inwardly she should have time
through the mourning to detach herself from
her previous relations (comp. Lev. xiv. 8; Num.
vi. 9; viii. 7). Her defenceless condition, be-

yond the pale of law, secures her human sym-
pathy. The transition from heathenism was
not indeed symbolized ; but in so tender and
affecting an indulgence of the human, a prepa-
ration for the way to the divine could scarcely

fail (Ps. xiv. 10). The marriage relation (ver.

13) is a dominion, xxiv. 1. But because it was
marriage, ver. 14, therefore a formal separation

(Matt xix. 8), that she might go out free whi-
ther she would (Jer. xxxiv. 16). Comp. Ex.
xxi. 8, 11 ; Deut. xxiv. 7. The humiliation ex-

tended to the captivity, the taking to wife (espe-

cially xxii. 24). One act of violence should not
be followed by another and harsher. [The law
was obviously fitted to restrain the violence of

lawless passion. The month's delay would test

the sincerity and purity of the love or desire.

If at its expiration he still delighted in her to

take her for a wife, then she was to become his

wife ; if not, then she was to go out free. He
could not treat her as a slave ; neither sell her
nor treat her with constraint. It was a merci-
ful provision for those who were regarded as

the spoils of war.—A. G.]

2. Vers. 15-17. There may be also a second
wife which a man takes, and indeed the beloved
one ; therefore, in the second place, what should
be of force in regard to such a marriage—mar-
riage direction (Schultz). Ver. 15. The case
was similar to that of Jacob, the father of the

people. Gen. xxix. 80. In such a case it depends
more and more at last upon love and hatred
(Gen. xxix. 31). Comp. Matt. vi. 24; Luke xiv.

26; Rom. ix. 13 (1 Sam. i. 5, 6). Moses, how-
ever, must indulge tjie custom ; its morality is

not therewith conceded ; he limits it in its prac-
tical consequences. Thus, moreover, the very
natural transfer from the mothers to their sons.

The preference, ver. 16, should not give supe-
riority in reference to the inheritance, the posi-
tion in the family ; it must respect the natural
right, the priority in this regard must be al-

lowed. ~i^ (comp. V. 7) is not while the same

remains alive ; that is self-evident. The right
of primogeniture, ver. 17, D^W 'S, mouth, two
mouthfuls, i. e. one time as much more as to

each and every other son, concerns merely the

11

inheritance. He represents the family generally
after the father's death. Comp. still Gen, xlix. 3.

3. Vers. 18-21. As in the foregoing, the direc-
tion concerning marriage embraces parents and
children, so thirdly ver. 18 sq., the wedded life

expressly on the side of the children. There
may be a son, who appears to his father worthy
of preference, and not merely as befoie on his
mother's account, but who is also rejected by him,
and at the same time by his mother, and indeed
entirely through his son's misconduct. Comp. upon
iv. 36 ; viii. 5. He disputes the parental, i. e., di-
vine authority in disposition and life, and indeed
although it has been held before him, thus with
full knowledge and purpose. Ver. 19. The mo-
ther agrees with the father so that it is publicly
witnessed. With the parenial,the civil authority
is also endangered, and hence the case passes
from thatjto this (comp. xvii. 5). The elders do
not appear as judges, for ver. 20, the mere accu-
sation, as at the same time proceeding from
both parents, is satisfactorily confirmed through
the specification : Glutton, sq., (Prov. xxiii.

30; xxviii. 7) and requires no further proof
or judicial investigation (Matt. xi. 19). Upon
ver. 21 comp. Prov. xix. 18. When the parents
are the accusers they should not also cast the
stones. When the whole city agrees, the case
moreuver lies beyond question. Comp. xiii. 11;
vi. 12. [Parental authority is upheld, but at
the same time guarded. The power of life and
death does not vest in the Israelitish father.
—A. G.].

4. Vers. 22, 23, Give the conclusion to the deu-
teronomic completion of the seventh command-
ment, whose transgression draws after it the
death penalty (Schultz). But it is not of the
death penalty generally which the discourse here
treats in this appendix to the foregoing para-
graph, but of a peculiar, significant, intensifying
of the death-sentence, as it appears in the pro-
cedure with the person executed. The rebellion
against the power and glory of God in the pa-
rental authority, on the part of a son to be stoned,
gives the connection. The surrender of the same,
by both parents, to the executive of the city, is

already as a curse of God. Ver. 22. Comp.
upon xix. 6. The suspending of the body on the
tree, (probably a post similar to a cross) raised
to some extent the executed from the earth,

which he was no longer worthy to tread, and
held him heavenwards, as without hope, and for
the sorer vengeance of God. (Num. xxv. 4; Gen.
xl. 19; Josh. X. 26). That day upon which he
was slain, and afterwards hanged, before the

sunset. n77p, the word contains the idea; to

reject as detestable, wherefore the one cursed
of God must be removed as soon as possible out
of sight, from off the land given by God, which is

defiled (morally, not physically, not even leviti-

cally) by him (Lev. xviii. 24, 28; Num. xxxv. 34).
" Then rests the blessing eye of Jehovah ever upon
the land of Israel (xi. 12) and this divine blessing
must overcome and remove every curse." Baum-
GABTEN. Comp. upon Gal. iii. 13. According
to the Talmud: "For one hanged has cursed
God (because this intense emphatic punishment
was usual only in cases of blasphemy "). Ras-
OHi: " For it is au injury to God, sq.," when
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he who is made in the image of God remains

longer so detestable a spectacle. Comp. John
xix. 31. ["Suspension -whether from cross,

stake or gallows, was not used as a mode of

taking life, but in cases of peculiar atrocity was
added after death to enhance the punishment,

and, as the Rabbins held, only for the crimes

of idolatry and cursing God. The command,
Num. XXV. 4, 5, appears to mean that the rel)els

should be first slain, and then impaled or nailed

to crosses. The word used there is diS'erent

from that used here." " The grounds of the

emphatic detestation expressed in the text

against him that is hanged, depend in some de-

gree on the exact rendering of the words. The

case attached to r\77p (see Liohtfoot, Gala-

tians, p. 150) may denote either the person who
pronounces the curse (Judg. ix. 57), or the per-

son against whom it is pronounced (Gen. xxvii.

13). We may explain therefore either ' he that

is hanged is accursed of God,' as Sept., Vul.,

Syr., St. Paul, Gal. iii. 13, and most Christian

commentators, or he that is hanged is a cur.'^e

(injury, insult, mockery) to God, as by most
Jewish commentators since the second century

of the Christian era. There can be no doubt
that the former rendering is the original and
correct one." Bib. Com. See also Lanqe, Gala-

tians, Brown on Galatians, and Wordsworth.—
A. G.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The relations of war offer a fitting occasion

for the exercise of humanity (i. 6—iv. 40; Doct.

and Eth. 3). The general human love, which
as placed by God in the heart of every man is

sacred, and is to be heartily esteemed, is made
availing directly over against passion, as in the

special case, ver. 11. Thus should the sacred

ties which bind men to their parents (ver. 13),

and the worth and dignity of human personality

(ver. 14) have iofluence with Israel in its rela-

tions to the not-Israel.

2. That Israel is elastic enough for a relation

of love, even of marriage with foreign women,
shows again its destination for humanity at

large.

3. The deep, quiet reverence exerts its influ-

ence upon the prevalent custom to which Moses
refers, and becomes a protection here to the

lowly wife, a captive in war, and unable to

make any resistance. The passion is elevated

in the form of marriage ; still more the wife

appears, and indeed in her most helpless form,

as justified over against her husband.
4. The form of marriage which Moses must

allow here for the time, is generally that of poly-

gamy. But its opposition to the original mar-
riage ordinance he has established already. Gen.
ii. 22, 24, as Christ also refers to the same ori-

ginal ordinance against divorce. What is self-

evident in the woman, as she is brought by God
to the man, her entire personal concession to

her husband, for which reason he would have
her called "woman;" that is the duty of the
husband to his wife, since it is not uttered first

as a command, but only as an actual fact, as the
most natural thing which could occur, Gen. ii.

24. Polygamy, on the contrary, with respect

to the man bears the character of unfaithfulness,
instead of "being one flesh," of the restless and
unsatisfied lust of the flesh. When on the part
of the wife, envy, jealousy, bitterness, appear as
the results of the polygamous relation, then we
see first the wretchedness, the impossibility of a
polygamous institution, to which all the hints

of Moses (ver. 15 sq.; 18 sq.) point. Mono-
gamy has its necessity in the very nature of

marriage ; it is indeed its very idea. Hence
there is no necessity that the law should enjoin
it, but wait until the custom has developed itself

in and through the morality of the idea of mar-
riage. While polygamy draws man to bestiality

(Baumoarten : "Because the woman has not
yet been restored to her full personality from
the fall through the word of the serpent"), is

thus therefore far removed from humanity, the

humanity of the monogamous marriage reaches
perfection in the mystery (Eph. v. 36) in regard
to Christ and the Church. Where there is no mu-
tual esteem ofthe individual.and of the personality,

e. g., where the system of slavery exists, there
polygamy prevails, and it follows therefore that

everything in Deuteronomy which promotes and
confirms human rights, strikes a blow at the

very root of polygamy.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers, 10, 11. WuRTH. BiB. : "Parents, part-

ners, children, are often torn asunder in war,
and do not see each other again; let us there-

fore pray diligently : Thou, dear Lord God,
preserve us from war and bloodshed." Ver.
14. OsiANDER : " God looks with pity upon the

wretchedness of the captive. Gen. xxxix. 3 sq.

;

21 sq." Ver. 15 sq. Starke: "The case is

quite different with respect to Cain, Esau, Reu-
ben." Tub. Bib. :

" It is the bounden duty of

parents to be impartial towards their children."

Ver. 18 sq. Starke: "The Jews infer thence,

that God makes no distinction between fathers

and mothers. All other duties are included

under obedience." Baumgarten : " The true

divine ordinance in this region is overstepped
in two directions: through strictness, which
amounts to cruelty ; by levity, which passes into

weakness : the former in the periods of rude
unbroken society ; the latter in those more
civilized. The law of Moses here given is a bit-

ter but wholesome pill to the base and shame-
ful tenderness under which we suffer and are'

corrupted at present. According to the Talmud
this law was never executed. Comp. further 2

Sam. xviii. 17. What the rod of the parents

neglects or does not reach, ofttimes makes a de-

mand upon the hangman." Ver. 22 sq. Baum-
garten: "That this removal from the earth

may be designated as an exaltation and redemp-
tion (John iii. 14; xii. 32) requires the whole

divine almighty power of Christ, who overcame
even the abyss of hell, and takes possession of

heaven." Schultz: "In the New Testament
the death-penalty for the child vanishes with

the received possibility of conversion. The dis-

figuring of the executed after his death finds its

discharge in the death of the Redeemer upon
the cross. Is the death-penalty, viewed in rela-

tion to the atoning death of Christ, still Chria-
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tian?" Richter: " The removal from the cursed

tree, and the burial have their goal also in Christ,

in whom guilt and the curse are done away, the

law has its satisfaction, the earth is purified,

that the blessing may come upon all nations,

Gal. iii. 14." Calvin: The destination of the

human race is to be buried, both as a pledge

and symbol of the resurrection, and that the

living may be spared the sight, and escape con-

tamination from such a spectacle. [" Christ

was made a curse for us, Gal. iii. 13, and thus

redeemed us from the curse of the law, not only

dying for our sins, but suffering that particular

kind of death which the law had specified as

that of those who were under a curse of God.

He summed up all mankind in Himself, being
the second Adam, and by being in the likeness
of sinful flesh (Rom. viii. 3), and yet perfectly
sinless. He paid a suflScient penalty and made
adequate satisfaction for the sins of all whom
He represented by shedding His own most pre-
cious blood, and bare our sins in His own body
on the tree (1 Pet. ii. 24), and took them upon
Himself, and took away from us the curse of the

law under which all mankind lay for disobe-
dience; and by His perfect obedience in our na-
ture presented us in a state of acceptability with
God, and became the Lord our Righteousness,
in whom we are justified before Him." Words-
worth.—A. G.]

The Eighth Commandment.

Chap, XXII. 1-12.

1 Thou shalt not see thy brother's ox or his sheep go astray, and hide thyself from
them : thou shalt in any case [rather thou shalt] bring them again unto thy brother.

2 And if thy brother he not nigh unto thee, or if thou know him not, then thou shalt

bring it unto thine own house, and it shall be with thee until thy brother seek

3 after it, and [then] thou shalt restore it to him again. In like manner shalt thou
do with his ass ; and so shalt thou do with his raiment ; and with all lost things

of thy brother's, which he hath lost, and thou hast found, shalt thou do likewise:

4 thou mayest [canst] not hide thyself Thou shalt not see thy brother's ass or his

ox fall down by the way, and hide thyself from them : thou shalt surely [much
5 more shalt thou] help him to lift^ theyn up again. The woman shall not wear that

which pertaineth unto a man [a man's utensils, dress], neither shall a man put on
a woman's garment : for all that do [every one that does] so are abomination unto

6 the Lord thy God. If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the way in any
tree, or on the ground, whether they he young ones, or eggs, and the dam sitting

[rests, broods] upon the )'oung, or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam with

7 the young : But thou shalt in any wise [Rather shalt thou] let the dam go, and
take the young to thee ; that it may be Avell with thee, and that thou mayest pro-

8 long thy days. When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make a battle-

ment [inclosure, railing] for thy roof, that thou bring not blood [blood-guilt] upon
9 thine house, if any man fall from thence. Thou shalt not sow thy vineyard with

divers [two sorts of] seeds: lest the fruit [marg.: fulness] of thy seed which thou

hast sown, and the fruit [ingathering, produce, harvest] of thy vineyard, be defiled.

10, 11 Thou shalt not plough with an ox and an ass together. Thou shalt not wear
[draw, put on] a garment of divers sorts [of mixed textures] as of woolen and

12 linen together. Thou shalt make thee fringes [tassels, laces] upon the four quar-

ters of thy vesture [cover, mantle] wherewith thou coverest thyself.

^ [Ver. 4. Lifting, thou shalt lift.

Rabbins explain it.—A. G.]

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,

Perhaps the idiom in this case may include the idea of repeated helpings, as the

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-4. How profound is Moses' com-
prphension of (he command as to the possessions
of our neighbor! How thoughtfully he goes
down into the very nature of things, into their

peculiar properties, which should be preserved

among the people of God ! Vers. 1-4. In the

first place the property of our neighbor, from

which, according to the eighth command, they

should remain far off, and yet not far off! Ver.

1. The case of a stray animal, either great or

small, from the herd, even only one, when one

might think that the brother could afford the

loss, especially when his want of care or neglect
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might lead to the reflection that it was driven

(iv. 19) from him (£x. xxiii. 4). Comp. 1 Pet.

ii. 25. [Wordsworth connects the following

note with this reference :
" that as Christ came

to seek and save the one that was lost, and laid

down His life first, there seems to be a spiritual

connection between this precept and that which

has just gone before concerning Him who be-

came a curse for us, and so saves us from the

curse." A. G.] To take is expressly forbid-

den, but also to see, not merely in order to take,

steal with the eye, but more profoundly: Bee,

and not at once lead back {vh}?, to hide, shun).

In the circumstances referred to in ver. 2, one

should even guard it, as if it was his own. No
objective distance nor subjective uncertainty (as

to whose it is, or to whom it belongs) can be a

ground of excuse. ']Dii, literally, to separate,

thus to separate the separated one from that

state, to remove his separation, to remove it in

any case as quickly as possible—thus to draw
to himself, in love to his neighbor, to join it

with thine owa in the most secure place in thy

house (xxi. 12). The cost of the case should

not be counted, although truly the right of use

in the mean time was not forbidden, or the final

appropriation, if no owner was found. Every
thing (ver. 3) which could be lost by our neigh-

bor belongs in the same category whether living

or dead (Ex. xxii. 8). As with the preservation

and return, so also, ver. 4, a helping hand with

the owner concerned (Ex. xxiii. 5). Riding,

draft or farm animal.

2. Vers. 5-7. Passing from the property of

his neighbor to the peculiar in nature, we come,

1) ver. 5, to the peculiarity of the sexes, and
indeed according to the peculiar manner of ap-

pearance to that which each has, wears. wD

(hSd), something prepared, made; raiment,

weapons, utensils ; not barely clothing, which
is emphasized immediately afterward. The con-

crete expression exemplifies the idea that every

invasion of the natural peculiarities of the sexes,

every mingling of sexual differences, as it may
be rated less in reference to our neighbor than

an injury of property, is by so much the more
to be regarded in reference to God. It is too

narrow a view to regard it as a mere precaution

against unchastity, and too wide as an opposi-

tion to practices at idolatrous festivals. [The
distinction between the sexes is natural and
established by God in their creation, and any
neglect or violation of that distinction, even in

externals, not only leads to impurity, but in-

volves the infraction of the laws of God.—A. G.]
—2) Vers. 6, 7, treat with respect to the irra-

tional creation, the peculiar mother-relation,

through which the sexual distinction in nature
is realized. The casual meeting excludes of

course any designed search. The mother
vrith (over) the young. (It speaks in a

human way of the young as children.) To
take the mother thus, betrays an inhuman feel-

ing in contrast with the sight presented, is in

fact a robbery of nature generally, as it is ex-

pressed in the relation specified, but specially

because it is precisely the bird. Proverbial

expression, Gen. xxxii. 11; Hos. x. 14; comp.

xiv. 21; Lev. xxii. 27, 28. Ver. 7. The signifi-

cance of ttie mother in this direction is still

more clear from the like promise as v. 16 (iv.

40; V. 26, 30).

3. Vers. 8-12. As what is peculiar in nature,

appointed by God, is as it were His property, so

now finally He considers property in its remain-
ing third relation, namely as the property of

the person himself. As to the newly built house,
ver. 8, he does wrong who makes no enclosing

and protecting railing to the flat roof often

serving for a residence; he takes away security

from the house. It is spoken of nearly as if it

were a person. Comp. vii. 15; xix. 10. [Tra-
dition fixes the height of the battlement as at

least two feet.—A. G.] In ver. 9 as to the vine-

yard he robs himself, if he does not respect the

nature of things with regard to the seeds sown,
since each kind should remain by itself, for in

the design of securing a mixed product from the

difl"erent kinds (Dual from iHD) of seeds, the
whole profit of the vineyard for the year in

question falls to the priest at the sanctuary.

—

Lest the fruit (fulness) {i. e. the fully ma-
tured, as the application shows) of thy seed
be defiled; and thus is to be understood as

referring peculiarly to the grain-filled granaries

of which the seed was indeed the literal cause.

It is not only on account of the two kinds of

seed, but also because the vineyard, garden, is

treated as a tillable field ; a supplement to Lev.

xix. 19 (Matt. xiii. 25). The sowing leads to

the field, ver. 10; also an emphatic supplement
to Lev. xix. 19. The unequal strength and step

of the two kinds of animals unfit them for use
at one plough, and thus it would be only unpro-
fitable to the owner ; the ignoring of the distinc-

tion between the clean and the unclean animals
avenged itself upon him practically, and hence
there is nothing further than the mere prohibi-

tion. Others regard as the reason "an abhorrence
of violence done to the brutes," or of the min-
gling used by the Canaanites. The spiritual ap-

plication, 2 Cor. vi. 14. [Wordsworth is pecu-
liarly rich in the spiritual application of all

these directions, finding analogies everywhere,
which although sometimes fanciful and forced,

are striking and instructive : e. ff.,
in the resto-

ration of the stray, to 1 Pet. ii. 25, and Christ's

seeking and restoring the lost; in the injunction

to help, to 1 Thess. v. 14; in the precept as to

the clothing of the sexes, a warning against the

Church's usurpation of the place and authority

of Christ, Eph. v. 2, 24 ; in the law against cru-

elty to the dam with the young, to Matt, xxiii.

37, and the conduct of the Jews toward Christ,

and to the fact that the mother bird was taken

and the brood left; in the direction as to the

battlement, to the obligation as to our Christian

walk, in the seeds of the vineyard, to the sowing
of truth and error; and here as above, to 2 Cor.

vi. 14.—A. G.]. Lastly, in ver. 11, the law as to

our own in property is closed with a reference to

raiment. Here also the mere prohibition is suflS-

cient, as Lev. xix. 19; for the coat makes the

man, in this case at least, declares that the Isra-

elite in question does not walk in simplicity, has

thus robbed himself of his spiritual character.

Ut2}lp, according to Leviticus, raiment out of
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two divers sorts, here more exactly ; woolen
and linen together ; from the plant and animal
kingdoms. Sept. ki/SStj^iov (unclean, ambiguous,
adulterated). Ges.: probably a Hebraized Cop-
tic word. Meier: Semitic word: mingling, dou-

ble texture. 0}?U compact, make firm. Coptic :

shontness, i.e. [byssus Jimbriatus). Talmud: het-

cheled and smoothed, spun and twisted, woven
or hooked (upon hooks), stitched. Others : It

designates a more costly Egyptian texture deco-

rated with idol figures. Josephus: which only

the priest could wear. The foreign and hetero-

geneous materials—even the strange expression

—

agree well with the prohibition. (Comp. Keil,

Arch. I., p. 80 sq.). Ver. 12. The direction here

joins itself positively to the foregoing prohibi-

tion, and at the same time throws light upon

its meaning. Q/'^i' 0"^^ Hiph., to make
great). The Pharisees may have taken occasion

from the meaning of the word to introduce their

custom. Matt, xxiii. 5.—The H^'lf, Num. xv. 38,

from |*1V, the splendid bloom, with which the

deuteronomic designation fundamentally agrees,

for the blooming is at the same time the in-

creasing. The mantel, or overcloak, formed out

of a four-cornered piece of cloth, should have at

its wings, i. e., corners, thus as if growing out

from it, tassels, symbolizing the one aim of life,

remindingthedoerofthe commands of God, taking

himself out of the world, (number four), with

heart and eye to have his conversation, his life

in heaven. Num. xv. 39 sq. Comp. the similar

ordinances, chap. vi. 8 sq. Schultz regards the

direction as promoting decency [and holds also

that it is a bed coverlet, and not wearing appa-
rel, which is here referred to. His view, how-
ever, is hardly consistent either with the pas-

sage in Num., or with the actual Jewish usage.

—A. G.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. "Because the love of our neighbor, the more
unavoidably and universally it must be recog-
nized as a duty, on account of our indolence and
ease, must be more vividly and persuasively pre-

sented, Moses finds it necessary for the true
representation to descend to particular circum-
stances, and the lesser relations of life." Baum-
GARTEN.

2. Since the mine and thine in the world, as to

the right, lie in continual perplexity, are very
questionable, not seldom want their moral legi-

timation on account of sin, love, which seeks not
her own, and has the same measure and energy
to thy neighbor " as to thyself," is here also the
fulfilling of the law.

3. The idea of "brother" is so prevalent
among the people of God, that here in Deutero-
nomy, the reference to the hater, i. e., enemy, is

not so much to a natural adversary, but to one
who is such through personal acts of hostility

(Ex. xxiii. 4, 5), and indeed is not further re-
garded here. It is self-evident among the peo-
ple of God that evil must be overcome with good.

4. Since love to our neighbor is so inculcated,
it is clear that from his nature, man would never
come to the thought, not to speak of the deed, of
love to his neighbor ; for this is the natural

condition of men through the fall. The inclina-
tion in the natural man is to hatred of his neigh-
bor ; hence in society the might of the physi-
cally strongest is decisive, and through wisdom
and will, prudence and activity, this natural en-
mity becomes potent in hostility, so that the man
finds his pleasure and happiness in evil tricks
and acts. Schelling, indeed, asserts that the
love of an enemy is an irrational love.

5. As a certain angularity, one-sidedness, ex-
aggeration is peculiar to the proverb, whicli givis
it a striking character, so the directions ver. 5
sq. have an externality, nearly symbolical, which
will allure beyond the mere letter, to the appre-
hension of the idea, and one not confined to the
immediate case. Thus Baumgarten remarks
upon ver. 5, " that it forbids the manifestation
of the primitive unnaturalness and auti-godli-
ness;" "that man (the husband) as the original
man (human being) should obey the voice of his
wife, the derived man;" thus arose "the first

sin." He says further: "In the measure in
which man persists in his estrangement from
God, this fundamental error will ever make it-

self felt. Rom. i. 26, 27. Such unnatural con-
duct has found its way in the cultus (Creuzer's
Symbol. II., 34 sq.). But still the wrath of God
reveals itself from heaven against every perver-
sion of the sexes, in the perplexing and disturb-
ing results of that wide-spread and ever-spread-
ing female dominion, and male servitude."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Starke: "Should we not leave the
straying animal of our neighbor unre.stored, how
much less can we leave our neighbor himself to
lie in his sins. James v. 19, 20; Gal. vi. 1; Rom.
XV. 1." (1 Cor. ix. 9, 10). "Love of our neigh-
bor must be practiced on the ground of grace, thus
with the needed strength and with all sincerity."
Berl. Bib.: " God appoints us, with respect to
His great benefits to us, to show the like to our
neighbor in return, since God is neither injured
nor profited by us." " There is no such impel-
ling cause of love, as love." " Did not the Son
of man, and therefore even our brother, come to
seek and save that which was lost?" Luke xix.
10. Ver. 6. Luther: " This does not prohibit
what may be done to avoid danger, remove pain,
or deceive the enemy, but generally requires
that a woman should tend to her own concerns,
and a man his ; in short, that each one should be
satisfied with his own." Berl. Bib.: "But a
teacher who does anything which does not be
come him, is as one who has exchanged his gar-
ments. It is also unfit that a man should imitate
the ornaments and dress of the woman. 1 Pet.

iii. 3." TuEB. Bib. : "Masks and the changing
of dress give occasion to many sins. Eph. v. 4."

(1 Cor. xi. 4sq.).—Ver. 6 sq. Starke: "God
cares even for the smallest bird, Matt. vi. 25.

Although man has the use, he enjoys this right
only as a loan, and should not abuse it, Prov.
xii. 10." Ver. 8. Bajjmgarten: "Love has a
tender conscience." Berl. Bib :

" God com-
mands us to exercise carefulness in bodily trans-
actions, as otherwise we tempt Him," Cramer:
" To avoid sin, we must avoid the occasion of
sin ; whoever does injury provokes injury."
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Vers. 9-11. Starke: "Simplicity la thought,

word, aud act." Beel. Bib.: " The one fitted

for the plough, but not for bearing burdens, the

other the reverse: two adverse colleagues, who-

ever puts them together acts unreasonably. The

Old and new man do not agree." Ver. 11. Osi-

ander: " Not half popish aud half evangelical."

Starke: " No unequal marriages." Berl. Bib.:
" The robe of righteousness and the spotted gar-
ment of the flesh do not agree with each other."

(Isa. Ixi. 10; Judg. xiii.). [Wordsworth: "We
must walk in white, i. e., we must not defile the

robe of Christ's Righteousness, in which we are

clothed, by corrupt doctrine or unholy living."

—A. G.].

The Ninth Commandment.

Chap. XXII. 13-21.

13, 14 If any man take a wife, and go into unto her, aud hate her [after that], And
give occasions of speech against her, and bring up an evil name upon her, and say,

I took this woman, and when I came to her, I found her not a maid [not virginity

15 in her] : Then shall the father of the damsel,^ aud her mother, take and bring forth

16 the tokens of the damsel's virginity unto the elders of the city in the gate : And the

damsel's father shall say unto the elders, I gave my daughter unto this man to

17 wife, and he hateth her, And lo, he hath given occasions of speech [lays deeds of

words] against her, saying, I found not thy daughter a maid [with respect to her, or

in her virginity] ; and yet these are the tokens of my daughter's virginity. And they

18 shall spread the cloth before the elders of the city. And the elders of that city

19 shall take that man and chastise him ; Aud they shall amerce him in an hundred

shekels of silver, and give them unto the father of the damsel, because he hath

brought up an evil name upon a virgiu of Israel : and she shall be his wife ; he

20 may not put her away all his days. But if this thing be true [truth is this word],

21 and the tokens o/ virginity be not found for the damsel : Then they shall bring out

the damsel to the door of her father's house, and the men of her city shall stone

her with stones that she die ; because she hath wrought folly in Israel, to play the

whore in her father's house : so shalt thou put evil away from among you.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [Ver. 15. nyjn. Keri rT^yjn and 80 in vera. 16 and 21. Sept. Traifib;. The Keri explains the reading : although,

the text is doubtless genuine as the usage in the case is frequent, and a like idiom occurs in other Semitic languages.

—A. G.].

Bays, or: things which exist only in words, and

his words,—or: facts which occasion the words,

report, scandal. Ver. 14. (Matt. i. 19). D^bina

(7^3 to separate, separated from close intimacy

with men) abstract noun: virginity as it was sup-

posed distinguishable (Sept. Trap&heia to. nap-

^ivia). The parents (vers. 15) for the sake of

their child, and for the honor of their training,

their household; after them came the first-born

brother as the head of the family. IJ^J, liter-

ally, the one thrust out, of the fruit of the human
body, hence : the young, as the maiden passes

into the young woman. That which they take

and bring out of the house (xiv. 28) as a proof

of the virginity of their daughter, is, according

to ver. 17, the piece of clothing with the distinc-

tive blood stains, the cloth which they had thus

in preservation. Comp. further xxi. 19. Ver.

16. The accusation, which in this case was limited

truly and designedly to the mere report, in or-

der that the parents should quietly take back

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Witness-bearing generally, and especially false

witness, has been treated already, xix. 15 sq.,

from the stand-point of the sixth command ; and

Moses therefore now speaks briefly as to the

ninth commandment. It is rather as a supple-

ment, corresponding entirely with the supple-

mentary existence of the woman, and in con-

nection with what precedes, since the wife is

regarded as the property, possession, of the hus-

band. But the ninth command goes down here
—and this is the progress—from the judicial

witness-bearing (xix. 15 sq.) to the social decla-

ration, to slander, and this with respect to a case

both disgraceful and dangerous. Ver. 13. Aud
go, as xxi. 13. After the affection, at least ma-
nifested, the aversion (2 Sam. xiii. 15) breaking
out through occasions of speech, literally,

deeds (HT^^ from //}? the completed, finished)

of -words, i. e., aotions with words, in that he
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I

their daughter, they bring with the motive of

the slander, before the public forum. Ver. 17.

(Comp. ver. 14). The exhibition of the slander
in words, its refutation by facts. Ver. 18. Comp.
xxi. 18. The Jews understand bodily punish-
ment with thirty-nine stripes, which is not ex-

pressed in the words, and is scarcely supposable
in the case. He was not punished as a legal

witness (xix. 18 sq.) but as a slanderer, and of

his own honor in respect to his wife. Hence
the chastisement, instruction, is first of all in

place. The punishment, ver. 19, consists in the

money to be paid to the slandered father [in

other cases (see ver. 29; Ex. xxii. 15, 16) the

fine was only fifty shekels ; the Rabbins hold
that if the woman were an orphan the fine came
to herself,—A. G.], and in his lo/S for life of the

right of divorce. [The distinction in the pun-
ishment here attached to the slanderer of his wife,

and the penalty for false-witness, xix. 10 sq., is

not to be explained upon the assumption " of the

low position and estimation of the woman under
the law," (Bib. Com.), but by the fact above re-

ferred to that the case here is not strictly of

false witness. The punishment was designed
apparently to meet the motives in which the

slander originated, " either a wanton desire for

another marriage, or an avaricious desire for

the maiden's dowry."—A. G.]. Vers. 20, 21.

Connected with the foregoing, but the very op-
posite, and as to the penalty, literally a casebe-
longiog to the seventh command, where the man
brings his case before the elders of the city and
establishes it by the whole unmaidenly conduct
of the bride generally, and not only by the fact

that the proofs (ver. 17) could not be found.
(Comp. xiii. 15 ; xvii. 4). To the slander, now
follows the deceit. Ver. 21. They, either the
elders (ver. 18 sq.), or one shall, sq., out of the
deceived husband's house, or from some other
place, but only to, before the door of the father's
house for a testimony against it, so far as it was
a participant in the guilt through defective dis-

cipline, oversight, perhaps even in the deceit, in

any case to suit the punishment to the guilt

:

the sin went out across this threshold, etc. hS^J
T T ;

presumptuousness, shamelessness, godlessness,

especially of unchastity (Gen. xxxiv. 7), which
is not compatible with Israel's dignity, and
which thus concerns the body of the people in
its spiritual character (1 Cor. vi. 13, 15 sq.

;

Matt. v. 32). Further comp. xiii. 6.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Slander is the act, with reference to our

neighbor, introduced through falsehood ; here
touches the neighbor next to his own life, i. e.,

touches his own wife, where indeed even nature
requires truthfulness. Thus nature vindicates
itself against the lying, slanderous husband:
the nature of the maiden, and the natural pro-
tection of father and mother, become her legal
representatives and defence.

2. The method of proof in this case rests es-
sentially upon the ground that nature will not
deceive, much less lie. It appears as it is ; it

conceals nothing; it does not even deface any-
thing when it presents itself to view.

3. Man who deceives may lie, but should not.
The veracity of a man as to himself is in the
thought, his inward recognition of the truth ; as
to others, in word and deed, his external confes-
sion of the truth. Thus appear, ver. 14, deeds
of words.

4. Man is free only as he maintains veracity
;

the lie destroys his true freedom. The Israelite
should learn this with respect to the freedom of
divorce from his wife granted to him (Matt. xix.

8), forfeiting it in the case of the lie, the slan-
der, against his wife.

6. Where love is presupposed, as here in the
relations of man and wife, it demands first entire
truthfulness. It is only lust which is followed
by hatred, and thus the slander is begotten.

6. Israel must put away evil from among them,
as here with respect to the deceitful and false
betrothed. The Scripture elsewhere identifies
the lie and evil. Here her own conscience muat
have been imposed upon and hardened before she
represented herself to others as being what she
was not.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ver. 13. Cr.'VMER: "We should never bring

any one into reproach, nor cover them, or im-
pose upon them with groundless suspicions."
Ver. 15. The same: "Parents should not only
care for the support, but the good name of their
children, and should cheerfully defend it." Ver.
18. Starke: "God is the enemy of deceivers
and liars, and will punish them." Ver. 19.

ScHULTz: "Moses must have held a different
view of unions in the face of great aversion than
that prevalent among us." Herxheimer: "In
any case the great disgrace and severe punish-
ment must have awakened in the parents great
care in the preservation of modesty and purity."

Tenth Commandment.

Chap. XXII. 22-30.

22 If a man be found lying with a woman married to an husband, then they shall
both of them die, both the man that lay with the woman, and the woman : so shalt

23 thou put away evil from Israel. If a damsel that is a virgin be betrothed unto an
24 husband, and a man find [meet] her in the city, and lie with her ; Then ye shall

bring them both out unto the gate of that city, and ye shall stone them with stones
that they die ; the damsel, because she cried not, being in the city ; and the man,
because he hath humbled [abased] his neighbour's wife: so thou shalt put away
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25 evil from among you. But [And] if a man find a betrothed damsel in the field,

and the man force her [seize hold of her] and lie with her ; then the man only

26 that lay with her shall die : But unto the damsel thou shalt do nothing ; there is

in the damsel no sin worthy of death : for as when a man riseth [standeth up]

27 ao'ainst his neighbour, and slayeth him, even so is this matter : For he found her

28 in the field, and the betrothed damsel cried, and there was none to save her. If a

man find a damsel that is a virgin, which is not betrothed, and lay hold on her,

29 and lie with her, and they be found [surprised, caught] ; Then the mam that lay

with her shall give unto the damsel's father fifty shekels of silver, and she shall be

his wife ; because he hath humbled her, he may not put her away all his days [all

30 his life long]. A man shall not take his father's wife, nor discover his father's

skirt.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. As the foregoing directions give the occa-

sion for representing the coveting forbidden in

the tenth command, as the lust of the flesh, so

this is still more practically the case ; the desire

cannot be more evident. The discourse, how-

ever, recapitulates the sixth, eighth, and ninth

commands, although it is directed mainly to the

seventh. Ver. 22. S:ir3-nSj^3 (xxi. 13) married
to an husband, ruled of her lord, and inti-

mates quietly that lust is of the nature of theft,

violation of the rights of property. As they lie

together so they shall both die; for the adultery

cries out against the one as well as against the

other. Lev. xx. 10. The betrothed maiden (ver.

14) is placed on an equality with the married

woman, ver. 23 (Gen. xxix. 21 ; Matthew i.

20). In ver. 22 as in ver. 28, the life, the con-

tinuous life of the neighbor in his descendants,

was violated. Hence in ver. 24 the like punish-

ment also as in ver. 22, life for life. She cried

not, a closer modification of in the city, where

help could be had. Thus the supposition is of

fellowship in the lust, nj;! (xxi. 14) a viola-

tion at the same time of her true honor, thus a

breach of the ninth command. In the case stated

in ver. 25, the man alone is to be put to death,

since ver. 26 presents his violence as a murder-

ous attack upon the betrothed. No sin of

death.which should be punished with death,

(xxi. 22; 1 John v. 16). Comp. xix. 11, 6. The
reason is stated still more definitely in ver. 27,

either the fact, or its supposition, she cried

and there vyas none to save her. The 28th

verse is a more precise completion of Ex. xxii.

16, 17. The law can only take cognizance of

lust in the constructive deed, otherwise it would

open the floodgates to the lust of slander (the

ninth commandment). Ver. 29. (Comp. ver. 19)

the violation of the property of the father, whose
right to refuse his daughter is presupposed in

the fifth command, and did not need to be further

guarded here on the occasion of the second ta-

ble. The prohibition of lust closes in ver. 30,

with the most aggravated case, of the injured

mother (step-mother) and father. Comp. upon
Lev. xviii. 8 (Gen. xxxv. 22). Incestuous lust

going out from the blood re.aches blood. It

needs therefore only the prohibition, the spe-

cializing of all that is forbidden in this regard
occurs elsewhere. Incest is self-injury. The
skirt (wing, edge, corner, xxii. 12) the paternal
upper garment [Ges. : Coverlet of the bed, so

that to discover the skirt was to defile the bed,

—A. G.], (Ruth iii. 9) covering all that be-

longed to the father, even his widow, bride, aa

it covered his own nakedness, which was unco-
vered with that of his wife. Lev. xviii. 6 ; Ezek.
xvi. 8. Comp. Deut. xxvii. 20.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. If the last commandment is directed against

covetous desire, as the root of every sin with re-

spect to the second table of the law ; so the same
was already asserted, v. 18, in reference to the

woman. It is not only practically continued, to

bring out lust now in its application to the same
reference, but as nature divides the race into the

twofoldness of the sexes, presents her as the very
closest neighbor, at the same time the most natu-

ral form of desire of which men are conscious,

Gen. ii. 20. The law must address itself the

more, to this form of lust, since with its spread
there occurs alse the spreading of sin, the mys-
tery of life becomes the mystery of death, and
the law must not only restrain the excesses

of the sinful inclination, but as its final goal

must be a way-mark, a school-master to Christ,

Eph. V. 32.

2. The twofoldness of the sexes exhibits no-

thing more than the necessity on the one side,

and the prospect of satisfaction on the other.

Marriage is the legal and proper removal of the

natural contrasts, so much so that any outrage

against this, may be regarded as the transgres-

sion of lust against all the commands of the se-

cond table. In marriage the neighbor is regarded

as with regard to his wife, so with regard to his

life, property, honor, indeed generally as the

individual with respect to the species.

3. Only as the wife of her husband is she ap-

prehended as a person who supplements, com-

pletes another person. Regard for this, chastity,

preserves her from being regarded and treated

as a thing. With this application of lust there-

fore as sexual, there is connected the apprehen-

sion of the personality, that which is the most

spiritual in the one nearest, the closest neighbor.

4. The repeated and prominent allusion to the

maiden (vers. 27, 28), and as she is the betrothed,

may personify chastity, as inclination and

desire are glorified and taken up into afi'ection

and love. As "^JH (Keri H^^J) she is the youth,

humanity generally in its youthful being. As

nS^inp she appears as the sexual other being.

As the betrothed she represents, in the bride.
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the poetry of the first love. Violence in such a

case, still more the perversion and corruption

when the bride-like yields consent, as over

against the ideality of this relation, must be

punished as the most flagrant excess and crime,

(vers. 24, 25). So also the protection and com-

passion of the law (ver. 26 sq.) in regard to the

tragic fate of one involved in misfortune, help-

less against overcoming violence.

5. The sexual inclination should (28, 29)

through that lasting union, to which attention

is called, find its purification, be glorified into

love, lose its barbarous and bestial character,

be elevated to its moral form and idea.

6. When now the treatment in regard to lust

closes with the peculiar crying crime of incest

(ver. 30), the man in this case has fallen entirely

into the power of the inclination, of the animal

man; indeed more, the sexual lust passion, ap-

pears as the very thing in view, etc. 1 Cor. v. 1

sq. Incest is regarded here in its relation to the

universal moral consciousness, for the animal,

e.g., manifests no limit of blood. So here in

Deut. the instance selected is not from the rela-

tion of sister ; the marriage of the sister was the

closest original form of marriage.

7. Since in what follows the discourse passes

over to all Israel, the treatment of lust, as the

sexual lust, agrees well with the connection. As
the life instinct concerns the individual, his life

and support, so the sexual instinct the life and
existence of the whole.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

As love is the fulfilling of all the commands,
BO lust is their transgression. Eph. v. 3 ; Col.

ill. 5. Ver. 22. Lange: "The marriage con-

tract is very far from a mere civil one" Schultz :

" The married woman, through harlotry, is

viewed in the Old Testament as an adulter-

ess under all circumstances, the married man
only, when the wife of another is concerned, as
he is the destroyer of another marriage. Laxity
in the law leads necessarily to a laxity in prac-
tice. The Christian Church, which has no ban
for the adulterer other than that of present laws,
becomes a participator in his sin."

Berl. Bib.: " The promise and not first the ac-
tual dwelling together constitutes the marriage
before God." Ver. 25. Luther: " The city and
field represent conditions; that, in which some
help might be near, this when the cry would be
ineffectual because unheard." Ver. 26. Rich-
TER : " What a lightning flash against all un-
chastity is the close of this verse!" Ver. 27.

How much helplessness in the world ! How many
vain cries for help ! In this view human sta-

tutes, in regard to many a wretched one, should
be mildly enforced.

—

Piscator: " Uncleanness
is a dreadful sin, especially among Christians
whose bodies should be temples of the Holy
Ghost." Ver. 29. Richter :

" They need not
leave each other, as is now repeatedly the case."
Piscator: "He who had brought her to dis-

grace, should now cheerfully bring her to honor
again." Ver. 30. Calvin: " Perhaps he looks
to the act of Ham, who, publishing his father's

disgrace, betrays his own godlessness." [Vers.
23-27. Henry: " It is presumed that she con-
sented, if it were done in the city, where help
would have come had she cried—silence implies
consent; if it were done in the field, it is pre-
sumed that she cried out ; charity and equity
require us to do so. It may be presumed that
those willingly yield to temptation who do not
use the means to avoid it, etc.''—A. G.].

The perfection of Israel.

Chapter XXIII. 1—Chapter XXVL 19.

The Commonwealth of Jehovah.

(Chapter XXIIL 1-8). '

1 He that is wounded in the stones, or hath his privy member cut off [one through
bruising injured or emasculated] shall not enter into the congregation of the Lord.

2 A bastard shall not enter into the congregation of the Lord ; even to his tenth gen-

3 eration [member] shall he not enter into the congregation of the Lord. An Am-
monite or Moabite shall not enter into the congregation of the Lord ; even to their

tenth generation shall they not enter into the congregation of the Lord for ever

:

4 Because they met you not with bread and with water in the way, when ye came
forth out of Egypt ; and because they [he, the Moabite] hired against thee Balaam

5 the son of Beor of Pethor of Mesopotamia, to curse thee. Nevertheless the Lord
thy God would not hearken unto Balaam : but the Lord thy God turned the curse

6 into a blessing unto thee, because the Lord thy God loved thee. Thou shalt not

seek their peace, nor their prosperity [welfare, margin : good] all thy days for ever.

7 Thou shalt not abhor an Erlomite, for he is thy brother : thou shalt not abhor an
8 Egyptian, because [for] thou wast a stranger in his land. The children [sons] that

are begotten of them shall enter into the congregation of the Lord in their third

generation.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

After the close of this exposition, application

and completion of the decalogue, there is indi-

cated now a delineation of Israel in the most va-

ried aspects, especially as the Kahal Jehovah
from the beginning to the close of the section.

Ver. 1. Wounded, sq., through crushing, (the

pressing and rubbing of the testicles) desig-

nates the eunuch as the crushed oi?/iaf5/af,

(Septuagint). Cut off, the urethra, the com-

pletely castrated. The refusal to admit them into

the communion of the covenant is explained by

the congregation of the Lord, the commu-
nity consecrated to Him. If of animals, Lev.

xxii. 24, how much more of men! Comp. Lev.

xxii. 18 sq. Israel is a priestly (Lev. xxi. 17

sq.) community. Comp. Ex. xx. 22. Only the

uumutilated image of God as in its creation can

come before Jehovah, the Elohim, and the peo-

ple wbo should be permanent must possess the

fitting organs of generation (Num. xvi. 3; xx.

4) ; comp. Isa. Ivi. 3 sq.—[They could not be

admitted to the full privileges of the congrega-

tion of Jehovah; but they were received as pro-

selytes, Acts viii. 27; and the prophets show
that this ban was to be removed when the rea-

son for this restriction should be done away by

the fuller presence and work of the Holy Spirit.

—A. G.]—There was somewhere ever human
guilt in the circumstances. So also with the

ITOO, ver. 3 (only elsewhere in Zech. ix. 6).

Meier: 1) a foreigner, 2) heterogeneous, i.e.,

bastard ; Knobel (Keil) in the sense of corrup-

tion, foulness, filth, one stained in his concep-

tion and birth; Delitzsch: equivalent with

mongrel; others: as contracted from D^D and

*1T, or from DJ7D "II. Sept. and Vulg., as the

child of fornication, which neither agrees with

the connection here nor with the rest of the Old

Testament; rather as the Syriac : the concep-

tion of adultery; still better: the child born of

incest [so Keil, Wogue, the Bib. Com., and the

Rabbins.—A. G.], (Gen. xix. 30 sq.), whence
the religious and political application to the

mingling of the Israelites and heathen may be

more fully comprehended. Comp. Isa. Ivi. 3

;

John viii. 41. (The Jew Salvador designates

JesuB as a mamser )—To the tenth genera-
tion, the number 10 denoting the perfect, abso-

lute exclusion from Israel, as also, ver. 3, the

addition forever. If the ground in ver. 1 is

found in the human deed upon the body, so now
in the immorality through the human will.

With the physical, the moral, there is now con-

nected, ver. 3, the religio-political, with respect

to the theocratically forever-excluded Ammon-
ites and Moabites (Lam. i. 10). Ver. 4. The
reason : the still freshly remembered hostility

restrained only by fear on their side, as on the

side o/ Israel by the respect enjoined upon them
ii. 19 aq- ; 9 sq- (4 sq. ; 29). In violation of

every custom of hospitality (even in savage
tribes, Isa. xxi. 13 sq.), not to speak of the

natural affection of kindred, they did not meet
Israel with the necessaries of life. This is the

point which is made against both. As the

Moabites only dwelt in Ar (chap, ii.), so now

the transaction with Balaam on the part of

Moab in which the intense hostility against

Israel appears, is viewed as common with both.

Comp. upon Num. xxii. [See Smith's Bib. Die.

Art. Amnion.—A. G.] As the singular, "IDE?,

is used of Moab, represented by its king, so also

Israel is spoken of in the singular, thee. Per-
son against person, God Himself must intervene,

ver. 5; there is no failure in the will of Moab.
The designed cursing of Israel, as the highest
degree of hostility, God turns to blessing, and
uses the service of the prophet in doing it. It

is only the necessary line of Israel's conduct,
therefore, which, ver. 6 announces, since ac-

cording to the promise of God resting upon
Israel, Gen. xii. 3, which Balaam himself must
repeat. Num. xxiv. 9, this could not cease at

the present stand-point of this growing ( werdens)
and wrestling soldier of God. Comp. still Ezra
ix. 12. Matt. V. 44; Luke vi. 28; Rom. xii. 14,

are possible first in Christ, in whom David
reaches perfection in Solomon. It is not " mali-

cious zeal" (Knobel), or even national hatred
or revenge, which is spoken of here, comp. ii. 9,

and also the immediately following direction.

Comp. further Jer. xxix. 7 ; Neh. xiii. 1 sq.

(In reference to Ruth, the Talmud limits the

exclusion to males.) Comp. also 2 Sam. x. for

personal exceptions.

—

[Bib. Com.: "Such a law
would certainly never have suggested itself to

the mind of a writer after the time of David,

whose great-grandmother was a Moabitess."— A.

G.]—Ver. 7. 2i?r\, the expression for the tech-

nical theocratic abhorrence, e. g. xxii. 5. In

the case of Edom the tie of brotherhood should
prevail, notwithstanding all its acts of hostility;

in Egypt, the hospitality they had received,

although they had been oppressed by Pharaoh.
Comp. Doct. and Eth. 6, upon i. 6—iv. 40,

Henostenberg, Moses and Egypt. " In a state-

ment springing from a view of the living rela-

tions, the contrasts or opposition which actual

life every where presents are suffered to appear;
in a mythical statement they would be carefully

obliterated." Such motives as are here urged
were only near and of force at the time of Moses.
Ver. 8 concerns the great-grandsons of those

who had united with Israel by circumcision, or

who had settled among them. Others: the

grandchildren.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Circumcision, not concision, or the entire ex-

cision. Phil. iii. 2 sq.

2. "How great the contrast between Jehovah
and the heathen gods, in whose service the very

mutilation in this respect availed as a peculiar

consecration and holiness." Baumqabten.
3. The moral blamelessness of the Lord's

people, and its sacred nobility of birth.

4. Ammon and Moab as they are one in their

origin, so throughout in their relation to Israel.

Leaving out of view their incestuous origin,

with which they are not charged, they were
still, as to their origin, much farther removed
from Israel than Edom. Their opposition to

Israel is not in their origin, but rather out of

their origin, as it asserts itself immediately in

the disposition, in conscious enmity. In Edom
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the injustice done to their tribe-father may
humanly be regarded as an excuse. Still more

love may hope for a solution of the conflict be-

tween natural revengefulness and the divine

choice. The fear of Edom before the divine in

Israel need not strengthen itself into hatred.

In any case Israel must hold its privileges open
to Edom, which is directly forbidden with refer-

ence to Moab and Ammon through their con-

scious enmity; they are by demonic reflection

what Amalek was by demonic passion. As to

what is warlike, Ammon gave the tone to the

boastful and tragico-comical Moab. Its hostility

to the Lord's people continues to the end. Lust
and cruelty characterize its religion. Comp.
ScHULTZ, p. 164 sq.

5. ["God shows here that He regards nations

as having a corporate existence, and deals with

them according to their national acts. Egypt
was to be kindly dealt with for its past favors

to Israel. Former kindnesses were to be re-

membered, and past injuries to be forgotten."

Wordsworth.—A, G.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 2. Richteb: "Ideally no one can attain

to heavenly citizenship who is not born of God
in the true way," John iii. Ver. 3. Reichel:

" The Moabites hated the priestly kingdom of
God as such, and would have it cursed through-
out. On the other hand, they were not so igno-

rant as the other heathen, but sinned against

their better knowledge. Whoever wishes good
to such enemies, he helps to condemn and perse-

cute the people of God," 2 John 10. Ver. 4.

RiCHTER : "Thus many a one still draws down
upon himself the anger of God. Balaam, Balak,

have their places in the Apocalypse." Ver. 5.

Osiander: "God's love, not ours, is the cause
of all blessedness." Ver. 6. Schultz: "It is

opposition to godlessness, indeed to enmity to

God, which is not removed even by Rom. xii.

18, which is here fundamentally regarded."

Ver. 7. The import of kinship. Theodoret:
" He will teach us never to forget former kind-

nesses." Osiander: "Early kindnesses should

avail with us above later injuries." Schultz:
"Notwithstanding all hostility, we should recog-

nize the good in our opponents." Ver. 8.

Starke: "In the Old Testament even the door
of grace stood open to the heathen; the parti-

tion wall is done away in Christ, Eph. ii. 12-14."

Berl. Bib.: "This also has its spiritual signifi-

cance for the congregation of believers in the

New Testament, Eph. v. 27. Hence all must be
put away who are unfruitful in good, who are

of no use to their brother in bodily or spiritual

things, all rough worldly men," etc.

Israel in Camp.

Chapter XXIII. 9-14.

9 When the host goeth forth against [upon] thine enemies, then keep thee from

10 every wicked thing. If there be among you any man that is not clean by reason

of uncleanness that chanceth him by night [clean from accident by], then shall he

11 go abroad out of [beyond] the camp, he shall not come within the camp : But
[And] it shall be, when evening^ cometh on, he shall wash himself wath water

:

12 and when the sun is down, he shall come into the camp again. Thou shalt have
a place [room—literally hand] also without the camp, whither thou shalt go forth

13 abroad : And thou shalt have a paddle upon thy weapon* [beside thy weapon]
;

and it shall be when thou wilt ease thyself^ abroad, thou shalt dig therewith, and
14 shalt turn back, and cover that which cometh from thee : For the Lord thy God

walketh in the midst of thy camp, to deliver thee, and to give up thine enemies

before thee ; therefore shall thy camp [and thy camp shall] be holy : that he see

no* [and he shall not see] unclean thing in thee, and turn away from thee.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 11. Marg. : tiirning toward, literally at the turning of the evening.-
2 [Ver. 13. Sept. and Vulg. : upon thy girdle. Heb. : eharp-pointed utenail

utensils. So Qbsenics.—A. G.].
8 [Ver. 13. Marg. literally: thou sittest down or in thy sitting down.—A. G.].

* [Ver. 14. ScHBOEDEE as the Marg. : nakedness of a thing.—A. G.]

A. G.].

Some MSS. have the plural : among thy

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The civil sanctity of Israel has its correspond-
ing manifestation, and indeed first of all in the
field, ver. 9, upon the march to war. It must
then be so, more than in Num. v. 2 sq., since

they then stand opposed to the heathen, and

indeed in their noblest manhood (chap. xx.).

}^'\ "13T, comp. xvii. 1, here defilement, ver. 10,

as explained Lev. xv. 16 sq. (1 Sam. xx. 26).

No further specification, because sufiBciently

clear from the earlier law-giving. Ver. 11.

(Gen. xxiv. 63.) At sunset he might come into
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the camp. Ver. 12 respects not only cleanliness,

but stands as a representative of purity in every

sense. "Not everywhere, and still less in the

camp." Knobel. Ver. 13. niV, the fixed, sta-

ble, hence the wooden nail, the tent-peg, but

also to fix fast; hence the thrusting, penetrating

instrument. \]i<, furniture, war-weapon or

utensil. Ver. 14. The presence of Jehovah is

the reason for the sanctity, and therefore for

the sanctification of the camp, xx. 1, 4; i. 8 (2

Cor. vi. 16).—Unclean (nakedness, from
ni>M of a thing, i. e. any nakedness, which

could not exist without destroying or injuring

the reverence for Jehovah.

HOMILETICAL ANB PRACTICAL.

Ver. 9. Times of war are usually times of

girdled, straitened life. Randglosse :
" That

you may not be censurable, and so lose the vic-

tory, as a punishment, as at the time of Eli and
Saul." Piscator: " How can we contend suc-

cessfully with our enemies? When the soldiers

put away evil from themselves." [Bib. Com.:
"The ordinary rules of religion and morality

were relaxed in times of war among other na-

tions ; but Israel must then shun every wicked

thing." Wordsworth: "The Lord of battles
walks in the midst of camps; the soldier's life

should be a holy and religious one. Our unho-
liness makes our enemies powerful against us."
—A. G.]—Ver. 10. Starke: "Soldiers should
cultivate assiduously every virtue, especially

that of purity." Ver. 11. Starke: "Without
real purity and holiness no one can enter the

heavenly camp, Eph. v. 5." Vers. 12, 13.

Schultz : " Since heedlessness, indeed rudeness
with respect to the community, manifests itself

in these trifling and most external things, as

well as in those which are greater, the ordinance
is of great importance even now, although the

conduct in the physical region may not now be
regarded as a preparatory exercise with respect
to moral conduct." Ver. 14. Starke: "He
who is not ashamed before men, disgraces himself
before God." Berl. Bib.: "We have here a
sensible representation of the militant Church of

God." Piscator: "The Christian Church is a
holy camp of the eternal sons of God wherein
God dwells, and nothing disgraceful should be
seen." [Wordsworth: "The Lord Christ

dwelleth and walketh in the midst of us, and
preaches to us all : ' Be ye holy, for I am holy,*

Rev. i. 13."—A. G.]

Israel at Home.

Chaps. XXIIL 15—XXV. 19.

15 Thou shalt not deliver' unto his master the servant which is escaped from his mas-
16 ter unto thee : He shall dwell with thee, even among you in that place which he

shall choose in one of thy gates where it liketh [good for him, so margin] him best

:

17 thou shalt not oppress him. There shall be no whore'' [consecrated, devoted one]

18 of the daughters of Israel, nor a sodomite of the sons of Israel. Thou shalt not

bring the hire of a whore, or the price of a dog into the house of the Lord thy God
19 for any vow : for even both these are abomination unto the Lord thy God. Thou

shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother [lay upon thy brother] : usury' of money,
usury of victuals, usury of anything that is lent [accustomed to be lent] upon

20 usury : Unto a stranger thou mayest lend upon usury ; but unto thy brother thou

shalt not lend upon usury : that the Lord thy God may bless thee in all that thou

21 settest thine hand to in the land whither thou goest to possess it. When thou shalt

vow a vow unto the Lord thy God, thou shalt not slack to pay it : for the Lord
22 thy God will surely require it of thee ; and it would be [and it is] sin in thee. But
23 if thou shalt forbear to vow, it shall be no sin in thee. That which is gone out of

thy lips thou shalt keep and perform ; even a free-will offering [freely, voluntarily]

according as thou hast vowed unto the Lord thy God, which thou hast promised

24 with thy mouth- When thou comest into thy neighbor's vineyard, then thou

mayest eat grapes thy fill at thine own pleasure [as thy desire (soul) is] ; but thou

25 shalt not put any in thy vessel. When thou comest into the standing-corn of thy

neighbor, then thou mayest pluck the ears with thine hand: but thou shalt not

move a sickle unto thy neighbor's standing-corn.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 15. Literally : Thou slialt not shut.—A. G.].
2 [Ver. 17. Margin : Soflomitos. Litprally : siinctified, or a holy one. Words expressive of consecration were applied

by the heathen to desitrnate those sunken in peculiar sins.—A. O.J.
» [Ver. 19. The Hebrew word is expressive from the root, to bite, as if any interest waa biting or oppressive.—A. G.].
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Chapter XXIV. 1-22. When [If] a man hath taken a wife, and married her,

and it come to pass that [if] she find no favor in his eyes, because he hath found
some uncleanness [nakedness of a thing] in her: then let him write her a bill of

2 divorcement,* and give it in her hand, and send her out of his house. And when
3 she is departed out of his house, she may go and be another man's wife. And if

the latter husband hate her, and write her a bill of divorcement [a separating

writing], and giveth it in her hand, and sendeth her out of his house ; or if the

4 latter husband die, which took her to be his wife; Her former husband which sent

her away, may not take her again [return to take her] to be his wife, after that

she is defiled ; for that is abomination before the Lord : and thou shalt not cause
the land to sin [make it sinful] which the Lord thy God giveth thee for an inheri-

5 tance. When a man hath taken a new wife, he shall not go out to war, neither

shall he be charged with any business^: but he shall be free at home one year, and
6 shall cheer up his wife which he hath taken. No man shall take the nether

[the hand-mill] or the upper^ mill-stone to pledge : for he taketh avian's life to

7 pledge. If a man be found stealing any of his [a soul (person) of his] brethren
of the children of Israel, and maketh merchandise of him [constrain him violently]

or selleth him ; then that thief shall die ; and thou shalt put evil away from among
8 you. Take heed in the plague of leprosy, that thou observe diligently, and do

according to all that [as] the priests the Levites shall teach you : as I commanded
9 them, so ye shall observe to do. Remember what the Lord thy God did unto

Miriam by the way, after that ye were come [in your coming] forth out of Egypt.
10 When thou dost lend' thy brother anything, thou shalt not go into his house to

11 fetch® his pledge: Thou shalt stand abroad, and the man to whom thou dost lend
12 shall bring out the pledge abroad unto thee: And if the man be poor [a bound,
13 oppressed man], thou shalt not sleep with his pledge: In any case thou shalt deli-

ver him the pledge again when the sun goeth down, that he may sleep in his own
raiment [over-cloak, mantle], and bless thee ; and it shall be righteousness unto

14 thee before the Lord thy God. Thou shalt not oppress an hired servant that is

poor and needy, whether he be of thy brethren, or of thy strangers that are in thy
15 land within thy gates : At his day thou shalt give him his hire, neither shall the

sun go down upon it, for he is poor, and setteth his heart upon it [lifteth his soul

unto it] : lest he cry [and he shall not cry] against thee unto the Lord, and it be
16 sin unto thee. The fathers shall not be put to death for [with, on account of] the

children, neither shall the children be put to death for the fathers : every man
17 shall be put to death for [in] his own sin. Thou shalt not pervert the judgment
18 of the stranger, wor of the fatherless, nor take a widow's raiment to pledge: But

thou shalt remember that [And remember, for] thou wast a bond-man in Egypt,
and the Lord thy God redeemed thee thence : therefore I command thee to do tius

19 thing [word]. When thou cuttest down thine harvest in thy field, and hast forgot

a sheaf in the field, thou shalt not go again to fetch it : it shall be for the stranger,

for the fatherless, and for the widow : that the Lord thy God may bless thee in all

20 the work of thine hands. When thou beatest thine olive-tree, thou shalt not go
over the boughs again^ [search the boughs after thee] : it shall be for the stranger,

21 for the fatherless, and for the widow. When thou gatherest [cuttest off] the grapes
of thy vineyard, thou shalt not glean it afterward [after this] : it shall be for the

22 stranger, for the fatherless, aud for the widow. And thou shalt remember that

thou wast a bond-man in the land of Egypt : therefore I command thee to do this

thing.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
* [Ver. 1. Literally: and he shall give unto her a roll, writing, of cutting off. The accents in the original do not jus-

tify the colon in this verse; and the construction requires that the periods at the end of vers. 1 and 2 should be removed.

—

A. G.].

* [Ver. 5. Margin: more literally: not any thing shall pass upon him.—A. Q.]

• [Ver. 6. Hebrew : the chariot or rider.—A. G.].

T [Ver. 10. Margin : lend the loan of anything.—A. G.].

• rVer. 10. To pledge his pledge. Scheoeder : that he may pledge his pledge.—A. G.].

» [Ver. 20. Margin : Thou shalt not bough it after thee.—A. G.].
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Chapter XXV. 1-19. If there be a controversy between men, and they come

[near (hither)] unto judgment, that [and] thejudges may [omit may] judge them

;

2 then [and] they shall justify the righteous, and condemn the wicked. And [Then]

it shall be, if the wicked man he worthy to be beaten [a son of stripes], that the

judge shall cause him to lie down, and to be beaten before his face, according to

3 his fault [what his fault requires] by a certain number. Forty stripes he may
give him, and not exceed : lest if he should exceed, and beat him above these with

4 many stripes, then thy brother should seem vile unto thee. Thou shalt not muzzle

5 the ox when he treadeth out [lit. and marg. : in his threshing] the corn. If breth-

ren dwell together, and one of them die and have no child [son], the wife of the

dead shall not marry without unto a stranger : her husband's^" brother shall go in

unto her, and take her to him to wife, and perform the duty of an husband's bro-

6 ther unto her. And it shall be, that the first-born which she beareth, shall succeed

in the name of his brother wklch is dead, that his name be not put out of Israel.

7 And if the man like not to take his brother's" wife, then let his brother's wife go

up to the gate unto the elders, and say, My husband's brother refuseth to raise up

unto his brother a name in Israel, he will not perform the duty of my husband's

8 brother. Then [And] the elders of his city shall [om. shall] call him, and speak

9 unto him : and tj lorn, if] he stand to it, and say, I like not to take her. Then shall

his brother's wife come unto him in the presence of the elders, and loose his shoe

from off his foot, and spit in his face, and shall answer [reply], and say. So shall

10 it be done unto that man that will not build up his brother's house. And his

name shall be called in Israel, The house of him that hath his shoe loosed [the

11 bare-footed]. When men strive together one with another [together a man and

his brother], and the wife of the one draweth near for to deliver her husband out

of the hand of him that smiteth him, and putteth forth her hand, and taketh him

12 by the secrets: Then thou shalt cut off her hand, thine eye shall not pity her.

13 Thou shalt not have in thy bag divers weights [stone and a stone. So the marg.],

14 a great and a small : Thou shalt not have in thine house divers measures [an ephah

15 and an ephah, marg.], a great and a small: But thou shalt have a perfect and

just weight, a perfect and just'^ measure shalt thou have; that thy days may be

16 lengthened in the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee. For all [every one]

that do such things, and all [every one] that do unrighteously, are an abomination

17 unto the Lord thy God. Remember what Amalek did unto thee by the way,

18 when ye were come forth out of Egypt; How he [who] met thee by the way, and

smote the hindmost of thee, even all that were feeble behind thee, when thou rvast

19 faint and weary: and he feared not God. Therefore [And] it shall be, when the

Lord thy God hath given thee rest from all thine enemies round about, in the land

which the Lord thy God giveth thee for an inheritance to possess it, that thou shalt

blot out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven ; thou shalt not forget it.

A.O.^

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1' [Ver. 5. The margin: next kinsman is not so literal as the text. It is rather an interpretation than a reading

—

fVer. 7. The text is to be preferrei to the margin.—A. Q.].

12 [Ver. 15. Literally : a full stone and righteousness shall be to thee, a full ephah and righteousness shall be to thee.

80 SOHKOEDER.—A. Q.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 15-18. The previous directions for

war, offer the point of union here, since in the

time of war servants might easily escape from
the enemy. It occurs, however, when Israel was
abroad in the field; butnowheisathome, ver. 16;

hence there is a return so far to vers. 1-8, as

(ver. 15) the dwelling of a heathen servant might
be hazardous as to the sacred character of

the people of God. But the escaped (who will

rescue himself) to Israel desires the very same
thing which Israel himself had experienced at

the hand of God (ver. 15, Sxj) ; without consider-

ing, that the individual ownership, the right of

possession, even according to Egyptian ideas,

" ceases when that of the whole people comes to an

end." (ScHULTz). If Jehovah delivers the enemy
before Israel, Israel should not deliver any one,

even a slave, into hostile, and at the same time

arbitrary power. "MD Hiphil delivered to be

shut up, in order to be held more securely, per-

haps even at first to be cruelly punished. Ver.

16. But even in Israel itself such a fugitive

should not be made to feel his position by op-

pression, fraud, defamation, etc., (Ex. xxii. 21 ;

Lev. xix. 33), but should be permitted to do aa
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he likes, as a fellow-dweller in the good land of

Jehovah. Comp. upon i. 16; x. 18 sq. ; xiv. 29
(xiv. 21). " No active efforts for the conversion
of the heathen \yere enjoined." Badmoarten.
Such a reception of one escaping from the hea-
then meets however, ver. 17, immediately its

limitations. This consecrated (prostitute)
belonged to the Phoenician, Syrian goddess of

love (Astarte, Mylitta). Prostitution might
awaken in Israel a like religious service with
that existing of old in Canaan (Gen. xxxviii. 21)
so that the designation (Kedeshah) becomes an
honorable title for a prostitute, (Lev. xix. 29).

There were Sodomites also. Lev. xviii. 22 ; Job
xxxvi. 14 (1 Kings xiv. 24; 2 Kings xxiii. 7).

Still less should they deliver to Jehovah (ver. 18)
the gift or hire. HJIf from HJI to depart from the

true form of the sexual life, marriage ; to digress,

to commit excesses. Such gifts were a reward for

religious iniquity, a present in which the God
of Israel was treated as a lust idol. The special

gift was a kid of the goats, Gen. xxxviii. 17 sq.,

but also money, hence the price of a dog, not
the money received for a dog sold, but the re-

ward of gain of Kadesh (/c/vaidof) a Sodomite,
one who endured, " what one dog suffers from
another." Knobel. Used here figuratively, be-

cause it had grown into a terminus technicus (Rev.
xsii. 15; xxi. 8). Upon house of the Lord.
Comp. Intro., g 4, I. 23. For any voTV,as Phoe-

nician lewdness, dedicated especially these fruits

of the body to idols. Even both these, the
gift and the giver.

2. Vers. 19-20. The discourse passes from
God to our neighbor, as in ver. 20, at the close,

back again to God, in a genuine deuteronomic
way, showing the profound understanding of the

law, of the connection between the two tables.

Ver. 19. ':)K?p (from '\\!ii to bite) literally some-

thing biting, oppressive, the Hiphil is not to give

interest, but to take, as Ex. xxii. 25; Lev.

XXV. 36 sq. ; for if the taking was forbidden,
the obligation not to give is of course evident,

especially since only the necessity of a brother
could bring him to borrow, in the simple rela-

tions of Israel, and unselfish love should have
arranged for this. We are not to think here of

the speculations of trade. Ver. 20. Comp. xv.

3, 6; xiv. 21 ; for the restxii. 7. The stranger
is perhaps one passing through Israel for pur-
poses of trade, not one (^J) remaining or dwell-

ing for a time among Israel. The Phoenicians,

Arabians certainly, took interest from Israel.

[The permission to take usury (interest) from
the stranger carries with it of course the princi-

pal. And it is probable that the loaning of

money at fair and easy rates, to aid or accom-
modate a brother, is not here prohibited. And
even if prohibited here, it is only for the spe-

cial cases, and in the peculiar circumstances of

the ancient people of God.—A. G.].

3. Vers. 21-23. "nj, kindred with 1T3 to set

apart, in Niphal : to abstain from anything, to

consecrate oneself to anything, hence "^IJ a de-

voted thing. The fulfilling must follow. Comp.
XV. 9. If sin, then of course the demand with
penalty. On the other hand the vow, even when
near at hand, and customary, may be discon-
tinued. For it is, ver. 23, voluntary, or a free-

will offering ; but the freedom before it is ut-

tered, makes the obligation still stronger after-

wards. "^Diy as always to preserve. T\y\l

voluntariness, here without the 2 (Hos. xiv. 5),

merely voluntary, from 3^J to move, to give

freely, intrans. movable, to be willing, generous,

"ItyX generally what was vowed, especially the

utterance, or vow. Comp. moreover Lev. xxvii.

;

Num. vi. 30.

4. Vers. 24-28. The freedom over against God
(with respect to that belonging to Him) leads
now again to a corresponding freedom in regard
to the property of our neighbor ; the more com-
prehensible as Jehovah is the literal and perma-
nent owner of the promised land. These verses
relate to the thirsting and hungry, the former
standing first here as the deepest and most pain-
ful necessity. The needy one therefore is not
the laborer, but rather the traveller, the passer
by. It is expressly forbidden that any one should
make out of this freedom a means of support.
The literal poverty in Israel is not in view here.
Comp. further xii. 15, 20 sq. ; xiv. 26. Fill thy

desire. J^3tJ^, full, be satisfied, satisfaction. Ac-

cusative of the closer limitation. Ver. 25. Comp.

upon xvi. 9. H/wO the ears as standing out.

[Ges. : as cut off], (Matt. xii. 1; Luke vi. 1).

Usually roasted, Lev. xxiii. 14. Thus take no
store along with them.

5. Chap. xxiv. 1-5. This chapter leads us into

the home of the Israelite, into his domestic life.

Vers. 1-4. Of divorce. Ver. 1. Comp. xxii. 13;
xxi. 13. To marry a wife, according to this, is

to take property into possession, hence to be-
come her lord. The divorce was thus as a mat-
ter of fact supposed, and indeed in the case which
Moses, in this view of the wife, must leave as it is

—when in the closer and daily intercourse of
life she was not pleasing to the husband—and
thus entirely as in subjection to him who had
power over her. Her not finding favor with him
must truly rest upon a previous finding on his

side with regard to her, and through this has
its ground and motives. While the latter finding

is always put into the husband's hands alone, it

must still be something that is nakedness (un-

cleanness) and not might be nakedness (xxiii.

14). Thus a physical or moral occasion for di-

vorce. The school of Hillel at the time of

Christ interpreted it as Kara naaav alralav (Matt,

xix. 3), i. e., any thing which may not be plea-

sing to the husband—purely subjective. The
stricter school of Schammai confined it to some
immodesty, shamelessness, lewdness, adultery.

But this latter was a capital crime. Knobel
holds correctly, no doubt, to some physical de-

fect. Upon the writing see Hengstenb. Auth.

I. 460. In connection with the supposed spread
of the art of writing among Israel, this divorce

does not appear to have been directly made more

difficult by the "130 (letter, writing) of divorce-

ment, although this may have been the case

when " the learned priest or Levite must be
brought, who would seek to reconcile the hus-

band." Hekxheimer. Such a form of divorce,

gave only into the hand of the divorced wife

that which would show, that she was legitimately

1 dismissed, and so free, both generally and before
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other men, and over against her husband hith-

erto (ver. 4). Ver. 2. Is a description of her

freedom. Ver. 3. In direct continuance of the

preceding, vers. 1, 2, this verse now utters more
fully the case, which is literally in view here.

Comp. xxi. 15; xxii. 13. A decided hatred al-

ternates with what is said. ver. 1, which as to

the rest is repeated, except that the case of a

wife freed again by the event of death is fur-

ther supposed here. The apodosis now follows

with the condition or limitation of the divorce.

[See textual notes. The sentence should be read
as one, vers. 1-4. The pointing in the original

makes it clear that Moses does not institute or

command divorce. The pointing in our version
implies that he does so. He is merely pre-
scribing limitations or regulations to a prevail-

ing custom, which was not in accordance with
the institution of marriage, and was only permit-
ted there in this limited sense, and under these
restrictions, " for the hardness of their hearts."
At the same time all these directions tend evi-

dently to prevent any hasty or passionate rup-
ture of the marriage bond, and to guard the in-

terests of the wife as the party most needing
protection. For while it seems probable that

the wife might initiate the divorce, it was very
seldom done.—A. G.]. It is worthy of notice,

that the original husband is designated 7^3,
while the second is always called merely K^'X.

But although the idea of marriage according to

its institution (Gen. ii. 23 sq. ) may not be brought
out in this connection, yet still the prohibition,
this legal impossibility to take her again, would
serve without doubt to check, a hasty divorce, the
degradation of the woman, and especially the bes-
tializing of the sexual relation of man and wife.

Kecouciliation is possible, indeed may be silently

read between the lines (comp. 2 Sam. iii. 14),
but not the taking her again to wife, after that
C^TTiii referring to the nnX-L^'X, ver. 2), she is

defiled. Hothpaal: Suffered herself to be de-
filed. Polluta est alius concubilu. J. H. Michae-
Lis. [Thus it is clear even in these verses. As
the Bib. Com. remarks " that divorce whilst tol-

erated for the time contravenes the order of na-
ture and of God. The divorced woman who
marries again is defiled." This of course is sub-
ject to the interpretation of our Lord, who Him-
self makes divorce valid, and the innocent party
free, on the ground of adultery. Our Lord's
teaching on this subject is found in Matt. v. 31,

82 ; xix. 3-9
; Luke xvi. 18 ; and Mark x. 2-12.

It seems to be clear that we are here taught that
while marriage is an indissoluble compact be-
tween one man and one woman, which cannot be
dissolved at the mere arbitrary will of either
party, or indeed of both parties, it may be dis-

solved by the sin of fornication on the part of
either. If a man puts away his wife for any
other cause, lie commits adultery; if upon this

ground he is not guilty of any offence. Where
divorce takes place upon this ground there is no
sin, even if the man marries again. He is free

;

as the bond has been annulled by the sin of the
other party, and so vice, versa.— A. G.]. See Lev.
xviii, 20 ; Num. v. 13 sq., of adultery. Man and
wife are one flesh. Gen. ii. 24. To become the
same with a third party is not barely a levitical

(Lev. sv. 18) but a moral desecration of the mar-
riage union. So fundamentally and essentially,
Matt. V. 32 ; xix. 9. As the second marriage of
the divorced was defilement, so here remarriage
with her first husband is abomination before
(in the face of ) Jehovah; expressively said
in every case as vii. 25 ; xii. 31 ; xxii. 5. Comp.
further Lev. xviii. 25; Jer. iii. I sq.—Ver. 5.

The newly formed marriage. A new wife, in
distinction from the old, just forbidden him, from
whom he had divorced himself; a first or a se-
cond wife, perhaps even a divorced or a widow.
\<y£ a concentration of the soldierly or warlike

manhood, xx. 7. While the betrothed must pre-
sent himself, and then be dismissed, the newly-
married is naturally not first marched out for a
like release. To the previous prohibition limit-

ing and making more difficult the marriage se-

paration, now we have a positive relaxation in
the interest of the marriage union, showing at
the same time liberal indulgence to the fresh

marriage band. 7^^ "IDJ? to break in upon, to

pass over any one. Job xiii. 13. Here generally

no public burden. /D/ as inxxiii.18. At home,
for the good of his just established domestic life.

And cheer up his wife instead of causing her
sorrow through the exposure of his life, or bur-
dening her with care of any kind.

6. Vers. 6, 7. The founding of a home leads

naturally to its preservation. Ver. 6 /DH to

bind, by the taking of a pledge, to pledge. D'HT

the handmill, the dual,to indicate the millstones,

literally the grinder, from nm to rub, crush.

Neither the whole was to be so taken, nor the
3IIT in the sense of fixing—the lower stationary

—or in the sense of moving [or as the rider] the
upper movable stone. The daily preparation of
the daily bread depended upon this, and conse-
quently the life (soul) of the poor who had only
the most necessary utensils. F. Bovet, in a de-

scription of a house at the village of Bireh, says

:

" the furniture consists of a handmill and a large
earthen vessel containing the grain. The mill

is a stone mortar, in which they turn a millstone
by means of a handle, as ip our corn-mills." [See
Thomson, The Land and the Book, pp. 294-296,
for the structure and mode of using the mill.

—

A. G.]. Ver. 7. The house should not only be
preserved for the Israelite, but the Israelite at

his home, t^pj introduces the transition. Comp.

further xxi. 14. The harsh, violent treatment,

is, as a true deuteronomic and real explanation,
inserted between 3JJI and "IDD. Ex. xxi. 16 ; (1
Tim. i. 10; Rev. xviii. 13). Gomp. still xiii. 6.

[Wordsworth: "St. Paul transcribes 1 Cor. v.

13, the words of the Sept. here, and thus teaches

us to apply these Levitical laws to spiritual

things."—A. G.].

7. Vers. 8, 9. The case, when an Israelite

must leave his home, is: in the J7J3—time (upon

the skin as from a blow) of r\^yi (from J^n^f

to break forth) i. e., of the eruption, thus at the

first appearance ; as more precisely explained.
Lev. xiii. sq. ScHUiiTZ and Keil understand
the 3 needlessly as if: take heed because (of the

cost) of the plague of leprosy (as a punish-
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ment, i. e., do nothing to incur it). Luther, as

the VuLG., takes 2 for |3, from before. They

should exactly and strictly observe ("1012?) hold

fast, what Moses had commanded the priests

and Levites (Intro., g 4, I. 22). They thus di-

rect only (svii. 10) according to the law, when
they in case of the leprosy remove any one from

his home and separate him from the people (Lev.

xiii. 4-5, 46). The sti-ictness of the admonition

is followed by an equally stringent command to

obedience, and this, ver. 9, is enforced by a re-

ference to Miriam, Num. xii. 10 sq. In the case

of Miriam the leprosy was the punishment for

her rebellion against Moses; but it is not the le-

prosy, but what Jehovah had done to her (Num.
xii. 14), her separation beyond the camp, which

is here in view. The onward march of the

people was at that time restrained by her course,

Num. xii. 15. Neither the rank nor ihe person

could be regarded.

8. 10-13. For the rest, the home of a fellow-

Israelite must be respected. Ver. 10. Comp. xv.

2, 6. JoHLSON : In order to take his pledge.

Herxheimek: To seize from him a pledge or

security. The lender should not invade or dis-

turb the home of the debtor, he is not to act as

a landlord. It presupposes better relations than

ver. 6. According to ver. 11 the borrower de-

fines what the pledge shall be ; that he can do

without it, is also presupposed according to ver.

6. For if it is something which he can spare,

indeed, but only for the day, so it may be taken
from him only for the day. Ver. 12 sq. ; Comp.
Ex. xxii. 25, 26. Ver. 13. Comp. upon vi. 25.

[The directions here given are to guard the poor
and unfortunate from oppression. Their homes
could not be violated. The creditor must stand

without and wait for the pledge to be brought.

But the right to the pledge is recognized. It must
be brought. And doubtless the law or custom
would regulate what pledge was sufiicient.

Within these limits the creditor would have the

right to judge.—A. G.].

9. Vers. 14-22. The mention of the debtor
leads, vers. 14, 15, to the similarly placed la-

borer, but with this to the still wider and varied
methods how Israel must deport itself at home.
Vers. 16-22. For 'J^', ver. 14, as ver. 12 (comp.
XV. 11), and upon the added t^'^X (comp. xv. 4).

p^^, to cut, to defraud, comp. upon Lev. xix.

13. *^J collectively. Ver. 15. He was usually

a day-laborer (Matt. xx. 8).—Upon it, i. e. the
wages which are still deferred (Eph. iv. 26).

So also upon it, i. e. he raises, lifts up his de-

sire upon that, which to each day is its fitting

reward. Comp. further xv. 9 (James v. 4).

The condition and expectation of the poor should
Israel consider at home, and hence, ver. 16 does
not confound the justice of God (v. 9) with that
of men, nor visit the death-penalty upon the
closest kindred of the guilty, as the physical
connection carried with it the punishment among
the Persians and other heathen nations. 7p
(xxii. 6), upon, i. e., on account of. In such
wretched cases Israel must regard and spare
the family band, which might impel to like hea-
then practices (2 Kings xiv. 6; 2 Chron. xxv.
4; Jer. xxxi. 30: Ezek. xviii. 20). Ver. 17
regards the condition of the poor in its wider

12

relation; comp. xvi. 19; x. 18, 19; xxvii. 19.

Upon the whole passage, comp. Ex. xxii. 21 sq.;

xxiii. 9 ; Lev. xix. 83 sq. The righteousness,
ver. 13, leads at first in vers. 14, 15, to that

which is privately right and reasonable, but
then, ver. 16, to the public justice ; so we pass
in ver. 17 from right- generally in the private

relations, to the right as connected with security

or pledges (ver. 6). In Israel right should be
maintained publicly and privately, and indeed
according to righteousness as it i-s love, or bit-

ter still, grace and mercy, as man becomes ac-

quainted with it in God (ver. 13, mn'' 'J37), as

Israel especially had already grown acquainted
with it in his God. The widow, the womanly,
is noticed with peculiar tenderness; her rai-

ment may be viewed as a whole history of

poverty (ver. 12). Upon ver. 18, comp. xv. 15;
V. 15; vii. 8. Vers. 19-22. These verses respect

the state and even expectation of the poor which
they are justified in cherishing,from their posi-

tion under Jehovah, the landlord of Canaan.
Comp. Lev. xix. 9 sq.; xxiii. 22; Deut. xiv. 29.

The olives, when they were not entirely ripe,

were beaten ofi' with poles, and then yielded

finer oil (Isa. xvii. 6). Ver. 22 as ver. 18.

[The three-fold repetition, 19, 20, 21, of these

classes who were thus partly provided for, is

calculated surely to impress the care and ten-

derness of God over the poor, and the humanity
of the laws of Moses.—A. G.]

10. Chap. XXV., vers. 1-3. To the wretched,

not habitually, but for the time, in the ideal

connection of this paragraph with the foregoing,

belongs also the case of one exposed to punish-

ment. But ver. 1 brings out first of all the pre-

vailing righteousness for Israel. The poor or

wretched even in this reference could only be
treated righteously. Comp. Ex. xxiii. 7. pHi*.

to be firm, straight. Opposed to i?'^"^. to sepa-

rate, to turn aside. Whoever in any given case

is righteous, the opponent is unrighteous, i. e.

guilty, not however in the moral sense, but

sensu forensi. Ver. 2. rj37, i. e. before the
•' TT :

judge, who should observe the number and the

kind of stripes, and perhaps also limit the dis-

honor in the case, through such a form of pro-

ceeding. BovET, who regards the tabernacle

"as the tent of justice standing in the centre of

the people," before which "the Lord of Israel

cites His people," describes the mode in which
justice is pronounced and executed in Egypt
to-day ; the whole scene now aptly illustrating

that which we may suppose to have occurred
here. ''ID (comp. xv. 8), according to the mea-
sure, with reference to the number, i. e. as many
as the crime demands according to ihejns talionis.

Ver. 3. Forty, i. e. 4 x ^^y ihus according to

all the world, on all sides, a perfect measure.
("From Gen. vii. 12 it is the full measure of the

development of judgment." Kkil.)—Not ex-
ceed, i. e., not more than forty. Anxious not

to overstep this extreme limit, the later Jews
fixed the number of stripes at thirty-nine (2

Cor. xi. 24).—[And yet they did not hesitate to

use the whip or scourge, instead of the stick or

rod.—A. G.]—Any excess over these would
be too many stripes—not so much in reference

to what a man can endure, as with respect to
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its spiritual, humane side or aspect. In such a

case there would be no limit to the arbitrary

will ; the sufferer, as to why he was still pun-

ished, would not be under the law, but barely

under the rod ; he would not be even under the

protection of the law. Moreover, he would suf-

fer loss in the eyes of his brethren, if it was not

retribution nor even dishonor, but the stripes

merely which were in view here. n7pJ1, from

hSd, to rub open, sweep away [Qes. : roast],

e. q. by fire, hence light, to make small, despi-

cable, so that it is not necessary to render the

Niphal with Meier to be ruined.

—

[Bib.Com.:
'« The son of Israel was not to be lashed like a

slave at the mercy of another. The judge was
to see that the law was not over-passed."

—

A. G.]

11. Ver. 4. The treatment of a man as a brute,

if we can think of such iu an unlimited scour-

ging, gives occasion for the mention of the

brutes even, according to righteousness, ver. 4.

If his wages are to be given to the hired laborer

daily, so also the laboring animal should be per-

mitted to eat of the grain which it treads out,

or over which it draws the threshing-cart (Wi-

ner, Lex. /., p. 276). Comp. upon this the

present usage in the East; Hengst., Moses and
Eyypt (1 Cor. ix. 9; 1 Tim. v. 18). Such a

reference to animals makes the reference to the

dead brother in the following paragraph to ap-

pear more appropriate.— [Wordsworth dwells

upon the use which the Apostle makes of this

passage, "not only as showing that the Levitical

law has a spiritual sense, in which it is still

binding upon all, but as giving us the key by
which we may unlock the casket and take out

of its treasures." But this opens wide the door
to a very loose and fanciful exposition. It

would need great sobriety and judgment to keep
at all within bounds on the principle here stated.

We cannot safely argue from what the apostle

did. and justify ourselves in a like course. And
the Apostle seems to use the words rather as

illustrative of the truth he was teaching than as

assigning to them a figurative and spiritual

sense.—A. G.]
12. Vers. 5-10. The Levirate marriages. It

is not the dead brother alone, but the widow
also, who with him claims special notice here.

In the following primitive institution there is no
allu-^ion to the "taking possession of the landed
property," Knobel, and hence, ver. 5, the
dTvelling together cannot be placed as a con-
dition to the obligation, with Knobel, Keil
[Bib. Com.], but only brings to bear from the
beginning, the actual position, the local nearness
of the brother-in-law as giving rise to it. It

was customary to dwell together, if not in the

same house, yet upon the same paternal inheri-

tance, w"!"^ j31, according to Jewish tradi-

tion, without child or grandchild. Matt. xxii.

24; Mark xii. 19; Luke xx. 28. That a son
was alluded to here, and expressly in ver. 6, is

only natural. But if the dead left behind him
even a daughter, it was, according to Num.
xxvii. 4; xxxvi. 8, suflBcient. The widow was
not free to marry any one belonging to a family
beyond the tribe or kindred (Num. xxxvi. 3).

Comp. Gen. xix. 31. D3', literally, allied, re-

lated by marriage, levir [6aiip), in the Jewish

interpretation: the own brother on the father's

side, if unmarried ? D^', Piel, act the part of

the brother-in-law. Ver. 6. Shall succeed
[Schroeder: stand up], not to the name of
his own father, but to that of his dead uncle,
and so be registered in the genealogical table,
i. e. as is self-evident, be enrolled as his heir.

Othei-s hold that he should not only thus per-
petuate the name of the dead, but that he should
be literally named after him. But comp. Ruth
iv. 10, 17, for the refutation of this view.

—

nn?3''~J<'71, from HnD, to wipe off, namely, from

the genealogical tables. As e. g. Ohad (Gen.
xlvi. 10; Ex. vi. 15; comp. with Num. xxvi.

12; 1 Chrou. iv. 24). Thus also it was not so
much the marriage of the widow which was in

question, as much more the preservation in this

way of the name, and therewith the person of

the dead. But while the law makes valid this

custom, coming down from the time of the patri-

archs (Gen. xxxviii. 8), it is still only in its

prevalent form a custom, and therefore without
constraint. It leaves the inclination free, per-

mits the refusal. Ver. 7 delivers it from pure
arbitrariness, regulates its expression (comp.
xxi. 19; Num. xvi. 12-14), in the way of notice,

accusation, public hearing and treatment by the
j

magistrate, ver. 8, at which the marriage of the \
brother-in-law, as also the loss to his own inhe-

ritance (Ruth iv. 6), and even the perpetuation

of his own name (Gen. xxxviii. 9), may find

public utterance, and ordains, in case the disin-

clination continues, no strictly legal punishment,

but permits a temporary disgrace through the

act of the sister-in-law, ver. 9, and a permanent
disgrace in the community, ver. 10, both of

which, however, could be maintained with the

custom itself, or grow feeble, if they did not fall

away with it.— In the presence of the
elders, i. e. publicly, and because he must sub-

mit to what follows. The loosing of the shoe

from his foot by the sister-in-law—in distinction

from Ruth iv. 7, 8, in which case it was not the

own natural brother, and in which also the re-

demption of the inheritance was especially in

view, and thus the kinsman himself could loose

his own shoe—divested the unwilling brother-

in-law of his rights with respect to the widow.

Hupfeld : Ps. Ix. 8 says correctly, it was the

symbol of renunciation. The reproach put upon

her is compensated by the spitting in his

face (Lev. xv. 8; Num. xii. 14; Jobxxx. 10);

she now contemns him on her side. The Tal-

MtTD weakens it into: spit before him on the

ground. Upon Hj;?, comp. upon xxi. 7 ; xix.

16, and also Gen. xvi. 2; xxx. 3; Ruth iv. 11.

The founding and establishment of the family !

Hence the reproachful title extends even to his

house, and thus the occurrence becomes a last-

ing remembrance and reproach. But still not

as Knobel, Keil, "a bare-footed abject," since

it is not as bare-footed, as without possessions,

that he is infamous, but as one from whom his

sister-in-law has loosed his shoe.—Vers. 11, 12,

limit the interference of a woman permitted in

the above custom (comp. 3")p with tJ^JJ, ver.
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9) ; upon the other side, morality required such
a limitation. Freedom, but not shamelessaess,

especially in regard to what the sister-in-law

had precisely claimed (comp. Ex. xxi. 22). The
attack was, moreover, dangerous to life. Hence
the severe and strict penalty which the Rabbins
change into a penalty corresponding to the

worth of the hand. Corap. xix. 21 ; vii. 16.

—

["It is of course to be understood that the act

was wilful, and that the penalty was inflicted

by the sentence of the Judges. This is the only
mutilation prescribed by the law of Moses, unless

we accept the retaliation prescribed as a punish-
ment for the infliction on another of bodily

injuries, Lev. xxiv. 19 sq." Bib. Com.—A. G.]

13. Vers. 13-19. How Israel should proceed
according to righteousness in trade, vers. 13-16,

and in their intercourse with others, vers. 17-

19. Ver. 13. ^D03. As they usually had a

purse at the girdle for this purpose, Micah vi.

11. The repetition: stone aad stone [di-

vers weights], (ver. 11: Ephah and Ephah
[divers measures]), as is immediately explained,

designates the diverse, the two kinds of weights,

the large used in the purchase, and the small in

selling (Ps. xii. 2; Amos viii. 5). As with, the

weights, so it should be also with the grain-

measures (from nsx, to collect, gather, hold,

whence: vessel). As in the purse, so in the

house, i. e. neither to use, nor even to have.

Ver. 15. Dip is unhurt, complete, whole, both

all together, and each one by itself, must be just.

For it concerns righteousness. Comp. Lev. xix.

36. The promise the same as in v. 16 at the

close of the first table. The more solemn con-
clusion follows in ver. 16 ; comp. xviii. 12

;

xxii. 5. The injunction passes from the parti-

cular trade to every transaction of the kind
generally. 7l^, to contract, distort, Arabic: to

overstep the right measure. With this ver. 17
joins the exception, which is still however only
according to the righteousness of God, and thus
also forms the conclusion to this whole section.

The case befel the Israelites on the way. Comp.
Ex. xvii. 8 sq. Ver. 18 gives the closer descrip-

tion of the iniquitous conduct of Amalek from
the recollection of an eye-witness, who had ex-

perienced it. 3JT, to extend, to swerve, in the

Piel: to bend aside, injure, destroy the tail, the
rear. This inhumanity shows already that there
is no fear of God with Amalek. Comp. on the
other hind Ex. XV. 14 ; xviii. 1. Ver. 19. Comp.
xii. 10; Ex. xvii. 14; Deut. ix. 7. The execu-
tion follows in 1 Sam. xv.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Israel itself " rescued from bondage," real-

izes in xxiii. 15, 16, "a command to humanity"
(Knobel), but a humanity which appears to be
stamped with the highest ideas of human nature.
As according to its original destination, it was
" to be a blessing to all the families of the earth,"
BO it is in Christ the asylum of enslaved hu-
manity.

2. From the Old Testament stand-point, " the
conversion of the Gentiles rests in the depths of
hope and desire." Bacmgarten.

3. The element of lust in the heathen religions

still in Mohammedanism. The dangerous cha-
r^icter of religious fanaticism in this aspect.
The sobriety of the religion of Israel.

4. Interest must be distinguished from usury;
but also the persons, whether it is the poor bor-
rowing from necessity, or others borrowing for
gain.

5. Compare L. Wiese, upon the Vow in the

evangelical sense, Berlin, 1861. Mosheim
{Ethics VI., p. 177) distinguishes: either to

omit things which otherwise could be done inno-
cently, or to perform something which (or bind-
ing to some kind and manner of observance) the
law does not require. The purpose : gratitude,
desire to devote ourselves to God, zeal in sanc-
tlfication. Vows should be maturely considered
beforehand. Ben. Pictet, Morale Chret. I. Book
III., Chap. xvi. : The vow is a solemn promise
to God to do some special thing in His service,

and to His honor. Thus not as to the general
life, as in baptism and in prayer.

6. When Moses comes to speak of divorce,
the bill of divorcement is a r\r\'1D 130, a re-

cord literally of the cleaving apart, cutting
away, namely, one from the other, of those who
together were one flesh. Thus throughout ac-
cording to the idea of marriage, which is its

ethical spirit and end. The writing of divorce-
ment is likewise also something more than the
mere utterance or declaration of the husband

;

thou art dismissed, repudiated, as occurs among
other Oriental nations. It is here treated espe-
cially in the interest of the ideality of marriage,
see the Exegetical Notes. " The law-giver,"
Knobel remarks, " appears to have regarded
divorce unfavorably (ver. 4), and therein to

have agreed with the prophets, Mai. ii. 16."

Israel is therein considered in its perfection,

although the ordinance of Moses must imply the
hardness of their hearts, as is truly the case

(comp. Lange, Matt. v. and xix.). The nega-
tive character of the divine law has, in like man-
ner as its pre supposition, what we are ever
prone, to in our evil nature. Israel according to

its nature separates the kind of his wives, but
that he does so in opposition to the nature of true

marriage, that appears manifoldly ; and there-

with "the rays of the full divine truth and
revelation break through the dark veil, under
which the actual life of Israel is permitted pro-

visional room and scope." Baumqarten.
7. As a militant church Israel must not how-

ever interfere with or prevent the inward peace
and joy, ver. 5.

8. " Generally in the last discourses of Moses
love is presented clearly as the innermost spirit

of the law" (Baumgarten). A parallel: the

last discourse of Jesus in the gospel by John.
9. How has the Mosaic law-giving obviated

from the very first the violent measures which
in Greece and Rome, from time to time, were
found necessary to correct the hard and intole-

rable relations of the poor debtor!
10. " When Moses, who so strongly, and be-

fore all thingSjUrges purity and holiness of heart,

does not hesitate to consider the somewhat hard
treatment of an animal (xxv. 4) in the midst of

the most important laws, he stands at the divine

central point of the world, from which straight

lines lead to all creatures." (Baumqarten).
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11. The Levirate marriage has indeed no

connection with the general human "needs and

desires of immortality " (Keil), although a simi-

lar custom is found among the Mongolians, Cir-

cassians, Druses, Abyssinians, and others. This

necessity was not indeed distinctly felt by Israel,

(hence the Sadduceean pretence. Matt. xxii. 24

8q.), but it is truly from Abraham on entirely

included in the promise, as Christ asserts, Matt,

xxii., and indeed the promise of this life, for the

Word must become flesh. Thus the custom lying

at the basis of the legal regulation is au old and

honored one in the chosen family. Indeed the

main line of the tribe of Judah, the peculiar line

of promise. Matt. i. 3 sq., springs from that forced

or surreptitious marriage of Thamar (Genes,

xxxviii.). Leyrer, Herz. Encycl., VIII. 358.

Compare beside the Levirate marriage of Ruth.

In Israel all is directed with reference to the

name and the house, and not so much generally

"to a continuous life in posterity " (Schultz).

Hence beyond the law, and even those more dis-

tant than the brother are allowed to act. The
Goel appear." as the husband's brother, Ruth iv.

Henoe even against the law (Lev. xviii. 16), in-

cest [Blutschande] is blood-honor; loveas theful-

fiUing of the law. [It should be rather, that in

this case and for the ends in view, to preserve

the name, the house, the ordinary rules as to

inter-marriage were set aside. Such a marriage

•was not incest.— A. G.].

12. For Amalek comp. Doct. and Eth. upon i.

6 sq. 6. What was said as to Israel at home,

closes significantly with a recollection of the

Edomite Amalek ; for thus it is said that a man's

enemies will be those of his own house, and that

Israel as the people of Jehovah must remain in

the camp. Israel's perfection is not merely

secured through the promise in the future,

but in the way of duty made dependent upon its

development in obedience.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap, xxiii. 15, 16. The letter of Paul to Phi-

lemon. Ver. 18. Luther: " Thus all gains by

sin are unacceptable to God ; He will be honored

with reverence. Berl. Bib. : " Even everything

devoted in some measure to the Lord, on account

of currish quarrels and bitterness among each

other is also an abomination to the Lord." Vers.

19,20. Osiander: "If we decline a gain to

please God He will in turn restore it to us in

another place and way." Vers. 21-23. God
loves a free-will service. Promises create obli-

gation, and our acts should correspond with our

words. Vers. 24, 25. Wurth. Bib. :
" God gives

the blessing upon our fields not for ourselves

alone, but for our neighbors also." Berl. Bib. :

See the community of goods ! It is all yours.

But if thou takest for thyself unreasonably, with

a false freedom, it applies not to thee.

Chap. xxiv. 1. Berl. Bib.: "The tying toge-

ther of Samson's foxes sets all in a flame."

WuETii. Bib. : " God often suffers that to happen
in which He has no pleasure, in order to avoid

greater evil and distress. Matt. xili. 30." Berl.

Bib.: "Christ wills that among believers, whose
disposition is not so harsh, there should be obedi-

ence to the first institution, that all opposition

should be obviated by love and reasonable en-
durance, all crosses and sickness should be pa-
tiently borne, and the marriage state preserved
in faithfulness to the end of life." Schultz :

" Lycurgus, Solon, and Numa, permit according
to Plutarch a change of wives." Comp. Isa. 1. 1.

God receives back again, Jer. iii. 1. [Words-
worth: " Here was God's love made manifest.
He invites the people generally of spiritual adul-
tery to return to him."—A G.J. Ver. 5. Osian-
der : " Woe to those who forbid to marry, 1 Tim.
iv. 3." Berl. Bib. : "God spares young Chris-
tians heavy tests, and gives them some sweet
foretastes of knowledge and consolation." Ver.
7. Starke: "Judas took his own life. Acts i.

18." Berl. Bib.: " The slave trade." Osian-
der :

" We should learn prudence from the loss

of others, rather than by our own misfortune."

Berl. Bib, : " That the whole lump may not

be leavened. 1 Cor. v. 2, 6, 13." [Words-
worth: Ver. 13. He who injures the poor does
violence to God.— A. G.j. Ver. 15. Baumoab-
TEN: " Thus was the master put in the place of

his laborers. But such feeling is possible only
through love, which alone knows how to feel for

others, to feel as they feel." Comp. James v. 4.

Osiander : " He is a thief in the sight of God."
Ver. 16. Baumqaeten: " If only strict righteous-

ness rules then no child of Adam can hope for

salvation or life ; thus this iron link of the natu-

ral connection must be broken, which occurs
only through divine grace. (Jer. xxxi. 29, 30

;

Ezek. xviii. 20)." Ver. 17 sq. Strangers, father-

less, widows ; these three classes are here four
times recommended. Ver. 19. The forgotten

sheaf the sheaf of the Lord. In this point they
should not have a good remembrance, but a good
conscience. Osiander: "Pious generosity
brings no loss." Ver. 22. Lange : "God re-

veals the grounds of His will, to convince us so

much more fully of its reasonableness; thus man
should not require a blind obedience.

Chap. XXV. 1. RicHTER : "An image of the

righteousness of God, 1 Kings viii. 32." Berl.
Bib. :

" The judicial office, a characteristic of

God, is often made to be a characteristic of the

devil." Starke: " One may thus come before

the judgment with a good conscience in case of

need." Ver. 2, Herxheimer : "Every one waa
equal before the law in Israel." Schultz: "This
punishment fails in the modern idea of dignity,

but not with respect to the knowledge of that

worth or dignity, even in the body, grounded in

the inward relation to Jehovah. The divine law
requires that when a man has put off' his own
worih the delusive appearance of it shall be
taken away also. Corporeal punishment, be-

cause of the moral earnestness and sense of

truth." Ver. 3. The oS'ender still a man.
Schultz: " The guilt of the individual should

bring to mind the guilt of all. The number forty

characterizes the humiliation, the temptation,

and the wandering as ordained by divine power.

Comp. Gen. vii. 12 ; the forty years in the wil-

derness ; Deut. ix. 9, 18; Lev. xii, 1 sq. ; Jonah
iii. 4; Ezek. iv. 6; 1 Kings xix. 8; Matt. iv. 2.

Comp. Bahe II. 490." Ver. 5 sq. Baumqarten :

"In the duty of mutual love and aid, the exter-

nal communion first reaches its real truth and
significance." The levirate marriage haa ceased
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among the Jews. Wurtb. Bib. : " Blood rela-

tives should truly receive the widows and father-

less left behind, and aid them in word and deed."

Vers. 9, 10. Berl. Bib.: "Each family should

be preserved by this law, that we may better

recognize the Messiah, who should be bora from
the entirely humbled or sunken family of David."
Ver. 11 sq. Starke: " Every immodest touch is

sin." Ver. 13 sq. Schultz : "The most custo-

mary and daily transactions are the most impor-
tant ; where there is the most sin there will be
the most sighs. Mammon is always a mammon
of unrighteousness." [" It is noteworthy that

John the Baptist puts the like duties in the fore-

front of his preaching, Luke iii. 12 sq. ; and that

the prophets, Ezek. xlv. 10-12
; Amos viii. 8 ;

Micah vi. 10, 11, and the Psalms, insist upon
these duties." Bib. Com.—A. G.]. Richter:
" 1 Thess. iv. G. The curse of God is the right-
eous penalty for such secret sins. Israel
must have just balances as God in His sanctu-
ary." Berl. Bib. : "Not two kinds of words in
thy mouth." Baumgarten : " These manifold
directions of love and indulgence, end in this
sharp point, that love and indulgence may never
blunt in Israel the sense for the opposition
to all evil." Schultz: "As the development
of the world cannot end but in the dualism of
heaven and hell, so neither the development of
the law, without this dualism of love and ha-
tred."

Israel before the Lord.

Chap. XXVI. 1-19.

1 And it shall be, wlien thou art come iu unto the land which the Lord thy God
2 giveth thee /or an inheritance, and [thou] possessest it, and dwellest therein ; That

thou shalt take of the first of all the fruit of the earth, which thou shalt bring of
thy land that the Lord thy God giveth thee, and shalt put it in a basket, and shalt
go unto the place which the Lord thy God shall choose' to place his name [to cause

3 his name to dwell] there. And thou shalt go unto the priest that shall be iu those
days, and say unto him, I profess this day unto the Lord thy God, that I am come

4 unto the country which the Lord sware unto our fathers for to give us. And the
priest shall take the basket out of thine hand, and set it down before the altar of

5 the Lord thy God. And thou shalt speak [answer] and say before the Lord thy
God, A Syrian [An Aramaean] ready to perish [lost, lost, wandering about]' was
my father ; and he went down into JEgypt, and sojourned there with a [in] few,

6 and became there a nation, great, mighty, and populous : And the Egyptians evil-

7 entreated us, and afflicted [oppressed] us, and laid upon us hard bondage : And
when [om. when]^ we cried unto the Lord God of our fathers, [and] the Lord heard
our voice, and looked on our affliction, and our [heavy, exhausting] labour, and

8 our oppression : And the Lord brought us forth out of Egypt with a mighty hand,
and with an outstretched arm, and with great terribleness, and with signs, and with

9 wonders
;
And he hath brought us into this place, and hath given us this land,

10 even a land that floweth with milk and honey. And now, behold, I have brought
the first-fruits [first of the fruits] of the land, which thou, O Lord, hast given me

:

and thou shalt set it [or the basket] before the Lord thy God, and worship before
11 the Lord thy God : And thou shalt rejoice in every good thing [all the good

which] which the Lord thy God hath given unto thee, and unto thine house, thou
12 and the Levite, and the stranger that is among you. When thou hast made an

end of tithing all the tithes of thine increase [in] the third year, which is the year
of tithing, and hast given it unto the Levire, the stranger, the fatherless, and the
widow, that they may [and they eat] eat within thy gates, and be, [and are] filled

:

13 Then thou shalt say before the Lord thy God, I have brought away the hallowed
things out of mine [the] house, and also have given them unto the Levite, and unto
the stranger, to the fatherless, and to the widow, according to all thy command-
ments [commandment] which thou hast commanded me : I have not transgressed

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
' [Ver. 5. Literally, perishing was my father. The rendering adopted by our version is not only most nearly literal,

iut best agrees with the history referred to.—A. 6.].
* [Ver. 7. The word when is not in the original, and should have been in italics.—A. Q.].
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14 [of, from] thy commandments, neither have I forgotten them : I have not eaten

thereof in my mourning, neither have I taken away aught thereof for any unclean

^ise [in uucleanuess (unclean condition)]^ nor given aught thereof for the dead

:

but I have hearkened to the voice of the Lord my God, and have done according

15 to all that thou hast commanded me. Look down from thy holy habitation, from

heaven, and bless thy people Israel, and the land which thou hast given us, as thou

16 sparest uuto our fathers, a land that floweth with milk and honey. This day the

Lord thy God hath commanded thee to do these statutes a tid judgments: thou

shalt therefore [and thou shaltj keep and do them with all thine heart, and with

17 all thy soul. Thou hast avouched* the Lord this day to be thy God, and to walk
in his ways, and to keep his statutes, and his commandments, and his ,judgments,

18 and to hearken unto his voice : And the Lord hath avouched thee this day to be

his peculiar people [people for a possession], as he hath promised thee, and that

19 thou shouldest keep all his commandments : And to make [give] thee high above
all nations which he hath made, in praise, and in name, and in honour [splendor,

glory] ; and that thou mayest be an holy people unto the Lord thy God, as he

hath spoken.

* [Ver. 14. ScHRoEDER's rendering is the most literal and obyious, and gives a better sense than others proposed, or

adopted.—A. G. 1.

* [Ver. 17. Literally', caused to say—caused him to say.—A. G.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-11. Upoa ver. 1 comp. xvii. 14.

Ver. 2, partitive. (Gen. iv. 4). According to

Jewish tradition a part of the seven kinds of the

fruits of Canaan, viii. 8. Schultz: Not all the

first-fruits, generally, were to be delivered at

the sanctuary. Keil: Only those necessary for

the following purpose or end. Comp. upon
Ex. xxiii. 19. and besides xviii. 4. NJiO from

N3C3, to weave. For the rest comp. xii. 11, 5,
T T

(xvi. 17). Ver. 3. Either the priests collec-

tively, or the one who was officiating, comp. xvii.

12. The declaration (saying) is the explanation

of the basket with the first-fruits, as a completed

actual acknowledgment of the possession of the

land, and as an expression of corresponding
gratitude. Ver. 4. Comp. ver. 10. Before the

altar of burnt-offering, Ex. xxvii. 1 sq. Ver. 5.

Comp. XXV. 9. To the profession before men,
there is joined a wider retrospective and com-
prehensive prayer before the Lord. Jacob (Is-

rael) nominally and virtually the ancestor of the

twelve-tribed people, (Is. xliii. 27), an Aramaean
because of his long residence in Mesopotamia,
whence Abraham removed, Gen. xi. 31, (xxv.

20; xxviii. 5; xxxi. 20, 24), and because he
there grew to such a family. Comp. Hos. xii. 13
eq. "DX losing himself, who not only wandered

about, led a nomadic life, but ran the risk of
being lost. (Ps. cxix. 176; Jer. 1. G). Duro
tervilio primum (Gen. xxxi. 40) deinde fame (Gen.
xlii. 2 ; xliii. 8). J. H Michaelis. Comp. Gen.
zxxv. 3. Keil against the accents: A lost Ara-
maeaa was my father. LnxHER (VnLO.). The
Aramaean (Satan) would destroy my father, as
if the reading was ^3X. The Sept.: 'Lvpiav

anelnzev 6 miH/p fiov. D the beth essentise. x.
22. "no {Pliirali tanlum) D'HO from HnO to ex-

tend, i. e., the extended, grown, adult, men.
t)j;0 from 13j;d to rub away, small, diminish)

of few men. Comp. Gen. xxxiv. 30. In himself
nothing, with his own, few, and yet! Comp. vii.

1; ix. 1. (Ex. i. 7, 9). Ver. 6. Comp. Ex. i. 11

sq. Ver. 7. Comp. Ex. ii. 23; iv. 31. Ver. 8.

Comp. iv. 34; v. 15; vi. 21 sq. Ver. 9. Comp.
vi. 3. (Ex. iii. 8). The offering brought by the

individual private Israelite, ver. 10, corresponds
to this bringing of the people into the land on the

part of Jehovah. Comp. ver. 2. The setting it

down either as resuming the closing remark of

ver. 4, or implying that the offerer had taken up
the basket with the first-fruits during the prayer.
Ver. 11. The solemn festal joy, xii. 7, 12 ; xvi.

11, 14; xviii. 4. The first-fruits, as the first-

born and the tithes (xv. 19 sq. ; xiv. 23).

2. Vers. 12-15. The making an end and
all the tithes, ver. 12, refer to the second tithe

in the third year. (Comp. xiv. 28). The year
of tithing, because the whole tithe obligations,

even to the special application, was completed
in each third year. Comp. xiv. 29. Hence ver.

13, after such a close, an account is to be ren-

dered, perhaps when they appeared before the

Lord at the feast of tabernacles in the third year.

Keil understands the saying, avowal, here as

before God generally, (Gen. xxvii. 7), a view
which ver. 15 certainly favors. Brought a^ay,
not as an obligation, or debt (Schultz, Keil),

but as something which does not belong to me,

to annul, wipe away all title to which, it is

brought out from the house ; spoken with emo-

tion. Hallowed things, i. e., whatever is de-

voted to God, as it was to be conveyed or dis-

posed of in the legally defined way. The whole
command, to wit, whatever could generally

come into account here. The individual com-

mands are alluded to in what follows. Nei-

ther wilfully nor consciously. (HDB' closed to

the consciousness). Ver. 14. The further con-

scious deduction in definite contrasts. I have
not eaten thereof, in a case of sorrow, or

mourning for the dead (some hold in respect to

the Egyptian mourning in the offering of the

first-fruits to Isis, or the like) ; nor in any other

way as legally unclean, have I taken it out from

the house, ver. 13) : nor even (xiv. 1) have sent

from it into a friendly house of mourning. Comp.
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Hos. ix. 4; Jer. xvi. 7 sq. ; 2 Sam. iii. 35. Sept. :

Given from it to the dead. There is no necessity

for holding with Schultz, to some " superstitious

application." As ver. 5 sq., unfolds into thanks,

so ver. 15 into prayer. It may moreover rightly

be urged against that exclusive assertion of the
earthly sanctuary foisted upon Deut. by the critics.

Comp. Isa. Ixiii. 15. Whoever preserves the hal-

lowed things holy, may make his claim before

the holy place of the Lord. The prayer for a

blessing relates to the organic whole, keeps in

mind the whole people.

3. Vers. 16-19. The prominence of the law
generally as a basis upon which such a prayer
rests, now and always, while it is called to-day.

Ver. 16. Comp. iv. 1 sq. ; v. 5, 1 , vi. 1 sq., and
indeed as to what kind of fulfilling of the law,

comp. vi. 5; x. 12. Ver. 17 intimates at the

same time the covenant relation of Israel. If

the Hiphil B"^p>j|n is retained, i. e., bring under

obligation, made to say, since Israel had said

that he hears and does (v. 24—comp. also ver.

14 above) he thereby secures Jehovah as his God.
Others regard it as a strengthened form of Kal.

:

to promise or to accept; to extol, glorify. Gesen.,
Knobel, Keil: thou hast let Jehovah say, de-

clare, promise. Comp. for the rest of the verse
viii. 6; v. 26. Ver. 18. The same applied to

God. Comp. vii. 6; xiv. 2; Ex. xix. 5. Since
Jehovah requires all, as is stated, ver. 1 sq.. He
makes Israel sure as His people, according to the

promise; but when Israel has shown his faith-

fulness to all the commands, then first follows

the exaltation of Israel above all the nations, also

created by God (Jehovah is also Elohim, not only

the God of Israel). His faithfulness naturally

produces praise, renown, and the glorification

from the Lord. Comp. Jer. xiii. 11; xxxiii. 9;
Zeph. iii. 19 sq.; Ex. xix. 6. [An holy peo-
ple.—This was the design and end of the divine

choice in regard to Israel, as it is still of the

personal choice or election of believers. Comp.
Eph. i. 4.—A. G.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Two formulas of prayer, ver. 1 sq. and ver.

12 sq., enclose the perfection of Israel ; it is

comprehended by them in its most inward and
holy aspect. The fulfilling of the law completes

itself in prayer, as inversely the idea of prayer
is realized only through the fulfilling of the law
(ver. 16 sq.).

2. Prayer appears at the very summit of the

life of Israel, at the same time as the most essen-

tial thing, as the very soul of all thought and
deeds which only find their strength and growth
here, and thence

—

3. The given formulas of prayer, with which
compare the Lord's prayer, include generally

reverence, and particularly praise, thanks, peti-

tion, intercession, all the elements of prayer.

The personal prayer appears hence as the common
(ver. 15).

4. In this direction, as to the first fruits (ver.

2) and the tithes (ver. 12), the service of God in

Israel appears, by the way, as the worship of

God, in which man gives God the honor of that

with which God has first honored him. "Ye
must at all times (preaches Zinzendorf), at the

very front, begin with declaring to what straits

your father had been reduced,—how he went
down to Egypt, was a stranger there, and evilly
entreated—until God at last redeemed him, made
him a great people, and brought him to this
wished for land."

5. The duty of prayer is thus truly the grace
of prayer, which man must yield, and whatever
can hinder must be put away (ver. 13 sq.).

6. Prayer in truth is through God even, not so
much because in its expression it brings before
God the thoughts and word of God (ver. 5 sq.;

13 sq.), but rather because in its inmost spirit

it is the consecration of the whole man to God.
Otherwise all the subjective and objective rela-

tion of life (ver. 13), the personal as the social
condition (ver. 14), would not be pervaded and
made serviceable to the kingdom of God.

7. As the object and end of prayer is the union
of my will with that of God—not my will but
thine be done—so prayer manifests itself through
obedience to the law, through faithfulness in co-

venant relations (ver. 16 sq.). His service is

moreover our blessedness, the true honoring of
God, the glory of men (ver. 19). "Instead of
closing at its end the way of God, the law points
in that respect directly to that which is new and
greater." (Schultz.)

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. KoHLBKUGGB : "We come into the

land as soon as we believe; then it typifies to

the believer, heaven, the everlasting and full en-

joyment of all blessedness, Heb. iv. 11 ; Eph. ii.

5, 6. It is all a free gift. It is the nature of

God to give, to be good to the poor. Gal. iii. 18,

29." Ver. 2 sq. The same: "Diversities of

fruit. Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 4sq.; Eph. iv. 7; Phil,

i. 11; Gal. v. 22; 2 Pet. i. 3 sq. He gives a
fruitful land, Eph. ii. 10; and there should not

be any exotic fruits, Gal. i. 7, 8." Ver. 3.

Staeke : "Thanksgiving and prayer are pisters

which should never be separated." Kohl-
BRUGGE: "The confession of the mouth disbur-

dens and warms the heart, awakes a joyful

faith. Thy God who has put thee into office to

praise the name of God, His faithfulness and
truth before the people,—thus from my confes-

sion to take occasion to comfort and encourage
others, that God will not forsake the work of His
hands. The priest takes the basket, as he must
ever bring before the throne whatever the peo-

ple offer, Jer. xxx. 21. The altar of burnt offer-

ing a figure of Christ and His cro.'^s." Ver. 5 sq.

Baumqarten : "Israel is in himself nothing

more than the receptive subject of the grace of

Jehovah. This is plain for all the future in the

twofold beginning of his history. First, Israel

the individual man, whose loneliness in the three

patriarchs is three times inferred; no violent,

lawless Nimrod, but an Aramaean stranger and
shepherd going through the regions of kings and
nations (Ps. cv. 12, 13), and exposed to their as-

saults. As Jehovah prevented this. He alone

established this beginning—for Israel, as a lost

man, had no strength in himself. So also in the

second beginning, where Israel became a great
people, but thus given into the power of a strange
and harsh king, he was lost again. In measure
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indeed as Israel had grown to a great mass, the

grace of Jehovah became grander and more

wonderful." [Wordsworth: " We must remem-

ber our past miseries as well as our present

mercies ; what we were by nature as well as what
we are by grace."—A.G.] Cramer: "Alms are

not given from vanity, but from faith." JlicH-

ter: "Ver. 7 praises the omniscience of God,

ver. 8 His power and righteousness, and ver. 9

His goodness and faithfulness."' Ver. 10.

Starke: "The first to God, and not to Satan.

Ye young men and maidens, devote to God the

bloom of your years." Ver. 11. Baumgarten:
"With the first fruits for the priests (Num. xviii.

13) they were to bring others also, free-will of-

ferings and what was joined with them, ch. 12."

Ver. 1-3 sq.: " Like the Pharisee, Luke xviii., but

not the same, indeed uulike." Ver. 14. Rand-
GLOssE : " The sacrifice to God should be joyful,

pure and holy." Ver. 15. Schdltz: "If a living

prayer ascends to God, a certain obedience, as
well as a certain experience of grace, is neces-

sary." Baumgarten: "Because He who dwells

in the earthly sanctuary is at the same time en-

throned in the heavenly sanctuary, so He must
be called upon in every house of Israel. What
freedom and variety in Israel, in connection
with all earnestness for the unity of the sanctu-

ary, and the sacredness of the priesthood and its

position." Ver. 16. Osiander: "For the fulfill-

ing of the commands, God requires the whole
man." Ver. 17. Starke: "Great similarity

with the question in the baptismal covenant, 1

Pet. iii. 21." Ver. 19. Richter: "To be for

the praise of God (Eph. i.) is the ultimate end
of all the revelations and forms of the kingdom
of God." V. Gerlach: "In the first fruits there
is a continuous homage and acknowledgment
with reference to all earthly possessions. The
second tithe changed every Israelitish home into

a sanctuary."

The Instructions for the Stone Monument as a Pause to the Second Discourse.

Chapter XXVII. 1-8.

1 And Moses with the elders of Israel commanded the people, saying, Keep all the

2 commandments [the whole commandment] which I command you this day. And
it shall be on the day when ye shall pass over Jordan unto the land which the Lord
thy God giveth thee, that thou shalt set thee up great stones, and plaster them with

3 plaster : And thou shalt write upon them all the words of this law, when thou art

passed over [in thy passing over], that thou mayest go in unto the land which the

Lord thy God giveth thee, a land that floweth with milk and honey ; as the Lord
4 God of thy fathers hath promised thee. Therefore it shall be when ye be gone over

Jordan, that ye shall set up these stones which I command you this day, in mount
5 Ebal, and thou shalt plaster them with plaster. And there shalt thou build an al-

tar unto the Lord thy God, an altar of stones : thou shalt not lift up [swing over

6 it] any iron tool upon them. Thou shalt build the altar of the Lord thy God of

whole [complete] stones : and thou shalt offer [cause to ascend] burnt offerings

[whole offerings] thereon unto the Lord thy God : And thou shalt offer peace-offer-

7 ings [salvation offerings], and shalt eat there, and rejoice before the Lord thy God.
8 And thou shalt write upon the stones all the words of this law, very plainly.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. And the elders—because they had
it to perform fi. 1). The whole command-
ment is tha following command for the erection,
plastering, and inscribing, etc., in all its com-
pass. Its keeping is symbolical for the keep-
ing of all tli.> commands generally. (Knobel,
Schultz. Keil, of the whole law,) Comp.
Introd. I 2. The time limit in ver. '2 places at
once the entrance upon Canaan, to which all re-
fers here, as the day for the fulfilment of the
command, as it corresponds to the day of the
command (Orn, UV3). The closer restriction

follows in ver. 4. Plaster—either witli gypsum
or lime-wash generally—to fit them for the in-

scription, ver. 3; for the cementing of the stones

with mortar—was either evidently included in

the command for their erection, or perhaps was
unnecessary from their great size. The writing

follows upon the plastering, and thus is to be in-

serted upon the plastered stones, and not to be

cut in the stones, and then whitewashed or co-

vered. For the Egyptian usage comp. Heno-
STENBERO, Auth. I. p. 464 sq. They carved or

painted upon the smooth surface. The inscrip-

tion was not for posterity, but as a testimony to

their cotemporaries. All the vrords of this

law— Introd. § 2. The obedience to the law so

declared and attested justified the conquest of

Canaan to their cotemporaries. Ver. 4. A re-

sumption of ver. 2 for the purpose of defining

the locality, that the command there, should be
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restricted to the midst of the land. Ebal, for

which the Samaritan Pentateuch designedly sub-

stitutes Gerizim, ou account of vers. 12-13 (xi.

29). The Samaritan temple stood upon Gerizim.

Comp. Hengstenbero, Authen. I. 37. Ebal
whicH was at least a hundred feet higher than
Gerizim (Robinson, Researches, Vol. III., and
Lattr Researclies, pp. 131, 132), and was better
fitted both for the stones and the altar, ver. 5.

Comp. upon Ex. xx. 22; Josh. viii. 30 sqq.
(Introd. § 4). That the altar was not to be built

of the stones already mentioned is the more clear

since the stones of the altar are in ver. 6 -whole
stones (xxv. 15)—thus stones untouched by
human hands (1 Thess. v. 23). As the altar for

the sacrifices, so it gives a more solemn stamp
and completion to the symbolical transaction,

vers. 2-4. Burnt offerings (Lev. i. 3sq. ) as

those ascending wholly to God in the high
places, designated and expressed the entire con-
cession of the offerer to the Lord. The peace-
offerings (Shelamim) express the enjoyment
of salvation the more distinctly, since here also

the portion in this sacrifice belonging to the of-

ferer for the joyful meal is expressly noticed.

Comp. the similar transaction, Ex. xxiv., in the

first law-giving, as also here in the repetition,

Deut. V. sq. As ver. 4 resumes ver. 2, for the

purpose of the local determination, so now ver.

8 resumes again ver. 3, for a closer description

how the words should be written. Comp. upon
i. 5, Hengstenb. Autk. I. p. 482 sq. (ix. 21). In
good, distinct characters, so that every one may
see and understand.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. "In the first place, the necessity that the

people should appropriate the law to itself is

thus expressed. Its writing stands over against
the writing of God, ver. 2; the writing of Jeho-
vah has thus penetrated the mind of Israel.

But, on the other hand, this rigid stone writing,

these hard letters, show that the law, even after

the preceding appropriation, remains still an
external law, standing over against the people.

But the sacrifices bring the act of inscribing in-

wardly to the consciousness—make it a real ap-
propriation." Baumgarten.

2. The paternal city of Hesiod honored his

memory by engraving his great poem in full

upon lead tables (Pausanias 9, 31). Comp. the
descriptive pillars of Darius at the Hellespont
(Herod, iv. 87). Sr^^T; was a post or pillar

erected by the state, inscribed with laws, ordi-

nances, decrees of the council or of the people.

There were also metal pillars inscribed with
laws. Hence napaftijvai Ta(; arifkat; is a kind of

proverbial expression in Polybius for t>he trans-

gression of the laws.

8, " That the law should be set up upon Mount

Ebal, from whence the curse should be pro-
claimed, has essentially the same ground, as the
fact that Moses gives only the formula for the
curse, ver. 15 sq., as the fire upon Sinai, as the
prominent position of the threatenings in the
law. The law speaks more impressively to
sinful man in connection with the curse. Fear
must be first awakened. The curse manifests
itself throughout in human life—most unques-
tionably in death. To see the blessing belongs
often to other eyes than those of the natural
man. It was, moreover, not concealed from
Moses that the curse, for the most part, should
come through the law, xxxi. 16 sq. As the curse
is connected more clearly with the law, so the
blessing first with him whom God should send
(Acts iii. 26)." Schultz. According to Baum-
garten, " the curse appears to be wiped away
through the sacrifice ; for in the sacrifice I'^rael

judged itself that it should not be condemned by
God (1 Cor. xi.). Hence the eating with jay of
the peace-ofi'erings, the completing, finished of-

ferings, and that before the face of Jehovah."
Keil (as the Berl. Bib.) ; in order to show *

how the law and economy of the Old Testament
would denounce the curse lying upon the whole
human race for sin, in order to awaken the de-
sire for the Messiah, who should take away the
curse and bring in the true blessing.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Calvin: "This command tends to the
same end as the commands with respect to the

door-posts and the fringes of the garments. The
stones should be a monument in the land, from
which the people should learn that they dwelt
there purely to honor God. As the individual

dwellings, so the whole land should be holy to

God, as a sanctuary of heavenly truth." Ver. 3.

Piscator: "God holds His law as the un-
changeable rule of wisdom and righteousness,

and will have it so held." The stones should
speak, if Israel were silent. Tub. Bib.: "The
0. T. upon the stones, the new upon the tables

of the heart, Jer. xxxi.; 2 Cor. iii. 3." [The
stones so inscribed were a testimony on the part

of the people: 1) that they took possession of

the land by virtue of the law ; 2) that they held
it only as obedient to the law; 3) that these

stones should witness against their unfaithful-

ness.—A. G.] Ver. 5. Lange : " In this simple,

unartistic form, God is well pleased, for the sake
of the Messiah, who presents Himself in the form
of a servant, altar, priest, and sacrifice." Pis-
cator. "In the service of God we should not do
any thing out of mere human good intentions,

but abide in the simplicity which God has pre-

scribed." Ver. 7. J. Gerhard (just prior to his

death) : "Such joy is the foretaste of that eter-

nal joy which we shall share in the other world
through the death of Christ."
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Transition to the Last Third Discourse.

Chaptek XXVII. 9-26.

9 And Moses and the priests the Levites spake unto all Israel, saying, Take heed

[keep silence] and hearken, O Israel, this day thou art become the people of the

10 Lord thy God. Thou shalt therefore obey [hearken to] the voice of the Lord thy

God, and do his commandments and his statutes which I command thee this day.

11, 12 And Moses charged [commanded] the people the same day, saying, These shall

stand upon mount Gerizim to bless the people, when ye are come over Jordan

:

13 Simeon, and Levi, and Judah, and Issachar, and Joseph, and Benjamin: And these

shall stand upon [in] mount Ebal to curse [Schroeder, as the margin : for a

14 cursing] ; Reuben, Gad, and Asher, and Zebulun, Dan, and Naphtali. And the

Levites shall speak [answer] and say unto all the men of Israel with a loud [high]

15 voice. Cursed be the man that maketh any graven or molten image, an abomination

unto the Lord, the work of the hands of the craftsman, and putteth [setteth it up]

16 it in a secret place: and all the people shall answer and say, Amen. Cursed be he

that setteth light by [despises] his father or his mother : and all the people shall

17 say, Amen. Cursed be he that removeth his neighbour's land-mark: and all the

18 people shall say. Amen. Cursed be he that maketh the blind to wander out of the

19 way : and all the people shall say. Amen. Cursed be he that perverteth the judg-

ment [right] of the stranger, fatherless, and widow : and all the people shall say,

20 Amen. Cursed be he that lieth with his father's wife ; because he uncovereth his

21 father's skirt : and all the people shall say. Amen. Cursed be he that lieth with

22 any manner of beast : and all the people shall say. Amen. Cursed be he that lieth

with his sister, the daughter of his father, or the daughter of his mother : and all

23 the people shall say. Amen. Cursed be he that lieth with his mother-in law : and
24 all the people shall say. Amen. Cursed be he that smiteth his neighbour secretly

:

25 and all the people shall say. Amen. Cursed be he that taketh reward to slay [slay

a soul, innocent blood] an innocent person : and all the people shall say. Amen.
26 Cursed be he that confirmeth not [setteth not up] all the words of this law to do

them : and all the people shall say. Amen.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 9. And the priests, etc. [Introd. §4)

—

because they were generally the teachers of the

law, and were specially to declare the blessing

and the curse respectively (x. 8; xxi. 5; Num.
vi. 238q.; v. 19sq.). As xxvi. 16 and xxvii. 6 sq.

allude to the covenant relation, so we have here

the actual transition to it. The repetition of the

law, of that which took place at Sinai, through
which Israel became a people, and indeed this

peculiar people which they were. Comp. v. Isq.;

ch;ip. xxix. Ver. 10. Comp. xxvi. 17. With re-

spect to Jehovah, it must hearken to His law (iv.

12, 30, 36), practically obey it (iv. Isq.), and
especially carry out the following commands
which Moses enjoined, ver. 11, through which the

erection of the stones for the law, and the setting

up of the altar, as also the sacrificing in Canaan,
appear not so much in their significance, as in

their immediate application to Israel, through
which it solemnly adjudges to itself the conse-

quences, the blessings, or the curses, according
to its character. Ver. 12. Comp. upon xi. 26sq.,

29 (xxvii. 4). The blessings were previously in-

timated, and are to be regarded as blessings cor-

respondifig to the curses which are above deli-

vered. The six tribes for blessing are those

which sprang from Leah and Rachel (with the

exception of Reuben and Zebulon). Gen. xxix.

30. Joseph appears as embracing Ephraim and
Manasseh, as in Gen. xlix. 22 sq. Comp. Dent,

xxxiii. 13 sq. The six tribes for the cursing,

ver. 13, are those descending from the hand-
maid of Leah and then those from the hand-
maid of Rachel (Gen. xxx.), the first pre,

ceded by Reuben (the fallen first-born), and
last by Zebulon, Leah's youngest son. Smce
with respect to both, the curse as the blessing,

it is said only they shall stand, and accord-

ingly the distance between comes into view, we
may certainly think of a representation of the

tribes, perhaps their elders, who descend from
the two mountains. Through their position they

represent only, do not utter, the blessing and
the curse. (Sepp, Pilgerbuch II. p. 27, remarks
that at all times, day and night mountains, light

and shadow lands, have been distinguished.

The northern half of the Meru is the Himalaya
(i. e., winter) ; the southern the Kailasa [t. e., the

summer), mountains; Horeb the hoary (frosty)
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stands over against Sinai, the burning; so also

Ebal over against Gerizim. The Arabians call

Saturn Hobal, the destroyer, and worship him
under (he image of the black stone in the Kaaba.
Then Ebal would be called after Baal Chrouos

—

(the god of the dead.) Ver. 14. 'tip]. Comp.

uponxxi. 7; xxv. 9. The Levites—according
to ver. 9, and also from the fact that the tribe

has its place upon Gerizim, ver. 12—are the levi-

tical priests, to whom the like position and du-
ties are entirely fitting. ^ Comp. Joah. viii. 33
{Introd. § 4). They answer (what perhaps is yet
questionable), inasmuch as in the blessings they
turned to Gerizim, and in the curses to Ebal, and
say to all the men of Israel, and indeed with a
loud voice, as God Himself, v. 19, and as the

law was to be vyritten very plainly upon the

stones (xxvii. 8). Knobel incorrectly refers the

loud voice to the people. All the people in

the following verses include the more widely
distant, congregated masses of Israel. Ver. 15.

Only curses here. Comp. Doct. and Eth. 3 and
4. The number twelve is in accordance with the

twelve-tribed people. As the whole ceremony
and the special form of the curses are practical, so

also the inward peculiar nature of the examples
selected. Gross transgressions incur the penalty,

but the more secret and refined meet with the

curse, "in order to show that God will in any
case visit such sinners, and to instil into the hy-

pocrite a terror of his works of darkness" (V.

Gerlach). ITX (kindred with D'2'^)—to sever,

reject, curse; one rejected by God and men;

—

the separation, i. e., to death. The first instance

is the secret transgression of the second com-
mandment, whose significance for the thought
of the decalogue is again made prominent in this

exemplification. Comp. upon v. 8; iv. 16 and
ix. 12. Neither graven nor molten. Comp.
further xvii. 1; iv. 28; xiii. 7. |0X—firm, faith-

ful, certain ; i. e., so be it, and so will we heartily

keep it (Num. v. 22 ; Neh. v. 13 ; viii. 6; 1 Cor.

xiv. 16). Do the plurals IJJ^I and IIDNI, not oc-

curring in the other verses, embrace the six, and
six tribes? Or do they correspond merely to

the Levites? Ver. 16. Next to the character of

God comes that of the parents. Upon n7pD
comp. xxv. 3. The disposition may represent it-

self in words or deeds, or in the general deport-
ment (v. 16; xxi. 18 sq.; Ex. xxi. 17, 16; Lev.
XX. 9). Upon ver. 17 comp. xix. 14. Ver. 18.

Not: viaiorem, qui siviilis cseco, or ignarum in iti-

nere, or spiritually, 2 Tim. iii. 13, but as Lev.
xix. 14. Eye diseases are still as prevalent in

Egypt as other types of diseases among us. As
one, therefore, readily comprehends the eye-
salve

—

e.g., Rev. iii. 18—so also the conception
of a helpless neighbor, as of one blind. Upon
ver. 19 comp. xxiv. 17. Upon ver. 20, xxiii. 1.

Upon vers. 21-23, Lev. xviii. 20; Ex. xxii. 19.

Uponver. 24comp. xix. 11; xxi. Isq.; Ex. xxi. 13,
14; Num. xxxv. 20 sq. To the private he now
adds ver. 25, the judicial murder embracing both
the judge and witnesses. Comp. xvi. 19; xix.
10, 13. Ver. 26. Most comprehensive : to set
up, as for others so for himself, as the rule of his
life. Non tantum, ut sciat et rata habeat, sed ut
etiara facial.. J. H. Michaelis (Rom. iii. 31).
Comp. Matt. v. 19; James ii. 10; Gal. iii. 10;
John viii. 31.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Comp. upon the previous section 3.

2. Israel must by its own words take upon it-

self the results or consequences of the law (Luke
xix. 22; Matt. xii. 37).

3. Although the exhibition of the curse upon
Ebal is at the same time, through the altar, a
representation of its being overcome or taken
away, still it must ever remind Israel of its
weakness and of the possibility of its fall. Thus
"Reuben, who, through his fall, forfeited his
birth-right, stands at the head of the curse-
speaking tribes " (Eaumgarten).

4. " It is the office of the law pre-eminently to
proclaim the condemnation" (V. Gerlach).

5. "Every conscious transgression of the law
brings the sinner under the curse of God, from
which He alone can deliver us, who was made a
curse for us " (V. Gerlach).

6. "The first and last of the curses have the
most comprehensive import—that relates to the
outbreaking of the original sin, this embraces
all transgressions of the law" (Baumoarten),

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 9. " Silence and hearing, the key to the
word of God, to its understanding, and to an ex-
perience of the same." Ver. 12 sq. Piscator:
•' The children of the free are for the blessing,
as are believers, who are the free children of the
promise and heirs of blessing." Starke; "A
type of the last judgment. Either under the
blessing or under the curse. Even Levi also."
Ver. 14. Piscator: "The faithful watcher for
souls stands in the midst between the pious and
the wicked." Richter: " Some think that the
blessings are not further mentioned here, because
Christ should first utter these, Matt, v." Berl.
Bib.: " They might also observe how our Saviour
at another time with the blessings has also an-
nounced the curse, as He uttered the woes upon
the rich, the full, etc:' [Ver. 26. "Words-
worth: "Not the hearers of the law are justi-
fied, but the doers (Bom. ii. 13)." Vain are the
hopes of men founded upon their obedience to
the law. The Amen is a condemnation upon
ourselves, and shuts us up to Christ, who alone
has set up, established the words of this law to
do them, and in whom therefore there is blessing
instead of the curse.—A. Q,l
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The Blessing and Curse and the Renewing of the Covenant—the Last Discourse.

Chapter XXVIII—Chapter XXX.

Chap. XXVIII. 1-68.

1 And it shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearkeu diligently unto the voice

of the Lord thy God, to observe and to do all his commandments which I command
thee this day : that the Lord thy God will set [give] thee on high above all nations

2 of the earth: And all these blessings shall come on thee, and overtake [reach,

come to, fall upon] thee, if [because (for)] thou shalt hearken unto the voice of the

3 Lord thy God. Blessed shalt thou he^ [art thou] in the city, and blessed shalt thou
4 be [art thou] in the field. Blessed sliall be [is] the fruit of thy body, and the fruit

of thy ground, and the fruit of thy cattle, the increase of thy kine, and the flocks*

5 [young] of thy sheep. Blessed shall be [is] thy basket and thy store [kneading-

6 trough: so the margin]. Blessed shalt thou be [art thou] when thou comest in, and
7 blessed shalt thou be [art thou] when thou goest out. The Lord shall cause [give

will the Lord] thine enemies that rise up against thee to be smitten before thy face:

8 they shall come out against thee one way, and flee before thee seven ways. The
Lord shall command^ [May the Lord command] the blessing upon thee [for thy
companion] in thy storehouse [gathering places, treasure houses, granaries], and in

all that thou settest thine hand unto: and he shall [om. he shall] bless thee in the

9 land which the Lord thy God giveth thee. The Lord shall establish thee [set thee

up, confirm] an holy people unto himself, as he hath sworn unto thee, if thou shalt

10 keep the commandments of the Lord thy God, and walk in his ways. And all peo-

ple of the earth shall see that [for] thou art called by the name of the Lord; and
11 they shall be afraid of thee. And the Lord shall make thee plenteous [superabun-

dance will the Lord let thee have] in goods [for good, prosperity, as margin], in the

fruit of thy body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in the fruit of thy ground, in

12 the land which the Lord sware unto thy fathers to give thee. The Lord shall open
unto thee his good treasure [his treasure, the good], the heaven to give the rain unto

[of] thy land in his season, and to bless all the work of thine hand: and thou shalt

13 lend unto many nations, and thou shalt not borrow. And the Lord shall make
[give] thee the head, and not the tail ; and thou shalt be [thou art] above only,

and thou shalt not be beneath ; if that thou hearken unto the commandments of the

14 Lord thy God, which I command thee this day, to observe and to do them: And
thou shalt not go aside from any of the words which I command thee this day, to

15 the right hand or to the left, to go after [behind] other gods to serve them. But it

shall come to pass, if thou wilt not hearken unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to

observe to do all his commandments and his statutes which I command thee this

16 day: that all these curses shall come upon thee, and overtake thee: Cursed shalt

thou be [art thou] in the city, and cursed shalt thou be [art thou] in the field.

17, 18 Cursed shall be [is] thy basket and thy store. Cursed shall be [om. shall be] the

fruit of thy body, and the fruit of thy land, the increase of thy kine, and the flocks

19 of thy sheep. Cursed shalt thou be [art thou] when thou comest in, and cursed

20 shalt thou be [art thou] when thou goest out. The Lord shall send upon [against]

thee cursing, vexation [perplexity (confusion, consternation)], and rebuke, in all

that thou settest thine hand unto for to do [which thou wouldest do], until thou be

destroyed, and until thou perish quickly:* because of the wickedness of thy doings

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
' [Vcr. .3. The futnreg, although allowable, are needlesB, and take from the force of the original here and in the follow-

ing vor8(«.—A. G.]
« rVer. 4. Literally: the AiihtarothAstartcH of the flocks. See vii. 13.—A. G.]
* [Ver. 8. The verb hero and in ver. 7 is in the optative, and the literal rendering should be preserved. It ia not a cov»

mand, but a wish.—A. O.]
* [Ver. 20. Literally: from the iaco of. The accenta do not justify the colon here.—A. G.J
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21 whereby [in respect to which; because] thou hast forsaken rae. The Lord shall
make the pestilence cleave unto thee, until he have consumed thee from off the

22 land, whither thou goest to possess it. The Lord shall smite thee with a consump-
tion, and with a fever, and with an inflammation, and with an extreme burning
[with a parching, withering], and with the sword, and with blasting, and with mil-

23 dew [yellowing (jaundice?)]: and they shall pursue thee until thou perish. And
thy heaven that is over thy head shall be brass, and the earth that is under thee

24 shall be iron. The Lord sball make [give (as)] the rain of thy land powder and
25 dust: from heaven shall it come down upon thee, until thou be destroyed. The

Lord shall cause [give] thee to be smitten before thine enemies: thou shalt go out
one way against them, and flee seven ways before them ; aud shalt be removed^ into

26 all the kingdoms of the earth. And thy carcass shall be meat unto all fowls of the
air [heaven], and unto the beasts of the earth, and no man shall fray them away.

27 The Lord will smite thee with the botch [ulcer, sore (elephantiasis)] of Egypt, and
with the emerods [boils, tumors], and with the scab, and with the itch, whereof thou

28 canst not be healed. The Lord shall smite thee with madness, and blindness [daz-
29 zling blindness], and astonishment of heart: And thou shalt grope at noonday, as

the blind gropeth in darkness, and thou shalt not prosper in thy ways : and thou
30 shalt be only oppressed and spoiled evermore, and no man shall save thee. Thou

shalt betroth a wife, and another man shall lie with her [humble her] : thou shalt
build an house, and thou shalt not dwell therein : thou shalt plant a vineyard, and

31 shalt not gather® [break, cut off] the grapes thereof Thine ox shall be slain before
thine eyes, and thou shalt not eat thereof: thine ass shall be violently taken away
from before thy face, aud shall not be restored to thee [shall not return to thee]

:

thy sheep shall be given unto thine enemies, and thou shalt have none to rescue
32 them. Thy sons and thy daughters shall be given unto another people, and thine

eyes shall look, and fail ^vith longing for them all the day long : and there shall be

33 no might in thine hand [and not to God is thine hand]. The fruit of thy laud, and
all thy labours [toil], shall a nation which thou knowest not eat up: and thou shalt

34 be only oppressed and crushed always: So that thou shalt be mad for the sight of
35 thine eyes which thou shalt see. The Lord shall smite thee in the knees, and in

the legs, with a sore botch that cannot be healed, I'rom the sole [ball] of thy foot

36 unto the top of thy head. The Lord shall bring thee, and thy king which thou
shalt set over thee, unto a nation which neither thou nor thy fathers have known;

37 and there shalt thou serve other gods, wood and stone. And thou shalt become an
astonishment, a proverb, and a by-word [taunt], among all nations whither the Lord

38 shall lead thee. Thou shalt carry much seed out into the field, and shalt gather
39 but little in: for the locust shall consume it. Thou shalt plant vineyards and dress

them, but [and] shalt neither drink of the wine, nor gather the grapes : for the worms
40 shall eat them. Thou shalt have olive-trees throughout all thy coasts, but thou

shalt not anoint thyself [thy body] with the oil: for thine olive shall cast his fruit.

41 Thou shalt beget sons and daughters, but thou shalt not enjoy them [they shall not
42 be for thee; belong, remain]: for they shall go into captivity. All thy trees and
43 fruit of thy land shall the locust' consume [take possession of]. The stranger that

is within thee shall get up above thee very high [higher and higher] ; and thou
44 shalt come down very low. He shall lend to thee, and thou shalt not lend to him:
45 he shall be the head, and thou shalt be the tail. Moreover, all these curses shall

come upon thee, and shall pursue thee, and overtake thee, till thou be destroyed

:

because thou hearkenedst not unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to keep his com-
46 mandments and his statutes which he commanded thee. And they shall be upon

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
^ [Ver. 25. Literally: for a shaking, agitation. Keil holds that ni^T ia here in its original uncoQtracted form, and not

a transposed and lator form if n^17-—A. 6.]
tt;

' [Ver. 30. Margin : prepare, use it as common food, or appropriate it to common uses.—A. G.]

7 [Ver. 42. Literally : the buzzer, from 77Tf . They were a peculiar kind of locusts—aj/parently more destructive

than others.

—

A. G.]
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47 thee for a sign and for a wonder, and upon thy seed for ever. Because thou servedst

not the Lord thy God with joyfulness and with gladness of heart, for the abundance

48 of all things; Therefore [So thus] shalt thou serve thine enemies which the Lord

shall send ao:aiust thee, in hunger, and in thirst, and in nakedness, and in want of

all things : and he shall put [give] a yoke of iron upon thy neck, until he have de-

49 stroyed thee. The Lord shall bring a nation against thee from far, from the end

of the earth, as sidjt as the eagle iiieth, a nation whose tongue thou shalt not uuder-

50 stand [margin : hear] ; A nation of fierce countenance [margin : strong of face],

51 which shall not regard the person of the old, nor shew favor to the young: And he

shall eat the fruit of thy cattle, and the fruit of thy land, until thou be destroyed;

which also shall not leave thee either corn, wine, or oil, or the increase of thy kine,

52 or flocks of thy sheep, until he have destroyed [utterly destroyed] thee. And he

shall besiege thee in all thy gates, until thy high and fenced [firm, fortified] walls

come down, wherein thou trustedst, throughout all thy laud: and he shall besiege

thee in all thy gates throughout all thy land which the Lord thy God hath given

53 thee. And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body [margin: belly], the flesh of

thy sons and of thy daughters which the Lord thy God hath given thee, in the

54 siege and in the straitness wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee : So that the

man that is tender among you, and very delicate, his eye shall be evil toward his

brother, and toward the wife of his bosom, and toward the remnant of his childi-en

55 which he shall leave [keep, as a remnant, save] : So that he will not give [Than

that he should give] to any of them of the flesh of his children whom he shall eat:

because he hath nothing left^ him in the siege and in the straitness wherewith thine

56 enemies shali distress thee in all thy gates. The tender and delicate woman among
you, which would not adventure to set the sole of her foot upon the ground for deli-

cateness and tenderness, her eye shall be evil toward the husband of her bosom, and

57 toward her son, and toward her daughter. And toward her young one [margin : af-

ter birth] that cometh out from between her feet, and toward her children which

she shall bear: for she shall eat them for want of all things secretly in the siege and

58 straitness wherewith thine enemy shall distress thee in thy gates. If thou wilt not

observe to do all the words of this law that are written in this book, that thou mayest

fear this glorious [revered, glorified] and fearful name THE LORD THY GOD;
59 Then the Lord will make thy plagues wonderful, and the plagues of thy seed, even

great plagues, and of long continuance, and sore sicknesses, and of long continuance.

60 5loreover, he will bring [turn back] upon thee all the diseases of Egypt, which thou

61 wast afraid of; and they shall cleave unto thee. Also every sickness, and every

plague [stroke] which is not written in the book of this law, them will the Lord
62 bring [marg.: cause to ascend] upon thee, until thou be destroyed. And ye shall

be left few in number [in few people], whereas ye were as the stars of heaven for

63 multitude; because thou wouldest not obey the voice of the Lord thy God. And
it shall come to pass, that as the Lord rejoiced over you to do you good, and to mul-

tiply you; so the Lord will rejoice over you to destroy you and to bring you to

nought; and ye shall be plucked from off" the land whither thou goest to possess it.

64 And the Lord shall scatter thee among all people from the one end of the earth

even unto the other; and there thou shalt serve other gods, which neither thou nor

65 thy fathers have known, even wood and stone. And among [under] these nations

shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the sole of thy foot have rest : but the Lord
shall give thee there a trembling heart, and failing of eyes, and sorrow of mind

66 [panting of soul]. And thy life shall hang in doubt [hang up over against thee]

before thee: and thou shalt fear day and night, and shalt have none assurance of

67 thy life [believe in thy life] : In the morning thou shalt say. Would God [Who will

give?] it were even! and at even thou shalt say. Would God it were morning [who
will give the morning] ? for the fear of thine heart wherewith thou shalt fear, and

68 for the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt see. And the Lord shall bring thee

into Egypt again with ships, by the way whereof I spake unto thee. Thou shalt

see it no more again : and there ye shall be sold [he will give you there for sale]

unto your enemies for bond-men and bond-women, and no man shall buy you.

t [Literally : from there not being left to him, all, any thing.—A. Q.J
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-14. As the blessings were not spe-

cified in the symbolical direction with respect to

Gerizim and Ebal, so the following detailed state-

ment of the blessing and the curiae occurs here

in its proper place. It is inserted as a commen-
tary upon xxvii. 12 sq., before the renewal of

the covenant, xxix. 1 sq., which is connected

specially with xxvii. 5. Comp. the parallel pas-

sages from the earlier law-giving. Ex. xxiii. 20

sq.; Lev. xxvi. (Deut. xi. 26 sq. ). Vers. 1-14.

The blessing—Vers. 1, 2. Introductory. Ver. 1.

Comp. vii. 12 and other passages. To hear and
obey the voice ofJehovah, as to which Israel alone

is taught (chap. iv. ) is repeated again, ver. 2,

as an indispensable condition, and in another

form is emphasized in ver. 9, at the middle,

and again at the close, ver. 13 sq. For the rest

comp. xxvi. 19, (ii. 25). In ver. 2 "the manner
of the exaltation of Israel is intimated," Schultz,

so far as the way in which it comes to pass, for

the blessing of Jehovah enriches withoutsorrow.
Prov. X. 22. The blessings and the curses also,

vers. 15, 45, are personified, because God Him-
self is, as it were, in them. Thus the condition,

promise, and way to its fulfilment, form the in-

troduction. Ver. 3. Within and without in its

whole life. Ver. 4. Comp. vii. 13. Ver. 5. See
xxvi. 2 ; Ex. xii. 34. Ver. 6. Comp. Num. xxvii.

17 : Ps. cxxi. 8. Spoken of the individual and
of the whole people, (xx. 1). Ver. 7. Comp.
Lev. xxvi. 7 (ii. 25). The advance is in re-

gular order, the flight in entire dispersion.

Comp. vii. 20 sq. Seven because of the cove-

nant. Ver. 8. The optative form renders it more
suggestive and impressive. (Lev. xxv. 21). Comp.
further xii. 7. Ver. 9. Comp. vii. 6; xxvi. 19;

Ex. xix. 5 sq., and viii. 6. As the name of the

Lord is to be acknowledged by Israel, in its

blessed condition in its own land, so also in ver.

10 by all the nations beyond, (iv. 6 sq.). The
name of Jehovah, i.e., Jehovah Himself in His
revelation, is called upon Israel, i. e., impressed
upon it as the definite characteristic of the peo-

ple. Not " that it is transformed into the glory
of the divine nature " (Keil) which is not taught
even in Isa. Ixiii. 19 ; Jer. xiv. 9, but simply
that Jehovah is its husband (Isa. iv. 1) its king,

has and holds it as His possession (xii. 5; Num.
vi. 27.) The knowledge of Jehovah, His kingly
power and glory, His priestly blessing is over Is-

rael. The fear on the part of the nations is the
first result, but that is only the one aspect.

Comp. upon ii. 25. Ver. 11, according to others,
to give the pre-eminence. Gen. xlix. 4: ut quasi

primogenitus omnibus excellas, sq.; J. H. Mich.
Comp. for the rest vi. 24 ; x. 13. It is a return
to ver. 4. Ver. 12 is to be explained according
to xi. 10 (Lev. xxvi. 4). Treasure, store-house.

Comp. Gen. vii. 11. Agricultural labor. Comp.
XV. 6 ; here ver. 13 occurs in a like connection.

Position of power and dignity, and indeed con-
tinually increasing. Semper sursum. Ver. 14.

Comp. V. 29 ; xvii. 11 ; xi. 28 ; vi. 14.

2. Vers. 15-68. The curse. Ver. 15, is intro-

ductory, as vers. 1, 2. Vers. 16-19 contain a

counterpart to the six-fold blessing in vers. 3-6.

Ver. 17 is placed more impressively before the

fruit of the body. Ver 20 is analogous in form

to ver. 7. Instead of the blessing (ver. 8). _
As

it happened to the enemy, ver. 7, so here to Is-

rael. Comp. vii. 23. Instead of: " the threat-

ening word of the divine wrath" (Keil) which

is scarcely fitting here, others: destruction, in-

jury. nSiy'O alluding to Vnf^\ comp. ver. 8.

xii. 7. Ver. 21. "13T from its radical meaning,

to drive together as a flock, thus on account of

its destruction : the pestilence, p3T represents

at the same time the contagious nature of the

disease. In ver. 22. HDnty shrunken, shrivel-

led together. Phthisis. Lev. xxvi. 16. Fever,
inflammatory diseases, as also the two following

terms. S-word, war, but if we read D^il then

it is heat, drought, (Gen. xxxi. 40). [Blast-

ing and mildew, to blacken and make yellow.

The former denotes the result of the scorching

east wind, the latter that of an untimely blight

falling on the green ear and turning it yellow."

Bib. Com., Keil.—A. G.]. Ver. 23. Comp. Lev.

xxvi. 19. Instead of rain, the products of the

contrary, dust and ashes—or : "and ashes ("li3J^

the more coherent, although not coarser dust, as

sand) shall fall from heaven upon thee." [When
the heat is very great the air in Palestine is often

full of dust and sand, the wind is a burning si-

rocco, so that the air resembles the glowing heat

at the mouth of a furnace." Robinson II. 504.

—

A. G.]. Ver. 25. (Lev. xxvi. 17) in opposition

to ver. 7. According to others : ill usage, cru-

elty, i. e., thou shalt experience such treatment,

or: a football, ["a ball for all the kingdoms
of the earth to play with," Schultz]. (2 Chron.

xxix. 8). Ver. 27. Comp. vii. 15. The D'bsj;,

as the K'ri D"'"inCD, are ulcers, boils (/SJ? to

swell up). The Rabbinical disease of the anus

men, and in utero in women, is not alluded to in

the text. (1 Sam. v.). 31 J to rub, scratch,

Din from ihe dryness of the skin. Ver. 28,

J/Jty from the fettering, binding of the conscious-

ness, thus insanity, madness. Hj^ from the

drawing together, closing of the eyes, non to

restrain, to stop the play of the heart. [Keil

holds from the fact that blindness occurs between

madness and confusion of heart, that it is mental

blindness which is here threatened.—A. G.].

Ver. 29. At noonday, either objectively ; when
the things are doubly clear. (Dualis) or subjec-

tively when there is even to the blind some shim-

mer of light. As the blind, i. e., doubly help-

less. Thus it neither hits upon the right nor

completes it. "jN as in xvi. 15 only, utterly.

Comp. further xxiv. 14. Oppressed and spoiled

Comp. further xxii. 27. Ver. 30. Comp. xx. 5,

6,7. K'ri nj^Dty', to lie with. Ver. 31. Israel

must see it, as helpless, as powerless. Ver. 32.

To God (no might) (Gen. xxxi. 29), i. e., thy

hand may not, is not strong enough to free them

from bondage. Ver. 33. pi as ver. 29. Ver. 34.

What it must see with the eye of the body, takes

away the eye of the spirit. Ver. 35. Comp. with

ver. 27. According to Knobel, Keil, the joint

leprosy ; but the latter clause is against that

view. Ver. 36. Comp. xvii. 14 sq. ; xxviii. 33;

iv. 28. [" The leprosy excluded from fellow-

ship with the Lord, and is hence followed by the
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dissolutiou of covenant fellowship. This thought

connects ver. 36 with ver. 35." Keil.—A. G.].

With ver. 37 at the end, comp. iv. 27. A'^er. 38.

See Ex. X. 4. Ver. 39. Either: not once gather,

or: still less, collect, lay up. Ver. 40. Instead

of fall off, cast (Knobel, vii. 1), Schultz, Keil,

"thine olives shall be rooted out," (xix. 5), by
the weather, or by the hand of the enemy. (J. H.

MiCH.^ELis). According to others: thine olive

trees shall cast off (the berries). Ver. 42. 72^72;

from the buzzing tone, or rapid movement of the

wings, a peculiar kind of locusts. Ver. 44 is a

counterpart of ver. 12 sq. Ver. 45. Comp. vers.

2, 15, 20. Ver. 46. Comp. xiii. 3. dSi;; is that

which is hidden in the distant time before or

after, here used in reference to the people, and
not concerning the individual. [The term for-

ever cannot, with Keil, be limited " to the ge-

neration smitten with the curse." It is rather

to be limited by thy seed in distinction from
the holy seed. Thy seed, seed of evil doers, in-

volving themselves in iniquities of their fathers

—upon such the curse rests forever. There is a

remnant here also according to the election of

grace.—A. 6.]. Ver. 47. With joyfulness,
which thou hadst, and it went well with thee,

(vi. 11 ; viii. 7 sq.) or with joy and a good heart,

heartily. Ver. 49. Shadowing with broad wing,

flying easily and rapidly, rushing with a violent

thrust upon the prey, seizing with his sharp
claws, the eagle swoops upon the carcass ; fitting

well even to the Roman power, and to all such
enemies, Assyrians, Chaldeans (Is. viii. 8 ; Jer.

xlviii. 40). Indeed the more distant, by so much
the more barbarous. As Israel would not heark-

en to the voice of Jehovah, which it understood,

it must now hear a language of men which it

could not understand, whence instead of any
verbal mediation or palliation, the rough, un-
softened violence gives the blow in the case.

Ver. 50. According to others: shameless coun-
tenance, or: bold in aspect, or: fierce in look.

It is well rendered : of firm, hard, features im-

movable to any mildness, which even the weak-
ness of old age, and the tender years of youth,

cannot touch (Isa. xiii. 18; Dan. vii. 7, 23).

Ver. 51. Comp. vii. 13. Ver. 52. Comp. xx. 20.

Ver. 53. As the siege was so comprehensive
(ver. 52, in all thy gates, through all thy
land) 80 it will be exhaustive, there will be no
provisions. Comp. 2 Kings vi. 26 sq. , Lam. ii.

20. The conquest of Jerusalem by the Romans,

(Lev. xxvi. 29). p12f031 T1]f03, a paronomasia.

Others : in the anguish and distress. Ver. 54.

He who had formerly despised the ordinary food,
grudges (xv. 9) now to those allied to him by
nature, love, and fortune, any part of the flesh

of his children. Ver. 55. Comp. iii. 3. Such is

the eager craving of hunger. Ver. 56. The still

more awful casf of the woman, the mother. She
who once for softness and delicacy let herself be
carried, rode upon the ass or camel, or reclined
upon the cushions of the litter. Henostenberg,
Egypt and Moses, p. 235. 3 is here of the per-
sons to whom; ver. 57: with Vav Expl. of the
thing which she grudged. Others : on account
of, because. Or : even towards the very young,
the children just born, which she would rather

consume. H'/K^ is separation generally, and is

not necessarily used precisely of the after birth.

The description refers to a birth in helplessness
and in the distress of the siege. That which is

born generally, or indeed sons, of whom the
mother is usually proud. Comp. further ver. 48.

Ver. 58. Comp. Intro., § 2. A wider outlook to

the time when the book form of Deuteronomy
has completed the Pentateuch. [The book of
the law, the legislative parts of the Pentateuch

;

including Deuteronomy.—A. G.]. (Comp. vers.

15, 45). It is in accordance with this that Je-
hovah appears as the name, as He who has
made Himself such a name in His progressive
revelation. Comp. further Lev. xxiv. 11; Ex.
xiv. 4, 17 ; Lev. x. 3. Ver. 60 ; see ver. 27 ;

vii. 15. nno used as a collective noun. Comp.
ix. 19. Ver. 62. Comp. xxvi. 5; i. 10. Ver.
63. Is a bold anthropomorphic figure, but spoken
from the profoundest view of the truth, since
righteousness on the basis of His holiness, as His
mercy according to His love, is in full accord-

ance with the nature of God. As He is glorious,

so also He is fearful (ver. 58). Ver. 64. xiii.

18; iv. 27, 28. Ver. 65. Comp. Lev. xxvi. 36
sq. They could not procure rest for themselves,

and others will not allow them places for rest;

thus in unrest externally, as indeed first in-

wardly. Ver. 66. Their life hangs suspended
before their eyes, as upon a thread, which may
be sundered at any moment; thou wilt not be
able to trust its preservation ; have no confidence

in it even. Ver. 67 (v. 26): Would it were eve-

ning! were morning I Ver. 68: "The bring-
ing back to Egypt ! (not through the Egyp-
tians) must form the close which Moses makes;
as Egypt was the beginning in the very oppo-
site sense. That is the highest, beyond which
there is nothing, that Israel should return to

Egypt, to a bondage still fresh in its recollec-

tions, and even a worse bondage. (Hengsten-
BERO: "Egypt is a type of future oppressors, as

Shinar in Zechariah "). Comp. also Num. xiv.

3, 4. In ships, i. e., with violence packed in

slave ships, and without any possibility of es-

cape. By the "way, sq. (xvii. 16) as much as

to say: back thither whence thou hast come
forth never again to see it; a way which they

would never have seen again had they been faith-

ful. Even in the slave markets of Egypt, their

look, the curse of God, would frighten the buyer
away. The fulfillment under Titus, Hadrian.
[Schultz : But the word of God is not so con-

tracted. The curses were fulfilled in the time

of the Romans, in Egypt, but they were also ful-

filled in a terrible manner during the middle
ages, and are still in a course of fulfillment,

though frequently less sensibly felt."—A. G.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1 . The previously unuttered blessings are here
immediately and expressly brought out. It is

not however merely for the sake of exemplifica-

tion, when it here, and still more fully in the

curses, descends to the utmost particularity, but
essentially to bring before us in such an organ-
ism of blessing and curse, the most minute pro-

vidence; that it is not fortune and misfortune, as

accidents, or success and failure as the result of
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human activity, but that in general, and parti-

cular, in all and each one, God Himself rules,

works, as a savor of life unto life, and of death
unto death.

2. Religion is not barely knowledge, nor
merely worship, but is here experience, where
one day teaches another.

3. As the blessing, " measured with an obvi-

ous moral determination or aim,takes from earthly

prosperity its attractiveness; it appears as a gift

which may be enjoyed with peace of conscience,

as well as with a fear of desecration." (Haeless.)
4. With a like aim or determination has the

temporal distress here, its leading tendency " to

repentance and conversion, and the usually mo-
rally efifective character of the curse and the

penalty." (Beck).
5. " If ver. 12 points to the heavens as the

good treasure of Jehovah, then God dwelling in

heaven embraces all, and the rain falling from
heaven is the sense image of every good and per-

fect gift, which with divine strength gives suc-

cess to every work of the hands of men." (Baum-
garten).

6. " That Israel should return to Egypt has

the same force as when it is said to man that he

shall return to the dust from which he was taken

(Gen. iii. 19): is the abrogation and destruction

of the history of Israel." (Baumgakten).
7. If we would understand these curses and

blessings, we must retain in L)euteronomy the

reference which in Genesis is already directed

to the land and the people. This is the theolo-

gical point of view for this chapter, which pro-

ceeds from the promise of God to the patriarchs.

8. [This chapter, in its prophetic declarations,

which have been so strikingly fulfilled, contains

clear proof of the divine foreknowledge, and of

the inspiration of Moses. This is all the more
clear since the prophecies relate mainly, and in

their extreme and awful particularity, to the

curses, which should i-est upon the unfaithful

people. Moses does not spare his own people,

but holds before them the glass of their future

defection and sufferings, as he foresaw them.

There might have been a motive for dwellingpar-

ticularly upon their prosperity, but there is no

assignable motive for the character of this dis-

course, unless it is found in the clear foresight

given to him of what was to occur.—A. G.].

9. [While God takes no pleasure in the death

of the wicked, His holiness and justice demand
the punishment of those who disobey His voice,

and despise the riches of His goodness. And as

He rejoices in all His perfections, so in that

sense He rejoices in these displays of His judg-
ment.— A. G.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sq. Tub. Bib. :
" Here is the gospel of

the old covenant, which presents to us heavenly
blessings under the shadow of the earthly."

Ver. 15. Starke: "0 man, thou art troubled

about the future, thou questionest the stars and
the calendar; take this chapter, which sets be-

fore thee blessing and happiness if thou wilt obey
God, curse and distress if thou wilt not obey.

The horoscope (kalendar) for time and eternity."

Berl. Bib. : " In the perverted all is perverted."

Vers. 29, 31 sq. Richter : " Believers must often

suflFer wrong, but they have ever a Saviour. In
their hands there is might, even in prayer."

Ver. 36 sq. This is the history of the Jews, writ-

ten by God Himself. The history of Israel a judg-

ment of God. [Has not all human history this

character? Is it not a process of judgment?
—A. G.]. Ver. 47 sq. Berl. Bib. : " If we will

not serve God, then we must be slaves of lust,

serve sin, the world, and the devil, and that with

a pining spirit, which can find no rest nor satis-

faction therein, but must starve in it." The ser-

vice of the world is a wretched service (as that

of thelost son among the swine). How blessed on
the other hand is the servant of God, here and
hereafter—Israel under the curse of God at home,
ver. 16 sq. ; 38 sq. ; and abroad, ver. 36 sq. ; 47

sq.—Ver. 48. Richter : " First the stubborn

neck, then the iron yoke."—Ver. 49. God has

rods even far off for disobedient children.—Ver.

58. The voice out of the fire upon Sinai, to which

Israel was warned continually to hearken, began
with the name Jehovah ; I am Jehovah. Shall

we not fear before Him who is the true object of

fear ; it is the root of all true joyfulness, espe-

cially as Jehovah, i.e., Jesus Christ is the same
yesterday, to-day and for ever.—Ver. 63. Baum-
GARTEN : " It is included in the idea of all divine

acts, that they are performed with perfect joy."

Ver. 66. Many of the Christian fathers have re-

ferred this verse to Christ, the life, whom Israel

hung upon the cross, and in whom they would

not believe. Baumoarten : "This was the con-

dition of the Jews in the Persian kingdom, ac-

cording to the book of Esther, and is their con-

dition in the Turkish empire down to the present

time." (Comp. Da. Costa., Israel and the Nations,

also the well-known book of Keith for the ful-

fillment). [See also Dean Jackson on the Creed.

Ver. 46. For ever
;
yet the remnant, Rom. ix.

27 ; and the 11th chap, would be saved.—A. G.]

Chapter XXIX. 1-29.

These are the words of the covenant which the Lord commanded Moses to

make [to close] with the children of Israel in the land of Moab, besides the cove-

nant which he made [closed] with them in Horeb. And Moses called unto all

Israel, and said unto them, Ye have seen all that the Lord did before your eyes m
the land of Egypt unto Pharaoh, and unto all his servants, and unto all his land.

The great temptations which thine eyes have seen, the signs, and those great mira-

13
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4 cles : [And (yet)] Yet the Lord hath not given you an heart to [know, understand]

5 perceive, and eyes to see, and ears to hear, unto this day. And I have led [let,

made you o-o] you forty years iu the wilderness : your clothes are not waxen old

6 upon you, and thy shoe is not waxen old upon thy foot. Ye have not eaten bread,

neither have ye drunk wine or strong drink : that ye might know that [(for)] I am
7 the Lord your God. And when [Then] ye came unto this place, [and] Sihon the

kino- of Heshbon, and Og the king of Bashan, came out against us unto battle, and

8 we smote them : And we took their land, and gave it for an inheritance unto the

9 Reubenites, and to the Gadites, and to the half-tribe of Manasseh. Keep therefore

the words of this covenant, and do them, that ye may prosper in^ [fix, fasten, make
10 sure] all that ye do. Ye stand this day all of you before the Lord your Gcd

;

your captains of [o??i. of] your tribes, your elders, and your officers, ivith [om. witJi]

11 all the men of Israel, Your little ones, your wives, and thy sti-anger that is in thy

12 camp, from the hewer of thy wood, unto the drawer of thy water: That thou

shouldest enter [margin : pass] into covenant with [the coveuant of] the Lord thy

God, and into his oath [curse, imprecation] which the Lord thy God maketh with

13 thee this day : That he may establish [set up] thee to-day for a people unto him-

self, and that he may be unto thee a God, as he hath said [promised] unto thee,

14 and as he hath sworn unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob. Nei-

ther with you only [you, you only] do I make this covenant and this oath [this

15 curse] ; But with him that standeth here with us this day before the Lord our God,

16 and also with him that is not here with us this day : (For ye know [ye, ye know]
how [that] we have dwelt in the land of Egypt ; and how we came through the

17 nations [heathen] which ye passed by ; And ye have seen their abominations, and

their idols^ [detestable things], wood and stone, silver and gold, which were among
18 them :) Lest there should be among you man, or woman, or family, or tribe, whose

heart turneth away this day from the Lord our God, to go and serve the gods of

these nations [heathen] ; lest there should be among you a root that beareth galP

19 [poison] and wormwood ; And it come to pass, when he heareth the words of this

curse,* that he bless himself in his heart, saying, I shall have peace [salvation, pros-

perity], though [for] I walk in the imagination [margin : stubbornness] ofmine heart,

to add^ drunkenness to thirst [to the end that the drunken may carry away the thirst-

20 ing] : The Lord will not spare [release from punishment, forgive] him, but then

the anger of the Lord and his jealousy shall smoke against that man, and all the

curses [the whole curse] that are written in this book shall lie upon him, and the

21 Lord shall blot out his name from under heaven. And the Lord shall separate

him unto evil [destruction, ruin] out of all the tribes of Israel according to all the

curses of the covenant that are [om. that are] written in this book of the

22 law: So that the generation to come of your children that shall rise up
after you, and the stranger that shall come from a far land, shall say, when

they see the plagues of that [this] land, and the sicknesses which the Lord hath

23 laid upon it® [with which Jehovah makes sick in it] : And thaf the whole land

thereof is brimstone, and salt, and burning, that it is not sown, nor beareth, nor

any grass groweth therein, like the overthrow of Sodom, and Gomorrah, Admah,
24 and Zeboim, which the Lord overthrew in his anger and iu his wrath : Even all

nations [The heathen] shall say. Wherefore hath the Lord done thus unto this

25 land? what meanei/i the heat of this great anger ? Then men shall say [answer],

Because they have forsaken the covenant of the Lord God of their fathers, which

he made [closed] with them when he brought them forth out of the land of Egypt:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 rVer. 9. Literally : that ye may act wisely.—A. G.].

* [Ver. 17. Mar^n : diingy gods, from the shape of the ordure. Literally, thin clods or balla, aa that which can be

rolled about.—A. G.J.
« [Ver. 18. Margin and Hebrew: E'N'^, weed, a plant of bitter taste, but not necessarily poisonous. Most frobably

the poppy, as wo H])cak of poppy heads.—A. G.J.
*

I
Ver. 19. The same word rendered onlh, vers. 12, 14, but which SchroedeR renders ^in every case curse.—A. G.].

6 [Ver. 19. niiJD here is not to add—a sense which it rarely has unless followed by 7^, but to sweep away, destroy,

as in Num. xvi. 2B ; Gen. xix. 15, 17.—A. G.].

* [Ver. 22. Margin : wherewith the Lord hath made it sick.—A. 0.].

' [Ver. Zi. The italics should be omitted, and we Htiould read: brimstone and salt and burning the whole land. The
nouns are in apposition with strokes, plag:ue8, ver. 22.—A. G.]
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28

26 For they went and served other gods, and worshipped them, gods whom they knew
27 not, and whom he had po'. given [literally, divided] unto them : And the anger of

the Lord was kindled against this land, to bring upon it all the curses that are
written in this bool': : And the Lord rooted them out of their land in anger and in

wrath, and in great indignation, and cast them into another land, as it is this day.

29 The secret things belong unto the Lord our God : but those things which are revealed

belong unto us, and to our children^ for ever, that we may do all the words of this

law.

8 [Ver. 29. The pointing of the Hebrew here is peculiar, as if to draw attention to what is said.—A. G.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Ver. 1. [This verse is, in most editions of

the Hebrew text, added to the chap, xxviii.,

and regarded as a recapitulation of what had
been said. Our version follows the Sept. and
Vulg.— A. G.] After the command for the

setting up of the law in the land (chap, xxvii. 1

sq.), and after the reception of this act in its

whole bearing on the part of Israel (xxvii. 11

sq. ) especially since chap, xxviii. has explained

so minutely the blessing and the curse, this

verse cannot be viewed as closing this full de-

tail of the consequences of the covenant, or the

whole discourse beginning with the fifth chap-
ter. " The repetition, inculcation and comple-
tion of the divine law" (Knobel) cannot be
viewed by the author as a "repetition and re-

newing of the covenant," but i-aiher as prepara-
tory to it, since the law itself is the foundation

of the covenant at Sinai. The discourse upon
the law, chap. v. sq., closes at chap. xxvi. 16

sq., with a distinct reference to chap. v. 1.

This verse, as is expressly said, effects the tran-

sition, and forms the title to what follows.

Where, i. e. on one side God has once more
clearly made known His will, and on the other

side the people say, Yea and Amen to all, there
the way for the making, closing the covenant is

prepared, which now therefore occurs.—These
are the words, i. e. the following words con-
stitute the coveoant; only words are now neces-

sary ; Moses has merely to speak ; for what was
to be done besides had been done at Horeb, Ex.
xxiv. and Ex. xxxiv. (comp. Dent. v. and x.).

That n^D, to divide, cut, with rc'lS, is literally:

to slay the sacrifice of the covenant, does not

hinder us from understanding it here according
to the whole method of Deuteronomy in a figu-

rative sense, but with a back reference to the

literal. It is worthy of notice also, for what fol-

lows, that Moses forms or closes the covenant in

Moab, just as God did at Horeb. Thus the instru-

ment and the founder are connected together in

the presaging and prefiguration of the only Mes-
siah. (The comparison with Lev. xxvi. 46 points

already to chap. xxx.

)

2. Vers. 2-9. Since discourses constitute what
follows, as throughout in Deuteronomy, so here,

ver. 2: And Moses called, sq. (Knobel:
"to another day;" Hekxheimer : "to those

already gathered"); comp. v. 1. The forming
of the covenant now parallel to that at Horeb.
But how it stands with the covenant appears
here at once through the recalling that to mind
which .Jehovah had done for Israel. Since they

;

are reminded of these acts, and first of that all- i

fundamental work of the Lord in Egypt, so truly
" this covenant, notwithstanding the frequent
transgressions on the part of the nation, has not
been abrogated on the part of God " (Keil)

;

indeed its strength is generally, that it is the

covenant of God with Israel, into which Israel

has only to enter or pass (ver. 12). Cnmp. be-

sides iv. 9 ; xi. 2. Ver. 3. Comp. iv. 34 ; vii.

19. Ver. 4. Comp. upon v. 26.—Hath not
given—in this connection certainly much as:
He could not give, therefore he hath not given.
It is not said to excuse the people, but thus the
ever-returning allusion to the works and won-
ders of God finds its ground and motives. Je-
hovah wrought in Egypt ; but what He truly

would have done to Israel—not only its external,

but its inward real redemption—this gift of God
was not actually bestowed ; comp. viii. 3, 5.

They saw indeed, but they were deficient in the

right eye (Isa. vi. 10 ; Jer. v. 21 ; Matt. xiii. 18),
namely, in heart-knowledge (knowledge out of

the innermost life), in the eye of faith, in obe-

dience.—[They had it not because they had not

asked for it, or felt the need of it. It was not
given because they were not prepared to receive
the gift.—A. G.]—iv. 6 (comp. further i. 32;
ix. 6 ; xxiii. 24). As ver. 1 shows, Moses and
Jehovah work together (xi. 13 sq.). Ver. 5.

Comp. viii. 2 sq. The leading through the wil-

derness is the building upon the foundation laid

in the redemption from Egypt. Ver. 6. Comp.
viii. 3; also xiv. 26. Ver. 7 sq. gives the com-
pletion of the building through the first east

Jordan victories. Comp. ii. 24 sq. ; chap. iii.

(iv. 43). Ver. 9. \1^3pr\, to make sure, firm,

i. e. so that all you do may be real, have lasting

existence, and satisfy you.—[The ordinary sense

of the words: to act wisely, prudently, seems
better here, especially as to act wisely in keep-
ing the covenant is the sure and only way to

real prosperity.—A. G.]

3. Vers. 10-15. After such an introduction, he
draws nearer the case in hand.—This day,
generally: the time of the deuteronomic dis-

courses, specially according to ver. 2 : the day
of the words of the covenant in question. Comp.
besides i. 15; xix. 12. Ver. 11. Comp. i. 39, 16.

Not excluding those devoted to the most menial
services, thus not even the Egyptian followers.

Num. xi. 4. Ver. 12. 1l3j;, to pass, enter, allu-

ding to Gen. XV. 17 sq. (Jer. xxxiv. 18?), as also

in unison with the national name (xv. 12), more

distinctly than Nn, with 3 (2 Chron. xv. 12

;

Neh. X. 29; Ezek. xvii. 13) of the full, hearty,

entire entrance. Sciiultz correctly says : that

this covenant " is not so much between two par-

ties as rather of one, into which the other has
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only to enter or pass." Thus the interpre-

tation of this chapter is clear, that it concerns
" only a new declaraiion of the covenant at

Horeb" (Keil), a renewing of the covenant in

a discourse, warning and exhorting to faithful-

ness to this covenant, and does not treat of the

repetition of the ceremonial. And this corres-

ponds entirely with the character of Deuterono-

my. Thence H /N, from firm, be strong, of the

confirmatory oath, usual in the forming of cove-

nants (Gen. xxvi. 28), here nearly synonymous
with r\"\2, the oath of the covenant of God, and
indeed predominantly upon the side of the curse

against the transgressor, thus : the curse-oath,

the oath-curse, designates the curse of the cove-

nant (Num v. 21 ; Isa. xxiv. 6); and hence as

*13>', so also niD is connected with it. It is

not as Knobel : " the obligation under oath of

Israel to Jehovah." Ver. 13, Comp. xxviii. 9;
xxvii. 9. Ver. 14 (v. 2 sq.). Moses in the

charge or commission of God. Ver. 15. So com-
prehensive is the method of God with men (John
xvii. 20; Acts ii. 39).—[The covenant was to

embrace not merely the descendants of those

now living, Israel in its generations, but in its

true idea and apprehension, all nations—those

far off.—A. G.]
4. Vers. 16-29. Since the covenant has con-

nected with it the oath or curse, so in connection

with xxviii. 27 there must be an intimation as

to the consequences of an apostacy of the nation

from him who will be its God (ver. 13), and all

the more so,as Israel had a sufficient experience
of other gods, both of their nothingness, and
of their contagious nature notwithstanding.

Thus ver. 16 confirms ('3) what has gone be-

fore, and lays the ground for what follows.

What one may learn who dwells, goes through,

etc.—[Literally: ye know what we dwelt, i. e.,

vchat our dwelling there showed. Vers. 15 and
16 are not a parenthesis, as in the English ver-

sion, but are closely connected with what pre-

cedes and follows.—A. G.]—Ver. 17. y=lp"^, the

rejected, reprobate, hence abominable, used of

the nature of idols, 1 Kings xi. 5. Similarly

:

Dwlbj, the separated, rejected, detestable.

Ges. : logs, blocks; others: dung, filth-idols;

punning upon D'7'7X (the vain, nought)

!

Lev. xxvi. 30. Ver. 18. The power of such
a spirit of the world ; the danger is great,

and your weakness not less (ver. 4). So!
The discourse is indeed of individual men,
but also of individual families, or of a tribe,

and as if this day it might be true that

such a ^"^p, literally, the first shoots of a plant

in the ground (deep, root-shoot), were already

existing in Israel. IJ'X'l, poison. Ges. : of the

poppy-head, K'X'l. The heaped up, pointed.

Here bitterness appears rather to form the tran-

sition to poison. Hence the connection with
wormwood, lleb. xii. 15.—[The rosh appears to

have been a poisonous plant growing in the fur-

rows of the field. IIos. x. 4, bitter, Jer. xxiii. 15,

and bearing berries, Deut. xxxii. 32. Anything
more definite is uncertain. The view of Gesen.
is perhaps the most probable. See Smith's

Bib. Diet., Am. Ed., Art. Gall.—A. G.]—The
heart turning away from Jehovah to heathen
gods is at first compared to the root yielding
this bitter evil fruit, and then ver. 18 is intro-

duced, still more clearly speaking to itself in a
soliloquy interpreted by God. The case sup-
posed is of one who, when he heard the curse
outwardly, nevertheless blessed himself inwardly;
in whom thus the stubbornness of unbelief per-
suading itself of the utmost certainty of the very
opposite of that which Jehovah had threatened
against the idolater; hence caring for nothing,
as seeing nothing, steadily follows the purpose

of the evil lust. ]i^^/, in the following pro-

verbial expression (as in ver. 18 in the figura-

tive), can scarcely be anything else than: so to

say. saying. T\DD, to remove, Isa, vii. 20; not

precisely, to sweep off. Gen. xviii. 23 sq. It is

not so much the results upon others which is

spoken of as the person's own purpose with re-

spect to himself. miH is the richly saturated
T TT "^

soul which has fully satisfied its lust. Hence
the efi"ort of one who has so apostatized is for a
satisfaction which should remove the thirst;

which should continually remove by satisfying,

the constant desire. Knobel, Keil: "To sweep
away (to destroy) the saturated (who has drunk
the poison) with the thirsty" (who is thirsting

after it). (The feminine taken as a collective

neuter. A transfer from the land to persons.)
ScHULTZ: "to sweep in the saturated (filled

with good things and courage) with the thirst-

ing (in this respect), empty souls." Baumgar-
ten: "the watered and the thirsty, all the fruit

of the land, all good and welfare, a total ruin."
Others: "to hurry away the righteous with
the wicked (Prov. xiii. 25), understood even
with reference to God ;" or: that the over-sated,

glutted may corrupt the temperate. The inter-

pretation which regards T]DD as to add, enlarge,
is not to be thought of, as e. g. Johlson: "that
the drunkenness may increase the thirst."

Comp. not Rosenmuller, but Poole's Synopsis.

To such a purpose now follows ver. 20 sq., the

judgment of Moses resting upon the impossi-
bility of any redeeming purpose in God in this

case, and carried out to the most terrible com-
pleteness.—Shall smoke is not used as a
stronger term for the bated breath, but rather
as the veil and proof of the fire, which since

Sinai is the standing expression for the right-

eousness of the Holy One in Israel. Comp.
upon chap. iv. Comp. for the rest xxv. 19

(Num. XV. 30). Ver. 21 refers formally to the

man, but passes essentially to the family and
tribe (ver. 18). Ver. 22. Comp. Lev. xxvi. 81

sq. Ver. 23. Comp. Gen. xix.—[The ruin is

both physical and spiritual ; is true of the land

and the people. But the description is borrowed
from the locality of the Dead Sea and its sur-

roundings. See Keith's Land of Israel.—A. G.]

—Ver. 24. An amplified continuation of ver. 22.

The answer, ver. 25, is formulated by Moses, as

if a reply by the questioners themselves. Ver.

26. Comp. xi. 28; iv. 19; xviii. 14. Jehovah
would be the eternal portion of Israel. As
Moses has inspired the previous answer, so ver.

29 is his closing word, as a drawing back, in

pious submission, from so distant a look into
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the future. Let us rest, he will say, upon the

blessing and the curse, as God has revealed

them to US; and it is actual doing, and not know-
ledge barely, which concerns us. The puncta

exiraordinaria over the J.'
1J'J37l 1J7 are empha-

tic.—[But what the emphasis is, is uncertain.
The points are not inspired. And the emphasis,
whatever it is, is a human interpretation, and
no part of the text.—A. G.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Kurtz: " The covenant in Moab rests upon
the covenant at Sinai, and presupposes it.

Although the generation of the wilderness was
rejected, the covenant of the wilderness was not;

it had remained even during the thirty-eight

years of the rejection. Israel in the plains of

Moab is a new generation, a renewed Israel,

hence the renewing of the covenant; but they

are the children and heirs of those at Sinai, and
since that covenant was laid upon all the future

generations of Israel, so now it has its renewal
through the word, but without the covenant-

sacrifices and meal."

2. The redemption from Egypt, the leading in

the wilderness, and the entrance into the pro-

mised land, as it is introduced by the victories,

ver. 7 sq., are three stages which have their

spiritual reality also in Christ. Upon the one
rests the faith, in the other the life, and for the

last the hope of the spiritual Israel.

3. Keep therefore. Ver. 9 announces the

obligation also of the covenant of God, whose
sign and seal is holy baptism (Malt, xxviii. 20),

an obligation which has its conscious renewing
and acceptance in the confession of faith, in the

so-called "confirmation."—[The allusion here
is to the rite of confirmation as practised in the

continental churches, corresponding very nearly
to our term "uniting with the church."—A.G.]

4. In ver. 10 sq. the covenant appears in al-

most a New Testament form, yet the significant

mark of the curse accompanies it, and moreover
the expression reminds us of a mediatory sacri-

fice (Ps. 1. 5) : thus the fulfilling of that sym-
bolized at Horeb, " the power of an endless life

"

(Heb. vii. 16) "the blood of Christ who, through
the eternal Spirit, oflFered Himself without spot
unto God, to purge our consciences from dead
works to serve the living God (Heb. ix. 14) re-

mains in expectation." Comp. J. H. Michaelis
upon the passage.

5. The people of God is so connected with the

covenant of God, that it must throughout, and
over all, appear dependent upon God. Hence
apostacy from Jehovah is the sin in Israel. Idol-

atry appears with it only as the external mould
or form at the time; the essential inward reality

is the self-hardening consciousness, whose occa-

sional and changing; fancies are the abominations
of the idol worship. The self-righteousness of

man, by nature, and in his whole life unright-

eous before God, is not only a great evil, but lit-

erally destructive to men.
6. The transition from the individual to the

whole, reveals the earnest look of Moses into the

corrupt nature of Israel, and what he was soli-

citous about in the future of his people ; at the

same time we see therein the general truth that
a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump (1 Cor.
v.), and that the Christian Church also is under
obligation to exclude the unbelieving and god-
less, through the ofiice of the keys, for its own
good. {Heid. Gate.).

7. " It is farther presupposed that in the fu-
ture, even the heathen should attain to the know-
ledge of the Lord, and ask the reasons of that
which He had done." Schultz. Such a know-
ledge on the part of the heathen world, indeed,
over against the judgment upon Israel, appears
as the future of things, hidden in God, as Hia
decree as to the end.

8. " We should be satisfied with what God haa
revealed to us of His will and nature in the law
and gospel." Piscator. [The commands, pro-
mises, curses, blessings, and our consequent duty
with all necessary truth, are perfectly clear. We
may well rest with these.—A. G.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Luther: " Moses must live until he
has renewed the law with the other generation."
Starke : " Recall here the new covenant, where
God has made with man, through the personal
union, an indissoluble covenant of grace." Ver.
3. Baumgarten : "As every good gift comes
from above, so also the true sense of the Spirit
and the flesh. Israel had shown itself through
its own guilt, unsusceptiblefor such gifts, so that
he immediately passes to an exhortation with re-
spect to the same in ver. 9. Ver. 4 : Give me
eyes that I may see Thy rich grace—The won-
drous works of God; the most wonderful: a
hearing ear, a seeing eye. Prov. xx. 12.—Ver.
9. Randglosse : Without the Word of God all

our doing is folly. Ver. 10 sq. Piscator: God'a
covenant demands obedience in all positions.—

•

What a breadth and length, and depth and
height, Eph. iii. 18. Berl. Bib. : " So Christ
commands His gospel to be preached to every
creature." Ver. 15 sq. Whoever has true know-
ledge, knows with whom he has to do (the living

God) where He is (in the world) and how weak
man is in himself. Ver. 19. Randglosse: "This
is the godless word and thought ; ay, hell is not
so deep it has no want, the devil is not so awful
as he is painted ; which does boldly and eagerly
all hypocritical deeds, and still looks for reward
in heaven." Starke : "It is a certain sign that
a man is still under sin if he make light of the
threatenings and judgments of God, abandons
himself to his desires and lusts, sorrows not, but
rejoices in past sins and in godless society, and
will not know God, nor has any desire to serve
Him, opposes himself to the punishment, and sins
against his conscience." (Eph. iv. 19). Tub.
Bib. :

" As the dry earth must be watered, so the
godless strives, as he would increase the sins for
which he thirsts, to satisfy perfectly all his lust.

Or as the drunkard seeks for means to quiet the
unnatural desires and thirst, to be able above all

else to keep himself drunken; so the godless
seeks to make himself even worse than he is, as
if even thirsting for evil, heaps up sin with sin.

(Matt. xii. 43 sq. ; Heb. ri. 8 ; 2 Pet. ii. 20)."
" Self-deception and a false conception of the
good estate of Christendom leads most men to
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hell." Vers. 20. 21. Starke: "Jesus also

purges His threshing-floor. Matt. iii. 12." Vol-

NEY breaks out, " I have wandered through this

desolated land. Great God! Whence so deplo-

rable changes? Why has fortune turned this

region so entirely into its opposite? Wherefore

are so many cities laid waste? Why are these

lands robbed of their former blessings?—A mys-

terious God, exercises His incomprehensible

judgment! Beyond question He burdens this

land with a secret curse." Ver. 2-5. Sin has de-
stroyed the people, but it is the sin of apostacy
from the way of God.—Ver. 27. Richtek: " For
eighteen hundred years till this day." Ver. 29.

Comp. Rom. \i. 33. [Wordsworth: Secret
things. " Especially God's counsel concerning
Israel, both as to the choice of it by God, and its

rejection and restoration, both as to its manner
and time. Altitudo! exclaims St. Paul. Rom.
xi. 33."—A. G.].

Chapter XXX. 1-20.

1 And it shall come to pass, when all these things are come upon thee, the blessing

and the curse, which I have set [given] before thee, and thou shalt call them to

mind [thou turnest it back (takest) to thy heart] among all the nations [heathen]

2 whither the Lord thy God hath driven thee, And shalt return unto the Lord thy

God, and shalt obey his voice according to all that I command thee this day, thou

and thy children, with all thine heart [with thine whole heart] and with all thy

3 soul ; That then [And (So)] the Lord thy God will turn [turns back to] thy cap-

tivity, and have compassion upon thee, and will return [so turns he] and gather

[gathers] thee from all the nati<ms whither the Lord thy God hath scattered thee,

4 If any of thine be driven out unto the outmost [If thy dispersion shall be at the

ends] parts of heaven, [even] from thence v;ill the Lord thy God gather thee, and
5 from thence will he fetch thee : And the Lord thy God will [cause thee to re-

turn] bring thee into the land which t!iy fathers possessed, and thou shalt possess

6 it : and he will do thee good, and multiply thee above thy fathers. And the Lord
thy God will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love the Lord thy

God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live [because of

7 thy life]. And the Lord thy God will put [give] all these curses upon thine ene-

8 mies, and on them that hate thee, which persecuted thee. And [But] thou shalt

return and obey the voice of the Lord, and do all his commandments whichlcom-
9 mand thee this day. And the Lord thy God will make thee plenteous [cause thee

to abound] in every work of thine hand, in the fruit of thy body, and in the fruit

of thy cattle, and in the fruit of thy land, for good: for the Lord will again [will

10 return to] rejoice over th-^e f )r good, as he rejoiced over thy fathers: If [For] thou

shalt hearken unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to keep his commandments and

his statutes which are written [the written] in this book of the law, and if thou

turn [for thou wilt turn] unto the Lord thy God with all thine heart and with all

11 thy souL For this commandment which I command thee this day, it is not hidden

12 [too great, hard]^ from thee, neither is it far off. It is not in heaven [to say] that

thou shouldest [needest] say, Who shall go up for us to heaven, and bring it unto

13 us, that we may hear it [and cause us to hear it] and [we will] do it? Neither is

it beyond the sea, that thou shouldest say, Who shall go over 'the sea for us, and

14 bring it unto us, that we may hear it, and do it ? But [For] the word is very nigh

15 unto thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that thou mayest do it. See, I have set

16 [given] before thee this day life and good, and death and evil ; In that [Which] I

command thee this day to love the Lord thy God, to walk in his ways, and to keep

his commandments, and his statutes, and his judgments, that thou mayest live and
multiply : and the Lord thy God shall bless thee in the land whither thou goest to

17 possess it. But if thine heart turn away, so that thou wilt not hear [obey], but shalt

bo drawn away [allowest thyself to be drawn away], and worship other gods, and

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
^ [Ver. n. Literally, too wonderful for thee.—A. G.].
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18 serve them ; I denounce unto you [have I you informed] this day, that ye shall
surely^ perish, and that ye shall not prolong your days upon the land, whither thou

19 passest over Jordan to go to possess it. I call [have taken to witness] heaven and
earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life and death, bless-
ing and cursing [the blessing and the curse] : therefore choose life [so hast thou to

20 choose life], that both thou and thy seed may live: That thou mayest [To] love the
Lord thy God, and that thou mayest [to] obey his voice, and that thou mayest [to]

cleave unto him (for he [that] is thy life, and the length of thy days) that thou
mayest dwell in the land [upon the ground] which the Lord sware unto thy fathers,

to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give them,

2 [Ver. 18. The Hebrew idiom expresses botli certainty and totality.—A. G.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL,

1. Vers. 1-10. The conclusion of the last dis-

course of Deuteronomy. Hence ver. 1, the allu-

sion to the blessing with the curse; for although
the curse remains the last word, still Israel has
not barely, in the fathers, commenced under the

blessing, can ever exchange the curse for the

blessing, but has lastly the conversion of the
children in prospect. (Luke i. 16 sq). Comp.
upon iv. 29, 30. (Lev. xxvi. 40 sq.). For the
rest comp. xi. 26. This conversion, which alone
takes off the curse of the law, we know as that

in Christ. Gal iii. 13, 10.—Thou shalt call
to mind. Scheoeder, turnest it, i e , all

that is said, and all which it had experienced.

—

The heart (from 3j 7, that which contracts it-
TT

self) designates not only the innermost parts,

but the chief organ of life, and hence the self-

conscious will. (Luke xv. 17), iv. 39, (1 Ki. viii.

46). Comp. xxix. 3, 28, 64. Thus the consider-

ation of its history on the part of Israel goes be-

fore the conversion, the return to the Lord, in

hearty and perfect obedience. Ver. 2. (iv. 29).

n^2. not 7X, not barely the direction, but in-

cluding the goal as one attained. " The return
of the Lord to the captivity, while He had hith-

erto concealed His face from the wretchedness
of His people" (Hengstenbehg) follows ver. 3

upon the return of Israel. [The Sept. has the
singular rendering, the Lord shall heal thy sins.

—A. G.]. 2^\y has as in verbs of motion, the

goal of the return in the accusative, as in Ex.
iv. 19, 20; Num. x. 36. In all the other places
in which it occurs, as a proverbial expression, it

is derived from this original passage. In any
case this view suits the connection, and espe-

cially the parallelism with the return to the Lord,
better than the other explanation. Meier, Keil :

To put an end to the captivity, to turn the im-
prisonment. Ges., Hupf., as already J. H. Mi-
CHAELis, Knobel, in a transitive sense likewise,

but questionable (since it gives the Kal the force

of the Hiphil) ; to turn back the captivity, or
the captives. nOE' (r\^3ty as it is alter-

nately pointed by Masoretic punctuators) from

n^iy to sweep away, to lead captive, is an ab-

stract form designating the condition. It is im-
possible, in this connection, to take the abstract

for the concrete, since the leading back of the
captives, the gathering of Israel from the hea-

then, appears as the consequence of "jnu^"/!}*—

IIB?!. Comp. Jer. xxix. 14 ; xxx. 3, 18. As there
the consideration of what had been experienced,
i. e., the bringing it back to heart, preceded the
return of Israel to the Lord, so now, the leading
back of Israel, the gathering of His people out
from all the nations, follows upon the return of
the Lord to His people. The expression, have
compassion upon thee, which as is conceded,
appears in the earlier prophets, and has no ne-
cessary connection therefore with the Babylonian
exile, but as there used refers rather to the time
of the Messiah, is moreover satisfactorily ex-
plained. (Johlson: "Or, so will-—have com-
passion again upon thy captivity?") Others:
He will return with thy captives and, sq., (?).
The repeated 2V\ resumes the thought of the

first, and indeed as a return of Jehovah to His
people, thus confirnung the interpretation given
above. The gathering is the resumption of
the compassion, but now in its actual experience.
Knobel (as xxiii. 14) and Others:—And ga-
ther thee again. This gathering even from
the remotest distance, ver. 4, is their restoration
as a people, to which the restoration (ver. 5) to

Canaan, the reference to the land of promise
must follow ; for Moses, from Genesis onwards,
regards Israel in these two relations. To this

stand-point of Moses, to which that taken by the
prophets, and especially the apostles, is related
as nvuvjia to ypafifia—Moses knows only the en-
tire conversion of Israel as a nation—corres-
ponds now the blessing of the here announced
enlargement. Its fulfillment through the Israel
Kara Kvevfia from all the ends of the world, as
was perhaps intimated by the nvsv/ua Xpiarov in
the prophets, first became clear after the out-
pouring of the Spirit, and is stated with peculiar
clearness by Paul. [See also John xi. 51, 52,
which seems to be in part a citation from the
Sept. here.—A. G.]. But Moses comes also to

this work of God upon Israel in ver. 6, comp.
X. 16; (xxix. 3; Rom. ii. 29; Col. ii. 11 sq. ;

Jei'. xxxii. 39 ; xxxi. 33 ; Ezek. xi. 19 sq.
;

xxxvi. 26), except that it is presented in the form
of the Old Testament covenant sign. On the
other h.ind, Acts ii. 38 sq. ! Comp. further Rom.
V. 5 —That thou mayest live; Schroeder:
because of thy life ; iv. 1. Life in every way,
pre-eminently the true life (John x. 10).— [The
promises in these verses have received their par-
tial fulfilment again and again in the Jewish
history. But whether the general conversion
of the Jews is to be accompanied or followed by
their return to the earthly Canaan, may be well
regarded as uncertain. This passage, with others,
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seems to po'Ut to a national and local return. The
objection to this urged by Keil, Wordsworth,
that such a local return would be inconsistent

with the promise to multiply them above their

fathers, since the laud could not well sustain a

larger number than in the time of Solomon, is of

little force. The land might easily be made ca-

pable of sustaining larger numbers if the Lord
so pleased. But while there is no difficulty in

the case if the restoration is promised, there is

reason even in this passage for the opinion that

these promises—as is certainly true in regard to

the original promise made to Abraham, Gen.
xvii. 6—are to be fulfilled to Israel, but not to

the " Israel according to the flesh," but to the
" Israel according to the Spirit." It is scarcely
possible in any case to limit the promise in ver.

6. It is fulfilled as the Apostle teaches, Heb.
viii. 16—quoting the words of Moses as repeated
by Jeremiah—in the Gospel of Christ. Tne pre-
sumption is strongly against any such local re-

storation ; but there is room for the diversity of

views which prevail here, and for that compari-
son of the promises and predictions of the word
of God, with His providences in relation to this

wonderful people, which will ultimately give the
clear solution.—A. G.]. Ver. 7. The reverse
side of these acts of grace, in the manner of

Gen. xii. 3. Viewed not merely as rods in the
hand of God, but in their persecution of His peo-
ple, as hating them, and thus haters of God, the
judgment which at all times begins at the house
of God, passes upon them. Ver. 8. And thou,
sq. ; or: And thou wilt again hear, sq.

ScHULTZ : A continuation of ver. 6, the human
result of that work of God. But after ver. 7

there is no such continuation, since the thought
in the verse is there closed, in the opposition
which is stated. It rather resumes again, ver.

2, partly to supplement the hearing by the do-

ing, and partly to illustrate in ver. 9 over against
what was said in ver. 7 still to be performed,
the good promised in ver. 5. Comp. xxviii. 11

;

iv. 63. Schroeder: For return, sq., or as in

our version. The Lord will again rejoice,
sq. The same parallel as vers. 2, 8. O Ver. 10
expresses, in the connection, the condition, which
is so much the more emphatic as it is repeated.
The condition is, obedience and faithfulness to

the law in all cases, and in case of disobedience
or apostacy, sincere, hearty conversion. If the

condition is not fulfilled on the part of the peo-
ple (Matt, xxiii. 37 ; Luke xiii. 34), when the

national consciousness of Israel was just pre-
cisely the opposite (John xix. 15) the fulfillment

of the promise for the people as such fails also.

For the people as such, not for the seed in Israel
(Isa. vi. 13), which it now was to the world

;

not for the hikoyi].

2. Vers. 11-14. The condition is the more ear-
nestly insisted upon, as Moses (and thus he
comes to the close of Deuteronomy) himself can
say, that after his preaching of the law, Israel

has no true excuse ; he himself must condemn it

(John V. 45). Ver. 11, (vi. 1 ; xvii. 8). The law as
commanded Israel for the rule of righteousness,
cannot be designated as extraordinary, difi5cult,

for Israel, either with respect to its knowledge,
or its fulfillment (1 John v. 3). But the main
thought, that it is not far removed (neither un-

attainable generally, nor attainable only with
great difficulty), is illustrated more fully ia
what follows. The heavens are not mentioned,
ver. 12, "on account of their inaccessible
height," ScHDLTZ, Keil, which is too external,

nor even because the law " was so high, unin-
telligible, incomprehensible, and demands su-

perhuman powers ' (Knobel), which regards too

much its inward, real nature, and has been said

already; but historically, since the law has been
announced througli the revelation from God out

of heaven (chap, iv.), there is nothing more con-
cealed there. Ver. 13. The sea forms fir t of

all the contrast to the heavens, the deepest
depths (v. 8) to the highest heights; but here it

is not to go down to its depths, but to cross to

the further side of the sea. The contrast is be-

tween the divine concealment and that which is

humanly remote, distant, i. e. belonging to the

other side, the other world, as the realm of the
dead (Rom. x. 7). The law has both its divine

and human side ; as to the latter, it was intro-

duced, explained, made so clear to Israel by
Moses, that as it does not need now first to be
revealed, so neither does it require any further

effort on the part of Israel to appropriate it.

The law is Israel's nationality. Through it, it

became a nation at Sinai, and it stands in it,

and continues its national life through it, as is

clearly shown in Deuteronomy. Thus ver. 14:

not far, but very nigh unto thee, since

Israel had not only heard it, thus could and
should talk of it (vi. 7), but had expressly con-
fessed it with its mouth (chap, xxvii.; Ram. x.

9). Moses indeed could suppose nothing else

than that his preaching the deuteronomic dis-

course had brought the law home to the heart

of the people (comp. iv. 9; xi. 18 sq.).—[As to

the exposition of these words in Rom. x., comp,
DocT. and Eth. 7.—A. G.]

3. Vers. 15-20. Ver. 15 as xi. 26 sq., comp.
iv. 3 sq. Not only that thus setting before
them includes all prosperity and salvation with
life, and all adversity and ruin and the like with
death; but (as epexegetical) Israel s morality is

its life, and its immorality its death. This
thought distinguishes this verse from ver, 19,

and agrees well with ver. 16, where the good
was announced which leads to life (comp. vi. 6;
viii. 6, 1), as ver. 17 announces the evil (xxix.

17 ; iv. 19) which, ver. 18, brings death (iv. 26;
viii. 19). In ver. 19 now life and death appear
as blessing and curse. And finally, ver. 20
(comp. vers. 15, 16), what or who (Jehovah)
conditions the life and permanence of the nation.

Comp. further iv. 4; x. 20; xi. 22. The con-

clusion, the head and point of the whole

—

--

["He is thy life, that is Christ, see John xiv.

6; 1 John v. 12, 20; Deut. xxviii. 66; Rom.
X. 4-9, which is the best exposition of this text."

Wordsworth.— A. G.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is thoroughly Mosaic that the land of

Canaan, and Israel as a nation, are retained in

sight in this outlook. But whether the restitutio

in inteffrum of the JcwB "is incontestably regarded
by Paul, Rom. xi., as national" Lange, Pos.

Dog., p. 1266, appears the more questionable,
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since in that case there is no fivarijpiov referred

to in Rom. xi. 25, as this lies clear and on the

surface in the passage here.

2. The mystery of the apostle is much more
the mystery of Israel, that as Christ is the true

Israel, so the ti-ue Israel is the humanity in

Christ (Gal. iii. 29: 1 Pet. ii. 9, 10).

3. Moses undeniably so announces the disper-

sion of Israel, that the Roman dispersion may
be included, and on the other side it is true that

the return from the Babylonian captivity can-

not be regarded as the fulfilling of the here

foreseen gathering. There remain thus only

two views: either we may understand it accord-

ing to the letter, and then "the conversion of

the nation in the totality of its tribes or rem-
nants of tribes" (Lange upon Rom. xi. 25 sq.),

must be still .future ; comp. the express state-

ment by HoFMANN [Schriftbeweis, 2d Ed. II. 2,

p. 88 sq. ), or we may understand it according
to the spirit, and then both the nationality of

Israel, is that of the people of God, i. s., of the

New Testament Church, composed of Jew and
Gentile, and the land of Canaan, the earth under
the new covenant. It will not do to understand
that literally, and this spiritually, as is done by
V. Gerlach upon this passage.

4. The direction to tlae correct understanding
which Lev. xxvi. 42 sq. offers reaches on to the

covenant, comp. especially ver. 45 with Jer.

xxxi. 32, with whicb also (more especially Jer.

xxxi. 83) vers. 1, 2, 6, in this chapter agree,

namely, to the New Testament economy after

the Old Testament economy has passed away
through its fulfillment in Christ and the Chris-

tian Israel. With the lapai/X Kara adpKa both as

to the nationality and as to Canaan, the elg rfkog

has come, even to the uttermost, as Paul testi-

fies, 1 Thess. ii. 16, before the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans.
5. So also we must bear in mind for a correct

understanding that those among whom Israel

was scattered, appear as his enemies, his haters,

ver. 7, which, in the sense at first at least

conceivable, does not apply to the Christianized

nations, while the destructive curse has been
actually fulfilled upon the Assyrians, Babylo-
nians and Romans, which permits us to infer a

fulfilling {i. e. according to the Spirit), even the

conversion of Israel, as it has actually occurred

in the manifestation of Christ and through the

testimony of the Spirit in His apostles.

6. "A testimony that grace and mercy run
side and side with the wrath of God, and over-

come the wrath, so far as we return and truly

repent." Piscator.
7. When Paul, Rom. x., contrasts the right-

eousness which is by faith with the righteous-

ness which is by the law, that is at the same
time a contrast between Moses and Moses, or

between the earlier and deuteronomic lawgiving,

But he may so much the more regard Moses
here, ver. 12, as speaking of the righteousness

by faith, since Moses in this whole chapter uses

essentially and truly evangelical language. He
speaks from faith for faith ; the former truly

when he generally entertains such a prospect

for Israel ; the latter especially where he takes

into view the return of Israel to itself, its return

to Jehovah, its new birth and conversion, as

this can come to pass upon no other than the
Messianic back-grounds.—[The passage in Rom.
X. goes further than this. The apostle not only
applies the words of Moses here, but expounds
them. He gives their true and full interpreta-
tion. However near the law may have been
brought to man, the word is very nigh unto
thee and in thy heart only, in the preaching
of the gospel and the righteousness which is by
faith. The heart is so estranged from God,
"that the objective nearness and ease of the
commandment are never realized by any one
until the heart is renewed." It is by the word
of faith, the gospel of the grace of God, that
they become practicable to us. The question is

not, as Wordsworth well says, " whether Moses
understood all that St. Paul deduces from his
words. But it cannot be doubted that the Holy
Ghost, who spake through St. Paul, has given a
correct view of what was in his own divine
mind when he spake through Moses these words."
"The word of which Moses speaks as being in
the heart is not only the word of faith preached
by the apostles of Christ, but the Incarnate
Word, the Word who came down from heaven,
and has risen like a second Jonah from the
depths of the sea, even from the lowest gulf of
death. See Rom. x. 6-9, where, adopting the
words of Moses here, the apostle says: 'If thou
shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus
Christ, and believe in thy heart that God raised
him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.' "

—

A. G.]

8. Paul the true " Deuteronomiker," i. e. ac-
cording to his profound and inward understand-
ing of the words of Moses.

9. " The inability for good is not physical,
but moral, the inability of the will." V. Ger-
lach.

10. The spiritual nature of the law as well as

its gracious character, appears as we look back-
wards to the law imprinted in the divine image,
or inwards to the law written upon the con-
science, and forwards to its full realization in

Christ. Coming from God, it must lead to God.
11. The demand to choose life, although it

turns upon or relates to the possibility of know-
ledge, is still no mere process of reasoning, still

less an empty phrase as to strength and ability

;

but as through the revelation of God and the

preaching of Moses, Israel must necessarily

judge that life is the only thing to be chosen, so

to the upright the choice must be successful.

The demand is at the same time a promise.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL,

Ver. 1 sq. Starke: "The best method of

turning away punishment, or ameliorating it, is

the true conversion of heart. A beautiful de-

scription of true repentance." The three great
steps: experience, consideration, faith.

—

Cra-
mer : " Saving repentance involves not only a
recognition of sin and a hearty sorrow for it,

but an apprehension of the mercy of God with
true faith, and an earnest eflFort to reform the

life and to obey the voice of God."—Ver. 3. If

thou turnest to me, so I will to thee ; as thou to

me, so I to thee. Bekl. Bib. : God is pure love

and compassion. Ver. 4 sq. The hand of God's
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love is stretched out in all places to the return-

ing penitent. Love is in a true sense His omni-

presence. Cramer: "No one has fallen too

far, or is too widely removed." — Ver. 6.

ScHULTz: "The first conversion is only the

rescuing of one in danger of death. But God
gives more." Calvin: "What God offers in

the sacraments depends upon the secret efficacy

of His Holy Spirit." Ver. 9. Starke: The re-

pentance of the poor sinner gives true joy iij

heaven, Luke xv.—Ver. 14. Berl. Bib. : "The
essential word of life is the Lord." Cramer:
" When we through faith and conversion have
attained the evangelical righteousness in Christ,

then the commandments of God are not grievous,

then we keep His commandments, and do what
is pleasing to Him, 1 John v. 3; iii. 22."—Ver.
20. The question as to our relation to God con-
cerns the very existence of men.

The Surrender of OflBce and "Work as a Pause to the Third Discourse.

Chapter XXXI. 1-30.

1, 2 And Moses went and spake these words unto all Israel. And he said unto

them, I am an hundred and twenty years old thi^ day ; I can no [I will not be

able] more go out and come in : also [and] the Lord hath said unto me, Thou
3 shalt not go over this Jordan. The Lord thy God, he will go over before thee,

and he will destroy these nations [Gentiles] from before thee, and thou shalt pos-

4 S8SS them : ayid Joshua he shall go over before thee, as the Lord hath said. And
the Lord shall do unto them as he did to Sihon, and to Og, kings of the Amorites,

5 and unto the land of them, whom he destroyed. And the Lord shall give them
up before your face, that ye may do unto them according unto all the command-

6 ments which I have commanded you. Be strong and of a good courage [firm],

fear not, nor be afraid of [tremble before] them : for the Lord thy God, he it is that

7 doth go with thee, he will not fail thee, nor forsake thee. And Moses called unto

Joshua, and said unto him in the sight of all Israel, Be strong and of a good cou-

rage [and firm] : for thou must [shalt] go with this people unto the land which

the Lord hath sworn unto their fathers to give them ; and thou shalt cause them

8 to inherit it. And the Lord, he it is that doth go before thee ; he will be with

thee, he will not fail thee, neither forsake thee : fear not, neither be dismayed.

9 And Moses wrote this law, and delivered [gave] it unto the priests the sons of

Levi, which bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord, and unto all the elders of

10 Israel. And Moses commanded them, saying, At the end of every seven years, in

the solemnity of the year of release [year of Jubilee], in the feast of tabernacles,

11 When all Israel is come [In the coming of all Israel] to appear before [by over

against the face of] the Lord thy God in the place which he shall choose, thou

12 shalt read [proclaim] this law before all Israel in their hearing. Gather the peo-

ple together, men, and women, and children, and thy stranger that is within thy

gates, that they may hear, and fear the Lord your God, and observe to do all the

13 words of this law : And that their children which have not known [do not yet

know] anything, may [shall] hear, and learn to fear the Lord your God, as long

14 as ye live in the land whither ye go over Jordan to possess it. And the Lord said

unto Moses, Behold, thy days approach that thou must die [near are thy days to

die] : call Joshua, and present yourselves in the tabernacle of the congregation,

that I may give him a charge. And Moses and Joshua went and presented them-

15 selves in the tabernacle of the congregation. And the Lord appeared in the

tabernacle in a pillar of a cloud : and the pillar of the cloud stood over the door

16 of the tabernacle. And the Lord said unto Moses, Behold, thou shalt sleep [mar-

gin : liest down] with thy fathers, and this people will rise up, and go a whoring

after the gods of the strangers of the land [of the foreign land]' whither they go to

be among them, and will forsake me, and break my covenant which I have made
with them.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
' [Ver. 16. Schroeder's suggestion here adds nothing ti our versiou, which is literal, and conveys the full sense of the

•riginal.—A. G.J.
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21

17 Then [And] ray anger shall be kindled against them in that day, and I will for-

sake them, and I will hide my face from them, and they shall be devoured [for a
consumption] and many evils and troubles shall befall [margin : find them] them,

so that they will say in that day. Are not these evils come upon [have they not

18 found us] us, because our God is not among us ? And [But] I will surely [or still]

hide my face in that day for all the evils which they shall have wrought, in that

19 [for] they are turned unto other gods. Now therefore [And now] write ye this

song for you, and teach it the children of Israel
; put it in their mouths, that this

20 song may be a witness for me against the children of Israel, For when I shall

have brought [For I will bring] ^ them into the land which I sware unto their fath-

ers, that floweth with milk and honey ; and they shall have eaten [they eat] and
filled themselves, and waxen fat ; then will they [and] turn unto other gods, and
serve them, and provoke [reject, despise] me, and break my covenant. And it shall

come to pass, when many evils and troubles are befallen [shall find] them, that this

song shall testify against them [margin : before them] as a witness : for it shall not

be forgotten out of the mouths of their seed : for I know their imagination which
they go about [margin : do]' even now, before I have brought them into the land

which I sware. Moses therefore wrote this song the same day, and taught it the

children of Israel. And he gave Joshua the son of Nun a charge, and said, Be
strong and of a good courage [firm] : for thou shalt bring the children of Israel

into the land which I sware unto them : and I will be with thee. And it came to

pass, when Moses had made an end of writing the words of this law in [upon] a

25 book, until they were finished, That [Then] Moses commanded the Levites which

26 bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord, saying, Take this book of the law, and
put it in [by] the side of the ark of the covenant of the Lord your God, that it may
be there for a witness against thee. For I know thy rebellion [obstinacy], and thy

stiflP neck : behold, while I am yet alive with you this day, ye have been rebellious

against the Lord ; and how much more [will ye be] after my death ? Gather unto

me all the elders of your tribes, and your officers, that I may [and I will] speak

these words in their ears, and call heaven and earth to record against them. For
I know that after my death ye will utterly [surely] corrupt yourselves, and turn

aside from the way which I have commanded you ; and evil will befall [meet] you
in the latter days ; because ye will do evil in the sight of the Lord, to provoke him
to anger through the work of your hands. And Moses spake in the ears of all the

congregation of Israel the words of the song until they were ended.

22
23

24

27

28

29

30

2 [Ver. 20. Hiphil, I -will cause them to come. The coustniction is more Hirrct and simple tliin in our version.—A. G.J.
3 [Ver. 21. Literally : Is doing, denoting the process already going on, and one which would continue.—A. G.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. It forms as it .ippears a third last Selah,
comprehending the two earlier. In the first

Pause we have the designation of the cities of

refuge on the east of the Jordan, that the office

of Moses as rescuing life might clearly appear
;

in the second, the setting up of the monumental
stones on the west of Jordan, as Moses' work is

to place the law in the life of Israel. The ofiBce

and work, which now in the third pause are

surrendered, relate therefore to the whole land

of the chosen people.

2. Vers. 1-8. The close. 1) Tn reference to

Moses himself. Vers. 1, 2. And Moses Twent,
ver. 1, is not a continuation of xxix. 1 (Henqst.
speaks further, proceeds) ; the Sept. gives a

sense better suited to the connection, completed,

closed his discourse. It is literally either went
aTway (Baumgarten: into his tent where he
composed his written discourses, brought up to

the last point, ver. 9), comp. ver. 14; then we
must supply, and after he came again, he

spake ; or in order to emphasize the personal
close, after the actual, the literal discourses were
closed with chap. xxx. ; i. e., and he came,
entered, after his previous retiring from sight.

ScHULTZ supplies: anew, " or it is spoken still

once more of the discourses generally, (i. 1 ; iv.

45; V. 1; xxvJi. 1)." It is essentially as if it

were : he prepared himself and spake. [The
Bib. Com. regards the word as redundant, but it

is better to take it as Schroeder and Keil, pre-

pared himself, rose up, or began.—A. G,]. Ver.

2. Comp. xxsiv. 7 (Ex. vii. 7). The apparent
diversity is only that between the personal per-
ception of Moses, the presentiment of his death,

and the view of his contemporaries, chap, xxxiv.

Does he say DVn with respect to his birth-day?
The announcement of his age stands by itself

and has no necessary influence upon what fol-

lows, which rather has its ground in the last

clause of the verse. 731X also may be regarded

as intimating that in the future, with such an
age, he would not be able.

—

Go out and come
in does not designate the leadership ol Mosea,
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but his personal work (xxviii. 6) and here only

that. It is not therefore to draw attention,

ScHri/Tz, to any failing, declining strength 'JS 7.

Comp. xxvii. 17. The thought is completed first

in the last clause of the verse. Comp. besides,

upon i. 37; iii. 26. Vers. 3-6: 2) In reference
to Israel. It closes his years of wandering un-
der the leading of Jehovah. Comp. ix. 3, 1.—He
not directly in opposition to Moses, but emphati-
cally pointing away from Moses to the Lord.
Joshua would naturally stand as the one opposed
to Moses, but he is rather placed by the Lord as

the successor, the continuation to Moses. Hence,
as the law-giving is both of Moses and of God, so

also the emphatic expression here is equally
suited to Joshua and to Jehovah. Comp. iii. 28.
Ver. 4. Comp. ii. 3. Ver. 5. Comp. vii. 2. Ver.
6. Comp. XX. 3 and iv. 31. Neither suffer them
to sink down, thus to leave them without His
guiding hand, nor indeed entirely forsake them
(Heb. xiii. 6).—Vers. 7, 8: 8) In reference to

Joshua: " the last words from Moses to him."
(ScHULTz). Ver. 7. Solemnly as it is formally
in the sight of all. Comp. i. 38; iii. 28. What
was formerly said to the people is here addressed
to its leader; for what is becoming to them, is

not only also becoming to him, but is first truly
incumbent upon him. Ver. 8: as ver. 6. Comp.
still i. 21.

3. The handing over of the Mosaic work. Vers.
9-13. Comp. Intro., § 2. The writing on the
part of Moses, ver. 9, is made prominent indeed
because such prominence was generally neces-
sary with respect to the priests, etc., but parti-
cularly necessary for the special charge, ver. 10
sq. The significance of the written, fixed form,
thus appears already from both classes of offi-

cials, the ecclesiastical and the civil, who as per-
manent, and thus distinguished from the tempo-
rary activity of Joshua, come into view with
regard to the law. For the priests see Intro.,

§ 4, I. 22. Beth the construction with bx.'and

the mention of all the elders of Israel, to
whom the literal giving would be out of place,
as also the whole connection, evidently shows
that the giving of the book by Moses is not to

be understood of the material book, literally
given out of the hand, but as a formal assign-
ment, or an addressing of the law to these per-
sons. Both officers are necessai'y for the charge,
ver. 10 ; the priests for the law, the elders for

the people. Comp. xv. 1. njlTID is a definite time

(Ex. ix. 5), ScHULTZ : the time at which the year
of release began ; Keil : the festival time of the
year of release, since he places the tabernacle
feast at the expiration of the civil year (Ex.
xxiii. 16), Knobel: the specified time of the
sabbatical year, and indeed at its close. It might
designate also the festal gathering (ver. 11).
SciiULTz: "That the people might thereby be
incited to spend this year of rest in their em-
ployment with the word of God." Bahr: "It
was not intended for this purpose, but as a so-
lemn promulgation of the fundamental law of the
State, of the embodied covenant with Jehovah,
and at the same time for the leading back and
restoration, so far as departures had found en-
trance into the life of the people ;" which at all

events is better suited to what follows than the
view of Keil, that "it was for the purpose of
quickening and refreshing the people with the
law, etc., in order to make the law beloved by
the people as a gracious gift of God," a.i entirely
subjective aim and purpose according to the ex-
perience of David, Ps. xix. Moses neither em-
phasizes the propriety of the sabbatical year,
nor signalizes its idea, nor even generally the
idea of the feast of tabernacles, but what was
opportune for the required reading of the law,
i. e., ver. 11: the gathering of the whole people
at the place of the sanctuary (chaps, xii., xvi.).

Thou, i. e., the priestly and civil magistrate
who represents Israel. According to Neh. viii. 1,

the pdest Ezra. [We learn also from this pas-
sage in Neh., not only that Ezra read in the book
of the law day by day, but that the book of the
law was the Pentateuch, not merely Deutero-
nomy, since Ezra had actually read from the
earlier portions of the Pentateuch. Comp. Neh.
viii. 14, 15, with Lev. xxiii. 4, 40. See also

Hengstenberg, Authen. II., pp. 153-163, and
Keil, who well says, " Ezra did not regard the
book of Deuteronomy like the critics of our day,
as the true national law book, an acquaintance
with which was all that the people required."

—

A. G.]. According to the Talmud: the king.
But ver. 12 expressly requires the gathering of
all the people in all its parts for this purpose.
The object of the ordinance is here clearly and
fully declared. Although that object was else-

where (vi. 6sq.; xi. 18) sought, yet it is cared
for here in the most solemn and public manner.
So that every excuse, over against this solemn
testimony of the law, even the natural ignorance
of the children, ver. 13, may fall away. Comp.
further iv. 10,

4. Vers. 14-23. After the Mosaic close, there
follows now immediately the divine conclusion,
and in the same order or succession of thought,
as 1-8 : Moses, Israel, Joshua. Ver. 14 is con-
nected with ver. 2, as to Moses, and the actual
approach of his death gives the middle term be-
tween what is there said and what is here re-

quired. Comp. Gen. xlvii. 29. That I may
give him, is the new stage, the directly divine
appointment, in distinction from ver. 7 sq. and
Num. xxvii. 16 sq. Moses goes to the appointed
place, Joshua alone with him. We need not sup-
pose that either Israel or its representatives

were dismissed (Schultz); it would have been
more solemn still if the people in the meantime
remained before the tabernacle and awaited the
return (Luke i. 10). Herxheimer: " Here, for

the first time, Joshua stands by the side of Moses
before the God who reveals Himself." Ver. 15.

Comp. Ex. xiii. 21; xl. 34; Num. xii. 5; Ex.
xxxiii. 9. The pillar of cloud stands high over
the entrance. Since in ver. 16 the discourse is

still addressed to Moses, it resumes again his
death (Gen. xlvii. 30; John xi. 11 ; 1 Thess. iv.

13), which also serves to introduce what follows,

and appears once more in reference to the
people of Israel (ver. 3). The people appear as
only restrained, kept down. Its nature is to

rise up again as soon as possible. HJI—to turn

aside, especially from a wife, thus to commit
adultery, to run after many paramours, etc.

(Ex. xxxiv. 15 sq.; Lev. xvii. 7 ; xx. 6 sq.; Num.
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xiv. 33; XV. 39), Jehovah the husband of Israel,

the covenant a marriage covenant. ~"^^J of the

strange foreign land (Gen. xxxv. 2 ; Josh. xxiv.

23), not as Knobel, Keil, foreign gods of the

land, since that would have been the same as

other gods. It rather calls attention to the fact

that Canaan, because of its past idolatrous na-
ture, is a rejected (IDJ) land (ix. 4sq.). Upon
forsake me comp. vers. 6, 8 (xxxii. 15 sq.) ; and
for the rest, Gen. xvii. 14 ; Lev. xxvi. 15 (Num.
XV. 31). Ver. 17. Comp. xxix. 26 (vii. 16). Others:
Many and pressing (oppressive) evils. Israel

musL pronounce its judgment with its own
mouth. ScHULTZ : " They were attributing their

necessities and distress to his want of power ra-

ther than to his righteousness ; the Lord pro-
tracts their sorrows to bring them to a better
mind" (?) What follows does not necessarily

imply this thought, for although there is a con-
fession of guilt, it is only,or very much external
and formal. But hence the position of the Lord

in ver. 18. T\i2 and 'J3, as they have turned

away from me, so I from them (xxx. 17). Ver.
19. The association of Joshua with Moses in the
writing (see Introd. § 2) shows the significance

of the written document also for the future con-
sequences; Israel endures upon the progressive
revelation of God—for the this here evidently

refers to the song which follows in chap, xxxii.

—

but, at the same time, in the manner there in-

timated, viz., that the divine revelation must be
ever deposited in writing. ("In ver. 16 sq. it

was intimated that the song should spring up in

the mind of Moses out of the Spirit, which Jeho-
vah, when He announced to him the coming con-

duct of the people, had breathed upon His ser-

vant, and with which he was filled ; there is no re-

vealing word of the Lord, which was not accom-
panied by the efficacy of His Spirit." Sack.)
Now therefore—in view of such a future,

Joshua also must know from the outset, and in-

deed from God Himself, with what a people he
had to deal, that he might not give himself up to

any delusion, but rather in his leading of the

people keep their apostacy in mind. Neverthe-
less, Moses remains the leader of the people
while he lives. As xxx. 14, the law generally,

so also this song added to it should be sung for

a testimony to the Lord against Israel (Luke xix.

22). Comp. ver. 26. Ver. 20 sq. forms the fuller

basis and carrying out of the testimony of the

song, through what Jehovah had done for Israel,

and what Israel had done in return. Comp. vi.

10 sq.; viii. 7 sq.; vi. 3 (xxxii. 15). AVhat grace

turned to license! Provoke—despise, re-

proach, reject me. Num. xiv. 11. Comp. ver. 16.

Ver. 21. Comp. ver. 17. Testify. Sciiroeder.
Answer, xix. 16. To the law, to Moses him-
self (John V. 45, 47), there is still now another
witness (xvii. 6) [against; literally, before his

face]. Israel should hold the court against

itself even (Gal. ii. 11; Acts xxv. 16), and indeed
down to the very latest Israel (their seed). The
power and significance of a sacred song confirmed

by God Himself. [Comp. Col. iii. 16.—A. G.]
Song against imagination (Gen. vi. 5; viii. 21).

Ver. 22. An insertion of the performance of the

command immediately (Schultz:) as often oc-

curs, e.g., Ex. xii. 60, not only on account of the

great importance of the song, but especially be-
cause of the immediate divine conclusion, and
hence also barely, Moses wrote, etc.—and
then the transition from Moses and Israel to the
third stage or person, to Joshua (vers. 7, 8).

Ver. 23. And he.—Comp. ver. 14. With this

the revelation in the tabernacle closes—and ac-
cording to Hengstenberq, Keil, at the same
time, the autographic work of Moses. Comp. on
the contrary, Schultz, pp. 88 and 646.

5. Vers. 24-30. The final surrender of the Mo-
saic work for its preservation and introduction to

the following song. Upon ver, 24 comp. Num.
xvi. 31 and Introd. ^ 2. Upon ver. 25 comp. x.

8 and Introd. ^ 4, I. 22. [It is clear that the Le-
vites here are the priests, the sons of Levi, who
alone could so freely approach or touch the ark.
For although the Kohathites bore the ark through
the wilderness, it was still as prepared by the

priests ; and on all solemn occasions it was the

priests who bore the ark. See Josh. iii. 3 ; iv. 9,

10; viii. 33; 1 Kings viii. 3.—A. G.] Ver. 26.

In [at] the side—not in the ark, where were
the two tables of stone (Ex. xxv. 16; xl. 20),

"but as a commentary upon the decalogue, it was
to have its place outwardly as an accompani-
ment "

—

Keil, 1 Kings viii. 9; 1 Sam. vi. 8, 11,

15; 2 Kings xxii. (Introd. §4, II.). Comp. fur-

ther vers. 19 and 21. Ver. 27. Comp. L 26, 43;
ix. 7, 23 sq. [While Moses appears to have
handed over the book with these words, it was
simply the words of this law (ver. 24), and it

does not therefore in the least conflict with the

theory that Moses himself wrote the song, and
the blessing which follows. It is only a special

part of his work which was then finished and deli-

vered.— A.. G.] Thus the song is introduced.

The persons addressed ver. 28 are the Levites

—

those who came together or had remained toge-

ther for the foregoing purpose (ver. 14). Gather
(ver. 12) may be here not any new peculiar call-

ing together, but directed on account of the here
added officers (comp. upon i. 15). Keil. " Be-

cause the civil authorities must take care that

the whole people should learn the song." They
are rather regarded as the representatives of the

people (iv. 26; xxx. 19). Heaven and earth
—verbally according to the beginning of the

following song—really because of its whole enun-

ciation. Ver. 29. A communication of that

revealed in the tabernacle, but not at all super-

fluous (Knobel). Comp. iv. 16, 25; ix. 12; iv.

30. Evil on account of evil, iv. 28 (xxvii. 15).

Ver. 30. It is not said that he read it. (J. H.
MiCHAELis: recitavit ex scripto.)

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The parallel to Moses here, in 2 Peter i.

12 sq.

2. "A hundred and twenty years is the limit

of life (Gen. vi. 3) for the sinners of the old

world. As the mediator and bearer of the law,

Moses must experience the whole strength of the

divine righteousness." Baumgarten. "This
was the noticeable age of Moses, of which forty

years were spent in Egypt, forty in Midian, and
forty in the wilderness." Berl. Bib.

3. The thorah, from ni\ to scatter, spread,
TT ...

e. g., the hand, in order to point to any thing, 18
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instruction, ver. 12. The appointment at the

end of the Sabbatical year prefigures the inti-

mation, Heb. iv. 9.

4. The days of birth and death are times fixed

by God.
5. The death of believers is even in the Old

Testament a falling asleep.

6. The relation of the wife to her husband, that

of total dependence, is very instructive as to the

correct understanding of the covenant of God.

7. How personally the covenant relation on

the part of God declares the symbolism of the di-

vine face, vers. 17, 18.

8. Roos calls the song "a majestic song," be-

cause "the only one flowing directly from the

mouth of the Lord."
9. "Psalms and spiritual songs serve for the

confession of sin, for consolation to the troubled

heart, and to remind us how we should order

our life, so that we may please God, particularly

to call upon Him and praise Him." Piscator.

10. It is to be observed that the evil upon Is-

rael, ver. 29, coincides with the salvation of the

world.

11. ["The book so received, so secured, so

guarded, was not to be kept secret, but to be

published by open reading in the ears of all Is-

rael." WOBDSWOKTH. A. G.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sq. The faithfulness of Moses to his of-

fice, even to the end. Ver. 2. Osiandbr: "If we
should live equally long, still we must die, and

often when we least expect to do so." Starke:
"A Christian should put his affairs in order be-

fore his end comes." Ver. 3. Zinzendorf :

"The most important condition in all the under-

takings under the Old Testament is that the

Lord thy God be with thee : unless He goes with
us, we may not go. Paul shows that the same
desire dwelt with him : the Lord stood by me.
But the declaration of the Saviour is most ex-
press—I am with you unto the end of the world
—whence we are justified in thinking and speak-
ing of Him as present." Ver. 4. Cramer: "If
God promises that He will do any thing. He con-
firms it by examples from what He has already
done." Ver. 7 sq. Berl. Bib.: "It is well when
subjects and rulers mutually seek the blessing

of God." Osiander: "Soldiers should not rely

upon their power and strength, but should lay
their hopes upon God." Ver. 13. Starke:
"The Scriptures should be taught even to the
little children." Ver. 15. Starke: "Wheretwo
or three are gathered in the name of Christ,

there He is in the midst of them." Zinzendorf :

" But we have other eyes. Every child of God
has spiritual senses, without which he cannot
enter the kingdom of God, and with which he
knows inwardly and truly the Saviour." Ver. 16.

Starke : " God knows all things and understands
the thoughts of men afar off, Ps. cxxxix." Ver.
19. Zinzendorf: "It is an old and well-known
fact that the song is the best method of bringing
the truths of God into the heart, and of preserving
them there." Ver. 20. Starke: "We should not

be secure in favorable circumstances ; Lord, give

me only my allotted part, Prov. xxx. 8." Ver.

22. V. Gerlach: "Moses thus has occasion to

place his own testimony beneath his work, that
he has written down the whole law." Ver. 24.

Starke: "The sacred scripture is not incom-
plete, 2 Tim. iii. 16." Ver. 26. Cramer: "God's
word is the blessed accompaniment and the true

treasure of the Church." Upon ver. 29 comp.
Acts XX. 29. Ver. 30. V. Gerlach: "A precedent
for many predictions of the prophets."

THE SUPPLEMENTS.
Chaps. XXXII—XXXIV.

THE DIVINE SONG OF MOSES.
Chap. XXXIL

Give ear, O ye heavens, and I will speak

;

And hear, O earth [hear shall the earth] the words of my mouth.

My doctrine shall drop [Let my doctrine drop] as the rain.

My speech [words] shall distil [flow] as the dew,

As the small rain [showers] upon the tender herb [grass],

And as the showers [rain-drops] upon the grass [herb]

;

Because [For] I will publish the name of the Lord

:

Ascribe [give] ye greatness unto our God.

He if the rock, his work is perfect [The rock, perfect is his work]
;

For all his ways are judgment [right]
;

A God of truth [faithfulness] and without iniquity [deceit],

Just and right is he.
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5 They have corrupted themselves' [corruptly act against him],
Their spot is not the sj^ot of his children [sons] :

^

Tliey are a perverse and crooked generation.

6 Do ye thus requite the Lord,

O foolish people and unwise?

Is not he thy father [?] that hath bought thee ?

'

Hath he not made and established [prepared] thee ?

7 Remember the days of old,

Consider the years of many generations [of generation and generation]

:

Ask thy father— and he will show thee

;

Thy elders [thine old men] and they will tell thee.

8 When the Most High divided to the nations [Gentiles] their inheritance,
When he separated the sons of Adam [men].
He set [firm] the bounds of the people

According to [with reference to] the number of the children of Israel.

9 For the Lord's portion is his people;

Jacob is the lot [cord] of his inheritance.

10 He found him in a [the] desert land [land of the desert],

And in the waste* [waste, the] howling [of the steppe] wilderness;
He led him about [surrounded him], he instructed him,*

He kept him as the apple of his eye.

11 As an [As the] eagle [, he] stirreth up her [his] nest,

Fluttereth [settles] over her [his] young,
Spreadeth abroad her [his] wings,

Taketh them, beareth them on her [his] wings [pinions]

:

12 So \_oni. So'] the Lord alone did lead him,

And there was no strange God with him.

13 He made him ride [drive] on [over] the high places of the earth,

That he might eat [And eat] the increase [fruits] of the fields

;

And he made him to suck honey out of the rock,

And oil out of the flinty rock

;

14 Butter [cream] of kine, and milk of sheep [the flock].

With [the] fat of lambs,

And rams of the breed [sons] of Bsshan, and goats [bucks],
With the fat of the kidneys of wheat;
And thou didst drink the pure blood of the grape [blood of the grape, even wine].

15 But Jeshurun waxed [was] fat, and kicked.

Thou art waxen [Thou becamest] fat, thou art grown thick.

Thou art covered with fatness [art full, gross]

;

Then he forsook [And forsookest, rejected] God, which made him,
And lightly esteemed [despised] the Rock of his salvation.

16 They provoked him to jealousy, with [through] strange gods,

With abominations provoked they him to anger.

17 They sacrificed to devils [shedim®], not to God [which were not God],
To gods whom they knew not.

To new gods that came newly up [from near at hand],
Whom your fathers feared not [did not shudder at].

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 5. Margin : He hath corrupted himself.—A. G.]

2 [Ver. 5. Margin : That they are not his children ; that is, their blot. SchroedeR, more literally : not his children
their spot—taking DIO in the moral sense, as equivalent with stain or blemish.—A. G.].

3 [Ver. 6. The word used here denotes rather the founding, or perhaps redeeming, and thus acquiring for him-
self.—A. G.]

* [Ver. 10. inn31, without form, Gen. i. 2.—A. G.]

6 [Ver. 10. Literally : took thought for him. Schroeder supplies nothing after the "1{j;j, and makes 2 open the sen-

tence, and the apodosis begin at once: as the eagle, He, etc.—A. G.J

6 rVer. 17. Shedim. Schroeder transfers the Hebrew. The root seems to mean to waste, destroy. Gesen. derives it

from the root meaning to rule, and hence renders idols, lords. It is used here most probably with reference to the malig-
nant, destructive character of idol worship.—A. G.J
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18 Of the Rock that begat thee [The Rock, he bare thee] thou art unmindiiil [thou

forsookest],

And hast forgotten God that formed thee [turned thee round],

19 And when the Lord saw it, he abhorred them,

Because of the provoking of his sons and of his daughters/

20 And he said, I will hide my face from them,

I will see what their end [their last] shall be.

For they are a very froward [a generation of perversities] generation,

Children [sons] in whom is no [faithfulness] faith.

21 They have moved me to jealousy, with that which is not God [through no God];
They have provoked me to anger [angered me] with their vanities

;

And I will move them to jealousy, with those ivhich are not® a people [a no people].

22 For a fire is kindled [burns] in [through] mine anger.

And shall burn^ [burns] unto the lowest hell [Sheol],

And shall consume'" [consumes] the earth with [and] its increase,

And sets on fire [devours] the foundations of the mountains.

23 I will heap mischiefs [evils] upon them;
I will spend mine arrows upon [against] them.

24 They shall be [or are] burnt [wasted, made lean] with [by] hunger.

And devoured with burning heat [fever heat], and with bitter [poisonous stingj

destruction

:

I will also send the teeth of beasts [wild animals] upon them,

With the poison of serpents [the creeping] of the dust.

25 The sword without [From without the sword shall sweep thee away],

And terror within [From within—from the chambers of terror]

Shall destroy both the young man and the virgin,

The suckling also, with the man of gray hairs.

26 I said, I would scatter them into corners" [will blow them away],

I would make the remembrance of them to cease from among men:
27 Were it not that I feared the wrath of [upon] the enemy,

Lest [That] their adversaries should behave themselves strangely,

And lest [that] they should say. Our hand is high,'^

And the Lord hath not done all this.

28 For they are a nation void [ruined as to counsel]

;

Neither is there any understanding [judgment] in them.'*

29 O that they were wise, that [If they were yet wise, they would] they understood this,

That they [They] would consider their latter end!

30 How should one [yet] chase a thousand,

And two put ten thousand to flight.

Except their Rock had sold them,

And the Lord had shut [delivered] them up?
31 For their rock is not as our Rock,

Even our enemies themselves being [And our enemies are] judges.

32 For their vine is of the vine of Sodom,'*

And of the fields of Gomorrah

:

Their grapas are grapes of gall [poisonous grapes],

Their clusters are bitter [Bitter clusters have they]

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
' [Yer. 19. Our version, while substantially correct, is needlessly verbose, and weakens the force of the originaL

Better:
And the Lord saw, and rejected.

Out of indignation, his sons and his daughters.—A. G.]

* [Ver. 21. The italics are not only needless, but impair the force of the original.—A. G.]
« [Ver. 22 Margin : hath burned.—A. G.]
W rVer. 22. Margin : liath consumed.—A. G.]
II

f
Ver. 26. Tiio verb DXiJ occurs only here, and is derived from a root to which Ges. and Fuerst assign the meaning—

to tireathe, blow,—thus utterly to scatter them.—A. G.]
12 [Ver. 27. Margin : Our high hand, and not the Lord, hath done all this.—A. G.]
13 [Ver. 28. ScnRiinER views tliis as the close of what Jehovah began to say in the twentieth verse, regarding the inter-

vening verses as in a special sense bolonging to the Lord.—A. G.]
i< [Ver. 32. Margin: is worse than the vine of Sodom, taking the IQ in its local, comparative sense, rather than as a

partitive.—A. G.]
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33 Their wine is the poison of dragons,

And the cruel venom [gall] of asps.

34 Is not this laid up in store with me,
A7id sealed up among my treasures [in my treasure-chambers] ?

35 To me belongeth vengeance and recompense [retribution for the time],

Their foot shall slide [When their foot shall slide] in due time,^*

For the day of their calamity [destruction] is at hand,
And the things that shall come upon them [prepared for them] make haste.

36 For the Lord shall judge his people,

And repent himself for [have compassion upon] his servants,

When [For] he seeth that their power [hand] is gone [vanished].

And there is none shut up, or leit [set free].

37 And he shall say, Where are their gods, [?]

Their rock [?] in whom they trusted [they trusted on him],

38 Which did eat the fat of their sacrifices,

And drank the wine of their drink-offerings?

Let them rise up and help you,

And be your protection [covering upon you].

39 See now that I, even I [for I, I] am he,

And there is no God with [besides] me;
I kill, and I make alive, I wound [crush] and I heal;

Neither is there any that can deliver [any deliverer] out of my hand.
40 For I lift up my hand to heaven.

And say, I live forever!^*

41 If I whet my glittering sword,

And mine hand take hold on judgment,
I will render vengeance to mine enemies [adversaries],

And will reward [requite] them that hate me.

42 I will make mine arrows drunk with blood,

And my sword shall devour [eat] flesh;

And thai with [From] the blood of the slain and the captives,

From the beginniu';^ [the head] of revenges [of the hairy] upon the enemy. ^*

43 Rejoice [Praise], O ye nations, with his people [Schroeder: om. with]].^*

For he will avenge the blood of his servants.

And will render [repay] vengeance to his adversaries,

And will be merciful unto his land, and to his people [expiate his land, his people].

44 And Moses came and spake all the words of this song in the ears of the people, he
45 and Ho^hea the son of Nun. And Moses made an end of speaking all these words
46 to all Israel : And he said unto them, Set [place, direct] your hearts unto all the

words which I testify among [against] you this day, which ye shall command your
47 children to observe to do, all the words of this law. For it is not a vain thing

[word] for you: because it is your life; and through [in] this thing [word] ye shall

48 prolong your days in the land whither ye go over Jordan to possess it. And the

49 Lord spake unto Moses that self-same day, s-aying. Get thee up into this mountain
Abarim, unto mount Nebo, which is in the laud of Moab, that is over against [be-

fore the face of] Jericho; and behold the land of Canaan which I give unto the

50 children of Israel for a possession : And die in [upon] the mount whither thou go-

est up, and be gathered unto thy people; as Aaron thy brother died in mount Hor,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
15 [Ver, 35. Literally: To me is vengeance, and retribution for the time their foot shall shake. Vers. 34 and 35 are

marl^ed by Schroeder as in a peculiar sense the words of Jehovah.—A. G.]
16 [Ver. 40. Keil and Bib. Com. remove the stop at the end of this verse, and make 40-42 one sentence. There ia no ne-

cessity for this, as the sense is equally clear with the present pointing.—A. G.]

17 [Ver. 42. Others, following Gesentus, take _J?13 here for prioces, and render, from the head of the princes of the

enemy. But see Pa. iKviii. 22, which seems to confirm the rendering of Schroeder : the hairy head of the enemy.—A. G.]
18 [Ver. 43. Or, Praise, O ye nations, his people. Keil : Rejoice, nations, over his people. The rendering of Schroedeb

Is preferable. It preserves the distinction between nations and people which is insisted upon in the song, and supplies no-
thing to the text. The transitive sense of the verb, if not usual, is permissible.—A. G.]

14
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51 and was gathered unto his people: Because ye trespassed against me among the

children of Israel at the waters of Meribah-Kadesh, in the wilderness of Zin ; be-

52 cause ye sanctified me not in the midst of the children of Israel. Yet thou shalt

see the land before thee, but thou shait not go thither unto the land which I give

the children of Israel.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.
Literature.—See Introd. pp. 44, 45.

Criticism.—Knobel: "The hints as to the

religious and political condition of the people

leave no doubt that it belongs to the post-Mosaic

time. So also Vater, Gesenius, De Wette, Ew-
ALD, Bleek, and others. Fundamentally out of

the assumption that there is no prophecy, and out

of dogmatic prejudices (comp. xxxi. 16 sq.; Introd.

§4, I. 18; Hengstenberg, Chris., 2d Ed., II., p.

196 sq.). The particulars cited by V. Lengerkb,
EwALD, and others, are either to be understood

generally, or are directly a misunderstanding.

For the rest, the striking remark of Lange upon
the blessings of Jacob {Genesis, p. 650), as to

"the reckless disposition of our time," is offeree

here also. Knobel supposes it to be a remodelling

by the second Jshovist author, in the Syrian

time, of a song found by him, and held to be

Mosaic. BuNSEN {Bibelwerk V.): "It is an ad-

dress at the time of the Mesopotamian captivity

(Judg. iii. 7 8q.)." Bleek: " The Deuteronomist
has first given to this song, not originally pub-
lished as Mosaic, its present relation and posi-

tion." Comp. further Introd. § 3.

The Mosaic Authorship.—"The most im-

portant thing here is that it breathes throughout
the spirit of Moses, and in a measure seems to

exclude any imitation. The manifold coinci-

dences in the manner of representation, and in

style with Deuteronomy are very noticeable—not

indeed for those who believe that the authorship

of this book by Moses must be rejected on inde-

pendent grounds, but for those to whom these

grounds or reasons are not satisfactory, and who
find in the similarity as to style between this book
and this song a proof of the Mosaic origin of

Deuteronomy, while the Mosaic authorship of the

song is not indeed for them conditioned or deter-

mined through that of the book, since that speaks
indeed for itself." Sack. The ever-recurring

figure which rules the whole song is that of the

Rock, the firm, the faithful; without a figure,

Jehovah (Ex. iii. 13 sq.; vi. 3sq.). It is thus

throughout, as is fitting the Song of God, as it

were, a self-revelation of Jehovah. But that

which thus corresponds to the divine origin tes-

tifies not less to the Mosaic authorship. The
unity and simplicity of this fundamental
thought, in the first place, guarantees the great

antiquity of the song. With the sacred " earnest-

nestness, to which nothing in the world ap-

proaches, save one only," the "fitting yet over-

whelming energy," the " profound losing of him-
self in God and his glory" (Schultz), appear
precisely in the second place, as specifically

Mosaic. Herder: "No shepherd people, no
mere shepherd ideas of God and the circle

of life ; a man born and educated in Egypt, to

whom Arabia is a second fatherland, the scene

of his preparation, deeds, journey, and wonders,
stands out clearly before us. The spirit of poetry

takes from thence also its form and imagery. No
one can mistake the altered style compared with
the patriarchal history. The desert ofArabia gives

the tone throughout: God is a rock—a burning,
consuming fire. He whets the glittering of His
sword—He shoots his arrows, which thirst for

blood—His angry messengers are serpents, etc.

The poetry of Moses is stern, earnest, simple, as

were also his life and character. It gleams as

his countenance, but a veil hangs before it. The
spirit is widely different from that of Job, David
and Solomon. Here the rugged, zealous soul

of Moses, vexed even unto death, reveals itself

in his last flaming song. In this poem appear
the flaming mountain, the pillar of fire and cloud

which went before Israel, and in it the angel of

his face." The "rock" is his dwelling-place

(xxxiii. 27), Ps. xc. 1. "The long residence of

Moses upon the lofty rocks of Horeb, and the

finding of his God upon it, is urged by Schultz
in favor of this Mosaic authorship. Comp. also

further Schultz, p. 648-650. Lastly, the fact

that this song, with its peculiar, fixed, and very
perfect method, remains and gives tone to the

post-Mosaic poetry, speaks in favor of its Mosaic
authorship. "The highest poetic images in the

Psalms and the Prophets," says Herder, "are
derived especially from this last song of Moses;
for this is, as the primitive prophecy, the type
and canon of all the prophets."

[The objections urged against the Mosaic au-

thorship rest either upon the style, or the ideas

of the song. The differences in style between this

song and the preceding chapters in Deuteronomy
are obvious and striking, but they prove nothing
as to its authorship. They are just such differ-

ences as would be natural in a passage of this

kind, and which appear in all languages between
the prose and lyrical passages of the same writer.

They may fairly be urged in favor of the Mosaic
authorship, since they indicate, as the critics

themselves concede, a very great antiquity. In
many cases, too, these peculiarities point back to

similar expressions in other parts of the Penta-

teuch. Thus, as Keil says, " The figure of the

eagle, ver. 11, refers to Ex. xix. 4; the descrip-

tion of God as a Rock in vers. 4, 15, 18, 30, 31,

37, recalls Gen. xlix. 24 ; the fire of the wrath
of God, ver. 22, points to chap. iv. 24; the ex-

pression "move to jealousy" in vers. 16, 21,

recalls the jealous God, chap. iv. 24; vi. 15;
Ex. XX. 5; xxxiv. 14, etc." The obvious simi-

larity between this song and the 90th Psalm
also confirms its Mosaic authorship. The Psalm
claims to be the prayer of Moses, and in the

judgment of the critics themselves there is no
sufiicient reason for denying the validity of this

claim. Kamphausen indeed admits " that if it

were really certain that Deuteronomy was com-
posed by Moses, the question about the authen-

ticity of the song would be decided in the tradi-

tional way."
The objection drawn from the ideas taught in
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the song rests mainly upon the assumption that

any foreknowledge and prediction of the future

is impossible, and therefore does not lie against

this part of Deuteronomy any more than against

those other passages, both of this book and the

other books of the Pentateuch, which so dis-

tinctly contemplate the apostacy of Israel, iis

fearful punishments, and its ultimate return and
blessedness. These are more vividly set forth

in this song, as its poetical character demanded

;

but they are no less certainly predicted else-

where. And the question therefore, so far forth,

as to the Mosaic authorship of the song, resolves

itself into the wider question, whether predic-

tions of the future are possible. The fitness of

the song in its style and character, its imagery
and ideas to the person, position and life of

Moses ; its relation to the later poetry of the

Bible ; its adaptedness to the end sought, i. e.

to protest vividly and impressively against

apostacy, and to testify to the faithfulness of

God : and still more the divine seal set upon
this song as the work of Moses, Rom. x. 19,

place its Mosaic authorship beyond reasonable

question.—A. G.]

The poetical form is in general the symmetry
of the so-called parallelism of the clauses. This
simple and elevated rhythm of the thought, as it

was suited to the Hebrew poetry, was well cal-

culated in the case before us to make a strong
impression, to fasten on the memory, and also to

aid to a better understanding, and on the other

hand also fitted for the enunciation in song and
with music. But in particular, three words
(feet, nnfD) nearly always form a clause, the

small words, or those joined by Makkeph, not

being reckoned; the two-membered strophes
are partly used as grace-notes (vers. 1, 3), and
partly (vers. 9, 12) they alternate parentheti-

cally with the doubled four-membered strophes.

The whole is arranged as a double song or dia-

logue between Moses and Jehovah. Comp. vers.

20, 34, 37.

The prophetical character. " The song is

poetry in this highest style, only possible in

Israel" (Sack), i. e. it has a prophetic charac-
ter. If Gen. xlix. is "the prophetic life-picture

of the future of Israel" (Lanoe), so here Israel

as a nation ; the patriarchal family-prophecy
gives place to the legal national prophecy.
Israel's position in the world is the prophetic
element in this song, i. e. in particular, his being
set for the world, his introduction into the
world (ver. 6 sq.), his appearance in the world,
his position yet to be presented to the world

;

the future position of the world to Israel in

respect to retribution and promise (ver. 26 sq.).

As in the succeeding prophets, the final judg-
ment upon all the enemies of God is perfectly

clear, so here already the prospect of it dawns
upon us (vers. 34, 35, 41 sq.)—personally pre-
sented here, because as to form, the fundamental
tone of the song is Jehovah, and as to substance
the realization of the idea of God through the

kingdom of God in Israel was assigned to the

following prophecies (at the same time there is

a progress here in comparison with chap, xxx.)
—and this final judgment concerns every enemy
both inward (ver. 35 sq.) and external (ver. 41sq. ),

and is partly a retribuiory sifting, and partly a

retributory destruction. The prophetic contents
of the song close with this horizon, not avow-
edly, but essentially Messianic, namely, in the

wider sense of that word.
Its character as to its contents. The point of

departure, the basis in the present, that which
Moses had sufficiently experienced, namely, the

apostacy of the people still for the last time pro-

claimed, more especially the rejection of the

first generation, is recalled to miud. Next fol-

lows the picture of the future. The approach-
ing already manifoldly described enjoyment of

the promised land, with its results in pride and
idolatry, also already frequently repeated, is

spoken of in the most fearful and monitory
method, a real prophecy from Israel's nature
and way. The time of the judges gives already
a satisfactory commentary upon it. The sym-
bolical significance of this picture of the future

for the wider history of salvation. The entire

rejection, but also the restoration of an Israel,

which shall be the true Israel, and indeed out

of the Gentiles. Comp. Doctrinal and Ethical.

Deut. xxxii. and Ex. xv. The distinction:

here upon the threshold of Canaan, there upon
that of the desert; (here at the morning after

the night filled with salvation, here with the

look at the night, approaching with Canaan, of

the corruption of Israel; there pre-eminently
the subjection and terror of the heathen, here
the judgment upon Israel and its consequences.
The unity : as there so here, the rejoicing at the

close of the song, because in both Jehovah is the

fundamental thought (comp. Deut. xxxii. 3 and
Ex. XV. 1 sq.). As "the hallelujah has passed
from Ex. xv. over to the Psalms" (Herder), so

the succeeding prophecy of Israel from Deut.

xxxii. If the song of Moses, Rev. xv. 3,

has its bud and blossom in Ex. xv., the song
of the Lamb finds the same in Deut. xxxii.

(We might say with Ziegler in reference to Ex.
XV. and Deut. xxxii. : "that the latter is to the

former as the old wine is better than the new.")
The Division.—Vers. 1-5, the introduction

and theme; vers. G-14, Israel's position through
Jehovah; vers. 15-18, Israel's apostacy; vers.

19-25, Jehovah's sentence; vers. 26-43, the exe-

cution of the judgment in vengeance and mercy.

EXEGETICAL. AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-5. The introduction must indeed

reconcile the actual divine address to Moses,
with his human historical individuality. Hence,
ver. 1, the truly deuteronomic invocation of the

heavens and the earth. Comp. upon iv. 26 (32)

:

xxx. 19 (12) ; xxxi. 28.
' That they are sum-

moned directly by the law-giver as witnesses is

intelligible from his legal character (xvii. 6;

xix. 15) ; and still more historically from iv. 36,

since they were participants in the law-giving,

in the most solemn natal hour of Israel as a

people. They were here invoked only as atten-

tive hearers, as also in Isai. i., which is entirely

appropriate, since not merely threatening, but

promise also, appears in what follows. jI^X,

in Hiph. is not used in the sense of to be pointed,

to sharpen, prick up the ear, rather in the sense

of ready, quick, to fasten, to hold fast (hence

the ear as that which receives, catches up) ; to
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hearken. Moses here, as Christ, John xv. 22

:

Had I not spoken unto them ? The figure of

the rain, dew, sq., is suggested by the mention

of the heavens, as also that of the grass and the

herb, through the mention of the earth. His

Bono-'comes from above, whence all good comes

which does good, all blessings which produce

fruit. The earth should not receive the curse,

nor misery, the law is not given for this (Rom.

Til 12), still less should this most peculiar, tes-

tamentary work of Moses, and indeed this dying

strain of Deuteronomy tend to this end. (i^pj)

to seize, grasp ; but the reception is necessary

(1 Thess. ii. 13; 1 Tim. i. 15; iv. 9), and hence

the term occurs here ; and not " merely to make
prominent the dignity and worth of his word,

as one received, 1 Cor. xi. 23 ; xv. 3 " (Schultz).

Power generally, the heavenly (rain), the gen-

tle, secret flow (dew), the mighty, copious

(showers, or storm-torrents, heavy rain, thick

rain-drops D'TDT from the multitude of the

drops) ; are the points of comparison, not the

refreshing, fertilizing, enlivening, and the like

(Keil, Knobel), which relate rather to the

effects of the rain, dew, etc. C]"^^', only else-

where, xxxiii. 28; W^yW, only here.) Comp.

Job xxix. 22, 23; Isa. Iv. 10, 11; Ps, Ixxii. 6;

Hos. xiv. 5 ; Micah v. 9. Ver. 3 gives the rea-

son for the demand, ver. 1, as also for the ful-

ness of power which he wished, ver. 2, Let

my doctrine drop. Luther: "It is as if he

had said, I will sing a song, which I will begin

in so high a strain that no one under the sun

can strike a higher strain, or be able to make a

nobler song. My best song and best doctrine

shall be the first commandment." Nip DK'

(not U\if^, to invoke as the poets the muses,

EwALD, not even tu praise), but to proclaim, to

make known to all the world, what he had

said, the revelation of his being whereof heaven

and earth should make confession, in case Israel

should neglect it, who therefore is not directly

addre'jsed in the following clause: Ascribe,

sq. Comp. iii. 24; v. 21; ix. 26; xi. 2. This

greatness is not His majesty generally, or as

Luther: "Ye shall not honor other gods, or

ascribe greatness to any creature, all other

gods are vain, false and nonentities," but in the

transition to what follows, poiuts out already as

with all the fingers. His exalted nature, his glory

as Jehovah. "li:fn, the Rock, placed first

absolutely, and thus given the greater promi-

nence. il^, the thick, strong, firm. Herder:
"Derived without doubt from Sinai, where the

covenant was made which on the side of God as

the Rock was everlasting." It reminds us of

Gen. xlix. 24. It is the refuge, protection,

security, for the forsaken. It presents the name
Jehovah by a striking comparison (Isa. xvii. 10;

xxvi. 4; Ps. xviii. 2, 31; xix. 15). As alone

in His being, so perfect in His work ; without

defect, without stain, nothing to be supplied,

and nothing to be removed, both with respect to

creation and providence (Herder: "Israel often

blamed the providence, in its way through the

desert"). For his ways are only right, as

this is still more personally expressed in the

fourth member parallel to the second. n310N,

firmness, the nature of the rock, np (xxv. 16)

crooked, perverted nature, imperfection, vile-

ness. (The prayer of the Jews in their burial-

service begins as ver. 4, which is also found

engraved upon their cemeteries and tables.)

[How deeply the idea of God as the Rock (Tsur)

penetrated the Jewish mind and life, is apparent

from its frequent recurrence in names as Pe-

dah-zur, Eli-zur, Zur-iel, Zur-ishaddai, etc.—
^\. G.]—The theme of the song finds its neces-

sary completion, ver. 6, in the opposite descrip-

tion of Israel. Hence "h r\r\W cannot possibly

refer to Jehovah; He deals not corruptly with

him (ScHULTz), as already J. H. Michaelis :

iVuOT deus corrupit sibi [ipsi Israel) sc. vias auas?

num ille est IsraelUis causa exitii? Cocceius:

Hum corruptio ipsi? Nequaquam minime. The

subject is clearly the generation, sq. Whether

"h refers to Israel (Num. xxxii. 15), or to Jeho-

vah in the Dat. Comm. may be doubtful; the

latter appears to suit the connection better.

Not Jehovah in His nature, work, ways, attri-

butes (ver. 4), but Israel in its work, ways,

nature, attributes, ver. 5, is an antithetic parallel

to ver. 4. Comp. ix. 12. We are to recall the

apostacy immediately at Sinai, and still further

in the wilderness (Num. xiii. sq.). The clause

in apposition with generation occurs paren-

thetically before it. Your ways should have

appeared as that of His children (xiv. 1). Sack

"they are not His children" is almost too

strong, vh before VJ3, as frequently in this

song before the substantive, is an observable

idiomatic peculiarity. Their spot (the appo-

sition and the opposition once more), rather:

the children of Jehovah, as they should be, and

His children as they are actually.— [Keil: They

are not the children of Jehovah, but their stain,

i. e. the stain or disgrace of God's children.

—

A. G.] (Others : to their own blemish, shame.)

ScHULTZ : His children are their own disgrace.

[Regarding Jehovah as the subject, has He dealt

corruptly with them ? No, His children, etc.—

A. G.] The historical explanation of Knobel,

referring it "to Judah and the faithful in Israel,"

is needless, since even earlier the children of

God (comp. Gen. v. 22), e. g. Noah, the patri-

archs, Caleb, Joshua, are thus distinguished,

and the idea was always made prominent as sim-

ply set over against the actual evil character

(Phil. ii. 15; Matt. xvii. 17).

2. Vers. 6-14. Upon the ground of such a

theme, of this opposite actual character, there is

raised for the future, as the present, the ques-

tion in ver. 6. ^DJ, to show, to cause, do, with

reference to the recompense, retribution. i::j,

as the following context shows (ver. 29), is fool-

ish Gesenius, Hupfeld, of the insipid, stale

conduct, wanting the salt of divine wisdom,

here used of the forgetfulness of God, godless-

ness The derivation from, to swell, distend,

and hence to be haughty, arrogant, agrees well

also with the context. Comp. i. 13; iv. b. Ihe

fatherhood of Jehovah is set over against the

not His children, ver. 5 (comp. ver. 20; xiv.

1 • Ex iv 22 sq.). The thought that Abraham

was only their father in the beneficent strength
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of the divine promise, seems apparent from the
empliasis placed upon NIH (see Gen. xvii.). TMp
combines the ideas, to prepare, to form (not
precisely, ci-eate. Gen. xiv. 19, a2j, to acquire,
possess. If njp marks the descent from Abra-

ham, then rWVy denotes fitly the constituting of

the people in Egypt, and jID, the forming or
preparation in the wilderness. Comp. upon
the verse isa. Ixiii. 16 ; Ixiv. 8 ; i. 2 ; Mai. ii.

10. In the D^l;; mo;, ver. 7 (this form occurs

only here as the similar poetical term, nili^,

Ps. xc. 15, agreeing with it), the 071;; desig-

nates the covered time either before or behind

the speaker (iv. 32). From the hoary antiquity

the tradition here comes down through genera-
tion and generation (the repetition used
poetically for the plural), forming the revolu-

tion or succession of old men ("^n, the circle or

revolving period), Ps. xc. 1. Thus it comes to

the fathers and elders (from the bowed, de-

crepid age, jptj- QJ' in '^er. 6 is collective, and

hence the alternating singular and plural verbs.

^y3 (to separate, distinguish and understand).

njj, in Hiph.: to bring near, to bring over, to

point out, declare. Ver. 8 contains the result

of the tradition ; a retrospect to Genesis. The
separation of the people as described Gen. xi.

JV 7J7 occurs constantly without the article, and

here used instead of Jehovah, and equivalent

to the Exalted One, the Highest. When He
divided to the nations all their inheritance

determined in Gen. x.; when He, the sons of

Adam, (comp. Gen. x. 1, 32) dispersed, sepa-

rated. Gen. xi. (Acts xvii. 26), He did so "IDDD;
according to the number, sq., i.e., so that

Israel should possess a land corresponding to

its population. Comp. also Gen. ix. 25 sq. ; Deut.
ii. Bad.mgarten combines the number seventy
of the genealogical table, with the seventy an-
cestors of Israel, (x. 22). [So Wordsworth also.

—A. G.]. Ver. 9 gives the reason for this ear-

liest provision and care. Comp. vii. 6 ; x. 15
;

(Acts xiv. 16). 7Dn a cord, measure, then that
which is measured by it. Comp. iii. 13. This
two-membered strophe forms a beautiful pause
or interruption. Thus it is from the beginning
placed for the world, Ex. xix. 6 sq. It follows
now, ver. 10, how it was introduced into the
world, to the ideal follows the real provision on
the part of God. The connection is directly with
ver. 6. The words form a description of that
frequently enforced (i. 27 ; Num. xiv. 11, 4 ; Ex.
xvi. 2) helpless condition of Israel. Thus even
after the redemption from Egypt, thus always
indeed with respect to Israel. Instead of Canaan,
to which ver. 8 points, the land of the des-
ert was the land where He found Israel. The
reference to Egypt, with Keil, is artificial. As
Jf^X is clearly defined from the preceding, so it

is placed also in reference to what follows, e. g.,
ver. 13. Tha prominence given to the leading
through the wilderness is genuinely Deuterono-
mic. Comp. viii. 2 sq., 15 sq.; xi. 5 ; xxix. 4 sq.;

i. 1. As the deliverance from Egypt was evidently
presupposed, it is the more readily passed over

here in silence because Israel is here spoken of
as a nation, and Israel's national existence dates
from Sinai, from the wilderness. Found either
after he had sought him in Egypt, the one that
was lost (Luke xv. 4) without him. or had found
out, selected (Ps. Ixxxix. 20) since he had closed
the covenant with him at Sinai, or simply met
with him ; thus Israel found itself, began its

conscious existence, when Jehovah took it into
His school, to train and educate it to a people,
(Hos. ix. 10, a description as to the other side).
ScHULTZ emphasizes the fact that the Lord first

appeared to Israel in the pillar of fire and cloud
in the desert, Ex. xiii. 20 sq. The emphasis, he
remarks correctly, does not lie upon the finding,
but upon tJie desert land, which is made still more
explicit by the ()). The waste (Gen. i. 2),

from T^T^TS literally
; the dense, close wilderness,

where no way is, Ps. cvii. 40. Comp. upon i. 1,
31. Ho^vling : emphasizes the horrible howl-
ing of the beasts of the desert, especially in the
early part of the night. Led him (compassed
him) about—near Him in his love, to care lor,
(Ps. xxvi. 6) but also to protect as a shield; (the
pillar of fire and cloud, Zech. ii. 8). "li'J; to

keep, watch, preserve. JIJ^Z-X Gesen.: the pu-
pil (of the well-known little man, pet, the
d.aughter, for the miniature image of him who
looks in the eyes of another), literally the man
(i^'N) of the eye. Or should one go back to the

signification of li'JX from which K/'X is derived

to bend, thus the arched eye-ball. Others : the
eye-lid. Generally the comparison intimates
that Jehovah had not left Israel out of His sight

;

the most careful, thoughtful protection, Ps. xvii.

8; Zech. ii. 12. On account of the desert, of the
hostile nations, but especially after the rejectiou
of the old, for preservation of the new generation.
The first and second, and third and fourth clauses
are parallel to each other, as also in ver. 7.

[" The whole des'.-ription of what the Lord did
for Israel, vers. 10-14, is figurative." Israel is

represented as a man ready to perish in the
wilderness, and so found and rescued by God.
But there is no design or attempt to bring out in
their succession, the events in Israel's history, or
what God had done for them. Only those are
selected which bear upon the general theme and
purpose of the song.—A. G.]. Ver. 11 gives the
desert figure of the eagle. Israel is the eagle's
brood in the nest (|p a separated mountainous

place) in the rocks at Sinai. Jehovah stirs it

up, as He came down over it in the giving of the

law (her young, from StJ, the stripped, naked,
fealherless young). Farther: thepillarot fire and
cloud was like the outspread wings ! Indeed Ho
took it and bare it in His power and love, and
with what patience ? As the eagle is the subject,
the sufiixes refer to the nest, or to each indivi-
dual one of the young. Ver. 12 is a continuous
exposition of the figure used. (Others refer
alone and with him to Israel). For the rest
comp. Ex. xix. 4. (As out of Egypt so in the way
to Canaan), Gen. i. 2 ; Deut. i. 31. It is only a
two-membered strophe, as ver. 9. [Keil : " If
no other god stood by the Lord to help Him, lie
thereby laid Israel under the obligation to serve
Him alone aa its God."—A. G.]. Ver. 13 treata
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of the partly begun and partly approaching oc-

cupation of the mountainous Canaan. With the
high places was the "earth," (land) promised

to Israel, assured. The occupation of Gilead was
the beginning of the victorious dominion (chap.

iii. ). So the enjoyment of Canaan is described

with prophetic foresight, as in viil. 7-10. Comp.
upon vi. 3. Palms, date trees growing upon the

mountains, as well as bees building their hives iu

the rocks introduce honey into Palestine ; olive

trees are found in apparently the most unpro-

ductive places. A pleasant, childlike enjoyment,

because throughout a blessing. Ver. 14 is a con-

tinuation. The specification " testifies to the

general faithfulness of the song," (Herder) the

East Jordan land was an earnest of the far-

ther side. yir\: that which is drawn out
TT

through strokes or rubbing, the milk from the

milking. 21T^ the selected, picked out; hence the

fat, generally the best, (Num. xviii. 12) here
strengthened still further by the kidneys, the

very finest wheat (in reference to the flour) or

in the size of the grains. Lastly the bubbling,

foaming red wine (Gen. xlix. 11). The last

clause here, as in ver. 7, takes the form of an ad-

dress. The five-membered strophe also shows
the poetic fervor. For the rest comp. Numb,
xxxii. 1 ; Ezek. xxxix. 18. (It may be regarded
as a four-membered strophe thus : butter of kine
and milk of sheep with the fat of lambs, and rams
of the breed of Bashan, and goats, with the fat

of kidneys of wheat. And thou didst drink the

pure blood of the grape). [Fat of kidneys was,

as the best fat, specified as a part of the sacrifi-

cial animals which were to be presented to the

Lord, and hence the figure here—for the finest,

most nutritious wheat.—A. G.].

3. Vers. 15-18. The apostacy of Israel comes
to pass as was already foreseen, vi. 11; viii. 12

sq. ; xxxi. 20. Ver. 15. Jeshurun, found twice

elsewhere in Deut. (xxxiii. 5, 26) and in Is. xliv.

2. Beyond question from IK^' ; comp. Jesharim,
Num. xxiii. 10 (Josh. x. 13; 2 Sam. i. 18). It

is not a diminutive (Gesenius : the pious, pre-

cise, blameless little people), which is destitute

of philological (comp. Hengst. : Balaam, p. 98),

proof (the |1K'"'X, ver. 10, referred to, is cor-

rectly with (Delitzsch) rather: the man, if not

man-like), and an appellalio blanda et charititiva

does not accord well with the serious character

of the passage in which " a loving being, but no
mere lover speaks," but is perhaps a iiomen pro-

prium; the just, honorable man, the just, the

righteous ; but by no means the happy or the

like, not even the justified (Calvin) although
that is nearer the truth. The legal character,

the national essence or nature of Israel was ex-

pressed in this term. (Comp. ver. 4). Over
against the idea of the nation, as it rests in Je-

hovah, enters so much more offensively the cha-

racter in which Israel actually appears in the

world. A prophetic preterite. Johlson sees

in Jeshurun a pun, which the figure of the fat

and kicking ox ("'ItJ') completes. Comp. Acts ix.

6 (Hos. iv. 16; xiii. 6). The direct address in

the second person vividly interrupts, and gives

greater energy to the statement begun in the

third person. It is not jocosely spoken, as Ew-

ALD, but the keenest sacred irony. [By reminding
them of what they were in idea, of what they were
called to in character and dignity, he censures
more severely their guilt and perfidy.—A. G.].

nwX is the pathetic form for DTIvN both in the

old and in the later Aramaic Hebrew. Comp.

vers. 6, 4. [Lightly esteemed, from boj to

treat as a fool.—A. G.]. Ver. 16. The plural
form, which gives the poetical coloring, occurs
instead of the previously used singular, as in ver.

7. Upon the provocation of the divine zeal

(jealousy), comp. iv. 24, 25: v. 9 ; vi. 15. The
covenant is a marriage covenant, (xxxi. 16).
or, " those standing beyond marriage, and the

relationship effected by it, xxv. 5," Schultz.
For the rest comp. vii. 25 ; xxvii. 15. A two-
membered strophe, as vers. 9, 12. Ver. 17.

D'Ti^. Baalim, lords (1 Cor. viii. 5), Demons ?

Further comp. xi. 28 ; xiii. 7 ; xxix. 25. [WoRus-
worth: " Wasters, destroyers." Bib.Com.: "As
indicating the malignant character of the deities

in heathen worship."—A. G.]. New.—Lately

risen in a temporal, as the following clause in a

local sense. In both references not God, Jer.

xxiii. 23 sq. (Schultz figuratively ; not worth
much), Baumgarten : Israel had no historical

relations with them. To understand the second
clause, came newly up, temporally also, is

tautological, and is not demanded by the paral-

lelism. The third member is parallel to the first,

the fourth to the second. In ver. 18 he renews
at the close what was said in ver. 15 ; there

using the masculine, and here the feminine ter-

mination. "11X, as : to make thick is also to form
(T}^ in the plural : birth-throes) thus in a verbal

way reconciling the figure of bearing (!?' to

break through, of the birth) with the rock; with
respect to its source, e. g., the noble metal, may
be actually said to be born of the iron stone of

the rock. ^Wr\ from T\W^, to forsake, forget,

Knobel, Schultz, Keil ; from 7V\2f, to neglect.

The direct address appears again as at the close

of ver. 1 4. God as the woman in birth throes (Ps.

ii. 7 ; xc. 2 ; Isa. xlix. 15 ; Gal. iv. 19). [" To
bring out more prominently the base ingratitude

of the people, he represents the creation of Is-

rael by Jehovah, the Rock of its salvation, under
the figure of generation and birth, in which the

paternal and maternal love of 4he Lord to His
people had manifested itself." Keil.—A. G.]

4. Vers. 19-25. The judgment of Jehovah upon
His apostate people, proceeds upon a personal

observation. He needs no testimony, ver. 19. A
comprehensive two-membered strophe, as ver. 16,

9, 12. (Comp. i. 34). Schultz: "From indig-

nation at, sq." Herxheimer: "On account of

the provocation of, sq." [Our version brings out

the force of the preposition as well, and is equally

as intelligible as those suggested.—A. G.]. Ver.

20. The declaration of the judgment. Comp.
xxxi. 17, 18. He speaks after the manner of

men (Gen. xxxvii. 20). They are no more re-

garded with favor ; He will only see what their

end, their last sins and last punishments will

be. The reason is their wicked and faithless

(ver. 4) way, which with them comes to the

uttermost (1 Thess. ii. 16). Ver. 21. The re*
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tribution will at last correspond to the offence.

Not God, is not a monster (1 Cor. viii. 4 sq.

;

X. 19 sq.), to which in a corresponding way "not
people,"would signify " an inhuman people, re-

pulsive and frightful," (Ewald, in order to bring
iato the text in a historical way the Assyrians),

but: as idols to which the heathen correspond.
Moreover the no-gods are explained through the

term vanities (nothingness) ; they are as the

breath of men, fugitive human forms (Malt. xv.

9) ; and no-people through 'IJ, and the alli-

teration between '73J and ^2Ti. The designa-

tion occurs with more express reference to Is-

rael, and is thus, as even Knobel concedes, "not
to be pressed," not even "to the Syrians under
Baasha and Ahab," generally not to any par-

ticular nation. No-people in the view of Israel,

a foolish nation according to Israel's own con-

science, is a godless nation, one which has gone
hitherto its own way, etc. (Eph. ii. 12). The
Acts of the Apostles is a biblical commentary upon
this passage. Comp. also ver. 6 ; thus it is such
a nation or people, who (notwithstanding all the

grace they had received) are, as they are by na-

ture (comp. iv. 6 sq.). The emphasizing of the

Gentile world for the end of Israel, Rom. x. 19

(1 Thess. ii. 15, 16). The reception of the Gen-
tiles in the place of Israel is certainly and liter-

ally contained in this verse. [No-people is

not a people which does not deserve to be called

a people, because it is behind the Israelites in

its outward organization, or in its culture and
general civilization, but because it does not rest

as to its existence and growth upon the choice

of God, because it does not "recognize Him as

its Head and King," because it does not submit
itself to His statutes and judgments, (Dent. iv.

6) which alone make a wise or understanding
people. The designation does not imply any in-

feriority in worldly or secular respects on the

part of those to whom it is applied.

The Apostle Paul, quoting (Rom. x. 19), the

precise words of the Sept. here, gives the true

interpretation, and puts their significance, as

teaching the adoption of the Gentiles in the place
of the Jews beyond question, by any one who
accepts the teaching of the Apostle as inspired.

His use of this passage, too, ought to settle the
question as to the inspiration of this song, and
as to its Mosaic authorship.—A. G.]. It is no-
where said in ver. 22 sq., that the Lord would
use the Gentiles only as a rod against Israel

comp. ver. 31, as Kamphausen asserts; and what
else is " the provoking and angering." (ver. 16)
in this connection, than what J. H. Michaelis
"illustrates metaphorically by the spirit of a

loving husband, who sees himself scorned by his

wife, and takes some poor maiden in her place,

as Ahasuerus Esther in the place of Vashti.'
The description which underlies and grounds
the judicial sentence, ver. 22, corresponds to

these awful extremities (iv. 24; vi. 15). Comp.
upon xxix. 19. The dimension even to the
lowest (sheol) hell (the chasm, abyss; see
HuPFELD upon Ps. Ixvi.) according to which this

stands as the underworld in opposition to hea-
ven,—here the lowest depth (xxx. 13) may be
intended,—presents the judgment first of all as

a destruction reaching beyond the earthly life.

and continuing in Sheol, (Num. xvi. 30 sq.). The
intensive extent or compass in the next place,
when the fire which is kindled (xi. 17) consumes
indeed the foundations of the earth, expresses
the judgment, as in the analogy of Sodom (xxix.
22 sq.), extending from Palestine, and spreading
out to one which concerns the whole world.
[The judgment thus described was not to fall

upon Israel alone. It was first to sufi'er. " But
the words were not intended to foretell one par-
ticular judgment, but refer to judgment in its

totality and universality, as realized in the course
of centuries in different judgments upon the na-
tions, and only to be completely fulfilled at the
end of the world." Keil.—A. G.]. (2 Pet. iii. 7).
Thus only does it correspond with the universal
idea of Israel. Since the land of promise loses
its peculiar significance through the curse of
God, the heaven of Israel passed away with the
temple, there exists in Christ with the new Is-

rael, which is entirely, completely spiritual, al-

ready a new heaven and a new earth, according
to the Spirit. Israel is the nearest object of the
Divine love-judgment, ver. 23 sq. The tran-
sition to another figure, comp. xxxi. 11, 21. In
masses one upon another; as a warrior against
his enemies, exhausting his arrows to the very
last one in his quiver, heaps them together

around the enemy. Ver. 24. ni"D. to draw, ex-
T T '

haust, or simply to extend, make thin. ^tJ/T the

licking, lapping flame, used of fever, burning

pestilence. 2l2p, cut, thrust, blow. Comp. Lev.

xxvi. 22. [Keil paraphrases " when hunger,
pestilence, plague, have brought them to the
verge of destruction I will send, sq."—A. G.].

Ver. 25. iD\il in Piel: lonely, bereaved, made
childless, (Gen. xliii. 14). Tin the closed,

within the tent, house, where especially are the
wives and children. "11113, the chosen, manly
youth, especially soldiers. 3'2? to have gray
hairs, (Lev. xix. 32).

5. Vers. 26-43. In such a position to the world
VFOuld God bring them, but they should not dis-

appear entirely from the race. In ver. 26, in
which he passes from the sentence to its execu-
tion. I said occurs as "he said " (ver. 20) and
with a similar purport. iMiB, used only here,

may mean: to drive into every corner, or : to

cast out from every corner (Schultz) ; the last

signification may agree with the connection, but
not the first.—To blow away agrees still bet-

ter, so that they are dispersed. Vulg., Luther,
according to the Rabbinical solution DH ""X 3N

:

where are they ? i. e., destroyed beyond any
trace, so that one seeks after them in vain.

Others : to make an end. Others still : they
are exposed, abandoned as the corners of the
fields to the poor. Or deriving it from HN anger,

to let this have success or control). n^E? in
Hiphil : remove the Sabbath from their memory
(Lev. xxvi. 43). Comp. xxv. 19. Once more a
two-menibered strophe. Ver. 27. What restrains
Jehovah from this utter destruction is not any-
thing in Israel, not even anything in Him in re-
ference to Israel,—this is the icy character of
the passage,—but Jehovah fears His wrath of
(upon) the enemy, i. e., because the oppres-
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sors of Israel, if they should ignore (misunder-
stand) the fact, that Jehovah and not their power
(Isa. xxvi, 11) had destroyed Israel, would ex-
cite His wrath. Comp. Ciceeo : pro Flacco, c. 28,
cited by Baumgarten. The impeachment of
His honor or glory through the enemy is to be
explained perhaps as ix. 28. There may, how-
ever, be an intimation also of the gracious pur-
pose of God toward the Gentiles. The blessed-
ness of all is indeed the glory of God. The
world should not occupy such a position to Is
rael on its own account ; it should execute and
recognize the judgment of God upon Israel;
therefore it is arrested, however little the nation
deserves it. As Israel e. g., ix. 4 sq., could not
assert its own goodness as a motive, so with the
gentile world its power ; there the heart, here
the hand. In what follows, the correct reasons
are presented against these possible false rea-
sons: not the gentile power, but Israel's corrup-
tion, which presents it as ripe for overthrow, is

the reason for its destruction by Jehovah. Thus
ver. 28 gives the reasons for ver. 26. so that ver.
27 forms the conclusion to ver. 26. We have still

the words of God, as also in the reasons given
for the declaration of the judgment (ver. 20) ;

Knobel: "the author here proceeds with his
own words." That the discourse treats of Israel
is not doubtful, as Sack thinks, because the 'ij,

which is more commonly used for the gentiles,
occurs here. It stands for Israel also, e. g., iv.

6 sq., agrees well with the more general style

here, and moreover when emphasized could well
serve to present the equality of Israel and the
Gentiles. Void of counsel, generally ; not
knowing what to advise, they have lost the power
of wise consideration, counsels, or: lost, ruined,
truly with respect to that with which they might
consult; they do not take advice from the law

of God (iv. 6 sq). HJUD, comp. with U'^ ver.

7. The moral corruption has wrought intellec-

tual. With reference to this sign of deserved

destruction, Moses breaks out, ver. 29, in a sad

lamentation : \1 ! (it will not be so, surely not
in the whole people). [The particle expresses
here the simple condition without any wish, im-
plying that the condition does not exist, or is un-
certain.—A. G.]. Luke xix. 42. Comp. vers. 6,

7, and upon ver. 20. ilKf especially what fol-

lows, that Israel could not have the victory, but
that its end was near. Ver. 30 is usually under-
stood of the unsuccessful wars of Israel, from
which either (he Gentiles could perceive (this is

expressed ver. 27 sq.), how Jehovah gave over
His people, or that Israel should perceive and
consider. More correctly: the review of the
earlier history, which they were not considering
(ver. 29 comp. with ver. 7) would prove to them
how mighty Israel could be, (Lev. xxvi. 8; comp.
Josh, xxiii. 10). But, since the actual case is

altogether the reverse, the self-judgment of their
end must follow upon this review. ("X, how
would it still HD thus be, namely: it would, sq.

~0 K7-OX except (according to the usual inter-
pretation) their Rock, Hq.,or: the actual case was
that, sq.). Their Rock, as is clear from the pa-
rallel clau8'3, is Jehovah (ver. 4). Ver. 31 gives
the proof through a comparison of Jehovah wiih

that which the Gentiles call their rock. Their
gods could only be called rock, never be so, (ver.
21). Moses includes himself with his people
(according to the idea, [«'. e., the true Israel]).

D''7''7D ScHULTz: Against the faithless ones
who had proved the vanity of idols. Most:
Since they even had experienced the omnipotence
of Jehovah, and the weakness of all gods besides
Him, as e. g., of Egypt, Moab, Midian. (Numb,
xxiii. 24). Perhaps still more simply:—And
our enemies are judges. Israel's judges (£x.
xxi. 22) instead of Jehovah, carry out His judi-
cial sentence, and do nothing more. Thus ver.

31 connects itself with the close of ver. 30: be-
cause the rock of the heathen, the gods whom
they worship, are not as Jehovah, so the Rock
of Israel must have given it into their power.
Otherwise Israel would, as of old, have been victo-

rious in the field, instead of as now recognizing its

enemies as its judges. Ver. 32 holds a similar re-

lation to ver. 31 , and ver. 30, as ver. 28, to vers. 26
and 27. Israel bad placed itself on an equality,

in pleasure and pride (ver. L5), with the Gen-
tiles, and indeed with those of Canaan, against
whom a previous judgment of God had long ago
warned, and is soon therefore to be upon an
equality with them, in punishment likewise,

(xxix. "22). Against Sack and those who with
him apply vers. 32, 33 to the Gentiles, Keil as-

serts " that throughout the Old Testament the

corruption of the Israelites, and never that of
the Gentiles, is compared with that of Sodom, sq.;

Isa. i. 10; iii. 9; Jer. xxiii. 14; Ezek. xvi. 46
sq." Their vine, so far as it is to be compared
with any such, is of the vine of Sodom, is a
scion from that, (tyn as xxix. 17). Ver. 33.
" The sweetness of the luxuries was a bitter,

fatal poison to the dwellers in the garden of

God." Baumgarten. As ver, 29 l\Ioses, so now
ver. 34 Jehovah breaks up the thought into the

form of a dramatic dialogue. The position of

the world to Israel should thus not be for the
glory of its power, but for the glory of the Lord;
Israel should be judged through the world, but
from the Lord. NTH refers to the immediately
foregoing, only so far as the corruption of Israel

involves guilt which demands punishment, for as

corruption is it plainly discovered, manifested,

ver. 32 sq., thus in any case not " concealed,"

as ScHDLTZ renders ODD, which is found only

here. But the rendering also by "preserved,"
or: "coiled up," "shrivelled, bound," (Is. viii.

16) does not accord well with the sins of the

people as such ; but does agree well with the

guilt, the recorded guilt registers which were
rolled together, so that nothing might fall out

and be lost. Job xiv. 17; Hos. xiii. 12, and Dan.

vii. 10; but Ps. cxxxix. 6; Mai. iii. 16, do not

belong here. The sense is perfectly clear from
the parallel sealed up, i. e., still secret, but to

be opened in due time. (Dan. xii. 9). The trea-

sures (treasure chamber) according to xxviii.

12 is heaven. Comp. upon the whole xxix. 28.

Ver. 35. What it is which this refers to is desig-

nated here more precisely under the known pro-

minence of the literal Supreme Judge, (Gen.

xviii. 25). ''7 not: " vengeance, as well as pun-

ishment, is prepared with me" (Herxheimer),
which would be the same as ver. 34; but it b«-
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longs to me, is my part. The judge, the avenger

am I peculiarly (Rom. xii. 19; Heb. x. 30).

DpJ is destination, judicial sentence, decision,

and hence first vengeance. U^lif Piel : consum-
mation, restitution, reaches to the end of Israel.

When your support gives way, your pride, your
secure confidence wavers, then is the time of

Sod ; for now, only kept sealed, but then also

manifested where it was perhaps little expected,

the day of their calamity is at hand. TX liter-

ally: crushing, oppressive burden. The singu-

lar includes all that shall come upon them, as

that which is prepared (vii. 10). Ver. 36. In

which Moses again is the speaker, gives a new
reason for the judgment in due time, and intro-

duces also a new element. The mere fact that

Jehovah appears as the one judging, allows us

to infer a separation (Gen. xviii. 23 sq.), or dis-

tinction. The solemn and formal 1^^, while

hitherto 'U (ver. 28) or at most ~73J D^' ver.

6 had been used of Israel, renders that inference

more probable. The parallel in3J^ strengthens

it, since the word refers to the true servants,

those who are faithful in Israel. The judgment
as a sifting. The people of the Lord indeed in

name, but in nature apostate (so also Heb. x. 30)

causes and experiences the judgment, which
not only procures their right, does not prevent
their punishment, but as generally, it procures
right to the true Israel, who correspond to its

idea, so especially by such a distinction it helps

that part of Israel which constitutes this people

of the Lord, to its vindication (Rom. xi.). Thus
also the name of Israel in the best sense, is not

extirpated, comp. ver. 26; as a sign of judgment
BO also of mercy. DflJiT. Ttie sorrow of His own
gives Him sorrow (Ps. xc. 18; Matt. xxiv. 22).

His seeing corresponds with ver. 19 : there the

apostacy, here the result of the execution of the

judgment, which is such that it excites to compas-
sion: power, with national strength, namely, run
out, dried up, exhausted. Di3J< a noun which takes

the place of a verb and signifies to cease, i. e., is

no more. The fourth-time occurring paranomasia
31J;;i "li:^;,*.—There is none shut up or left.

Keil, Knobel: the married and single, i. e., all

men. Baumgarten : the captive and freed-man.

Ewald: close and liberal, i. e., all, as our thick

and thin, is in any case a proverbial designation

of persons; but scarcely of boys who were still at

home, and those of age; scarcely also of the im-

pure, who must remain at home, and in this re-

ference the free, but either servants and freed-

men, (IllfJ^ the ruled), or the men of rank (who
remain in the house) and the common people.

ScHULTZ, Meier: the vassal and the lord, the

borrower and the lender, or one bound to ser-

vice, and the free. Understanding the expres-

sion of things, some render it : the shut up

(treasures) and the left free (the herd in the

field), the precious and the trifling, and the like.

Israel's nationality is at an end. Ver. 37 cor-

responding to ver. 20. It is naturally not the

servants of the Lord, ver. 36, who are addressed,

since they have held fast to Him as their Lord,

but the question concerns the larger part of Is-

rael. Their gods, and with this the rock
used ironically here is not easily misunderstood.

Literally, Jehovah alone could be the Rock (ver.

30), but they have despised Him (ver. 15), and
strange gods, ver. 16 sq., have become their
rock, even a rock as that of the Gentiles, ver. 31.

The theme of the song in all its variations is re-

peated. Ver. 38. Sept., Vulg., Luth., Schcltz,
" Whose sacrificial lat they ate, the wine of whose
drink-oiferings they drank," as if it was said of
the Israelites, while yet both the fat is burned
for the deity (Lev. iii. 3 sq.) and the libations

are poured out before it (Num. xv. 5), and this

is certainly to be specially retained here, with
respect to the way of the Lord, in order to bring
out more prominently the qui [^guid'\ pro quo
right. The gods ate and drank in this way (iv.

28) ; had in Israel so good an entertainment.
Upon lOlp' comp. Num. x. 35. A covering and

defence they could still claim from them, in any
case it is the cloud pillar of Jehovah over Hia
people which is referred to.

Ver. 39. The connection through their own
sight, especially with respect to that upon which
they were visibly trusting, is an altogether fitting

connection. Now, after the strange gods have
proved their powerlessness. Kin, 'Ji^ 'JN, an
emphatic repetition, and at the same time an ex-
position of the name Jehovah. There is no God
besides (with) me (ver. 12 ; iii. 24), thus Nin is

equivalent to DTI^Nri; Jehovah alone the true
God (John viii. 24). Schultz : " Jehovah could
not be the true being, having the cause of His
being in Himself, purely dependent upon Himself
alone, if He had any one beside Himseif, which
He Himself could not be." Baumgarten: "Je-
hovah the absolute subject." What this exclu-
siveness and unchangeableness of His being says
in the sphere of His deity, that, the killing and
the making alive (^'^^{^^ alluding to Jehovah, in

any case to the immediately following Tl, ver.

40) the wounding and healing, say in the sphere
of the becoming (Werdens) and the mutable, the
creature. Kill, wound, at first because of the
judgment ; make alive, heal, in reference to

the true people of God, the servants of the Lord,
(ver. 36) by which contrast it was intimated that

the suifering which they endure here,is salvation
through the hand of God. Moreover H' here
and in ver. 40 forms an antithesis to T ver. 36.

The declared execution of the judgment in ven-

geance and in mercy is confirmed ver. 40, for men,
and hence, in the divine condescending love after

the manner of men, by the oath. To heaven

—

the throne of God, essentially as if it was : by
myself, but formally as men are accustomed to

swear, who by the lifting up of the hand confess
and invoke Him (Gen. xiv. 22). 'n the oath
formula: as truly as I live, by my life. What is

sworn follows. The oath reaches over the whole
world to heaven. Jehovah has to show the judg-
ment, inwardly, with respect to Israel itself, in
vengeance and mercy

; and in the like manner
also outwardly, so far as the future position of the
world to Israel should be the right position, per-
fectly right: and henceit must be a final judgment
over the collective enemies of the Lord. Other-
wise it might occur, that as with Israel, their

intractable pride grew out of their posses-
sions and their apparent goodness, so witk
the others, the Gentile world, it might arise
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from their apparent powerful position. Comp.

vers. 27, 15). Ver. 41. The warlike figure

as in ver. 23 (sword, ver. 25). Entirely per-

sonal : my. sq., on account of the fundamental

thought (Jehovah) of the prophetic stand-point

of the song, and because the enemies of Israel

as such could not come into view here, since

it also is the very object of the divine judgment.

Israel itself even is become an enemy of Jehovah

(ver. 15 sq.).—Glittering (the flash) of the

piercing (Pl^) point of that in the hand of the

heavenly hero, as the quivering flash of his

sword.—Whet, denoting its preparation with

all tbe earnestness of his zeal or anger. The
judicial procedure {123U0) explains the sword
which God grasps, and which He (3) holds fast,

until the judgment is completed. TlifH is ex-

plained through D^lJ'X (ver. 35), as a retribu-

tive destruction. Ver. 42. There is no exemp-
tion even of the captives. The divine arrows
would become drunk as they drink the blood of

the slain, as the divine sword would eat the

flesh. J.*13, to break forth, to be at the head,

or in the front; hence Schultz: of the head,

chief of the princes; Ewald: of the supreme
ruler (King) of the princes; Keil, Knobel : of

the hairy head (because J713 designates the hair

of the head) ; others : " from the head of the

uncovering (Lev. x. 6) of the enemy, i e. the

uncovered enemy ;" thus the destruction of the

people as of their rulers (comp. Ps. ex. 5, 6), or

as a supplementary portraiture of the destroyed

power of the enemy ; the hair, as already the

head, naturally symbolizing youth, wanton
strength, pride, haughtiness, and the like.

Comp. HuPFELD upon Ps. Ixviii. 21.—[The ren-

dering in our version has no foundation in the

language itself, is not supported by other pas-

sages in which the word occurs, and breaks up
the parallelism of the veise, the third clause

being obviously related to the first, and the

fourth in like manner to the second.—A. G.]

—

Ver. 43 forms the conclusion, but in which also

the divine mercy is announced in connection

with the divine vengeance in reference to the

world, those without or beyond Israel. As at

the beginning, as especially at ver. 36, so now
also at the close Moses takes up the word. If

it was vengeance only which was in view for

the Gentiles, the solemn, sacred summons to re-

joice, which is directed to the Gentiles (thus at

the end, as at the beginning, to heaven and earth

with regard to Israel), would be simply fiendish.

Comp. Rom. XV. 10 (Rev. xii. 10, 12; xv. 3);
Gen. xii. 3. The object of this loud rejoicing is

'His people, but is immediately set in its true
liglii by His servants, as in ver. 36. (p"* in

Hiph. with the accus. of the object is unusual,
but surely to take 10JT as in apposition with
D'U, "nations which are His people" {e. g.

Hekder) is still more unusual, and the way is

not sufficiently prepared for it through ver. 21,

or other passages. Sept.: fitTo, rov "kaov avrov.)

—[Our version follows the Sept., as does St.

Paul in Rom. xv. 10. Nor does this rendering
diff'er essentially from that which makes His
people the direct object of the joy. '• For the

heathen here called upon to laud God's people

can only be required to do so when they have

themselves received a share in God's mercies to

His land and His people, and had cause there-

fore themselves to rejoice with His people. It

is apparent also that since the praise is to be
addressed in the first instance to ' His people,'

and not directly to God Himself, the mercies
must be regarded as overflowing to the rejoicing

Gentiles through and from the Jews. Nor can
we imagine such praise to be bestowed by the

Gentiles upon the Jews for such mercies whilst

the Jews were themselves excluded from the

same. It seems then that in this profound pas-

sage there is shadowed forth the purpose of

God to overrule (1) the unbelief of the Jews to

the bringing in of the Gentiles, and (2) the

mercy shown to tbe Gentiles to the eventual

restoration of the Jews (comp. Rom. xi. 25-36)."

Bib. Com.—A. G.]—The blood of His servants

appears as the blood of manyrs who have sealed

their faithfulness to Jehovah with their blood

(Matt, xxiii. 31, 34, 35; Luke xviii. 7; Rev. vi.

10; xviii. 20, 24; xix. 2). For the rest comp.

ver. 41. Genuinely Mosaic is it to the last : to
His land and people, the iwo fundamental

references of the Pentateuch from Genesis on-

ward. To which the remark of J. H. Michaelis
well agrees, that in this song the enemies of God
are peculiarly Israel after the flesh. How else

indeed could the song be a testimony against

Israel? At all events it relates to tue guilt of

blood,pressing as a burden upon the land, and
at the same time the stain which through it

comes upon the people, first of all upon Israel.

Comp. xxi. 8; Lev. xvi. 33; Num. xxxv. 33;

Zech. iii. 9. With this wonderful, mysterious

tone the song ceases. (The close of the Old

Covenant reflects itself in the way in which this

song closes, Ps. xxii. 27 sq." Schultz.)

6. Vers. 44-52. This passage commends itself

to us as from a different hand than that of

Moses (Introd. § 2). It is not against this view,

but rather in its favor, that it is from the same
hand which has added also chaps, xxxiii. and

xxxiv. J^iyin, ver. 44, instead of the earlier

constantly used J^tyiiT', is remarkable. The

former, his domestic name, denotes simply help,

salvation ; the latter, his more public official

name, denotes that Jehovah is this or his help.

The first natural name of Joshua would be most

appropriate if he was the person who has added

this section and the following chapters, espe-

cially that at the first opportunity at which it

could occur, he should thus at the beginning

designate the tone corresponding to his modesty.

He was Hoshea, as he was the servant of Moses,

and so he names himself again when he, in this

writing, actually serves him. Comp. further

xxxi. 30, 19.—And Hoshea, thus according

to the divine direction; Joshua only assisted.

Comp. ver. 45. In this way Israel could reach

the conviction of the entire accord between the

predecessor and his successor. Ver. 45. Comp.
xxxi. 24. Ver. 46. Testify, more exactly,

which 1 take to witness, or better still, through

which I lay down my testimony ; a reference to

xxxi. 26, but especially to xxxi. 19, 21. It ia

the song pre-eminently which is intended, which

should help to faithfulness to the law. Comp.

vi. 7; xi. 19. Ver. 47. The proof as xxx. 11.
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p7, from pO (p'")), contracted from pm, to

remove, put far away. Hence D30 is neither :

"so that it had no importance for them"
(ScHULTz), nor as equivalent with "not more

j

vain and empty than you yourselves " (Knobel).
For the rest comp. xxx. l!0. Ver. 48. The day
of the song; thus this was his dying (swan)
song. Ver. 49. (Num. xxvii. 12 sq.) The par-
ticularity in the description of the locality should
not escape notice ; more.appropriate for Joshua
than for God. Keil calls attention also to the
imperatives. Comp. upon iii. 27. The plural,

D'"'2>'n, designates the mountain range on that

side, east of the Jordan. The particular (HTri)

mountain of this mountainous border of Moab is

the 1DJ~"in. Hengstenberg, Hist, of Balaam.
In this region (Buckingham, Travels) there are
outlooks stretching from thirty to sixty miles in

breadth, e. g. at Heshbon, from whence one can
see Jerusalem directly to the west, and still

more clearly Bethlehem. Ver. 50. Comp. Gen.
XXV. 8, 17; Num. xx. 25 sq. (Deut. x. 6)

—

[Unto thy people seems to indicate something
u)ore than that the body of Moses was gathered
with the buried dust of his fathers, and if not a

proof of the immortality and consciousness of

the soul after death " (Wordsworth), it is one
of those passages which imply that truth.—A.

G.]—Ver. 51. 'Vpi to separate, to be rebellious,

to act faithlessly. Num. xx. 12: xxvii. 14; xx.

13, 24.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. What is said. Num. xii. 8, as to the distinct

position of Moses, from the literal prophetic

order, receives its full confirmation in this chap-

ter. As God speaks to Moses without any re-

serve what related to the destiny of Israel and
the world, literally "mouth to mouth," it is a

conversation or dialogue. The servant faithful

"in all the house," introduces the song in in-

spired faith and with burning zeal, accompanies

and closes it with painful lamentation (ver. 29

sq.), yet not without blessed hope (ver. 43).

2. If Moses nevertheless is a prophet in the

more general sense of the word, the HXTQIl

which is denied to him in distinction from the

literal prophets, Num. xii. 6, 7, and the HNTDI

granted to him, ver. 8 (although the latter is

qualified and explained by i^'^'H^ (riddles) and

K/l), is intelligible through the figurative and

generally poetical style of this chapter. We
may say : ttie figurative term "IWH for Jehovah,

is perhaps from the PIJI'Dn, which, according to

Num. xii. 8, Moses saw.

3 Poetry and prophecy in their relationship

and their difference. The relation is not a

barely formal one. Goethe :
" Poetry is inspi-

ration," which he explains more fully by " ge-

nius ;" with which, for the Christian view of

the world and life, there arises at once a dis-

tinction—a distinction like that between nature
and grace. Comp. the excellent work of Sack
{Songs in the Historical Books of the Old Testament,

p. 3 sq.). Steinbeck, the Poet a Seer, Leipsic,

1836. Comp. Lange, Phil. Dogm., p. 367, 374.

4. But it is not poetry alone, music also,

which here appears in the service of religion ;

the song, cbap. xxxii., is not only a poem, it is

at the same time a song. In the song we have
the unity of poetry and music. Comp. the
thoughtful treatment of the point in view here,
in Laxge as cited above, p. 375 (2 Kings iii. 15).

6. The parallel between the ancient classical

poetry and the Old Testament poetry and pro-
phecy. " The form, the beautiful, festive ap-
pearance," rules in the former; "the living

realities," the vehement, struggling conflict

which marks the progress of history (des wer-
dens), for the latter. •' There the beautiful is

prominent; here the sublime, exalted." Lange
(Herzog's Realencycl. XI 773).

6. It is as a festive celebration of the beauti-
ful with the good (the kalokagatliie), that not
only the deuteronomic discourses, but the entire

historical activity of Moses closes in poetry and
song. In correspondence with this is the look
at Canaan from Nebo, closing his life—the most
beautiful image.

7. " The contents and connection," Sack cor-

rectly calls "so great and comprehensive," that

he speaks here of the "prototype of all prophecy
in a certain measure of the connection of the

Old and New Testaments." That which forma
the contents of the word of God, the contents of

prophecy in the narrower sense, that also forma
the contents of this song: the law and the gos-

pel. The thread of its idea runs from Israel,

the people of God in truth (ver. 36), in order to

reach the nations generally in the future (ver.

43). Tholuck designates it "as a prophetical
theodicee of God in history."

8. Whoever is accustomed to place the divine

anger in opposition to the divine love will never
win an understanding of the deepest and truest

nature of this song. The "perception of the

burning zeal of God proceeds from the zeal of

His love" (Sack).

9. " The righteousness of God is not especially

a judicial, punitive righteousness, but a forth-

going in the direct way of that justice, grounded
in His eternal holiness and love, according to

which His creatures must regulate their lives,"

etc. (Sack).

10. The fact that the adoption belonged to

the Israelites, Rom. ix. 4 puts beyond question.

The parallelism there is in any case between
vio-^eala and vo/no<)eaia, and so much the more
truly, as throughout the (morally) filial relation,

outward or inward, formal or essential, must be
formed according to the conduct in reference to

the will of the Father, i. e. the law. If we hold

to the objective side, then the law demands love.

Thus it includes the gospel, love ; and there

remains thus between the Old and the New Tes-

taments a difference only of method ; there the

demand, here the fulfillment, of which the ante-

legal time forms the promise. Thus the law is

an institution, and the Israelitish adoption is

also an institution, not, however, a ceremonial,

but political, i. e. Israel as a nation is the adop-

tion of God, placed as His right. His house. His
glory among the nations. "Limited to Israel

as the chosen people, the idea is therein pro-

claimed, that God is the creative founder and
builder of its theocratic life, cherishing and
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training Israel as a child. It is (Gal. iv. 1 sq.)

the relation of a minor child, when in respect to

the father,as is fitting the time of life, he is con-

scious only of that life-support in the form of care

and guardianship, not the free spiritual com-

munion which inwardly develops itself in riper

years" (Beck, Christ. Lehr-wissensch. I., p. 341

sq.). It is not barely in a figurative (compara-

tive) method (Hengstenberg) ;
neither only

typical (Lange). The typical in the Old Testa-

ment idea of adoption refers to the true Israel,

and to Israel according to the truth. As to the

subjective realization of the adoption of God, it

does not require to be spoken to here upon this

chapter : but its treatment properly belongs to

the Pj=alms. It is not to be forgotten that the

kernel of Israel, which comes into account here
as to the adoption, appears rather as the ser-

vant of Jehovah (vers. 36, 43). The stage of

the Holy Spirit's manifestation alluded to (.John

vii. 39) is that of consummation (comp. Del.,

Bibl. Proph. Theol, p. 1233 sq., 248 sq.), or bet-

ter still, that of the seal, of confirmation, but not

first of efficient working.

11. " The existence of Israel as a nation is

indeed like that of other nations brought about

in a natural way, not through a spiritual new
birth, but still Israel has its remotest ground in

the supernatural mighty word of promise given

to Abraham (Gen. xvii. 15 sq.) ; and a circle of

wonderful, mighty proofs and gracious leadings

have brought Israel from this starting point of

its existence, to the goal to which it attained

with the exodus from Egypt" (Del. upon Isa. i. 2).

12. It is very strange when Sack in opposi-

tion to ScHULTZ, calls "the distinction of a bet-

ter kernel in Israel, conceded to the later pro-

phets," here "a forced distinction, and one

which in this Mosaic work has no place, is not

even intimated in the song." So essential a

view could not fail entirely in " the very viagna

c'larra of prophecy " (Hengstenberg) ; it must
at least be intimated, although its actual carry-

ing out may be handed over to that which fol-

lows. The distinction between the nation, and
the people of God, the separation of the servant

of Jehovah is truly Mosaic; not merely accord-

ing to the narrative of the primitive and preli-

minary history of Israel (comp. upon ver. 5),

which Moses gives, but directly through the

events with reference to Caleb, Joshua (i. 36,

38), Phinehas (Num. xxv. 7), the Levites (Deut.

X. 8; comp. Ex. xxxii. 2'!), and indeed through
his own existence as the servant of the Lord
above others (Num. xii. 7). On the other hand
ScHULTZ remarks upon chap. xxx. : " In the

most eventful moments of his life he had expe-
rienced that the Lord even then,when His anger
burned most fiercely, and when He was ready
to condemn Israel without any restraint, would
spare at least him, the one, etc. He must have
had the consoling conviction, without which he
would not have had strength, even from the

beginning, over against the general obstinacy
of the people, that there was a sacred seed still

existing, in order to produce from itself a new
and better sowing for victory and glory. In the

very being of God Himself, it lay concealed,"
etc., etc. The exposition has pointed out the

intimations in the song.

13. Sack. ver. 10 sq., opposes very finely
" the view which has never yet entirely vanished,
according to which the God of the Old Testament
is pre-eminently a frightful and terrible God."
"It is the fundamental thought of the divine

education of Israel to religious, godly sorrow,

or a sorrow which works a change of mind,
agreeing on one side with the drawing of the

tii-st man to love and obedience through the full-

ness of the surrounding glorious creation, and
on the other side with the evangelical motive:

Let us love Him, for He has first loved us."

14. A superficial view only of the history of

Israel reveals merely the opposition to Jeshu-
run ; a closer examination will justly bring out

the variance between the idea in Jeshurun and
the reality in the manifestation of Israel. The
history of the people is the history of this va-

riance, reaches its greatest crisis when the Gen-
tile judge repeatedly proclaims Him the Jeshu-
run, and Israel, on the contrary, cries : Crucify

Him! crucify Him! A purpose fixed by God,
which He realizes in the fullness of time through
the Messiah, must verify itself also by the way,
as drawing nearer this goal, however separated

into its parts or elements in its realization.

This is the truth of the divine word. " A deeper
view of the history of Israel," says Hengsten-
berg, " reveals to us, even in the most corrupt
times, the existence of an f/cXoy^, to whom the

predicate perfect belongs (?) ; the best evidence
of whose existence is found in the judgment upon
the dishonesty and unrighteousness of the peo-

ple, which at all times comes forth from its own
bosom. Where do we find such a morally re-

acting force among the Gentiles? So also the
history shows that the times of corruption,
in which honesty and righteousness are confined

to the little flock, are ever followed by times of

reformation, in which honesty and righteousness

more or less penetrate the whole life of the na-
tion. (The period of the judges already.) Israel

is, especially in relation to the Gentiles, Jeshu-
run."

15. The results of the sanctifying ordinances

and institutions of Jehovah among His people

entitle it to this name "Jeshurun;" of the law
as giving the knowledge of His will; of the sac-

rifice especially as procuring the pardon of sin,

of the Spirit working in the people, giving the

experience of communion with God, the cove-

nant-communion. It is equally erroneous to

ground salvation upon a state or disposition

attained subjectively by one's own strength,

and to regard this inward state as unnecessary
(Hengstenberg).

16. The thought, vers. 26, 27, is the more
striking, inasmuch as after Israel, as this peo-

ple, has come to an entire end, it presents its

evil condition historically, and legitimates itself

as a thought of God through the continuous ex-

istence of the Jews. Over against the hatred

of the nations, foaming out in persecutions of

the Jews (since the time of the Romans, espe-

cially in the Christian middle ages), its exist-

ence willed by God was strongly assured both

through the remarkable outward means of ex-

istence (xv. 6; xxviii. 12), and through the

peculiar inward and intellectual endowments
which characterize it even to this day. (Keith,
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Witnesses, supposes their prosperity, indeed their

wealth, to serve as the object of the threatened
spoiling (28, 29?},and also for the approaching
enrichmeDt of the Israel of the future, formed
again to a people; accompanied with the very
singular remark, that their ill successes were
limted to Canaan during the time of the divine

judgment upon them, as if under the Turkish
power they could not prosecute their pursuits

there as they could elsewhere!)

17. Israel's end as to the flesh, ver. 29 (20),
must be at the same time Israel's completion as

to the Spirit, and this is the Messianic horizon
which environs this song.

18. The rejoicing of the nations, with which
the song closes, sets in a clear light the conver-

sion of the Gentiles as the consequence of the

judicial sifting and destructive mighty deeds of

the Lord upon Israel and upon the world at

large {e. g. Heathen Rome). The first song of

Moses already (Ex. xv. 14 sq.) dwelt upon the

issues of the deliverance of Israel from Egypt.
The resulting impression upon the contiguous
heathen nations at first indeed an impression of

alarm. The other side of the results of the fall-

ing away of Israel, both for the world and the

Gentile^i, is set forth by St. Paul, Rom. xi. 11 sq.

Whether the irTiijjKofia, Rom. xi. 12, brings into

view another complement of Israel than that

through the Gentiles, a rescuing, namely, even
of the unbelieving part of Israel, and thus the

entire conversion of the people is intended, or

whether the gain by means of the whole Israel,

which is the new true Israel composed of Jews
and Gentiles, for the yet wider world and all

ttie Gentiles, and thus the conquest of the race
through the Church of Christ is intended, may
be left undecided. Comp. Doct. and Eth. upon
chap. XXX.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Luther: "It happens also that when
God visits unbelievers, and lays hold upon them,
they imagine that all the creatures have become
their enemies. The whole creation agrees as a
witness of the law with the law. Moses shows
in this whole song the method of the law (Rom.
iv. 15; vii. 7), and acts as a true preacher of

the law. But he summons heaven and earth to

witness, because he treats of so great a matter,
which does not concern a kingdom, or gold and
silver, but that which is of the utmost moment
to every one, namely, either to have God, the

fountain of all good, and with Him all eternal

and temporal salvation, or to be eternally with-
out either." R. Bbchai: "He begins with the

creation of the world, and from thence onwards
until he closes his discourse with the days of
the Messiah."—Heaven and earth as spectators,

hearers and witnesses.

—

.Iahn : "There is no-
thing elsewhere comparable to these first two
verses in the boldness of expression."—Ver. 2.

Luther : " When God's word is preached purely
then it is not as with human statutes, clouds
without rain, 2 Pet. ii. 17. But he sets the herb
and the grass over against the stony ground and
the sand ; for it belongs to the word, that th)
doctrine should be healthful, and the hearers
thirsty and docile." V. Gerlach: " The rich-

ness and fullness can only be a fullness of bless-
ing. For the severest punitive testimony of the
law has a life-giving and invigorating efficacy
for the true servant of his covenant God."
Ver. 3. Luther: " But the little flock, the be-
lievers and saints upon the earth, give the glory
to God the Lord alone. But hypocrites and
other godless persons, whatever they may con-
fess in words, in heart rely upon their own
goodness, wisdom, power, or look to men for
help and consolation."—Ver. 4. Teller {Engl.
Bib.) : "It declares the eternity of God, the un-
changeableness of His purposes, and the insu-
perable power of His majesty." Baumgarten:
"He had proved Himself as the Rock, both in
Egypt and the wilderness, as He had manifested
Himself as the only support in heaven or upon
earth, for Israel."—The Rock of Israel: Jeho-
vah according to His work, ways, nature and
attributes.

—

Starke : " The name of the Lord
is a strong tower, Prov. xviii. 10; Nab. i. 7."

ZiNZENDORF : " Jesus is the true one, faithful
unto death, in respect to His merits for us over
death and the grave. A husband, who is per-
fection in His nature, has such an evil bride."
ScHULTz: "It is a great consolation that God is

immutable in His power and will (faithfulness);
that His way is right. He Himself without injus-
tice, therefore, it is inculcated, because with this

knowledge the punishment would not be received
with incredulity."—Ver. 5. Ricuter: "The
reformation corresponds with the redemption
from Egypt; to the rejection of Jehovah corres-
ponds, alas ! the modern unbelief and apostacy."
—Ver. 6. Herder: "God remains the father;
but they cease to be His children, first by their
wickedness, then in their destiny."

—

[Words-
worth: "This is more fully verified in Christ,
who hath purchased His Church with His own
blood (Acts XX. 28; 1 Cor. vi. 20). Dost thou,

Christian, who sinnest against Christ, thus
requite the Lord who bought thee (Jude 4) ?"

—

A. G.]—Ver. 7. Richter: "How many Chris-
tian fathers, alas ! would now grow dumb at
such questions!" Cramer: "The Church the
witness of the truth."—Ver. 8. Schultz : "His
own people must at last possess the whole earth,
or bear away the spoil thereof; for the meek
shall inherit the earth."—God is the Highest;
why should men flatter others and call them by
this title?—Ver. 10. Starke: "God finds us;
His grace is all, and in all. He here appears
as the bridegroom who goes out to seek His
bride. Israel unmarried was without law, etc.

He named him after His own name," etc. V.
Gerlach : " The wilderness is the point of de-
parture, because of the vivid contrasts to the
fullness of blessing of the land of promise. He
finds Israel as a lost sheep."—Ver. 11. Bochart:
" In the Old Testament the figure of the eagle;
in the new that of the hen."—Here Israel, the
eagles brood, over the carcass of Canaan; later

the Romish eagle over the carcass of Israel.—
Ver. 12. Jehovah alone; thus the song sings,

thus the whole history of Israel proclaims, and
thus the experience of all the children of God
attests.—Ver. 13 sq. When the Lord is the leader
then is the victory and the blessing. The lofty

flight of His people to victory, to proud security,
to a full enjoyment of all.—Ver. 15. Cramer :
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"Good times and plenty often lead to a con-

tempt of the word of God and to many sins."—
[The temptations and dangers of prosperity.

—

A. G.]—Ver. 20. Richter: " Hidden as the sun

behind the clouds. '—Ver. 21. Baumgarten :

" In so far as all the Gentile nations rest upon

the ground of nature, their national character is

transient and no people; thus in the light of

the full eternal truth all and every one of the

Gentiles are foolish nations, because they are

without the source of all wisdom, the knowledge

of God, because they do not possess the law of

Israel." Ver. 22 sq. Herder: "With such a

prophetic outlook must the law-giver of the

people close his wearied life." Ver. 29. Cra-

mer: " Blindness and security precede the di-

vine punishments." Berl. Bib.: "Who is there

who has shown sufiBcient earnestness, diligence

and care in a preparation for his latter end ?

Where is the dying before one dies, the judging

before one is judged?"—Ver. 37 sq. Cramer:

" There is no protection or help in false doc-
trine."—Ver. 40. What consolation still is hea-
ven for the earth !—Ver. 43. The penitential

Psalm becomes a song of rejoicing, as true re-

pentance ends ever in shouts of triumph. True
repentance is true joy. The history of the world
is not first a world-judgment, but truly a judg-
ment of Israel. The thoughts of peace of the

Eternal One as to the times, in the calling of

Israel, in the fullness of the Gentiles.—Ver. 46.

Berl. Bib.: " The command is without force if

the example is worthless. We understand cor-

rectly ; for hypocrisy makes hypocrites. The
divine life and work conceals and carries with
it also a divine authority more than in all blows,

cries and words."—Ver. 47. Sin is suicide.

—

Ver. 48 sq. Berl. BiB.:"Thus the Lord prepared
Moses for his death."—Ver. 52. Berl. Bib.:

He shall not go in thither; as David also should
not build the temple whose model he was per-

mitted to see.

THE BLESSINQ OF MOSES.
Chap. XXXIII. 1-29.

1 And this is the blessing wherewith Moses the man of God blessed the children

2 of Israel before his death. And he said,

The Lord came from Sinai,

And rose up [brake forth] from Seir unto them ;

He shined forth from Mount Paran,
And he came with [out of] ten thousands of saints [myriads of holiness] :

From his right hand went a fiery law for them [fire, law for them] ;^

3 Yea, he loved [is cherishing] the people

;

All his saints are in thy hand

:

And they sat down [turn] at [after] thy feet

:

Every one shall receive of [he rises up at] thy words.

4 Moses commanded us a law,

Even the inheritance [possession] of the congregation of Jacob.

5 And he was king in Jeshurun,

When [As] the heads of the people

And the tribes of Israel were gathered together.

6 Let Reuben live, and not die

;

And let not his [That his] men be few [numerable].

7 And this is the blessing of [in reference to] Judah : and he said,

Hear, Lord, the voice of Judah,
And bring him [again] unto his people

:

Let his hands be sufficient for him [With his hands he fights for it]

;

And be thou an help to him from [before] his enemies.

8 And of [in respect to] Levi he said,

Let thy [Jehovah] Thummim and thy Urim be [belong, or be and remain] with

thy holy [favored] one,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 fVer. 2. The marginal reading; is literal : a fire of law. But it in objected, that the text thus assumed cannot be cor-

rect here, because it givm no good senHo, and because the word m is not a Semitic woi'd, but adopted from the Persian.

Keil and others therefore read ftltJ'X, fire of throwing, for the flashes of lightning which accompanied the promulgation

of thb law. Xbe reading tbuB adopted is sustained by a considerable number of HSS. and editions.—A. G.]
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Whom thou [Israel] didst prove at Massah,
And tvith whom thou didst strive at the waters of Meribah [at Me-Meribah].

9 Who said [of] unto his father and to his mother, I have not seen him

:

Neither did he [And did not] acknowledge his brethren,

Nor knew [And did not know] his own children [his sons]
;

For they have observed [Jehovah !] thy word.
And kept thy covenant.

10 They shall teach'' Jacob thy judgments [rights],

And Israel thy law
;

They shall put incense before thee [at thy nose],

And whole burnt-sacrifice [whole offering] upon thine altar.

11 Bless, Lord, his substance [strength].

And accept the work [And let the work] of his hands [be well pleasing to thee]
;

Smite through the loins of them that rise against him.
And of them that hate him, that they rise not again.^

12 And of Benjamin he said.

The beloved of the Lord shall dwell in safety by him ;*

And the Lord shall cover him all the day long,*

And he shall dwell between his shoulders.

13 And of Joseph he said,

Blessed of the Lord be his land.

For [Of] the precious things of heaven, for [of] the dew,
And for [of] the deep which coucheth beneath,

14 xind for [of] the precious fruits brought forth by the sun [precious produce of the
sun].

And for [of] the precious things put forth [ precious growths of the ] by the

moon [moons],

15 And for [of] the chief things [head] of the ancient mountains,
And for [of] the precious things of the lasting [everlasting] hills,

16 And for [of] the precious things of the earth and fullness thereof,

And for [And] the good-will of him that dwelt in the bush

;

Let the hle-ssiyig [it] come upon the head of Joseph,

And upon the top of the head [crown] of him that was separated from his brethren.*

17 His glory is like the firstling of his bullock ;'

And his horns are like [om. like] the horns of unicorns [the buffalo]

:

With them he shall push [thrust] the people

Together to the ends of the earth
;

And they are the ten thousands of Ephraim,
And they are the thousands of Manasseh.

19 And of Zebulon he said.

Rejoice, Zebulon, in [over] thy going out

;

And, Issachar, in [over] thy tents.

19 They shall call the people [nations] unto the mountain
;

There they shall offer sacrifices of righteousness

;

For they shall suck of the abundance of the seas.

And of treasures hid [the hidden, of the hid treasures] in the sand.

20 And of Gad he said,

Blessed [praised] be he that enlargeth Gad

;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
* [Ver. 10. The marginal rendering here is not so close aa that in the text. It is not a wish, but a declaration, covering

the future of this tribe.—A. G.].

3 [Ver. 11. SCHBOEDER more exactly

:

Crush the hips of his adversaries,
And his haters that they may not rise.—A. Q.].

[Ver. 12. The niTT TT" is the subject of the verb; and the last word < should be rendered literally upon him.—
A. G.].

6 [Ver. 12. The participle is expressive—is sheltering.—A. G.].
6 fVer. 16. SCHROEDER retains the Hebrew T'lJ, the Nazarene.—A. G.].
' fVer. 17. Literally: The first-born of his ox, majesty is to him. Our version brings ambiguity and confusion into

the text—A. G.].
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21

22

He dwelleth as a lion,'

And teareth the arm with [yea] the crown of the head.

And he provided [chose] the first part [first fruits] for himself,

Because there, m a portion of the law-giver was he seated,®

And he came with [om. with] the heads of the people.

He executed [did, performed] the justice of the Lord,

And his judgments with Israel.

And of Dan he said,

Dan is a lion's whelp
;

He shall leap from Bashan.

23 And of Naphtali he said,

O Naphtali, satisfied with favor,

And full with the blessing of the Lord

;

Possess thou^° the west [sea] and the south.

And of Asher he said.

Let Asher be blessed with children" [Blessed before sons is Asher]

;

Let him be acceptable to [among, of] his brethren.

And let him dip his foot in oil.

Thy shoes shall be iron and brass ;^^

And as thy days, so shall thy strength [firmness]" be.

There is none like unto the God of Jeshurun [like God, O Jeshurun],

Who rideth [riding] upon the heaven in [with] thy help,

And in his excellency on the sky [clouds].

The eternal God is thy refuge [Dwelling is the God of olden time],

And underneath are the everlasting arms

:

And he shall thrust [thrusts] out the enemy from before thee

;

And shall say [says], Destroy them.

[And] Israel then shall dwell [dwells] in safety.

Alone the fountain of Jacob shall be,

Upon a land of corn and wine

;

Also his heavens shall drop down dew.^*

Happy art thou, O Israel ; who is like unto thee,

O people [a people] saved by [in] the Lord,

The shield of thy help.

And who is the sword of thy excellency [eminence]

!

And thine enemies shall be found liars [shall deny themselves] with thee

;

And thou shalt tread upon their high places.

24

25

26

27

28

29

TEXTUAL. AND GRAMMATICAL.
8 [Ver. 20. QESENitrs, Keil, Knobel, render this word lioness, although it has a masculine termination ; comp. Gen.

xlix. 9. It is probably the lion, including both the male and female.—A. G.].

» [Ver. 21. Scheoebeb: For there [the same was] the leader's portion, a thing kept. ppnO, one who ordains, deter-

mines, commands, refers not to Moses, but to Qad, who is called the leader here because of his special a<-,tiTity and boldness

in the conquest of the land.—A. G.].

10 [Ver. 23. The verb is future, and expresses a promise rather than a wish or direction: he shall possess.—A. G.].

" [Ver. 24. The D is comparative, away from, above the other sons. Asher, as his name Imports, is blessed above—
moet blesstd among the sons —A. G.].

'2 [Ver. 25. Schsoeder renders with Keil and others, ^7J^3?D, bars, castles, from 7J,»J, to bolt.—A. G.].

18 [Ver. 25. K3t Ges. and most recent authorities render rest. Thy rest shall continue as thy days. Our version has

the ancient authorities in its favor, and affords so good a sense that we may well adhere to it.—A. G.J.

1* [Ver. 28. The pointing in our version breaks up the parallelism of the original. Schroedeb departs from the ori-

ginal also, and renders: the eye of Jacob is directed to a land, etc.—A. G.].

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.
For the Literature see Introd. pp. 44 and 45.

The Criticism.—See Introd. § 3. Gesenius
and Maurek refer it to the exile ; Graf, V. Len-
OERKE 10 the times of the two kingdoms; Kno-
bel: "When David, in flight from Saul, lived in

exile;" Bleek, who earlier held this chapter as

older even than Gen. xlix., as perhaps genuinely

Mosaic, in his Introduction to the Old Testament,

concedes to the blessings of Moses only such a

reference, by the author of Deuteronomy; that

it must have risen in the period between the

death of Solomon and the Assyrian exile, about

800 B. C. As to the reasons for these opinions,

essentially the same remarks may be made as

upon the criticism upon the song. Comp.
ScHULTz, p. 682 sq.

The Mosaic origin is not placed in doubt, be-
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cause the written publication is not, as with
cbap. xxxii., attributed to Moses. Not only ver.

4, hut the general character and setting permits
us to conjecture that another hand than that of

Moses has composed this chapter [Introd. § 2).

I
Moses was the speaker only, but we need not ap-

_ peal to the usually retentive memory, e. g., of the

Arabians, for the well-known attachment and
f;iitht'ulness of Joshua, raises us above any and
all anxiety as to the "accuracy of all that is es-

sential." ScHULTZ : "It is here precisely as

with all the discourses of our Lord ia the New
Testament." Kkil emphasizes correctly "the
peculiar nature of the blessings of Moses as the

strongest proof of their genuineness." [In favor

of the Mosaic authorship of this chapter it may
be urged, not only that all the reasons which go
to establish the Mosaic origin of the Book of Deu-
teronomy are of force here ; but that the charac-
ter of this song and its fitness to the circumstances
in which it is said that Moses spake it, and its

inappropriateness to any other circumstances,

are independent proofs that it is the work of

Moses. If the whole book expresses the tender
care and solicitude of the leader for his people,

of the father for his children; this blessing is

just the final leave-taking of the departing Moses.
Its hopefulness, its cheerful tone and aspect,

especially in contrast with the song which it thus

supplements, even its entire freedom from any
caution or warning, are just what we ought to

have expected from one who had spoken the song
with its solemn warnings, and was now to leave

the people for whose welfare he had spent his

life. He could not leave them until he had thus
blessed them.

On the other hand, there is not in this chapter
one distinct reference to any circumstance in the

after history of Israel ; neither to the Assyrian
period, nor to the time of the disruption of the

kingdom, nor even to that of the .J udges ; and the

absence of any such allusion is inconsistent with
the supposition of its later origin. The assumed
reference in ver. 7 to the desire for reunion, un-
der the sceptre of Judah, of the divided kingdom,
is obviously a mistaken and forced interpretation

of that passage. And indeed all the objections

to the Mosaic origin of this chapter proceed
either upon erroneous interpretations of particu-

lar passages, or upon the denial of its prophetic
character, or upon the assumption that its geo-
graphical or local allusions and details could not

have been known to Moses. This latter assump-
tion, of course, has no force, if the possibility of

prophetic foresight is granted; a possibility

which calls for no discussion here. The special

interpretation will be considered in the exegeti-

cal notes. How unreliable these grounds are

appears from the diversity ia the views which
rest upon them, as seen above.—A. G.]

The form of statement is in a verbal, as in a

poetic and rhythmical point of view, peculiar,

but with true Mosaic features, as a comparison
with the other parts of Deuteronomy will show.
We cannot understand how "this song should be
viewed in any important sense as inferior in

poetical merit to the earlier songs of Moses"
(Hekxheimee). On the contrary, the noticeable

doubling—now of the first, now of the second
clauses, even of both, with one corresponding

15

clause standing by itself, refutes any such sup-
position. As to the rhetorical form, the dis-

course alternates between animated address,
description, declaration, calls to those ad-
dressed, prayer to the Lord for them or still

devout wishes for their good. See the exposition.

Knobel calls this song "the most difi&cult section

of the whole Pentateuch."
Its relation to the blessings of Jacob. Kno-

bel holds that they "are alike" in their original

peculiarities and independence, and that "any
imitation cannot be proved." That the blessings

of Moses contain references to those of Jacob is

peculiarly clear with respect to the blessing upon
Joseph, but they are also traceable elsewhere.
But that the one is founded upon the other,

and a confirmation of it (Keil), does not seem
to be the most appropriate designation. Although
Moses here blesses as a father, still "not as fa-

ther simply, but as a lawgiver." "No sons
stand around the bed of the dying father, but
Israel, with its hosts, lay before him." The pa-
triarchal. Gen. xlix., appears, Deut. xxxiii., as a
blooming, fruit-promising nationality. This na-
tural progress and development gives less scope
for "specific predictions" than for "the purely
ideally depicted prophetic glances into the fu-

ture," as Keil has well remarked. The parallel

between Judah and Joseph shapes and rules the
blessings of Jacob, and that of Levi and Joseph
the blessings of Moses, which is at the same
time genuinely Deuteronomic [Introd. ^4, I.).

Moses, " the beginning of the new time of the
law, and still at the same time the bearer and
the end of the time of the wilderness now coming
to a close, blesses the people for this new time
which he himself began, and for the future of
which he gave the form, and which, in relation

to the time of the wandering, should be a time
of rest, of partial fulfilment, of the peculiar and
now first possible political development of the
nation" (Ziegler). "These circumstances,"
says Herder, " give the tone and contents of this

second blessing : they render an introduction
necessary, which was not needful with Jacob.
They give a close which is not found there—and
for the most part also other necessities and other
wishes, although it cannot be denied that the
song of the patriarch floats before the mind of

Moses." Comp. Lange, Genesis, p. 649.

The import of the Mosaic blessings. "Moses,
in his blessing upon Israel, sets forth " the
fulfilment of its destination as the people of

God" (according to Schultz), the only true and
highest happiness," to which fulfilment each
tribe, according to its nature and peculiarities,

already for the most part intimated in the bless-

ings of Jacob, should take part. " Simeon, whose
peculiarities did not authorize his distinct men-
tion, and whose independence was therefore al-

ready removed. Gen. xlix., forms the one ex-
ception. The same is true to some extent also

with Reuben." Intimations, " although entirely

elementary, still sufficiently definite, reveal botti

how difiFerent are the problems in the kingdom
of God on the earth, and how well the Lord knows
how to use the different natural peculiarities in

their realization." One "problem is inward
with respect to the people itself; another out-

ward with respect to the Gentile nations." As
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there are personal charisms or gifts, so also

there are national, indeed tribal and family cha-

risms. Israel, in this regard, is the symbol of

the manifold grace of God {-oiKiX?/ xaptQ ^eov), as

in it the idea of the kingdom of God the one cha-

rism completes itself in the world. But work for

the kingdom of God is in like manner a different

work, and hence the arranging and grouping of

the charisms, their alternations likewise, the

leadership also of one or another charism, whence

results the then existing spirit of the time in its

divine definiteness in the kingdom of God. We
observe, in connection with this, that the order

of tribes in the blessings of Moses departs, not

only from the natural order, but from that ob-

served in the blessings of Jacob. Neither the

geography (Knobel), nor any thing else exter-

nal, gives a sufficient explanation for this depar-

ture. As this freedom, corresponding essentially

to grace, lias its position and value for the work,

the work-day of the kingdom of God, so finally

the issue of the Mosaic blessing (ver. 26 sq.) is

significant in reference to the rest, which from

eternity lies at the foundation of this labor, in re-

ference to the Sabbath, in which this labor must

issue as its termination. That is, in the beauti-

ful words of Lanoe: " The kingdom of heaven is

both the deepest foundation and the highest re-

velation of the kingdom of God."

The relation to Deut. xxxii. The unity. The

glory and the praise of Jehovah is here as there

the beginning, the end, and the fundamental

thought. The diflFerence. Herder, too sharply :

"as that between the curse and the blessing."

Better, with Schultz: "the song and the bless-

ing supplement each other as negation and affir-

mation." In that the reality in Israel, what it

actually is, is prominent, in this its ideality, what
it ought to be. '

Division.—Title, ver. 1. Introduction, vers.

2-5. The blessings upon the tribes, vers. 6-25.

The close, vers. 26-29.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The title, ver. 1, brings out prominently the

character, contents, and significance of that

which follows. If the law, because of sin, sus-

pends over Israel the curse, Moses personally

takes his departure from his people, blessing

them. The designation D'n7Xn B^'K, which is

not found elsewhere in the Pentateuch, comp.
Josh. xiv. 6; Ps. xc. in the title, points with the

finger of an intimate cotemporary to the import

of the person, and thus makes apparent the sig-

nificance of his blessing. The expression denotes

a personally near position to God, intercourse

with Ilim, and hence is used to describe the of-

ficial, prophetic qualification (1 Sam. ix. 6; 1

Tim. vi. 11; 2 Pet. i. 21). Before his death
(Gen. xxvii. 4) presents the situation in its so-

lemn earnestness. The repeated and still at last

announced imminentdeath-penalty (xxxii. 48sq.)

illuminates the weight and value of the words
which follow, the impression which they must
make, as coming from one just about to die, and
is also a time announcement, showing that Moses
immediately after the song, and upon the same
day, completed these blessings.

2. Vers. 2-5. The introduction takes us up to

the only true fountain of all blessing, to Jehovah
revealed to Israel. Thus at the very beginning of

ver. 2. The description of the law-giving through

which Israel was and should be this nation, is

geographically poetical, brought out through the

ligure of the sunlight in its glory streaming from
every side, corresponding to the all-embracing

majesty and greatness of the Lord, because its

glory reveals itself from the most remote points

at the same time, and consequently fills a wide
horizon with the light and splendor of its mani-
festation. In order to state at once that of which
he treats, and to which all further details are sub-

servient—for it is scarcely possible that other ma-
nifestations of Jehovah can here be referred to

(Knob.)—and as to those coming from Egypt, Sinai

was the nearest eminence, so Sinai in the South is

first named (comp. i. 2). At midday here the

eternal sun, as God, sets up his throne, and there

his full light appears. The Edomite mountain
region, 'T'>'t5', as it forms the eastward limits

of the wilderness in which Jehovah found Israel

(xxxii.lO) connectswith this position in the figure

here used, the breaking forth (m?) of the light

(Titus ii. 11). J^XD (i. 1) themountain of Aza-

zimeh, located in the North, and for the most
part chalk-masses, and hence in their reflection

of the blinding sunlight agreeing well with the

shining forth here connected with them. Ka-
desh is located there, and thus—to remove any
misunderstanding, since it might have been
thought that the mountains of Et-Tih, lying not

far above Sinai, were referred to by the term,

the mountains of Paran

—

\0'^T) r\33TD might be

rendered with Herder, Knobel and Others,
" from the heights of Kadesh," but then we
should have to read J^lp. mJ3T does not re-

• It t :

quire the rendering ten thousands (as n^^T

xxxii. 30), since 331 signifies to heap up, to ex-

tend. But the ordinary explanation also meets
the parallelism. While the " heights of Kadesh "

indeed would only supplement what was already
expressed by the Mount Paran, the holy myri-
ads, i. e., the angel hosts, well agrees with the

geographical details, the earth localities, com-
pleting them by the reference to heaven, (Acts

vii. 53; Heb. ii. 2 ; Gal. iii. 19), which is neither
" a mere idle fancy," nor " an idea elsewhere

foreign to the Old Testament, nor even a thought

too lately introduced here" (Knobel). In this

latter view, indeed, the explanation alluded to

gives the best transition to the last clause of the

verse, (comp. Judg. v. 4, 5; Hab. iii. 3; Ps.

Ixviii. 17; Gen. xxviii. Ii ; xxxii. 2 ; 1 Kings

xxii. 19; Isa. vi., etc. Malt. xxvi. 53; Heb. xii.

22 ; Rev. v. 11 ; Jude ver. 14). Since IdS re-

fers to the Israelites, they are clearly not the

myriads. The |0 is not to be taken as synony-

mous with DJ^, in which case we should have to

read instead of nnXI poet: to come forth, IPX)

with him out of holy myriads, namely those who
came with him, in order to express the thought

of such a following or attendance. [" The verse

thus forms a poetical description of the vast

arena upon which this glorious manifestation of

the Lord in the giving of the covenant took

place." Bib. Com. And Keil well adds "this
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manifestation of God formed the basis for all

subsequent manifestations of the omnipotence

and grace of the Lord for the salvation of His

people, Judg. v. 4; Heb. iii. 3."—A. G.]. The
last and fifth clause completes those two doubled

clauses, as answering the question why this ma-
nifestation? The thought is thus suggested that

it is the giving of the law to Israel which was

the object in view. But the expression from
his right hand (thus going out from it) justi-

fies the expectation of a gift, and scarcely any

other than symbolically, the fire, really the law

(Hab. iii. 4 does not give a proper and full ex-

planation). Comp. iv. 11, 36. But M K^X can-

not be rendered ungrammatically fiery law. It

is either fire of law, [so the margin in the A.

v.,—A. G.], or fire, as in apposition with the

law, in connection with which the law was given.

De Wette, and Others, refer it to the pillar of

fire, for direction, i. e., through which their way
was pointed out. But the assertion of De Wette,
Knobel, that HT is only a recent Hebrew word,

adopted from the Persian, has been too readily

accepted as true by Schultz, Keil, and Others.
Comp. on the contrary Havernick's Intro., L 1,

who argues in favor of a Hebrew derivation from
in ri. It must be a primitive term as a cooi-

parison of languages shows, i. e., Sanscrit dhd,

Greek i?e {Ti^rffii) German Thun. "Aramaisros
or Chaldaisms testify, as well, in favor of a very
early as of a late composition." (L. Kcenig, Alt-

test. Studien II.) The very early form Ty^ would

correspond well with the poetic PinX. Knobel
reads rintl'N and explains : out of his hand

shoot forth lightning flashes (outpourings,
iii. 17 ; Num. xxi. 15). Keil reads with great
confidence (after the conjecture of Bottcher),

nityx in the sense of " fire of throwing," fire

darting (Ex. xix. 16). Schultz: fire missile.

[The reference to the fire and lightnings which
attended the giving of the law is clear. The sup-
position of the pillar of fire is entirely out of

place, and must be rejected. But whether the

words m tyX are to be read as one word, and
if so how that word is (o be pointed, is an open
question. The reading proposed by Keil has in

its favor some MSS. authority, and meets the ne-

cessities of the case so well that it seems now to

be generally accepted.—A. G.].

Ver. 3. "ix. Confirming that which precedes.

33n, found only here, and signifies in general to

love—according to the meaning in kindred dia-

lects. It is not however as Knobel holds, the

conceiving of an affection once, but rather an

enduring love. 3n is the lap or bosom, and thus
it expresses the cherishing love. (Others: the con-
cealing, protecting) affection. D'D^. The thought
of other nations than Israel is here out of place ; it

appears in xxxii. 8 from the contrast of Israel to

the nations. Although it should not be trans-

lated "the tribes of Israel," Knobel, yet still

they are specially to be thought of; but gene-
rally the word is to be taken in the sense of the

promises to the patriarchs (Gen. xvii. 4; parti-

cularly xxviii. 3, (xxxv. 11 ; xlviii. 4, 19). Ac-
cording to the promise Jehovah cherishes in re-

ference to Israel, nations in His bosom, i. e., in

the purpose of His love. The subject clause is

placed first, to which the three following mem-
bers correspond. Since it is Jehovah who is

spoken of, his saints can only be those of Je-

hovah, and as the holy myriads, ver. 2, so the
all justifies the conjecture that the Angels of
God are referred to; who are sent forth as the
ministers of those who are the heirs of salvation,

Heb. i. 14. But as the discourse is of Jehovah
so in tbis blessing it is directed to Israel, and in
thy hand, therefore leaving out of view the

harshness sought to be justified from Ps. xlix.

19, can only refer to Israel. That the heavenly
hosts are in Israel's power, i. e., are devoted to

his service, after Gen. xxviii. 12 ; xxxii. 2, af-

ter the allusion to them shortly before, for the

law-giving at Sinai, after Deut. iv. 7, etc., cannot

be regarded as too boldly spoken. TiDH is to

bend, turn, whither; and so explains the "IT'S

of a service which the angels rendered. That

the Israelites in the power of God followed at

the foot of the ark of the covenant, (Knobel),
and the like, is saying far too little, in itself,

and for this passage : an^l the words can scarcely

be understood of being thrust down, prostrated,

of being blinded together, encamped, either as

disciples (Herder) or as those swearing allegi-

ance (Hbexheimer). "J/J") 7, after thy foot-

step. Whither thou movest, the hosts of God
from heaven move after His hosts upon the earth.

Knobel in liis perplexity assigns the last mem-
ber to the following verse. Understanding it of

Jehovah, which is the most obvious view, it

strengthens the preceding thought in the highest

measure. Keil takes HW'' as distributive, i. e.,

each one of them rises up to receive thy utter-

ances. But how can Isr-iel be suddenlj' taken

as the subject, as receiving from the words of

God with Moses (the law), or even Moses (Kno-
bel) since he received out of these revelations

(the statutes of God) ? "j^m^HD on account of

thy (Israel) discourses, utterances with God, i. e.

prayers. Chap. iv. 7 gives an excellent explana-

tion. Comp. Num. X. 34 sq.; Ex. xiv. 19. Jeho-

vah Himself rises up when Israel speaks to Him.
[This ingenious exposition of Schroeder avoids
the necessity for supposing any change of per-

son, accounts for the singular HW, and agrees

well with the context. It is suggestive, and well

worthy of consideration. Keil paraphrases the

verse : " He embraces all nations in His love,

has all His holy angels in His hand, so that they
lie at His feet, and rise up at His word." On tlie

whole Schroeder's view is the better.—A. G.].

After ver. 3 has in this way connected the glory

of Israel with the glory of Jehovah (ver. 2), tbo

communion of the two in the law follows now
most appropriately in ver. 4. The Jews regard
this verse as a citation, taken from the lips of

Israel. HENOSTENBERa: " Moses forgets him-
self, as it were, places himself upon the stand-

point of the people, who in thankful love should
rejoice in the favor of God shown to him. Thus
Habakkuk in the last verse of his prophecy. Ps.

XX. and xxi. In the New Testament John xxi.

24. And we are familiar with similar examplea
in the Christian lyrists." Comp. also xxxii. 31.
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The supposition, however, of a redaction, easily

understood by a reference to the filial piety of

Joshua, is natural, who instead of " He com-

manded Moses a law," places " Moses com-

manded us a law." [Moses however has so com-

pletely and uniformly identified himself with the

people, that the supposition that he does so here,

and actually spake the words as they are re-

corded, though he did not write them, is much
more natural. The piety of Joshua would lead

him to record the words, as they were uttered,

not to give them any new form.—A. G.]. The

repetition of the 7 is not necessary in the se-

cond clause. Comp. iv. 6sq. (Rom. iii. 2); John

i. 17; vii. 19. Upon Pl/np comp. v. 19; ix.

10 ; X. 4 ; iv. 10 ; xviii. 16. Ver. 5. Jehovah is

the subject, as this shows that ver. 4 was origi-

nally uttered as suggested above riK HIX n"^in

ntJ?D. After the expression of the communion
in the law, he closes now with that through the
theocracy (Jeshuruu, comp. upon xxxii. 15).

The law Israel's, the kingdom Jehovah's* (Ex.
XV. 18). Knobel, when he gathered the heads
of the people, sq., comp. iv. 10, etc., (Ex. six.

24).

3. Vers. 6-25. The easy natural connection
of the blessings upon the individual tribes, with
what precedes, arises out of the common relations

to Jehovah, and the rich promises to Israel. Thus
the Mediator of the law is the speaker of the
blessings. And first—Ver. 6. Reuben : A mo-
derated wish and blessing for the first-born, but
one who was already displaced. Gen. xlix. 8 sq.

^300 is something easily counted (iv. 27 ; Gen.
xxxiv. 30), and can scarcely therefore be taken
to designate that which is innumerable. (Her-
der: His men should be numerous again). The
negation appears clearly as an explanation of
^JT, since a co-reference to TT"! in the following
clause, cannot well be regarded as allowable.
[See the rule, Ewald, ^ 351, as referred to by Keil,
p. 500, who however disregards it here and car-
ries the negation to the second clause.—A. G.].
The view of Knobel and others is perhaps the
best, because he had sunk down to a small num-
ber; still there remains a blessing therewith,
and the natural claim of Reuben, according to the
judgment of Jacob, as also the low note which
Moses here struck, was not altered, (comp. Num.
xvi. 1 sq.; 1 Chron. v. 3 sq.). He should
not entirely disappear as a tribe, (Gen. xlii. 2

;

xliii. 8) should much more remain while Simeon
is passed over in silence as dead. Some MSS.
of the Sept. interpolate the name of Simeon in
the second clause, and connect it with: earu
^volvq ev dpi&ucj. Herxheimer speaks of a
"happy life;" Knobel of a ' prosperous condi-
tion." Both remind us of Reuben's local dis-
tant position, exposed to Moabitish and Arabian
inroads.— [The Moabitish stone so lately dis-

covered shows that the cities of the Reubenites
assigned to them by Joshua, were for the most
part taken by the Moabites. They seem also to

have wrested in part some of the cities assigned
to the more warlike and energetic tribe of
Gad. Schlottmann, Die Siegesaule Mesa. The
Moabite Stone by Christian De Ginsburo,
LL. D., London, 1870.—A. Q.]—According to

Num. xxvi. 7 this tribe, and still more that of
Simeon, had suffered considerable losses. Num.
XXV. 14 should be considered in connection with
the latter tribe; but it still had a continued ex-
istence (1 Chron. iv.), so that the circumstances
of a later time give no occasion for the omission
of this tribe in the blessings of Moses. But it

is in accordance with the Messianic and redeem-
ing character of Judah that it receives into

itself, as it were, the tribe of Simeon, Judg. i,

3; as indeed this tribe had its location within
the bounds of Judah, Josh. xix. 2 sq.—[Simeon
shared in the general blessings ; but as dispersed

in Israel, he had no individual blessing. This
tribe had not, like that of Levi, made any efforts

to retrieve its position, or to remove the stain

which rested upon it, but had added new sins

to that which brought upon it the curse of Jacob.
Although they did not perish utterly (1 Chron.
iv. 24 and 39-43), they were still regarded as

included with the other tribes, especially with
Judah, with whose "fate and objecis," as

ScHULTZ remarks, "they shared as far as possi-

ble."—A. G.]—Ver. 7. Judah. After the omis-
sion of Simeon, Judah as the head-tribe follows

upon the nominally first-born (Reuben). This
blessing is the firet introduced through the pe-

culiar formula (riXTI) ; it is distinguished also

by the method of prayer used (Gen. ix. 26).
The striking brevity points to the rich details

in the blessing of Jacob. The voice of Judah
is not merely his prayer for a prosperous return
after he had gone out into the earlier contests

(Henostenberg, Keil), but according to Lange's
finer feeling, something mysterious, i.e., the ut-

terance of a desire after a return generally out
of all, even the last struggle, into the glory of a
peaceful dominion. — Unto his people em-
braces as Gen. xlix. 10, more certainly, than
the Israelitish tribes, (Herder perhaps too

strongly : "a tribe which thirsts for the end of

the pilgrimage"). Upon the pre-eminence of

Judah comp. Num. ii. 7; x. 14; xxiii. 24.

Hengstenberg's Christologie, 2 Edition I. s. 88.

For the criticism upon the historical explana-
tion see Knobel, p. 344. But his own view of

this passage, as referring to the flight of David
from before Saul is too personal entirely for a
tribal blessing. Comp. ver. 12.

—

[Knobel, after

an allusion to the explanation given above, which
he rejects, discusses and lays aside one by one,

the views that it refers to the days of Jehoia-

chin, to the disruption under Rehoboam, to the

period of David's residence as king at Hebron,
and fixes as the only possible sense the time of

David's flight from Saul. The reasoning he
adopts, viz. that the circumstances of the his-

tory at each of these periods cannot well be

made to agree with the words in question, bears

against his own assumption. "For" (Bib.

Com.) " it is impossible, on his own principles,

to explain how the disasters, apostacies and
confusion of Saul's reign and of the times of the

.Judges could have happened at a date not long

preceding that in which the song was penned

—

a song which everywhere speaks of peace and
plenty."—A. Q.]

—

Schultz strangely calls in

question the idea of a return in N13. As the

preposition 3 belonging peculiarly to this root

denotes entrance {pii2, rfJ), so the verb sigui-
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fies to enter. The Hiph. can only be either : to

effect an entrance into his allotted inheritance

in Canaan (J. H. Michaelis, Herderj, with
which the exalted character of the blessing upon
Judah does not accord, because that was not

less to be desired for all Israel, or : to make an
entrance again to his home, and with this to his

people witn whom he dwells. That the separa-

tion from his people supposed, can be no other

than that occasioned by his warlike expedition,

is clear from what follows. There is here a

similar mingling of war and victory (peace) as

in Gen. xlix. 8 sq. (The explanation of Schultz :

"give to him the people," is very nearly the

opposite of the text, which says: "bring him

to his people," and the vX is not so much:

bring him to the king of his people, as : king

over his people.) 17 3"^, scarcely (iii. 26)

be sufScient for him, for if Judah's own
hand is sufficient for him, what need is there

of the Lord's help as immediately follows

!

Others: He has hands sufficient (!). Far-
fetched: He stretches out widely (33^), or:

upon his side, fights (3''"1) for him. A participle

from ^'l to thrust, press, strive, w: " for his

people ;" for himself, would not suit the connec-
tion. We might also refer iTTin from the end
of the clause to VT. His hands, fighting for

him, help, sq., be thou: Because contending for

Israel, Judah is thought of as in straits, hence
the prayer for help from his adversaries, and
assistance against them. Vers. 8-11. Levi: As
Judah had the pre-eminence in external things,

so the blessing of the tribe of Levi is clearly con-

nected with it, on account of its pre-eminence
internally, but it can only come after Judah,
partly because, Gen. xlix. 7, Levi is scattered as

a tribe, and partly for a criticism upon those
who know so much of the hierarchy in the Old
Testament. What Judah was for Israel, Levi
was in Israel. The prevalent tona of this bless-

ing in its reference to Jehovah points also to the
connection of the two. For the Thummim and
Urim comp. upon Ex. xxviii. 30. (He.\qsten-
BERO, Egypt., p. 154), a pluralis majestatis, the
" medium through which Israel might have the
advantage of light and infallible truth, as it de-
signates the assemblage of all lights, and of all

perfection and infallibility." [The article in

Smith's Bib. Diet, by Prof. E. H. Plumptre,
gives, perhaps, as clear and satisfactory a the-

ory of the Urim and Thummim as we can now
attain. It includes however conjectures and
suppositions, which a fuller knowledge will pro-
bably show to be unfounded. The general end
and purpose is clear, but how the divine will

was manifested, is involved in uncertainty.—A.
G.]. Thummim here, before Prim, as it does
not occur elsewhere, brings into prominence (ac-

cording to HuPFELD, viewed as having a posi-
tive import), " the sincerity of mind, the right
position of the heart towards God and man," be-
cause such perfection could be asserted of Levi.
The divine illumination, for his judicial deci-
sions (xvii. 9) which belongs to him, is based
upon this. Others regard it as a wish; let both
be and remain with him. Of this tribe as an
ideal person (vers. 9, 11, plural) or of the ideal-

ized tribe-father (?) it is then said that he ia
Ton, i. e., that Levi in all this, comes into view
only as the bearer of the divine Hpn, viz., as
participating in the grace of God, standing in
the covenant of grace with Jehovah, as His cho-
sen one. [non designates Levi as the object of
the diAjine choice and favor, and not his moral
character. But still there has obviously, from
the whole blessing here, when compared with
that in Gen. xlix. 5-7, been a great change in
the moral and religious character of this t'ribe.

A change which the events in the intervening
history illustrates

; especially those recorded in
Ex. xxxii. 26 sq., and Num. xxv. 11 sq.—A. G.J.
After such an emphatic allusion to the distiu-
giiished honor of the tribe (comp. Intro., § 4, I.)

with reference to the high-priesthood in Levi
there follows an historical reference, for Levi
must have changed the curse of Jacob first into a
blessing through his standing (Ex. xvii.) as
through his falling (Num. xx.) if indeed this lat-
ter reference is in place here. V. Gerl.\ch cites
Ex. xvii. 7 only, which is sometimes called both
Massah and Meribah. [Both passages are
referred to. The two provings by means of wa-
ter are chosen, " because in their correlation
there they were best adapted to represent the
beginning and the end, and therefore the whole
of the temptation." Schultz.—A. G.]. IDD^in
Knobel renders arbitrarily : "thou blamedst."
But if not on that account, still on account of the

''O'Jl there may be a reference also to Num. xx.

13, a slight intimation of the sin of the two chief
personalities of the tribe, i. e., of Moses as well as

Aaron. If we hold that the probable address of
Jehovah, in thy Thummim, sq,, in connection
with the seventh verse continues even in tlie se-

cond clause, then we must interpret the provings
and strifes as introduced indeed by the people,
but as fundamentally proceeding from Jehovah,
according to viii. 2 sq. But in this latter pas-
sage it is the whole people who are spoken of,

and indeed their hnmiliation and trial by the

Lord; while here it avails peculiarly of Levi,

and indeed his trial and strifes. This latter

term sounds somewhat strange when used of

God to Levi, while it is on the contrary classic

with respect to the conduct of the people towards
Moses and Aaron (Ex. xvii. 2; Num. xx. 3, 2),

and toward Jehovah (Ex. xvii. 7 : Num. xx. 13).

Comp. further vi. 16; ix. 22. But why this

difference? The reference to the Lord may
very well, in the second clause, pass over into

the address of Israel in order to return again at

the close of ver. 9 sq. to Jehovah! With this

most natural interpretation we gain perhaps a
reference of the provings on the side of the

people to the Thummim, and of their strifes to

the Urim; and moreover a reason why the for-

mer precedes the latter here. Israel had proved
or tested before all the faithfulness of Levi, of

God, then truly also striven against the light of

Levi and of God. The prominent reference in

ver. 8 to Ex. xviii. agrees well with ver. 9 also,

as in any case the following references are on
this supposition more appropriately added than
if Num. XX. still came between. He denies the

strongest natural ties when the interest of Jeho-
vah are concerned, xiii. 7 sq. (Matt. x. 37; xix.
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29; Luke xiv. 26). The cases referred to: Ex.
xxxii. 26 sq. (Num. xxv. 7 sq.). Knobel ap-

plies it only to the entire concession to his di-

vine calling. Others refer to Lev. xxi. 11, or

understand it of his not accepting persons, of

the impartiality of the Levitical criminal judge
(i. 17). O gives a proof of the described dis-

position through his observing and guarding
(xsxii. 10); because they held fast what God
had spoken from Sinai, and had shown them-
selves to be the guardians of the covenant pro-

claimed there, even with the sword. Upon
these historical events rests finally, as upon its

basis, the description of Levi's calling. Ver.
10 relates chiefly to his duties as ver. 11 is full

of promise. Comp. xvii. 9 sq. ; xxiv. 8. The
incense service is in the holy place, the sacrificial

service in the court.—(At thy nose) the nose
as the prominent member for the face, thus the
same as before thee; perhaps also with refer-

ence to his anger. wTI, not his substance,
revenues, but the strength, which needs the
divine blessing for resisting, as well as for work-
ing, e. g. in his judicial activity and oflice

(ScHULTz). The -work must on account of the
ll)f^^ refer here to the sacrifices. The loins
(dual) of the lower part of the back come so far
into view as with their crushing (xxxii. 39),
whoever has risen up against him must become
powerless and fall away; parallel to the first

clause. VDp (Ex. xv. 7) especially those rising

against his priesthood (Num. xvi.) as against
his judicial oSice (xvii. 12).—The haters (xxxii.

47) should not indeed proceed to an actual revolt
or outbreak. VOp and pDIp', a play upon

words. Their hatred is parallel to the favor,
acceptance, of the Lord, in the second clause.

JD occurs only here im this position [it usually
stands before the infinitive.—A. G.]. As it is

with Judah's enemies, so with those who rise
up and hate Levi ; and thus the two blessings
run parallel even to the end.—Ver. 12. Ben-
jamin. — As the blessing 'of the later born,
Judah, precedes that of his brother Levi, so also
of the sons of Rachel the younger comes before
the elder, Joseph. This blessing lies directly
in the face of the hypothesis of Knobel as to the
origin of chap, xxxiii. at the time of David's
flight, making ver. 7 relate to the desire for
David, and ver. 11 an expression of the sharp,
stern wish against Saul, etc. Saul might indeed
be for Benjamin what David should be for Ju-
dah. The beloved of Jacob (Gen. xliv. 20) here
appears as the beloved of the Lord, and thus
first truly as the son of prosperity (Gen. xxxv.
18). This distinguishing relation to the Lord
becomes to Benjamin a dwelling, and thus
describes how he dwells and lives rather than

where. For vSj;, which Knobel designates as
«' very difficult," cannot refer to a settlement by
the temple, but if not, according to the funda-
mental view of chap, xxxii., to one grounded
upon the Rock Jehovah, still in accordance with
1. 31 or xxxii. 11 to one whose existence is
supported by Jehovah, pty usually refers to the
presence of the Lord (xii. 5, 11, etc.) and hence
this thought floats before the mind of expositors;
but it occurB here, as in ver. 20, of the sleeping

lion ! It is scarcely possible that the participa-
tion of Benjamin in the place chosen for the
sanctuary (Josh, xviii. 28) should be referred to
here, nor even the mountain-district which fell

to this tribe, and might symbolize its rest upon
the eternal Rock. The founding [dwelling]
upon Jehovah is not therefore anything local,
but a property in which Benjamin stands as the
representative of all Israel (comp. ver. 28), as
the designation at the very beginning of the
blessing also may apply to all the people (Ps.

Ix. 5; Jer. xi. 15). The Sept. reads yhy as if

it were JvSx, and connects it with the follow-

ing clause. The security [safety] which
grows out of the dwelling founded upon the
Lord is also not merely for Benjamin, but
equally for the other tribes (ver. 28) ; and with
this the reference of ^3n is put beyond ques-

tion. The peculiar word is without doubt con-

nected with 33n (ver. 3) ;
^"IH is the edge,

border; thus truly: surrounding, protecting.

The viy is repeated with marked emphasis

:

upon such a rock. Benjamin is a protecting
tower for others. The connection with the

blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 27) is efl'ected

through D1'n~73, which is equivalent to the

"morning and evening" there. The warlike

character ascribed to him there, appears now in

the service of others, so that only the fruits of

it, the enjoyment, come into view here. The
third clause is parallel to the first, and confirms
the security of Benjamin and of that which he
protects, as it illustrates more fully the repeated

v'7;,*. The shoulders obviously come into view

with reference to the bearing; the dwelling is

of Benjamin, who is the subject here, so that His
is equivalent to Jehovah's. Comp. i. 31; xxxii.

11. As Jehovah appears as the Rock, so also

.as the eagle. The representative character of

the last of the twelve sons of Israel with respect

to the whole people gives rise to this feature in

the blessing, which is also ascribed to Israel

generally. (Knobel makes Jehovah the sub-

ject, and exiilains the dwelling as referring to

the position of the tabernacle at Gibeon between
the mountain-ridges of Benjamin.)

—

[Knobel's

view which he rests mainly upon the geographi-

cal position of Gibeon is certainly far less tena-

ble, than that which explains the dwelling of

the residence of Jehovah in the temple after-

wards built in the land of this tribe. But the

subject is clearly Benjamin, as Schroeder holds,

although the comparison is rather with the

father who carries his sons while tender and

young, than with the eagle.—A. G.]—Vers. 13-

17. Joseph. We have here a fullness of details

and of words as with Levi, which surely has its

origin here, as also in Gen. xlix., in the fact

that it is a double blessing both of Ephraim and

Manasseh. The elaborated and figurative lan-

guage corresponds well with the fact that Joseph

is Israel's ornament and glory as over against

the Egyptians (Herder: "The kindness of

Joseph is still ever before the eyes of him who
utters the blessing, and his sons are clothed in

the rich beauty of their father"). As in all
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cases, especially in the dwelling of Benjamin,
the reference to Canaan is predominant, so the

progress from the blessing. Gen. xlix., to that

spoken here, is marked by the protoinence given

to his inheritance. The author of such bless-

ings upon his land is Jehovah ; the second

causes (jD is equivalent to through or with)

are given in the accumulated expressions which
follow. The waters from beneath (richness in

springs, viii. 7), as from above, according to

Gen. xlix. 25, whence some have altered the ex-

plicative 7tOD into 7j!?p (Gen. xxvii. 28). It is

a question whether in ver. 13 the words treat

of productions matured by the influence of the

sun, and also by that of the moon in its different

phases (Keil), or of the fruits which ripen only

once in a year, and those which grow in each
month, fruits of all seasons of the year (Knobel).
tysSim, ver. 15, as DinnDI (ver. 13), unless

*1J0 is to be supplied. Whether olive-groves,

or vineyards, or merely the rich and beautiful

wild forests, are referred to, is uncertain. The
reference to Gen. xlix. 26 and the parallelism

exclude the explanation of Dip (literally : what

is before, used both in a local and temporal
sense) as the east, although this in itself is

allowable, and Johlson retains it here with
reference to the easterly mountains of Gilead,

assigned to Manasseh. The poetical expression

celebrates the strength and sublimity of the

mountain-region. Ver. 16. Moses here first

sums up still all that relates to the land, but
makes prominent immediately after the earth:

and all its fullness, significantly for the tran-

sition to the person of Joseph, the afi"ection,

grace and good-will of the Lord in a setting both
genuinely Mosaic (Ex. iii. 2), and at the same
time, as Gen. xlix. 24 shows, in full harmony
with that of Jacob. It is not, however, so much
"an addition of the spiritual blessings of the

covenant of grace to those merely natural," as

rather an addition to the needy (as Joseph him-
self had been in Egypt, as Israel always is) of

divine mercy permanently shadowed forth,

which, as is evident, forms the bjisis of all that

is said, and is itself the very kernel of the whole
remarkable utterance. Hence we have not now
as before ~pi, but neither an accusative of the

instrument, nor of a more precise definition

(ScHULTz: " and indeed through the good-will,"

etc.) ; but jlJf^ is abstract, on which account,

and because at the same time all is included, it

is connected with the feminine form (nr\XUil),

as in a neuter sense. For the rest comp. Gen.
xlix. 26. TIJ retains the reflexive signification:

who has separated himself through the plan or
disposition of his life upon which he devoutly
entered, but is not to be taken in the moral
sense Gen. xxxix. 8, much less in the sense of a
ritual abstinence, but rather in the sense of one
who has consecrated himself to the Lord, as an
instrument of His holy purposes with Israel, as

he himself interprets or explains it to his breth-
ren, Gen. 1. 20. The expression has nothing to

do with "ITjl, "diadem" (Johlson: "the

crowned"). But even the signification, "prince"
(Delitzsch), is not established at least by the

reference to Lam. iv. 7. Schultz refers it " to I

I the esteem in which he was held by the tribe-

father, Jacob."—The head and the top of
the head (crown) point to the long hair of the

Nazarite ; but whether the divine good-will
and all blessings are to be viewed as a garland

upon the head is questionable. It is simply
3zkl to come upon him, that it may be his lot

nnci portion. Ver. 17. The description intro-

; duces hero a iigiiro corresponding to the fruit-

j
fulness of the land with reference to the first-

]

ling of Joseph, i. e. according to Gen. xlviii. 14

i
sq., Ephraim ; although the closing member
shows that Manasseh, the first-born in the order

of nature, is included, but in less power and
potency. To refer it to Joshua (V. Gerlach,
Schultz) is too personal ; even in Levi Aaron

! is not individualized. The glory (majesty)

which is attributed to Ephraim, or which is de-

sired for him, should manifest itself, make itself

felt through peculiar remarkable strength, hence

the horns, as the pride and strength of the bul-

lock, give the tone and coloring to the statement,

especially the horns of the DX1, the wild bul-

lock, either from D"*, to be high, or Dj^Ti, the

outbreaking, raging (comp. Num. xxiii. 22

;

xxiv. 8 ; Ps. xxii. 21). After the results of such

power have been extended even to the remotest

nations, the ends of the earth (in apposition), un-

less together [even to] is to be supplied (" which
easily appears as the most fearful power."
Schultz) ; thehornsof the firstborn are explained

at the same time as the thousands of Manasseh ; an

explanation which has a "joyful ring and tone."

Schultz (Josh. xvii. 14 sq. ).— Vers. 18, 19.

Zebulon and Issachar. After the two sons of

Rachel, we have now the sixth and fifth sons of

Leah. As Benjamin closing the births of Rachel

comes before Joseph, so Zebulon closing those

of Leah stands before Issachar; or it is as with

Ephraim and Manasseh, even as Judah before

Levi. Its purport is very similar to Gen. xlix.

18 sq.; but the address here is to Zebulon alone.

So certain is the blessing, that each tribe is

directly called upon to rejoice. Ver. 18. Still

the occasion, nature and object of this rejoicing

is the peculiarity of each tribe, fixed already at

the blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 13 sq.), but

almost directly the opposite the one to the other

;

in the one, the wide-world enterprise and efi'orts;

in the other the comfortable enjoyment of home

life (Gen. xxv. 27). This contrast serves to

complete both. Graf, Keil, miss the character-

istic feature of the picture when they explain

the going out and tents as equivalent to

labor and rest, and apply both, to both tribes.

The parallelism of the clauses is the parallelism

of the brothers. The outgoing is that of the

shipping and commercial life of Zebulon ; in

the tents applies to the grazing and agricul-

tural pursuits of Issachar. Schultz: In thy

tents, i.e. "in order to furnish animals for the

caravan-merchants, or to become the bearers of

their goods." (Herder: "The outgoing, as

the contrast with Issachar shows, is the departure

from the tents ; Zebulon will use its vicinity to

Sidon and the coast for the purposes of^ trade

through a variety of industries abroad," etc.).

The peoples, ver. 19, without any precise

definition, must refer to the other nations of the
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world, who in distinction from the aggressive me-
thod (as in ver. 17), are here in an attractive, but
still undefined way, called to the mountain.
This calling is attributed to both tribes dwelling
together: to Zebulon, because of his wide world
commerce and intercourse; to Issachar, because
from its easterly and southerly mountain-dis-
trict, through which it is the beloved Land,
and as it appears with its mountain-heights
from the sea (iii. 25), it represents and symbol-
izes the mountain (chap, xii.) in prospect as the
dwelling-place of Jehovah (Ex. xv. 17), and
thus awakens a sursum corda in the seamen.
(Keil: Moriah, Gen. xxii. 14.—[But Keil holds
that while Moriah has thus been designated and
sanctified by the sacrifice of Isaac required of
Abraham, there is no distinct or direct allusion
to this mountain in the words of Moses here.

—

A. G.]

—

Herder: Tabor; Knobel: Carmel.).
The sacrifices [slain-offerings] offered there,
not burnt-offerings, as is clear from the sacrifi-

cial meals connected with them, to which the
nations are invited as guests, are pl^f'Ti::?,

t. e. such as bring out clearly the moral "quality
of Israel as tlie people of the law (vi. 25

;

XXV. 15), include praise and thank-offering of
every kind ; and thus serve to introduce what
follows. Zebulon and Issachar have, namely,
such an occasion for praise and thankfulne:?s,
and must give them a sacrificial expression,
since they call masses, troops, to such commu-
nion with the God of Israel,—for, sq. i's32/ used
of the bringing together, gain, wealth; "both
by commerce and the catch offish, purple snails,
batWng-sponges," (Knobel), " the abundance
which the nations bring over the sea, Isa. Ix. 5,
16." ScHULTz : " the riches and treasures of both
sea and land, Isa. Ixvi. 11, 12," Keil. Sand is

then equivalent to strand, and the "'J^IDiD "'J3K'

(a play upon words) is to be taken as : the trea-
sures, jewels, or: the most hidden treasures.
According to Knobel the author refers to the
glass 80 highly prized by the ancients, which
was found in the sand of the Belus southerly from
Akko. p:' to apply closely to anything, here
for the drawing in of the sea, as the mother's
milk. Comp. for the whole Ps. xxii. 27 sq., and
for the distinction between the idea and the re-
ality, which forms an insoluble difSculfy here-
for the historical exegete, since Zebulon and Is-
sachar af'erwards never in reality reached to
the Mediterranean Sea; see Schultz, p. 705.
[The distinction involves no difi&culty if we keep
in mind the Messianic thought which is contained
in the passage, and which receives its explana-
tion and illustration in the Psalm above referred
to. Comp. also Isa. Ix. 1-22, and Ixvi. 11, 12.
A. G.]. Vers. 20. 21. Gad. The sons 'of the
handmaidens follow, and first the first-born of
Zilpah, Leah's handmaid. The praise of the
Lord (Gen. ix. 20) implies the existence already
of that which was about to be said. Jehovah
gave the tribe a wide inheritance in the reo-ion
of Sihon, and unlimited space, (Gen. xxvi. 22),
also for further conquests, (xii. 20 ; xix. 8)!
For Gad appears already, Gen. xlix. 19, as a" vic-
torious warrior

; here as a lion (Knobel, lion-
ess) " who destroys even the last remnants of
the Amorites" (Schultz), or as Knobel, "plun-

ders and consumes those encamped in quiet se-
curity.—Arm is equivalent to strength, and the
crown of the head to the command, leader-

ship. n'Wa^' ver. 21, as the following D2^
shows, refers to the first portion of the land,
which Gad held on the farther side of Jordan,
(Niim. xxxii.), which was conceded to him, and
which he had to determine and organize as a leader
and ruler; which was reserved to him as such; or
according to Knobel: "Since the portion con-
ceded to Gad for his bravery was especially only
something preserved or kept, because the con-
dition of Moses (Num. xxxii. 19) must first be
fulfilled before the regular legal occupation could
take place." (Onkelos, Raschi: For there
the grace of the law-giver (Moses) is concealed,
and similar numerous explanations)! If it re-
fers to Moses, it must be, that there the portion
defined by the law-giver is preserved. (Johl-
SON : " For there the portion of the leader is pre-

served"), [ppjnp might refer either to Moses
or to Gad; but as Gad is said to have chosen the
first portion for Himself, it can only refer here
to Gad, who is called the leader, ruler, because
of his activity and bravery in the conquest of
the land. See Num. xxxii. 2, 6 ; xxv. 34, and
also Keil, p. 509.—A. G.]. The heads of the
people is equivalent to tbe leader of the people,
at its head, thus descriptively of the whole tribe;
or Gad at the head of Israel, as the head of the
nation, and thus before all (iii. 18; Josh. iv. 12).
Schultz, Keil: "to the heads of the people,"
2. e., with them, joined himself to them.—The
justice of the Lord is either: the Divine pe-
nal justice, and thejudgments (his judgments)
which he with the rest of Israel executed upon
Canaan; or: because he performed before God
and Israel, his duty, according to this command,
he should not permit Israel to pass over alone.

—

Ver. 22. Dan—the first-born of Rachel's hand-
maid Bilhah. The serpent-like. Gen. xlix. 17, is

now the lion-like, but still with the character-
istic trait of unexpected cunning. pJT literally,

to draw the feet together for a spring. Knobel,
renders JK'ZJiTJD, from the plain : the lion usu-

ally has his lair upon the mountains, in the fo-
rests and thickets, but here in the treeless plains,
and for that reason the more dangerous. Schultz
explains the allusion to Bashan from the fact that
lions, leopards, abound in the northern moun-
tain caves more than elsewhere. Keil: " in the
easterly Bashan these enemies were very dan-
gerous to the herds." (Song. iv. 8).—Ver. 23.

IQaphtali.—The second son of Bilhah is still

ever the graceful (Gen. xlix. 21) but with a more
decided and fuller expression, n' r\w13 con-
firms the explanation of pJf") given in verse 16.

Favours—not as Schultz, which he causes,
makes, but tbe good-will which Jehovah has to

him, as lie gives him the blessing for his por-
tion.—The West (Sea) and the South gives
one an idea of the favors of Jehovah to Naphtali,
and the Divine blessing; although his land lay in
the North, far from the sea, it should still enjoy
the healthful freshness of the sea, as well as the
genial warmth of the South. He dwells upon
the beautiful sea of Gennessaret, where tropical
fruits are produced. Should this be D"' ? The
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address imperative. [The DI^T does not neces-

sarily refer to the South, but rather to the natu-

tural characteristics of the climate of a part of

his inheritance, which bordered upon the Sea of

Galilee, and which was a warm, sunny region.

Robinson, Porter, and other travellers, call

attention to the beauty and fertility of this re-

gion. And here, too, there is the same distinc-

tion as before between the idea and the reality,

showing how impossible it is to interpret these

blessings merely historically.—A. G.]. Vers.

24, 25. Asher.—The second son of Zilpah closes

the blessings, a position for which his name was
significant. (Blessedness). Ver, 24. With chil-

dren, rather before or above the sons, (Judges
V. 24,)

—

i. e., above the sons who are blessed;

standing at the close of the blessings of Moses,
and parallel with VnN in the second clause, it

is naturally the sons of Jacob, above whom he is

blessed. ^12;i the favor of God (xxiii. 16). The
rich picture of his oil possessions, or generally

of his fat and fertile land, completes that given.

Gen. xlix. 20. Ver. 25. The promise of lasting

security is added to all the rest and completes it.

Iron and brass.

—

Knobel : " Thy castles and
strongholds shall have their doors and bars of

these materials." Others: "Thy iron and brass

containing mountains (viii. 9) are thy strong-

holds." Keil: "As strong and impregnable
are thy dwellings, as if they were built of iron

and brass." [Nearly all the recent expositors

adopt the rendering of "I/J-'JID, by bars or bolts.

But that chosen in our version is consistent with
the Hebrew, has in its favor the older versions,

and presents in an expressive figure the strength

and firmness of Asher.—A. G.]. But what if

the fastnesses were such, and no strength be-

hind or within them ? Hence it follows, and as
thy days, or as long as he lives ; so long shall

he himself remain firm and strong. C^XDl, Kno-

bel: " Thy security." Keil: "Rest." Herx-
HEiMER and OTHERS : As thy days, so let thy
prosperity increase).

4. Vers. 26-29. At the close of the blessings we
have a return (ver. 26) to their beginning, and
thus the whole is beautifully finished.—There
is none like unto the God, there is not as

God—namely, a God beside (xxxii. 12; iv. 7).

Jeshurun (comp. upon xxxii. 15) the one ad-

dressed. [The punctuation scarcely admits of

the rendering in our version, and the parallelism

is against it.—A. G.]. The following parallel

clauses delineate the almighty power and exal-

tation of God as availing for Israel's help and
redemption. — Who rideth upon (in) the
heavens. Pnty, as " the grinding," or "ground

to pieces," extended, designating the clouds har-

boring the thunder, and also the ether. Tt^',

as in ver. 7, with 2 equivalent to; engaged in

thy help, for the purpose of helping, as thy

helper. The parallelism of imNJ3) with TIT;;^,

reveals the majesty of God as having risen up
for Israel's help. Hence in ver. 27, even God
Himself is the (dwelling) refuge (Ps. xc. 1),

i. e., the permanent lodging (Knobel: Shelter,

refuge, protection) because a God of the olden
time, [the eternal God, A. V.], who has ma-
nifested Himself as God long before this time,

(xxxii. 17) thus according to His eternity. Herx-

HEiMER, with an allusion to xxvi. 15, explains

the heavens, the clouds, as the dwelling of

the God of old agaiust the parallelism, which

as it introduces the heaven with ~7X3 px, ver.

26, so now the earth with -"TlSx n3;^D. nnnoi
must therefore state the contrast underneath,
upon the earth; but also from this side—not so

much: holds out, extends or oiFers, as: underneath

is he, and from thence the everlasting arm. thus

a permanent support and preservation. It is not

necessary to say for whom, as this is evident

from the address to the people, and also from the

following, which represents the activity of the

hands for the poor or needy (Gen. xlix. 24). Al-

mighty exaltation above, eternal love under-

neath. As mp points to the past, so D/IJ^ to

the future, th? nearest as the most remote. With
His hands, Israel's hands prevail, xx. 16, 17;
xxxi. 4. (Knobel supposes a derivation from
nr>0, and renders, " and the outstretching of the

eternal arms." Mendelssohn: " tiie dwelling

of the primeval God, and the everlasting arms of

the lower world." Others: A refuge hast thou

in the God of old, and under the arms of the eter-

nal God). In connection with the dwelling which
God is to His people, and as a result of the ex-

pulsion and destruction of His enemies (espe-

cially the Canaanites) Israel should dwell, ver.

28. riDj, because HIJ, i. e., not because sepa-

rated from all nations through His law, but be-

cause through the protection of God, through

victory in the strength of God, saved, secured,

from his enemies, whom God has removed from
him, he dwells safely (xii. 10). Thus we have

here something more than Hengstenberq upon
Num. xxiii. 9, " a quiet and guarded seclusion."

Comp. Hupfeld, Ps. I
, p. 64. The connection

of "nJ with the foregoing, recommends itself,

even without the accent, against Hengstenberq,
Schultz, Keil, Knobel. Just as little is "f^,
" the fountain of Jacob." Without insisting upon
the unfitness of the expression with reference to

dwelling, is it not over bold here (but comp.

Isa. xlviii. 1; Ps. Ixviii. 26) thus to represent

Israel "as sprung from Jacob, in whom it has

its source" (Keil) or, "in to far as it is one

with Jacob, ever pouring forth from itself an in-

creasing stream." Schultz. Certainly Israel ia

no fountain in relation to Jacob, nor in connec-

tion with him, but Jacob must be the fountain

of Israel. Generally, moreover, it is not so much
here a parallel expression to Israel which is in

view, as rather a parallel thought, to his secure,

separate dwelling, and for this there is nothing

more fitting (at the same time perhaps with a

glance at njJ^D, ver. 27) than the eye of Jacob
rejoicing in his secure dwelling, and one freed

from enemies. The tribe-father directs, as it

were, his eye satisfied to Israel, now come to its

portion, to him in the promised land, striving af-

ter a look therein. (Even m/yi) a fountain stands

for: a corner of the eye). There is no percep-

tible destruction of the symmetry of the clauses

of the verse upon this explanation. Comp. be-

sides viii. 7 sq. [Schroeder's view is ingeni-

ous, but he lays undue stress upon the phrase,

"fountain of Jacob," since that may obviously

imply only that Israel is the fountain issuing
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from Jacob, and not necessarily the fountain

from which Jacob flows. Keil meets the appa-
rent impropriety in the construction of ^Dlff with

Sx, '« dwell into," with the remark "that the

dwelling involves the idea of spreading out over
the land." As this construction seems to pre-

serve the parallelism, it is better to render, Is-

rael shall dwell in safety. Alone the fountain
of Jacob, To a land, etc.—A. G.]. ^K the

progressive relative clause, the heaven of this

land or of Israel (Lev. xxvi. 19). Comp. ver. 13;
xi. 14, (Gen. xxvii. 28), xxxii. 2. Ver. 29 closes

the whole blessing with which the last, best,

happy condition of Israel, resting upon such di-

vine (vers. 26, 27) and truly human and earthly
foundations, should not lie buried in silence.

(Herder : " What a law-giver who thus clos?s !

What a people who have such a God, such help,
such a law, and sucli promises "). Literally:
Thy blessedness, O Israel, ntyx plural, as
many abstract nouns. The involved idea of
grades, adjustments, must be understood morally.
No happiness for Israel except upon a basis of
right ; its physical prosperity rests upon its mo-
ral. HuPFELD rightly regards the interpretation
as a salutation, ("Blessings to thee. Hail to
th;>e "), as without good ground, it is " a simple
utterance." The blessedness with reference to
Israel, the last words of Moses, offer the signifi-

cant point of union for Matt. v. "Who is like
unto thee—parallel to that, there is none like
unto God, Jeshurun (ver. 26). The people,
"singular" (Schultz), as its God, (xxviii. 10);
iv. 7. mn''3 in the Lord, embraces the salvation
through him, and victory in him

; (Keil: " saved
in the Lord "), Isa. xlv. 17- This is now ex-
plained upon the two sides : the defensive shield
(Gen. XV. 1), the offensive sword, (Rev. xix. 15,

21). Comp. vers. 7, 26. The parallel to ver. 26
is unmistakable here, and so also in "jniXJ : Is-

rael's excellency, Jehovah's excellency! In con-
sequence of which (Niphal) the dissembling flat-

tery of the enemies ; the feigned, affected sub-
jection, as the fear of the mighty instils itself
in'o them, (Herxheimer) "as the Gibeonites,
Josh. ix."). ^^"1 denotes a victorious, ruling

tread and step of the foot. Comp. xxxii. 13.

Others : Of the placing of the foot upon the
necks of the conquered (Josh. x. 24). Michae-
Lis: Of the idolatrous high places.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Moses the man of God, and Christ also the
Son of God, leave the earth uttering blessings,
(Luke xxiv. 50 sq.).

2. It is characteristic for the law generally,
but especially for the Deuteronomic law-giving,
that Moses begins from Sinai, even when he will
bless.

3. The Sinaitic law-giving was a sunrise upon
humanity. What the world's history relates be-
sides of the law, is to this as the star-light to the
sunshine. There the night lasts, while here
there is the clear light of day.

4. What the light signifies figuratively, that
the "saints" present without a figure, for the
nature of Jehovah, setting forth His holiness not
only in the contrast between heaven and earth.

but also in both its searching and illuminating,
its requiring and blessing majesty.

6. The law—Israel's possession and wealth.
6. With Reuben it is a matter of life, and

barely not death : such characters are usual in

the kingdom of God.
7. As Simeon, so now one may live and still

be dead as to the kingdom of God ; truly also

without winning any direct importance for it,

and still as to his own pe.rson be blessed.

8. As Judah for Israel, so also among the
tribes of those in the van. Germany may claim
the warlike leadership. [How far ? in what re-

spects?—A. G.].

9. Upon the relation of Levi to Judah, in the
blessing of Moses. W. Neumann, History of the

Messianic Prophecies, 1865, p. 73 sq., says : " First
the outward power of the ruler, then the inward,
glorifying consecration of the priesthood. Until
at Sinai all salvation is in the gold-glittering of the
kingly diadem. The princely sceptre of Judah
must, in the strength of his God, overcome all

dangers which may prevent the people from rest.

When the land is reached, has passed now into

the actual possession of the people, then the sil-

ver splendor of the priestly diadem, consecrating
the blessing of the promise, pours itself over the
whole existence, glorifying it. The name Levi
meets us upon the high-priestly ofiicial ornament,
upon the ground of the flashing green emerald,
whose doubled rays are such that according to

the Arabian tradition the viper cannot look upon
it without destroying its sight, discloses to the

inquiring mind a significant element in the

relation in which this green ground of the

glittering light stands to the nature of that

calling in which Levi serves. The hopeful
green deepens there into such an overwhelming
clearness, that it becomes a flashing light which
destroys all the darkness of death. The resem-
blance to the calling of Abraham lies near at

hand, when Levi appears freed from family ties

and bands."
10. There is indeed a foolish and very harsh

(pietistic), but surely also a sacred regardlessness
of ordinary ties, as Levi proves.

11. Benjamin individualizes the fundamental
characteristics of Israel, resting upon Jehovah.

12. Prayer and work present themselves in

Judah; blessing and victory in Joseph; there we
have more prominently the subjective side of

Israel—here the objective. In regard to bless-

ing, Jacob has already determined the formula
or measure for Israel, Gen. xlviii. 20,—"as
Ephraim and Manasseh."

13. As Zsbulon, in connection with Issachar, so

the more varied temperaments, and the most di-

verse methods of life, unite in the service and
honoring of God upon the earth (union—mis-

sions).

14. The significance of commerce for the king-

dom of God (missionary aspect of commerce).
15. Not the service of Mammon, but of God.
16. " It is remarkable how the Israelitish con-

sciousness, notwithstanding the realization of this

side of its charge remains uncompleted, is still

able to project itself so completely into the sea-

life, as, e.g., Ps. cvii. 23 sq." Baumgarten.
17. It claims our notice not barely for the ap-

proaching conquest of Canaan, but for the ecclesia
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militans, which Israel symbolizes, that through-
out in the blessings of Moses, especially in that

upon Gad and Dan, the military art and time, is

so prominent.
18. As the warlike element runs through the

blessings, so at the conclusion particularly the
Sabbatic feature of favor, and blessing, and se-

curity, and enjoyment (in Naphtali and Auher),
is not wanting.

19. If the Almighty power of God may be re-

cognized in heaven, or from thence, so His love

upon earth, where He is the dwelling, and the
everlasting arms for His own (especially in

Christ, John i. li).

20. In the world, but not with the world,—far

from the world and so to dwell alone,—still

securely, is found only in God, when He is our
dwelling. As soon as we inwardly consent to

the inclination for the world, it externally pos-

sesses and exercises power over us.

21. The blessing of the land has its spiritual

import, although truly corn and wine are exter-

nal bodily things, not barely in the sense of

mens sana in corpore sano, but much more because
the vivid living consciousness of God can scarcely

be preserved in any other way.
22. The blessedness of Israel is peculiar and

alone among the nations, ancient or modern. It

is, however, not one belonging to a nation, but
concerns the humanity which is in Christ,the

Israel after the spirit. It is rather a blessedness

which relates to humanity.
23. [The general Messianic character of this

chapter is clear. The distinction between the

ideal of Israel as here presented, and the actual

condition of the literal Israel at any time in its

history, is so broad that we are compelled to look

for a spiritual Israel, in which the ideal shall be
realized. But there is no spiritual Israel out of

Christ. While it may not be true that "all these

benedictions find their spiritual fulfilment in

Christ or His Church, and must be so explained,"
it is true that the interpreter who overlooks or

ignores this relation will fail truly to understand
them. The purely historical interpretation

breaks down at every point. It fails to account
for the omission of Simeon. It puts the narrow-
est and most forced explanation upon the bless-

ing of Judah. It has no satisfactory solution for

the utterances in regard to Zebulon, or Issachar,

or Dan, or Naphtali, or Asher, while it is utterly

impossible to assign any period of Israel's history

which corresponds with the general prediction

in the 29th verse. The Messianic Psalms which
give the exposition of this prophecy, e. g., Pss.

xviii. and Ixvi., confirm the Messianic import,

not only of this particular verse, but of the whole
chapter of which it forms a part.—A. G.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Berl. Bib.: "The blessings of Moses
have this distinction from those of Jacob, that

they are more purely blessings : Moses passes
over the evil." Ver. 2 sq. Schultz: "He will

also call attention to this, that God will fill, even
the unfruitful, the wretched, that even which is

fallen into the power of death, with His light of

life; Ps. Ixviii. 5 sq., the widows, orphans, and
needy, correspond to the wilderness. But He

cannof, because true servants and worshippers
were wanting to Him. His coming was rather a
condescension, a self-humiliation corresponding
to the after coming of Him who, Heb. xii. 2."

Baumoarten: " Raschi well says, it is the
coming forth of the bridegroom to bring home
His bride. He comes forth from the land where
the fathers once had known Him, etc., where Jeho-
vah's altars and the fathers rest in their graves,
and stepping in his own way (Amos iv. 13;
Mich. i. 3sq.), over the high places of the
earth, meets His redeemed people. The loud
blast of the war-trumpets of the heavenly hosts
which was heard, Ex. xix. 19, was a sign that
Jehovah of hosts was descending with His hosts."
Berl. Bib.: "It proclaims the glory of God who
never enters the soul alone, but always with nu-
merous gifts and graces." ZixVzendorf : "The
regular ordinary beginning which brings us to the
grace of God is a much greater, sharper, mor«
solemn law than that which was given upon Si-
nai. We have a fiery law, with glowing pinchers,
written in the heart. Our conversion is no play-
work and pretence." "Vers. 4—5. Schultz:
" They received not merely a specific law and
king, but law and king generally,—at the basis
of which lies the truth that there is no law, and
no king besides." ''The law-giving on Sinai a
sun-rise, a coronation" Ver. 8sq. Schultz:
" If the Lord takes one into a rigid school. He is

wont to assiga him to a peculiar office; those
whom He humbles deeply. He is accustomed to

exalt." But Simeon not as Levi—there is always
a distinction. Wurtb. Bib.: "Although the ser-

vants of God have many and powerful enemies,
still God stands with them, so that they can in
their sacred office do greater and greater service."
[Levi not only an example of repentance and re-

covery, but also shows us how, by the grace of

God, even a calamity and judgment may be turned
into a blessing. Ver. 9. See Luke ii. 49; xiv.

26—A. G.] Ver. 16. Schultz: " Poor and still

rich in Himself, without form but for His own
raying out the greatest blessings, thus is He the
one dwelling in the bush. Fundamentally He
appears poor only, because His own, whom He
selects for His dwelling, are so. They are the

thorn-bush. And that He does not consume
them, that He only shines through them, glorifies

them,—this is not His weakness, but His grace.

His great glory." KbuMxMaciier: "Thewishfor
blessings at the new year: 1) the source, 2) the

good itself, 3) the wish in its purpose." " He
dwells in the bush—a neglected manifestation of

God, but its occasion the wretchedness, its pur-
pose is the redemption of the people of God. It

was—since God chose a thorn-bush for His dwell-
ing, a still imperfect revelation of love, where-
fore Moses must stand afar off, and fear ; with
which the Old Testament began. Still it was a
figure of the manifestation of God in the flesh.

The thorn-bush is the human nature, Christ

crowned with thorns. And will He dwell in our
hearts—what else is it than in a thorn-bush ?"

WuKTB. Bib.: "God richly rewards the good
that was shown to parents." Ver. 17. Schultz :

" Present work is only the beginning of that

which will continue to the end of time." Ver. 18.

Schultz: " Israel should not be limited to the

good things of Canaan ; as the people of God,
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the earth belongs to Him." [Ver. 25. Words-

worth : "All the blessings of Israel are summed

up in Christ. His feet are compared to fine

brass, Rev. i. 15. He is the true Asher or

Blessed One. See Matt. xxi. 9; xxiii. 39; Rom.

ix. 5." A. G.] Ver. 27. Osiander : "God's

words are deeds." Ver. 29. Cramer: " If we

will be blessed, God must make us blessed."
ScHULTz: " For the soldiers of the Lord there is

no more needful, but also no more glorious mo-
tive, than the certainty that they shall tread
upon the flesh, the world, and the devil; that
all shall become the kingdom of God and His
Christ." [See also Henry, whose notes are fe-

licitous and instructive.—A. G.]

DEATH AND BURIAL. OF MOSES.
Chapter XXXIV. 1-12.

1 And Moses went up from the plains [steppes] of Moab, unto the mountain of

Nebo, to the top of Pisgah, that is over against Jericho: aad the Lord shewed him
2 all the land of Gilead, unto Dan, And all Naphtali, and the land of Ephraim, and
3 Manasseh, and all the land of Judah, unto the utmost [hindermost] sea, And the

south [south land, Negeb], and the plain [circuit] of the valley of Jericho, the city

4 of palm-trees, unto Zoar. And the Lord said unto him. This is the land which I

sware unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, saying, I will give it unto thy

seed: I have caused thee to see it with thine eyes, but thou shalt not go over thi-

5 ther. So Moses the servant of the Lord died there in the land of Moab, according

6 to the word [mouth, command] of the Lord. And he [they, one] buried him in a

valley in the land of Moab, over against Bethpeor : but no man knoweth of his se-

7 pulchre^ [burial, interment] unto this day. And Moses was an hundred and
twenty years old when he died: his eye was not dim [extinguished, weak-sighted],

8 nor his natural force [freshness] abated. And the children of Israel wept for Moses
in the plains of Moab thirty days: so the days of weeping and mourning for Moses

9 were ended. And Joshua the son of Nun was full of [filled with] the spirit of wis-

dom; for Moses had laid his hands upon him: and the children of Israel hearkened

10 unto him, and did as the Lord commanded Moses. And there arose not a prophet

11 since in Israel like unto Moses, whom the Lord kncAV face to face, In all the signs

and the wonders which the Lord sent him to do in the land of Egypt, to Pharaoh,

12 and to all his servants, and to all his land; And in all that mighty hand, and in

all the great terror which Moses shewed in the sight of all Israel.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [Ver. 6. The A. V. is preferable to that suggested by Scheoeder.

unknown.—A. G. I

It is the place of burial, not the fiict, which i»

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vers. 1-4. The plains of Moab,—^^Ver. 1

—as throughout in the book of Numbers is the
locality in which the Israelites encamped after

the victory over the Amorites. The transaction
with Balaam occurred there, and this is the plain
referred to in Deut. i. 1 sq. That part of the

Arabah lying contiguous to the northern side and
end of the Dead Sea, and eastwards, is the

Arboth Moab. Through the reception of this

formula, usual in the hook of Numbers, Deutero-
nomy is finally organically connected with it.

Comp. besides upon xxxii. 49; iii. 27, 17. ("The
remarkable and strong desire of the dwellers in

the desert for burial upon mountain heights is

certainly primitive," says Consul Dr. Wetzstein
in his Travels in Ilauran and Trachonitia, Berlin,

1860, p. 26, in reference to the mountain sepul-

chres. An Arabic poem introduces the dying
Sheikh as saying, "Bury me not under the vine

which would overshadow me, but upon a moun-
tain, so that my eye can see you. Then pass by
my grave and call your names, and my bones
shall be quickened when they hear you call.")

The emphatic details in the following description

of the view, rest upon the knowledge of the writer

of the wide prospect which presents itself there.

All the land is, because especially grateful to

Moses, at first Gilead (the East-Jordan land)

unto Dan—not Dan-Laish or Leschem, but as

Gen. xiv. 14, the neighboring Dan Jaan (2 Sam.
xxiv. 6). Comp. Henostenberg, Beitrage III.

p. 194. Looking around from the north to the

south, the West-Jordan land is described ver. 2

in a way similar to the later Galilee, Samaria,

and Judea. Comp. xi. 24. The naming of the
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districts, as they afterwards were assigned the

different tribes, points to Joshua as the writer.

Lastly, in ver. 3, the eye rests upon the warmer
South, with which comp. i. 7. "<3n is the

circuit more closely defined through the follow-

ing clause, the low plain of Jericho, thus the

Jordan valley. How well the eye could repose

here! A feeling of the same kind lies at the ba-

sis of the proverb : " See Naples and die." The

description of Jericho as the city of palm trees

(the high, erect) brings this out more fully still.

Sepp: "At the time of the crusades the oasis of

Jericho rose again into a garden of Palestine

;

now a wretched sight, where balsam-trees once

waved, and stately palms swayed their crowns.

Of the renowned palm-groves, whence the name

palm city is derived, only one stunted tree re-

mains to-day." JosEPHUS asserts that the dis-

trict is correctly called an earthly paradise.

RiTTER, XV. p. 500. "i;?i*, Gen. xix. 22; xiii.

10; xiv. 2, at the southern extremity of the

Dead Sea. The description which the writer

could thus give from his knowledge of the out-

look from Nebo, he completes by an application

in ver. 4 of the passage Num. xxvii. 12 sq.: "And

see the land which I gave to the children of

Israel" (comp. Deut. xxxii. 49) for the present

case. Comp. further Gea. xii. 7 ; Deut. i. 37.

With thine eyes excludes as the testimony

ver. 7, also every esctatic vision, still more any

magical influence (Matt. iv. 8; Luke iv. 5), but

also, it seems clear, any miraculously elevated

power of bodily vision for the purpose (Baum-

GARTEN, Keil). It was cvcn a proof of his gene-

rally unimpaired strength of vision, which the

soaring flight of winged faith rendered more

penetrating.

2. Vers. 6-8. After this introduction there

follows now the death and burial of Moses, and

the mourning for him. His death occurs upon

Nebo, after this survey of the land granted to

him in the room of an actual passage into it.

Ver. 5. nin'-n3>' here, in xxxiii. 1, D'nSxn-iy'X.

Essentially of the same import, although here

the contrast to what is human could not be em-

phasized, since Moses dies even as all men must

die. On the contrary, the emphasis rests upon

T\\n\ who sanctifies himself in his servant,when
his servant failed to sanctify him at the proper

place. If xxxiii. 1 brings out more fully the of-

ficial prophetic activity of Moses, so his official

regal or theocratic activity is prominent here.

In the land of Moab— ?. e., not in the promised

land, mrr '3 S;r (xvii. ll ; i. 26) does not mean
that Moses died at the mouth, kiss of the Lord.

[It means unquestionably that the death of Moses

took place, not as a result of exhausted vital

powers, but at the command of God—a command
which came as a fruit of his sin, and as a pun-

ishment for it.—A. G.] Ver. 6. ~l3p"'1 may be

generally they, one, buried him ; thus the Sept.,

De Wette, Ewald, Knobel, and others. The

connection here does not require "an altogether

peculiar kind of burial" (Kurtz), in the sense

that Jehovah Himself must have buried him ;
the

necessities of the case are met, if the burial was so

eecretly cared for by trusted, appointed ones,

that the place where Moses was buried should

be concealed from every one. But in the New
Testament (Jude, ver. 9) we have an intimation

of mysterious and super-earthly forces or agencies

in reference to the '-body of Moses" (comp. fur-

ther Matt. xvii. 3; Mark ix. 4; Luke ix. 30).

This may be only a fittting regard for the Jewish
tradition, which Jude assumes in those whom he
addressed, in the interest of the controversy he
was then carrying on with his opponents. But
the Jewish tradition does not conform itself pre-

cisely to the letter of the Apostle (comp. upon
that passage), and the connection here appears

on the whole, from the foregoing ver. 4, to be
in favor of regarding Jehovah as the subject.

ZiEGLER: "Jude, ver. 9, intimates that God was
not directly Himself, but indirectly, namely,

through the Archangel Michael, who repi'esents

the Jewish people, the one who burled the body of

Moses." We may comp. upon this Dan. x. 13;

xii. 1 (Rev. xii. 7). "l^p may signify primarily

to bring together, collect, in agreement with xxxii.

50; but this supposition is not of such force that

we should render: and Jehovah gathered him
with his associates therein the valley; for al-

though HlOp may signify "burial" (Jer. xxii.

19), thus here ; and no one knows how it occurred

with his burial—whether he was really altoge-

ther buried; still the reference to the grave
(Gen. XXXV. 20) is more obvious. There—not

merely v^ith ""Jl (nU, to compress; thus, valley, li-

terally ravine, defile, 'J^, is equivalent to, in

some certain depression, hollow place,—so that

it is not necessary to refer to iii. 29 ; iv. 46, but

rather to Num. xxi. 20, a high valley near the

summit of Nebo (REiiGSTESB-ERG, Rist. ofBalaam),

as Keil holds), but still so that the locality

should be made prominent,—he was buried.

Moses did not return from his so frequently re-

peated, and by Joshua declared, solitary death-

journey to Nebo. They are no mere empty re-

petitions but designed and preparatory. His

grave was not to be disclosed, so that there re-

mains for the pious consciousness no other sup-

position than that of a peculiar divine arrangement

in regard to the body of Moses (comp. Doct. and

Eth. remarks), which a divine illumination raised

to certain knowledge and conviction in the writer.

We may observe that the case of Enoch, in his

indeed peculiar manner of departure, was still

ever received by Israel from Gen. v. 24. (Aben

Ezra explains IHK according to Ex. v. 19: he

buried himself, i. e. went into a cave and died

there).—In the land of Moab, as in ver. 5.

^^^^ as in iii. 14. Since Moses, according to ver.

7, upon which vers. 1-4 rest, could have lived

longer, so his death appears as a punishment,

and the view of his grave and burial given above

is confirmed. This view is to be maintained, as

h-,s grave and burial testify that he is truly

dead. According to Jewish computation in the

year of the world 2533, and B. C. 1458. Comp.

further xxxi. 2. Aaron died somewhat older.

Num. xxxiii. 39. Moses did not die as Isaac,

Gen. xxvii. 1.

—

Natural force, margin: mois-

ture (freshness), mental and bodily soundness,

full, vital energy. As the honoring of Moses,

on the part of God, as to his death, so also the

mourning, ver. 8, on the part of the people,
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corresponds to this divine preservation and
blessing.—Thirty days, as witli Aaron (Num.
XX. 29), as with Jacob (after the forty days for

the embalming were closed), Gen. 1. 3. In other

cases seven days merely. Gen. 1. 10 sq. ; 1 Sam.
xxxi. 13. The distinguishing feature here is

the full celebration of this mourning (""DJ and

hlH, the two together for the sake of strength

and emphasis), as this same people, Ex. xxxii.

1, had, instead of mourning for the absence of

Moses, danced around the calf. Deuteronomy
with the close of the time of mourning embraces
a period of two months. Comp. Introd., p. 11.

3. Vers. 9-12. Form the close of the supple-
ment of Deuteronomy by Joshua, and give the

point of union for the subsequent development
of Israel and its characteristics, with the pecu-
liar personality and official character of Moses
(Introd., p. 4). Ver. 9. Joshua personally, the
Spirit of wisdom in its fulness really (HODn,
" the power to perceive the nature in and through
the appearances, ffo(l>ia, Delitzsch," Isa. xi. 2)

;

the latter bestowed upon the former ofiBcially

" by the laying on of the hands, still customary
in the New Testament" (Schultz). Comp.
Acts vi. 6 ; viii. 17 ; 2 Tim. i. 6, and thus the
next subsequent time of Israel, comp. Num.
xxvii. 18 sq., is introduced.—[HOpn is used in

varied applications in the Scriptures, from the
lowest exercises of wisdom to iis highest, when
it becomes equivalent to piety. Here perhaps it

is the practical wisdom, that which was neces-
sary to his office as the leader of the people

—

A. G.]—The obedience of Israel legitimates the
succession of Joshua as a matter of fact; but
Moses ever remains the first. The wisdom of
Joshua reveals itself still further, and therefore
the wisdom of the author and writer of these
supplements of Deuteronomy, in ver. 10, when
the peculiar, fundamental character of the ap-
pearance of Moses for all subsequent time is at
the very first distinctly recognized and stated.
(" That Joshua should already make this remark
is explained upon the ground that he had from
his stand-point an insight into the course of the
history of Israel." Baumgarten.) Comp. xviii.

15 sq. ; Ex. xxxiii. 11; Num. xii. 8.—[The
words do not necessarily imply that a long
series of prophets had risen up since Moses.
They are plainly prophetic, grounded upon spe-
cial insight into the future, upon the passages
referred to, and upon the known position of
Moses as the founder of the Old Covenant.—A.
G.]—It is especially the personal nearness and
th2 confidential, conversational manner of Jeho-
vah with Moses which are alluded to (Baum-
OAETEN : " who knew him, Jehovah "

(?) ), while
Joshua, e.ff. is dependent upon the high-priestly
office (Num. xxvii. 21). Upon this rests the
"clear and all comprehensive revelation" (V.
Gerlach), which fell to the lot of Moses. Comp.
Doct. and Eth. upon chap, xxxii.; from this
arises also, vers. 11, 12, the wonderful and
mighty agency of Moses, of which all Israel is

the witness. 7D7, etc., must be taken in con-

nection with Dp-xSv Ver. 12. Mighty hand
is equivalent to power shown and experienced,
iv. 34; vi. 22; vii. 19; xi. 3 ; xxvi. 8; xxix. 1,2.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL,

1. The look of Moses over Canaan reminds U3
of Gen. xiii. 14, 15. Still, how different the end
of Moses, and that of Abraham! Abraham died
in a good old age, old and full of years ; Moses
dies under a divine judicial sentence, and it is

remarkable, says Auberlen (^Contributions to

Christian Knowledge, p. 74), "that while the
word faith never occurs expressly in the Penta-
teuch in reference to Moses, his unbelief as such
is charged upon him, Num. xx. 12. There was
nothing ever expressly blamed in Abraham ; in

the time of the law, God reproves and punishes
sins more sharply. Thus the law-giver must
experience the killing strength of the strict

divine law. The man of promise and of faith

receives a pleasant, peaceful departure out of

this life ; but there lies upon the death of the
man of the law, somewhat of the curse of the
law, something unatoned which calls so much
the louder for the reconciliation in the New
Covenant, for redemption from sin and death,

Rom. iv. 15; iii. 20; 2 Cor. iii. 6.

2. " As Christ, the Mediator of the New Cove-
nant, leaves His disciples before they wore made
partakers of the promise of the Holy Spirit, and
were endowed with strength from on high for

the new life, so Moses, the Mediator of the Old
Covenant, must take his departure before the

people in possession of the promised land saw
the word of God fulfilled, and even were filled

with it." V. Gerlach.
3. "Moses saw the Holy Land from afar, as

the saints of the Old Testament all the promises,
Heb. xi. 13; he saw it as the shadow and out-

line of the true Canaan (Heb. xi. 16j, into which
he should immediately pass without having seen
it beforehand." Richter.

4. The vision of the promised land isononeside
indeed a favor ; but then ii was likewise added:
and thither thou sbalt not come, and thus there
is contained in it on the other side also the full

severity of the sentence against Moses. So also

the preservation of the vital strength of Moses
is, on one hand, a proof of special grace, and
on the other presents this Moses as a transgressor
likewise, who has cast away his life, and was
led to death in the midst of his days. That
Moses, the servant of Jehovah, must suflFer this

sore death, is a fearful triumph of the power of

death, at which all human nature must ,irow
faint and despair. But Israel could not endure
this victory of death over its head and its leader,

and would fall into doubt past recovery, whether
his redemption and his law could work, secure,

even the least enduring salvation, if no ray of

light should fall upon this power of death over
Moses, and this consoling ray streams forth

from the burial of Moses. Because some have
failed to look into the whole depth of the death
of Moses, they have failed also rightly to under-
stand his burial." Baumgarten.

5. " Wonderful in his childhood and in his

whole life, so also now in his death. The man
whom the Lord had so known heretofore that

no prophet should arise henceforth like him in

Israel, was after his whole manifestation so hid-

den in God that even his body was not buried
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by any human hand. His appearance is like

the lightning-flash, which breaks forth suddenly
from the darkness, shows a shining path before

the people for a moment, and then immediately
vanishes, even as to its material substance, to a

place which no one can find." Ziegler. Jose-

PHUs relates that Moses, after he had embraced
Joshua and Eleazar for the last time, while he

was still speaking to them, was suddenly borne

away by a cloud into a valley, and so vanished

from their sight. It is interesting also in refer-

ence to his character as a legislator, in which
he stands related to Moses, that even Calvin's

grave cannot be found.

6. The reason usually given since the time of

Augustine why the burial of Moses was held

and kept so secret is not as Ziegler formulates

it: " probably for this reason, that thereby his

body and grave should be kept from being re-

garded as relics of the dead, thus for the sake
of .the distant future, and before that future, to

debar any possible superstition or idolatrous

reverence for his grave." Schultz says cor-

rectly: "The Israelites were never inclined to

human idolatry. But if he actually stood in so

clear a relation to God as the history in the

Pentateuch represents, he could not so fall under
the power of death and corruption that nothing
of that earlier distinction should remain. It

was not necessary for the sake of Israel that

they should look upon that face laid in death
which had once so shone from communion with

God, that he had to put a veil upon it, as Je-

rome has already remarked." Comp. Kurtz,
Geshich. II., pp. 526 sq., who urges against the

reason above mentioned the fact that every one
knew where the graye of Abraham was, and
then asserts that the burial of Moses was in-

tended "to place him in the same category with
Enoch and Elijah, not indeed as to an exemp-
tion from death, but most probably from cor-

ruption ; the form of existence in the life beyond
was similar to theirs ; the way to it for him was
diflferent from that for them ; but still not in a

condition of absolute perfection and glorification

of which Christ must be the first-fruits (1 Cor.

XV. 20, 23), although not either in the condition

of the dark Sheol-life," etc.

7. The wonderful burial of Moses has also its

decided prophetic element with reference to the

burial of Christ ; the discourse, however, cannet
relate to the resurrection, as to this a veil lies

upon the Old Covenant generally. "The fact

that Jehovah notwithstanding Satan's protest"
(remarks Kurtz, Geshich. II., p. 529 sq. ), "ex-
empts the body of Moses from the general doom
of the sinful human race, becomes a type and
example of future endlessly greater and more
glorious things. That the founder of the Old
Covenant must die on account of sin is a testi-

mony to the truth, that he is not the true medi-
ator, and that the covenant introduced by him

is not complete ; that it, although D/IJ? r\"n7

founded, needs still a completion through a

second Mediator, who lives forevermore. The
death of Moses was not like the death of the

first Adam which issued in corruption ; but

neither was it like the death of the second Adam
which issues in the resurrection ; it was rather

a middle form of death between the two, as
Moses himself and his office occupied a middle
position between the first and the second Adam,
between the head of the sinful, dying humanity
and the head of the humanity redeemed from
sin and death. Since the death of Moses was
indeed a real death, but still as to its natural
progress restrained, and his condition therefore
an imperfect one, still in suspense, which de-

mands and awaits a completion, it becomes itself

a prophecy of this completion. And if Moses
who was entrusted with the whole house of God
could not still bring the organization of the

house of God to its absolute perfection, and
therefore received the promise of a second pro-

phet and mediator, so we are justified also in

regarding his peculiar, unique death and burial

as a memorable type of the death and burial of
this future prophet like unto Moses."

8. "Compare the seventh chapter of the

Epistle to the Romans. In this at the same
time personal and universal historical Paul-
ine deduction, we have stated the ground
of that strife between Satan and Michael
about the body of Moses. The fact that the

law through the sin already existing be-

fore it, " becomes an incitement, a cause and
temptation to wider sin ; that through it sin is

first truly set in its full light, first becomes
strong, living, even more and more powerful and
exceedingly sinful ; this is the ground for the

apparent claim of right on the part of Satan to

the body of Moses, which claim was so apparent
and plausible, that Michael did not bring against

him a railing accusation, etc. But the fact that the

law, notwithstanding its working evil, through
the corrupted state of the human conscience,

through which it could even become an instru-

ment in the hands of Satan, is holy, just, and
good, and as it was given by God originally, ten-

ded only to life,—this was the ground of the real

and legal claim on the part of Michael to the

body of Moses." ["When the Israel of God
goes into the spiritual Canaan, under the com-
mand and leading of Jesus, the divine Joshua,

then the law which is as it were the body of

Moses, is buried ; for we are become dead to the

law, by the body of Christ, that we should be
joined to another, Jesus,—even to Him who is

raised from the dead, (Rom. vii. 1-4), and it is

God only who can bury the body of Moses, be-

cause it is only God in Christ who could abolish

its ordinances, and reclaim it from its curse

(Rom. viii. 3; Gal. iii. 13; Col. ii. 14, 17; Heb.
ix. 9-11; X. 1-9); and now that it is buried, let

no one seek to revive it as the Judaizers did,

(Gal. iv. 9-11; v. 4)." Wordsworth.—A. G.].

9. "The peculiar preservation" (Schultz
upon ver. 7) of those who live more than oihers

in the Lord, appears in another form ; the out-

ward eye is closed in order that the inward may
see the more clearly ; then arises a new world,

and an inward life-energy unfolds itself, which
is not less wonderful than the outward. But
still for those whose mission concerns pre-emi-

nently external things, Moses remains their per-

manent type." Homer, on the other hand, ia

always represented as blind.

10. The personality of Moses at its beginning
and close appears to be typical for the later pro-
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phetic order; at least in the first relation the

calling of Jeremiah (i. 6, comp. Ex. iii. 11), ap-

pears to be connected with that of Moses, and

in the last we are reminded of the wonderful end

of Elijah. Elisha as Joshua.

11. ["There is but One who is worthy of greater

honor than Moses, namely, the Apostle and High
Priest of our profession, who is placed as a Son
over all the house of God, in which Moses was
found faithful as a servant (comp. Heb. iii. 2-6

with Num. xii. 7), Jesus Christ, the founder and
Mediator of the New and Everlasting Covenant."

Keil. Whom God not only knew face to face

as He knew Moses, but who is in the bosom of

the Father, (John i. 18), and in whom are hid

all the treasures of wisdom (Col. ii. 3), and all

the fulness of the Godhead (Col. ii. 9), Wokds-
WOBTH.—A. G.].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1 sq. Starkk : " Pious Christians do not

fear death, but look forward to it ; and go to

meet it with peace, Luke ii. 29 ; Phil. i. 23

;

Gen. xlix. 33." Cramer: "Whoever will die

blessed should refresh his faith in the ascension

of Christ, and his hope that believers leaving the

world follow him." The God of peace has

brought again from the dead, the great Shep-
herd of the sheep, etc., Heb. xiii. 20.

—

Starke:
" Faithful servants of God, who have borne great

labor and care in their office, must often leave

the world before they enjoy the fruits of their

toil. —God does not permit His children to leave

the world without consolation, but gives them a

foretaste of future glory, Luke ii. 29, 30 ; Acts

vii. 55, 56." Berl. Bib. :
" God leads men in-

wardly also to a mountain, and shows them the

throne of eternity, and as then the sweet drops

of the heavenly Jerusalem fall upon their hearts,

80 they look into the promised land."—But Satan
also imitates God, and stands upon the heights.

Matt. iv.—Ver. 4. Starke: " With God there is

no respect of persons. He punishes whoever sins,

the high as well as the lowly."—Ver. 5. Be
faithful unto death, Rev. ii. 10.—If the faithful-

ness of the Lord to us is our beginning and pro-

gress, our goal is our faithfulness to the Lord.
—Starke :

" The truest glory, and the most ho-

norable title in death: a faithful servant of the

Lord."—Whether any one is faithful can first be
said at the end.—Consider their conversation,

end, Heb. xiii. 7.—A good end places the crown
upon a good life.—The last journey of Moses:
may our end be that of this righteous one.

—

Flo-
bey: " The death of Moses a testimony, how the
divine grace reveals itself to the faithful servants
of God, even in their departure: 1) because the
faithful servants of God have their departure in
Bcrene strength

; 2) because they enjoy com-
munion with God until their very end; 3) be-

cause they may in this life already have a view
of the land of promise ; 4) because they are
blessed of the Lord with believing successors."
Berl. Bib. :

" In the opinion of the Jews he died
at the end of our February.—But the glory of
the first covenant must cease, and it cannot bring
us to blessedness."—Ver. 6. We should not con-
found, as it concerns the guarding against pos-
sible idolatry, Moses with Mohammed.

—

Rich-

TER: " In the Ante-type, Christ, the angels also

were active." Lange :
" At death the soul jour-

neys upwards, bat the body must come to the

earth, the deep valley of its true humiliation."

Cramer : " Christ has buried Moses and silenced

the curse of the law, (1 Tim. i. 15 ; Rom. vi. 14

;

viii. 1), therefore we do not fear in death."—
Starke: " The care of God for His own does not

cease, neither in death nor after it." Ver. 7.

—

Zinzendorf: " lu the world it occurs truly, that

one grows so old that he is unable to do any-
thing, and if he has been a great man some se-

venty years, still in his last days passes into ob-

livion. On the other hand, our verse is a testi-

mony which is in part unique, that we do not

come into rest, and obtain permission in weari-

ness to lay aside our work before all His coun-
sel has come to pass." Lange: "The strength

of Moses, even until his death, represents that

his economy should remain in its full strength
until the death of Christ. Until that occurred
the disciples of Christ were bound by it," Luke
xvii. 14. Ver. 8. Berlb. Bib. : " It is sad to

separate from godly persons and guidance, es-

pecially if we through their service have seen
and known much of the glory and power of God."
Ver. 9. WuRTH. Bib. : " Upon whom God im-
poses an office, him He qualifies with the neces-

sary gifts for its duties." Richter: "The
cheerful obedience of Israel is confirmed through
the book of Joshua. Moses brought the people
to this, that it was obedient to Joshua ; thus the

law brings us to Christ, and remains our rule,

if we will follow the true Joshua." Ver. 10 sq.

Starke : " Pious, excellent people, may be held

in honorable remembrance in funeral discourses,

monumental inscriptions, and the like, Ps. cxii.

6." Aubeblen :
" The relation of the promise

to the law, impresses itself even upon their rep-

resentatives. But with this is connected the fact

that the work of Moses is altogether different

from that of Abraham. The one receives, the

other gives. Naturally Moses gave only to the

people what he had received from God ; but his

essential work is to introduce what he had re-

ceived to the people ; he is the mediator between
God and the people (Gal. iii. 20). Abraham, on
the other hand, has only to receive in faith what
God ofi"ered him, and to preserve it ; he had to

mediate for no one besides his family, and espe-

cially the children of the promise (Gen. xviii.

19), but this even in no essential respect differ-

ent from that in which every father of a family,

and even Moses himself must care for the reli-

gious instruction of his own. Thus Abraham's
calling in relation to God is entirely closed in

faith ; here also lie the difficulties, temptations,

and thorns of his path ; he is exclusively the re-

ligious hero. In Moses on the contrary, his re-

lation to the people grows out of, and rests upon
his relation to God ; faith in him is, so to speak,

a presupposition, under which he has a great

work to do, love to exercise, since the liberation

and leading of the people was given into his

hands. From religious roots there grew up for

him mighty moral labors. The difficulties in his

pathway lay therefore in relation to the people,

in this, that he had ever anew to bear and over-

come the murmuring and obstinacy of the chil-

dren of IsraeL God made faith much easier to
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him than to Abraham. While God appears to

Abraham only now and then, and after long in-

tervals, Moses has constantly the divine presence

a presence which is a revelation, in the pillar of

cloud and fire, and was honored also with much
oftener repeated, more lengthy, and more con-

descending, special revelations, etc. While still

further Abraham in the revelations of God, was
accustomed only to receive words from him,
words of promise, which offer to him no present

good, but point him to a most indefinite future,

Moses saw in Egypt and the desert, the great

deeds of God, his faith was strengthened by
these mighty wonders, which have somewhat not

only directly convincing, but overpowering in

themselves. Moreover Moses himself is endowed
with miraculous strength, and could thus feel

the Divine strength present in his own person,
(Ex. iv. 1 sq.), which was not the case with
Abraham, since he did not have to deal with an
unbelieving people. Lastly, Moses was prepared
for his task with all the moans of human science

and culture (Acts vii. 22) while Abraham was a

simple shepherd, and his wisdom doubtless

purely the divine. Tlius Moses has fulfilled his

calling entirely, with the same faithfulness that

Abraham manifested in his, although he has not

attained the same measure with him in the life

of faith. He is so good a shepherd (comp. John
X. 11), that he not only, when Jehovah offered

him, to make him as it were a new Abraham, de-

i6

clined the offer (Ex. xxxii. 11) but will suffer him-
self to be blotted out from the book of life, for

an atonement for the sins of his people, (ver.

32). While he thus in self-denying love medi-
ates for the people with God, he does not on the

other hand grow weary in bearing their obsti-

nacy and complaints. As therefore Abraham
was renowned for the special charism of faith,

so Moses was for that of patience (Num. xii. 3).

Compare the connection of faith and patience.

Rev. xiii. 10. As therefore Abraham as the fa-

ther of believers surpassed all his succeesors, in

faith, so Moses is glorified, in the fact, that

henceforth no prophet should arise in Israel like

unto him, i. e., among all those who might have
the same task with him, namely, to bring the

word of God to the people, and to be through

that word a leader and shepherd for it. Moses
was, as in respect to time, so also in fact, as in

the commencement of his calling, so in his faith-

fulness to it afterwards, the first and most pro-

minent. Thus we recognize with a holy admi-
ration how God adjusts so fitly their callings to

His chosen, and measures to them with the same
fitness the burdens and duties, the helps and al-

leviations. He is truly a God to whom one may
safely entrust himself. But He will never per-

mit heavy labors, temptations, and crushing sor-

rows, to fail any one of His servants ; they all

bear the cross, and must through much tribula-

tion enter into the kingdom of God."
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for heresy before the Free Church Presbytery of Aberdeen and the General Assembly (1878 and 1879). It is but

justice to Professor Smith to say that while he denies the Mosaic authorship of Deuteronomy in its present

shape, he dififers from the dogmatic position of the German Rationalists, and affirms his full belief in the doctri-

nal system of the Westminster Confession of Faith. In his last defence before the Aberdeen Presbytery, July 1,

1879, he .says : " In dealing with this accusation, I ask it to be observed at the outset that I uphold the canonicity

and inspiration of the Book of Deuteronomy as strenuously as my most determined opponent can do. Those

who press the Libel against me have never attempted to prove that I disbelieve in the inspiration of Deutero-

nomy, or of any part of that book. What they attempt to show is that in consistency with my opinions as to the

origin of the book, I ought to reject its inspiration I am willing to have my views of Deuteronomy tested

even by the strictest doctrine of plenary inspiration, and I am confident that they are able to stand the test."

Dr. Schroeder's Introduction is full and clear and satisfactory—but as the criticism vphich

assails the genuineness of Deuteronomy is ever shifting its grounds, and the Dutch critics of the

school of KuENEN have forced into great prominence points which were then of comparatively

little moment, the American editor has deemed it no disparagement to the learned author of this

commentary to add a special discussion of these points for the English reader. This may be done

without any needless repetition. It is proposed therefore to consider:

—

I. The state of the question, with some preliminary points upon which the parties at issue

are agreed.

II. The special objections urged against the Mosaic authorship of Deuteronomy.

III. The difficulties involved in the critical or evolutional theory.

IV. The positive proof of its Mosaic origin.

I. THE PRESENT STATE OP THE QUESTION.

It is now generally admitted by those who reject, as by those who receive, the Mosaic author-

ship of Deuteronomy, that it is substantially the work of one person. Leaving out of view the

last chapter, and a few brief passages in the first discourse, containing historical and geographical

allusions, the most advanced negative criticism, and the strictest defenders of its genuineness are

agreed upon this point. Its unity of design, of structure, of style—the song and the blessing of
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Moses, differ in style from the other portions mainly as poetry differs from prose—is so obvi-

ous and impressive that there seems little room for any other hypothesis. The Fragmentary,

Documentary, or Supplementary theories are virtually abandoned. Its unity at least may be

assumed. There is, it is true, more question as to those parts of the book after chap. xxxi. 9, but

the weight of opinion seems to gravitate to the view that even as to these latter chapters—the

last, which contains the record of the death of Moses, excepted—there is clear and satisfactory

proof, lying partly in their structure and allusions, and partly in their organic relations to the

other parts of the book, that they were written by the same person who wrote the earlier por-

tion, or if not by the same person, still by some one under his direction and control. They may
have been recorded by Joshua, as spoken by Moses, just as Mark probably wrote his gospel

under the direction and control of Peter. It is a simple question now as to who this author is.

For its age is involved in its authorship, and so also its canonical position. It is a simple ques-

tion, and yet one complicated in its proofs, and far-reaching in its results. The evidence upon

which it is to be settled is varied, the lines of proof running into widely different fields, histo-

rical, critical, and archaeological. Its result is important not only as to the authority of the

book itself, but also in its bearing upon many of the points raised by the negative critics.

"The solution of the problem" involved here "has issues," as Prof. Smith says, "of the great-

est importance for the theology, as well as for the literary history of the Old Testament."

It has become, therefore, for the time being, a sort of crucial question; the point around which

more than any other the struggle between the destructive and conservative criticism goes for-

ward. If it can be settled with any reasonable certainty, if all the lines of proof converge to

this point, that Deuteronomy is, what it purports to be, the genuine work of Moses, it will be an

important point gained for the discussion of other Old Testament debatable questions, e. g., the gen-

uineness of the Books of Chronicles, which are so confidently assailed on the same general theory

of criticism, which gives all its force to the attack upon Deuteronomy.

The question is viewed, of course, by the opposing parties in a very different light, Kuenen

defines his position very frankly and clearly,—and he may be taken as the fair representative

of what is called the advanced or the scientific criticism—as this: "For us the Israelitish reli-

gion is one of the principal religions, nothing less, but also nothing more" [Religion of Israel,

p. 5). He admits indeed that one of these religions may be of much greater value than ano-

ther, and may thus have stronger claims upon our regard, but they are all alike as to their ori-

gin, and indeed as to the general principles which have shaped their progress in history. There is

no specific difference, such as is implied in the theory that one is derived from special divine

revelation, and unfolds itself under the special influence of divine providence, while the others

are the products of human invention, or rather the growths of man's religious nature working

under the varied conditions in which he is placed in the world. We must approach them, there-

fore, and the records which they bring, in the same state of mind. They are alike the subject

of critical examination; and our estimate of them must be determined purely and solely by the

results of our criticism. Scientific criticism requires this. The records of the Israelitish and

Christian religion are before us "just as the Vedas, the laws of Manou," etc. They are like

*' manifestations of the religious spirit of mankind." This is held very confidently as essen-

tial to what is, in their view, scientific criticism.

But this seems to be a sophistical use of the word scientific. Every one admits that the criticism

should be thorough, impartial and comprehensive, and in that sense scientific; i.e., our theory

must be the result of patient study, and rest upon all the facts as its only sufficient basis. It

must be scientific in the sense that it comprehends all the facts and explains them. If it fails to do

this, it has no right to that term in the broad and proper sense of the word. If we are studying

simply the geological character of the rocks and soil of Palestine, it is a matter of little moment

to us, because it has no possible connection with the results of our inquiry, who may have lived

upon it, whether its soil has been made sacred by the footsteps of Jesus or not. If our theory in-

cludes all the facts, and accounts for them all, puts them in their true relation and explains

them, it is scientific. It is properly so designated only so far as it does this. This is largely

true also if we are studying merely its natural history. But if we are attempting to explain the

religious life of the people, and the records out of which that life issues, and by which it is

shaped and perpetuated, then any theory which ignores great facts which are every where appa-

rent in this religious life, which every where present themselves for explanation ; any theory
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which assumes as its starting-point that impartial investigation requires that we should divest

ourselves of any knowledge, or from any influence of these facts, cannot be scientific. The fact that

these records contain the clearest revelation of spiritual truths, in relation to both God and

man, which no where appear in connection with other religions or their sacred books, or appear

oHly in the most vague and doubtful form; the fact that they meet the deepest wants of the hu-

man heart, both in their revelation of law and grace, and the wants of all men; the fact that

their whole tendency, when they have been received, has been to soften, refine, and elevate the

condition of men in all respects, that the sphere of their influence has been commensurate with

the sphere of the purest morals and highest civilization ; the fact that Jesus Christ lived, that

His life has no parallel in the annals of the race, that He left His repeated testimony in the clear-

est form to the divine origin and the Mosaic origin, of this part of these records ; and it is impos-

sible to believe that He would testify to that which He did not know, or which He knew to be

only a tradition; these facts, and others like them, must be accounted for on any theory which

claims to be scientific. They demand explanation. They create a presumption in favor of the

records as Mosaic. But whether they do or not, and to what extent this presumption reaches, or

what influence it should have upon our minds as we approach the question at issue, may be left

undetermined here ; but so much is clear, that any theory which fails to explain them cannot be

scientific, or indeed impartial.

It may be said that these facts are not decisive, and indeed are of little moment, if the re-

cords themselves are self-contradictory. This is freely granted. They are not alluded to here as

decisive, or to bias our minds so that we are unfitted for a thorough and impartial criticism of

the documents themselves, but as real facts which must be accounted for; as showing how unsci-

entific it is to separate the question as to the authorship of Deuteronomy from the question as to

its contents, as the critics attempt to do, and as justifying a claim on the part of what Kuenen

calls the "ecclesiastical" theory to a presumption in its favor, so far as this, that the solution

it offers of the difiiculties it involves should be fairly weighed, and that with respect to others

which may now seem insoluble,—unless the criticism can show that the records are so incon-

sistent as to be unworthy of credit,—the true position is that of waiting for the solution which a

fuller knowledge of Jewish institutions, laws and customs will surely bring. Progress in geogra-

phical and archaeological studies is constantly shedding light upon these very points. We must

wait not only until we have reached the summit, but until we have explored the vast mountain

depths and spaces which lie within our broad horizon. The summit gives us the wide view

—

enables us to judge better of the "comparative size and mutual relation of the objects which

surround us;" but while we may "smile," as Kuenen suggests (p. 7), ''at the conception we

just now entertained," when we wera lower down, we may also find it needful to connect

these mountain peaks by the broad valley regions which lie hidden from our view. They may be

as essential to any full conception of the mutual relation of the parts, of the way in which they

are fitted to each other, as the broad and general view from the summit.

While, therefore, we are not to come with any undue bias to the study of these records which

claim to be sacred, while we are to insist that they shall be subjected to the closest scrutiny, to

the most patient and exhaustive criticism, and be judged accordingly, we are still justified, by the

character of the traditional testimony in its favor, culminating in the testimony of Christ Him-

self, and more especially by the character of the contents of the book, in starting in the inves-

tigation from the stand-point that the records are what they claim to be ; and further in hold-

ing that the criticism which separates so widely between the question of the authorship and the

contents of Deuteronomy, and ignores almost entirely the latter, must necessarily fall into error.

Kuenen himself, while expressly claiming to regard these records precisely as if they came ut-

terly unaccredited, and actually doing so, still admits virtually that this position is the fair one.

" If there exist," he says (p. 14), "a tradition with regard to the author of the books and the times at

which they lived—in the titles with which the books are provided, for example—he (/. e., the critic) of

course takes notice of it, but does not rely upon it." In specifying the titles of the books, as an ex-

ample, it is fair to suppose that he would include all the forms in which the tradition delivers its

testimony. No one demands that tradition should be relied upon. Taking the word in the only

sense proper here as not only expressed in the title of the book, but in the unvarying belief of

the Jewish people and the testimony of Christ Himself, this seems to be a fair starting point in

the argument. Such traditions must be tested "by the contents and form of the books." We
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take up the book bearing this stamp upon it with this presumption in favor of its Mosaic origin

—

accredited in part at least by its obvious and general character, and by the most impressive

tradition. Any other position would not be scientific.

As we open this book, the first and most obvious impression is that it claims to be from Moses.

It makes this claim at the outset. " These be the words which Moses spake." It implies this

claim in varied form in its progress. It closes with a repetition of the same claim—''And

Moses wrote this law " (xxxi. 9), "And it came to pass when Moses had made an end of writing

the words of the law in a book" (xxxi. 24). Whatever this written book included, it is ad-

mitted that it must have included Deuteronomy. It purports therefore not only to spring from

Moses as its author—that the thoughts and discourses were uttered by him—but that he is the

penman. There is no necessity for the supposition that the priests wrote down his words as

they fell from his lips. In the strictest and fullest sense it claims to be from Moses. On any

Bupposition as to its author this claim must be admitted. The theory of the critics makes it, if

possible, more forcible. Their present hypothesis, like those which have preceded it, involves this

claim. It is necessary to its very existence. Whoever wrote the book, and at whatever age it

was written—if we can reconcile at all the theory of its being "a legislative programme " with

its whole moral and spiritual tone— it must be put by its author in the mouth of Moses. It

comes under the color of his name and authority. Thus only can its author hope to win any gene-

ral acceptance for his work. With the utmost care, in the style and matter of the discourse, in

the historical and local allusions, in the construction of the memorable scene—the vast host just

emerged from the wilderness, flushed with recent victories, standing on the verge of the land of

their inheritance, eager for the conquest and yet restrained and hushed, to listen to the parting

words of their leader and sage—he strives to win a way for his literary venture, to secure

for it a ready hearing, and to clothe it with authority. He has no hope for success for him-

self or his work, except as he may make it probable, that it was really from Moses. It makes no

difi'erence as to the point in view, whether we regard it as "prophetic teaching presented in a

dramatic form in the mouth of Moses," or as a pious fraud, a conscious forgery, justified by

the end sought. Upon any assumption of the critics, as upon the theory that Moses actually

wrote the book, it claims, and must claim, a Mosaic origin. It shows the skill, the genius,

the ceaseless watch and care, the high literary culture, the vast resources of the author, if later

than Moses, that he has so constructed his work, breathed into it so largely the Mosaic spirit, that

there should be so little to awaken suspicion ; that he should have imposed upon his cotempo-

raries, and upon all the succeeding ages, until the sharp eyes of the modern critics detected the

imposture. It is an instance which has no parallel in the literary annals of the world.

Another thing which is equally apparent, and is generally agreed upon by both parties in the

controversy, is the obvious nature and design of the book. It either is, or assumes to be, the

parting discourses of Moses to his people, in which there are so many tender allusions to the

past, and at the same time a prophetic outlook into the future, and a careful provision to meet

their wants, in their new situation and home. It is the father taking leave of his children, for

whose instruction and welfare he had cared with so much wisdom and love ; the leader of the

people, about to part from them without sharing the full fruition of their hopes ; the prophet,

who, as he forecasts the future, and sees what perils surround those, who have proved so slow

to learn and so quick to forget, and then by wise counsels, by laws and institutions, adapted

to the state upon which they were now to enter, by warnings, promises, reproofs, seeks to guard

them against their danger. This general design is apparent upon either hypothesis, whether it

is the genuine work of Moses, or has its origin in some unknown source, and is attributed to

him. But it is worthy of notice here in passing, that in admitting this design of the book, the

critics concede a strong point in favor of the Mosaic origin of Deuteronomy, We feel at once

that the book is in its proper place. It falls fitly into the frame and setting in which we find it.

It supplements the books which precede, and prepares the way for those which follow. It

corresponds exactly to the course of events which even Kuenen admits must have marked the his-

tory of Israel. For while he fixes with that positive certainty, which is characteristic of this

advanced criticism, the year 800 B. C. as the point beyond which we have no certain know-

ledge of Israelitish history, yet in the vague and misty past, he sees the strong probability of a

eeries of events like these; that there was an enslaved race in Egypt; that they were rescued

from bondage ; that some such person as Moses was probably connected with their Exodus ;
that
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they journeyed through the wilderness, and ultimately settled in Canaan. Now the whole de-

sign and structure of Deuteronomy fits precisely to that point in this series, at which the people

were about to leave the wilderness and enter Canaan, and it fits nowhere else in the history.

It either originated then, or assumes to have done so. And the hypothesis of the critics, that

it originated later, and is assigned to this place, requires not only that the book should have

been written by a man of great genius, learning and skill, but that the collector of the records,

aware of its real origin, as he must have been, has yet placed it where it is in the canon, and

associated it so closely, so inseparably indeed, with all the circumstances of the history in

which it claims to take its origin, that it is impossible to rend it away without the greatest

violence. Applying Kuenen's first rule (p. 19), its acknowledgment as Mosaic would seem to be

necessary, since it is one "of the facts which fits into its place in the historical connection."

We are not discussing the question here, but simply stating what is involved in the conceded

design and structure of Deuteronomy—conceded by the critics as well as by those who claim its

Mosaic origin.

II. THE SPECIAl OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE MOSAIC AUTHORSHIP OF DEUTERONOMY.

But it is said, this " ecclesiastical supposition" is no longer tenable. The progress of modern

investigation has shown it to be impossible. We have gone far enough up the mountain to see

that the earlier view must be abandoned. We have outgrown the belief of our ancestors. The

critical difficulties involved in that supposition are overwhelming. We turn therefore to these

difficulties.

It is essential, however, to any fair view of the case to say, that it is not the hypothesis of

the Mosaic origin alone, which is encumbered with difficulties. It undoubtedly involves ques-

tions difficult of solution. It could scarcely be otherwise. Such questions must necessarily

arise in any attempt to explain customs, usages, institutions, like those with which this book is

full, and yet which are often merely alluded to as familiar to those whom the speaker addressed,

and required therefore no detailed statement. There would be apparent ground for suspicion

of artifice and plan, if we found everything clear and easy of explanation. But the critical

hypothesis finds no free and easy sailing. It meets on every hand difficulties which have

proved fatal to kindred theories of the sacred records, which have preceded it, and which are

felt to embarrass its progress. It is obvious that when he stands upon the mountain-top, as

he supposes, the critic has not yet gone above the cloud-region. It is not clear sun-light which

rests upon the scene. The parts do not fall into easy and harmonious relationship. To bring

them into such relationship, he must leave out of view large fields which lie within his horizon,

and bring fields into existence which are merely the cloud-structures of his own fancy. He as-

sumes as known, and beyond all reasonable doubt, points which are still in dispute, and on

these assumptions proceeds to construct his theory, and indeed the history, of the Israelitish

religion. For Kuenen avowedly (p. 16) refuses entirely "the guidance of the historical books,

and strikes out a path for himself;" does not write the history, but what on certain assump-

tions he thinks must have been the history of the people and its religion. It is not an easy

path to tread, and every step increases the difficulty.

The difficulties which are thought to weigh so heavily against the Mosaic authorship of Deute-

ronomy are all included in the general position, that there are serious discrepancies between the

statements here made, and those in other parts of the sacred records. In particular it is urged

that the obvious difference in style between the book of Deuteronomy and the earlier books

claiming to come from Moses, indicates some other authorship than Moses ; that certain chro-

nological, geographical or historical allusions are either inconsistent with the earlier books or

pre-suppose a later date than that of Moses; that the clause relating to the king is irrecon-

cilable with the whole tone and spirit of the Mosaic legislation, and with the narrative in 1

Sam. viii. ; that the strict regulation in regard to the central altar and the one place is opposed

to the earlier institution and the later history, especially during the times of Samuel and Eli-

jah ; that there is a wide discrepancy between the law as to the tithes here, and that given in

Leviticus and Numbers ; and that the teaching in Deuteronomy justifies the assertion that every

Levite might be a priest, and thus destroys the sharp distinction between Levites and priests,

which is elsewhere insisted upon. As to this latter point, the critics are divided, some holding

that Deuteronomy is the older work, the germ out of which the more strict priestly legislation
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has been developed, by which the priestly privileges of the Levites were limited to the sons of

Aaron, others regarding it as the later in time, and more liberal in spirit, and thus throwing

open the priestly privileges and honors to the whole tribe of Levi. " The latest phase of cri-

ticism maintains the former view." (See Cdrtiss, The Levitical Priests. Preface by Prof. F
Delitzsch, who holds that this is for the present the turning point in the controversy).

As to the style of Deuteronomy. The difference between it, and that of the central books of

the Pentateuch, is obvious and striking. It is not only conceded by those who defend the Mo-
saic authorship, but is insisted upon as one of the many incidental proofs that he is its author.

It does not enter largely into the discussion now, partly because the difference admits of an easy

and natural explanation, and partly because the most recent criticism rejects the Mosaic authorship

of the earlier books. If Moses is not the author of either, the difference of style is no longer a

question of any interest. But the very style of Deuteronomy, as flowing and rhetorical, so dif-

ferent from the earlier books, and in such opposition to the character of Moses as a man slow

of speech, who was accustomed to avail himself of others as his mouth-piece, is an argument in

favor of the Mosaic origin of Deuteronomy, which ought not to be overlooked. The style in

which it is written is one of those things which constitute its fitness to the, place it holds. A
cold, formal, unemotional address ; a precise repetition of previously given instructions would

have appeared, and would have been utterly unsuited to the circumstances of the author or

his audience. Moses stands in a position in which all the warmth of his nature must find

utterance. Feelings which may have been easily restrained, under other conditions, here pour

themselves out in all their wealth and fulness. The fire which burns within touches his lips,

melts away all restraints, turns the slow of speech into a glowing and eloquent speaker.

It is the natural result of strong feeling to unloose the tongue. It is a result which is wit-

nessed every day. The very purpose of the book, aiming at popular impression (see Deute-

ronomy the People's Book, p. 238-280), designed to arouse the people and fire their hearts with

loyalty and devotion to Jehovah and His service, requires just such a discourse, free, tender, for-

cible, full of allusions to their past experience, full of vivid pictures of their future perils, pre-

senting the law and its institutions in their application to their new condition, and appealing

to them by every motive, drawn from their past experience of the divine goodness, the responsi-

bilities which rested upon them, the peculiar privileges they enjoyed, and their hopes for the

future, to be true and faithful. This, which is all natural, we might well say unavoidable, on

the supposition that it is Moses who speaks, becomes in the highest degree improbable on

any other supposition. We can scarcely conceive that any intelligent Israelite of a later day, a

man of genius enough to write these discourses, knowing well the character which Moses had,

would have put them in a style so entirely unlike that of Moses, and then presented them as his.

What a historian of an actual occurrence would have related without any thought of incongruity,

a forger would have avoided with the utmost care. He would have guarded sedulously against

anything which would have been certain to call attention to his forgery, and thus have prevented

the very end he sought to gain.

We omit here any discussion of alleged anachronisms or discrepancies, supposed to exist in

the accounts of the selection and sending of the spies (Deut. i. 22, 23; Num. xiii. 12), the direc-

tion not to distress the Moabites (chap. ii. 9-13) and the children of Ammon (chap. ii. 19-23),

the statement in regard to the iron bedstead of Og, King of Bashan (chap. iii. 11), and the

description of Jair's possession as lasting "until this day" (chap. iii. 14), partly because they

are briefly considered in the notes on these passages, but mainly because, if they have any real

existence at all, they have no weight as between the Mosaic authorship and any other supposi,

tion, or rather if they involve the Mosaic authorship in doubt, they are fatal to the theory of a

later origin. For no forger, with the records of the earlier books before him, would have suf-

fered any such statements to appear in his work here. Nor is the case materially different if

Deuteronomy is held to be the earlier record. For then we must believe that the author of the

central books has deliberately inserted into his work statements at variance—according to the

critics—with the earlier book of Deuteronomy before him when he wrote.

KuE.NEN, who admits that Moses was an actual historical personage, and probably spoke the

"ten words," though in a crude form, adds at once: "The 'words' themselves are given twice

in Exodus and Deuteronomy ; the comparison of the two texts brings to light deviations which

are not unimportant; among other things the ground assigned to the commandment regarding
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tlie Sabbath in Deuteronomy is diflferent from that alleged in Exodus. If this liberty was as-

sumed in one case, what guarantee have we that the text has not been expanded in other places

as well? Nay, that entirely new commandments have not been admitted, and have not superseded

more ancient precepts" {Rel. of Israel, Vol. I., p. 282, 283). "We will abandon at once and

altogether the idea of literal authenticity." On Kuenen's view, however, that neither form of

the command has any claim to literal precision, the difference is of little moment. It is only a

Mosaic kernel which is found here, which it is the object of criticism to separate from the later

additions. But less destructive criticism, and less consistent with its own principles, still urges

this diversity as a serious objection. "Each writer," it is said, i. e. of Exodus and Deutero-

nomy, "professes to give the identical words which were spoken by Jehovah Himself at the

very same point of time. This excludes the notion that one passage gives a mere reminiscence

of the other, which might be vague and defective on some points without affecting the general

credibility of the whole. Hence the two statements involve an absolute contradiction. The

narration is so remarkable that it cannot be supposed that Moses wrote the passage of Deutero-

nomy, either forgetting or designedly modifying (he words of the original commandment. It is

therefore enough of itself to prove that the book of Deuteronomy at all eventa cuuld not have beeu

vrritten by Moses."

To us, on the contrary it seems a clear proof that it was written by Moses. There is no evi-

dence that Deuteronomy claims to give " the identical words" spoken by Jehovah, or an exact

repetition of the "ten words" graven on the tables of stone. It is obvious that this was not

the purpose of the speaker. The clause which he throws into this fourth ''word," "as tho

Lord thy God hath commanded thee," shows that he has no such purpose. He guards against

the supposition thrust upon him by the critics. We have here an intimation, as it v?ere, of what

occurs constantly in the Scriptures, a later writer using the words of an earlier, for his

own purpose, and yet with the truest sense that the word he uses is the word of God. Thus

Christ and His apostles use the Old Testament Scriptures, bringing out often new and unex-

pected meanings, throwing back upon the very passage quoted broad rays of light, in which we

first see its true force and import. It is needless to refer to instances. Moses uses the law as the

foundation of his discourse. It is the law which he explains, expounds and applies. He quotes

it literally in part, and then brings it, in its true and widest import, to bear upon the new rela-

tions in which the people stood. The people were now fully redeemed from the bondage of

Egypt. The servitude from which they had been redeemed, and which was fresh and vivid in the

minds of those who stood at the foot of Horeb, the very generation from whom the shackles had

been broken, might easily pass from the recollection of the new generation who now stood at the

door of their inheritance and were about to take possession as the Lord's redeemed. Appro-

priately therefore, and in the full spirit of the command, he adds: "and remember that thou

wast a servant," etc. For the command, truly, has its ground in the rest of God after the crea-

tion, and without weakening the force of that ground or reason, it has also further grounds in

every great work of God in bringing His people into rest. The author of the Epistle to the He-

brews sets this in the clearest light, and illustrates it in the fourth chapter of that Epistle.

And as the redemption of Israel from Egypt was typical of the redemption of God's people from

sin, so we have here an intimation, a prefiguration, of that great reason for the observance of

the Christian Sabbath, the resurrection of Christ from the dead—the closing act of the mighty

hand and outstretched arm of God for human redemption. Now as of old God says: "Re-

member, etc., therefore the Lord thy God commands thee to keep the Sabbath day." Nor

should it be left out of view that this very freedom in the treatment of the sacred "ten words"

indicates that it is Moses who speaks in Deuteronomy. It was in no spirit of presumption, but

in the liberty of one with whom God spake face to face, in the deepest reverence for the sacred

words, in the full consciousness of his relation to God that he thus uses the law. No later au-

thor who hoped to gain access for his work on the assumption that it was an exposition of the

)aw iu its true spiritual import, would have ventured upon such a course. He would have ad-

hered rigidly to the letter. His whole mental attitude, and the purpose he had in view would

have constrained him to do so. What is entirely natural, and in full accordance with Scripture

usage, on the supposition that it was spoken by Moses, is well nigh incredible on the supposition

that it was written in the seventh century B. C.

In regard to the tithes, little need be said in addition to what Schroedek has said (Introd.
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2 iv. 19). TTie law in the earlier books is clear, explicit, simple, and needed no repetition. Deu-

teronomy neither repeats nor modifies it. It treats mainly of the sacrificial feasts, and these,

according to its general nature, in their popular aspects. It gives them a legal basis, and pre-

scribes regulations as to the sources from which these feasts were to be supplied, the spirit in

which they should be observed, and in part who were to be the guests ; the Levites, and probably

also the strangers, fatherless, and widows were never to be omitted. The regulation implies a

past, like that which the sacred history gives us, is in full accordance with the present position of

the people, and with the whole spirit of Moses and the law. Solicitous that the whole people

should remain loyal to Jehovah, he guards against any mere human usage in connection

with the divine service, and provides that they should be one, not only politically, but by the

sacred bands growing out of these religious services, and associated with them.

ScHKOEDEK has ably vindicated the passage in regard to the king (Deut. xvii. 14-17) from the

objections then urged against it. He has shown (§ iv. 16) that the passage lies imbedded in the

context so that it cannot be torn away without the greatest violence ; that the deuteronomic

law o-rows necessarily out of the special position and character of Moses ; that it has its founda-

tion in the Abrahamic promise; was anticipated in the prophecy of Jacob; was evident to Ba-

laam, and is not only alluded to verbally in the transaction recorded 1st Samuel, chaps, viii. and

X., but essentially undei-lies that whole history, justifying the request of the elders for a king,

but not the manner and spirit in which it was preferred. But it is now claimed that the deu-

teronomic law has its origin in the excesses of Solomon and his successors among the earlier

kings. It is the expression of the author's "aversion from Solomon." "The warnings

against trade with Egypt, polygamy, and great riches are borrowed from the tradition concer-

ning the wise king, and are directed against the errors into which he fell." (Kuenen, Religion of

Israel, Vol. II., pp. 33, 34.) The claim rests upon the similarity between the record 1 Kings x. 26-

29 xi. 1-3 and the deuteronomic law. But on the theory that Deuteronomy was written in the latter

half of the eighth or seventh centuries B. C, and that the narrative in Kings has a still later origin,

the critic is involved in inextricable difiiculties. For in that case the author of Deuteronomy

could not have copied from the book of Kings. The earlier could not have copied from the later.

Hence the critics assume a reliable oral tradition, coming down through the three or four centuries

which have elapsed between the errors of Solomon and the time at which Deuteronomy is assumed to

have been written from which both this author and the writer in the book of Kings have drawn.

But there is no evidence of such a tradition. It is well-nigh certain that it could not have existed in

any such shape as to furnish a basis for the law in Deuteronomy. In any case the critics are ex-

cluded by their own principle from such a resort. They cannot escape from their own dilemma

through such a door. For assuming that the records we have of the events of the Israelitish

history were narrated only long after their occurrence, Kuenen says: "This fact itself gives

a severe shock to our faith in Israel's own records. It is inconceivable that a narrative which

was not written down until after so long an interval, should yet accord entirely with the

reality. It would have involved a perpetual miracle to have kept it free from many

strange elements," (Vol. i. pp. 16, 18), But if the stupendous events of the Exodus and the

wilderness—events so inwoven with the very life of the people, failed utterly to perpetuate their

own memory, were soon lost out of the popular recollection, so that no reliable tradition of their

occurrence remained—how is it possible that such an every-day event, so comparatively trivial, as

that Solomon carried on a lucrative commerce with Egypt in horses and chariots should have

80 impressed the popular mind, that the tradition remained clear, vivid, unadulterated and

truthful for three or four centuries ? Surely, their own principles being judges, the critics

must abandon the tradition which they assume. If there is any copying it remains that the au-

thor of Kings must have copied from the deuteronomic law. And this accords entirely with his

avowed design. He does not attach any blame to Solomon for his mercantile relation with

Egypt, and the increase of his wealth, but intends to show how his wealth and luxury had

corrupted the simplicity and godliness of his earlier life, had influenced him to disregard the

law, with respect to which he had received so solemn a charge from his dying father (1 Kings

ii. l_4)_in which there is an obvious reference, both verbal and real, to the deuteronomic law-

had led him to form illicit intercourse with other nations, and so exposed him to those

divine judgments which were gathering around the later years of his reign, as a muttering

Btorra at the close of a brilliant summer day. He has brought his description of the splendor
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and successes of Solomon's reign to a close, and then introduces the sad contrast, "but, King

Solomon," referring partly to the law of the king (Deut. xvii. 14) and partly to the prohibi-

tion as to mixed marriages in Deut. vii. 4. How could he place the errors of Solomon in their

true light, without setting them in contrast with the law ? The similarity between his narrative

and the law, therefore, grows necessarily out of his purpose, and may be fairly urged as a testi-

mony by the author of Kings—and this author and his work are held as reliable by the critics

—to the earlier existence of Deuteronomy.

A full examination of the passage brings out important differences as well as similarities, and

differences which cannot possibly be accounted for on the theory that Deuteronomy is here a

copy from the passage in Kings, or from any full and minute tradition which is supposed to un-

derlie that passage. Why does the copyist insert the direction that the king should be chosen

'<one from among thy brethren?" There was no reason in the long-established dynasty, run-

ning now down to Josiah—according to the critics—for such a caution. There is no intima-

tion of it in the narrative from which he is supposed to have framed the law. There was no

prospect that the dynasty would fail, or the blood-royal be exhausted. No one would have

thought at that day that there was any danger of selecting an alien as king. Why should he

betray such a dread of returning to Egypt? The exodus was long since past; the people were

contented in their land; splendid triumphs had attended their arms; any longing after Egypt

had been quenched for ages. Such a desire or purpose would have been repulsive to them.

Then further, if the deuteronomic law is a reflection from the faults and excesses of Solomon,

how does it occur that it contains no allusion to the other nations with whom Solomon's excesses

were associated, as much as with Egypt, and who stand out conspicuous in the history in

Kings ? This is all natural the moment we suppose Moses to be the author of Deuteronomy.

The allusions and restrictions are just such as would suggest themselves to one standing in his

position, scarcely away from Egypt, recalling how quickly and easily the people thought of

returning thither, and yet without any chosen family in which the kingship should vest. The

whole force of the passage in Kings is lost unless we suppose a law referred to as existing and

well known, which could be only the deuteronomic law, and it is inconceivable that this law in

its requisitions could have arisen at the time of Josiah.

"The law in Exodus xx. 24," (says Prof. Smith, Art. Bib. Ency. ^n<.) " contemplates the

worship on other altars than that of the central sanctuary (comp. Deut. xxxiii. 19). This prac-

tice accordingly was followed by Samuel, and fully approved by Elijah (1 Kings xix. 14). But

the worship of Jehovah on the high-places or local sanctuaries was constantly exposed to super-

stition, corruption, and heathen admixture, and so is frequently attacked by the prophets of the

eighth century B. C. It was undoubtedly under their influence that Hezekiah abolished the high-

places. This abolition was not permanent; but in the reign of Josiah, the next reforming king,

w« find that the principle of a single sanctuary can claim the support, not only of prophetic

teaching, but of a written law-book, found in the temple and acknowledged by the high-priest (2

Kings xxii. 23). The legislation of this book corresponds, not with the old law in Exodus, but

with the book of Deuteronomy." The deuteronomic legislatio-n is therefore not earlier than

the prophetic period of the eighth and seventh centuries B. C.

The objection here rests upon a forced construction of Ex. xx. 24, severing it from its

historical surroundings, and upon a failure to recognize the peculiar position of Samuel and

Elijah as inspired prophets, and the peculiar circumstances of the people of God during their

official life.

Il is claimed that the law in Ex. xx. 24 "contemplates the worship on other altars, than that

of the central sanctuary ;" but in any construction of this passage it is beyond question that

" the places" are those only which Jehovah hath chosen and in which He records His name. It

is not a loose regulation, leaving the people to offer worship and sacrifices in any and every

place. It is the place or places chosen of God. This may obviously refer to the places occupied

by the one central altar, during the wanderings, when it was movable, according to the move-

ments of the pillar of cloud and fire, expressing the divine choice; or to the places designated in

the after-history by the providence of God at which the ark should rest, as Shiloh, Mount

Moriah. There were different places but the one central altar and place of worship. The

limitation to one place at a time is clear and definite. This is not only a possible construc-

tion. It is the natural and fair construction. It is the only one consistent with the period at
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which the law was promulgated, in connection with the history of the people of Israel. It is

the one suggested by the closest rendering of the original, which is rather "in every place" than

"in all places." There is no evidence, therefore, that the law in Exodus contemplates any

worship of Jehovah inconsistent with that prescribed in Deuteronomy xii. 2-14, and indeed in

Leviticus xvii. I sq. If Samuel and Elijah—not to speak of Moses himself, who commanded an

altar to be erected on Mount Ebal and sacrifices to be ofi"ered upon it—violated the deuteronomic

law, they could not plead the law in Exodus as justifying their course. The law indeed is one,

but uttered more fully, carried out into detail, and clothed with heavier sanctions, as the people

were about to enter the land of Canaan and encounter the temptation to idolatrous worship with

which that land was full. The law became more explicit as the danger was more pressing and real.

As to the practice of Samuel and Elijah which it is said is utterly inconsistent with the exist-

ence of the deuteronomic law as to the central altar, it has been well and forcibly urged [Deut.

the People's Book, pp. 101-125) that the times at which these prophets lived were times of preva-

lent apostacy and calamity. In the days of Samuel the ark and the tabernacle were sepa-

rated, and a literal compliance with the law was impossible. The alternative which presented

itself to the prophet was simply whether there should be other places of worship than at Shiloh,

or no worship at all. No man of piety and good sense could have hesitated as to what was right

under the circumstances. Samuel judged, and judged rightly, that God would be met with

again, at the places at which the great founders of the Hebrew race prayed and worshipped.

The same condition of things substantially existed at the time of Elijah, whose ministry was

largely bounded by the kingdom of Israel, from which there was no ready and safe access to the

central altar at Jerusalem. There is unquestionably great force in these considerations. They
cannot be ignored or underrated in any solution of this difBculty.

But we prefer to rest the defence here upon another ground. All laws regulative of the

times, places and modes of worship admit of exceptions which, although in form violations of

the law, are still in full and entire accordance with it. The cases of Gideon and Manoah, e. g.,

can never rationally be urged as violations of the law, because their sacrifices were by special

divine command, and God thus recorded His name at the places at which they sacrificed.

They saw clearly enough, as we now see, that this worship was no violation of the law, which

treats of the general orderly worship, and not of special occasions such as they were meeting.

Nor is the case with Samuel widely different. He was placed in peculiar circumstances. Spe-

cial exigencies had arisen, and as a prophet clothed with divine authority he meets the occa-

sion. He was not hampered by the letter of the law. And the few instances in which he devi-

ated from it (four only) were clearly sanctioned by the approval of God. It was really the place

at which God recorded His name. The same thing was true with Elijah at Carmel. No one

questions the propriety of this sacrifice. The fire from heaven is the full justification, and

brings it at once into full consistency with the deuteronomic law. But it is said that Elijah

approved of the worship on other altars, and those not sanctioned by any such manifestation

from God. In his answer to the question "What dost thou here, Elijah?" he says CI Kings xix.

14) "I have been very jealous for the Lord God of hosts, because the children of Israel have

broken thy covenant, thrown down thine altars, and slain thy prophets with the sword." But

these words are explicitly used by the prophet as descriptive of the actual state of things in

Israel. There is no approval or disapproval. It is simply a recognition of the facts as they

were. The children of Israel had, in their separation from the kingdom of Judah, used other

altars than the central one at Jerusalem. They were unable in many cases to reach that altar.
,

Political considerations and hostile armies stood in their way. But now even this worship of

Jehovah, formally wrong but comparatively and substantially right, had been abandoned. The

people as such had bowed the knee to Baal, and over this defection, this utter forsaking of Jehovah

and His covenant the prophet mourns. Against this he had bravely struggled. Hence

his flight to Horeb. There is no express approval of the other altars, and even if the words

can be construed into an approval, a tacit recognition at least of that worship as valid, it is

clearly only as that worship stands opposed to the idolatrous worship and altar of Baal. Neither

the practice of Samuel nor the utterance of Elijah is inconsistent with the deuteronomic law,

nor does either justify any inference that the law was then unknown to the people.

That it was known, even in the times of Joshua, is clear from the words of the two and

a half tribes, when they had reared their altar as a witness that they were entitled to a full
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share in the worship and privileges of the tribes in Canaan proper,—" God forbid that we should

rebel against the Lord, to build an altar for burnt-offerings, for meat-offerings, or for sacri-

fices, besides the altar of the Lord our God that is before His tabernacle." The whole transac-

tion recorded in Josh. xxii. (unless we are prepared to say with Kuenen that this chapter also

has its origin at the time of Josiah) loses its significance unless the people knew the deutero-

nomic law. The two and a half tribes expressed their sense of the sacredness of that law in rear-

ing the altar, and Phinehas with the nine and a half tribes assent at once to the propriety of the

act, when they understood the purpose with which it was done.

On the whole, we must not attribute to these '' wise and good men " the narrow and slavish

views of the later Jews. They were not bound to the letter in every case. The deuteronomic

law did not so bind them. There was a flexibleness and susceptibility of adaptation in all these

regulations to the special exigencies in which they lived. They acted only in the liberty which

ever belongs to the servants of God. They understood, as Samuel expressly teaches, that obe-

dience is better than sacrifice. He knew well that for these particular purposes the places in

which he worshipped, and the people with him, were as truly chosen of God to record His name
there, as Shiloh was chosen for the regular and ordinary worship. He had no more doubt that

he was acting in accordance with the law in Deuteronomy than Moses had when he directed

that an altar should be reared on Ebal. His practice no more implies that the law of the

central altar was unknown to him than the precept of Moses to Joshua and the eldei*s, proves

that it was unknown to him.

" The Levitical laws give a graduated hierarchy of priests and Levites ; Deuteronomy re-

gards all Levites as at least possible priests. Round this difference and points allied to it the

whole discussion turns." (Prof. Smith, Art. Bib. Ency. Brit.). "The deuteronomic law makes no

distinction between those who belong to this tribe, i. e.. Levi ; they are not all priests, but

they can all become priests. Not so the laws recorded in Exodus (ch. xxv.) and in the following

books. They confine the priesthood to Aaron and his descendants, and make all the rest of the

Levites subordinate to them. The line of demarcation between priests (sons of Aaron) and

Levites is even drawn so sharply here, that the Levite who dared to sacrifice is threatened with

death." Kuenen, [Rel. of Israel, Vol. i. p. 337). Kuenen, and Prof. Smith also, although he does

not distinctly avow his position, favors the view that Deuteronomy is the earlier book, and that

in the interval between it and the central books of the Pentateuch, the family of Aaron has suc-

ceeded in excluding the other Levites from the priestly ofiBces and honors. They are only de-

graded priests, holding a subordinate position, and officiating as servants or assistants of the

Aaronic priesthood. "The Levites had an equal claim to the priesthood but did not avail them-

selves of it, and gained their living by other means ; the higher and lower services and offices

in the temple at Jerusalem, although accessible to all Levites, remained as might have been ex-

pected, hereditary in the families which had once discharged them, and thus in the natural

course of things arose the distinction between higher and lower priests, which contained the

germ of the subsequent contrast between priests and Levites, but did not call it into being prior

to the Exile." Religion of Israel, Vol. i. p. 338.

Kuenen's criticism rests upon a philosophic theory. He is writing a series of monographs
upon the religions of the world, the Israelitish religion among others. It must be explained

upon the same grounds and by the same methods. It is unscientific to recognize any factor here

which is not found in the history of other religions. It must fall in with the general theory

of development. Its ideas and ordinances are the unfolding of the germ,—and as there is a

gradual, constant growth in the one from the crude and grosser form, to the more mature and
spiritual, upon which our Saviour grafted the teachings and truths of the gospel, so there has

been a corresponding growth in the ordinances and regulations from the germs laid in man's

religious nature, and the hierarchy with its institutions as it is set forth in the central books

of the Pentateuch, and described in the books of Chronicles and Ezra, is the final flower and
fruit of the process. Until this is reached all is confusion and growth. " There was no doctrine

of finality with regard to the ritual law, any more than with regard to the religious ideas

and doctrines." Prof. Smith, Art. Bib. Encyclop. Britannica. It is said that these assumptions

are justified by the critical process. We can trace such a growth from the germ, and perhaps

not fully, but to a satisfactory extent, can describe the process, see the ritual, its institutions, officers,

expanding from the germ until it blooms and fruits in the graduated hierarchy of the Leviti-
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cal law. The process is traced by the critics very much as the history is written, i. e., it ia

not the process as it appears in the history, but as they think it must have been. The whole

process, linked with certain phrases and sentences in the historical and prophetic books which

are thought to give it pretext and color, is imaginary. The vast structure which they have

reared, so far as this point is concerned, and Prof. Smith says " this is the turning point in

the whole discussion," rests upon the distinction between the phrases "priests and Levites," and

"the priests the Levites," and upon the passage in Ezekiel xliv. 10-17, in which it is said we

have the record of the introduction of the sharp distinction between the priests and the Levites,

from which time the Levites are regarded as "degraded priests," and occupy the secondary

position assigned them in Exodus—Numbers. Of course these books date subsequent to Ezekiel

and the exile.

But this basis, narrow as it is, becomes still narrower the moment we look at the usage and

find that it is not uniform. For while as to Deuteronomy, it may be conceded that there is no

well-authenticated instance in which the phrase "priests and Levites" occurs, yet as to the books

of Chronicles and Kings—books which the critics assign to the same general period and authorship

respectively, as the central books of the Pentateuch and Deuteronomy—the usage is not uni-

form. The Chronicles use the phrase "priests the Levites" (2 Chron. v. 5) and in 1 Kings viii.

4 we find the distinction " priests and Levites." Indeed the critics themselves appeal with all

confidence to the '' Chronicler," when it suits their purpose, to correct the clerical error they

find in Kings. There is, moreover, a reason in the history of the people, and in the nature of

Deuteronomy, for the distinction in the usage. The priestly privileges and honors of Aaron and

his sons had been signally vindicated in the punishment inflicted upon Korah and his associates

in his rebellion. The event proves that while the Levites were " separated by God from the

congregation to bring them near to Himself, to do the service of the tabernacle of the Lord,"

they had no claim to the special prerogatives of the priesthood. That point was settled—and

settled finally. The distinction was recognized and acquiesced in. There was no longer any

necessity to dwell upon it. It was too deeply fixed in the minds of all the people to call for

any precise formula of words ; while at the same time the tribe of Levi was recognized as a sacred

and holy tribe. The usage in Deuteronomy is not only thus in accordance with the facts of the

history, but finds a partial solution at least in the very design of its author. It is admitted by

all that it consists of popular addresses, expository and hortatory. It would have defeated his

aim and purpose to have insisted upon all the details and regulations of the central books, with

which the speaker implies that the people were familiar. The character of his addresses forbids

that he should dwell upon minute distinctions. He views the people in their broader relations

to the law. And as the Levites were the priestly tribe—in contrast to the other tribes,—using the

word priest in its broad sense as including all those who mediate between God and the people,

in such rapid addresses he naturally disregards distinctions in order. The idea in his mind is

the relation of the tribe to the other tribes, its popular relations, and not the grades or distinc-

tions in the tribe itself. The distinction between Deuteronomy and the other books, there-

fore, so far as it exists, is merely superficial, and grew out of the circumstances in which Deute-

ronomy took its origin, and the very design with which the discourses were spoken. Any other

usage would have been unnatural. It in no way justifies the inference drawn from it that every

Levite might be a priest, or that the distinction which meets us in the earlier books has been lost

in the lapse of years, or perhaps with the most recent criticism, has not yet come into existence.

The author of Deuteronomy the People's Book, pp. 155-157, holds that by the priests the Levites,

Moses intended the Levitical priests in distinction from other priests among the Hebrews.

The family priests were slow to yield their birthright. The struggle continued all through the

wilderness. Moses speaks of the disorder and irregularity which had prevailed in the public

worship (Deut. xii. 8, 9), and the prophet Amos testifies to the same thing (chap. v. 25, 26). In

reference to this condition of things, Moses speaks of priests who were Levites, and those who were

not. But this fails to meet the issue as between the usage in Chronicles and Kings, where the Le-

vitical priesthood was fully recognized, and there were no rival claimants as in the wilderness.

This narrow basis on which the critics rest disappearo altogether when the passages are

subjected to close examination. The formal distinction between "priests and Levites," and

"the priests the Levites," does not appear in the usage of the earlier books in contrast

with Deuteronomy, but it is conceded that those books recognize and insist upon the distinction
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in grade and office. The Levites there fill a subordinate place. They serve the priests in the

sanctuary worship. Is such a distinction denied in Deuteronomy ? or is it there said or implied

that it does not exist ? There are three arguments relied upon by the critics. 1. The use of

the phrase, the priests the Levites, which necessarily implies, it is said, that any Levite might

be a priest. 2. That official acts are assigned to the Levites which are strictly and exclusively

priestly acts and functions. 3. That the inheritance of the priests is here given to the Levites

also, and thus they are recognized as actual or possible priests.*

The phrase " the priests the Levites" occurs in Deuteronomy, chap. xvii. 9, 18; xviii. 1;

xxiv. 8 ; xxvii. 9-14. The passage chap. xxi. 5, " the priests the sons of Levi," cannot be included

here, since it is obvious that " the sons of Levi" here, merely defines the tribe to which the priests

belong in the same way as the phrase " the priests the sons of Aaron" is used in the earlier books

to describe the family from which they sprang; or as in Ezek. xliv. 15, " the priests—the Levites,

the sons of Zadok." In chap. xvii. 9 direction is given that a case too complicated for the local

courts should be taken up to the central court for decision, a court composed of " the priest,

the Levite, and the judge which shall be in those days." Under the theocracy there were ecclesi-

astical and civil judges, as the rights in question involved ecclesiastical and civil relations. The

Levites were expounders of the law, as well as the priests, and were associated with them on

the bench. We find them called to this work in the later history. The question of fact was ap-

parently (chap. xix. 18) to be ascertained by the civil judge, the interpretation of the law by the

priests and Levites. There is nothing here touching priestly functions or offices. On any con-

struction of the passage, no inference can be justly drawn from it, that any Levite might be a

priest. The utmost that can be said even on the construction of the critics, is that the two classes

were associated in their judicial functions. But this construction is not necessary nor even proba-

ble. The most natural interpretation here, as in other passages, is that the priests were Levites, not

that the Levites might be priests. It was a common phrase to designate who the priests were—

a

usage which perhaps had its origin in that great rebellion against the Aaronic priesthood in the

wilderness, and which left its impress on the language as well as on the institutions. This

interpretation is sustained by the twelfth verse, in which the priest alone is referred to. The

case is brought before "the priests, the Levites and the judge;" if the decision of the priest and

judge is disregarded, the presumptuous sinner is to die. "The priest," ver. 12, stands for

''the priests the Levites," ver. 9, i. e. it is the Levitical priest or priests.

In the law of the king, chap. xvii. 18, the king is required to " write him a copy of the

law in a book, out of that which is before the priests the Levites." The book referred to is

doubtless that which was committed to "the priests the sons of Levi" (xxxi. 9), or "the

Levites" (xxxi. 25), and was laid up in the side of the ark. The "priests the Levites," the

"priests the sons of Levi," and "the Levites," are different phrases designating, in the connec-

tion in which they stand, the same class. The priests were Levites. It does not follow that

every son of Levi was a priest. The after-history sets this in a clear light. Jehoiada the

priest (2 Kings xi. 12)—long years before Deuteronomy was written, according to the critics,

in obedience to the very law of the king found only in Deuteronomy—gave the testimony with

the crown to the young king Joash, whom he had just anointed. There is no reasonable

ground for doubting that the testimony given was the copy of the law. This brief historical

notice, occurring incidentally in a book which the critics extol as reliable, not only casts light

upon the authorship and date of Deuteronomy, but goes far to settle the usage of the phrase

"the priests the Levites." It is the high pries there, who has the book of the law in his custody,

as he alone had mainly to do with the ark, and the place in which it rested. The non-priestly

Levites could not so much as touch the ark. It is the Levitical high-priest, representing his

order, who here gives the law to the newly-crowned king from the book before " the priests

the Levites." We know therefore who are designated by that phrase. It is the priestly Levites,

or the Levitical priests.

"The priests the Levites" and all the tribe of Levi, we are told (chap, xviii. 1), shall have

no part or inheritance with Israel. They shall eat the offerings of the Lord made by fire and

his inheritance. There is a natural progress in the thought in the context, from the intricate

* The writer here wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to The Levitical Priests, a very able work by Prof,

CcETiss. While going over the same ground in his own way, he has availed himself of the suggestions and re-

sults of that treatise, and possibly in cases in which there is no special acknowledgment of the obligation.
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cases to the general court and its decisions, from the court to the king who is at the same

time judge whose judgments must be according to the law; from the king to the priest, the asso-

ciated judge and authoritative expounder of the law. The speaker, upon the border of the pro-

mised land, and looking forward to the future condition of the people there, has given the law

for the kin», and now proceeds to define thi condition and immunities of the priests. It was

impossible, therefore, while speaking of the priests, to omit the Levites, who were associated

with the priests in their service, and would rightly share in their privileges. It is obvious,

therefore, that it is the priests and Levites who are in the mind of the speaker. The connective

particle a7id found here in our version is not necessary. It is not found in the best MSS. It

is not required by the idiom of the language, nor by the connection. The sentence is climatic.

The priests the Levites, the whole tribe of Levi. It is the tribe which comes into view, as called

to sacred service, separated from the purely secular pursuits of life, and for which therefore

provision must be made. The whole tribe has the Lord for its inheritance. Other passages,

Ezra X. 5; Neh. x. 28, 35: x. 20 (Curtiss, The Levitical Priests, p. 24 et seq.), show the same

usage from which it is clear that the classes are distinct, although no connective particle is used.

The speaker says "the priests the Levites, all the tribe of Levi," and then proceeds to assign

the peculiar provision for each class in the tribe, the Levitical priests, and the Levites who were

not priests. This shall be the priests' due, vers. 3-5. The word "him" (ver. 5), as the object

of the divine choice, refei-s to the priest, ver. 3, and the original calling and appointment of

Aaron and his sons to that ofiBce. The phrase " out of all thy tribes" does not necessarily im-

ply a comparison with the other tribes, but is used as equivalent to all Israel. Thus xxix.

18-21 it is the secret and presumptuous sinner who flatters himself that he will escape and

prosper in his iniquity, whom the Lord decides that he will separate out of all the tribes of

Israel. He may dwell among his people shielded by human authority ; but God will separate him

out of all the tribes of Israel according to the curses of the covenant. So it is the priest who

was chosen " out of all thy tribes" or people.

Having thus made provision for the priests, he gives, vers. 6-8, the regulations for the Levite

who is not a priest. In both cases, however, the regulations are supplemental. They imply

the fuller and more specific directions of the central books. Only a part of the Levites could

reside near the sanctuary when they had entered the land of promise. The larger portion of the

tribe in the very nature of their calling, as teachers, judges, must find their homes in the

Levitical cities. But even such were not to lose their share in the duties and immunities at the

sanctuary, if moved by a strong desire to take part in the service there. Their right was se-

cured. They should in such cases have the same privileges with their brethren, the Levites,

who dwelt near the sanctuary. That the Levite so coming is said to minister in the name of the

Lord his God does not imply (see further below) that he officiated as a priest or could do so.

This is clear from the passages in Num., chap, iii. 6, 7 ; xviii. 2-7, in which the service of the

Levites is defined, and in which the very term here used to express the ministration of the

Levites, is there used to define the subordinate, but not priestly service, to which they were

called. For there the distinction is sharply drawn. From the usage of the language, from

the train of thought in the speaker's mind, as that thought is unfolded in the connection, and

from the comparison with the book, which draws the distinction eo sharply between priests and

Levites, we are justified in holding as clear, that the phrase "the priests the Levites," is

equivalent to priests who are Levites or Levitical priests.

In Deut. xxiv. 8, the people are cautioned to " take heed in the plague of leprosy, that thou

observe diligently, and do according to all that the priests the Levites shall teach you, as I com-

manded them." In the passage in Leviticus (chap, xiv.) referred to here, it is the priest to

whom the leper is to go, and by whom his case is to be decided. They were the repositories

and teachers of the law. It is as such, and not in their priestly functions that they appear here.

With the construction which the critics put upon the phrase, it could only imply that every

Levite might be associated with the priests in this teaching and application of the law. It is

probable that they came to be so associated. The necessities of the people scattered widely

from the sanctuary, at which the priests mostly resided, would seem to have required some such

arrangement. This is all that can be drawn from the passage even upon the principle of interpre-

tation adopted by the critics. We have shown already that while in itself this construction ia

possible, it is neither necessary nor probable. The passage sustains no relation to priestly
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functions ; and, even if it stood by itself, could never fairly be used as defining who were priests.

Taken in connection with the other passages in which the same phrase occurs, it can only mean

priests who were Levites, or the priests and Levites.

In the renewal of the covenant (Deut. xxvii. 9-14), the tribes were placed upon the sides of

the opposite mountains, Ebal and Gerizim, while the Levites (ver. 14), "the priests the Levites,"

(Josh. viii. 33) stood in the valley between. "The priests the Levites" are carefully dis-

tinguished from the tribe of Levi, or the Levites generally, who were not priests, and had their

place with the other tribes and joined in the response. " The priests the Levites " uttered

the blessings and the curses, the Levites responded with the Amen. It is clear, therefore,

that every Levite was not a. priest, and that the phrase in question does not imply that they

might be. The distinction between priest and Levite is fully recognized. Every priest was a

Levite, but every Levite was not a priest. The author of Deuteronomy recognizes the distinc-

tion. It is so familiar to him that he does not carefully insist upon it. It underlies his whole

usage with respect to these offices. He takes it for granted tliat those to whom he spake were

familiar with it, and hence it occurs that in nearly all the cases other than those already

alluded to, the Levites or Levite is spoken of as separate from the priestly members of the tribe.

" It is the Levite dwelling within thy gates,'' the scattered Levites having their homes in the

towns and cities of the other tribes, who are to share in their festivities and joys. He is to

share in their good, because he has no inheritance like the other tribes. That was a part of

his inheritance, which was guarded by these injunctions. The priests were not scattered, shared

largely in the immunities of the altar, and needed no such provision. There is therefore so far no

proof that Deuteronomy teaches that every Levite could be a priest.

2. It is said, however, that Deuteronomy assigns to the Levites acts, vyhich are strictly

and exclusively priestly acts, and that therefore, according to its teaching, every Levite

may be a priest. They are said " to bear the ark, to stand before the Lord to minister unto

Him, and to bless in His name" (chap. x. 8). "Then he shall minister in the name of the Lord

his God, as all his brethren the Levites do, who stand there before the Lord" (chap, xviii. 7).

"The priests the sons of Levi shall come near, for them the Lord thy God hath chosen to minister

unto him, and to bless in the name of the Lord" (chap. xxi. 6). There are obviously two

questions involved here. First, are these passages applicable to the Levites as distinguished

from the priests, or to the priests who are Levites ? Second, is that which is here ascribed

to the Levites exclusively a priestly function or act, so strictly priestly offices, that it may be

fairly inferred that every one to whom they are ascribed either is or may be a priest? Unless

it can be shown that the persons spoken of are Levites as distinct from the priests, or that,

what is ascribed to them belongs exclusively to the priests, they have no force as proofs

that every Levite might be a priest.

In Deut. X. 8 it is the tribe which is spoken of, and not the Levites as distinguished from the

priests ; it is the whole tribe, and not any classes which may compose it, and the tribe considered

mainly with respect to its inheritance. Separated as a tribe to the service of Jehovah, He is

its inheritance. There is nothing here in the service to which it is called to preclude the inter-

pretation that some parts of the service may belong only to some members of the tribe, while

other parts are proper to all the members of the tribe indiscriminately. "To bear the ark" is

not regarded in Deuteronomy as distinctly a priestly office. Here it is assigned to the tribe,

while in chap. xxxi. 9 it is attributed to the priests the sons of Levi, and in xxxi. 25 to the

Levites. According to Num. iii. 31 ; iv. 15 ; vii. 9, in the ordinary life and movements of the

people, the family of Kohath were to bear the ark. They were Levites but not priests. The

priests were to cover the ark, and the Kohathites to bear it. It is not said that the priests

might not bear it; it is rather implied that they might: but in the long and wearisome marches

of the Desert it was assigned to the Kohathites. The ark was entrusted to the priests. They
alone could cover it ; but they were not the exclusive bearers. This is just the state of things

which is recognized and assumed in Deuteronomy and the later books. The language in Deu-

teronomy corresponds precisely with this usage. "The Lord separated the tribe of Levi to bear

the ark." Moses wrote the law and delivered it unto "the priests the sons of Levi who bare the

ark." " Moses commanded the Levites which bare the ark." The author speaks as one per-

fectly familiar with the appointed order, sometimes apparently referring the office to the wider

circle, and then confining it to the narrower. It ia now the tribe of Levi, since the Kohathites
17
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were of that tribe; now "the priests the sons of Levi;" and now "the Levites," i. e., either

the priestly members of the tribe or the larger family. This same usage meets us in the after-

history, in which the priests, as on the more solemn occasions, appear as bearers of the ark,

and then again the Levites. Comp. Josh. iii. 3, 6-13; vi. 6; viii. 83; 2 Chron. v. 4, .5-7; 1

Chron. xv. 2. " The chronicler," who, according to the critics, wrote after the distinction between

priests and Levites, unknown at the time of Deuteronomy, was sharply drawn, speaks in

precisely the same way. There is nothing therefore here which justifies the assertion that

only priests could bear the ark, or the inference that every one who bare the ark might be a

priest.

The case is not widely different with the phrase '' to stand before the Lord ana minister

in His name." To stand before the Lord denotes any special service, or any peculiar readi-

ness and consecration to that service—the service rendered varying widely in different cases.

The priests stood before the Lord to offer, the Levites stood before the Lord, as they re the

associates and assistants of the pri sts, to minister or serve ; the angels stand before Lord

as His messengers. The words therefore are applicable to the Levites as well as the priests.

To minister before the Lord, or to minister unto the Lord, may include a merely Levitical service,

as well as the priestly. The term appears in Numbers in the very definition of the Levitical

service as distinct from the priestly. Keil, Arch., Vol. I., p. 154, holds that the phrase "minis-

tering to the Lord," denotes the specific priestly oflSce, while ''ministering before the Lord" "is

used in a wider sense not only of the priestly service, but also of that rendered by the pro-

phets. 1 Kings xvii. 1 ; xviii. 15, and often." But without insisting upon this, it is certain that

the Levitical service was a service unto the Lord. They were separated from the other

tribes for that express purpose. They shared in the Lord's inheritance as thus serving Ilim.

The Lord provided for His servants. It was therefore entirely proper to describe them as

standing before the Lord to minister unto Him. It is clear, moreover (Curtiss, The Levitical

Priests, pp. 16, 17) that the terms used here are applicable to others than priests. Samuel stood

and ministered unto the Lord, i. e. he did so in the service rendered to Eli the priest. The Le-

vites are said to have been chosen to stand before the Lord, 2 Chron. xxix. 4-11, and yet the

distinction in the services rendered by them, and the priests, was clear in their minds. On
the supposition therefore that Deut. x. 8 refer.«! to the whole tribe, in the sense that every one

who so served must be of that tribe, it can in no way be made to bear the inference drawn from

it that every Levite might be a priest.

To bless in the name of the Lord refers most probably to the solemn official blessing of the

people by the priests in the name of Jehovah. Apart from any exegetical reasons in favor of

this construction, as against that of those who hold that it is equivalent to "invoke his name,"

or "praise his name," it seems evident that the whole verse refers to official acts. All the peo-

ple might bless the Lord, the house of Israel, as well as the house of Aaron and Levi—all those

who fear the Lord (Ps. cxxxv. 19-21). That was no peculiar Levitical function. The Levites

were indeed to praise the Lord; but it was as the leaders in the common worship. David (1

Chron. xvi. 2) is said to have blessed the people in the name of the Lord. And David was no

priest, nor did he claim or exercise priestly functions. His whole life testifies to his care in

this respect. But granting now, as that is the view most favorable to the critics, that the bless-

ing is specifically a priestly act, is it attributed to every Levite, It is conceded by all, that the

specific duties assigned to the tribe of Levi in Deut. x. 8 were not discharged by every mem-

ber of the tribe, nor could they be without a violation of the divine arrangement. All the

Levites did not bear the ark, it was the family of the Kohathites ; every Levite did not stand

before the Lord to minister in the same sense. The whole history both before and after the

Israelites stood in the plains of Moab is full with this distribution in the services. It is not true

that every Levite was to bless in the name of the Lord. The whole tribe was set apart to

special services, was thus the object of the divine care, shared in his inheritance; but dif-

ferent duties were assigned to different classes or members of the tribe, some to the priests and

Levites in common, some to the priests alone, and some to special families among the non-

priestly Levites. Then in the rapid speech of the deuteronomic orator, they are alluded to

without careful, pains-taking, minutely-drawn distinctions, which would have been inconsistent

with the whole character and object of his addresses. This view of the passage, as it is

obvious and consistent with the usage of the language, as it is in accordance with the history,

I
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as it grows out of the circumstances in which the discourses were spoken, is confirmed by any

fair interpretation of chap. xxi. 5, the only other passage in which the phrase occurs. It is there

said that "the priests the sons of Levi" were chosen to bless in the name of the Lord. The

priests are described by their tribal relation, just as they are described in the central books

by their family order, the priests the sons of Aaron, and just as later in the history, when

the other members of the family had forfeited their peculiar privileges, as the priests the

sons of Zadok. We are at no loss as to what members of the tribe of Levi it belonged

"to bless in the name of the Lord." This is one of those passages in which we see gleam-

ing through the rapid and compact utterances of the speaker, the distinction between priests

and Levites. What in one case is assigned to the tribe, though properly belonging only to

some members of the tribe, is here assigned specifically to those members. The separation of

the tribe to minister to the Lord, or before Him, and the special functions attaching to each

class in the tribe were well known to speaker and hearer, so well known that it does not

occur to him to more than allude to them. He assigns no priestly functions to other mem-

bers of the tribe, while he recognizes the whole tribe as called and set apart to the service of

the Lord.

3. It is urged again tha., the special inheritance of the priests is given indiscriminately to

the Levites, and hence, that to the speaker in Deuteronomy every Levite is either actually a

priest, or might become one. The passage upon which the critics rest this claim is found in

Deut. xviii. 1-3. We have already seen that- while it is possible grammatically to regard the

words, "the priests the Levites all the tribe of Levi," as in apposition, it is not necessary, and

is inconsistent with the connection and with the clear discrimination in other deuteronomic pas-

sages between the priests and Levites. It is clear, that by "his inheritance" the Lord's in-

heritance is meant. The Levites were to share in that inheritance whatever it may be. (Comp.

Deut. X. 9 and Josh. xii. 33). We are not told what that inheritance is, but are referred to

some earlier regulation familiar to all, in the added words, "as he hath said." This was all-

sufficient to those who heard the speaker. They were at no loss for a moment as to what was

meant. The passage is unintelligible, even on the theory of the critics as to its authorship, un-

less some earlier law is referred to, and by which it must be explained. The reference is beyond

question to the 18th chapter of Numbers. The tithe which was prescribed in Lev. xxvii. 31-33

is there appropriated to the Levites, and the Levites were to set apart a tithe of their tenth for

the priests. This provision is made clearly, out of the Lord's portion or inheritance. What the

people gave to Him, He gives as His own, to them as their portion. They shall have no in-

heritance with the children of Israel, because the Lord had given them this possession. He
was as truly their inheritance, as He was the part or portion of the priests. The priests

(Num. xviii. 8 et seq.) are assigned the oflferings, or portions of them. This shall be thine of the

most holy things (reserved) from the fire. It is not necessary to enter into any detail as to the

particular offerings, or rather part of the offerings which they were to share.* It is the clear

teaching of the central books, first, that the priests only could have the offerings made by

fire, and second, that the Levites were to share in the Lord's inheritance. This is the law to

which the deuteronomist refers. Does he teach anything inconsistent with it ? Making the

reference, it is not to be presumed that he would contradict it. The speaker glances at a regula-

tion with which all were familiar. That he has in mind the distinction between the priests and

Levites, is implied in the very terms he uses, " the priests the Levites the whole tribe of

* The tithe referred to in Dent. xii. 17 ; xiv. 22, or the second tithe, is so obviously different from that spoken
of iu Numb, xviii.—different in the things tithed, and in tfie uses to which it was devoted, that it scarcely re-

quires a separate consideration here. The assumed contradiction between Numb, xviii. 15-18 and Deut. yii.

17 is well met and refuted by tlie mere consideration that "it is not said in Numbers that all the flesh of the

firstlings belongs to the priests, nor in Deuteronomy that the people are to eat all of it." The priests received

their portion, enriched by the right shoulder presented by the owner, while the rest remained as his own, and
was enjoyed by him in the feast.—CnsTiss, The Levitical PriesU^ pp. 39-41. A careful observation of the distinc-

tions which the author of Deuteronomy makes (xviii. 1-5), even in his brief and rapid survey, would have
saved the critics from supposing that there was any design here to substitute a new and more restricted

portion for the priests than was assigned them in Numbers. They are to have (ver. 1) the offerings of the

Lord made by fire and His inheritance. This portion came from the Lord. Then there is added (ver. 3) their

due from the people. These latter parts of the vicHms slain were given from the people, out of that which was
their own. It was not o{ the Lord's inheritance. It enlarges the provision, perhaps because after the settle-

ment in Canaaa the people were permitted to kill and eat flaah in all their gates, and [the priests would thereby
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Levi," and is clearly drawn in ver. 3, " This shall be the priest's due from the people ;" and

ver. 6, "And if a Levite come from any of thy gates," etc., he shall have like portions to eat

with all his brethren the Levites. It is a pure assumption to say, as Colenso does, that the

word portion must be qualified by sacrifices. It is not said in Deuteronomy. It is specially

guarded against in Numbers to which Deuteronomy refers. It is said " the priests the Levites,

all the tribe of Levi shall eat the offerings of the Lord made by fire, and his inheritance, as he

hath said." He does not stop to say what portion belongs to the priests and what to the Le-

vites. That is all well known. That there is a peculiar due to the priests in distinction from

the Levites he does say. But as to the details, as to what each should have, he refers to the

earlier law. In this eating they must be governed by its provisions. They must not over-

step the distinction thus drawn. To say therefore that Deuteronomy teaches that every Levite

might eat of the firings of the Lord, the portion exclusively appropriated to the priests, is not

only to overlook entirely the distinction which the author makes impliedly and explicitly be-

tween the priests and Levites ; in the face of the obvious insufiSciency in these offerings to meet

the most simple necessities of the tribe, but charges the deuteronomist with the folly

—

equally flagrant and unaccountable on the theory of the critics as on our own—of referring to a

law as the authority for his own regulation, while he was aiming to subvert the law, and

that law too formulated as a final settlement of a struggle between the Levites and priests. But,

place the statement in Deuteronomy beside the law in Numbers, and everything is clear and

consistent. The teachings in both cases are one. The priests the Levites, all the tribe of Levi, are

to eat the offerings of the Lord made by fire and His inheritance, but each one his own portion

of that inheritance, the priest his part, with the dues from the people, and the Levite his portion ;

and that alike, whether having his dwelling at the sanctuary, or coming there from a distance,

to minister or serve in the name of the Lord his God.*

Little need be said here in regard to the blessing pronounced or implored upon Levi, Deut.

xxxiii. 8-11, in which it is claimed that exclusively priestly functions are attributed to every

member of the tribe, and therefore every Levite either is or may be a priest. There is a distinc-

tion between the tribe and the individual members of it. What is true for one is not necessa-

rily true for the other. Because the tribe is a priestly tribe, it does not follow that every indi-

vidual in it, either in fact or right, is a priest in the strict sense, and competent to priestly func-

tions. It is the tribe which is here regarded in the person of its representative, not Levi, as

Keil holds, although he is the ancestral head of the tribe, nor Moses, who, though a Levite, is no

longer of one tribe, but of all—the great representative and leader of the people ;
but Aaron,

who as the high-priest in his person and office, represents his tribe. Kuenen {Rel. of Israel, p.

99) indeed holds that because "it is the tribe in its entirety which is referred to, therefore it is

not to Aaron and his race," but whoever utters the blessing—"a poet presumably a contempo-

rary of the second Jeroboam," as Kuenen thinks, or Moses, the true poet—he must have

had some reason for saying the man thy holy one who was proved at Massah and Meribah. Some

one was tested. It was not the tribe. It was not Levi. There was no distinction between the

Levites and the other tribes at either place. But as the places are real, we are not at liberty

to think of an ideal person. Aaron was tried at Massah—the murmurings and strivings of the

people were a test to the faith of their leaders. By a natural association—natural at least to

Moses, who uttered these blessings, which binds the conduct of Aaron (Lev. x. 6) with that of the

tribe (Ex. xxxii. 27)—he passes from Aaron to the tribe. The whole tribe has vindicated its

be deprived of certain perquisites wlilch were theirs, when the animal was slain at the door of the tabernacle.

That the earlier prescribed portions nre not mentioned here, is no evidence at all that the law did not exist,

since, as Cubtiss well observes, " the cvistom of arguing that a thing does not exist because at the time of a cer-

tain writer it is not referred to by him, is a curse to all true criticism, and cannot be too severely condemned."

We refer for fuller details on the portions assigned to the priests and the law with respect to tithes to Schrok-

DEE, Intro. \ iv. 19 and 20, and to Cuetiss, TU Levitical Priests, pp. 24-54. They are not essential to the specific

point before us.

* " It is a curious coincidence (noticed by Cuktiss, p. 31), that while the phrase 'offerings made by fire.' oc

curs only once each in Deuteronomy, Joshua, and Samuel, it is found four times in Exodus, forty-three

times in Leviticus, and sixteen times in Numbers, and yet is not onco mentioned by the priestly author of

Chronicles, who according to the critics was saturated with the contents of Exodus—Numbers." The critics

Will have to devise some new programme-surely. This " Chronicler " is a troublesome person after all.
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sacred character, cleared itself by its conduct at the time of the idolatrous worship of the golden

calf, from the curse of the dying patriarch (Gen. xlix. 5-7), and changed that curse into a bless-

ing for itself and for all Israel. Hence he uses the plural form in the ninth and tenth verses.

It was there that the tribe won its priestly designation and honor. Then specifying the priestly-

functions—which as the Levites assisted in the service are attributed to the tribe, and every

priest must be of that tribe—he closes his blessing with a return to the singular form, and with

a probable allusion to the rebellion of Korah, Dathan and Abiram, in which the enemies and

haters of Levi and of Aaron met a fate which was typical of all opposers. Kuenbn argues, in the

face of the facts of the history, for there is no particle of evidence that the Levites were proved

at Massah or Meribah, against the associations which give shape and form to the blessing, against

the progress of thought in the blessing, against the use of the singular form at its beginning and

close, that the use of the plurals in vers. 9 and 10 " prove convincingly" that every Levite might

bear the Thummim and Urim. Any thing is convincing to those who start with a foregone

conclusion. It is certain that "to put incense before the Lord, and ofiFer whole oflFerings upon

His altar," are exclusively priestly functions ; but to claim that these are attributed to the Levites

in general, and to every Levite as a right, is to ignore the facts of the history with which the

blessing is full—and equally full upon any theory as to its authorship—historical facts which

involve the distinction in the tribe between the priestly and non-priestly Levites, and ignores

that constant usage of language by which we attribute to a whole mass or bod^' what is true in

a general sense of all, but in a special sense only of its representative class or individuals.

It only remains to notice the passage in Ezek. xliv. 10-16, which is relied upon by the critics

as showing the very process by which the distinction between priests and Levites, unknown

in Deuteronomy, but sharply drawn in the central books of the Pentateuch, was introduced into

the history. "We know" (Prof. Smith, Art. Bib. Unci. Brit.) "mainly from Ezek. xliv. that

before the exile the strict hierarchical law was not in force, apparently never had been in force."

We have here the origin of the Levites, or "degraded priests" of whom Kuenen speaks (Rd.

(if Israel, Vol. II., p. 203). We may pass here with a mere allusion, the similarity between

Ezekiel and certain chapters in Leviticus (xvii.-xxvi.), since that is suflSciently explained by the

fact that Ezekiel was a priest, and that expressions from the portions of the law which concern

the priests would naturally weave themselves into his discourse, and the resemblances, frequent as

they are, scarcely modify the broad differences in language and style between the two books.

The one using only the purest Hebrew, and the most concise and simple style, the other abound-

ing in Chaldaic forms and expressions, and often diffuse and obscure. The common reader feels

at no loss as to what is meant in Leviticus, while there is .perhaps no Old Testament book in re-

gard to which he feels so much the need of help. (See Curtiss, The Levilical Priests, p. 74 and

note.) That the Levites spoken of in Ezek. xliv. 10 are priests, is clear from the connection.

*• They shall not come near unto me to do the ofiBie of a priest unto me, but shall bear their

ehame." They are excluded from the priesthood in which they once shared. Ezekiel does

not think of them, nor speak of them as non-priestly Levites. They had forfeited their priest-

hood by their unfaithfulness. "We know that the house of Aaron was divided into two branches,

Eleazar and Ithamar (Num. iii. 4). According to the Chronicler (I Chron. xxiv. 1-5) all the

priests came from these two tribes. The line of Ithamar was cursed in the person of Eli (1 Sam.
ii. 36; xiv. 3; xxii. 9, 20; 1 Kings ii. 26, 27; 1 Chron. xxiv. 3, 6). In the second book of Sam-
uel, Zadok and Abiathar appear side by side in the priesthood (2 Sam. xxiv. 35; xix. 11), from
which Abiathar, a descendant of Ithamar, is excluded by Solomon (1 Kings ii. 27), thus leaving

the position of high-priest to Zadok alone. Henceforth the posterity of Ithamar occupy an inferior

position. Now when we read the account of Josiah*^s reformation of the idolatrous priests (2

Kings xxiii. 8, 9), who are called brethren of the other priests, and then turn to Ezek. xliv. 10, the

whole matter becomes clear. In ver. 15 of the same chapter the priests the Levites, the sons of

Zadok, are mentioned as those who went not astray. Who then are the Levites spoken of ver.

10-14, but descendants of Ithamar, who might also be termed Levitical priests, who were de-

graded from their priestly office on account of their apostacy " (Cdktiss, The Levitical Priests,

pp. 75, 76). There is no allusion here, therefore, to the Levites as a class, much less any re-

cord of the process by which they came into existence.

There is besides the clearest evidence that the distinction between priests and Levites was
already well known at EzekieVs time, and long before. Ezra himself, whose testimony even the cri-
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tics will not impugn (iii. 12), recognizes this distinction as existing—and implies its long pre-

vious existence.

The theory, moreover, of its later origin is incredible, since it requires us to believe that

this fundamental change, aifecting so large a class of the tribe, was accomplished in the space

of a few years, when the nation was agitated by internal strifes, and overrun by foreign enemies,

and that it was completed so noiselessly, that all traces of it disappear, even in the memories of

men who witnessed it going on under their eyes (see Deut. the People s Book, pp. 160, 161).

But the passage referred to lies embedded in the grand apocalyptic vision of the prophet, ch.

xl.-xlviii. It cannot be wrested out of its connection, and made to serve as a record of historical

events, or as a basis of a history to unfold itself in the immediate future of God's people. The

whole passage is symbolical and typical, and finds its full realization in the Messianic times.

It purports to be a vision. Indeed this is a characteristic feature of his whole prophecy.

The representation was not intended to find a literal and exact realization. Such a view of it

would imply a restoration of the whole "Jewish ceremonial and place the prophet in plain con-

tradiction to the teachings of the New Testament." In this chapter, xliv., he passes from

the Prince, in whom is represented '' the true and complete harmony of civil and ecclesiastical

order in the days of Messiah," to the priests, and in the most vivid way presents, not any

class-distinction between priests and Levites, but the distinction between the priests, the false

and the true, the profane and the holy. In that day when the vision in its true sense shall be

realized (it is not important here to say when, or precisely in what sense), the sanctuary in

which God shall dwell, and from which issue the life-giving streams of water, shall no more

be polluted by the presence of the unfaithful and unclean. But the sons of Zadok—Zadok

the typical high-priest of the Messianic time of David and Solomon, who kept the charge when

Abiathar proved unfaithful— " Zadok and his sons who kept the charge of my sanctuary when

the children of Israel went astray from me"—referring not to a particular instance, but to

their general course in the history—stand as the typical representatives of the true, holy, faith-

ful priests, who shall minister in His sanctuary. " His very name (righteous), and what is histo-

rically known of him, symbolized him as the type of the true priestly character. (See

ScHROEDER, OH Ezek. in this Commentary. Also Fairbairn and Havernick on Ezekiel.) The

facts of the history, the testimony of Ezra to the previous existence of the distinction between

priests and Levites, the character of the times in which it is claimed the distinction was intro-

duced the connection of the passage with the apocalyptic vision of the prophet and its typical

c4iaracter, and the obvious import of the context fairly interpreted, all show that the view of the

critics is untenable. The bridge upon which they claim to pass from Deuteronomy to the

hierarchical law in Exodus—Numbers will not bear the strain upon it. It breaks down under

the burden, and the critics fall into the stream, already bearing away in its current the frag-

mentists and the documentarians.

III. THE DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED IN THE THEORY OF THE CRITICS.

It may be confidently said that the passages in Deuteronomy relied upon by the critics, when

submitted to a fair examination in their connection, and in the light of the admitted design of

the author, not only fail to sustain their theory, but may be urged in favor of the Mosaic author-

ship. The difiFerence in language and style between it and the central books of the Pentateuch,

in its references to the customs of the people, the regulations and institutions of the law
;
in

its allusions to the officers, civil and ecclesiastical, are both reconcilable with the position that

Moses wrote these discourses, and are precisely such differences as would naturally arise in the

circumstances in which he was placed, but would be most unnatural to any one writing in his

name, and at a later date. The absence of these diversities would justify a strong presumption,

that it was a mere frigid and lifeless copy of the earlier law—a second law, and yet not a second

—a mere useless repetition, serving no good end in the life of the people, and without any neces-

sity for its position in the canon.

It is a serious objection to their theory that it rests upon a pure assumption. It is avowedly

based upon a philosophic view as to man's religious nature. The Israelitish religion is one of

the different religions which have risen out of the germs of that nature, and then flourished

and decayed. It is nothing less and nothing more. Its records are to be examined and ex-

plained upon this basis. The theory is not the growth of a careful study of the facts presented

I
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a frame in which they may be set and explained; but the facts are explained according

to the demands of the theory, and any fact, however well attested, which refuses to bend to its

demands, which will not take its place at their bidding, is thrown aside at once as impossible.

A supernatural factor in the history is out of the question. A miracle is impossible. The

echoes of them in the records are mere childish superstitions, the traditions from a credulous

age, and of course, present no serious claim for examination. It is not worth while to canvass

the evidence for that which is impossible. It would not be uncharitable perhaps to say, iu

reply to all this, that we have here the real animus in the whole effort. It is the superna-

tural contents of the records which are troublesome; and any theory which dispenses with

these is welcome. But whether this is so or not, it is certain that the whole theory is assumed

at the outset. The earlier pages of Kuenen's book are full and explicit. He not only admits

it, but claims this as his position.

We must content ourselves with a mere reference for the most part to the difficulties in-

volved in this theory.

1. The phraseology of the book, its archaic forms, its freedom from Aramaisms, which

would naturally and almost unavoidably have found their way into its language had it been

written by Hilkiah or any other person of Josiah's time, lies directly in the face of their

view. The indisposition to change in the Semitic races, either in language or customs, will

scarcely meet the demands which this theory makes. For the lapse of centuries, eventful ia

great changes in the internal affairs of the people, and in their relation to other nations, in the

progress of which the people have been drawn more and more into connection with great na-

tions, using to some extent dialects kindred with their own, could not have failed to make an im-

pression upon their tongue, which would have revealed itself in a work designed for popular

effect, and wearing therefore a popular dress.

2. It may fairly be objected to this view that the critics are so far apart in their conclusions.

They are agreed only upon this, that Moses is not its author ; and that certain parts of the

records are distinguishable from each other, by the terms which are used for the name of God.

Beyond this they are all at sea. It is not only that there is a wide diversity in the various

schools, each of which claims with equal confidence that it has the truth, but that within the

same school there are all shades of opinion. Prof. Smith denies the Mosaic authorship, sub-

stantially and to an extent verbally, upon Kuenen's grounds, while still claiming that it is a

part of the inspired word. Kuenen rejects altogether the idea of inspiration, though recog-

nizing a substratum of facts underlying the recorded history, while the Christian Bishop of

Natal, admitting in the earlier stages of his inquiries, that possibly Moses may have been an

historical character, is now disposed to question his existence, and thinks the less said about him

the better. There is as little agreement of course as to the time of its origin, as with re-

spect to its character and authorship. It is fair to say that there must be some grave error in

the premises they assume, or in the process of their investigations, which leaves them in such

uncertainty in their conclusions. Kuenen admits that " some of the results of critical re-

search lack that certainty and precision which is desirable; but this does not detract from the

certainty of the main point." But this main point is either assumed—and it is easy to agree

in a pure assumption—or it rests upon these minor details and results " which lack cer-

tainty," and about which therefore there is such diversity among the critics. The conclu-

sions cannot be more certain or credible than the grounds on which they rest.

3. The critics have great difficulty in finding any period in the history when a book like Deu-

teronomy could have secured an entrance into th« religious life of the people. That it could

have arisen at the time of Moses, as it claims to have done, is not only possible and probable, but

leaving out of view the few brief passages upon which they rest their proof of its later date, it

is admitted by the critics themselves. For on their theory it assumes to have its origin then

and there. All the requisites for its appearance were at hand. The people were familiar with

the art of writing; the stage in the history which they had reached demanded just such a book;

the relation of Moses to the people in the past, and his natural solicitude for their future, gave

the impulse to its composition, and Moses stands confessed by all the one person in the history'

most richly endowed with all the qualifications for the work. There is no such combination of

favoring circumstances at any subsequent period in the history. The discovery of the book of the

law in the temple (2 Kings xxii. 8) in the days of Josiah is eagerly seized upon as affording a
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door of escape from the difficulty. But aside from this record, it is well nigh certain that

no one would have fixed upon this period. There is nothing in its characteristic features favoring

such a supposition. There is no evidence of any special literary activity, such as the critics

claim. The whole period—Josiah reigned only twenty-one years after the discovery of the book

of the law—was a reformative, but not a creative period. The ruling feature was that of compa-

rison with some previous age, not of origination. It was a time of temporary prosperity, but not of

quiet or of high expectations. There was no opening future like that which gleams upon us

in Deuteronomy. The people were disturbed by fears and jealousies, and agitated by the conflicts

of the great world powers in which they shared, and in which Josiah himself fell. There is no

person who figures in the history to whom such a work could be attributed. He is pre-eminently

the " great unknown." Even on the supposition that it could have originated at that time, how is

its introduction to be explained ? How did it secure imiversal and unquestioned acceptance

among the people—among the opposing literary and religious parties of whom the critics speak

—

and some of whom at least must have been violently hostile to its whole tendency and result

;

how came it to have such acceptance when, according to ihe critics, its whole object was to effect

such changes in the religious life and institutions, to restrict the people in the mode of worship, to

lay upon them heavy burdens, to deprive the Levites of their birthright and heritage, or if not to

do all this, yet to furnish a ground and justification for such changes? how could it thus win its

way against necessarily opposing tendencies, and yet leave no sign or trace of any struggle in the his-

tory, and no allusion to it even, unless it is found in the apocalyptic and symbolic language of Eze-

kiel ; by wresting a passage which manifestly portrays ideally the glorious Messianic future and turn-

ing it into a mere reference to a supposed or real past. It is at least a difficult problemto solve.

4. The literary problem involved in their supposition is still more difficult. It is not merely

that some author of Josiah's time, or a century earlier or later, assumed the position of Moses,

spake in his name, translated himself into a remote past, and gives his work the color and

stamp it would have borne had it been written then ; and this so successfully—that even if his

learned contemporaries regarded it as a clever fiction, the great body of the people were imposed

upon, received it as a genuine Mosaic production, and as of inspired authority—and with such

admirable skill that it has escaped detection until recent criticism has brought it to light. Even

this would place Deuteronomy without a literary parallel. There have been numerous works of this

class, but none constructed with such skill and genius as this theory implies. But this is the easiest

part of the problem. The plan of the book, simple and natural, if it sprang from Moses, and

on the borders of the promised land, reveals the very highest art if it was written centuries later

and under entirely different conditions ; the frequent and almost countless allusions, minute,

unexpected and yet natural, coming out, as it were, uncalled-for, from a personal experience

and share in the history, from a memory full with the events as of yesterday, references which

bear the most unquestionable proof that they were unstudied ; the impressive tone and spirit

which breathes through all its utterances, the glowing fervor and love, the tender and yet

faithful reproof and warning, the yearning solicitude for the welfare of the people, and their

loyalty to Jehovah ; to suppose all this accomplished by a fictitious author, and through these

long discourses without once seriously tripping, or in any way betraying himself is well nigh

incredible. This would be true in any age, and with the most abundant materials on which to

work. But it is simply amazing on the theory of tlie critics. For the periods prior to that at

which they suppose this great work was written were destitute of any literary activity. The

prophets even, as Kuenen holds, had just begun to commit their works to writting. Dim and

floating traditions—a discordant, unreliable and crude mass of memories, through which the critic,

with all his acumen, and with the light of their later works, threads his way with the utmost dif-

ficulty, fill up the past. It is upon these materials only that the author must ave wrought.

Around here and there a shadowy fact, as e. g- that there was probably an enslaved people in

Egypt, such a person as Moses, a journey across the desert, and Canaan in prospect, the author

has framed these marvellous discourses. He has not only created his diction, but created his facts,

created his institutions—facts and institutions which are vital to the liistory, and has done it

!n such a way that his own people and succeeding ages have lived in the faith that Moses spake

and commanded what the autlior has here attributed to him.

6. But the great difficulty which this theory must meet and explain is the moral difficulty.

The author personates the great Lawgiver in order to gain acceptance for his venture, and
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then impart to it greater authority and force. It is a "legislative programme," in the terms of

the critics, in which the author puts his words into the mouth of Moses, or, in plainer words, a pious

fraud, resorted to in order to bring the people to a higher and more spiritual view of the law. If

he did not act upon the maxim that the end justifies the means, he was conscious of a purpose to

deceive. His whole success depended upon the skill with which the deception was practiced.

It is difficult and indeed impossible to justify the deception. The moral judgment of men is every-

where prompt and clear in its condemnation. Even the critics accept this judgment in their

very statements, by which they apologize for the forgery. "The people had not yet learned to

lay weight on questions of authorship." "As ancient writers are not accustomed to distinguish

historical data from historical deductions, he naturally presents his views in dramatic form in

the mouth of Moses" (Prof Smith, Art. Bib. Ency. Brit.). "At a time when notions about

literary property were yet in their infancy, an action of this kind was not regarded as unlawful.

Men used to perpetrate such fictions as these without any qualms of conscience " (Ktjenen,

Bel. of Israel, Vol. II., pp. 18, 19). The Dutch professor at least cannot describe the fiction with-

out showing clearly his own moral estimate of it. But there is no sufficient evidence " that forgery

was ever regarded in any other light than we regard it now." The moral sense of men is the

same at all times, and although it may be greatly perverted in any given case, it has never hesi-

tated to say, that it was both mean and wicked for an author to plume himself in another's colors.

The analogy sought in the Book of Ecclesiastes, which is attributed to Solomon, affords no relief.

For the Preacher only claims to give that view of life which results from large experience, and

great practical wisdom, of which Solomon was the most perfect representative. Solomon is al-

luded to, not personally, but in his representative character. It is personified wisdom who speaks.

Those to whom the book came would understand this at once ; and no deception, therefore, even

on the supposition that Solomon did not write it was practiced. But Deuteronomy claims to

be the work of Moses. In every form it is attributed to him personally. It is no dramatic pro-

gramme, but an authoritative law, an absolute rule of life. The author, whoever he was, speaks

as if deeply conscious of his divine commission. He claims the most implicit obedience on that

ground. ''Ye shall not add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish

aught from it." See also xii. 32; xxxi. 1, and other similar passages. There is nothing wanting

which can aggravate the ofience. He speaks in the name of God, as one who stands face to face with

God, with the very highest authority ; treating with the greatest reverence and freedom the laws and

institutions of which he speaks; claiming to shape and direct all that is vital in the spiritual

interests of the people
;
pronouncing the heaviest censures and penalties upon those who spake in

the name of God, and were not commanded to do so, and yet consciously, deliberately and de-

signedly palms off" his own work for that which it is not—sets his hand to a false claim, and calls

down upon himself his own condemnation. The offence is not individual. The theory assumes

necessarily a conspiracy of all the best men of the age in abetting and promoting the fraud.

Whatever we may assume as to the intelligence and culture of the people with respect to their

law, the prophets, the priests, the Levites, were familiar with its provisions. The King could

not have been entirely ignorant. The history shows that he was not. The work of reformation

began before the book of the law was discovered in the temple. That gave new impetus and

completeness to it. If therefore this book was not really discovered, but newly written, by

Hilkiah, or by some one with his cognizance and authority, the king, and priests, and prophets, aU

the better-informed among the people, combined to lend their influence to the imposfcure. No

such work could have secured acceptance with the people, without their aid, much less against

their opposition. The astonishment and sorrow which the king expresses, his own humiliation,

his earnest call upon the people to repentance, were, in large measure, assumed. It was a part

of the concerted arrangement, by which this book, so skillfully prepared, was to introduce

these great changes into the life of the people, as the critics claim, or at least stamp them, so far

as they had grown into use, with a pretended divine authority. The moral judgjient of men,

the Christian conscience, revolts from such a supposition. It is difficult to conceive of a good

man, and the author of Deuteronomy was indisputably a good man, seeking the good of his peo-

ple, stooping to such a fraud ; it is absolutely incredible that the great body of good men should

have united in it. It is not only incredible ; it is absurd. For goodness and fraud—fraud deli-

berate and persisted in, and on such themes and interests as this book discusses are irreconcilable.

They are mutually destructive of each other.
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IV. THE POSITIVE AROTJMENTS FOR THE MOSAIC AUTHORSHIP.

Fairly weighing the difficulties which each theory involves, the scales preponderate on the

side of the Mosaic authorship. But it is not a balance of difficulties and probabilities upon

which the decision is to rest. There is strong positive evidence that Deuteronomy is what it

claims to be, the work of Moses.

1. Its own express and repeated testimony is confirmed by the whole internal character of the

book. Its contents, its tone and spirit, the tenderness and urgency of its entreaties, the full

consciousness it everywhere breathes that the author speaks with divine authority, particularly

the manner in which the inward experiences of Moses are referred to—his whole heart laid open

to us—his sacred communings with God (chaps, iii. 23-25 ; ix. 25-29), coming out as freely as his

words to men, and without once betraying the hand of a mere pretender, all this goes to show

that it is really Moses who speaks. Still further, the warnings not only against the forms of idol-

atry prevalent in Canaan, but against worldliness and pride, against a spurious liberality towards

the Canaanites, against self-righteousness on the ground of their peculiar calling and privileges,

are all natural at the time of Moses, but are without any force at the time of Manasseh or

Josiah. It has been well said :
" If Deuteronomy be only the production of some timorous re-

former, wlio conscious of his own weakness, tried to borrow dignity and weight from the name of

Moses, then assuredly all arguments drawn from internal evidence for the composition of any

work are utterly useless."

2. The historical argument in favor of this view which belongs here, cannot be over-stated.

It is difficult even to outline it in any brief space. The book purports to have been spoken by Moses

in the plains of Moab, after the Exodus from Egypt and the dreary march through the wilderness

and before the entrance into Canaan. The historical allusions all harmonize with this. It re-

fers to Canaan as just before the people. " When the Lord thy God shall bring thee into the land

whither thou goest to possess it;" or "the land which he sware unto thy fathers to give thee."

"For the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good land." ''Thou art to pass over Jordan this

day, to go in to possess nations greater and mightier than thyself" '' Understand there-

fore that the Lord thy God giveth thee not this good land to possess it for thy righteousness."

This is the mode of reference, in constantly recurring passages all through the book. The

goodly land is not theirs in possession ; it is soon to be theirs ; they are about to enter it; it is just

before them. The references are precisely what they should be, if the people actually stood as it

represents them as standing, upon the borders of their inheritance, and longing for its possession.*

The historical references to other nations are equally fitting and striking. The tribes of

Canaan, the Amalekites, etc, are the foes of Israel, whom they are commanded to destroy.

Such a command would plainly have been out of place at a later date, when these nations had

either ceased to exist, or were so enfeebled that they no longer endangered the welfare of Israel;

and when the people were struggling for their existence between the great world-powers, whose

vast armies swept across their borders. On the other hand, we search in vain through all these

discourses for a clear reference to those mighty nations, which could not well have been wanting

had the book been written at a later date. There are indeed prophetic hints of their existence and

power in the pictures of Israel's sad future which it presents; but they lie only in the most distant

horizon. All the nations alluded to, friendly or hostile, are those, and those only, who stood

around the chosen people of God, at the time at which these discourses claim to have been spoken.

The book is remarkable for its allusions to the desert, which according to its own statement

Israel had just left behind it. The shadow of that great and terrible wilderness still rested

upon the mind of speaker and his hearers. Its air seems to surround them. The acacia groves

in which they are resting remind them, by contrast, of the dreary road along which they have

marched. The memories of the desert are fresh and vivid, and give coloring to the exhortations

* And the reference is uniform. It never implies that they were already in Canaan. For the passages which

seem to imply this, are either spoken of the East Jordan possessions, or are such that in their connection they

will not bear the construction the critics put upon them. Such an apparent later reference is said, e. g., to be found

in chap. xix. 14, and yet the speaker guards against this inference when he says, following the phrase, " which

they of old time have set in thine inheritance," by the words which thou shalt inherit, in the land that the

Lord thy God gioeth thee.
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and warnings of the speaker. If the people are to be roused to greater courage it is by the re-

membrance that " the Lord bare thee, as a man beareth his son, in the wilderness and all the way

that ye went." They are called to trust in the Lord, for " He knoweth thy walking through

this great wilderness, these forty years the Lord thy God hath been with thee, thou hast lacked

nothing." To impress them with- reverence and awe, they are taTsen back to the scene at Horeb

(chap. iv. 10) ; to guard them against pride and self-righteousness, they are reminded of their con-

duct in the wilderness (viii. 1-6 and 15-17 ; ix. 22, 23; xi. 6-7); the freshness and verdure of

Canaan, with its abundance of water, is set over against the drought and sterility of the desert

;

the orderly worship in the land of promise, stands in contrast with the usages in the wilder-

ness (xii. 8) ; the curses denounced upon the unfaithful are colored by their experiences there

(xxviii. 22-24) ; and the song and blessing are full of its imagery. No one can read the book

without feeling that it was written by one who was not only familiar with the desert, but whose

life was full of its experiences, whose thoughts and language breathe its very air.

It is still more remarkable for its references to Egypt. The impression that these references

make is so strong, that Ewald holds that the supposed author of Deuteronomy was some

learned Jew, at the time of Manasseh, who lived in Egypt, and thus became familiar with the

Egyptian usages. It is not so much the frequent allusions to Israel's residence and condition in

Egypt, but to the Egyptian usages in mining, agriculture, modes of warfare, ritual of worship,

etc. It underlies the law of kindness towards servants and strangers, it constitutes a striking

feature in the promises and curses of the covenant, and comes out even in the law of the king.

(For the references, see Schroeder, Intro. § vi. pp. 37, 33). The book, therefore, is so far just

what it purports to be. It is entirely natural in all its historical references if it was written by

Moses, and most unnatural on the supposition of another author and a later date.

3. Its relation to the earlier and later books shows that it stands in its true position in the

canon, and is therefore the work of Moses. It implies everywhere the knowledge of the histori-

cal contents and legislation of the preceding books. How untenable the position of the critics,

that Deuteronomy is earlier than the books of Exodus—Numbers, is, appears from the mode in

which these historical events are alluded to. They are not recorded, but simply referred to as

fully recorded in the earlier writings. They are presupposed as well known. Thus he alludes to

the bondage in Egypt (chap. iv. 20; v. 6, 15 ; vi. 12, etc.) ; to the passover (xvi. 1-8) ;
to the pil-

lar of cloud and fire (xxxi. 15) ; to the manna (viii. 3) ; to the war with Amalek (xxv. 17-19)

;

to the law-giving at Sinai (iv. 11-15) ; to the residence of Moses in the Mount, and the double

tables of the law (ix. 6 ; x. 5) ; to the law of leprosy (xxiv. 8) ;
to the sin of Miriam (xxiv. 9), a

passage which is utterly without meaning unless we go back to the earlier history in Numbers.

It is needless to multiply instances of this kind. They are so numerous, and the references are so

natural and un.studied, that the great body even of the critics, until tlie present day, have held

that the other books of the Pentateuch must have been known to the author of Deuteronomy. The

same thing is true with regard to the whole Sinaitic legislation. Deuteronomy refers to these

laws, e.g., the laws about food (comp. chap. xiv. with Lev. xi.) the law with respect to servants

(Dent. XV. 12-15 Exod. xxi. 1-4) ; the law with respect to murder (Deut. xix. 11-13; Exod. xxi.

12-15) ; the law for the annual feasts (Deut. xvi. ; Exod. xii. 1 seq. ; Lev. xxiii. seq.)
;
and so more

or less fully through the whole code, always implying that the fuller and detailed legislation was

well known both to speaker and hearers.

If it is full of references to the other books of the Pentateuch, the whole after-history, poetry,

and prophecy presuppo.«e its existence. The line of proof which runs through the history is many-

stranded. It is only when the different threads are followed up, and united into one that we

fuUy appreciate its strength. It seems clear, e. ., from the passage in Ezra which speaks of the

weeping of the ancient men, who had seen the glory of the first temple, with the shouts of the

younger generation at its restoration, that the first temple had been an object dear to the hearts of

the people. It was connected with their most precious interests as a nation. Their whole life,

popular, civil and religious, centered in it. If it stood in its glory, and had this place in the affec-

tions of the people, as we know it did about 600 B. c, it must have been built long before. It

could not have won this place, and drawn into connection with itself all that concerned the na-

tions welfare in any brief period. The restoration of the temple' points beyond any reasonable

question to the temple of Solomon. But the existence of the temple, with its altar, carries with

it, more or less fully, the feasts and sacrifices, the whole ceremonial law, and this implies the moral
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law, since the sacrifices and altar have no significance except as instituted to atone for the

breaches of the moral law. At the time of Solomon, therefore, the whole law, with its institu-

tions and ofiicers, was in full operation. But without insisting upon this, or upon kindred

statements in the history which are inexplicable, except upon the supposition of the earlier exist-

ence of the law (see 1 Kings xii- 32, and comp. 1 Kings xviii. 40 with Deut. xiii. 5 and xviii.

20), it is certain that Deuteronomy existed at the time of Solomon. The prayer of Solomon (1

Kings viii.), at the dedication of the temple, is full of real and verbal allusions to the earlier

book. Its tone and language are deuteronomic. We cannot suppose that the author of Deuterono-

my or the "programme" copied from Solomon, for in that case we shall have to explain how
Solomon came by that knowledge of Moses and his work, with which the prayer is full ; we
should have to feign a tradition from which he has drawn so largely, and of which there is no

evidence. But if Solomon had the copy of this law, which as king he was required to have, and

with respect to which, as we have seen already, he had received the solemn charge from David

his father, then all is natural. The tone and coloring of his prayer is just what we should

have expected. It could not well have been otherwise. He would naturally clothe his peti-

tions in the terms of the book most intimately connected with his religious life. He was here,

too, leading the devotions of the people, and uses terms and phrases with which they were familiar.

His prayer, therefore, is a testimony that Deuteronomy was known to him and known to the

people. But this implies its long previous existence. Since no book could thus have entered

into the religious life of the people, and have formed the vehicle of its thouglits and feeliugs in

its communion with God, unless they had long been familiar with it. A moulding and shaping

power like this is only the growth of time. We meet with allusions to Deuteronomy in the books

of Samuel; and allusions of a kind which show that the people were familiar with it, that it had

left its impress upon their views and language. Joab (2 Sam. xxiv. 3) speaks to the king, re-

monstrating against his course, in words borrowed from Deuteronomy (i. 11). Tamar (2

Sam. xiii. 12) reproves her seducer by a reference to the deuteronomic law (xxii. 21).* It is not

only the king, prophets, priests, but the common people who thus advert to the law, as found in

Deuteronomy, and thus show that this law was read to the people, as Moses commanded. It is

incredible that these incidents—and they are inwoven in the history, as having far-reaching re-

sults—should have been inserted in the narrative in order to give a basis for the law, which was

not written, according to the critics, until centuries after their occurrence.

The whole plan and significance of the book of Ruth turns upon the Levirate law in Deuterono-

my, XXV. 5-10. The custom is unquestionably of earlier date, but the law which regulates it,

which prescribes its limitation and the manner of enforcing it, is found only here. It is im-

portant to observe, as showing that the law was not of recent origin when the book of Ruth was

written, that the usage as to the loosing of the shoe prescribed in the law, is referred to as com-

paratively out of date (Ruth iv. 7). No reasonable person can well doubt that the law in Deu-

teronomy was older than the narrative in Ruth which refers to it, and older by generations, for

it is referred to as fixing the usage in a former time, which was then passing out of vogue. We
have already shown how fully Joshua implies the deuteronomic law. It could not have been

written indeed had not Deuteronomy preceded it The history, therefore, from the time of Ezr?

back to Joshua presupposes Deuteronomy.

What is true of the history is true also of the poetry. Apart from the ninetieth Psalm, which

claims to be Mosaic, and carries in its whole tone and structure the evidence that the claim is true^

and which is full of striking resemblances to Deuteronomy, we have the grand eulogies upon

the law in the nineteenth and one hundred and nineteenth Psalms. Whatever may be said as to

the date of the latter of these P.salms, there is no reason to doubt that the former was the work of

David, and there is every reason to believe that it was. It bears his name in its title, and its

internal character reveals his hand. But this Psalm is not only a eulogy upon the law, show-

ing how it was regarded at that time, but is full of deuteronomic terms in its description of the

law, and has express reference to it (comp. v. 13; Deut. xvii. 12, 13: v. 17; Deut. xxxii. 4, 31).

The thirty-second and fifty-first Psalms reveal to us the experience of David, which implies a

knowledge of the law—and the law substantially as we have it in the books of the Pentateuch—as

%
.

* See Deuteronomy the People's Book, pp. 209-211, and in this connection Stanley Leathbs, The Structure of tht

Old Testament.
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a revelation both of the holiness and grace of God. The eighteenth Psalm (comp. 2 Sam. xxii.)

abounds in terms and figures which constantly remind us of Deuteronomy. The triumphant

and exultant songs of Deborah (Judg. v. 3-5), and Hannah (1 Sam. ii. 2), different in many re-

spects, are alike in this, and bear their decided testimony to the same book. We have therefore

running through the whole body of Lyric poetry a uniform and consistent testimony to the pre-

existence of Deuteronomy as the work of Moses. See further Schboeder's Intro., I vii. p. 41, and

also Havernick, Intro, i., ii. 557-8, and iii. p. 304-5.

The prophetic utterances are, if possible, more clear and decisive. (See Schroeder, Intro. | vii.

p. 40 ; Smith, Bib. Die. art. Pentateuch, and Hengstenberg, Beitrage, Vol. ii., 48, 21 seq.).

But besides these clear references to Deuteronomy as an earlier book, direct and indirect,

there is an impressive argument in favor of the Mosaic origin of the law, drawn from the general

spirit and character of the later books ; and what is here said of the law applies with special em-

phasis to Deuteronomy, which gives us the law in its popular aspect, and enters therefore more

directly and fully into the religious life of the people. If the people as individuals, and as a

body, recognize in their recorded experiences, and in every stage of the history, a law to which

they were amenable, by the knowledge of which their sense ot sin, and at the same time their hope

for forgiveness was awakened, then it is safe to say that such a law must have existed. The

sense of sin, it is true, must be such in its reality and expression, that it cannot be ascribed to the

mere working of natural conscience, or be measured and explained by the law written upon the

heart ; and the hope of pardon must not be the blind, instinctive feeling that in some way God

will be merciful, but rest upon, or involve a knowledge of some specific way in which He will

show mercy to the guilty. The prophet Daniel clothes his confession in terms of the law, " we

have sinned, and have committed iniquity by departing from thy precepts and from thy judg-

menls," and yet clings to the hope of mercy in connection with the covenant, and the sacrifices

or oblations. Nehemiah presents the Levites as confessing the guilt of the people—the genera-

tion then before them and their fathers— as saying: "They were disobedient and rebelled

against thee, and cast thy law behind their backs ; they sinned against thy judgments ;" and

then as leading the people back to God and His mercy through a restored ritual and service.

Jeremiah opens to us the secrets of his own heart and the experience of the people in the

Lamentations. He mourns over the deserted ways of Zion ; her neglected feasts ; her despised

sabbaths ; her sanctuary desecrated by the presence of those who were excluded from its pre-

cincts by the law ; her pleasant (desirable) things of old now passed away : he traces this desolation,

as to her religious feasts and institutions, to tlie transgressions of the people, their rebellion

against his commandment, and then closes with the deuteronomic prayer :
" Turn thou us unto

thee O Lord, and we shall be turned ; renew our days as of old." If it is said, that there is no dis-

pute as to the existence of the law at the time of Jeremiah, this does not meet the case. For the

prophet deplores the loss of the pleasant things of old, and prays that the people may be restored

to the former things. It is no law of recent date from which the nation has departed. He con-

nects the sins of the people and the sufferings for them with the law of old, its precepts and institu-

tions and penalties. He looks for salvation only by a return in obedience and privilege to the

condition of the people in its earlier history.

Isaiah not only begins his prophecy by quoting the words of Deuteronomy, but paints the

picture of the moral condition of his people in the colors of the law :
" They have forsaken the

Lord, they have provoked the Holy One of Israel unto anger." They observe its external rites and

ceremonies, its feasts and sacrifices, but violate its spirit. They make their punctilious outward

obedience, an excuse and cover for their inward corruption. It is this which makes the prophet

shudder and mourn, which leads him to cry out in astonishment and regret, "Ah, sinful nation,

seed of evil doers." He sees their real character in the glass of the law. He recognizes the

righteous hand of God upon them ; but yet doe? not leave them without hope. The atoning and

cleansing rites of the law are before him: "Wash you; make you clean: though your sins be as

scarlet, they shall be as white as snow ; though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool."

Hosea, writing about 800 b. c, and long prior to the days of Josiah or even of Hezekiah, recog-

nizes in every way the law as the measure of Israel's sins. They are charged with transgressing

the covenant of the Lord, and trespassing against His law ; with treachery and falsehood in their

relations to Him ; iniquities which receive their very form, as they do their turpitude, from the

law. Their torn, smitten, wounded condition is the fruit of their sin. But they are not left with-
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out hope. He who has torn will heal ; He who has smitten will bind up, if they will return unto

the Lord .their God, as He has appointed them.

The very mission of the prophets, in part at least; in the judgment of the critics, their whole mis-

sion was to brino- back the people to the true observance of the law, and the law in its more

spiritual, popular, and deuteronomic aspect. Their mission is inconceivable, and their work

and writings are without any intelligible cause or explanation unless we assume the existence of

the law. If they are sent to awaken the people to a sense of their apostacy and sin, it is by a

reference to the law and an exposition of it in its real import ; if they call them to repentance, it is

in view of the sacredness and holiness of the law; if they hold out to them hope, it is through insti-

tutions and ordinances of the law. Their mission and work are based upon the law
;
presuppose it,

and are unaccountable without it ; and the law, not as revealed to them peculiarly, but as known

to the people. It is not necessary to carry this examination further. The prayer of Solomon,

the Psalms of David, the history of the people under Samuel and the Judges are full of the

same experiences of sin and grace ; experiences which are simply impossible or insupposable

without the law in its precepts and ritual. For these references are without a parallel in the

history of any people. The sense of sin is indeed co-extensive with the race, the dim shadowy hope

of some mercy has never been utterly lost ; but this sense of sin found here, so characteristic in its form

and depth, is by the knowledge of the law ; and the hope of redemption from it is everywhere grounded

in the popular knowledge of the law, in its broadest sense

—

i. e., including ceremonial as well

as moral precepts—as a revelation of grace.

This knowledge of the law cannot be explained as merely traditional. For in the first place there

is no sufficient evidence of such tradition as is implied in this supposition ; in the second place the

allusions to the law substantially as we now have it are very clear ; and in the third place, it is

inconceivable that a law of this nature, running counter to the whole tendencies of the human

heart, and therefore likely to be buried out of view or perish, should have been left in an unwritten

form, and to the safeguards of mere tradition. Nor is it supposable that a people, whose pre-

dominant characteristic is its legality, whose whole life, as it had its origin in the Sinaitic

legislation, is also permeated and shaped by it, should have suffered such a change, as is involved in

a later writing formed out offloating traditions, from an unwritten to a wrhten form, from mere scat-

tered germs, to a complete and rounded system, without any discoverable allusion to it, either in

its history or experiences, save that which is supposed to exist in the finding of the book of the

law by Hilkiah.*

4. The external evidence in favor of the Mosaic origin of Deuteronomy is very strong. " It

was the undisputed testimony of the Jewish nation at and before the time of Christ, that Moses

wrote the Pentateuch. Such is the testimony of Philo from Alexandria and Josephus from Je-

rusalem (Philo, Mangey II., 141, 149; Josephus, Bekker, III., ii. 5, xii., etc.). So also the Talmud

from Babylon in a passage apparently of great antiquity."! The New Testament recognizes the

arrangement of the Old Testament Scriptures under the "law of Moses, the prophets and the

Psalms," and thus sanctions the Synagogue view which held tliat Moses was the author of the law.

It may be urged that this is only a recognition of the Mosaic system, a system of laws which

went under his name, although it was actually the slow growth of centuries, and as a written

code of much later date than Moses. But the usage, if it is a mere usage only, shows clearly

that the Jews, at the time of our Lord, regarded the law as the divinely inspired writing of Moses.

The manner in which our Lord uses the classification seemed to imply that it was correct. He

was under no necessity to use it. He gives no hint or intimation that it was not true. And when

He adopted it, therefore, He gives it the sanction of His name and authority.

That Moses is a real historical personage in the New Testament, a personal lawgiver, is beyond

any reasonable question. It is "Moses who lifted up the serpent in the wilderness;" Moses "gave

you not that bread from heaven;" " For the hardness of your heart he " (Moses) '| wrote you this

precept;" "Did not Moses give you the law, and yet none of you keepeth the law?" Stephen, ad-

dressing the Jewish Sanhedrim (Acts vii. 37) says: "This is that Moses which said unto the

children of Israel, A prophet shall the Lord your God raise up unto you, of your brethren like unto

me; him shall ye hear." It is the personal lawgiver who speaks, and the words spoken are

quoted from Deuteronomy, and from one of the passages which are supposed to militate agamst

• Stanley Leathes, Structure of the Old Testament, pp. 176-187.

t'Prof. S. C. Bartlett: Smith's Bib. Diet. Art. Pentateuch.
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the Mosaic authorship of this book. "A prophet like unto me." The "me" is the person who

wrote the book. To whom is the predicted prophet, who can only be Christ-like ? To Muses,

who spake with God face to face, or to the Egyptian exile, or the " presumable poet " of the

second Jeroboam, or the "great unknown?'' The Apostle Peter (Acts iii. 22) speaks to the people

at Jerusalem. " Moses truly said unto the fathers, A prophet," etc. It is the personal lawgiver

who speaks, as the fathers who were spoken to were persons. The Apostle Paul (Rom. x. 5-8,

19) says: ''Moses describeth the righteousness which is of the law," etc.; it is not the

righteousness of Moses or which Moses taught, but the righteousness of the law ; it is not Moses

and faith, but the law and faith. Moses describes the one—Paul the other. And then, speaking

of the mode in which the gospel is propagated and received, he adds :
" first Moses saith," and

then: "But Esaias is very bold and saith." Moses is the personal lawgiver as Esaias is the personal

prophet. Throughout the New Testament therefore Moses appears as the personal lawgiver. It

is not the Mosaic system—which may have been originated by other persons, and went under his

name—but Moses himself, who spoke to the Hebrews, who gave the law. Bearing this in mind

as what is intended in all the citations from Mosea or references to him, the testimony of the New
Testament to the Mosaic authorship of Deuteronomy and the Pentateuch is overwhelming.

There are not only numerous direct formal citations (see the partial list in Schroedek's Intro-

duction, pp. 41, 42), but there are allusions, indirect, hidden, and yet impressive, depending partly

however for their force upon the use of the Septuagint. The author of the Epistle to the He-

brews quotes directly from Deuteronomy as the work of Moses, "He that despised Moses' law

died without mercy under two or three witnesses" (chap. x. 28 ; also x. 30; xii. 19, 29); but what

is of greater moment here, the whole central part of his Epistle, the contrast between the Aaronic

priesthood and the priesthood of Christ, is based upon the genuineness of what " Moses spake con-

cerning the priesthood." The history and the institutions are inwoven in his Epistle, so that we
cannot separate them. His argument not only implies the Levitical priesthood, but the priesthood

and institution as connected with the history and introduced through the mediation of Moses.

The Apostle John tells us that " the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by

Jesus Christ." Christ and Moses are set in personal contrast. He not only declares that the Law
was by Moses, but asserts it as something which was well known to the people, and therefore true

pre-eminently of Deuteronomy. '' Did not Moses give you the law?"

It is difficult to believe that inspired apostles fell into a common delusion, or accommodated

themselves to it, were either deceived or deceivers; but if we could so believe, what shall be

done with the testimony of Christ Himself, the truth and the Teacher of truth? His testimony to

Deuteronomy is very remarkable. It is a striking fact that in His conflict with the adversary, in

the hours of his temptation. He draws His weapons of defence only from this book. He uses the

sword of the Spirit, the word, but the word as found here. He overcomes the tempter by this word.

Did He triumph by a fraud ? There were other divine words, other sentences which were written

—

why did He use this ? If it was not what it claimed to be, and what it was understood to be, why
does He, in this singular and most emphatic way, coming back to it time after time with this signi-

ficant phrase :
" It is written," set His stamp upon it ? It is a most unaccountable fact if Moses is

not the author of Deuteronomy.*

Turning from the temptation to the ordinary teaching of our Lord, we have the same testi-

mony. The Sadducees came, hoping to entrap Him with their question : " Master, Moses wrote

unto us, If a man's brother die," etc., referring to the Levirate law in Deuteronomy ; and He an-

swers, not questioning the validity of their references, but correcting their error of interpretation

by a quotation from another book in the Pentateuch. To the lawyer, who asked : " Master, which

is the great commandment in the law?" He replies, quoting Deuteronomy: "Thou shalt love the

Lord thy God," etc. Is it po-ssible to believe that when thus summing up the whole law—for the

second command obviously flows from the first—He would base His teaching upon a book which^

if it was not from Moses, He must have known to be a fraud ?

If we pass from His ordinary teaching to His controversies with the Jews, He still appeals to

Moses in that most significant passage: " Do not think that I will accuse you to the Father: there

* " Rcerei lateri lethalis arunde." " It would seem," says Wordsworth, " as if the evil spirit were still smart-
ing from the weapon by which he received the wound from the Son of God at the temptation ; and as if he
were straining every nerve, in these latter days, to prove the spuriousness of Deuteronomy by means of
the self-idolizing arrogance of this so-called 'scientific biblical criticism.'"
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is one that accuseth you, even Moses, in whom ye trust. For had ye believed Moses, ye would
have believed me ; for he wrote of me. But if ye believe not his writings, how shall ye believe

my words?"—a passage which includes a testimony from Christ as to every point in question.

For it is a testimony to Moses as a personal law-giver. He accuses ; I do not ; but Moses does.

It is a testimony that he left the law in its written form, in " writings," which were still extant

as his among the Jews, which they might have consulted, and out of which they might have
learned of Him. The allusion to the prediction of the prophet in Deuteronomy is too clear to

admit of question. It is further a testimony peculiarly to the deuteronomic law, since it is the

law which comes into the closest relation to the people, by which they were accused, and must
be condemned or acquitted before the Father, to which Christ here sets His seal.

He had scarcely risen from the dead and met with His disciples, than " beginning at Moses

and all the prophets, He expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the things concerning Him-
self." But if Moses spoke directly of Christ, it can only be in that great prophetic utterance in

Deuteronomy: "The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a prophet," ete. And what He thus

did on the road to Emmaus, He repeats to the gathered disciples as He sat and talked with

them, and recalled, as it were, all the past :
'' These are the words which I spake unto you

while I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled which were written in the law of Moses,

and in the prophets and in the Psalms concerning me."

From the scene of His temptation and conflict, in His ordinary teaching, when surrounded and

pressed by the cavilling Jews, from the risen Lord, and just as the opening heavens were to

receive Him from our sight, we have one, repeated, unvarying, consistent testimony of Christ

that Moses was the author of the law.

It does not meet the case at all to say, that Christ accommodated Himself to the prevalent

view of His day, that He was only using popular language, adapting Himself to the prejudices of

His hearers, etc. For that involves one of two things, which lie in the face of the whole gospel

or involves both. Either that Christ was a mere man, and shared in the prejudices and ignorance

of His age ; used the language He did because He knew no better ; scientific criticism had not yet

ehed its rays of light, and the darkness lay dense and unbroken—or Christ lent His great name and

authority to sanction and perpetuate common errors, and errors which touched the spiritual

interests and life of the people. And then what kind of a Redeemer have we left? But there are

few who will willingly and consciously go down into these depths, who will either shut their eyes

to the clear proofs of Christ's exalted character and intelligence, or to the unquestionable and

almost unquestioned fact of His moral honesty and integrity. Those who agree fully with KuE-

NEN and CoLENSO may say that Christ was ignorant as those around Him, or at least shared in

that ignorance ; and it must be confessed that this is a less abysmal depth than the supposition

of moral obliquity. In either case, however, the Christ of the gospels has disappeared.

We are shut up to this alternative. Either we must abide by the testimony of Christ, and regard

Moses as the author of Deuteronomy, or we may accept the premises and conclusions of these

negative critics, and thus part with our Bibles and Christ.
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